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METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT (MVRD)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
REGULAR BOARD MEETING
Friday, June 22, 2018
9:00 A.M.
th
28 Floor Boardroom, 4730 Kingsway, Burnaby, British Columbia
Membership and Votes
R E V I S E D A G E N D A1
A.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
1.

B.

June 22, 2018 Regular Meeting Agenda
That the MVRD Board adopt the agenda for its regular meeting scheduled for
June 22, 2018 as circulated.

ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES
1.

May 25, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes
That the MVRD Board adopt the minutes for its regular meeting held May 25, 2018 as
circulated.

C.

DELEGATIONS

D.

INVITED PRESENTATIONS

E.

CONSENT AGENDA
Note: Directors may adopt in one motion all recommendations appearing on the Consent
Agenda or, prior to the vote, request an item be removed from the Consent Agenda for debate
or discussion, voting in opposition to a recommendation, or declaring a conflict of interest
with an item.
1. CLIMATE ACTION COMMITTEE REPORTS
1.1

1

Caring for the Air 2018 Report
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 10, 2018, titled
“Caring for the Air 2018 Report”.

Note: Recommendation is shown under each item, where applicable.
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1.2

Best Management Practices for Invasive Species in the Metro Vancouver Region
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 11, 2018, titled
“Best Management Practices for Invasive Species in the Metro Vancouver Region”.

1.3

Use of Land Cover Data to Assess Regional Ecosystem Services
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Use of Land Cover
Data to Assess Regional Ecosystem Services” dated May 14, 2018.

1.4

Update of the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Update of the Metro
Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)” dated May 7, 2018.

2. REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORTS
2.1

Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement
That the MVRD Board:
a) accept the District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement as submitted
to Metro Vancouver on May 28, 2018; and
b) request written confirmation from the District of West Vancouver of their
intention to resolve the land use issues in the Upper Lands by seeking to: remove
the Metro 2040 Special Study Area and redesignate lands above the 1,200 foot
contour and lands west of Eagle Creek to a regional Conservation and Recreation
land use designation.

2.2

Progress Update on the 2018 Regional Parking Study
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 18, 2018, titled
“Progress Update on the 2018 Regional Parking Study”.

2.3

Municipal Measures for Affordable Housing Matrix - 2018 Update
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Municipal Measures
for Affordable Housing Matrix - 2018 Update”, dated May 23, 2018.

3. REGIONAL PARKS COMMITTEE REPORTS
3.1

Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050
That the MVRD Board adopt the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy, as
presented in the report dated May 10, 2018, titled “Regional Parks Land Acquisition
2050”.

3.2

Grouse Mountain Regional Park – Management Plan Framework and Public
Engagement Process
That the MVRD Board approve the scope of the proposed Grouse Mountain Regional
Park Management Plan Framework and authorize staff to proceed with the
engagement process as presented in the report dated May 15, 2018, titled “Grouse
Mountain Regional Park – Management Plan Framework and Public Engagement
Process – Public Engagement Process”.
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4. FINANCE AND INTERGOVERNMENT COMMITTEE REPORTS
4.1

2018 Budget - Status of Reserves
That the MVRD Board approve the application and transfer of reserves related to the
expenditures and provisions as set out in Schedule 1 of the report dated June 7, 2018,
titled “2018 Budget - Status of Reserves”.

4.2

Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100
Program
That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period
of three years at an annual cost of $25,000 U.S. dollars.

4.3

Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration Study Tour - South East Queensland Council
of Mayors – March 26-29, 2018, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
That the MVRD Board receive for information the reported dated June 4, 2018, titled
“Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration Study Tour – South East Queensland Council
of Mayors March 26-29, 2018, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia”.

4.4

2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region – Summary of Key Findings
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated June 13, 2018, titled
“2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region”.

5. CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REPORTS
5.1

Delegations Received at Committee June
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report, dated June 12, 2018, titled
“Delegations Received at Committee June” containing submissions received from the
following delegates:
a) Jill Dwyer, Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable Coordinator, in partnership
with the Watershed Watch Salmon Society
b) Jason Chu, Manager, Long Range Planning, Township of Langley

F.

ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA

G.

REPORTS NOT INCLUDED IN CONSENT AGENDA
1. REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORTS
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1.1

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment
Request from the Township of Langley – Williams Neighbourhood Plan
That the MVRD Board:
a) initiate the Metro 2040 minor amendment process and in response to the
Township of Langley’s request to amend the regional land use designations for
the Williams Neighbourhood Plan area, amending 4 hectares of lands designated
Mixed Employment to General Urban and 2 hectares of lands designated General
Urban to Mixed Employment;
b) give first and second readings to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional
Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018; and
c) direct staff to notify affected local governments as per Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping our Future section 6.4.2.

2. PUBLIC HEARING REPORTS
Added 2.1

Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263 – Hazelmere Site City of
Surrey – Bylaw Consideration
That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the minutes of the Public Hearing as presented in the
report dated June 19, 2018, titled “Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw
No. 1263 – Hazelmere Site City of Surrey – Bylaw Consideration”.
Bylaw for Consideration
That the MVRD Board:
a) give 3rd reading to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018; and
b) pass and finally adopt Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.

H.

MOTIONS FOR WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

I.

OTHER BUSINESS

J.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM DELEGATIONS

K.

RESOLUTION TO CLOSE MEETING
Note: The Board must state by resolution the basis under section 90 of the Community Charter
on which the meeting is being closed. If a member wishes to add an item, the basis must be
included below.
That the MVRD Board close its regular meeting scheduled for June 22, 2018 pursuant to the
Community Charter provisions, Section 90 (1) (e), (i), and 90 (2) (b) as follows: (specify which
subsection(s) apply for each in-camera item unless all relate to the same subsection, remove
what does not apply)
“90 (1)
A part of a board meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered relates to or is one or more of the following:
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(e)

90 (2)

the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or improvements, if
the board or committee considers that disclosure could reasonably be
expected to harm the interests of the regional district;
(i)
the receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including
communications necessary for that purpose; and
A part of a meeting must be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered relates to one or more of the following:
(b)
the consideration of information received and held in confidence relating
to negotiations between the regional district and a provincial government
or the federal government or both, or between a provincial government
or the federal government or both and a third party.”

L.

RISE AND REPORT (Items Released from Closed Meeting)

M.

ADJOURNMENT/CONCLUSION
That the MVRD Board adjourn/conclude its regular meeting of June 22, 2018.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Section B

1

METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
Directors held at 9:04 a.m. on Friday, May 25, 2018 in the 28th Floor Boardroom, 4730 Kingsway,
Burnaby, British Columbia.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Port Coquitlam, Chair, Director Greg Moore
Vancouver, Vice Chair, Director Raymond Louie
Anmore, Director John McEwen
Belcarra, Director Ralph Drew (arrived at
9:14 a.m.)
Bowen Island, Director Maureen Nicholson
Burnaby, Director Derek Corrigan
Burnaby, Director Sav Dhaliwal
Burnaby, Director Colleen Jordan
Coquitlam, Director Craig Hodge
Coquitlam, Director Richard Stewart
Delta, Director Lois Jackson
Delta, Director Bruce McDonald
Electoral Area A, Director Maria Harris
Langley City, Director Rudy Storteboom
Langley Township, Director Charlie Fox
Langley Township, Director Bob Long (departed
at 10:42 a.m.)
Lions Bay, Director Karl Buhr (departed at
10:42 a.m.)
New Westminster, Director Jonathan Coté
North Vancouver City, Director Darrell Mussatto
North Vancouver District, Director Richard
Walton
Pitt Meadows, Director John Becker

Port Moody, Alternate Director Meghan Lahti for
Mike Clay
Richmond, Director Malcolm Brodie
Richmond, Director Harold Steves
Surrey, Director Tom Gill
Surrey, Alternate Director Vera LeFranc for Bruce
Hayne
Surrey, Alternate Director Mary Martin for Judy
Villeneuve
Surrey, Alternate Director Mike Starchuk for Linda
Hepner
Surrey, Director Barbara Steele
Surrey, Director Dave Woods
Tsawwassen, Director Bryce Williams (arrived at
9:17 a.m.)
Vancouver, Director Adriane Carr
Vancouver, Director Heather Deal
Vancouver, Director Kerry Jang
Vancouver, Director Andrea Reimer (departed at
10:42 a.m.)
Vancouver, Director Gregor Robertson (arrived at
9:18 a.m.)
Vancouver, Director Tim Stevenson
West Vancouver, Director Michael Smith
White Rock, Director Wayne Baldwin

MEMBERS ABSENT:
Maple Ridge, Director Nicole Read
STAFF PRESENT:
Carol Mason, Chief Administrative Officer
Janis Knaupp, Legislative Services Coordinator, Board and Information Services
Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer
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A.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
Suspension of the Rules
The Board considered a request to suspend the rules for hearing Board delegations.
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board, pursuant to Section 1.4 of the Procedure Bylaw, suspend at its
May 25, 2018 regular meeting the rules outlined in Section 13.7 relative to hearing
delegations at the Board in order to hear from City of Surrey staff.
CARRIED
1.

May 25, 2018 Regular Meeting Agenda
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board:
a) amend the agenda for its regular meeting scheduled for May 25, 2018 by
adding, in Section C, the following delegations:
i. Bob Donnelly, Semiahmoo Fish and Game Club and Little Campbell
Hatchery;
ii. Arvind Grewal, South Campbell Heights Landowner;
iii. Sarah Rush, Friends of Hazelmere Campbell Valley;
iv. Don Luymes, Director of Strategic Initiatives and Corporate Reporting, City
of Surrey; and
b) adopt the agenda as amended.
CARRIED

B.

ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES
1.
2.

April 27, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes
April 27, 2018 Regular Parks Meeting Minutes
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board adopt the minutes for its regular meeting held
April 27, 2018, and the minutes for its regular Parks meeting held April 27, 2018
as circulated.
CARRIED

C.

DELEGATIONS
1.

Bob Donnelly, Semiahmoo Fish and Game Club and Little Campbell Hatchery
Bob Donnelly, Semiahmoo Fish and Game Club and Little Campbell Hatchery,
spoke in opposition to the City of Surrey’s request related to Item E3.2. Mr.
Donnelly spoke about salmon restoration, public education, and stewardship
efforts by volunteers in and around Little Campbell Creek, and the variety of flora
and fauna in the area and how protecting it aligns with Metro 2040 goals.
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Mr. Donnelly informed the Board that the public process did not include
consideration of commercial zoning which was added to the South Campbell
Heights Local Area Plan when presented to Council for third reading and he
expressed concerns about the proposal highlighting negative ecosystem and
watercourse impacts, a lack of demonstrated need to develop land south of 16th
Avenue, concerns with the public process and zoning decisions, and the
importance of protecting natural heritage.
Mr. Donnelly requested that the Board reject Surrey’s application to amend Metro
2040 for South Campbell Heights.
Executive summary and presentation material are retained with the May 25, 2018
MVRD Board agenda.
9:14 a.m. Director Drew arrived at the meeting.
2.

Arvind Grewal, South Campbell Heights Landowner
Arvind Grewal, on behalf of South Campbell Heights Landowner, spoke in support
of the City of Surrey’s request related to Item E3.2 of the agenda. Mr. Grewal
highlighted the City of Surrey’s public process related to the application, prior and
current interests by the landowners to develop the lands for employment
purposes. He further commented on how the proposed commercial truck park
supports the need for employment land identified in Surrey’s Employment Lands
Strategy.

9:17 a.m. Director Williams arrived at the meeting.
9:18 a.m. Director Robertson arrived at the meeting.
Mr. Grewal expressed concerns about Metro Vancouver’s recommendation to
refer the matter back to the City of Surrey, and requested that the Board approve
Surrey’s request to amend Metro 2040 for South Campbell Heights.
Executive summary is retained with the May 25, 2018 MVRD Board agenda.
3.

Sarah Rush, Friends of Hazelmere Campbell Valley
Sarah Rush, Friends of Hazelmere Campbell Valley, spoke in opposition to the City
of Surrey’s request related to Item E 3.2 of the agenda. Ms. Rush elaborated on
how Metro 2040 does not support the proposed development type and expressed
concerns about expansion of the Urban Containment Boundary, development
below 16th Avenue, wildlife and aquifer impacts, the lack of rationale to support
the proposal, inconsistencies between the Land Use Plan and independent
environmental special study, and the development being located more in the
Hazelmere Valley than in the area of Campbell Heights.
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The delegation requested that the Board refer the matter back to the City of
Surrey or decline Surrey’s request to amend Metro 2040 for South Campbell
Heights.
Executive summary and presentation material are retained with the May 25, 2018
MVRD Board agenda.
4.

City of Surrey Planning Staff
Don Luymes, Director of Strategic Initiatives and Corporate Reporting, City of
Surrey, spoke in support of the City of Surrey’s application as presented in Item
E 3.2 of the agenda highlighting the proposed development area, South Campbell
Heights Land Use Plan (LUP) including proposed land use changes, relationship
between the LUP, the Official Community Plan, and Metro Vancouver’s Regional
Growth Strategy, general and urban employment types, proposed green space,
and the public process related to the application.
Mr. Luymes commented that the proposal would meet a need for employment
lands, reduce uncertainty around future land use in the proposed development
area, include conservation area, allow for sewer extension which would support
aquifer protection, increase connectivity, and allow for a farm village community
to emerge. The delegation requested that the Board direct staff to prepare a
bylaw to amend Metro 2040 as presented as alternative 3 in the report.
Presentation material titled “South Campbell Heights Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment” is retained with the May 25, 2018 MVRD Board agenda.

D.

INVITED PRESENTATIONS
No items presented.

E.

CONSENT AGENDA
At the request of Directors, the following items were removed from the Consent Agenda,
for consideration under Section F. Items Removed from the Consent Agenda:
3.1
TransLink Phase Two Investment Plan
3.2
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment
Request from the City of Surrey ‐ South Campbell Heights
CARRIED
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board adopt the recommendations in the following items presented in
the May 25, 2018 MVHC Board Consent Agenda:
1.1
2018 Update on Regional District Sustainability Innovation Fund Project
1.2
Update on Metro Vancouver’s Grow Green Website and the ‘Growing Green in
Metro Vancouver’ Forum
1.3
Partnering Agreements for Metro Vancouver’s Wood Stove Exchange Program
2.1
Quarterly Report on Reconciliation Activities
3.3
2018 Agriculture Awareness Grant Recommendations
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
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4.1
4.2
5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2

Aldergrove Regional Park (Langley – West) Management Plan Update ‐ Phase 1
Regional Parks 2017 Annual Visitor Use and Program Statistics
TransLink Phase Two Investment Plan – Proposed Increase to Borrowing Limit
2017 Statement of Financial Information
Metro Vancouver External Agency Activities Status Report May 2018
Delegations Received at Committee May 2018
CARRIED

The items and recommendations referred to above are as follows:
1.1

2018 Update on Regional District Sustainability Innovation Fund Project
Report dated April 19, 2018 from Roger Quan, Air Quality and Climate Change
Director, Parks, Planning and Environment, providing an update on seven projects
funded under the Regional District Sustainability Innovation Funds.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated April 19, 2018,
titled “2018 Update on Regional District Sustainability Innovation Fund Projects”.
Adopted on Consent

1.2

Update on Metro Vancouver’s Grow Green Website and the ‘Growing Green in
Metro Vancouver’ Forum
Report dated April 13, 2018 from Sinead Murphy, Senior Policy and Planning
Analyst, Parks, Planning and Environment, providing an update on Metro
Vancouver’s Grow Green and a summary of the ‘Growing Green in Metro
Vancouver’ Forum held in collaboration with UBC Botanical Garden on February
23, 2018.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated April 13, 2018,
titled “Update on Metro Vancouver’s Grow Green Website and the ‘Growing
Green in Metro Vancouver’ Forum.”
Adopted on Consent

1.3

Partnering Agreements for Metro Vancouver’s Wood Stove Exchange Program
Report dated April 13, 2018 from Derek Jennejohn, Lead Senior Engineer, and
Grace Cockle, Senior Officer, Parks, Planning and Environment, seeking MVRD
Board authorization to enter into partnering agreements with additional wood
burning appliance retailers for Metro Vancouver’s Wood Stove Exchange
Program, and providing an update on the status of the program.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board:
a) authorize the participation of wood burning appliance retailers in Metro
Vancouver’s wood stove exchange program;
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b)
c)

d)

2.1

direct staff to publish Metro Vancouver’s intention to work with wood
burning appliance retailers listed in (c) below to carry out the program;
authorize the Metro Vancouver Regional District to enter into a partnering
agreement with each of the following retailers to establish the terms and
conditions of the services they would provide to Metro Vancouver as part of
the program:
i.
Flame Co Heating Services Limited, Maple Ridge, BC
ii.
Kerrisdale Lumber Co. Ltd., Vancouver, BC
iii.
Urban Fireplaces Ltd., Coquitlam, BC
iv.
Burnaby Grills Ltd., Burnaby, BC
v.
Mainland Fireplaces Inc., Langley, BC
vi.
CampbellCare Plumbing, Heating & Air Ltd., Vancouver, BC
vii.
Acorn Heating and Gas Ltd., Delta, BC; and
authorize the Chief Administrative Officer to execute the partnering
agreements listed in (c) above.
Adopted on Consent

Quarterly Report on Reconciliation Activities
Report dated April 17, 2018 from Marino Piombini, Aboriginal Relations
Supervisor, Legal and Legislative Services, providing a quarterly report on
reconciliation activities.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report, dated April 17, 2018,
titled “Quarterly Report on Reconciliation Activities.”
Adopted on Consent

3.3

2018 Agriculture Awareness Grant Recommendations
Report dated April 13, 2018 from Theresa Duynstee, Senior Regional Planner,
Parks, Planning and Environment, seeking MVRD Board approval to allocate
$40,000 for the 2018 Agriculture Awareness Grants to twelve non-profit
organizations.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board award the annual Agriculture Awareness Grants to the
following twelve nonprofit organizations as described in the report dated
April 13, 2018, titled “2018 Agriculture Awareness Grant Recommendations”:
i.
BC Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation, for the “Take a Bite of BC”
project in the amount of $6,000;
ii.
BC Association of Farmers’ Markets, for “BC Farmers’ Market MidAutumn Harvest Festival” in the amount of $4,000;
iii.
BC Chicken Grower’s Association, for the “Poultry in Motion Educational
Mini Barn” project in the amount of $4,000;
iv.
Centre for Sustainable Food Systems at UBC Farm, for the UBC Farm Field
Day” in the amount of $3,000;
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v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

4.1

Delta Farmland & Wildlife Trust, for the “Day at the Farm” event in the
amount of $1,000;
DRS Earthwise Society, for the “Tomato Festival” in the amount of
$2,500;
FarmFolk CityFolk, for “Citizen Seed Trial” in the amount of $4,000;
Haney Farmers Market Society, for the “The Market Goes to the Farm”
event in the amount of $500;
Langley Environmental Partners Society, for the “Langley Eats Local”
project in the amount of $4,500;
Maple Ridge Pitt Meadows Agricultural Association, for the “Backyard
Farming” display at Country Fest in the amount of $2,500;
North Shore Neighbourhood House, for “Edible Garden Education
Program” in the amount of $5,000; and
The Sharing Farm, for “10th Annual Garlic Festival” in the amount of
$3,000.
Adopted on Consent

Aldergrove Regional Park (Langley – West) Management Plan Update ‐ Phase 1
Report dated April 25, 2018 from Wendy DaDalt, East Area Division Manager, and
Lydia Mynott, East Area Park Planner, Regional Parks, providing the MVRD Board
with information regarding planned improvements at Aldergrove Regional Park.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated April 25, 2018,
titled “Aldergrove Regional Park (Langley ‐ West) Management Plan Update ‐
Phase 1”.
Adopted on Consent

4.2

Regional Parks 2017 Annual Visitor Use and Program Statistics
Report dated April 10, 20187 from Jamie Vala, Planning and Engineering Services
Division Manager, Regional Parks, providing the MVRD Board with the 2017
annual statistics for Metro Vancouver regional parks visitor use, visitor services
and volunteering, and information related to visitor use trends and environmental
factors.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated April 10, 2018,
titled “Regional Parks 2017 Annual Visitor Use and Program Statistics”.
Adopted on Consent

5.1

TransLink Phase Two Investment Plan – Proposed Increase to Borrowing Limit
Report dated May 1, 2018 from Raymond Kan, Regional Planner II, Growth
Management and Transportation, Parks, Planning and Environment, providing the
MVRD Board with the opportunity to review and communicate its support for
TransLink’s proposal to raise its borrowing limit for the purposes of implementing
the Phase Two Investment Plan.
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Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the report dated May 1, 2018, titled “TransLink Phase
Two Investment Plan – Proposed Increase to Borrowing Limit”, and
b) send a letter to the Mayors’ Council Regional Transportation communicating
its support for the proposed increase to TransLink’s borrowing limit
associated with the implementation of the Phase Two Investment Plan.
Adopted on Consent
5.2

2017 Statement of Financial Information
Report dated May 10, 2018 from Phil Trotzuk, Chief Financial Officer/General
Manager, Financial Services, seeking MVRD Board approval of the 2017 Statement
of Financial Information (SOFI) as part of the reporting requirements of the
Financial Information Act.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board approve the Statement of Financial Information for the year
ended December 31, 2017.
Adopted on Consent

6.1

Metro Vancouver External Agency Activities Status Report May 2018
Report dated May 14, 2018 from Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer, Board and
Information Services, updating the Board on the recent activities of external
agencies to which representatives have been appointed.
Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the following status reports from
Metro Vancouver representatives to external organizations:
a) Sasamat Volunteer Fire Department, dated May 1, 2018;
b) Lower Mainland Local Government Association, dated May 2, 2018;
c) Municipal Finance Authority of BC, dated May 1, 2018;
d) Pacific Parklands Foundation, dated April 26, 2018;
e) Delta Heritage Airpark Management Committee, dated April 25, 2018; and
f) Experience the Fraser, dated April 27, 2018;
as contained in the report dated May 14, 2018, titled “Metro Vancouver External
Agency Activities Status Report May 2018”.
Adopted on Consent

6.2

Delegations Received at Committee May 2018
Report dated May 17, 2018 from Genevieve Lanz, Legislative Services
Coordinator, Board and Information Services, Legal and Legislative Services,
informing the Board of delegation activities at Committee in May 2018, in
accordance with Board direction.
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Recommendation:
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report, dated May 4, 2018,
titled “Delegations Received at Committee May 2018” containing submissions
received from the following delegates:
a) Bob Donnelly, President, Semiahmoo Fish & Game Club/Little Campbell
Hatchery;
b) Grant Rice;
c) Christy Juteau, A Rocha Canada;
d) Sofi Hindmarch;
e) Deb Jack, President, Surrey Environmental Partners; and
f) David Hocking and Bob Turner, Defend Island Forests Steering Committee
Adopted on Consent
F.

ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA
3.1

TransLink Phase Two Investment Plan
Report dated April 26, 2018 from Raymond Kan, Senior Regional Planner, Parks,
Planning and Environment, providing the MVRD Board with the opportunity to
review the components of TransLink’s Phase Two Investment Plan and to
communicate comments to TransLink and other relevant parties.
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board:
a) Receive for information the report, dated April 26, 2018, titled “TransLink
Phase Two Investment Plan”, which outlines how the Phase Two Investment
Plan is aligned with the transit service improvement priorities set out in
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future to reinforce Urban Centres and
Frequent Transit Development Areas, and regional environmental
objectives.
b) Send a letter to the Federal Minister of Infrastructure, Provincial Minister of
Transportation and Infrastructure, the Parliamentary Secretary for TransLink,
TransLink Board, and Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation
communicating the alignment that the Phase Two Investment Plan achieves
with Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future.
Concerns were expressed about development of a gondola project in the City of
Burnaby being included in the Phase Two Investment Plan, the lack of business
case to support the project, and need for further public engagement.
Distinct Propositions
At the request of Director Dhaliwal, the recommendation was separated into
distinct propositions.
Part a) of the recommendation was before the Board and it was

CARRIED
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Part b) of the recommendation was before the Board and it was

CARRIED
Director Dhaliwal voted in the negative.
Directors Martin, Stewart, and Woods absent at the vote.

3.2

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment
Request from the City of Surrey ‐ South Campbell Heights
Report dated April 20, 2018 from Terry Hoff, Senior Regional Planner, Parks,
Planning and Environment, seeking that the MVRD Board refer the South
Campbell Heights application for an amendment to Metro 2040 back to the City
of Surrey to consider an alternative amendment to the regional growth strategy.
Discussion ensued about special study areas and concerns were expressed about
the proposal setting precedent for land speculation on rural land outside of the
Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) and impacts to food security and agricultural
land.
The Board considered alternative 3 as presented in the report.
Concerns were expressed about poor and undesirable development of rural
designated land, the need to define appropriate land uses, and the opportunity in
the future to review these land uses.
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board direct staff to prepare a bylaw to amend Metro 2040, in
response to the City of Surrey’s request to amend the regional land use
designation for the South Campbell Heights area, as proposed, and remove the
Special Study Area overlay for the site.
DEFEATED
Comments were offered about consideration being given to the Regional Planning
Committee discussing suitable and non-suitable land use types in rural land
located outside of the Urban Containment Boundary.
The Board considered the alternative one as presented in the report.
Main Motion
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board refer the South Campbell Heights application for an
amendment to Metro 2040 back to the City of Surrey to consider an alternative
amendment as set out in the report dated April 20, 2018 titled “Metro Vancouver
2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment from the City of
Surrey - South Campbell Heights”.
Discussion ensued about timing of the matter and whether it should be brought
back through the Regional Planning Committee or directly to the Board.
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Amendment to the Main Motion
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD amendment the Main Motion, at the end of the motion, by
adding the phrase “and report back to the MVRD Board”.
DEFEATED
Question on the Main Motion
Question was then called on the Main Motion and it was

CARRIED
Director Fox voted in the negative.

10:42 a.m. Directors Buhr, Long, and Reimer departed the meeting.
G.

REPORTS NOT INCLUDED IN CONSENT AGENDA
1.1

Sasamat Fire Protection Service – Belcarra Fire Hall Building Repairs
Report dated May 5, 2018 from Sasamat Volunteer Fire Department Board of
Trustees, seeking MVRD Board approval to release up to $25,000 from the
Sasamat Fire Protection Service Emergency Repairs Reserve Fund to be used for
repairs to the roof and wall structure at the Belcarra Fire Hall.
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board approve the release of up to $25,000 from the Sasamat Fire
Protection Service Emergency Repairs Reserve Fund to be used for the repairs to
the roof and wall structure at the Belcarra Fire Hall.
CARRIED
(Only Anmore and Belcarra eligible to vote.)

1.2

Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1259 - Flavelle Mill Site Port
Moody – Comments from Affected Local Governments and Agencies
Report dated May 9, 2018 from Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer, and Neal Carley,
General Manager, Parks, Planning and Environment, providing the MVRD Board
with a summary of comments received during the notification period for the City
of Port Moody’s request to amend Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future
(Metro 2040), and an opportunity to consider the proposed amendment to change
the regional land use designation for the Flavelle Mill site from Industrial to
General Urban, and the City of Port Moody’s amended Regional Context
Statement.
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the comments from the affected local
governments and appropriate agencies as presented in the report dated
May 9, 2018 titled “Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1259
- Flavelle Mill Site Port Moody – Comments from Affected Local
Governments and Agencies”; and
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b) give 3rd reading to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1259, 2018.
CARRIED
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board:
a) pass and finally adopt Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1259, 2018 and notify the City of Port
Moody; and
b) accept the City of Port Moody’s amended Regional Context Statement
showing, for the Flavelle site, a General Urban regional land use designation
and removal of the regional Special Study Area.
CARRIED
H.

MOTIONS FOR WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
No items presented.

I.

OTHER BUSINESS
No items presented.

J.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM DELEGATIONS
No items presented.

K.

RESOLUTION TO CLOSE MEETING
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board close its regular meeting scheduled for May 25, 2018 pursuant to
the Community Charter provisions, Section 90 (1) (c), (e), (g) and (i) as follows:
“90 (1)
A part of a board meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter
being considered relates to or is one or more of the following:
(c)
labour relations or other employee relations;
(e)
the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or improvements,
if the board or committee considers that disclosure could reasonably
be expected to harm the interests of the regional district;
(g)
litigation or potential litigation affecting the regional district; and
(i)
the receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege,
including communications necessary for that purpose.”
CARRIED

L.

RISE AND REPORT (Items Released from Closed Meeting)
No items presented.
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M.

ADJOURNMENT/CONCLUSION
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the MVRD Board adjourn its regular meeting of May 25, 2018.

CARRIED
(Time: 10:43 a.m.)

CERTIFIED CORRECT

Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer

Greg Moore, Chair

25438594 FINAL
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Section E
To:

Climate Action Committee

From:

Julie Saxton, Air Quality Planner
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 10, 2018

Subject:

Caring for the Air 2018 Report

1.1

Meeting Date: June 6, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 10, 2018, titled “Caring for the
Air 2018 Report”.

PURPOSE
To present the 2018 edition of the annual Caring for the Air report and provide information about
the outreach activity conducted for the previous edition of the report.
The 2018 Caring for the Air report provides an update about climate change and air quality in the
Lower Fraser Valley airshed in 2017 including initiatives undertaken by Metro Vancouver and partner
agencies to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and air contaminants, actions that can be pursued
by individuals, and summaries of air quality measurements.
BACKGROUND
Metro Vancouver’s “Integrated Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Management Plan” (IAQGGMP)
contains strategies and actions to raise awareness and enhance understanding of the actions being
taken to improve air quality, and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other air contaminants.
“Caring for the Air” was developed and first published in 2012 to provide information about key air
quality and climate change initiatives in accessible plain language.
The Board Strategic Plan confirms the IAQGGMP strategies and actions related to outreach and
communications. It includes strategic direction to “Improve public understanding of the value of clean
air and greenhouse gas reductions, and actions to achieve both”, and more specifically, to:
a) Educate the public about Metro Vancouver’s air quality monitoring and management
activities.
b) Publicize tangible actions that individuals and businesses can take to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases and other air contaminants.
c) Publish materials, such as “Caring for the Air”, that present evidence-based findings about air
quality in the region in language that is accessible to a broad audience.
“Caring for the Air” is written to be accessible for any reader with a general interest in air quality and
climate change and provides annual updates about activities to improve air quality, reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and protect against the effects of climate change. It also reports on the
performance measures used to monitor progress in these areas. The reports published between 2012
and 2017 included information about air quality, visual air quality and climate change adaptation and
mitigation as well as background material to provide context and guidance about technical elements
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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of the activities described. Electronic versions add value by providing readers with opportunities to
locate additional information through links to background material and references available online.
“CARING FOR THE AIR” 2017 DISTRIBUTION AND PROMOTION
“Caring for the Air” is made widely available in hard copy and electronically with distribution
throughout the year to foster wider recognition of Metro Vancouver’s air quality and climate change
programs. The publication is provided to other government agencies and organizations as well as on
request to members of the public including people who have subscribed to the “Caring for the Air”
email distribution list.
Copies of “Caring for the Air” 2017 were circulated to municipal offices and libraries in the region. A
rack card was developed to highlight the content of the 2017 edition and more than 3,000 rack cards
were distributed to community centres and hospitals in the region and, in cooperation with the BC
Lung Association, more broadly to individuals with an interest in health and air quality. Rack cards
and copies of the report were also offered at events including Electrafest, Lungs for Life health fairs,
Emotive events, public meetings, open houses and Globe 2018 as well as at the Metro Vancouver
Information Centre.
Expanded social media promotion for “Caring for the Air”, including regular posts on Metro
Vancouver’s Twitter and Facebook channels, was used to reach out to potential audiences about
“Caring for the Air” 2017 between July and December, 2017. Posts highlighted the range of topics
covered by articles in the report and provided links to the online version of “Caring for the Air” 2017.
Social media analytics indicate that “Caring for the Air” posts reached over 30,000 people, resulting
in engagement through likes, shares, comments, and residents accessing the electronic version of the
report through the hyperlinks provided. At the time of writing, there had been over 3,000 views of
the electronic version of the “Caring for the Air” 2017 report.
INSIDE “CARING FOR THE AIR” 2018
The 2018 edition of “Caring for the Air” presents information about progress made on air quality and
climate change projects undertaken by Metro Vancouver and partners in the Lower Fraser Valley in
2017 and early 2018. The articles also underscore the relevance of these initiatives to residents of
the region. Rationales for action, to improve understanding of project activities aimed at reducing
emissions of air contaminants and greenhouse gases and preparing for the impacts of climate change,
are shared in the report.
Articles in “Caring for the Air” 2018 describe actions being taken to mitigate climate change including
mechanisms to improve the energy efficiency of buildings and reduce associated greenhouse gas
emissions, present the results of foundational work to understand residents’ concerns and
knowledge about climate change, and highlight the development of the Climate 2050 Strategy, to
guide future climate policies and actions. Details about important advances in air quality monitoring
and management in the region are also provided with articles about:
• Managing odour impacts in Metro Vancouver.
• Actions that could reduce emissions of air contaminants and greenhouse gases from personal
vehicles such as cars and trucks.
• Improvements in the air quality monitoring network to enhance air quality assessments.
• How meteorological data are being used to augment understanding of changes occurring in
the region’s climate.
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•
•

The results of the 2015 air emissions inventory, including summaries of trends in emissions
from key sectors together with projections for future emissions, and how the projections are
used to prioritize and inform current or potential future policies.
The impacts of unprecedented levels of wildfire smoke on air quality in the region in 2017.

A visual presentation of air quality data summaries for 2017 and commentary on air quality trends
and exceedances of ambient air quality objectives and updates on incentives available to residents
and businesses to reduce wood smoke and diesel particulate matter are also provided. Background
material offers insights into the purpose of Health Impact Assessments, how to get involved in
providing input on air permit applications, and the development of air emission regulations to
improve air quality.
Outreach through traditional media, social media and air quality events will continue in 2018 to
increase awareness and readership of “Caring for the Air”. This will build on established audiences
for “Caring for the Air” and help publicize the actions Metro Vancouver and partners are taking to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, adapt to climate change and improve air quality to enhance
livability in the region.
ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The “Caring for the Air” report describes projects and programs that were undertaken within
approved program budgets and work plans or by successful application to the GVRD Sustainability
Innovation Fund. The report also provides information about collaborative work with external
organizations on initiatives supported by their resources as well as relevant initiatives that are
entirely the responsibility of external organizations.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Board Strategic Plan gives direction to improve public awareness of the value of clean air and
greenhouse gas reductions, and actions to achieve both. The annual “Caring for the Air” report
provides a vehicle for conveying information about air quality and climate change in the region in a
manner that is accessible, relevant and of general interest to a wide range of readers. The seventh
edition provides updates, news about actions, activities and performance measures related to the
work conducted by Metro Vancouver and other organizations in the region in 2017 and 2018, with a
focus on climate initiatives.
“Caring for the Air” complements other outreach activities and publications, such as the State of the
Air report produced by the BC Lung Association, which describes air quality programs throughout
British Columbia, and Metro Vancouver’s annual technical air quality monitoring report, the “Lower
Fraser Valley Air Quality Monitoring Report”.
Attachment
1. “Caring for the Air” 2018 (Doc# 25529404)
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The Lower Fraser Valley airshed
Metro Vancouver is situated within the Lower Fraser Valley. Air pollution can freely cross our borders both from
and into the surrounding areas. These include the Fraser Valley Regional District to the east, Whatcom County
in the State of Washington to the south, Vancouver Island to the west and Howe Sound and the Sunshine Coast
to the north.
Managing air quality successfully requires effective collaboration with our neighbours and other levels of
government, and participation from businesses, public institutions, non-government organizations, and
residents. Many of the articles in this publication reflect these partnerships.

We would like to acknowledge the contributions made to this publication by:
City of North Vancouver
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Climate Action; Public Opinion
In 2017 Metro Vancouver conducted a public opinion
survey to understand the attitudes of Metro Vancouver
residents towards both climate change and local
government responses to climate change. The research
explored residents’ opinions on the causes of climate
change, the aspects of climate change that are of most
concern, people’s perception of the efforts of governments,
businesses and individuals to address climate change, and
support for future actions to address climate change.

•

Along with goals to protect air quality and public
health, Metro Vancouver’s Climate Action Committee
provides advice and direction to minimize the region’s
contribution to global climate change. This survey shows
that there is public support for further regional action on
climate change.

The results of the survey support the development
of a regional climate action plan, Climate 2050
(see page 2). Metro Vancouver residents want to see
more local action.
•

•

Metro Vancouver residents generally have low
awareness of current actions being taken to address
climate change, particularly those taken by local
government.

The Climate 2050 strategy will be an overarching climate
action strategy for Metro Vancouver. It will outline Metro
Vancouver’s vision and goals to both reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and adapt to climate impacts. It will
also establish a framework to develop and implement
dynamic roadmaps for future climate action by Metro
Vancouver, and facilitate learning and sharing of best
practices with our members and others.

Metro Vancouver residents are highly aware of and
concerned about climate change, and the impacts in
our region.
Metro Vancouver residents show strong support in
principle for some authority, local government included,
to take more initiative and develop actions to address
climate change.

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS CAN LEAD INITIATIVES TO ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE IN AREAS SUCH AS:
engage on best
practices to reduce
GHG emissions
increase
prioritize energy

adhere to building

commitments to

codes to reduce

clean energy

GHG emissions from

efficient infrastructure

municipal buildings

design and the delivery
choose lower

of clean energy

emissions
vehicles for

protect lands that

corporate fleets

absorb climate
impacts such as floods
and droughts
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Metro Vancouver’s Climate 2050 Strategy
CLIMATE 2050

Climate 2050
Discussion Paper
APRIL 2018

Climate change is both a global challenge and a
local challenge – we are already feeling the impacts
of climate change across the planet, including
here in Metro Vancouver. Meeting the climate
challenge requires bold leadership, creative thinking,
and extensive collaboration. Cities and regional
governments are at the forefront of global action on
climate change. Much of the region’s infrastructure,
as well as policies and initiatives that impact our
neighbourhoods and daily lives, are managed and
coordinated by cities and regions.

2
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For nearly 20 years Metro Vancouver and local
cities have been taking action on climate change,
embedding effective climate actions into existing
management plans. But we need to do more.
Everyone stands to benefit from a coordinated and
collaborative approach to maximize the benefits of
our climate initiatives.
To that end, Metro Vancouver is currently developing
the Climate 2050 strategy. Climate 2050 will guide
policy and actions across the Metro Vancouver region,
using our resources efficiently to reduce carbon
emissions and prepare for the unavoidable impacts
of global warming. The strategy will apply a ‘climate
lens’ to all policies and actions undertaken by Metro
Vancouver, to inform climate change adaptation and
prevention in coming years.
Metro Vancouver is committed to an open decisionmaking process, and to setting goals that can be
measured, reported, and evaluated. In addition to
working closely with its member jurisdictions Metro
Vancouver will engage businesses and residents, and
coordinate with other orders of government and key
agencies who have critical roles in achieving climate
goals.
You can find more information at metrovancouver.org,
search ‘Climate 2050’.
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AirAware –
Bringing Air Quality Monitoring Home
Metro Vancouver operates a world class air quality
monitoring network with 29 monitoring stations from
Horseshoe Bay to Hope. More than ten pollutants are
measured throughout the network with high quality
equipment that is strictly maintained. These data
provide a ‘gold standard’ for accurately measuring
air quality.
New sensor technology has led to the development of
low-cost air quality monitors that are readily available
to anyone and allow you to collect your own data
anywhere you want. This is cool, but you might be
wondering “how good are the data”? There are
several things to consider.

AirAware is a new citizen science outreach project
developed by Metro Vancouver to understand how
and why people are using these low-cost sensors.
Metro Vancouver will be looking for participants this
summer (2018) to learn more about their sensors,
how they compare to Metro Vancouver’s instruments,
and how they can fit in with the regional monitoring
network. Through collaboration with residents and
other partners, such as Vancouver Coastal Health
Authority, this project will help us determine how we
can all get the most out of this new technology.
You can access data from the air quality monitoring
network at www.airmap.ca.

Location Air quality is worse the closer you are to
sources of air pollutants, so don’t put the sensor
next to your BBQ – these data will not represent
the air that you breathe most of the time.
Consistency Metro Vancouver’s team of
qualified technicians calibrate and audit air
quality analyzers regularly to check they are
performing correctly. Most low-cost sensors
don’t let you do this.
Quality Instruments costing tens of thousands
of dollars offer accurate, precise and reliable
measurements. Don’t expect that a sensor
costing a few hundred dollars or less will
match the performance of more sophisticated
equipment.
Data interpretation Many of the sensors on
the market report instantaneous data collected
every second. These measurements should
not be compared with longer term (e.g. daily)
health-based thresholds as several of the sensor
websites do. You have to compare a 24-hour
measurement with the 24-hour threshold.
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Where Air Emissions Come
From in Metro Vancouver
What is an emissions inventory?
Every five years, Metro Vancouver compiles an inventory of air pollutant and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the
Lower Fraser Valley airshed (see map inside front cover). The inventory reports on air emissions from a broad range
of sources: industrial facilities; commercial, institutional, residential, agricultural, and naturally occurring sources; and
mobile sources, such as cars and trucks, non-road equipment, rail locomotives, aircraft and marine vessels.

2

Here’s a snapshot of what we found.

Smog-forming pollutant emissions
still decreasing

1

Modest decrease in GHG emissions
In 2015 we found that GHG
emissions in Metro Vancouver had
decreased compared to 2010 to
about 15 million tonnes, which is
a 2% reduction. While a modest
decrease is encouraging, more
needs to be done to meet
regional targets (see page 2).
Heating and cooling of buildings,
such as our homes or commercial
buildings, require energy and are
major contributors of regional
GHG emissions. Between 2010
and 2015 emissions from buildings
decreased by more than 10%,
thanks to reduced natural gas
consumption, partly through
improved efficiency of equipment.
GHG emissions from industrial
sources increased between 2010
and 2015, primarily because of
economic growth in the cement
and petroleum products sectors.
Vehicle traffic emissions also
increased due to growth in the
region’s population and economy.
4
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A business-as-usual forecast
projects that regional GHG
emissions will decrease by
about one percent in 2035. GHG
emissions from cars and trucks are
projected to fall by about 35% by
2035, due to emission regulations,
but this is offset by increases in
GHG emissions from buildings
and industry because of regional
population and economic growth.
We also looked at the potential
effect of a quicker shift from
conventional cars and trucks to
electric vehicles (EVs) as a way of
achieving greater GHG emission
reductions in the region. We
found that strong EV policies
could result in nearly 50% of new
vehicle sales being EVs and plugin EVs, providing a significant
drop in GHG emissions. See page
6 for the details.

In 2015, major sources of smog-forming
pollutants were chemical products, cars and
trucks, marine vessels, non-road engines and
industrial sources.
Emissions of smog-forming pollutants, such
as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic
compounds (VOC), have decreased since
1995 thanks to improved engine emissions
standards, vehicle repairs required through
the former AirCare program, improved fuel
and product formulation, and regulation of
evaporative sources of VOC. This trend is
expected to continue to 2030, although VOC
reductions are projected to slow as emissions
from chemical products such as paints,
industrial solvents and coatings, adhesives,
and personal care products increase as the
region grows.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Proportion of GHG emissions by sector in 2015. GHG emissions overall totalled approximately 15 million tonnes.
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How do we use an emissions inventory?
The emissions inventory provides insights into key sources of air emissions in our region, and helps us examine
the current state of and our impacts on the region’s air quality and climate.
Emissions inventory forecasts allow us to assess the potential benefits of regulations and policies. Forecasts are
also used to evaluate actions in regional climate action and air quality management plans, and to identify areas
where emission reductions may be needed.
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Fine particulate matter
emissions have
decreased overall

Sulphur oxide emissions
have decreased
Sulphur oxide (SOx) emissions dropped
more than 70% from 2010 to 2015, largely
because of implementation of the North
American Emission Control Area (ECA)
in 2012. The ECA requires vessels to use
cleaner marine fuels, reducing marine vessel
SOx emissions by about 95%. However, SOx
emissions are expected to increase slightly
to 2035, primarily as marine traffic in our
region increases.
An article in Caring for the Air 2017
(page 13) shows the benefit of the ECA
on our air quality.

Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) emissions have been
decreasing steadily since 1995, driven by reductions
in emissions from the wood products and petroleum
refining industries, as well as reduced vehicle
emissions. However, significant sources of PM2.5 remain
in 2015, including residential wood burning, non-road
engines, industrial sources and marine vessels.
In a business-as-usual forecast, transportation
emissions are expected to continue decreasing,
driven by increasingly stringent emission standards for
vehicles, non-road engines and marine vessels, and
cleaner fuels.
With the longevity and slow replacement of wood
burning appliances, indoor wood burning is expected
to be the most significant source of PM2.5 emissions
to 2035. However, phasing out conventional fireplaces
and uncertified inserts and woodstoves through
regulatory and non-regulatory measures could reduce
over 90% of PM2.5 emissions from indoor wood
burning by 2035 compared to the business-as-usual
scenario.
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Electric Vehicles and Regional Emissions
The air quality and greenhouse gas emissions benefits
of electric vehicles are often publicized, but what is
the cumulative effect in an airshed?
As part of a recent analysis of emissions (the 2015
Lower Fraser Valley Emissions Inventory), Metro
Vancouver investigated possible future scenarios for
electric vehicle uptake in Metro Vancouver and the
Fraser Valley Regional District. Researchers at Simon
Fraser University and Navius Research produced three
potential future scenarios that reflect different degrees
of policy support for the electrification of light-duty
vehicles. These included scenarios based on:
(1) weak demand, (2) strong demand, and (3) strong
supply and demand.
The scenarios were applied against the actual light-duty
vehicle fleet for the Metro Vancouver region, taking
Greenhouseinto account natural turnover, vehicle growth rates
and actual vehicle kilometres travelled in this region.

Emissions forecasts were then derived for air pollutants
and greenhouse gases (GHGs) from 2015 to 2035.
The results of the study show that a transition to
electric vehicles is projected to significantly reduce
GHG emissions (10% and 27% by 2035 in Scenarios
2 and 3, respectively) and have a measurable impact
on air pollutant emissions. For example, a 7% and
18% reduction for PM2.5 by 2035 in Scenarios 2 and 3,
respectively.
Electrification is expected to have a greater impact
on GHGs than air contaminants because federal
standards on the latter are more stringent. Beginning
in model year 2017, light-duty vehicles are subject
to standards which effectively bring air emissions
down to near-zero. Although Canada has adopted
GHG standards for light-duty vehicles which tighten
between 2017 and 2025, they are far from near-zero.

Effect of potential EV scenarios on emissions from light-duty vehicles
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Vehicle Emissions in Focus
Individually, new vehicles are much cleaner than
20 years ago, but collectively the personal vehicle fleet
remains the dominant source of some pollutants in
our region.
Metro Vancouver’s 2015 emissions inventory shows
that while there are many sources of emissions in
our region, personal vehicles are the largest source
of smog-forming pollutants and climate changing
greenhouse gases (see page 4). In fact, a relatively
small number of older vehicles produce a substantial
amount of smog-forming pollutants. Newer vehicles
generate less smog-forming pollutants, but due to
their large number, produce more greenhouse gases
than older vehicles (see page 6).
Metro Vancouver is investigating how to reduce
the amount of air pollutants released from personal
vehicles such as cars and trucks. Vehicle emissions
policies focussed on protecting human health and
our environment need to address both air quality and
climate change issues.

Vehicle pollution can be reduced using many
different approaches, including incentives to reduce
emissions from older vehicles, more stringent engine
standards for new vehicles, and shifting more travel
into other modes such as transit, cycling and walking.
Jurisdictions around the world have implemented
many approaches to reduce these air contaminants
but what works in other jurisdictions may not work
as well in Metro Vancouver because of our size and
different regulatory structures.
A Metro Vancouver study will help identify benefits and
trade-offs between different approaches that could
be implemented in our region. The best approach
may consider issues such as housing affordability,
social equity, feasibility and alignment with related
initiatives including the Mobility Pricing Independent
Commission and federal Electric Vehicle Strategy.
The study will provide important information to
support evidence-based policy making that will help
us reach air quality and climate goals.

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Have Your Say on Permit Applications
What’s the purpose of an air permit?

How do I voice my concerns?

Metro Vancouver uses air permits to reduce the
impacts of air contaminants emitted from businesses.

Anybody who thinks they may be negatively affected
by an air permit application has the right to have their
concerns considered by the District Director during
the permitting process. A person has at least 30 days
after the last public notification to provide comments,
in writing. The applicant gets a chance to respond to
all comments.

Who decides whether a permit is issued?
The District Director, a staff person appointed by
the Metro Vancouver Board, decides whether to
issue a new permit or amendment after reviewing
an application from a business and hearing from
concerned persons.

How does the public find out about an
application?
When a business applies for major changes or a
new permit they must post a copy of the notice
(the application summary) at their site, and publish
it in local newspapers and the BC Gazette.
Metro Vancouver posts the notice on our website
and notifies anyone who has complained about the
facility in the past three years or subscribed to our
notification list. Metro Vancouver also asks the host
municipality, local health authority and other agencies
for comments on the application. The District Director
may require the applicant to organize meetings to
provide information to the public.

When deciding whether a permit should be issued,
the District Director may consider relevant information
provided by the applicant, Metro Vancouver staff and
any others who have provided comments.

How will I know what has been decided and
what if I don’t like the decision?
Once the District Director makes a decision about
a permit, the applicant, agencies and comment
providers are notified. Any person who may be
affected by the decision can appeal to the BC
Environmental Appeal Board (www.eab.gov.bc.ca).

Where can I find out more?
More information about Metro Vancouver’s
air permitting process is available at
metrovancouver.org (search: apply permit).

Notification provides information to help the public
make informed comments about a permit application.
8
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Wood Changes Make Sense
Many people enjoy the ambience created by a wood
fire, but burning wood releases harmful pollutants
into the air we breathe. Wood smoke contains fine
particulate matter (PM2.5), which is made up of tiny
particles suspended in the air that can be inhaled
deep into our lungs. Exposure to PM2.5 can aggravate
heart and lung conditions and reduce life expectancy.
Wood smoke also contains a mixture of chemicals that
have other negative impacts on human health (see
Toxic Air Pollutants Risk Assessment).
Indoor residential wood burning is the largest source
of PM2.5 in the region. To help reduce wood smoke
emissions, Metro Vancouver runs an exchange
program which allows residents to apply for a rebate
when they replace their uncertified wood burning
appliance (e.g. fireplace or older wood stove) with
a new, lower emission unit. Funding is limited and
rebates are offered on a first come, first served basis:
•

•

$400 if you exchange an uncertified wood-burning
appliance for a pellet stove, electric heat pump, or a
natural gas or propane appliance.
$250 if you exchange an uncertified wood-burning
appliance for a CSA or EPA-certified wood-burning
appliance or electric insert.

The wood stove exchange program has been in place
since 2009 and over 500 exchanges have been made,
resulting in ongoing emissions reductions of over
9,000 kilograms of PM2.5 per year. This helps improve
air quality in neighbourhoods where people live, work
and play.
In 2017 and 2018 Metro Vancouver undertook
consultation and engagement on a phased approach
to adding regulatory mechanisms to manage indoor
residential wood burning emissions.
Replacing a fireplace or old wood-burning appliance
with a gas fireplace or new wood-burning appliance
will give you more efficient heating and help reduce
PM2.5 levels for everybody. To find out more about the
exchange program and qualifying appliances, visit:
metrovancouver.org (search: ‘wood stove exchange’).
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Benefits From Retiring
Your Dirty Diesel Engines
Since 2012, Metro Vancouver’s Bylaw 1161 has
regulated the oldest and dirtiest (Tier 0 and Tier
1) non-road diesel engines, such as those found in
construction and other heavy-duty equipment, to
reduce the impacts of harmful diesel particulate
matter on human health and the environment. More
than 140 engines have been retired. Assuming each of
these was replaced with a Tier 2 or newer engine, the
estimated diesel particulate reduction is almost 5,500
kg, which is equivalent to taking 4,600 newer diesel
pick-up trucks off the road.
Metro Vancouver estimates that there are more than
600 Tier 0 and Tier 1 engines no longer being used
that were registered but never formally retired. This
additional unconfirmed reduction in emissions means
a combined total of 30 tonnes of diesel particulate
matter has been taken out of the air we breathe.
Owners of Tier 0 and Tier 1 engines pay fees to
operate in the region. Metro Vancouver currently
only charges fees for the most polluting engines, to

encourage owners to retire older units and replace
them with cleaner engines. When an owner retires an
engine, they become eligible to receive a cash refund
of up to 80% of the fees paid in the previous three
years. Engine retirements also provide a healthier
workplace for the operator, as well as a healthier
overall environment for everybody in the region.
If you own a ‘not in use’ Tier 0 or Tier 1 engine, apply
for a refund as soon as possible. A small amount of
paperwork could mean hundreds of dollars in your
pocket. You have one year from the date of retirement
to apply for a refund.
Our officers routinely inspect worksites so if you
haven’t registered your Tier 0 or Tier 1 engine,
we encourage you to do so as soon as possible or
risk fines. More information is available at
metrovancouver.org (search: ‘fee refund’ or
‘register engine’).

Annual Diesel Particulate Emissions
From Different Types of Diesel Engines
100
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Health Impact Assessments:
Improving Our Future
When a ‘big project’ (such as a major construction
project like a bridge replacement) is being considered
in our region, it is common to engage the public to
get feedback about issues and concerns. By involving
the public, the social impacts of a project can be
considered in design alternatives. But what about
potential health impacts, which may be less visible
and more difficult for residents to anticipate?
A Health Impact Assessment (HIA) provides a
standardized way of assessing both the bad and
good health impacts a project might have, ranging
from risk of injury to health risks associated with air
pollution and noise. By identifying potential impacts
at an early stage in a project planning process, it
is possible to find solutions and reduce long term
negative effects.

Metro Vancouver has developed a guidebook and
toolkit to help with preparation of a Health Impact
Assessment. Several large projects in our region
have used this approach successfully in recent years.
One example is the Georgia and Dunsmuir viaduct
replacement project. This will be a large demolition
and construction project with the potential to impact
residents for an extended period of time. By using
HIA, public health has been assessed throughout a
project’s lifecycle.

HEALTH INDICATOR

PREDICTED HEALTH EFFECT

REASON

Air Quality

Neutral

Emissions from the project will be relatively minor
compared to other sources in the area, and vehicle
traffic is predicted to decrease.

Noise

Neutral

The project will limit construction at night. Once the project
is completed, noise mitigation measures will include
earth berms, low-noise pavement, and upgraded sound
insulation at a nearby building that has been predicted to
be most significantly affected by project noise.

Active Transportation

Positive

The project includes improved walking and cycling
infrastructure.

Access to Green Spaces

Positive

The project includes an opportunity to expand a
nearby park.

Examples of how an HIA is used to look at the potential impacts of factors that can affect health.
From: City of Vancouver Georgia and Dunsmuir viaduct replacement Desktop Health Impact Assessment

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Hot and Dry Conditions –
A Recipe for Bad Air Quality
Prolonged hot and dry conditions caused extreme fire risk and
led to intense wildfire activity in 2017.
In the summer of 2017 wildfires burned aggressively
across the province, resulting in the largest burnt area
of B.C. ever being recorded in a season. The smoke
from these wildfires affected people throughout
North America, including in Metro Vancouver and the
Fraser Valley Regional District. Metro Vancouver’s air
quality expertise was critically important in detecting
the arrival of wildfire smoke in the Metro Vancouver
and Lower Fraser Valley airshed, and for getting
information out to the public and media.
When air quality becomes degraded, Metro Vancouver
issues an air quality advisory in partnership with
other agencies in the region. Air quality advisories
provide information about what is causing air quality
degradation, the health effects associated with it,
and the actions people can take to protect themselves
and others.
Wildfire smoke in the summer of 2017 was more
intense and lasted longer than ever previously
measured in our airshed. Fine particulate matter in

12
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the smoke was detected at monitoring stations from
Hope to Horseshoe Bay. Five air quality advisories
were issued, totalling an unprecedented 19 days with
an advisory in effect. The longest continuous period
under an advisory occurred from August 1st to 12th,
when levels of fine particulate matter were high due
to wildfire smoke. Ground-level ozone also became
elevated at times during hot sunny weather.
Metro Vancouver residents generally enjoy clean, clear
air, so the wildfire smoke impacts on the region for
two of the last three summers is notable. These events
may provide a taste of how an increase in the severity
and occurrence of wildfires caused by our changing
climate could affect us more severely in the future.
Metro Vancouver has a goal of having zero days of air
quality advisories. Metro Vancouver has put policies
in place, such as the Regional Ground Level Ozone
Strategy and the Non-Road Diesel Engine Program,
to reduce the occurrence of advisories.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Air Quality in 2017
Although outdoor air quality in Metro Vancouver is generally good most of the time, occasionally air quality
objectives are not met. Wildfire smoke had significant impacts on air quality in the region in 2017 (see page
12). Hot, sunny weather also caused levels of ground-level ozone to increase at times. Both of these factors
resulted in exceedances of air quality objectives.
Metro Vancouver and other air quality agencies
strive for continuous improvement in air quality
to protect health and the environment. As
additional information becomes available,
new, more protective objectives are adopted
that require tighter standards to be met. New
federal standards for sulphur dioxide (SO2) were
added to the Canadian Ambient Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS) in 2016. In November
2017, Metro Vancouver adopted more stringent
objectives for SO2 of concentrations of 70 ppb
measured over one hour and 5 ppb averaged
over a year, which replaced the interim objective
adopted by Metro Vancouver in 2015.

TREND IN FINE PARTICULATE MATTER
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Peak ground-level ozone levels (not shown),
which occur during summertime hot and sunny
afternoons, are better now than in the 1980s and
early 1990s. However, despite lower levels of
pollutants that form ground-level ozone, average
levels of ground-level ozone are increasing
slightly. This is partly due to an increase in ozone
formed outside Canada coming into our region.

2011

PM2.5 CONCENTRATION (μg/m3)

AVERAGE LEVEL COMPARED TO 2006

Average trends for the region show that
improvements have been made over the last
decade for most air contaminants, even while
the region’s population has grown. The region’s
air quality improvements are a result of many
emission reduction actions that have been
implemented (see pages 4 and 5).

3

Same air, same air quality,
just new measurements

Air Quality Trends
The regional trends charts (right) illustrate the
change in average air quality across the region
over time. Measurements from monitoring
stations located from Horseshoe Bay to Hope
are averaged to represent the ambient (outdoor)
air quality typically experienced in the region.
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Air Quality in 2017 - Data Summary
FINE PARTICULATE MATTER (PM2.5) IN 2017
Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard – 24 hour (µg/m3)
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The Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for fine particulate matter (PM2.5) was achieved for 2017 at all
monitoring stations with the exception of Hope (see map above). Levels were better than Metro Vancouver’s
annual objective at all stations with the exception of the Vancouver near-road monitoring station. Peak levels
at all stations were worse than the short-term objective (25 μg/m3 based on an average over 24 hours) in
August and September. This was due to wildfire smoke. Additional exceedances of the objective occurred
in July at Hope also due to wildfire smoke, in November and December in several locations thought to be
caused by local wood burning and two locations in October likely due to Halloween activities.
GROUND-LEVEL OZONE IN 2017
Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard (ppb)
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The map above shows that the Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for ground-level ozone was achieved
at all monitoring stations except Hope in 2017. Monitoring data also showed that peak levels were higher than
Metro Vancouver’s 8-hour objective (65 ppb) and 1-hour objective (82 ppb) on a few occasions in Burnaby,
Richmond, Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge, Langley, Abbotsford, Mission, Chilliwack, Agassiz, and Hope in
August. It is unusual for ozone exceedances to occur in the west (i.e., Burnaby and Richmond) and it is thought
that wildfire smoke enhanced ozone production. Exceedances were also briefly observed in May, June and
July at a few stations.
14
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Air Quality in 2017 - Data Summary
SULPHUR DIOXIDE IN 2017
Annual Average (ppb)
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Average concentrations of sulphur dioxide for 2017 are shown above. All stations were better than Metro
Vancouver’s annual objective of 5 ppb. Peak levels were better than Metro Vancouver’s 1-hour objective of
70 ppb at all stations in 2017 except for at Capitol Hill, where exceedances occurred in February, March,
October and December for a total of six hours. Peak levels at Capitol Hill are mainly influenced by the
nearby oil refinery.

NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN 2017
Annual Average (ppb)
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In 2017, nitrogen dioxide concentrations were better than Metro Vancouver’s 1-hour air quality objective at
all monitoring stations. Measurements averaged over the entire year were within Metro Vancouver’s annual
objective with the exception of at the near-road monitoring station on Clark Drive in East Vancouver
(shown above). The near-road station is heavily influenced by traffic emissions. The highest average
nitrogen dioxide concentrations in the region are measured in highly urbanized areas near busy roads.
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Adapting to Change
Embracing new technology, using
information about health impacts
Many pollutants, such as fine particulate matter
(PM2.5), are measured continuously by the air quality
monitoring network’s 29 long-term air quality
monitoring stations, with data reported in near-real
time. Other pollutant samples, such as some toxic
air pollutants, are collected on a regular schedule
for detailed analysis in a laboratory. Here’s how the
network is keeping up to date and responding to new
priorities and emissions sources.
Case 1: Health research tells us that smaller particles
(less than 2.5 micrometres) cause the greatest health
effects. Increased monitoring of fine particulate matter
(PM2.5) and new instruments providing more complete
measurements of PM2.5 have been integrated into the
network in recent years.
As interest grows in measuring even smaller particles,
known as ultrafine particles, Metro Vancouver is
exploring how we can measure these effectively in the
region.
Case 2: A new instrument was acquired in 2017
to improve our ability to evaluate air toxics, such
as benzene, and to help assess the air quality
implications of industrial projects such as the TransMountain Pipeline expansion project.
16
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Staying informed about weather trends
Weather conditions greatly affect air quality and
how pollution levels vary throughout the day, from
season to season, and across the region. Wind
speed, wind direction, temperature, rainfall and
humidity measurements improve air quality forecasts,
predictions of air quality advisories, environmental and
health assessments, and our response to air quality
complaints.
The important connection between weather and air
quality means that meteorology is measured at most
air quality stations in the network. There are also some
stations that only measure meteorology. Some of
these data are used by the provincial government’s
Climate Related Monitoring Program to improve our
knowledge about changing weather patterns in our
region. Understanding future climate projections
and impacts on the region helps when developing
the new Metro Vancouver climate action strategy
(Climate 2050).
To find weather or air quality data in your community,
check out AirMap.ca.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Reducing Emissions from
Automotive Refinishing
Metro Vancouver is working to clear the air – and
reduce human health risks – by tackling air emissions
from automotive refinishing facilities (commonly called
autobody shops). Automotive refinishing activities
release air contaminants into the air, including volatile
organic compounds, hazardous air pollutants and
particulate matter. These pollutants are associated
with adverse health and environmental effects.
Potential changes to the Greater Vancouver Regional
District Automotive Refinishing Emission Regulation
Bylaw No. 1086, 2008, which regulates emissions from
these facilities, have been proposed.
The existing bylaw requires that most vehicles are
spray coated in appropriate spray booths using
approved paints and cleaners. There are several
key potential changes being considered, including
modernizing the paint standards to meet or exceed
national standards. Another potential change is

ensuring that all spray coating operations follow bylaw
requirements, since some operations conducting
similar work are currently not covered by the bylaw.
The requirements are designed to protect residents’
health and the environment. Other changes also
being considered would simplify bylaw enforcement
and clarify requirements for businesses who are
subject to the regulation.
Metro Vancouver hosted a series of consultation
events between November 2017 and March 2018,
including three webinars and three stakeholder
meetings. The feedback received is being reviewed
and will be reported to the Metro Vancouver Board
later in 2018.
More information about the proposals and
consultation events can be found on
Metro Vancouver’s website (search: ‘Potential
amendments to Bylaw 1086’).

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Managing Odour in Metro Vancouver
Odorous air contaminants have the potential to
cause everything from nuisance in residential
neighbourhoods, to health concerns at elevated
levels. Requirements to control emissions from odourgenerating facilities can be included in air quality
permits and regulations. However, as residential,
industrial and commercial density increases in Metro
Vancouver, it is anticipated that odour concerns and
complaints will continue to rise.

•

Metro Vancouver is responsible for managing
and regulating air quality in our region. With an
increasing number of complaints from the public
about unpleasant odours emanating from a variety
of sources, including compost and food processing
facilities, the current approach to odour management
needs to be improved to address current and future
needs. This has led Metro Vancouver to explore more
effective tools to reduce odour emissions across the
region.

•

Metro Vancouver is working with communities,
businesses and government partners to revise its
framework for managing odorous air contaminants in
a responsible manner that respects both community
and business values. Approaches being considered to
improve how Metro Vancouver deals with odours are:
18
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•

•

•

•

Specifying limits on the level of odour occurring at
the facility boundary or in the affected community;
Emission limits for sources at facilities, designed to
reduce odour impacts in nearby communities;
Applying technology requirements to control odour;
Requiring the use of best management practices for
new or existing facilities;
Employing economic instruments to encourage
emissions reductions and allow administrative costs
to be recovered from authorized sources of odorous
air contaminants; and
Changing existing bylaws to clarify provisions for
managing the impacts of emissions of odorous air
contaminants.

These approaches could be applied, individually or
in combination, to reduce odour and offer a future
odour management framework the flexibility to find
effective solutions for existing issues and prevent
new issues arising.
More information about the consultation can be
found at metrovancouver.org (search: ‘odorous air
contaminants’).

Metro Vancouver Regional District

NOx, NOx, Whose Air?
New Air Quality Objectives for Nitrogen Dioxide

Nitrogen dioxide is a highly-reactive, reddishbrown gas with a pungent and irritating odour. It is
sometimes responsible for “brown haze” seen in the
air. It is linked to health effects such as decreased
lung function and respiratory health problems,
particularly for children and adults with asthma. It also
plays a major role in ground-level ozone formation
and secondary particulate formation, which can affect
visual air quality in the region.
Transportation is a key source of NO2 emissions,
so it’s no surprise that areas near busy roads and
intersections, such as downtown Vancouver, tend
to have the highest concentrations of NO2. Lower
concentrations are often observed where there is less
traffic, such as eastern areas of Metro Vancouver.
Metro Vancouver sets outdoor air quality objectives
for air pollutants, including NO2, to protect human
health and the environment. NOx emissions in
the region have been decreasing since 1995,
and concentrations of NO2 have followed suit.
Concentrations are generally better than objectives in
the region (see page 15).
The setting of air quality objectives in Metro
Vancouver follows a principle of continuous
improvement, and in 2017, the Metro Vancouver
Board adopted new, more stringent objectives for
sulphur dioxide (SO2), consistent with Canadian
Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) established

by the federal government. In 2017, the federal
government established new CAAQS for NO2 when
new science indicated that the previous national NO2
standards were no longer sufficiently protective. The
NO2 CAAQS take effect in 2020, and will be followed
by even stricter requirements in 2025. Similar to the
process for SO2, Metro Vancouver is reviewing the
new CAAQS for NO2 for incorporation in the region.
It’s expected that the 2020 CAAQS are achievable for
the region, but achieving the standards in 2025 will
require further reductions in NO2 emissions.

%
NITROGEN OXIDES

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitric oxide (NO) are
known collectively as nitrogen oxides (NOx). NOx are
formed when fuel is burned at high temperatures, for
example, in an engine or a boiler.

1 %
1 %
13%
10%
8%
4%

INDUSTRY
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Stepping Up to Better
Building Energy Efficiency
Buildings contribute 27% of the region’s greenhouse
gas emissions and 7% of smog forming pollutants,
mostly from burning fossil fuels for heating. The
BC Energy Step Code is a new voluntary provincial
standard that will improve the energy efficiency and
carbon footprint of new buildings beyond current
minimum standards.
The Energy Step Code has five steps, each step
representing a higher standard of energy efficiency.
At the highest level (Step 5), a building will be “netzero ready”. This means that if a renewable energy
technology is installed, the building will produce at
least as much clean energy as it consumes.
Added benefits of the Step Code are improved health
and comfort for building occupants as well as more
affordable operating costs and consumer protection.
Step Code buildings are:
•

Healthier, through better air circulation;

•

More comfortable, through better management
of ambient temperature; and

•

Quieter, through better air sealing and insulation.

North Shore Leads the Way
The City of North Vancouver has worked with
the development industry to increase energy
efficiency in buildings for many years.
In December 2017, the City became the first
local government in BC to enact the BC Energy
Step Code in its zoning and construction
regulation bylaws.
The Districts of North and West Vancouver
have followed suit, creating an “efficient new
home zone” from Horseshoe Bay to Deep
Cove. From July 2018, all new low-rise condos,
town homes and houses built on the North
Shore will be required to meet Step 2 of the
Step Code and all new commercial buildings
will meet Step 1.
Moving early to adopt the Step Code in a
coordinated way across the North Shore
has increased certainty for developers and
provided time for them to respond to new
energy efficiency requirements.

Many local governments are adopting the Step Code,
recognizing the benefits, and their role in contributing
to a growing effort to dramatically reduce building
emissions in the Metro Vancouver region. The BC
Energy Step Code is a vital tool for governments to
achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals.

The province hats set a goal of achieving net-zero energy ready
new construction in BC by 2032
20
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1.2

To:

Climate Action Committee

From:

Laurie Bates-Frymel, Senior Regional Planner
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 11, 2018

Subject:

Best Management Practices for Invasive Species in the Metro Vancouver Region

Meeting Date: June 6, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 11, 2018, titled “Best
Management Practices for Invasive Species in the Metro Vancouver Region”.

PURPOSE
To provide the Climate Action Committee and the MVRD Board with three invasive species best
management practices (BMPs) for information and provide an update on the status of additional
BMPs under development.
BACKGROUND
Invasive species are non-native plants and animals that have been introduced to an area without the
predators and pathogens from their native habitats that keep them in check. Some of these invasive
species are highly destructive, competitive and difficult to control. They can threaten property and
recreational values, infrastructure, our agricultural base, public health and safety, as well as the
ecological health and diversity of our natural environment. Conservation biologists have globally
ranked invasive alien species as the second most serious threat to biodiversity after habitat
destruction.
This report brings forward best management practices (BMPs) documents on three invasive species,
and information on additional BMPs to be developed.
PROCESS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
At the request of member jurisdictions and other partners, the Regional Planning Advisory
Committee (RPAC) created an Invasive Species Subcommittee to assist with collaboration and
coordination of invasive species management efforts within the region. This Subcommittee is
composed of environment and parks staff from member jurisdictions, as well as non-voting associates
from the provincial and federal government, stewardship groups, right-of-way land managers,
businesses and staff from Metro Vancouver Regional Parks and Water Services.
During a work planning session in 2017, RPAC-Invasive Species Subcommittee members raised
concern about inconsistent invasive species management practices across the region and a
longstanding need for locally-tested guidance. Hence, the Subcommittee requested Metro
Vancouver to develop a set of locally-relevant best management practices (BMPs) for priority invasive
species in the region. For the first set of BMP species, members chose:
• Knotweed species,
• Giant hogweed,
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•
•
•
•

European fire ants,
European chafer beetle,
Himalayan blackberry, and
Scotch broom.

BMPs for the first three species are provided for the Committee’s information and comment.
European chafer beetle, Himalayan blackberry and Scotch broom BMPs will be ready in the coming
months.
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
To create the BMPs, Metro Vancouver retained the Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver, and
sub-consultants Diamond Head Consulting and the Invasive Species Council of British Columbia. The
target audiences are local government staff, crews, project managers, contractors, consultants,
developers, stewardship groups, and others who have a role in invasive species management. The
BMPs include recommendations about identification, tracking, reporting, effective prevention and
control strategies, disposal, monitoring and restoration, as well as references and additional
resources. This guidance is based on the best available science and local experience.
The knotweed, giant hogweed and European fire ant BMPs (see Attachments 1, 2 and 3) have been
reviewed by members of RPAC, the RPAC-Invasive Species Subcommittee and many additional local
experts. A brief overview of each BMP is provided here.
Knotweed Species
Knotweeds are aggressive plants with strong roots that can cause stream bank erosion and significant
damage to building foundations, pavement, bridges and other infrastructure. These roots emit a
substance that kills other plants, creating dense monocultures and destroying native habitat.
Japanese, giant, bohemian and Himalayan knotweeds are considered ‘noxious weeds’ under the
provincial Weed Control Act and must be controlled by land owners or occupiers.
Manual control (e.g., pulling and digging) will not completely eradicate knotweeds and should be
used with extreme caution because small fragments of stem or root can regrow into a new plant.
Effective control of knotweeds can be achieved using phased application of specific federallyapproved herbicides over several years. Provincial regulations must be followed, especially when
using herbicides in riparian areas. Sites should be monitored on an annual basis and follow-up
treatments applied where needed. Biological control options for knotweeds are currently not
available and cultural control (e.g., grazing by animals) is not recommended due to the risk of further
spread and constraints in urban areas.
To reduce the risk of spread, the BMPs recommend chemical treatment of knotweeds or deep burial
on site. However, if on site disposal is not an option, the BMPs also provide a list of possible disposal
facilities. Site managers should contact the disposal facilities beforehand to ensure they can properly
handle the material.
Giant Hogweed
Giant hogweed is a high priority species in the region primarily due to the potential health impacts
from direct contact with its phototoxic sap. After touching the sap, sunlight exposure can cause
blistering, scarring, and recurrent dermatitis for several years. Giant hogweed is considered a toxic
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plant by Worksafe BC. It is also a ‘noxious weed’ under the provincial Weed Control Act and must be
controlled by land owners or occupiers.
The giant hogweed BMPs provide tips on how to identify and report these plants. Proper
identification is important because the look-alike native Cow Parsnip is an important nectar source
for pollinators.
With proper personal protective equipment, manual control (e.g., flower removal and tap root
cutting) of giant hogweed can be effective. In cases where manual control has not been successful or
it would pose a safety risk for crews, control with federally-approved herbicides (e.g., spray-on/wipe
on or stem injection) may be effective. Provincial regulations must be followed, especially when using
herbicides in riparian areas. Sites should be monitored on an annual basis and follow-up treatments
applied where needed. Biological control options for giant hogweed are currently not available and
cultural control (e.g., grazing by animals) is not recommended due to the risk of animal injury and
constraints in urban areas.
Giant hogweed should be double bagged and removed from the site if people may encounter the
material. Only the Vancouver Landfill and Metro Vancouver’s Waste-to-Energy Facility accept giant
hogweed for disposal at this time.
European Fire Ants
European fire ants aggressively defend their territory by swarming and delivering painful, repeated
stings to any sort of threat, such as people, pets and wildlife that come in close proximity to their
nests. European fire ants are not a regulated pest in BC. They have been detected in many
communities in the Metro Vancouver region and elsewhere in BC, and they have the potential to
establish in moist coastal and riparian areas further north and east.
The European fire ant BMPs provide tips on how to identify and report these insects, and locate their
nests while wearing proper personal protective gear. Control with an insecticide can be effective for
small to medium infestations. Sites should be monitored on an annual basis and follow-up treatments
applied where needed. Cultural control (e.g., removing rocks, logs or vegetation that serve as nesting
habitat) will not completely eradicate European fire ants; however, it will reduce population density
and may prevent spread to new areas. Digging and torching infested soil are not recommended
because they can be labour intensive and ineffective, but these techniques could be employed if
insecticide is not an option. Biological control options for European fire ants are currently not
available.
The BMPs recommend leaving infested soil on site due to the high risk of spread during and after
transport. Soil infested with European fire ants may be accepted at the Vancouver or Mission Landfills
for deep burial, provided they have sufficient capacity.
As with all invasive species, prevention (e.g., maintaining healthy green spaces with non-invasive
plants and invasive-free soil) is the most economical and effective way to reduce the risk of spread
over the long term.
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NEXT STEPS
After receipt by the MVRD Board, these BMPs will be posted on www.metrovancouver.org, and
circulated widely through the RPAC-Invasive Species Subcommittee and connections via the Invasive
Species Council of Metro Vancouver. Staff expect the BMPs for European chafer beetle, Himalayan
blackberry and Scotch broom will be ready in the coming months.

ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funds for all six BMPs were included in the 2017 Regional Planning budget. Additional budget has
been allocated for more BMPs in 2018 and those species will be decided by the RPAC-Invasive Species
Subcommittee later this spring.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
As part of the RPAC-Invasive Species Subcommittee’s 2017 work plan, Metro Vancouver retained the
Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver to create a set of best management practices (BMPs)
for key invasive species found within the Metro Vancouver region. BMPs for knotweeds, giant
hogweed and European fire ants have been completed and are attached to this report. After receipt
by the MVRD Board, these documents will be posted on www.metrovancouver.org, and shared with
local government staff, crews, project managers, contractors, consultants, developers, stewardship
groups, and others who have a role in invasive species management in this region. BMPs for European
chafer beetle, Himalayan blackberry and Scotch broom will be shared with the Climate Action
Committee in the coming months.
Attachments (Doc# 25530891)
1. Best Management Practices for Knotweed Species in the Metro Vancouver Region
2. Best Management Practices for Giant Hogweed in the Metro Vancouver Region
3. Best Management Practices for European Fire Ants in the Metro Vancouver Region
25066021
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Introduction
The impacts of invasive species on ecological, human, and
economic health are of concern in the Metro Vancouver
region. Successful control of invasive species requires
concerted and targeted efforts by many players. This
document - “Best Management Practices for Knotweed
Species in the Metro Vancouver Region” - is one of a
series of species-specific guides developed for use by
practitioners (e.g., local government staff, crews, project
managers, contractors, consultants, developers, stewardship
groups, and others who have a role in invasive species
management) in the region. Together, these best practices
provide a compendium of guidance which has been tested
locally by many researchers and operational experts.
Four species of invasive knotweeds are found in the Metro
Vancouver region:
Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica)
Bohemian knotweed (Fallopia x bohemica)
Giant knotweed (Fallopia sachalinensis)
Himalayan knotweed (Polygonum polystachyum,
Persicaria wallichii)
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Throughout this document these species are collectively
referred to as ‘knotweeds’.
Native to regions in Asia, knotweeds were first introduced
to British Columbia in 1901 as a cultivated horticultural
specimen (Barney 2006). In the last few decades knotweeds
have gained attention as one of the 100 worst invasive
species in the world (Lowe, Browne and Boudjelas 2000).
They are included as one of the top ten invasive species for
control in BC (Invasive Species Council of British Columbia
2017) and they are high priority species for management in
the Metro Vancouver region.
In recent years best practices for identifying and managing
knotweeds have advanced rapidly. Academic institutions,
government, and non-government organizations continue
to study these species in British Columbia. As researchers
and practitioners learn more about the biology and control
of knotweeds, it is anticipated that the recommended
best management practices will change overtime and this
document will be updated. Please check metrovancouver.
org often to ensure you have the most recent version of
these best management practices.

Best Management Practices for Knotweed Species
in theVancouver
Metro Vancouver
Region
Metro
Regional

District

REGULATORY STATUS
Japanese, Bohemian, giant and Himalayan knotweeds are
classed as noxious weeds within all regions of the province
under the BC Weed Control Act, Weed Control Regulation,
Schedule A, Part 1 – Provincial Weeds. Under this Act, “an
occupier1 must control noxious weeds growing or located
on land and premises, and on any other property located on
land and premises, occupied by that person”.
Section 2 (1) (b) (iii) of the Community Charter, Spheres
of Concurrent Jurisdiction - Environment and Wildlife
Regulation, states that “municipalities may regulate,
prohibit and impose requirements in relation to control
and eradication of alien invasive species” which includes
Japanese and giant knotweeds. Other knotweed species are
not currently listed.
Under the Forest and Range Practices Act, Invasive Plants
Regulation, a “person carrying out a forest practice or a
range practice must carry out measures that are: (a) specified
in the applicable operational plan, or (b) authorized by the
minister, to prevent the introduction or spread of prescribed
species of invasive plants.” The list of invasive plants in the
Regulation includes Japanese and giant knotweeds, but
other knotweed species are not currently listed.

IMPACTS
Knotweeds can have significant social, economic and
environmental impacts, including deleterious impacts
on local ecosystems (Clements, Larsen and Grenz 2016).
They appear to exude allelopathic2 substances that have
substantial negative effects on the growth of native plants
(Murrell, et al. 2010). Once established, knotweeds displace
surrounding vegetation, creating dense monocultures.
Concern about knotweeds has been mounting around the
world as more and more native habitat is being lost,

particularly in riparian areas (Sea to Sky Invasive Species
Council 2009).
Knotweeds’ vigorous rhizome growth can damage concrete
walls, pavement, bridge and building foundations, drainage
works and flood prevention structures (Global Invasive
Species Database 2017), and cause erosion of shorelines.
Knotweeds can also affect motorist, cyclist, and pedestrian
safety by blocking sightlines and signs along roads,
highways, trails, and other transportation routes. Dense
thickets can increase concerns about personal security in
parks (Yong 2017). They can also be a nuisance for aquatic
recreationalists frequenting lakes, streams, or rivers as
uncontrolled infestations can impede access.
All levels of government and private property owners
spend significant resources managing knotweed in the
Metro Vancouver region every year. In 2016, local/provincial
governments and several right-of-way partners on Metro
Vancouver’s Regional Planning Advisory Committee Invasive Species Subcommittee spent over $660,000 on
knotweed control efforts. This figure does not include
control costs for private landowners across the region or
costs associated with education and awareness activities.

REPRODUCTION AND SPREAD
Knotweeds spread by rhizomes, which can extend up
to 3 metres deep and 20 metres wide (BC Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure 2016). These expansive
rhizomes are much larger than expected for a plant of its
size, making knotweeds even more challenging to manage.
New plants sprout from fragments of root and stem
material. Even very small fragments (0.7 grams or more) of
the rhizomes or stems can regenerate (Beerling, Bailey and
Conolly 1994), which enables knotweeds to spread very
easily and effectively. Buried rhizomes can regenerate from
depths of 1 metre or more. One common cause of spread is

1
An occupier is a person who (a) is in physical possession of land, premises or property, or (b) is responsible for, and has control over, the
condition of, the activities conducted on and the persons allowed to enter or use, land, premises or property.
2
Allelopathy is the suppression of one plant by another through release of biochemicals.
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from unauthorized dumping of cut or dug knotweed in green
spaces or natural areas.
Hybridization: Bohemian knotweed is a hybrid between
Japanese and giant knotweed. Hybrid plants can produce
large numbers of wind-dispersed viable seeds that
germinate at rates approaching 100% in some populations
(Gillies, Clements and Grenz 2016).
Dispersal: Knotweed fragments can be spread by infested
equipment, mowers, improper disposal of removed plant
material, wind, wildlife, flooding events, and horticulture
activities such as selling, purchasing, trading, or maintaining
plants, as well as the movement and use of infested soil.
Disturbing the top growth of knotweed may encourage
growth, resulting in a larger and denser infestation
(Chadburn 2018).

corridors, and in gardens. Occasionally knotweeds are found
growing in the water of shallow streams, waterways,
and ditches.
All four knotweed species have been found in the Metro
Vancouver region. Until recently it was thought that
Japanese knotweed was the most prevalent knotweed
species in the region; however recent genetic testing
indicates that Bohemian knotweed is the most common
taxon across western North America (Gaskin, et al. 2014).
This finding is supported by unpublished data collected in
the Fraser Valley by S. Gillies (University of the Fraser Valley)
and by local mapping and observations of knotweed sites
(Watson 2017). Himalayan knotweed is the least common of
the knotweed species in the region (Watson 2017).

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION
Knotweeds can tolerate a wide variety of site conditions,
including challenging environments such as highly shaded
areas, areas with high salinity, high heat, or drought. In the
Metro Vancouver region knotweed is commonly found in
riparian areas, in or around stockpiled material (e.g., soil,
aggregate, mulch), on derelict land, along transportation

6
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Japanese knotweed

Giant knotweed

Bohemian knotweed

Himalayan knotweed

CREDIT: ISCMV

CREDIT: DHC

CREDIT: ISCMV

CREDIT: DHC

Identification
KNOTWEED SPECIES
Japanese, Bohemian, giant, and Himalayan knotweeds appear very similar in their biological attributes and growth
characteristics. They are all perennial species; the above-ground vegetation dies off and the below-ground vegetation lies
dormant during the winter. The distinguishing characteristics for these knotweeds are the mid-stem leaf shape, size, and other
characteristics (Wilson 2007). The similarities between Japanese and Bohemian knotweed can make it difficult to distinguish
between the two species.

STEMS

LEAVES

Common
to all
species

Hollow, upright,
green with
reddish-brown
speckles

Heart to triangular
shaped, 8-10 cm
wide, 15 cm long
except giant

SPECIES

STEMS

LEAVES

Bohemian

1.5-2.5 m in
height

FLOWERS

RHIZOMES

FRUIT

Showy, plume-like, branched
clusters along stem and leaf
axils (places on the main
stems where buds or branches
develop)

Rhizomes up to
7.5 cm diameter,
penetrate at least
2 m in suitable
soils (although
contamination
zone is
considered up to
3 metres deep
and up to 20
metres wide)

Typically dark,
glossy, 8-9 mm
long, 3-winged;
not all are fertile

FLOWERS

FRUIT

White or greenish
white to pink

Dry seeds pods
are 3-angled,
black, smooth,
shiny, 2.5-3 mm
long

Egg-shaped, 5-30 cm, about 2/3 as wide, base variable
in shape, from ± straight to moderately curved, leaf tip
gradually to sharply tapered
Hairs – few or no hairs on leaf margin, veins on leaf
underside have small, stout hairs
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Giant

STEMS

LEAVES

2-4 m in height

Egg-shaped, 20–40 cm, about 2/3 as wide, deeply
indented at the base (heart-shaped), leaf tip pointed,
leaf texture thin and flexible; generally twice the size of
the other 3 species

FLOWERS

FRUIT

Pale green or
greenish-white

Dry seed pods
are 3-angled,
black, smooth,
shiny, 2.5-3 mm
long

White

Dry seed pods
are small, 3-sided
and have old
sepals attached
and are smooth

Whitish or
greenish-white

Dry seed pods
are 3-angled,
black, smooth,
shiny, 2.5-3 mm
long

Hairs – tiny stiff hairs on leaf margin, veins on leaf
underside have long, multicellular hairs

Himalayan

1-2 m in height

Himalayan knotweed looks most different from the
other species broadly lance shaped, up to 20 cm long
and less than half that wide
Hairs – copious stiff hairs on leaf margin, veins on leaf
underside with numerous stiff hairs

Japanese

1-3 m in height

Egg-shaped, 3-10 cm, 2/3 as wide, base straight not
curved, leaf tip abruptly pointed, leaf texture thick
and leathery; a distinguishing feature for Japanese
knotweed is the zigzag pattern in which leaves are
arranged along the plant’s arching stems
Hairs – no stiff hairs on leaf margin, veins on leaf
underside have blunt knobs (sabres), giving them a
htly rough, ridged appearance

Knotweed species leaves and leaf hairs
(WILSON 2007)

b) Hairs on the underside veins of leaves
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Knotweed through the year
(ALL SPECIES SHOWN ARE BELIEVED TO BE BOHEMIAN KNOTWEED; APPROXIMATE HEIGHTS OF CANES ARE INDICATED)

EARLY SPRING (~15 CM)

Spring (~100 cm)

CREDIT: DHC

Early Summer
(~180cm)

Late Summer/Fall
(~210 cm)

Winter (~180 cm)

SIMILAR SPECIES

BOHEMIAN KNOTWEED FLOWERS

Knotweeds are often referred to incorrectly as “false bamboo” and can be confused
with ornamental bamboo. Bamboo (Bambusoideae spp.) has harder stems that cannot
be snapped easily like knotweed, and leaves that are very slender and long (varies
between species and varieties, but bamboo leaves are usually up to 50 cm long).
Bindweed (Convulvulus arvensis) has similar leaves but is a climbing or sprawling vine
with thin, solid stems. The native species dogwood (Cornus spp.) and introduced lilac
(Syringa vulgaris) have similar leaf shapes to knotweed, however their leaves grow
opposite each other along woody stems, whereas knotweed leaves are alternate.
Himalayan knotweed can be confused with dock (Rumex species) and several other
species of Persicaria. Leaf length, leaf shape, flower structure, and flower colour can be
used as distinguishing features.

CREDIT: ISCMV
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Tracking

Reporting

The provincial government maintains the Invasive Alien
Plant Program (IAPP) application (BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
2017), which houses information pertaining to invasive
plant surveys, treatments, and monitoring. Many agencies,
including local governments, have their own internal invasive
species inventory and mapping protocols that are used
by staff, contractors and, in some cases, the public. For
example, the City of North Vancouver has its own system
called AlienMap. Agencies in British Columbia that do not
enter data into IAPP are encouraged to check it regularly
because it contains public reports and data from other
agencies and it is important to consider as much data as
possible when making management decisions. The Map
Display module of IAPP is publicly accessible.

Please report knotweed occurrences to:

When carrying out a knotweed inventory, be sure to
record the following information as it will later inform your
treatment plan:
• Size and density of infestation;
• Location in relation to the high water mark of
watercourses; and

• The Provincial Report-A-Weed program (via online form or
smart phone app www.reportaweedbc.ca).
• The Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver: 1-604880-8358 or www.iscmv.ca.
• The municipality where the knotweed was found.
• The landowner directly – Most land managers are keen to
be made aware of knotweed sites immediately so control
can be arranged as soon as possible. If the landowner
is unknown, the Invasive Species Council of Metro
Vancouver can provide support to identify the appropriate
authority.
Reports submitted through these channels are reviewed
by invasive species specialists who coordinate followup activities when necessary with the appropriate local
authorities. However, some people may be hesitant to report
knotweed infestations as their presence may affect property
values.

• Location in relation to other water sources, such as wells.

Snapshot of the Report-A-Weed app
CREDIT: ISCBC
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Prevention and Control Strategies
Effective invasive plant management programs may include
a variety of control techniques ranging from prevention,
chemical, cultural, manual, biological, and/or mechanical
methods. Each method is described below in order of
effectiveness.
Coordinated management efforts across jurisdictional
boundaries are critical. If infestations are shared, it is ideal
for the entire infestation to be treated with the same method
at the same time. Management efforts will be less successful
if only a portion of the infestation is targeted. With herbicide
use, partial treatment of the infestation can also contribute
to herbicide resistance.

STRATEGY COLOUR LEGEND

Knotweed can be spread by land owners maintaining,
cutting or digging the plant on their properties and
dumping the waste into green spaces. Appropriate disposal
techniques (see section below) are an essential prevention
strategy. Do not purchase, trade, or grow knotweeds. Instead
of knotweeds, grow regional native plants that are naturally
adapted to the local environment and non-invasive. Consult
the Invasive Species Council of BC’s Grow Me Instead
Program or Metro Vancouver’s Grow Green website for noninvasive, drought-tolerant plants and garden design ideas.
Ensure all materials (e.g., topsoil, gravel, mulch, compost)
are knotweed-free. Healthy green spaces are more resistant
to invasion by invasive plants, so it is also important to
maintain or establish healthy plant communities.

CHEMICAL: RECOMMENDED

GREEN: RECOMMENDED
ORANGE: CAUTION
RED: NOT RECOMMENDED OR NOT AVAILABLE

PREVENTION: IMPERATIVE
Prevention is the most economical and effective way to
reduce the spread of knotweeds over the long term. Due to
knotweed’s ability to spread by small fragments, activities
within knotweed-infested areas should be avoided if
possible.
Disturbing the top growth may encourage growth, resulting
in a larger and denser infestation (Chadburn 2018). However,
if you cannot avoid disturbing knotweed in a project area,
follow the guidelines below for manual/mechanical control.
Be sure to inspect and remove plants, fragments, and seeds
from personal gear, clothing, pets, vehicles, and equipment
and ensure soil, gravel, and other fill materials are not
contaminated with any knotweed parts before leaving an
infested area.

Due to the extensive rhizome system, chemical control with
a systemic herbicide is the most effective treatment method
for all four species of knotweeds.
The BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has
trialed the use of several non-systemic chemicals (saltwater,
vinegar, borax, foam, etc.) to control knotweed. Treatment
efficacy was found to be as poor as some manual control
methods; there was no impact on the roots. Authorization
from Health Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory Agency
is required to test any non-registered pest control products.
When alternative methods to prevent or control invasive
plants are unsuccessful, professionals often turn to
herbicides. With the exception of substances listed on
Schedule 2 of the BC Integrated Pest Management
Regulation, the use of herbicides is highly regulated in
British Columbia. Site characteristics must be considered
with herbicide prescribed, based on site goals and
objectives and in accordance with legal requirements. This
summary of BC’s Integrated Pest Management Act provides
an overview of the provincial legislation.

Management
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PESTICIDE LICENCE AND CERTIFICATION
A valid pesticide licence is required to:
• offer a service to apply most pesticides;
• apply most pesticides on public land including local
government lands3; and
• apply pesticides to landscaped areas on private land,
including outside office buildings and other facilities.

ONLY companies or practitioners with a valid
Pesticide Licence and staff who are certified
applicators (or working under a certified applicator)
may apply herbicide on invasive plants located on
public lands in British Columbia. Applicators must be
either the land manager/owner or have permission
from the land manager/owner prior to herbicide
application.
On private property the owner may obtain a
Residential Applicators Certificate (for Domestic class

Pesticides (e.g., herbicides, insecticides, fungicides)

products only) or use a qualified company. Residents

are regulated by the federal and provincial

do not require a Residential Applicator Certificate for

government, and municipal governments often have

certain uses of domestic class glyphosate including

pesticide bylaws.

treatment of plants that are poisonous for people

• Health Canada evaluates and approves chemical
pest control products as per the Pest Control
Products Act.

to touch, invasive plants and noxious weeds listed

• The BC Integrated Pest Management Act sets out
the requirements for the use and sale of pesticides
in British Columbia. This Act is administered by the
Ministry of Environment.
• Several municipalities have adopted bylaws which
prohibit the use of certain pesticides.
Everyone who uses pesticides must be familiar with all

in legislation, and weeds growing through cracks in
hard surfaces such as asphalt or concrete. Refer to the
‘Pesticides & Pest Management’ and ‘Home Pesticide
Use’ documents listed in the Additional Resources
Section for more information.
Questions? Contact the BC Integrated Pest
Management Program:
Telephone: (250) 387-9537
Email: bc.ipm@gov.bc.ca

relevant laws.

3
on up to 50 ha/year by a single organization. Organizations looking to treat over 50 hectares of land per year are also required to submit a
Pest Management Plan and obtain a Pesticide Use Notice confirmation.
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Pesticide applicator certificates can be obtained under the
category ‘Industrial Vegetation Management’ to manage
weeds on industrial land, roads, power lines, railways, and
pipeline rights-of-way for control of noxious weeds on
private or public land. Assistant applicator training is also
available and the online course and exam are free.
Although an annual fee and annual reporting are required,
it is best practice for personnel supervising or monitoring
pesticide contracts to also maintain a pesticide applicator
licence so they are familiar with certification requirements.
For more information on how to obtain a licence and the
requirements when working under the provincial Integrated
Pest Management Act and Regulation, please review the
Noxious Weed & Vegetation Management section on this
webpage: gov.bc.ca/PestManagement.

PHASED APPROACH
Chemical control plans should always include three
phases: 1) control, 2) maintenance, and 3) ecological
restoration. For knotweeds, the control phase takes
at least two seasons, and often includes at least two
treatments in year one, followed by at least one
treatment in year two. After initial treatment during
active growth, follow-up treatments should occur
no sooner than 2 weeks, preferably 4-6 weeks or
more (or as stated on the herbicide label), so there
is sufficient foliage to absorb adequate quantities
of herbicide for translocation to the tips of rhizomes
(Ralph 2017). Note that some of the herbicides used
for knotweed control are restricted to one application
per site per year. After initial control efforts have
nearly eliminated the knotweed, the site must be
periodically monitored and new growth treated to
prevent re-infestation (Gover, et al. 2008). Restoration
should also be a priority, especially if there is risk the
site will be colonized by other invasive plant species.

Spray-on herbicide application
CREDIT: ISCMV
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HERBICIDE LABELS
Individual herbicide labels must always be reviewed
thoroughly prior to use to ensure precautions, application
rates, and all use directions, specific site and application
directions are strictly followed. Under the federal Pest
Control Products Act and the BC Integrated Pest
Management Regulation, persons are legally required
to use pesticides (including herbicides) only for the
use described on the label and in accordance with the
instructions on that label. Failure to follow label directions
could cause damage to the environment, poor control
results, or danger to health. Contravention of laws and
regulations may lead to cancellation or suspension of a
licence or certification, requirement to obtain a qualified
monitor to assess work, additional reporting requirements, a
stop work order, or prohibition from acquiring authorization
in the future. A conviction of an offence under legislation
may also carry a fine or imprisonment.
Herbicide labels include information on both the front
and back. The front typically includes trade or product
name, formulation, class, purpose, registration number,
and precautionary symbols. Instructions on how to use the
pesticide and what to do in order to protect the health and
safety of both the applicator and public are provided on the
back (BC Ministry of Environment 2011).
Labels are also available from the Pest Management
Regulatory Agency’s online pesticide label search or mobile
application as a separate document. These label documents
may include booklets or material safety data sheets (MSDS)
that provide additional information about a pesticide
product. Restrictions on site conditions, soil types, and
proximity to water may be listed. If the herbicide label is
more restrictive than provincial legislation, the label must be
followed.

Himalayan knotweed
CREDIT: K. LI
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HERBICIDE OPTIONS
The following systemic herbicides can be used on knotweeds in British Columbia:
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
(EXAMPLE BRAND NAMES)+

PERSISTENCE

GROWTH
STAGE++

TYPE+++

non-residual*

actively growing

non-selective

foliar application

residual

actively growing

non-selective

Aminopyralid + metsulfuron methyl
foliar application
(example: Clearview™)***

residual

actively growing

selective, no affect to
grasses

Aminopyralid (example:
Milestone™)

foliar application

residual

actively growing

selective, no affect to
grasses

Triclopyr (example: Garlon™)****

foliar application

residual

during growing
season

selective, no affect to
grasses

APPLICATION
foliar application

Glyphosate (many products)

Imazapyr (example: Arsenal™)**

stem injection
(only Roundup
WeatherMAX® With
Transorb 2 Technology)

+ The mention of a specific product or brand name of pesticide in this document is not, and should not be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation for the use of that product.
++ Active growing periods vary from year to year depending on weather and other factors. There may be more than one active
growing period for a plant in a year. Typically, the active growing period for knotweeds is from the spring until the plants mature
and set seeds.
+++ Herbicides that control all vegetation are non-selective, while those that control certain types of vegetation (for example,
only grasses or only broadleaf plants) are termed selective.
* Non-residual herbicides are active only on growing plant tissue have little or no persistence in the soil whereas residual
herbicides persist in the soil, remaining effective over an extended period of time.
** Only on non-crop areas.
*** Only Japanese knotweed is listed on this label. The federal Pest Management Regulatory Agency is satisfied that long-term
control can also be achieved on the other three species (Herbison 2017).
**** Use higher rates for late summer applications when regrowth rates are reduced.
NOTE: Knotweeds are not specifically listed on the Milestone™, Garlon™ or Arsenal™ labels; however, they can be treated
under the general application provision for broadleaved plants.
Additional information on products, rates and application methods can be found in 2016 Herbicide Guidelines for Control of
Knotweed Species on Crown Lands (see resource section).
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APPLYING HERBICIDE IN RIPARIAN AREAS
Provincial legislation prohibits the use of herbicides

When managing knotweeds with herbicide in
riparian areas:
• Observe and mark all PFZs while on site.

within 10 metres of natural water courses and 30
metres of domestic or agricultural water sources on
public lands. On private lands only herbicide labels
need to be followed (which means for glyphosate
products and Milestone™, treatment can happen up
to the water’s edge). On public lands, glyphosate is
the only active ingredient that can be applied within
the 10 metre Pesticide-Free Zone (PFZ)4 in British
Columbia in accordance with the BC Integrated Pest
Management Act and Regulation and all public land
Pesticide Management Plans (PMPs). Glyphosate can
only be applied up to 1 metre away from the high
water mark (HWM)5. See the manual/mechanical
section below for alternative control techniques that
may be used with extreme caution at these sites.
The 30 metre no-treatment zone around a water
supply intake or well used for domestic or agricultural

• The HWM should be determined by careful
evaluation by the applicator.
• Distances in PFZs should be measured as
horizontal distance.
• Herbicides restricted in a PFZ must not enter these
zones by leaching (lateral mobility) through soil or
by drift of spray mist or droplets.
• Treatments should be conducted when water levels
are low (e.g. summer months) to reduce risk.
• Note that efficacy may be dependent on site
conditions, including moisture in the soil. Riparian
sites in the City of Burnaby have taken longer to
achieve eradication than sites with drier soils when
identical treatments were used (Yong 2017).

purposes may be reduced if the licencee or PMP
holder is “reasonably satisfied” that a smaller notreatment zone is sufficient to ensure that pesticide
from the use will not enter the intake or well.

4 The Pesticide-Free Zone (PFZ) is an area of land that must not be treated with pesticide and must be protected from pesticide moving into it, under
the Integrated Pest Management Act and Regulation.
5 The High Water Mark (HWM) is defined as the visible high water mark of any lake, stream, wetland or other body of water where the presence and
action of the water are so common and usual and so long continued in all ordinary years as to mark upon the soil of the bed of the lake, river stream,
or other body of water a character distinct from that of the banks, both in vegetation and in the nature of the soil itself. Typical features may include,
a natural line or “mark” impressed on the bank or shore, indicated by erosion, shelving, changes in soil characteristics, destruction of terrestrial
vegetation, or other distinctive physical characteristics. The area below the high water mark includes the active floodplain (BC Ministry of Environment
and Climate Change Strategy 2018).
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FOLIAR APPLICATION METHODS
The preferred application methods to minimize non-target
damage and applicator exposure are as follows:
• Spray-on application uses a backpack or handheld
sprayer to completely cover the actively growing plant
parts with herbicide, including the underside of the
leaves. Spraying the undersides of the leaves maximizes
the herbicide contact and uptake by the stomata, most of
which are on the underside of the leaves of knotweeds.
To access tall foliage and minimize the risk of applicator
exposure to herbicide, long wands and wand extensions
are recommended. If working in or under a knotweed
canopy, applicators should take care to remove plant
fragments, soil, and seeds from clothing, footwear, and
equipment before leaving the site.
• Small infestations (less than 300 stems): Work around
the stand perimeter, spraying both the top and
underside of the leaves.
• Large infestations (300 stems or more): Target the
foliage around the perimeter of the infestation first to
reduce applicator exposure. After the treated foliage
has died back, return to the infestation for a second
treatment. Spray foliage that was not treated during
the first treatment, and tackle the next “layer” during
subsequent treatments. Continue until all foliage has
been sprayed.
• Wipe-on application involves applying herbicide directly
onto leaf surfaces (including the underside) using a simple
hand-held wipe-on applicator (e.g., Red WeederTM).
Wipe-on application is time-consuming and can be messy
due to herbicide drips.
• Knock down and spray method is easier with two
people. With a blunt end of a machete, a strong stick, or
hand, one person knocks the new knotweed stems over
(one by one), making sure not to break/cut the stem.
With a handheld or backpack sprayer, the second person
(applicator) follows the first person and sprays the leaves
of the bent over stems, at waist height.

This technique avoids spraying overhead, and provides
applicators with easy navigation and the ability to account
for what has been sprayed already. With the stems bent
over, the undersides of the leaves are also exposed and
easily sprayed. This technique is also more effective if
done earlier in the season; if the stems become woody
and brittle, it’s more likely that the stems will break rather
than bend.
The knock down and spray technique has been trialed by
the Sea to Sky Invasive Species Council with an average
efficacy of 80.6% on 8 sites (Greenberg 2017).
Shrouding or shielding the spray nozzle(s) on the spray
wand can minimize herbicide drift into pesticide free zones
or other sensitive areas during foliar applications. Tarps
or garbage bags can be suspended, wrapped, or draped
as a buffer to adjacent sensitive areas including desirable
vegetation, waterbodies or structures. This technique can
also be used to protect restoration plantings that have
become overgrown with knotweeds (BC Ministries of
Transportation and Infrastructure 2016).

STEM INJECTION
This technique involves injection of herbicide into single
stems using a hand-held tool that delivers a specified
amount of product into the hollow stems. Currently
in Canada, Roundup WeatherMAX® With Transorb 2
Technology Liquid Herbicide™ (pest control products
number 27487) is the only product with stem injection listed
the label and therefore the only product that can legally
be applied using this method. While it can be used on any
sized infestation, this method is useful for patches with few
knotweed stems or when stems are growing interspersed
between desirable vegetation. This method is more timeconsuming as each stem must be injected and marked
(some injection tools come with attachments for marking
pens).
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maximum surface area is available to spray because the
leaves have all matured. This late season treatment timing
requires follow-up the next spring. Both timing methods
can be effective, and as with all management techniques,
outcomes are site specific.
Knotweed treatment should cease at the end of the
growing season once it shows extensive leaf discolouration
or defoliation. Treatment efficacy will be reduced during
drought periods (BC Ministries of Transportation and
Infrastructure 2016).
In order to minimize impact to insects, if possible, treat
before the plants flower and avoid treatment during the
flowering season. If Himalayan blackberry is present at the
treatment site consider treating before the berries form or
cutting any blackberry canes with fruit before treatment to
eliminate concerns of berry pickers.

MAINTENANCE

Stem injection
CREDIT: L. Bates-Frymel

TREATMENT TIMING
Herbicide should be applied to actively growing plants.
Treatment can start either early in the growing season or late
summer. For early spring treatments, it is recommended to
wait until there is sufficient foliage on the stem (starting when
knotweed canes are at least one metre high and when the
majority of canes in the infestation have emerged) (Watson
2017). This ensures adequate surface area for absorption.
This early season treatment timing requires follow-up on
regrowth later in the season. Advantages of early season
treatments include avoiding the need for spraying overhead,
reducing the risk of breaking canes, preventing flower/
seed set from occurring, and using less herbicide. Initial
treatments can also start in late summer/early fall when
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Post-chemical treatment monitoring is required for licencees
and PMP holders under the Integrated Pest Management
Act to ensure that efforts are successful and to allow for
adjustments to the management approach as necessary.
After initial herbicide treatment, follow-up monitoring
and treatment should occur at least once the same year
for glyphosate. Note that some of the herbicides used
for knotweed control are restricted to one application per
site per year. Check the label for application timing and
frequency.
Monitoring should continue on at least an annual basis,
with follow up treatments occurring as necessary, until
the infestation is eradicated. Some knotweed treatment
sites may seem eradicated, however new growth has
been observed up to three years after the last herbicide
treatment or observation of knotweed growth (Watson
2017). Knotweed rhizomes can remain dormant for up to 20
years (Parkinson and Mangold 2010). Monitoring the site for
many years is prudent due to knotweed’s extensive rhizome
system.
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MANUAL/MECHANICAL: CAUTION
Manual/mechanical control methods (smothering, mowing,
pulling, digging, burning, steaming, cutting, and removing
by hand or machine) on their own are not effective
knotweed control options. These methods may impact the
above ground vegetation but do not target the extensive
underground rhizome structure, which is essential for
successful management. Manual/mechanical control is timeconsuming and requires dedicated, frequent removal over
numerous years and is likely to yield no change or a growth
in the original infestation, at a high risk for spread to other
sites.
Although they will not result in successful control or
eradication of knotweeds, the following methods may be
used to manage knotweed in specific circumstances (for
example, in the PFZ or for sight line safety) and should
be carried out with extreme caution. For all manual/
mechanical methods, if soil is disturbed at a knotweed site,

the infestation and a 20 metre radius should be flagged, and
care must be taken when working in that “contaminated
area” (BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 2016):
• Smothering involves the use of light blocking materials.
Many smothering materials are unsuitable – they must
be thick and heavy such as recycled conveyor belt.
Maintenance visits will be necessary to ensure the cover
has not been breached and new shoots do not sprout
along edges. Be prepared to expand the covered area
over the first few growing seasons as the knotweed
spreads beyond the initial area smothered (Clegg 2018).
Sites observed in BC where smothering materials were
in place for over 10 years have not been successful
(Chadburn 2018) (McLean 2018).
• Cutting flower heads is used at Bohemian knotweed
sites where chemical control is not possible to reduce the
seed bank and prevent dispersal (Chadburn 2018). This

Knotweeds in a riparian area
CREDIT: ISCMV
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must be done before the plants set seed. Care must be
taken as described below.

is prohibited in many municipalities unless a permit has
been obtained from the fire department.

• Pulling and digging is used for areas where herbicide
is not permitted. Extreme care must be taken at aquatic
sites to prevent soil erosion. All plant parts must be
prevented from entering the watercourse. The root mass
volume is much larger than the aboveground growth
so digging will encompass a large area around the
infestation. If this technique is used, see Disposal section
below to avoid spreading the knotweed.

• Foam, steam and other alternatives are not
recommended as they only act to kill top ground
vegetation. Use of these methods have the same
challenges as the manual control methods outlined above
and do not have long-term evidence to support use.

• Excavation with heavy equipment requires all root
material to be removed, which requires digging 3
metres deep and up to 20 metres wide (BC Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure 2016). Great care must
be taken when excavating knotweeds as this activity has a
high risk of spreading plant fragments. Equipment should
be thoroughly washed onsite before transport to reduce
risk of spread. Ensure a disposal plan is in place prior to
excavating (see Disposal section below). Monitor and treat
areas with herbicide after excavation.
• Mowing is not recommended as repeated frequent
mowing causes an acceleration of new shoot
development leading to lateral spread (Drinkwater 2017).
It is suspected that plant fragments spread by mowing are
one of the main vectors of spread for knotweeds in Metro
Vancouver and other regions.
• Cutting is not recommended although may be necessary
at particular sites. If top growth must be removed,
the canes should be carefully handled and allowed
to desiccate until completely brown and dead before
transport or disposal. If this technique is used, see
Disposal section below to avoid spreading the knotweed.
• Burning and/or heat treatment is not recommended
as the plants contain high water content and all plant
tissue, particularly the rhizomes, may not burn. Infrared
heat treatment of over 800 degrees Celsius has shown
to be time consuming, laborious, and did not affect the
centre of large rhizomes (Clegg 2018). In addition, burning
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CULTURAL: NOT RECOMMENDED
Although goats and cattle will graze newly emergent shoots
right down to ground level in the spring and summer (Centre
for Agriculture and Biosciences International 2017) grazing,
does not control the rhizome system. Grazing animals may
leave behind plant fragments and seeds which will likely
regrow. Grazing opportunities are limited in urban areas due
to municipal bylaws regulating agriculture animals, the high
probability of interface with the public, and the damage
animals could cause to riparian areas and other sensitive
sites with multiple land uses. Due to these constraints,
cultural control is not recommended as a practical
management option in the Metro Vancouver region.

BIOLOGICAL: NOT AVAILABLE
Biological control or biocontrol is the use of an invasive
plant’s natural enemies (chiefly insects, parasites and
pathogens) — to reduce its population below a desired
level. A sap sucker psyllid, Aphalara itadori, has been studied
as a potential biological control in the Pacific Northwest
(Centre for Agriculture and Biosciences International 2017).
A. itadori feeds on the sap in the phloem cells of the leaves
and stems resulting in twisted and deformed leaves and,
more importantly, damage to the meristems and reduced
biomass. In 2012, host range screening was completed for
A. itadori and a permit to import the psyllid into Canada
was submitted to the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA). The psyllid has been approved by CFIA for limited
number of releases in Canada. Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada and the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
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Resource Operations and Rural Development has released
the psyllid in BC, Alberta and Ontario and is working on
identifying the conditions for establishment and assessing
impact (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development 2017). To date the
insect has not established, that is, it has not persisted across
multiple years (Bourchier 2018). The BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
and other agencies in North America continue to explore
potential biocontrol opportunities for knotweeds. For the
current availability of A. itadori , please visit the BC Ministry
of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development’s Biological Control website.

Disposal
Best practice is to avoid offsite knotweed disposal due to
the high risk of spread during transport. If best management
practices are followed and chemical control methods are
used, treated knotweed canes can be left on site to compost
and disposal is not necessary. Canes left to dry and desiccate
will not be viable to regrow. Dead canes can be mechanically
or manually cut over winter to provide easier access for
spring treatments, pedestrian access along paths/sidewalks,
or aesthetics (Clegg 2018). Under special circumstances
when manual/mechanical control methods are required,
follow the recommended disposal procedures described
below. Consult individual herbicide labels for information
on environmental fate, safety hazards, timing and other
considerations if contact of the plants or activities are
planned at the site soon after treatment.

HANDLING
When handling or working in or near a knotweed
infestation, ensure no plant fragments (or seeds in
the case of Bohemian knotweed) fall away or are
dropped, as they will likely regrow. When collecting
the knotweed cuttings for disposal ensure plant
fragments are contained in a bag or container to
avoid dropping plant pieces (for green waste - brown
paper bags; for garbage - sealed, heavy plastic bags).

ON SITE DISPOSAL
It is best to avoid manual/mechanical control methods to
minimize movement of knotweed material or soils infested
with plant parts, rhizomes, or seeds. If this control method is
necessary, onsite disposal is the best option.
For large operations, such as gravel pits, knotweed plant
parts, rhizomes, and seeds can be buried on site to a
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minimum depth of 5 metres. Any regrowth should be
chemically treated. These sites should be physically marked
and records should be kept on file for future referral should
re-development of the site occur. Burial sites should be
monitored for regrowth on an ongoing basis.
Infested soils can be stock piled, but knotweed growth and
stockpiled soil with knotweed growth should be chemically
treated and monitored (refer to chemical treatment section).
Disposal sites should be far enough away from water and
drinking wells to enable herbicide treatment.
Home composting of untreated knotweed is not
recommended as it will regrow and infest the composter.

OFF SITE DISPOSAL
If deep burial or stockpiling on site are not options,
knotweed plants and soil infested with knotweed foliage,
rhizomes, and/or seeds can be disposed at an appropriate
facility. To reduce the risk of plant parts, rhizomes, or seeds
escaping during transport, all material should be bagged,
tarped and strapped securely. Alternatively the material
could be placed in a sealed container before transport. The
City of Chilliwack performed a one-time trail of deep burial
of concentrated rhizome (as well as loose soil contaminated
with low levels of rhizome parts) in sealed 200 litre plastic
barrels in a municipal landfill with success (Clegg 2018). Most
disposal facilities charge a surcharge upon arrival if loads are
not secured.
In addition, clothing, vehicles, pets, and equipment should
also be inspected for plant material and decontaminated if
necessary.

Meadows, BC. May accept soil infested with knotweeds.
• Fraser Valley Aggregates, 1080 Bradner Road, Abbotsford,
BC. May accept soil infested with knotweeds. This site is
under permit by the City of Abbotsford.
• Mission Landfill, 32000 Dewdney Trunk Road, Mission,
BC. Accepts knotweeds and soil for deep burial only
(additional charge). A Waste Assessment Form must be
completed.
• Net Zero Waste, 5050 Gladwin Road, Abbotsford, BC.
Accepts yard waste for industrial composting. This facility
does not accept soil.
• Metro Vancouver’s Waste-to-Energy facility, 5150
Riverbend Drive, Burnaby, BC. This facility does not accept
soil. Accepts loads of knotweeds if customers have:
• A self-tipping truck;
• A commercial account; and
• Pre-approval from the Manager of Solid
Waste Services (contact weighscalesystem@
metrovancouver.org or 604-451-6185).
Knotweed plant material and small quantities of soil
(maximum 0.5 m3 or two wheelbarrows full) are accepted at
Metro Vancouver’s Transfer Stations (Langley, Maple Ridge,
North Shore, Coquitlam and Surrey). Soil from the Transfer
Stations is placed in the garbage stream.

PLEASE CONTACT ALL FACILITIES BEFOREHAND
TO CONFIRM THEY CAN PROPERLY HANDLE THE
MATERIAL.

In the Lower Mainland, the following facilities may accept
knotweed plants and/or infested soil:
• Vancouver Landfill, 5400 72nd Street, Delta, BC. Accepts
knotweeds and soil for deep burial only (additional
charge). A Waste Assessment Form must be completed.
• BC Earth Exchange, Corner of Bonson and Fraser Way, Pitt
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CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
CLEANING AND DISINFECTION6
Before leaving a site, remove all visible plant parts and soil
from vehicles, equipment, and gear, and if possible, rinse
these items. When back at a works yard or wash station,
vehicles should be cleaned and disinfected using the
following steps:
• Wash with 180 °F water at 6 gpm, 2000 psi**, with a
contact time of ≥ 10 seconds on all surfaces to remove
dirt and organic matter such as vegetation or seeds. Pay
special attention to undercarriages, chassis, wheel-wells,
radiators, grills, tracks, buckets, chip-boxes, blades, and
flail-mowing chains.
• Use compressed air to remove vegetation from grills and
radiators.

• Sweep/vacuum interior of vehicles paying special
attention to floor mats, pedals, and seats.
• Run air intake fans in reverse where possible.
• Steam clean poor access areas (for example inside trailer
tubes) – 200 psi @ 300 °F.
• Fully rinse detergent residue from equipment prior to
leaving facility.
** Appropriate self-serve and mobile hot power-wash
companies in the Metro Vancouver region include: Mary Hill
Truck Wash, Omega Power Washing, Eco Klean Truck Wash,
RG Truck Wash, Ravens Mobile Pressure Washing, Hydrotech
Powerwashing, Platinum Pressure Washing Inc., and Alblaster
Pressure Washing. Wash stations should be monitored
regularly for knotweed growth

6 Adapted from Metro Vancouver (2017) Water Services Equipment Cleaning Procedures and Inspection Protocols.
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Follow-Up Monitoring
Whatever control method is used, follow-up monitoring and
maintenance treatments are important components of an
integrated management plan or approach. Monitoring should
occur around the periphery of the initial infestation as stems
can emerge many metres away even when the main portion of
the original stand appears dead.

Restoration
Restoration may not be necessary for relatively young and
small knotweed infestations. For older, large knotweed
infestations, restoration is necessary to supress colonization
by other invasive plant species. Although it is desirable
to revegetate with native or non-invasive plant species as
soon as possible, restoration activities must be carefully
timed. If planting occurs before the knotweed is completely
eradicated it will be much harder to manage the remnant
knotweed without injuring the restored vegetation (Gover, et
al. 2008). Planting broadleaved herbaceous or woody plants
after application of a residual herbicide should be delayed
until herbicide activity is deactivated in the soils. This will
depend on soil type, environmental conditions, and herbicide
type. If replanting of broadleaved species is planned soon
after herbicide treatment, then a non-residual herbicide
(for example, glyphosate) should be used. For glyphosate
products, delay preparation of the soils for replanting by at
least 7-15 days to ensure complete translocation of herbicide
to the root tips (Ralph 2017).

Revegetation of the site to a domestic or cultured nonnative plant species composition may be considered in some
circumstances. Often domestic species establish faster and
grow more prolifically which aids in resisting knotweed reinvasion.
Local biologists, environmental professionals, agronomists,
agrologists, native and domestic forage specialists, seed
companies, and plant nurseries are all good sources for
localized recommendations for regional native species and
regionally adapted domestic species, based on site usage.
There are several science-based resources available to guide
restoration efforts, such as the South Coast Conservation
Program’s Diversity by Design restoration planning toolkit.

ClearviewTM and MilestoneTM are safe on established grasses.
Grasses may be seeded 10 months following an application.
Legume re-establishment may be affected for up to five years.
Soil organic matter, rainfall and temperature all affect the rate
of degradation (IVM Experts Dow Chemicals Canada 2016).
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Additional Resources
For more information please refer to the following resources.
2016 Herbicide Guidelines for Control of Knotweed
Species on Crown Lands. Ministries of Transportation
and Infrastructure, and Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development. https://www.for.gov.
bc.ca/hra/plants/publications/2016_Herbicide_Summary_
for_Control_of_Knotweeds_on_Crown_Lands.pdf
BC Inter-Ministry Invasive Species Working Group. https://
www.for.gov.bc.ca/hra/invasive-species/index.htm
Controlling Knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum, P.
sachalinense, P. polystachyum and hybrids) in the Pacific
Northwest. Jonathon Soll, The Nature Conservancy, 2004.
https://www.invasive.org/gist/moredocs/polspp01.pdf
E-Flora BC, an Electronic Atlas of the Plants of BC. www.
eflora.bc.ca/
Gillies, S. Japanese Knotweed: Invasion of the Clones?
Research Essay in Biology on the Cutting Edge, First Edition.
http://www.pearsoned.ca/highered/showcase/gillies/pdf/
Japanese_Knotweed_Invasion_of_the_Clones.pdf
Grow Me Instead. http://bcinvasives.ca/resources/programs/
plant-wise/
Home Pesticide Use. Province of British Columbia https://
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/pesticidespest-management/pesticide-use/pesticide-certification/
certificate-categories/home-pesticide-use

Columbia. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure,
Ministry of Environment (BC Parks and Protected Areas), and
Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations.
2016. https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hra/Plants/publications/
PMPs/S_Coastal_Mainland_PMP_2016_final.pdf
Pesticides and Pest Management. Province of British
Columbia https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/
environment/pesticides-pest-management
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any particular product material or service provider, nor is
it intended as a substitute for engineering, legal, or other
professional advice. Such advice should be sought from
qualified professionals.
While the information in this publication is believed to
be accurate, this publication and all of the information
contained in it are provided “as is” without warranty of any
kind, whether express or implied. All implied warranties,
including, without limitation, implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are
expressly disclaimed by Metro Vancouver. The material
provided in this publication is intended for educational
and informational purposes only.

Copyright to this publication is owned by the Metro
Vancouver Regional District (“Metro Vancouver”).
Permission to reproduce this publication, or any
substantial part of it, is granted only for personal, noncommercial, educational and informational purposes,
provided that the publication is not modified or altered
and provided that this copyright notice and disclaimer
is included in any such production or reproduction.
Otherwise, no part of this publication may be reproduced
except in accordance with the provisions of the Copyright
Act, as amended or replaced from time to time.
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Metro Vancouver and the Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver

In partnership with:

The Invasive Species Council of British Columbia
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Introduction
The impacts of invasive species on ecological, human and
economic health are of concern in the Metro Vancouver
region. Successful control of invasive species requires
concerted and targeted efforts by many players. This
document - “Best Management Practices for Giant
Hogweed in the Metro Vancouver Region” - is one
of a series of species-specific guides developed for use
by practitioners (e.g., local government staff, crews,
project managers, contractors, consultants, developers,
stewardship groups and others who have a role in invasive
species management) in the region. Together, these
best practices provide a compendium of guidance that
has been tested locally by researchers and operational
experts.
Giant hogweed is a target for eradication and education
in the region due to the health risk associated with direct
contact. The Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver
(ISCMV) has identified giant hogweed as a top-ten invasive
species for management in the region.
Academic institutions, government and non-government
organizations continue to prioritize and study this species
in British Columbia. As researchers and practitioners learn
more about the biology and control of giant hogweed in
British Columbia, it is anticipated that the recommended
best management practices will change over time and this
document will be updated. Please check
metrovancouver.org regularly to obtain the most recent
version of these best management practices.

CREDIT: FLNRORD
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REGULATORY STATUS
Giant hogweed is classed as a noxious weed within all
regions of the province under the BC Weed Control Act,
Weed Control Regulation, Schedule A, Part 1 – Provincial
Weeds. Under this Act, “an occupier1 must control noxious
weeds growing or located on land and premises, and
on any other property located on land and premises,
occupied by that person”.
Section 2 (1) (b) (iii) of the Community Charter, Spheres of
Concurrent Jurisdiction, states that “municipalities may
regulate, prohibit and impose requirements in relation to
control and eradication of alien invasive species” which
includes giant hogweed.

IMPACTS
Giant hogweed is a high priority species in the region
primarily due to the potential health impacts from direct
contact with the plant. The sap in giant hogweed stems
and leaves contains furanocoumarins, which upon contact
with skin, can result in dermatitis. Furanocoumarins react
with sunlight and cause severe burns on the affected skin
areas when exposed to sunlight, resulting in blistering and
recurrent dermatitis (WorkSafe BC 2006). To reduce the
public health risk posed by giant hogweed, all levels of
government and private land managers incur management
costs in the region every year. In 2016, agencies
represented on Metro Vancouver’s Regional Planning
Advisory Committee – Invasive Species Subcommittee
spent close to $100,000 on giant hogweed control efforts.
This figure does not include control costs for private
landowners across the region or costs associated with
education and awareness activities.
Giant hogweed tends to form monocultures with large
standing biomass and extensive litter production. Its early
germination allows it to develop seedlings well ahead of
native species (Moravcová 2007). Moravcová also noted
that the plant may change the composition and species

diversity of native plant communities, and in central
Europe, investigations have shown a reduction in species
richness and densities by up to 50-60% (Hejda, Pysek and
Jarosik 2009). Large infestations of giant hogweed can
kill grass and other understory plants by shading. When
giant hogweed dies back in the winter, the bare soil in
the understory is exposed which may result in soil erosion
(Moravcová 2007). Increased soil erosion along stream
banks, a favourite location for giant hogweed infestations,
is a significant concern.

REPRODUCTION AND SPREAD
Giant hogweed reproduces by seed. An average mature
plant can produce between 20,000 and 100,000 seeds
each year. Since most seeds fall within a few metres of
the parent plant, seedlings develop under very crowded
conditions and thus seedling mortality is high. The vast
majority of seeds (95%) are found within the top 5 cm
of the soil layer and within 9 metres from a plant. Seeds
may stay viable in the soil for more than five years (New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation
2017). The seeds can be dispersed short distances by
wind, but travel dramatically longer distances by water,
floating for up to 8 hours (Moravcová 2007). Humans also
affect dispersal by transporting plants purposefully or
accidentally in urban and rural areas.

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION
In the Metro Vancouver region, giant hogweed tends to
grow in wet areas along streams and rivers, parks, forest
edges, on waste ground, near houses, in gardens, in
vacant lots, and along transportation corridors. It prefers
moist soil.
Giant hogweed is native to the Caucasus region of
Eurasia and was introduced into North America in the
early 1900s (Michigan State University Extension 2012).
In British Columbia, giant hogweed has been detected
in the Southwest coastal and island regions, and recently

1 An occupier is a person who (a) is in physical possession of land, premises or property, or (b) is responsible for, and has control over, the condition
of, the activities conducted on and the persons allowed to enter or use, land, premises or property.
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reported in the Kootenays (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
2017). In Metro Vancouver, giant hogweed has been found
in 20 municipalities, Electoral Area A, and Tsawwassen First
Nation lands (BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development 2017).

Giant hogweed flowering stalk

Identification
Giant hogweed is sometimes referred to as giant cow
parsnip or hogweed.
Lifecycle: Biennial (lives for 2 years, flowering in the

second) to short-lived perennial (lives for more than 2
years); plant goes dormant in the winter and aboveground leaves and stalks die. Note that identification is
easiest when the plant is mature with flowering stalks.
However, since the plant only flowers after one or more
years, it is important to be able to identify the leaves of
young plants.
Stem: Flowering stalk 2-5 m tall, up to 10 cm in diameter,

usually with purple blotches; often bristly.
Leaves: Dark green, up to 3 metres long and blades to 2.6
cm wide, divided into two or three deeply-lobed leaflets;
coarsely toothed leaf margins and stiff underside hairs.
Newly emerged leaves and immature plants will have
smaller, basal leaves.
Flowers: Clusters of flowers (compound umbels) 20-50

cm in diameter with rays 50-150 cm in length from central
stem; white or pinkish petals; plant flowers only after a year
or more of growth.
Seeds: Blunt and rounded toward base (E-Flora 2017); with

visible oil tubes that are greater than ¾ the seed length.

CREDIT: ISCMV
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Giant hogweed through the year

Early Spring

Spring

Summer

Winter

CREDIT: ISCMV

CREDIT: ISCMV

CREDIT: ISCMV

CREDIT: ISCMV

SIMILAR SPECIES
Giant hogweed is often confused with wild parsnip
(Pastinaca sativa L.), Queen Anne’s lace (Daucus carota
L.), and poison hemlock (Conium maculatum) which are
introduced species, and palmate coltsfoot (Petasites
frigidus), devil’s club (Oplopanax horridus), cow parsnip
(H. maximum), and four Angelica species that are native to
British Columbia. All are superficially similar in appearance
to giant hogweed (E-Flora 2017).

Cow parsnip is the only member of the genus Heracleum
that is native to North America. This species is an
important nectar source for butterflies, bees, and other
beneficial insects. The leaves and stems of cow parsnip
also contain toxic sap that can cause hypersensitivity to
sunlight resulting in burns, blisters, and scarring (ISCBC
2017), however giant hogweed causes a much more severe
reaction than cow parsnip (Canadian Council on Invasive
Species n.d.). It is easy to distinguish giant hogweed from
cow parsnip when they exist in their typical forms, but it
becomes difficult when plants are in the early growing
stages or when defining characteristics overlap (e.g., small
hogweed individuals versus large cow parsnip individuals).
Rarely individual plants can share characteristics of both
species, making it difficult to visually confirm identity, even
for experts. In these cases, experts consult with others and
investigate the history of the presence of both species at
the site or surrounding area.
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Comparison of giant hogweed and cow parsnip (E-FLORA 2017) (STRATHCONA COUNTRY ALBERTA 2017).
GIANT HOGWEED

COW PARSNIP

Stem

2 – 5 m tall, rarely taller; up to 10 cm diameter;
usually many purple spots, stiff bristles

1-3 m tall, 4.5 to 5 cm diameter, few purple areas, deep
ridges, fuzzy hair

Leaves

Up to 1.5 m wide, 3m long, compound, lobed
(single leaves with lobes that look like a hand
and fingers), deeply incised

0.6 – 0.75 m wide, 10-40 cm long; compound, palmateshaped (looks similar to a maple leaf, or an open palm
with fingers outstretched), divided into 3 segments

Flower

Umbel-shaped, up to 50 cm across

Umbel-shaped up to 10-20 cm across, rarely larger

Seeds

Blunt and rounded toward base; oil tubes >3/4
of seed length

Narrowed toward the base; oil tubes 1/2-3/4 of seed
length

Leaves of the mature plant and ripe seeds are reliable features to distinguish giant hogweed from cow parsnip.

Giant hogweed leaf

Cow parsnip leaf

CREDIT: N. PAGE

CREDIT: N. PAGE

Giant hogweed seed: note
length of oil tubes
CREDIT: N. PAGE

Cow parsnip seed: note
length of oil tube (1/2 to 3/4
of seed length) and shape
(narrow)
CREDIT: N. PAGE

Since there are many look-alike plants, it is always advisable to verify identity with an expert, especially prior to any
management activity. Due to increased awareness of giant hogweed in the region, there have been many false reports.
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Tracking

Reporting

The provincial government maintains the Invasive Alien
Plant Program (IAPP) application (BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development 2017), which houses information pertaining
to invasive plant surveys, treatments, and monitoring.
Many agencies, including local governments, have their
own internal invasive species inventory and mapping
protocols that are used by staff, contractors and, in
some cases, the public. For example, the City of North
Vancouver has its own system called AlienMap. Agencies
in British Columbia that do not enter data into IAPP are
encouraged to check it regularly because it contains public
reports and data from other agencies, and it is important
to consider as much data as possible when making
management decisions. The “Map Display” module of
IAPP is publicly accessible.

Due to the health hazard posed by giant hogweed
found in public spaces, it is advisable to report known or
suspected giant hogweed infestations as soon as possible.
Please report giant hogweed occurrences within Metro
Vancouver to:

When conducting a giant hogweed inventory, the
following information should be recorded as it will later
inform treatment plans:
• Size and density of infestation;
• Location in relation to the high water mark of
watercourses;
• Location in relation to other water sources, such as
wells; and

• The provincial Report-A-Weed program (via online form
or smart phone app reportaweedbc.ca).
• The Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver:
1-604-880-8358 or iscmv.ca.
• The municipality where the giant hogweed was found.
• The landowner directly – Most land managers are keen
to be made aware of giant hogweed sites immediately
so control can be arranged as soon as possible. If the
landowner is unknown, the Invasive Species Council of
Metro Vancouver can provide support to identify the
appropriate authority.
Reports submitted through these channels are reviewed
by invasive species specialists who coordinate follow-up
activities when necessary with the appropriate authorities.
However, some people may be hesitant to report giant
hogweed infestations as their presence may affect
property values.

• Public access (whether there is risk of public contact
with the plant).
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Prevention and Control Strategies
Effective invasive plant management programs may
include a variety of control techniques ranging from
prevention, chemical, manual, mechanical, biological and/
or cultural methods. Each method is described below in
order of effectiveness.

HANDLING GIANT HOGWEED SAFELY
Clear, toxic sap is found in all parts of giant hogweed.
Contact with sap can occur by brushing against the plant,
handling plant material, or even by touching tools or
mowing equipment that was used for giant hogweed
control (Hallworth 2009). To ensure the necessary
precautions are taken, it is best to hire a professional to
handle giant hogweed infestations.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is critical to ensure
that sap from plants does not contact workers’ skin (see
WorkSafeBC video).

WHEN HANDLING GIANT HOGWEED PLANTS,
THE FOLLOWING PPE SHOULD BE WORN:
• Goggles or face shield;
• Sunblock;
• Long pants and long-sleeved shirt under waterproof
coveralls or rain gear (pants and jacket with hood);
• Heavy rubber gloves or other waterproof gloves that
can be discarded after use (for example, dishwashing
gloves);
• Rubber boots; and
• Heavy, waterproof tape can be used to cover seams and
gaps between clothing and gear.

CREDIT:: N. BERGUNDER

Personal Protective Equipment
CREDIT:: N. BERGUNDER

BE SURE TO HAVE THE FOLLOWING ON HAND:
• Access to water or portable water source for cleaning
gloves and clothes;
• Hand soap;
• A portable eyewash station; and
• A first aid kit.

USE THE FOLLOWING PROTOCOL WHEN
HANDLING GIANT HOGWEED:
1. As a preventative measure, apply sunblock to skin,
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paying special attention to places that have the
potential to be exposed to sap like face, neck, hands
and wrists.
2. Put on goggles, waterproof coveralls, rubber gloves and
boots and ensure no skin areas will be exposed.
3. Cover seams between clothing and gear by tucking
items into one another or using heavy, waterproof tape
to seal any gaps.
4. Use one of the recommended control methods (e.g.,
mechanical or chemical control) described below.
5. After control has been completed, wash gloved hands
with soap and water.

(WorkSafe BC 2006).
Adapted from Langley Environmental Partners Society
(2017) and New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (2017).

STRATEGY COLOUR LEGEND
GREEN: RECOMMENDED
ORANGE: CAUTION
RED: NOT RECOMMENDED OR NOT
AVAILABLE

6. Rinse gloves, coveralls and boots thoroughly with water,
paying special attention to gloves and sleeves.

PREVENTION: IMPERATIVE

7. Carefully remove gloves, coveralls and boots by turning
protective clothing inside out while ensuring any
portions of clothing that were exposed to hogweed sap
will not accidentally come into contact with skin.

to reduce the spread of giant hogweed over the long

8. Wash hands, equipment, faucet taps and door handles
with soap and water.
9. Remove and wash goggles.
10. Dispose of coveralls and gloves after use. Any nondisposable clothing should be washed carefully with
soap and water.
11. If skin accidentally comes in contact with sap, wash
thoroughly with soap and water and consult a physician.
Avoid sunlight and cover the exposed area immediately.
Using sunscreen on the affected skin may minimize or
help prevent further reactions from occurring when
outside. Sunscreen may also be helpful for several
months after contact with the plant sap, due to
potential continued sun sensitivity.
12. If sap gets into the eyes, flush with copious amounts
of water and use sunglasses, then consult a physician

Prevention is the most economical and effective way
term. Be sure to inspect and remove seeds from personal

gear, clothing, pets, vehicles, and equipment and ensure
soil, gravel, and other fill materials are not contaminated
with giant hogweed seeds before leaving an infested area.
Do not purchase, trade, or grow giant hogweed. Instead,
grow regional native plants that are naturally adapted
to the local environment and are non-invasive. Consult
the Invasive Species Council of BC’s ‘Grow Me Instead’
Program or Metro Vancouver’s Grow Green website
for non-invasive, drought-tolerant plants and garden
design ideas. Ensure all materials (e.g., topsoil, gravel,
mulch, compost) are weed-free. Healthy green spaces
are more resistant to invasion by invasive plants, so it
is also important to maintain or establish healthy plant
communities.

MANUAL: RECOMMENDED
Manual control, (eg. pulling and digging) can prevent
seed production and release of seeds into the soil. To
prevent seed production, it is most effective to cut blooms
soon after they appear, in May and June. With proper
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PPE, hand-pulling or digging can be effective on young
seedlings, single plants or small infestations of a few
individuals (Watson 2017). Safety risks for workers increases
when dealing with large plants and large infestations.
Manual control may be impractical in these circumstances.
Manual removal is the recommended method when plants
need to be removed from a site immediately due to the
health concern.
The following methods can be used to manually control
giant hogweed:
• Taproot Cutting - for small groups of plants (<100):
Giant hogweed has a large, deep taproot like a carrot
that stores energy for annual growth and/or flowering
and provides a buffer against damage to the aboveground parts of the plant from mowing or browsing. The
taproot can be up to 45 cm long and 12 cm thick. Giant
hogweed can re-sprout new leaves after taproot cutting
so follow-up is essential (Hallworth 2009).
Using loppers, cut back the upper portions of larger
plants for easier access to cut the stem and taproot.
During flowering season, be sure to cut and bag flower
heads first for secure disposal. Sever the root about 5 to
15 cm below the soil surface (or further if possible) using
a sharp, long-handled narrow shovel or spade (Watson
2017).
Cut the taproots in early spring (April 1 to May 15) and
revisit the site in early-summer (June 15 to July 15) to
target any plants that were missed or have re-sprouted.
Make sure to target all plants. Above-ground plant parts
can be left on-site to decompose, unless there is risk
that people will come in contact with them. In this case
cut the stem into pieces that will fit into sealed plastic
bags (see Disposal).

• Flower removal
Removal of the flower head (umbel) can be as effective
as cutting the whole mature plant in stopping seed

12

spread. However, the timing of cutting is crucial to
prevent additional seeds from being produced. Cutting
too early may result in the plant regenerating and
producing new flowers with viable seeds. It is best
to remove the umbels while in flower (usually May to
August in Metro Vancouver although seeds can set as
early as July) but before they go to seed. If plants are cut
in the flowering stage, the site should be checked again
a few weeks later to ensure no new flower heads have
formed.
Removal of flower heads only is a short-term, stop-gap
method for preventing further seed dispersal (that
is, when it is too late in the season to employ other
techniques). It does not kill the plant.
A long reach pruner or any sharp cutting tool which is
long enough to avoid touching the plant can be used
to cut and hold the flower heads. With a cutting tool,
workers can pull the blade towards themselves to cut
the stem. A second person can gently hold the stem
and direct the fallen umbel into a sturdy plastic bag. If
cut later in the season, avoid scattering seeds on the
ground; if seeds are mature and shedding, contain them
in a plastic bag or on a tarp, or within as small an area
as possible. If seeds have scattered around the plant,
scrape/rake the soil surface and collect and dispose of
as many of the seeds as possible.

CHEMICAL: RECOMMENDED
When alternative methods to prevent or control invasive
plants are unsuccessful, professionals often turn to
herbicides. With the exception of substances listed
on Schedule 2 of the Integrated Pest Management
Regulation, the use of herbicides is highly regulated in
British Columbia. Site characteristics must be considered
with each herbicide prescribed, based on site goals and
objectives and in accordance with legal requirements.
This summary of BC’s Integrated Pest Management Act
provides an overview of the provincial legislation.
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PESTICIDE LICENCE AND CERTIFICATION
A valid pesticide licence is required to:
• offer a service to apply most pesticides;
• apply most pesticides on public land including local
government lands2; and
• apply pesticides to landscaped areas on private land,
including outside office buildings and other facilities.

it is best practice for personnel supervising or monitoring
pesticide contracts to also maintain a pesticide applicator
licence so they are familiar with certification requirements.
For more information on how to obtain a licence and
the requirements when working under the provincial
Integrated Pest Management Act and Regulation, please
review the Noxious Weed & Vegetation Management
section on this webpage: gov.bc.ca/PestManagement.

Pesticide applicator certificates can be obtained under the
category ‘Industrial Vegetation Management’ to manage
weeds on industrial land, roads, power lines, railways, and
pipeline rights-of-way for control of noxious weeds on
private or public land. Assistant applicator training is also
available and the online course and exam are free.

Pesticides (e.g., herbicides, insecticides, fungicides)
are regulated by the federal and provincial
government, and municipal governments often have
pesticide bylaws.
• Health Canada evaluates and approves chemical
pest control products as per the Pest Control
Products Act.
• The BC Integrated Pest Management Act sets out
the requirements for the use and sale of pesticides
in British Columbia. This Act is administered by
the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change
Strategy.
• Several municipalities have adopted bylaws that
prohibit the use of certain pesticides.
Everyone who uses pesticides must be familiar with all
relevant laws.

Although an annual fee and annual reporting are required,
2 On up to 50 ha/year by a single organization. Organizations looking to treat over 50 hectares of land per year are also required to submit a Pest
Management Plan and obtain a Pesticide Use Notice confirmation.
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ONLY companies or practitioners with a valid Pesticide
Licence and staff who are certified applicators (or
working under a certified applicator) may apply
herbicide on invasive plants located on public lands
in British Columbia. Applicators must be either the
land manager/owner or have permission from the land
manager/owner prior to herbicide application.
On private property the owner may obtain a
Residential Applicators Certificate (for Domestic class
products only) or use a qualified company. Residents
do not require a Residential Applicator Certificate for
certain uses of domestic class glyphosate including
treatment of plants that are poisonous for people
to touch, invasive plants and noxious weeds listed
in legislation, and weeds growiing through cracks in
hard surfaces such as asphalt or concrete. Refer to the
‘Pesticides & Pest Managenent’ and ‘Home Pesticide
Use’ documents listed in the Additional Resources
Section for more information.
Questions? Contact the BC Integrated Pest

Management Program: Telephone: (250) 387-9537
Email: bc.ipm@gov.bc.ca

HERBICIDE LABELS
Individual herbicide labels must always be reviewed
thoroughly prior to use to ensure precautions,
applicationrates, and all use directions, specific site and
application directions are strictly followed. Under the
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federal Pest Control Products Act and the BC Integrated
Pest Management Act and Regulation, persons
are legally required to use pesticides (including
herbicides) only for the use described on the label
and in accordance with the instructions on that label.
Failure to follow label directions could cause damage
to the environment, poor control results, or danger to
health. Contravention of laws and regulations may lead
to cancellation or suspension of a licence or certification,
requirement to obtain a qualified monitor to assess work,
additional reporting requirements, a stop work order, or
prohibition from acquiring authorization in the future. A
conviction of an offence under legislation may also carry a
fine or imprisonment.

Herbicide labels include information on both the front
and back. The front typically includes trade or product
name, formulation, class, purpose, registration number,
and precautionary symbols. Instructions on how to use the
pesticide and what to do in order to protect the health
and safety of both the applicator and public are provided
on the back (BC Ministry of Environment 2011).
Labels are also available from the Pest Management
Regulatory Agency’s online pesticide label search or
mobile application as a separate document. These label
documents may include booklets or material safety data
sheets (MSDS) that provide additional information about
a pesticide product. Restrictions on site conditions,
soil types, and proximity to water may be listed. If
the herbicide label is more restrictive than provincial
legislation, the label must be followed.
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HERBICIDE OPTIONS
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
(EXAMPLE BRAND
NAMES)+

APPLICATION

PERSISTENCE

GROWTH STAGE++

TYPE+++

non-residual*

actively growing

non-selective

• foliar application
Glyphosate (many
products)

• stem injection (only
Roundup WeatherMAX®
With Transorb 2
Technology)

Chlorsulfuron +
aminocyclopyrachlor (for
example Truvist™)*

foliar application

residual

4 leaf stage

selective,
no affect to
grasses

Metsulfuron methyl +
aminocyclopyrachlor (for
example Navius™)**

foliar application

residual

4 leaf stage

selective,
no affect to
grasses

Aminopyralid (for example
Milestone™)

foliar application

residual

new germinants only

selective,
no affect to
grasses

The following herbicides can be used on giant hogweed in British Columbia

* Non-residual herbicides are active only on growing plant tissue have little or no persistence in the soil whereas
residual herbicides persist in the soil, remaining effective over an extended period of time.
** Avoid application of this product in areas where the roots of desirable trees and/or shrubs may extend unless injury
or loss can be tolerated. Roots of desirable trees or vegetation are affected by local conditions and can extend well
beyond the tree canopy.
+ The mention of a specific product or brand name of pesticide in this document is not, and should not be construed as, an
endorsement or recommendation for the use of that product.
++ Active growing periods vary from year to year depending on weather and other factors. There may be more than one
active growing period for a plant in a year.
+++ Herbicides that control all vegetation are non-selective, while those that control certain types of vegetation (for
example, only grasses or only broadleaf plants) are termed selective.
NOTE: Giant hogweed is not specifically listed on these herbicide labels. However, it falls under the general application
provision for broadleaved plants.
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APPLYING HERBICIDE IN RIPARIAN AREAS
Provincial legislation prohibits the use of herbicides within 10 metres of natural water courses and 30 metres of domestic
or agricultural water sources on public lands. On private lands, only herbicide labels need to be followed (which means
for glyphosate products and Milestone™, treatment can happen up to the water’s edge). On public lands, glyphosate
is the only active ingredient that can be applied within the 10 metre Pesticide-Free Zone (PFZ)3 in British Columbia
in accordance with the BC Integrated Pest Management Act and Regulation and all public land Pesticide Management
Plans (PMPs). Glyphosate can only be applied up to 1 metre away from the high water mark (HWM)4. See the manual/
mechanical section above for alternative control techniques that may be used with extreme caution at these sites. The
30 metre no-treatment zone around a water supply intake or well used for domestic or agricultural purposes may be
reduced if the licencee or PMP holder is “reasonably satisfied” that a smaller no-treatment zone is sufficient to ensure
that pesticide from the use will not enter the intake or well.
When managing giant hogweed with herbicide in riparian areas:
• Observe and mark all PFZs while on site.
• The HWM should be determined by careful evaluation by the applicator.
• Distances in PFZs should be measured as horizontal distance.
• Herbicides restricted in a PFZ must not enter these zones by leaching (lateral mobility) through soil or by drift
of spray mist or droplets.
• Treatments should be conducted when water levels are low (e.g. summer months) to reduce risk.
• Note that efficacy may be dependent on site conditions, including moisture in the soil.
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FOLIAR APPLICATION METHODS
The preferred application methods to minimize non-target
damage and applicator exposure are as follows:
• Spray-on application uses a backpack or handheld
sprayer to completely cover the actively growing plant
parts with herbicide, including the underside of the
leaves (plants should be 20 to 50 cm in height). Spraying
the undersides of the leaves maximizes the herbicide
contact and uptake by the stomata. To access tall
foliage and minimize the risk of applicator exposure
to herbicide, long wands and wand extensions are
recommended.34

stems using a hand-held tool that delivers a specified
amount of product into the hollow stems. Currently
in Canada, Roundup WeatherMAX® With Transorb 2
Technology Liquid Herbicide™ (pest control products
number 27487) is the only product with stem injection
listed the label and therefore the only product that can
legally be applied using this method. While it can be used
on any sized infestation, this method is useful for patches
with few hogweed stems or when stems are growing
interspersed between desirable vegetation. This method
is more time-consuming and expensive as each stem must
be injected and marked (some injection tools come with
attachments for marking pens).

• Wipe-on application: This method is only allowed if
using products containing glyphosate. Apply herbicide
directly onto leaf surfaces using a simple hand held
wipe-on applicator (for example, Red WeederTM). The
wipe-on method is only recommended when spraying
is not an option. Caution must be taken when using
this technique due to the extended time workers would
be in close proximity to the plants during application.
Wipe-on application is time-consuming and can be
messy due to herbicide drips.

TREATMENT TIMING

Shrouding or shielding the spray nozzle(s) on the spray
wand can minimize herbicide drift into pesticide free zones
or other sensitive areas during foliar applications. Tarps
or garbage bags can be suspended, wrapped or draped
as a buffer to adjacent sensitive areas including desirable
vegetation, waterbodies or structures.

In order to minimize impact to insects, if possible,
treatment should be avoided during the flowering season.
If Himalayan blackberry is also present at the treatment
site consider treating before the berries form or cutting
any blackberry canes with fruit before treatment to
eliminate concerns of berry pickers.

STEM INJECTION

MAINTENANCE

This technique involves injection of herbicide into single

Post-chemical treatment monitoring is required for
licencees and PMP holders under the Integrated Pest

Herbicide should be applied to actively growing plants.
For first treatments in the spring, it is recommended to
wait until there is sufficient foliage to ensure adequate
surface area for absorption (starting when the hogweed is
20 to 50 cm in height). Early season treatments avoid the
need for spraying overhead, reduce the risk of breaking
canes, prevent flower/seed set from occurring, and use
less herbicide.

3 The Pesticide-Free Zone (PFZ) is an area of land that must not be treated with pesticide and must be protected from pesticide moving into it,
under the Integrated Pest Management Act and Regulation.
4 The High Water Mark (HWM) is defined as the visible high water mark of any lake, stream, wetland or other body of water where the presence
and action of the water are so common and usual and so long continued in all ordinary years as to mark upon the soil of the bed of the lake, river
stream, or other body of water a character distinct from that of the banks, both in vegetation and in the nature of the soil itself. Typical features
may include, a natural line or “mark” impressed on the bank or shore, indicated by erosion, shelving, changes in soil characteristics, destruction of
terrestrial vegetation, or other distinctive physical characteristics. The area below the hi gh water mark includes the active floodplain ( (BC Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change Strategy 2018)
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Management Act to ensure that efforts are successful and
to allow for adjustments to the management approach as
necessary.
Monitor the site annually in mid to late spring posttreatment. Identify and remove any new seedlings,
including the roots. After no new plants are found, the
provincial government recommends monitoring the site
after 1, 2, 4, and 6 years (Province of BC 2017).

MECHANICAL: NOT RECOMMENDED
Mechanical control using power equipment (e.g., brush
saws or weed wackers) is not recommended because
removing giant hogweed in this manner can cause sap to
splash out of plants onto the face or other exposed skin.
Power equipment can also spread seeds and become
contaminated with sap.

CULTURAL: NOT RECOMMENDED
Giant hogweed is not effectively controlled by light
grazing, but intensive grazing may provide control. Cattle
and sheep find it palatable and can be trained to browse
it. Grazing is best done by hairy and dark-pigmented
animals to reduce inflammation of any mucus-secreting
membranes from the furanocoumarins found in the sap.
Grazing animals prefer young and fresh giant hogweed
plants, and the most efficient control is obtained by
beginning the grazing early in the growing season when
the plants are small (Nielson, et al. 2005). Pigs can also be
highly effective, rooting out and eating all underground
plant vegetation (Tiley, Felicite and Wade 1996).
Within Metro Vancouver, grazing to control giant hogweed
is likely only feasible in agricultural or field habitats.
Grazing opportunities are limited in urban areas due to
municipal bylaws regulating animals, the high probability
of interface with the public, and the damage animals
would cause to riparian areas and other sensitive sites
with multiple land uses. Due to these constraints, cultural
control is not recommended as a practical management
option in the Metro Vancouver region.

BIOLOGICAL: NOT AVAILABLE
There are currently no biological control agents available
in British Columbia for giant hogweed. It is likely that
biological control is not a high priority for giant hogweed
as it is usually desirable to remove/treat it immediately
because of the health risks to the public. Due to these
constraints, biological control is not recommended as
a practical management option in the Metro Vancouver
region.
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CLEANING AND DISINFECTION

Disposal

GIANT HOGWEED IS NOT ACCEPTED AT METRO
VANCOUVER’S TRANSFER STATIONS.

ON SITE DISPOSAL

PLEASE CONTACT ALL FACILITIES BEFOREHAND
TO CONFIRM THEY CAN PROPERLY HANDLE THE
MATERIAL.

Cut or chemically-treated stems and leaves can be left
on-site to decompose, unless there is any risk that people
will encounter them (Hallworth 2009). Viable seeds and
roots should not be left onsite due to the risk of spread or
re-growth. Do not compost giant hogweed at home or at
municipal works yards due to the risk of exposure to the
toxic sap.

OFF SITE DISPOSAL
Giant hogweed umbels, stems and other plant parts must
be double-bagged in heavy garbage bags for disposal.
Bags should be sealed tightly.
In the Metro Vancouver region, the following facilities
accept giant hogweed plants and/or soil infested with
giant hogweed seeds, provided they have sufficient
capacity:
• Vancouver Landfill, 5400 72nd St, Delta, BC. Accepts
double-bagged giant hogweed and soil for deep burial
only (additional charge). A Waste Assessment Form
must be completed.
• Metro Vancouver’s Waste-to-Energy facility, 5150
Riverbend Drive, Burnaby, BC. This facility does not
accept soil. Accepts loads of double-bagged giant
hogweed if customers have:
• A self-tipping truck;
• A commercial account; and
• Pre-approval from the Manager of Solid
Waste Services (contact weighscalesystem@
metrovancouver.org or 604-451-6185).

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION5
Before leaving a site, remove all visible plant parts and soil
from vehicles, equipment and gear, and if possible, rinse
these items. When back at a works yard or wash station,
vehicles should be cleaned and disinfected using the
following steps:
• Wash with 180 °F water at 6 gpm, 2000 psi*, with a
contact time of ≥ 10 seconds on all surfaces to remove
dirt and organic matter such as vegetation or seeds. Pay
special attention to undercarriages, chassis, wheel-wells,
radiators, grills, tracks, buckets, chip-boxes, blades, and
flail-mowing chains;
• Use compressed air to remove vegetation from grills
and radiators;
• Sweep/vacuum interior of vehicles paying special
attention to floor mats, pedals, and seats;
• Steam clean poor access areas (for example, inside
trailer tubes) – 200 psi @ 300 °F; and
• Fully rinse detergent residue from equipment prior to
leaving facility.
* Appropriate self-serve and mobile hot power-wash
companies in the Metro Vancouver region include: Mary
Hill Truck Wash, Omega Power Washing, Eco Klean Truck
Wash, RG Truck Wash, Ravens Mobile Pressure Washing,
Hydrotech Powerwashing, Platinum Pressure Washing Inc.,
and Alblaster Pressure Washing. Wash stations should be
monitored regularly for hogweed growth.

5 Adapted from Metro Vancouver (2017) Water Services Equipment Cleaning Procedures and Inspection Protocols.
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Follow-Up Monitoring

Restoration

Whatever control method is used, follow-up monitoring
and maintenance treatments are important components of
an integrated management plan or approach.

Restoration may not be necessary for small giant hogweed
infestations. For large infestations, restoration is often
necessary to supress colonization by other invasive
plant species. Although it is desirable to revegetate
with native or non-invasive plant species as soon as
possible, restoration activities must be carefully timed. If
planting occurs before the giant hogweed is completely
eradicated, it will be much harder to manage re-growth
without injuring the restored vegetation and putting
workers at risk. Planting broadleaved herbaceous or
woody plants after application of a residual herbicide
should be delayed until herbicide activity is deactivated
in the soils. This will depend on soil type, environmental
conditions, and herbicide type. Replanting grass species
should be delayed for 12 months after application of
a residual herbicide (Ralph 2017). If replanting with
broadleaved species is planned soon after herbicide
treatment, then a non-residual herbicide (for example,
glyphosate) should be used. For glyphosate products,
delay preparation of the soils for replanting by at least
7-15 days to ensure complete translocation of herbicide to
the root tips (Ralph 2017).

• After umbel removal, new umbels and flowers will
often form on lower branches. If umbels were removed
during the flowering stage, check the site again in a few
weeks to ensure no new flowers have formed. If so, cut
and remove.
• If taproots were cut, monitor the site annually in mid to
late spring to ensure that new seedlings are identified
and removed, including the roots.
• Sites where herbicide application was used must be
re-visited to assess efficacy of treatment.
• After spring glyphosate treatments, a follow-up
visit should occur in late spring to early summer,
depending on growing conditions. As there
is no residual control of new germinants with
glyphosate, seeds can germinate at any time after
applications and are free to grow. Re-treatment
of new plants on the site should occur when the
plants are actively growing and there is sufficient
foliage for adequate herbicide uptake. Plants
should be 20 to 50 cm in height to ensure enough
herbicide will be absorbed.
• For the residual herbicides, monitoring should
occur two or more weeks after treatment to
evaluate efficacy. If re-growth has occurred, it is
best to consult the label before re-treatment to
confirm the maximum number of applications per
season. In some cases, another product could be
considered for use in a second application.
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Revegetation of the site to a domestic or non-native, noninvasive plant species composition may be considered in
some circumstances. Species must be prescribed based
on the ecology of the site and should be determined by a
qualified environmental professional.
Local biologists, environmental professionals, agronomists,
agrologists, native and domestic forage specialists, seed
companies and plant nurseries are all good sources for
regional native species and regionally-adapted domestic
species recommendations, based on site usage. Several
science-based resources are available to guide restoration
efforts, such as the South Coast Conservation Program’s
Diversity by Design restoration planning toolkit.
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Introduction
The impacts of invasive species on ecological, human and
economic health are of concern in the Metro Vancouver
region. Successful control of invasive species requires
concerted and targeted efforts by many players. This
document – “Best Management Practices for European
Fire Ants in the Metro Vancouver Region” – is one of
a series of species-specific guides developed for use
by practitioners (e.g., local government staff, crews,
project managers, contractors, consultants, developers,
stewardship groups and others who have a role in invasive
species management) in the region. Together, these
best practices provide a compendium of guidance that
has been tested locally by researchers and operational
experts.
The European fire ant was first recorded in British
Columbia in 2010. It has impacted many communities in
Metro Vancouver, and several other areas in the province.
Its distinctive swarming and stinging behaviour has given it
high profile as one of the region’s most alarming
invasive species.
Since its discovery in British Columbia, best practices for
identifying and managing this species (and other invasive
ants) have advanced rapidly. Academic institutions,
government and non-government organizations continue
to study this species in British Columbia, testing a variety
of control methods. As researchers and practitioners
learn more about the biology and control of European
fire ants in British Columbia, it is anticipated that the
recommended best management practices will change
over time and this document will be updated. Please
check metrovancouver.org regularly to obtain the most
recent version of these best management practices.

CREDIT: L. Bates-Frymel
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REGULATORY STATUS
The European fire ant is not currently regulated in British
Columbia. Hence, land managers are not required to
control European fire ants at this time.

$26,000 on European fire ant control efforts. This figure
does not include control costs for private landowners
across the region or costs associated with education and
awareness activities. This species’ potential to establish in
large areas of BC (see Habitat section below) suggests that
more widespread impacts are possible.

IMPACTS
The presence of European fire ants in gardens, yards,
parks, golf courses, turf areas and other green spaces
renders these areas unusable. European fire ants
aggressively defend their territory by swarming and
delivering painful, repeated stings to any sort of threat,
such as people, pets and wildlife that come in close
proximity to their nests. Stings leave venom under the
skin, which may swell, become red and painful for 30 to
120 minutes, followed by itchiness that can last for a week
(WorkSafe BC 2014). On rare occasions, these stings can
cause anaphylactic shock (Saltman 2016).
European fire ants have a number of impacts on native
ecosystems. These aggressive ants are able to displace
native ant species, which are beneficial for seed dispersal,
pollination, and keeping predator-prey relationships in
balance (Naumann and Higgins 2015). Although little
research has been conducted locally, European fire ant
infestations have been found to reduce chick survival
in several bird populations elsewhere in North America
(Robinson, et al. 2013).
The presence of European fire ants also has economic
impacts for governments, businesses, non-profit groups
and individuals in Metro Vancouver and across British
Columbia. Preliminary damage estimates for British
Columbia in 2012 were approximately $100,000,000/year
if this species were to spread throughout its potential
habitat range. This estimate includes property damage
caused by European fire ants to households, schools,
municipalities, golf courses, public parks and green
spaces (Sayre 2017). In 2016, agencies represented on
Metro Vancouver’s Regional Planning Advisory Committee
– Invasive Species Subcommittee spent approximately

NESTS
European fire ant nests are typically found in places with
high humidity. Favourable nesting areas include soil
along roots of trees or shrubs, under rocks, logs or other
human or natural debris, and in decaying logs (E. Groden,
A. Drummond, et al. 2016). Nests can be very difficult to
locate as construction does not result in obvious mounds
or disturbances of the soil.
The typical European fire ant nest consists of a series of
popcorn-sized chambers along a vertical shaft, barely 15
cm wide and typically no more than 20 cm below ground.
In very sandy soils they may reach down to almost a
metre. Nests may be located at the surface, just beneath
a covering of moss, or within the above-ground crown of
clumping perennial grasses and ferns, as well as in rock
crevices with little to no soil (Sayre 2017).
An ant colony, called a formicary, is the basic unit
around which ants organize their lifecycle. European fire
ant colonies are ‘polygynous’ (i.e., many queens) and
‘polydomous’ (i.e., many nests per individual colony),
allowing for high densities of the ants in a given area. In
North America, colonies have a density of approximately
4 nests per square metre (Higgins 2015). Lateral tunnels
connect adjacent colonies but the extent of underground
interconnectedness is unknown and is an on-going
research topic in British Columbia (Higgins 2017).

REPRODUCTION AND SPREAD
European fire ants predominantly spread by budding - as
new colonies grow, some queens will leave the parent
colony, accompanied by a group of workers, and establish
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new nests in the vicinity of the original nest (E. Groden, F.
Drummond, et al. 2005) (Higgins 2015).
Mature colonies can contain a few thousand workers with
a new reproductive total (queens or males) of a few to
several hundred individuals per year (Higgins 2015). A
single colony may have 15-20 queens present (Higgins
2015).

Chilliwack, Coquitlam, Courtenay, Delta, District of
North Vancouver, Maple Ridge, Richmond, Surrey, Pitt
Meadows, Vancouver, West Vancouver, Courtenay, Oak
Bay, and Victoria. There is one known population in British
Columbia’s interior in Naramata (Higgins 2015).

European fire ants are often spread through human
activities. They nest in garden and landscaping materials,
including potted plants, soil, compost, tree balls and
mulch. Entire nests can be inadvertently transplanted
along with these materials (Higgins 2015). Some species
of fire ants have also been known to cross water bodies
by linking together as a colony to form a waterproof raft
(Mlot, Tovey and Hu 2011).

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION
European fire ants prefer moist habitats with a mean
annual temperature greater than 6° Celsius. Precipitation
in affected areas usually exceeds 1000 mm/year (E.
Groden, F. Drummond, et al. 2005). Under these
conditions, European fire ants have the potential to
establish along the coast from Vancouver to Prince Rupert,
as far inland as Hope, and through all of Vancouver Island,
the Gulf Islands and Haida Gwaii. In the interior, conditions
are appropriate for establishment in a small area in Nelson
and from Prince Rupert inland to Terrace (Higgins 2015).
Moist riparian areas may be at risk throughout British
Columbia.
The European fire ant is native to the Palearctic regions
of Europe and Asia and from Ireland to western Siberia
(E. Groden, F. Drummond, et al. 2005). In Canada, it has
established in Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia (Hicks
2012).
This species of ant was first recorded in British Columbia
in 2010 and has been detected in many communities
in Metro Vancouver and on Vancouver Island: Burnaby,
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Identification
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

CONFIRMING IDENTITY

European fire ants are typically reddish-brown in colour,
however their colour varies between colonies. The
workers are about 4mm to 5mm in length. Queens can
be distinguished from the workers mainly by their size,
growing to 9mm in length. The waist has 2 segments,
with the last segment of the alitrunk (the thorax) sporting
two spines that point backwards. The workers bodies
are covered with fine hairs and they have antennae with
12 segments (Arevalo and Groden 2016). It is important
to note that there are many species of ants in British
Columbia, including other species that are red or that
sting. While the swarming and stinging behavior can
be characteristic of European fire ants, it is important to
confirm the ant’s identity before considering treatment
options.

Proper identification of ants can be challenging. Several
agencies and specialists within British Columbia can assist
with ant identification (Inter-Ministry Invasive Species
Working Group 2015). Below are the current methods
and procedures to collect and submit ant samples for
identification (Higgins 2015):
1.

Collect a sample on a cool morning, when the ants are
less likely to sting. This can be done by:
a. Laying out apple slices in areas where nests are
suspected and checking on the slices within an
hour. If the apple is covered in ants, quickly pick it
up and place it and the ants into a container and
freeze overnight.
b. Scooping a portion of the nest into a bucket of
soapy water and letting it sit for a few minutes until
the ants have died.

European fire ant worker

CREDIT: ISCMV
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2.

Gently remove 10-20 dead ants and place them in
a waterproof container and add alcohol (rubbing or
clear consumable alcohol) to preserve the ants.

3.

Place the container in a sealed bag and ship.

4. Send samples to one of the following locations for
identification. Please include your name and the date
and location where the samples were collected.
Preferred location: Plant Health Laboratory, Ministry
of Agriculture. Download and complete the necessary
form at http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/
agriculture-seafood/animals-and-crops/plant-health/
plant-health-laboratory. Please note that any positive
samples will NOT be reported to the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) as this species is not a plant
pest and is therefore not regulated under the federal
Plant Protection Act. Shipping instructions can be
found on the back of the form.
Alternate location 1: Dr. Rob Higgins, Department of
Biological Sciences, Thompson Rivers University, 805
TRU Way, Kamloops, British Columbia, V2C 0C8.
Alternate location 2: Natural History Section,
Entomology Dept, Royal British Columbia Museum,
Attn: Claudia Copley, 675 Belleville St, Victoria, British
Columbia, V8X 9W2.
The British Columbia Inter-Ministry Invasive Species
Working Group periodically updates identification
procedures based on current research.

to the thorax) has two spines pointing backwards (Arevalo
and Groden 2016).
Some ant species found in the coastal region of British
Columbia that may be confused with the European fire ant
include (Higgins 2015):
• Impressive ﬁre ant (Myrmica specioides)
• Rough ﬁre ant (Myrmica scabrinodis)
• Manica invidia (no common name)
• Thatching ant (Formica oreas)
• Tropical stinging ant (Hypoponera puntatissima)
DNA analysis is currently helping experts to distinguish
these species from the European fire ant. Ongoing
research will help determine whether the management
practices in this document are valid for the other invasive
ants in the region.

Tracking
The British Columbia Inter-Ministry Invasive Species
Working Group is working in collaboration with various
experts, governments and non-government organizations
to determine the full extent of the European fire ant
invasion in British Columbia.

SIMILAR SPECIES
A few morphological differences can help to differentiate
the European fire ant from the other ants within the same
genus. When viewed from above, the frontal lobes of the
European fire ant look thin and lamellar (with thin layers of
overlapping tissue), laterally developed and do not cover
the antennal base. One characteristic that differentiates
the genus Myrmica from some other ants is the
propodeum (the first abdominal segment fused anteriorly
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Reporting
Please report all European fire ant occurrences within
Metro Vancouver to:
•

The provincial Report Invasives program (via online
form or smart phone app ).

•

The Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver:
1-604-880-8358 or iscmv.ca.

•

The municipality where the European fire ant
infestation was found.

•

The landowner directly – If the infestation is on private
property, the municipality should also be notified with
as many details as possible about the location and
description of the suspected infestation. Most land
managers are keen to be made aware of European
fire ant sites immediately so control can be arranged
as soon as possible. If the landowner is unknown,
the Invasive Species Council of Metro Vancouver
can provide support in identifying the appropriate
authority.

Reports submitted through these channels are reviewed
by invasive species specialists who coordinate followup activities when necessary with the appropriate local
authorities. However, some people may be hesitant to
report European fire ant infestations as their presence may
affect property values.

Best Management
Practices
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Prevention and Control Strategies
Effective management programs may include a variety
of control techniques ranging from prevention, chemical,
cultural, manual, biological, and/or mechanical methods.
Each method is described below in order of effectiveness.
Coordinated management efforts across jurisdictional
boundaries are critical. If infestations are shared, it is ideal
for the entire infestation to be treated with the same
method at the same time. Management efforts will be less
successful if only a portion of the infestation is targeted.

The treatment methods listed below can be carried out
any time of year except winter. During the cold winter
months, European fire ants tend to ball up in a way that
suggests they might be easily targeted and removed;
however, within each nest, there are multiple balls at
different depths making it difficult to locate and treat all of
the balls (Higgins 2017).

CAUTION: When treating European fire ant infestations,
ensure that the appropriate personal protective gear is
worn, including closed-toed shoes or rubber boots, pants
tucked in, and sealing any other gaps between items
of clothing so that no skin is exposed. Gloves are also
recommended. Ants that come in contact with skin can be
brushed away. Crushing them will only provoke them to
sting. WorkSafe BC (2014) provides additional guidelines
to prevent stings and recommendations for medical
treatment if stings occur.
Eradication of European fire ants in infested areas greater
than 200m2 is nearly impossible due to challenges around
complex nest locations (e.g., under trees roots, edges of
parking lots, retaining walls, wood fence posts, valued
plantings, etc.) and difficulty finding all of the nests.
For large infestations, the management goal should be
controlling and containing the infestation, as opposed
to eradicating it (Higgins 2017). Prior to commencing any
control activities, the location and extent of the infestation
must be understood (see ‘Finding the Nests’ box).
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FINDING THE NESTS
European fire ants forage within a metre or so of
their nests and will cluster heavily upon apple slices
when they are close to a nest. Hence, one of the best
practices for finding nests is to:
1.

Lay out apple slices one metre apart, in a rough
grid.

2.

Check the apple slices within an hour to see if
there are any ants on them. If European fire ants
are detected on the apple slice, then there is a
nest nearby, most likely within a few metres.

3.

Put on personal protective gear.

4.

To localize the nest, stomp on the ground around
the apple; this will disturb the ants and cause
them to swarm around a nest entrance (Sayre,
2017) (Wong, 2017).

5.

When mapping European fire ant infestations,
the outer boundary of the infested area can be
defined if ants are not observed within 10m of an
apple slice (Higgins, 2017).

Assessments should be carried out when it is warm (<
20 °Celsius), dry and when ants are actively foraging
(morning or afternoon).
Wire mesh or small inverted baskets (e.g., mesh
fruit baskets) can be secured over the apple slices if
removal of the bait by other animals (e.g., squirrels) is
a concern.

STRATEGY COLOUR LEGEND
GREEN: RECOMMENDED
ORANGE: CAUTION
RED: NOT RECOMMENDED OR NOT
AVAILABLE

PREVENTION: IMPERATIVE
Prevention is the most economical and effective way to
reduce the spread of European fire ants over the long
term. Practitioners and the public should be made aware
that transporting materials from infested areas increases
the risk of spread. Potted plants, soil, mulches, and similar
materials should be inspected on site and again before
transplanting or use. If ants are found, the materials should
not be used until they can be identified by a reliable
source (see ‘Confirming Identity’ above) and/or destroyed.
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CHEMICAL: RECOMMENDED
With the exception of substances listed on Schedule
2 of the Integrated Pest Management Regulation, the
use of pesticides is highly regulated in British Columbia.
Site characteristics must be considered with pesticide
prescribed, based on site goals and objectives and in
accordance with legal requirements. This summary of BC’s
Integrated Pest Management Act provides an overview of
the provincial legislation.

Pesticides (e.g., insecticides, herbicides, fungicides)
are regulated by the federal and provincial
government, and municipal governments often have
pesticide bylaws.
•

Health Canada evaluates and approves chemical
pest control products as per the Pest Control
Products Act.

•

The BC Integrated Pest Management Act sets out
the requirements for the use and sale of pesticides
in British Columbia. This Act is administered by
the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change
Strategy.

•

Several municipalities have adopted bylaws which
prohibit the use of certain pesticides.

PESTICIDE LICENCE AND CERTIFICATION
A valid pesticide licence is required to:
•

offer a service to apply most pesticides;

•

apply most pesticides on public land including local
government lands1; and

•

apply pesticides to landscaped areas on private land,
including outside office buildings and other facilities.

Everyone who uses pesticides must be familiar with all
relevant laws.

Pesticide applicator certificates can be obtained under the
category ‘Industrial Vegetation Management’ to manage
invasive species on industrial land, roads, power lines,
railways, and pipeline rights-of-way on private or public
land. Assistant applicator certificates are also available and
the online course and exam are free.

1 on up to 50 ha/year by a single organization. Organizations looking to treat over 50 hectares of land per year are also required to submit a Pest
Management Plan and obtain a Pesticide Use Notice confirmation.
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ONLY companies or practitioners with a valid Pesticide
Licence and staff who are certified applicators (or
working under a certified applicator) may apply
pesticide on invasive species located on public lands
in British Columbia. Applicators must be either the
land manager/owner or have permission from the land
manager/owner prior to pesticide application.
On private property the owner may obtain a
Residential Applicator Certificate (for Domestic class
products only) or use a qualified company. Refer to the
‘Pesticides & Pest Management’ and ‘Home Pesticide
Use’ documents listed in the Additional Resources
Section for more information.
Questions? Contact the BC Integrated Pest
Management Program:
Telephone: (250) 387-9537
Email: bc.ipm@gov.bc.ca

Although an annual fee and annual reporting are
required, it is best practice for personnel supervising or
monitoring pesticide contracts to also maintain a pesticide
applicator licence so they are familiar with certification
requirements. For more information on how to obtain
a licence and the requirements when working under
the provincial Integrated Pest Management Act and
Regulation, please review the Noxious Weed & Vegetation
Management section on this webpage: www.gov.bc.ca/
PestManagement.

Individual insecticide labels must always be reviewed
thoroughly prior to use to ensure precautions, application
rates, and all use directions, specific site and application
directions are strictly followed. Under the federal Pest
Control Products Act and the BC Integrated Pest
�

Insecticide labels include information on both the front
and back. The front typically includes trade or product
name, formulation, class, purpose, registration number,
and precautionary symbols. Instructions on how to use the
pesticide and what to do in order to protect the health
and safety of both the applicator and public are provided
on the back (BC Ministry of Environment and Climate
Change Strategy 2011).
Labels are also available from the Pest Management
Regulatory Agency’s online pesticide label search or
mobile application as a separate document. These label
documents may include booklets or material safety data
sheets (MSDS) that provide additional information about
a pesticide product. Restrictions on site conditions,
soil types, and proximity to water may be listed. If the
insecticide label is more restrictive than provincial
legislation, the label must be followed.

INSECTICIDE OPTIONS
The following insecticide can be used on European fire
ants in British Columbia:

INSECTICIDE LABELS

2 .......

Management Regulation, persons are legally required
to use pesticides (including insecticides) only for the
use described on the label and in accordance with
the instructions on that label. Failure to follow label
directions could cause damage to the environment, poor
control results, or danger to health. Contravention of laws
and regulations may lead to cancellation or suspension of
a licence or certification, requirement to obtain a qualified
monitor to assess work, additional reporting requirements,
a stop work order, or prohibition from acquiring
authorization in the future. A conviction of an offence
under legislation may also carry a fine or imprisonment.

PERMETHRIN (ANT OUT© AND OTHER
BRANDS)2
This is the most successful insecticide to date; however, for
large infestations, the cost will be high and this method

�
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may not be effective. Permethrin has low toxicity overall,
however it is toxic to fish, pollinating insects, wildlife
and domestic animals. Below are the recommended
procedures to apply permethrin in different environments
(Higgins 2015) (Sayre 2017) (Wong 2017). A 0.25%
permethrin solution is recommended for the following
permethrin applications:

shallow, just beneath the moss layer, and they can be
quite extensive, covering a wide area. When the moss
cover is gently pulled back, the ants, including queens
and eggs will most likely be visible on the surface.
3.

To treat, gently pull away the moss to reveal nests and
then treat according to the above method. Be sure to
spray the moss as well as treat the infested soil. After
treatment, replace the moss back over the soil to keep
the permethrin active in the soil.

4.

The moss will likely die. However, after successful
eradication, the moss can be restored by combining
living moss and buttermilk or yogurt, mixing it in a
blender and spreading it out to re-establish a mature
moss layer over the span of 1-2 years.

IN TURF, FLOWER BEDS, OR OPEN AREAS
1.

Put on personal protective gear (see ‘Prevention and
Control Strategies’ above).

2.

If the exact location of the nest is known, disturb the
area and watch where the ants start to swarm or use
the advice in the ‘Finding the Nests’ box above to
locate the nests for treatment.

3.

Clear any coarse debris from the surface, but work
quickly to ensure no ants are escaping as work is being
carried out.

4.

Beginning from about 1-2 feet from the nest, start
digging and turning over the soil (a hand spade works
well), while simultaneously spraying the soil. Work from
the outside of the nest inward, honing in on the center.
Keep digging down and around the nest until ants or
tunnels are no longer observed.

5.

Place the treated soil in a mound over the area after
treatment.

6.

Cover the mound to prevent birds and cats from
coming in contact with the treated soil. Permethrin on
the surface (exposed to light) will break down in a day
or two but beneath the surface it will remain active for
up to 40 days.

7.

Continue this process until all of the nests have been
treated.

IN MOSS

IN THE CROWN OF A PLANT OR ROCK CREVICE
1.

Put on personal protective gear (see ‘Prevention and
Control Strategies’ above).

2.

If nests are located in rock crevice, use a digging tool
or stick to try to get as many of the ants/eggs out of
the crevice for treatment. There may or may not be
soil in the crevice; European fire ants are known to
nest in rock crevices with little to no soil, or even in
the openings of pipes or concrete blocks lying on the
ground.

3.

Using the stream setting on the nozzle on your sprayer,
spray a stream of permethrin into the crevice to get
as far into the nest as possible and spray the opening
of the crevice. Follow up is required to monitor for
activity and ensure that the treatment reached all the
ants.

IN THE CROWN OF A FERN OR PERENNIAL
GRASS CREVICE
1.

Put on personal protective gear (see ‘Prevention and
Control Strategies’ above).

2.

If you find a nest in the crown of a fern or perennial
grass, the ants are likely nesting in both the crown and
in the roots.

1.

Put on personal protective gear (see ‘Prevention and
Control Strategies’ above).

2.

European fire ant nests in moss tend to be very
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3.

Spray the crown first, then dig out the plant and
treat the roots. It may be necessary to cut up the
plant or the root mass to access the entire colony for
treatment. Spray as much of the infested plant surface
as possible, being sure to get into the entire root
mass and the crown. The treated plant can be left to
decompose in place or can be disposed of according
to local bylaws. Infested plants cannot be saved and
will have to be replaced.

BAITING
Baits have been shown to offer limited to poor control in
European fire ant infestations and will not eradicate an
infestation but may temporarily reduce the population
density and prevent further spread. Baits tend to only
kill the workers and not the queens, who determine the
colony (Yong 2017).
Baits that contain 2% boric acid in a sugar solution are
recommended where other options are not practical.
These are commercially available from retailers carrying
household pesticides. Ant baits that have a boric acid
content of 4-5% should be avoided as these higher
concentrations are not effective (Inter-Ministry Invasive
Species Working Group 2015). Baits should be replaced
each week as they tend to dry out in hot weather or
become saturated with water when it rains.
Baits should be used during early to mid-summer, the
period during which the queens and ant brood are
consuming the most food. Bait should not be placed
directly within vegetable gardens and raised beds, rather
around the perimeter of these structures (E. Groden, F.
Drummond, et al. 2005).

CULTURAL: PARTIALLY RECOMMENDED
Cultural control methods include altering the landscape to
reduce the quality of their preferred habitat (e.g., removing
debris such as rocks and logs and any vegetation that
serves as nesting habitat or a food source). Cultural control
methods will not lead to eradication of European fire ant
infestations; however, they will help reduce population
density and may help prevent infestations in new areas.
Infestations can be contained by installing a barrier of
crushed rock (course gravel) that is at least 2 feet deep
by 6 feet wide along the periphery of the infestation.
In theory, the conditions (long distance to travel, hot
conditions and minimal food resources) along the rock
barrier will deter the ants from crossing it (Higgins 2017)
(Sayre 2017). European fire ants cannot establish nests in
coarse gravel, though they have been known to nest in
pathways composed of compacted fine crushed rock or
gravel.

MANUAL/MECHANICAL: NOT
RECOMMENDED
Digging and torching (using a propane torch to apply
fire to infested soil) infested soil may reduce the number
of ants within a colony, but it is unlikely to eliminate the
colony. Colonies are likely to return because the heat from
the torch may not travel far enough to reach all of the
queens in the nest (Higgins 2015). This method is labour
intensive, requiring repeated applications and close
monitoring. Digging and torching is only recommended if
the use of permethrin is not an option. To effectively dig
and torch, one person can turn over the infested soil with a
shovel to expose the ants, while a second person torches
the soil with a propane torch. Repeated monitoring and
treatment will likely be required (Sayre 2017).
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BIOLOGICAL: NOT AVAILABLE
There is currently no known biological control agent
available for the European fire ant in British Columbia.
The European fire ant appears to be a poor candidate for
biological controls. As social animals living in microbe rich
soil they have evolved extensive mechanisms to detect
infections in colony members and limit their spread.
Research has shown that European fire ants are able to
identify colony members that have been infected with
fungal biological control. Infected members are killed,
dismembered and the body parts taken to the hottest
location available to sterilize the parts (Higgins 2017).

Disposal
Best practice is to avoid off site disposal of European
fire ant-infested soil due to the high risk of spread during
and after transport. However, if it must be removed,
any applicable local area bylaws (e.g., soil removal and
deposition bylaws) and protocols must be adhered to.
The following protocol is recommended for disposing
of European fire ant-infested soil that has undergone
treatment:
1.

Roll out a sheet of thick plastic and spread the infested
soil onto the sheet.

2.

If the soil has not yet been treated with permethrin,
apply 0.25% solution of permethrin to the infested soil
on the sheet.

3.

Roll the infested material up in the plastic and seal the
ends.

6.

Open the package and inspect it for ants and/or eggs.

7.

If no ants and/or eggs remain, transfer the soil back
into the formerly infested area.

8.

Although generally not recommended, if the soil
must be transferred offsite, reseal the package with
tape and transfer it to a vehicle. Ensure the cover is
tightly fastened to prevent detachment due to wind
turbulence.

9.

Carefully transport and dispose of the package at a
local landfill (e.g., Vancouver landfill).

10. Thoroughly wash the transport vehicle.

In the Lower Mainland, the following facilities accept
European fire ant-infested soil for disposal, provided they
have sufficient capacity:
•

Vancouver Landfill, 5400 72nd St, Delta, BC. Accepts
soil for deep burial only (additional charge). A Waste
Assessment Form must be completed.

•

Mission Landfill, 32000 Dewdney Trunk Road, Mission,
BC. Accepts soil for deep burial only (additional
charge). A Waste Assessment Form must be
completed.

Small quantities of soil (maximum 0.5 m3 or two
wheelbarrows full) are accepted at Metro Vancouver’s
Transfer Stations (Langley, Maple Ridge, North Shore,
Coquitlam and Surrey). Soil from the Transfer Stations is
placed in the garbage stream.

PLEASE CONTACT ALL FACILITIES BEFOREHAND
TO CONFIRM THEY CAN PROPERLY HANDLE THE
MATERIAL.

4.

Tape all seams along the plastic roll to ensure it is
sealed.

5.

Leave the sealed package in the sun during high
temperatures (not in winter) for 2 days to ensure the
majority of the ants are dead.
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Follow-up Monitoring

Restoration

Whatever control method is used, follow-up monitoring
and maintenance treatments are part of an integrated
management plan or approach. Monitoring European
fire ant treatments will reveal short- and long-term trends
that can lead to new knowledge and understanding
and subsequently improve site-specific management
effectiveness and efficiencies. Regular inspection and
monitoring should be part of the site management plan as
re-invasion in treated areas is likely.

Recommended control strategies (digging and application
of permethrin) involve the disturbance and possibly the
removal of small patches of turf, plants and/or soil. If turf,
plants or soil are removed, the soil should be replaced
with clean (invasive-free) top soil, and the area re-seeded
or re-planted with native (or at least non-invasive)
vegetation and watered thoroughly (Higgins 2017).

Treated area(s) should be monitored annually by laying
out apple slices in the spring and early summer to identify
active colonies and enable quick control.

CREDIT: ISCMV
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Metro Vancouver Regional District

Section E
To:

Climate Action Committee

From:

Josephine Clark, Regional Planner
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 14, 2018

Subject:

Use of Land Cover Data to Assess Regional Ecosystem Services

1.3

Meeting Date: June 6, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Use of Land Cover Data to Assess
Regional Ecosystem Services” dated May 14, 2018.

PURPOSE
This report provides the Climate Action Committee and MVRD Board with an update on the use of
high-resolution land cover data to advance regional ecological health through the assessment of
ecosystem services. This project focused on two specific topics – regional greenspace connectivity
and the use of landscape indicators to investigate stream health.
BACKGROUND
This report provides information on ‘Methods to assess regional ecosystem services’, which is
identified on the Climate Action Committee’s 2018 work plan in the second quarter.
In October 2017, staff provided the Climate Action Committee with a presentation on the completion
of the Land Cover Classification project, which used satellite imagery and LiDAR (light detection and
ranging) to create a high-resolution map of the region divided into broad biophysical classes, such as
buildings, paved surfaces, shrub, coniferous and deciduous trees, grass, etc.
Metro Vancouver staff have been working with UBC’s Landscape Ecology Lab and Integrated Remote
Sensing Studio to identify methods to quantify, map and understand ecosystem services using the
land cover mapping, and have tested methods related to regional greenspace connectivity and
stream health, which are the subject of this report. The results support actions and performance
measurement of Metro 2040 and the Ecological Health Action Plan, which is currently being updated.
HIGH-RESOLUTION REGIONAL LAND COVER DATA
High-resolution land cover data was obtained for Metro Vancouver in 2017 and has created
opportunities to advance the understanding of ecosystem services in the region. Land cover data,
which maps the earth’s surface to broad biophysical classes such as buildings, paved surfaces, grass,
etc., is key to ecosystem services analysis because it provides information about the entire landscape.
Previous land cover data created for the region has not been compiled at high enough resolution to
study urban areas, which are complex and highly heterogeneous.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Use of Land Cover Data to Assess Regional Ecosystem Services
Climate Action Committee Regular Meeting Date: June 6, 2018
Page 2 of 4

REGIONAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES ASSESSMENT
Ecosystem services are the essential benefits that nature provides humans for free, and an ecosystem
service assessment considers how ecosystem functions generate these services to produce benefits,
and how these benefits are distributed to society. This is an evolving field and methods to evaluate
ecosystem services need to be tested and calibrated for the Metro Vancouver region. These two
initial studies applied methods used successfully elsewhere to investigate greenspace connectivity
and linking landscape indicators to stream health. Both studies utilized the new high-resolution land
cover, and the work was completed by the Landscape Ecology Lab at UBC, in collaboration with the
Integrated Remote Sensing Studio.
Regional Greenspace Connectivity
Connectivity of habitats is a critical issue for conservation and is particularly important in urban areas
where remaining greenspace is often fragmented. Reduced connectivity can negatively impact
ecosystem services flows, reduce the dispersal ability of plants and animals in the short term, and the
viability of populations over longer time frames.
This study looked at three species: Pacific wren, Douglas squirrel and Townsend’s vole. These species
were chosen because they have contrasting dispersal abilities and habitat requirements. The study
compared habitat connectivity networks for each species and identified habitat patches that are vital
for connectivity (i.e. if these patches were lost, the connection would be broken, and the species
would not be able to travel along the full extent of the habitat corridor). The study also identified the
protection status of habitats for these species.
This study found that of the three species, Pacific wren landscapes are the most connected, with
much of the region linked together into a single component. Douglas squirrel landscapes are wellconnected where development is low and forest cover is high, such as in the northern part of the
region. The Townsend’s vole generally has the least connected landscapes, however, large patches in
agricultural areas leads to relatively high connectivity values in the south of the region due to withinpatch connectivity.
Using the high-resolution land cover and the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory as
inputs, this study provides a range of metrics to quantify how connected landscapes are for each
species. Patches important for overall connectivity are mapped, as are patches that play important
roles as stepping stones or hubs of connectivity. The protected status of patches critical for
connectivity is determined and unprotected patches are highlighted.
Next steps will be determined with staff (including staff from member jurisdictions) and could include
testing the results against field data of species presence and absence, as well as expanding the
analysis to include a wider range of species. The study results can be used to inform conservation
planning and land use decisions.
Linking Landscape Indicators to Stream Health
The second study explored the use of landscape indicators to explain water quality in streams
throughout Metro Vancouver. Urban streams are subject to a range of complex stressors associated
with nearby impervious surfaces that can increase stream pollution. There is a large body of research
demonstrating that the percentages of different land cover types, as well as their spatial arrangement
and connectivity, can be important landscape indicators of stream health. The value of landscape
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indicators lies in their ability to complement time-consuming field sampling, provide valuable
information at broader spatial scales, and aid comparison among multiple streams in many regions.
Comparative statistical models were used to link a suite of landscape indicators to major water quality
parameters – dissolved oxygen, nitrate, turbidity, fecal coliform, and E. Coli – at both the watershed
level and immediate riparian zone (30 metres on either side of a stream). Results showed that:
• High-resolution land cover data is essential for accurately deriving landscape indicators;
• Percentage of forest/vegetated areas as well as impervious surfaces were highly correlated
with some water chemistry variables (i.e. dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform), but less
correlated with others (i.e. turbidity);
• Landscape indicators measured at the watershed level explained a large amount (nearly 50%)
of the variability in dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform concentrations; and,
• The configuration of riparian forests and edges was particularly important for explaining the
variability in water chemistry.
This work demonstrates that landscape indicators are a promising avenue for monitoring urban water
quality. Next steps will be determined with staff (including staff from member jurisdictions) and could
include the addition of further water quality parameters, investigating the effect of land use types on
water quality, and incorporating sewerage system information and green infrastructure. Green
infrastructure is the natural, enhanced, and engineered assets that collectively provide society with
ecosystem services required for healthy living. Natural assets (such as forests, wetlands and soil) and
enhanced or engineered systems (such as bioswales and green roofs) conserve natural resources and
mitigate negative environmental effects, benefiting both people and wildlife. The addition of green
infrastructure information would help to evaluate the effectiveness of different green infrastructure
options for improving water quality.
ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Costs associated with this project were included in Board approved program budgets. Both the Land
Cover Classification project and the landscape indicators study were supported by grants from the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Engage program.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
High-resolution land cover data was obtained for Metro Vancouver in 2017 and has created
opportunities to advance the understanding of ecosystem services in the region. Ecosystem service
assessment is an evolving field and evaluation methods need to be tested and calibrated for the
Metro Vancouver region. This project focused on two topics of importance to ecological health –
regional greenspace connectivity and the use of landscape indicators to investigate stream health.
Habitat connectivity networks were mapped for three different species, and the methods used could
be repeated for a broader range of species. Numerous landscape indicators were tested for their links
to water quality and the results indicate this is a promising avenue for monitoring urban stream
health. Further research topics will be determined with staff, including staff from member
jurisdictions, and updates on research progress and outcomes will be shared with the Climate Action
Committee and Board as they are available.
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ABSTRACT
The degradation of urban rivers and streams around the world is due in large part to landscape
fragmentation induced by rapid urban sprawl. Urban streams are subject to a myriad of complex
stressors associated with nearby impervious surfaces that impact delivery of pollutants. The aim
of this project was to explain water quality attributes through the use of landscape indicators (e.g.
percent impervious surfaces, riparian forest edges) throughout Metro Vancouver, BC, Canada.
To do so, first, we compared landscape indicators derived from high spatial resolution land cover
(2 and 5 m spatial resolution) with those derived from moderate resolution (30 m) imagery to
evaluate their relative efficacy in characterizing impervious surfaces and forest cover in urban
watersheds. Second, using a subset of watersheds with water quality monitoring stations, we
linked a suite of landscape indicators to major chemical properties and pollutants using a series
of comparative statistical models. Our results showed:
• Impervious surfaces measured at 5 m matched estimates from 2 m (LIDAR) information.
• High spatial resolution imagery greatly improved estimates of impervious surfaces as
compared to 30 m imagery which overestimated impervious surfaces by a large amount (85%
on average).
• Percentage of forest/vegetated areas as well as impervious surfaces were highly correlated
with some water chemistry variables (i.e. dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform), but less
correlated with other water chemistry variables (i.e. turbidity).
• Landscape indicators measured at the watershed level explained a large amount (nearly 50%)
of the variability in dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform concentrations.
• In general, landscape indicators were more useful during the wet season than dry season.
• The configuration of riparian forests and edges was particularly important for explaining the
variability in water chemistry.
This work demonstrates that landscape indicators are a promising avenue for monitoring urban
water quality especially when using high spatial resolution land cover. Our work provides
support for several management directions as well as new avenues worthy of future research.
High spatial resolution imagery is capable of detecting very detailed features of the
heterogeneous urban environment, especially the spatial arrangement of land cover, within
narrow riparian zones. Thus, future investments in imagery are potentially very worthwhile. City
planners and managers should also consider the role of complementary strategies for maintaining
stream health over different spatial scales (i.e., riparian zone and watershed) depending on the
water quality constituent and management objective of concern.
Future research avenues are also numerous. While sewerage system information and
Green infrastructure (GI) are likely to be very important, results from our initial analysis were
inconclusive due to severe data limitations. A better understanding of the effectiveness of GI
would require more systematic collection of GI information, gaining access to existing
information at the municipal level, as well as creative use of existing geospatial layers to infer
potential locations of GI (e.g., wetland areas). A longer term study of watershed change - using
historical aerial photography in a focal watershed - to examine water quality changes in response
to GI installation would help evaluate the effectiveness of different GIs options and predict
future water quality trends. Outcomes from such a study, and as well as our landscape indicators,
could be used to inform future urban planning when linked with urban growth models.
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INTRODUCTION
Major changes in the world’s rivers and streams have occurred largely induced by landscape
fragmentation. In urban areas, landscape fragmentation is often accompanied by increases in
impervious surface and decreases in overall forest, greenspace, and natural vegetation (Faulkner,
2004; Riebsame et al., 1994). Landscape fragmentation amplifies the transport of nutrients and
sediment to receiving waters, creates flashier runoff and greater peak discharges and can impact
stream status (Allen et al., 2004; Arnold and Gibbons, 1996; Paul and Meyer, 2008). Noting these
linkages, a large body of research has demonstrated that the percentages of different land cover
types, as well as their spatial arrangement and connectivity, can be important indicators of stream
status (Amiri and Nakane, 2009; Carey et al., 2011; Gergel et al., 2002). The value of landscape
indicators lies in their ability to complement time-consuming field sampling, provide valuable
information at broader spatial scales, and aid comparison among multiple streams in many regions.
Among the dozens of landscape indicators, the percentage of impervious surfaces tends to be the
most important in explaining urban stream status (Table 1). Increases in impervious surfaces in
urban landscapes contribute to higher runoff volume, faster peak discharge, and increased loading
of pollutants and sediments (Amiri et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014). Numerous studies demonstrate
that percentage impervious surfaces is a good predictor of water quality parameters such as E.
Coli., fecal coliform and nitrate (Table 1). Apart from percent imperviousness, the percentage of
other land cover (e.g. forest), and configurational indicators (e.g. forest edge density) have also
been strongly associated with water quality in empirical models (Carey et al., 2011).
Table 1. Commonly used landscape indicators and key findings for interpreting urban aquatic system status at
different and spatial resolutions. Note: (+) indicates positively related and (-) indicates negatively related.
Landscape
Indicator

Scale
Measured

Dependent Variables

% urban areas,
% forest cover

watershed

EC, TDS, TN, DON, NH4+,
NO2-,

% urban, %
rural

watershed

% impervious
area, patch
density/edge/s
hape, largest
patch

Key Findings

Land Cover Resolution

Source

% urban positively related to EC, TDS,
TN, DON, NH4+, NO2% forest negatively related to EC, TDS,
TN, DON, and NH4+

1: 50,000
topographical map

Haidary et al.
2013

TP, TN, NO3--N, NH4+-N,
Cl-

% urban positively related to Cl% agriculture positively related to NO3-N

N/A

Raney and
Eimers 2014

sub-basin,
canal
buffer, site
buffers

NOx-N, NH3-N, TP

LPI was the best predictor of NOx-N
load; LDI values inversely related to
NOx-N; TP loads were better indicated
at a smaller spatial extent

1:40,000 & 1:12,000
aerial photography

Carey et al.
2011

land
composition

subwatershed

pH, TDS, Cl-, NO3-, SO42-,
coliforms, E. coli.
turbidity, etc.

Total coliforms & E. coli. positively
correlated to % urban

Medium (10-100m)

Pullanikkatil
et al. 2015

% urban/
forest/ agric/
grassland

subwatershed

TP

TP negatively related to forested area (<
30%)

Medium (10-100m)

Amiri et al.,
2012

%urban/forest
/agricultural/
grassland,
patch and edge
size and density

watershed
and land
class levels

BOD, pH, DO, SS, TN, TP

Size-related landscape metrics stronger
indicators for TN & SS;
64%, 64% and 32% of total variations in
SS, TN, pH could be explained by
changes in compositional attributes

Medium (10-100m)

Amiri and
Nakane 2009
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% impervious;
% evergreen/
deciduous
forest

watersheds
(500-2500
ha)

NO3-, Cl-, SO42-, Na+,
NH4+, K+, DOC, and fecal
coliform

Nutrients and fecal coliform (+)
impervious surfaces (>24%)

% impervious/
forest/
agriculture/
wetland

Subwatershed

NH4+-N, NO3--N, SRP,
etc. ( spatial variations)

% impervious/
forest/
wetland/ agric

watershed

NO3-, DOC, SO4 2- Ca2+,
Mg2+, K+ Cl-

% land cover,
edge density,
patch density,
shape index

watershed
(0.5-2000
km2)

Eastern Canadian
Diatom
Index (IDEC)

% land cover

watershed

% land cover

watershed

<1m aerial
photographs

Schoonover
and Lockaby
2006

Longitudinal variation in NO3--N (+) with
% impervious; spatial variation in NH4+N/SRP not related to subwatershed
landuse.

Medium (10-100m)

Hoellein et al.
2011

PO43- (-) % forest; SO42-, Cl-, Ca2+, Mg2+,
Na+, and K+ (+) % impervious & (-) %
forest

30 m & <1m

Smucker et al.
2016

Landscape configuration factors
accounted for 48% of the total variation
in IDEC values.

Medium (10-100m)

Clement et al.
2017

NH4+-N, NO3--N, TN, TP

NH4+-N, NO3-, N (-) agricultural activities;
TN (+) agricultural activities

Medium (10-100m)

Li et al. 2015

pH, EC, DO, NO2-, NO3-,
NH4+, TN, TP, CODMn,
Chl-α

EC, NH4+, NO3- (+) % urban; NO, NO3-,
NH4+, CODMn, TP (-) % vegetation

Medium (10-100m)

Liu et al. 2012

Footnote for Table: Biological Oxygen Demand (mg/L), DO = dissolved oxygen (mg/L), DOC = dissolved organic carbon (mg/L), DON = dissolved
organic nitrogen (mg/L), SRP = soluble reactive phosphorus, EC = electrical conductivity (mS/m), TDS = total dissolved solids (mg/L), TP = total
phosphorus (mg/L), TN = total nitrogen (mg/L), LPI = largest patch index).

The explanatory power of landscape indicators for describing variation in water quality is affected
by two fundamental components: the spatial resolution and the spatial extent of analysis. Riparian
zones and catchments (or watersheds) are two commonly used extents in this type of analysis.
Moderate resolution (10-100 m) satellite images have been widely used to map impervious
surfaces and land-use change in previous studies (Steuer et al. 2010; Torbick and Corbiere, 2015).
However, due to the heterogeneity and complexity of the urban landscape, moderate resolution
images lack an appropriate level of detail where intermingled land cover types exist (e.g., roof tiles
and paved roads). Consequently, the diversity of land cover types and the fine scale of features in
the urban mosaic can result in relatively high rates of misclassification between urban and other
land cover classes in maps (Weng 2012; Momeni et al. 2016).
Given the newly-available 2 m resolution LiDAR and 5 m resolution RapidEye imagery analyzed
for the Metro Vancouver Regional District as part of our previous work, we thought it important
to evaluate the utility of these high spatial resolution data sources for mapping landscape indicators
with relevance to urban stream monitoring. Our research is among the first to adopt these high
spatial resolution approaches to explore landscape indicators of water quality. Our main objectives
are three-fold:
1. Compare estimates of impervious surface cover derived from 2-, 5-, 30 m resolution
imagery;
2. Explore the strength of statistical relationships between water quality parameters and
landscape indicators measured at two different spatial extents (entire watershed vs.
immediate riparian zone);
3. Determine the utility of more detailed landscape indicators which incorporate arrangement
and configuration of impervious surfaces, greenspace, and sewerage information.
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METHODS
We focused on the Metro Vancouver Regional District in British Columbia, Canada (Figure 1).
All of the data used and steps described briefly below are explained in much greater detail in our
final report and manuscripts currently under review / in preparation (available upon request).

Fig. 1. Map of study region the Metro Vancouver Regional District in British Columbia, Canada

To answer Objective 1, impervious surface estimates were determined for 91 major watersheds
across the region whereby estimates derived from 5 and 30 m resolution imagery were compared.
The 5 and 30 m land cover data (from RapidEye and Annual Crop Inventory data layer,
respectively), for the year 2014. Also as part of Objective 1, a subset of 28 streams (only those
with 2 m LIDAR information) was also examined to compare riparian impervious measures when
using 2, 5, and 30m resolution imagery. To answer Objectives 2 and 3, landscape indicators
derived from 5 m hybrid map were used for assessment. This hybrid map was a combination of 2
m LiDAR and 5 m RapidEye results. Using this 5 m hybrid map, we evaluated the utility of
landscape indicators measured at both the riparian zone scale (for N=53 sampling stations) and
watershed level (N=46 sampling stations).
Watershed boundaries were delineated using a 12 m-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
obtained from German Aerospace Centre. Effort was made to adjust or interpolate (“fill-in”) any
missing values using the 2 m LiDAR imagery and where it was absent we used the 30 m Shuttle
5
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Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM. ArcGIS stream layers were provided by Metro
Vancouver as well as individual municipalities. Several streams segments which were incorrectly
mapped and/or mismatched to the riparian boundaries in high resolution imagery were redrawn in
a time-consuming process using ArcMap.
Five water quality parameters were selected for analysis, including dissolved oxygen (mg/L),
nitrate (mg/L), turbidity (NTU), fecal coliform (CFU/100ml) and Escherichia coli (E. Coli,
CFU/100ml). A detailed description of landscape indicators is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. A summary of explanatory variables used in this research. All landscape indicators were derived from
the hybrid 5 m land cover map using FRAGSTATS software.
Abbreviation
Landscape Indicator
Description
Compositional variables – proportion of land cover classes
IMPERV
% Impervious
% Impervious surfaces, including Buildings, Other_built, Paved,
and Barren in 5 m high resolution map
CONIF
% Coniferous
% Coniferous forest in 5 m high resolution map
DECI
% Deciduous
% Deciduous forest in 5 m high resolution map
SHRUB
% Shrub
% Shrubland in 5 m high resolution map
AGRI
% Agricultural
% Agricultural land use, determined by 30 m crop inventory map
VEGE
% Other vegetated
% Other vegetated area, including Modified Grass-Herb, Natural
Grass-herb, Non-photosynthetic veg in 5 m high resolution map
Configurational variables – landscape metrics for the above land cover classes
PD
Patch Density
Number of patches within a zone/buffer divided by the area of a
zone/buffer, capturing the fragmentation of a land cover class
PE
Perimeter-Area Ratio
Edge length of patches divided by the area of patches, capturing
the shape of patches
ED
Edge Density
Edge length of patches within a zone/buffer divided by the area
of a zone/buffer, capturing both fragmentation and shape of
patches

Statistical Analysis
Pearson’s correlations between water quality parameters and land cover variables were determined
in an exploratory analysis, followed by linear regression to better assess the relationship between
water quality and specific landscape indicators. Two model selection procedures were employed:
Forward stepwise (adding the best variable) and backward stepwise (removing the weakest
variable) in order to determine the best model for each water quality parameter. The best models
were evaluated based on those having the lowest Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) value. Partial
r-squared values were computed to determine the most important landscape indicator within each
best model.
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KEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High resolution land cover is essential
for accurately assessing impervious
surfaces
Imagery at 5 m resolution produced results
with little difference from 2 m imagery in
terms of impervious cover estimates.
Impervious surfaces at watershed scale
were generally over-estimated by 85%
using 30 m resolution imagery, and the
overestimation would be further amplified
at 30 m riparian zone scale (see an example
in Figure 2). The consistent overestimation
of impervious surfaces observed at 30 m
resolution is indicative of the limited
capacity of medium resolution data to
characterize important features of the urban
landscape. Conclusively, the utilization of
landscape indicators derived from 5 m
resolution is an optimal compromise given
that 2 m information is currently
unavailable for the whole study region.
Links between water quality and
landscape indicators at multiple scales
Pearson’s correlations showed that the
water quality attributes were typically more
correlated with land cover variables
measured at the watershed level. Higher
IMPERV was associated with lower
dissolved oxygen (r=-0.30, p<0.05) and
higher fecal coliform (r=0.34, p<0.05).
CONIF was positively correlated with
dissolved
oxygen,
and
negatively
correlated with nitrate, turbidity, and
bacterial concentrations.
The explanatory power (r2) of landscape
indicators at the watershed level was
highest for dissolved oxygen, nitrate and
fecal coliform; while the explanatory
power at the riparian zone level was highest
for turbidity and E. Coli. Landscape
indicators measured at the watershed level
in the best models accounted for nearly
50% of the variability in dissolved oxygen

Figure 2. From top to bottom, details of land cover near
Dear Lake area at 30m, 5m and 2m resolution.
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and fecal coliform (Figure 3a-e). The linear models performed generally better in the wet season
compared to the dry season (Figure 3f).
Landscape configuration within the riparian zone is key
For riparian models, edge density of impervious surfaces (ED_IMPERV) was the most important
variable (i.e., highest partial r2) for explaining turbidity and bacteria concentrations (Figure 4a).
ED_IMPERV was inversely correlated with dissolved oxygen and edge density of agricultural
land use (ED_AGRI) was associated with lower dissolved oxygen. ED_IMPERV alone explained
more than 30% of the variability in bacterial concentrations.
For watershed models, the compositional variables (% land cover, not arrangement) were the most
important in explaining the changes in water quality (Figure 4b). Our results imply that not only
does the increasing proportion of impervious surfaces contributes to the degradation of water
quality but also higher edge density of impervious surfaces within the riparian zone is particularly
notable.

Fig. 3 Impact of scale on the performance of landscape indicators in explaining water quality of urban streams.
Comparisons show the impact of changing spatial resolution (5 vs 30 m land cover), as well as changing spatial
extent (riparian vs. whole watershed) for landscape indicators. R-squared values of best models for five water
quality parameters are shown (in wet season except where noted).

Correlations among land cover variables must be considered
Our results show that shrubland (SHRUB) and other vegetated area (VEGE) were inversely
associated with better water quality, which seems contrary to conventional wisdom at first glance.
However, an examination of correlations among different land cover types in the study region
indicate that the coniferous class (CONIF) was negatively correlated with SHRUB and VEGE.
These findings indicate that maintaining tree canopy cover within watersheds is likely critical for
stream protection in urban environments. Increases in lawn and shrub vegetation in residential
areas, therefore, are not necessarily good substitutes for the loss of tree canopy.
Precipitation trends warrant further evaluation
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Trends in precipitation were not taken into consideration in this study. Sporadic and heavy rainfall
events are common in the study area, even during the dry season, and could potentially account
for the lower explanatory power of dry season models. Thus, the effects of precipitation merit
further study in the future. In addition, we excluded upstream monitoring stations (those within
the same river/stream system) to ameliorate the issue of spatial autocorrelation. Alternatively,
spatial lag model could be a powerful instrument to explicitly take spatial autocorrelation into
consideration (Liu et al., 2015) and would enable us to add in additional the deleted monitoring
stations. The implementation of such spatial models deserves further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Policy implications
Firstly, high spatial resolution land cover is highly recommended as a baseline for modelling urban
expansion, and furthermore, it is likely to be particular helpful in examining urban ecosystem
services which depend on configuration (Mitchell et al. 2015). Secondly, the effects of
urbanization within the 30 m riparian zone and throughout the entire catchment basin should both
be taken into consideration in city planning and management. Overall, our results show the utility
of landscape indicators was greatest for nitrate and fecal coliform. Lastly, our results support the
idea that different strategies should be developed over differing spatial extents (both riparian and
watershed scales) depending on the specific water quality objective of concern. For instance, lower
proportions of impervious surfaces at the watershed level were associated with increasing
dissolved oxygen. Also, lower edge density of impervious surfaces in the riparian zone was
associated with increased dissolved oxygen. Therefore, our results suggest that restoration of even
small contiguous areas of riparian buffers could be helpful in supporting water quality.
Utility of sewage information: limited initial results from a pilot study
As part of additional work in a side project, we incorporated sewage information for the City of
Surrey who generously shared its sewage information. Using this smaller area, additional models
were evaluated using not only percent land cover but also sewage information (density of catch
basins and detention ponds) as explanatory variables. The density of detention ponds (within the
riparian zone and the entire watershed) was positively associated with turbidity and was the most
important factor explaining turbidity. However, catch basin density throughout the entire
watershed was positively associated with bacterial concentrations (see Appendix, Figure 5).
Confounding factors include a lack of information about the age of catch basins and cleaning
schedules. Our results suggest sewerage system information may be potentially important in
evaluating stream health and worthy of additional study in other municipalities. It is critical to
note however that due to severe sample size limitations, this result is highly inconclusive and
warrants additional analysis with a greater sample size before strong conclusions can be made.
Green infrastructure: future questions
For decades, many cities have used green infrastructure (GI) extensively for stormwater
management in an attempt to mitigate urban stream problems (Keely et al., 2013). Unfortunately,
we were not able to incorporate the impact of green infrastructure on water quality into our current
analysis (except as a small pilot in the City of Surrey) as available data were far too limited. A
better understanding of the effectiveness of GI throughout the region would require additional
systematic collection of GI information throughout the region as well as access to available
information (where it exists) at the municipal level. To some extent, existing remote sensing data
sources could potentially be used to assist the quantification and mapping of some elements of
9
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urban GI. Along with implementing new systematic mapping programs to catalogue existing GI,
some pre-existing datasets could also be used to establish a baseline GI inventory. For example,
wetlands and/or riparian areas mapped in the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) could be
combined with the new 2014 land cover product to identify riparian vegetation as one component
of a GI inventory.
A longer term study of the effectiveness of GI (with comparisons over time) could also be useful
in predicting (or bounding) future water quality trends. An ideal candidate for such a future project
might be Wagg Creek in the City of North Vancouver, which has abundant water quality data and
a long record of historical aerial imagery. As such it is a promising candidate for investigating long
term trends in water quality and GI effectiveness. Examination of paired and/or replicated streams
and watersheds, before and after implementation of GIs (both natural and engineered), could help
in conducting a strategic and useful comparison of water quality changes in response GI
implementation and be potentially used to investigate the effectiveness of different GIs. To aid
future planning, different urban growth models (e.g. Velma) could also be applied to create and
contrast plausible future scenarios utilizing different GI options under future urban expansion.
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APPENDIX – ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Figure 4. Variation in water quality parameters explained by landscape indicators in best models found using indicators measured at the riparian zone level (in Panel a) and
the watershed level (in Panel b). Comparisons show that landscape configurational factors at riparian zone level are relatively more important (explain more variation in
water quality parameters) than configuration of the overall watershed. Better models are those indicated by a higher r2 value.

Figure 5. Variation in water quality parameters explained by sewer information in
Surrey. Due to an extremely small sample size of N=20 these results are highly
suspect but exploratory results are provided nonetheless as they provide a hint of
potential additional research which is warranted.
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OBJECTIVE 2: URBAN GREENSPACE CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS
Abstract
We use a graph theory approach to analyze greenspace connectivity in the Metro Vancouver Regional
District (and Abbotsford) from the perspective of three species: the Pacific wren, Douglas squirrel and
Townsend’s vole. The first two species are forest dependent, with the Douglas squirrel further restricted
to Coniferous patches. The Townsend’s vole is, in contrast, a species that utilizes herbaceous and
shrubby patches.
Using a range of metrics we quantify how connected landscapes are for each species. Patches important
for overall connectivity are mapped, as are patches that play important roles as stepping stones or hubs
of connectivity. The protected status of patches critical for connectivity is determined and unprotected
patches are highlighted as having a high conservation priority. Finally, groups of connected patches
called components are mapped for each species, with patches linking components across landscapes
noted as having a particularly important regional connectivity role.
We find that Pacific wren landscapes are the most connected, with much of the region linked together
into a single component. Douglas squirrel landscapes are well-connected where development is low and
forest cover is high, such as in the north of the study region. The Townsend’s vole generally has the least
connected landscapes, however, large patches in agricultural areas leads to relatively high connectivity
values in the south of the study region due to intrapatch connectivity.
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Assessing Urban Connectivity Networks
Planners and partner municipalities at Metro Vancouver recognize the importance of greenspace
connectivity (Metro Vancouver, 2001; 2013). Connectivity of habitats is a critical issue for conservation
and is particularly germane for forested areas and greenspace in urban landscapes. Urban greenspaces
often exist in a patchwork of varying levels of fragmentation and connectivity (Cen et al., 2015; Irwin &
Bockstael, 2007) that can negatively impact ecosystem services (ES) flows, reduce the dispersal ability of
plants and animals in the short term, and the flow of genes and viability of metapopulations over longer
time frames (Hanski and Gilpin, 1991; Clergeau and Burel, 1997; Ferreras, 2001; Angelone and
Holderegger, 2009; Dixo et al., 2009). However, quantifying the connectivity between parks and
protected areas, as well as unprotected urban greenspaces which potentially act as crucial habitat and
stepping stones, is challenging and requires new approaches.
Connectivity can be analyzed from structural and functional perspectives (Minor & Urban, 2008).
Structural approaches focus on the arrangement of habitat patches alone, without regard to any
particularly species. In contrast, functional approaches incorporate the dispersal abilities and specific
habitat requirements of a given species to assess landscape connectivity from the standpoint of a
particular species (Bélisle, 2005). Functional connectivity approaches are seen as increasingly important,
as a number of studies show how landscape connectivity changes considerably depending on the
species of interest. Secondly, common umbrella species, such as carnivorous mammals, may not be truly
representative of the habitat needs of other species because of their generalist livelihood strategies and
long dispersal distances (Billeter et al., 2007; Reviewed in Correa Ayram, Mendoza, Etter, & Salicrup,
2016; Tannier, Foltête, & Girardet, 2012).
Network analysis of connectivity can characterize functional connectivity from the perspective of a focal
species in a spatially explicit way (Saura and Torné, 2009). Network analysis enables identification of
nodes (i.e. patches) as well as links between them. Links can be defined using distances between nodes,
probability of successful dispersal among nodes, and general accessibility (Minor & Urban, 2008;
Reviewed in Saura & Torné, 2009) (Figure 1). This approach allows for the identification of key
connectivity hubs on the landscape, that is, the locations that function as disproportionately important
conduits of organism movement. Graph theory approaches differ from more structural connectivity
approaches (e.g., as employed in FRAGSTATS (McGarigal et al., 2002) that produce a single connectivity
measure for an entire landscape. Instead, network approaches are often spatially-explicit, meaning that
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they can identify specific elements (nodes and links) making the greatest contribution to connectivity
(reviewed in Saura and Pascual-Hortal, 2007).
A key feature of using a network
analysis approach is that it enables
the identification of critical
“ stepping stone” patches which
provide important “ thorough-fare”
connectivity routes throughout a
landscape (Saura & Rubio, 2010;
Serret et al., 2014). The loss of
stepping stone patches has a greater
impact on overall connectivity than
their otherwise poor habitat
attributes (e.g., potentially small size
or poor quality) might suggest. Such
an approach can help identify
Figure 12 Example detail of a network of forest patches (green) and links
among patches (light grey) generated for the Pacific wren (Troglodytes
pacificus) in Surrey, BC.

greenspace outside of formallyprotected reserves that might be

strong candidates for protection or restoration. Such locations might not be identified as “ worthy” of
protection using habitat quality considerations alone.
Conefor is among the most popular software used for network connectivity analysis (Ayram et al. (2016)
and the Probability of Connectivity (PC) metric employed by Conefor is among its most important
outputs (Saura and Pascual-Hortal (2007). The PC metric performs extremely well, and has been shown
to meaningfully measure the effects of fragmentation and habitat loss and best represent the role of
patch configuration – an important driver of landscape connectivity (Laita, Kotiaho, & Mönkkönen,
2011).
Using Conefor and a suite of graph theory metrics, including PC, we assessed greenspace connectivity
from the perspective of three contrasting species.

e examined 2 mammals and 1 bird species, each

with different dispersal capabilities, minimum home range sizes, and habitat requirements, throughout
the Metro Vancouver Regional District. Habitat patches were derived from greenspace mapping
developed as part of the 5m Hybrid 2014 Metro Vancouver Landcover classification (Ruan et al., 2017;
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Williams, Matasci, & Coops, 2018). This high spatial resolution landcover is among the most recent and
finest resolution mapping available for the region. It enabled a finer resolution assessment of patch
configuration and landscape connectivity than previously possible. Furthermore, wall-to wall landcover
coverage enabled us to produce, to our knowledge, the first-ever connectivity models of the entire
metropolitan Vancouver region.
Our analysis had three main objectives:
1. Assess and compare the status of habitat connectivity for the three species with contrasting
habitat requirements and dispersal abilities;
2. Locate and highlight patches outside of formally protected areas that may be valuable
conservation priorities from the standpoint of connectivity;
3. Identify patches throughout the region critical to greenspace connectivity including
components, key nodes, hubs and overlap patches likely responsible for linking subset
landscapes together.

Methods
This analysis was performed using a high resolution land cover map (Williams et al., 2018), Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) vector data (c. 2013), and Landuse (LU) and Land Designation (LD) vector data
of conservation and recreation areas (data c. 2011). The study area included the majority of Metro
Vancouver and Abbotsford, which contains some Metro Vancouver parks land (Figure 2). Unpopulated
areas in the north of Metro Vancouver (as well as Lion’s Bay) were excluded, as was the northeast
corner of Maple Ridge, because these areas’ remoteness and high vegetative connectivity would
obscure the results of an analysis of urban greenspace. Conefor 2.6 (Saura and Torne, 2009) and the
Conefor Inputs Tool for ArcGIS 10.x 1.0.218 (Jenness, 2016) were used for the analysis, which we
conducted in 5 stages:
1. Greenspace Characterization
2. Habitat requirements
3. Conefor link creation, creation of subset landscapes and overlap patches
4. Conefor Metric Selection
5. Addressing Objectives 1-3
The five methods stages are explained in greater detail below.
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1. Greenspace characterization
As part of our earlier collaboration, a regional landcover product was developed for Metro Vancouver
from 2014 RapidEye images and LiDAR data. LiDAR data covered a subset of the region and was
collected between 2008 and 2015. A detailed discussion of the creation of the landcover map can be
found in Williams, Matasci and Coops (2018), as well as the report prepared by Ruan et al. (2017) for
Metro Vancouver. Three different landcover products were created for the 2014 landcover project, with
the hybrid landcover – a ‘best-of’ fusion between LiDAR-coverage and RapidEye-only areas – used here.
The hybrid landcover is a raster with a spatial resolution of 5m and an overall classification accuracy of
89% (kappa 0.88). Individual user’s and producer’s accuracies for vegetation classes range from 82-99%.
The raster landcover layer was converted to a vector format and vegetation classes (Table 1) were
selected. The vegetation polygons were dissolved by their landcover class label to reduce the number of
Level 1
Built-up

Bare
Vegetation

Water
Shadow
Clouds/Ice

Level 2
Buildings
Paved
Other Built
Barren
Soil
Tree canopy

Grass-herb
Non-photosynthetic vegetation
----

Level 3
-----Coniferous
Broad-leaf
Shrub
------

Table 11 Landcover classes of the 2014 landcover classification.
Vegetative classes (and soil) used for patch selection are bolded.

polygons created by vectorization. To
minimize the inclusion of tree canopy that
overtopped roads and to create more
meaningful patches, a buffered a transport
line layer was erased from the vegetation
polygons. All types of roads, from highways to
unpaved resource roads were included.

2. Habitat requirements
Three species were selected for connectivity
modelling. Two of the species, the Douglas
squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasii Audubon and
Bachman) and Pacific wren (Troglodytes

Pacificus Baird), are forest dependent and tend to be less abundant in areas of human development
(Farwell & Marzluff, 2013; Marzluff et al., 2007; Marzluff, DeLap, Oleyar, Whittaker, & Gardner, 2016;
Ransome & Sullivan, 2003). While both species prefer older coniferous forests, the Pacific wren has a
wider range of likely habitats including deciduous forest canopy and shrubs (Campbell et al., 1997;
National Geographic Society, 2006). The third species, the Townsend’s vole (Microtus townsendii
Bachman), thrives in natural wetlands and grasslands, but also occupies more modified grass-herb
habitats such as airports and agricultural fields (Brylski, Shellhammer, Duke, Harris, & Granholm, 1990;
Cornely & Verts, 1988; Lambin, 1994).
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Each species’ unique life history characteristics enabled us to parameterize three very different
representations of network connectivity (Table 2). All three species show territorial behaviour, which we
used to derive minimum patch size requirements (Carey, 1995; Lambin, 1994, 1997; Marzluff et al.,
2016; Ransome & Sullivan, 2003). Douglas squirrel was restricted to Coniferous patches, as such patches
are arguably most representative of native vegetation communities. Highways, major roads and water
are barriers to Douglas squirrel’s dispersal, however, it also has the longest maximum dispersal distance
of the three species modelled. The Pacific wren has a longer median dispersal distance than the other
two species, and its dispersal is not limited by roads or water. The wren can also utilize all forest types
on the landscape. In contrast, the Townsend’s vole is not reliant on any forest class except shrub for
habitat, preferring grass-herb communities. The non-photosynthetic vegetation class from the 2014
landcover, which mostly corresponds to dead grass, was included as vole habitat. So too, was the soil
class, which existed on a continuum with non-photosynthetic vegetation and grass-herb, and also
corresponded to ploughed agricultural fields that voles could potentially use as habitat. The vole has the
shortest dispersal distances of the three species, and though not limited by water, is restricted by major
and minor roads (as defined in the Metro Vancouver transport line layer). These different habitat
requirements for these three species enabled us to use all the vegetation classes present in the 2014
landcover to model connectivity.
To create habitat patches (a.k.a. nodes) for an individual species, adjacent vegetation polygons sharing
relevant habitat characteristics (see Table 2) were dissolved into a single patch. For example, for the
Pacific wren, a new forest label was assigned to all polygons corresponding to the coniferous, deciduous
and shrub landcovers. These polygons were then dissolved together to create potential habitat patches
for the Pacific wren. In this way, polygons that shared a border and were suitable habitat for a species
were merged together. After the dissolve operation, the multi-part to single-part tool in ArcMap was
used to ensure that resulting polygons had unique IDs. Finally, habitat patches were filtered by area to
remove those which were less than the minimum patch size for a given species (Table 2).
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Table 12 Species parameters used for patch selection and connectivity modelling in Conefor. Dispersal distances, patch sizes
and habitat landcover types were obtained by calculating the weighted means of values found through a literature review. *
The calculated minimum patch size for the Townsend’s vole was 0.05 ha, but this value was increased to 0.5 ha to work within
processing limitations.

Species

Median
Dispersal
(m)

Max
distance
(m)

Min
patch
size (ha)

Land Cover
types

Disp.
Road
limited?

Disp.
water
limited?

References

Douglas
squirrel

65

822

0.36

Coniferous

Yes

Yes

(Carey, 1991, 1995; Ransome &
Sullivan, 2003; Santini et al., 2013
Table S1; Smith, 1968)

0.4

Coniferous,
Deciduous,
Shrub

No

No

(De Santo, Willson, Bartecchi, &
Weinstein, 2003; Donnelly &
Marzluff, 2006; Farwell & Marzluff,
2013; Marzluff et al., 2016)

0.5*

Grass-herb,
Non-photo
vegetation,
Shrub, Soil

Yes

No

(Lambin, 1994; Lambin & Krebs,
1991; Taitt & Krebs, 1981)

Pacific
wren

Townsend's
Vole

102

6.4

500

43

Area-weighted habitat quality was next assigned to each habitat patch (or node) as follows: First,
Habitat Quality was assigned to each patch using the condition values from the Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory (SEI) dated October, 2013. The SEI is a comprehensive, region-wide layer cataloguing a range
of ecosystem types including forests, grasslands and wetlands. SEI polygons have a condition value
ranging from 1-5 which is a measure of the quality of the polygon independent of its size. This condition
attribute provided the basis for creating a new attribute, “area-weighted habitat quality” to each habitat
patch as is commonly used in connectivity assessments. Area-weighted habitat quality was calculated as
patch area x condition.
Assigning condition values to patches in order to calculate area-weighted habitat quality required some
preprocessing. For each habitat layer and species, patches (and parts of patches) falling outside the SEI
were assigned a revised minimum condition value of 1. SEI polygons were then assigned condition
values equal to one greater than their original value (i.e. 2-6). These two layers were then merged to
yield a layer with condition values from 1-6. This new condition layer was used to calculate a weighted
average condition value for each habitat patch ranging from 1.0 to 6.0 (using the tabulate intersection
tool in ArcMap). For example, a squirrel patch polygon might overtop 3 SEI polygons with condition
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values of 2, 4 and 5. The condition polygons each overlap 40%, 35% and 25% of the squirrel patch area,
respectively. The squirrel patch would then be assigned the weighted average value of the condition
polygons, in this case 3.45.
3 . Conef or link creation, creation of subset landscapes and overlap patch es
With the patch layers created, Euclidean distance (straight line) links were created among patches up to
the maximum dispersal distance for each species (Table 2 ). Links were created using the Conefor Inputs
Tool for ArcGIS 10.x 1.0.218 (Jenness, 2016). Link and patch information for each species was then input
into Conefor 2.6 (Saura and Torne, 2009) for the calculation of connectivity metrics. Key parameters
were the median and maximum dispersal distance for each species (as per Table 2).

Figure 1 3 Subset landscapes for each Conefor run. These regions are the landscapes for w hich connectivity metrics w ere
calculated. Natural w ater boundaries w ere used w here possible, w ith the exception of the boundary betw een the Southw est and
Southeast subset landscapes. H ere, the border betw een Surrey and Langley w as used. The SW and SE boundary regions w ere
used for the Pacific w ren and Tow nsend’ s vole. For the Douglas sq uirrel the SW and SE subset landscapes w ere fused into a
single southern subset landscape (dark green boundary). Pink polygons highlight w here subset landscapes are w ithin 5 0 0 m of
each other, used to create overlap in the patch selection for each subset landscape.

For efficient link creation and Conefor execution the metropolitan region needed to be divided into
subset landscapes (Figure 2). Burrard Inlet and the Fraser River were used to separate the North,
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Central, Northeast, and South subset landscapes. For the Douglas squirrel a single southern subset
landscape was used. For the Pacific wren and Townsend’s vole the number of patches south of the
Fraser River was still too large for efficient processing, and so Southwest and Southeast subset
landscapes were created at the Surrey-Langley border.
For each species, overlap patches were selected surrounding each subset landscape. These patches
were located in a 500m buffer around each subset landscape. 500m was longer than the maximum
dispersal distance of any of the species modelled, and allowed for an analysis of the importance of
patches that might connect subset landscapes together. Overlap patches were unique for each species
because of their different habitat requirements. However, using the metrics detailed below we attempt
to identify overlap patches of regional significance and areas of conservation priority.
4. Conefor Metric Selection
Connectivity was measured using the Probability of Connectivity (PC) index and its component metrics
(Saura and Pascual-Hortal, 2007), Equivalent Connectivity for PC (EC(PC)) (Saura et al., 2011), as well as
the number of links per patch, and the number of components in a network (Table 3). The PC metric
describes the amount of reachable habitat within a landscape (here, each subset landscape) both among
and within patches. PC uses probabilities of dispersal between patches (pij) and the area-weighted
quality of patches (a) to determine an overall connectivity measure for a landscape. The probability of
successfully moving from one patch to another was set at 0.5 for each mammal’s median dispersal
distance. The area-weighted quality for each patch was derived using the SEI, detailed above.
PC can be interpreted as the probability that “...two animals randomly placed within the landscape fall
into areas that are reachable from each other…” (Saura & Pascual-Hortal, 2007 p.93). PCnum, the
numerator of the PC equation, is divided by the total habitat area (AL) squared to derive PC. AL is the
area of the entire landscape, including habitat and non-habitat areas – in this case, the area of each
subset landscape. Dividing PCnum by AL yields a number between 0 and 1, with 0 representing no
habitat patches in the study area and 1 representing an entire landscape occupied by a single patch.
EC(PC) is the Equivalent Connectivity value for the PC index. It measures the amount of habitat
resources that are reachable in a landscape (Saura & Fuente, 2011). EC has a number of desirable
qualities as a metric, but in general it is useful for “quantifying changes in landscape connectivity and
comparing them with the changes in the amount of habitat in the landscape (Saura & Torné, 2012).”
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The importance of any given patch in a landscape is dPC, calculated as the percent contribution of that
patch to overall PC for a landscape (Table 3). dPC itself is the sum of three other node importance
metrics: dPCintra, which measures within-patch connectivity; dPCflux, which measures how connected a
patch is to the rest of the network; and dPCconnector, which measures how important a patch is for
connecting other patches together (i.e. stepping stone importance). These node importance metrics can
also be summed for each patch in the landscape (e.g. sum dPCconnector) to understand the overall
relative importance of, say, stepping stones in a landscape. The sum of these node importance metrics
will often be greater than 100.
The number of components in the landscape (NC) and the patch degree (the number of links per patch
(ek )) are more straightforward metrics. Components are groups of patches that are all connected by at
least one link. Single-patch components are also possible. NC allowed us to identify the number of
components in a landscape, identify important components based on the sum of node importance
metrics, as well as the membership of individual patches in a component.
Table 13 Connectivity metrics calculated using Conefor for animals in Metro Vancouver, adapted from Saura and de la Fuente
(2011).

Metric Name

Formula/Explanation

PC is the probability th at “ . . . tw o anim als random ly placed
w ith in th e landscape f all into areas th at are reach able f rom
each oth er… ” Probabilities between patches are based on
median dispersal distances having a probability of 0.5. The
patch attribute, a, is the area-weighted quality of a patch.

Probability of
Connectivity (PC)

E C( P C) m easures th e am ount of h abitat resources th at are
reach able in a landscape. EC(PC) would be highest if all habitat
occurred in a single patch. When the node attribute, a, is only
patch area, EC(PC) is the area a single patch would need to be
to have the same connectivity (PC) the network being analyzed.

Equivalent
connectivity for PC
(EC(PC) or ECA )

dPC

Description

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(%) =

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ′
× 100
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
and

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Measures th e ef f ect of node rem oval on overall netw ork
connectivity ( P C) . dPC is the percent contribution of a node (k )
to PC. The value of PC after removing node k (PC’ ) is subtracted
from the overall value of PC. The difference between the two
values is then expressed as a percentage of PC.
dPC is composed of three node importance metrics explained
below.
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dPCintra

dPCflux

dPCconnector
(Stepping Stone
Importance)

Degree

Number of
Components (NC)
and dNC

Available habitat provided by a patch
(k) itself: 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 × 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑗𝑗 =
𝑘𝑘 (𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘2 ) . Where a is area-weighted
quality.
Area-weighted dispersal flux from a
patch (k) to or from all other patches
in a landscape:
∗
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 × 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 × 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
.

dPCintra is the percent contribution of a patch to intrapatch
(within-patch) connectivity. It is not affected by number of
links or link probabilities.

dPCflux measures how connected a patch is in the network.
dPCflux depends on the area weighted quality of a patch and its
position in the landscape. It differs from dPCconnector in that
it doesn’t measure how important a given node is for
connecting other nodes together, but rather how connected an
individual node is itself to the rest of the network.

Contribution of patch k to the
connectivity of neighbouring patches.
∗
The sum of 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 × 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 × 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
for any
number of pairs of patches, i and j,
around a given patch k. Patch k must
be part of the best path between i
and j.

dPCconnector is a measure of how important a patch is for
connecting other patches together. It can be thought of as
stepping stone importance. dPCconnector is independent of a
patch’s area-weighted quality, and depends only a patch being
part of the best path for dispersal (i.e. when pi x pj is highest).

ek where e is the number of links for a
given patch, k.

The number of links (also called edges) of a given patch. Node
(patch) degree distributions can help to characterize a
landscape into different typologies.

The number of components in the
landscape (NC). dNC measures the
importance of a patch for
maintaining component integrity.

Components are groups of connected patches. In a component
every patch is connected to every other patch by at least one
link. Isolated patches are also components. NC allows for
component ID but also individual patch membership in a
component. For dNC increasingly negative values denote
greater patch importance.

5. Addressing Objectives 1-3
We use the metrics in Table 3 to quantify overall landscape connectivity, which patches in each
landscape are important (and how), and which patches act as regional connectivity hubs. The LU and LD
data outlined above were used to identify which patches were considered already protected and which
fell outside protected areas.
Objective 1: Assess and compare the status of habitat connectivity for the three species with
contrasting habitat requirements and dispersal abilities
To address objective 1 we compared overall connectivity metrics (PC and EC(PC)) and the number of
components (NC) for each species and subset landscape. We also measured sum dPCintra, sum dPCflux,
and sum dPCconnector for each landscape to compare among the relative importance of intrapatch
connectivity, patch connectedness and stepping stones for these three species. In order to address
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Objective 1 we also considered node importance metrics – dPC, and its constituents dPCintra, dPCflux
and dPCconnector. These metrics allowed us to see in more detail the roles patches play in connectivity.
Objective 2: Locate and highlight patches outside of formally protected areas that may be valuable
conservation priorities from the standpoint of connectivity
The role of protected areas for regional connectivity was examined by establishing three classes of
protection for habitat patches. We used the 2011 Metro Vancouver Landuse and Land Designation
layers to identify protected areas, as well as an Abbotsford land use layer. Patches were assigned a class
of protected, partially protected or unprotected based on the percent protected area of a patch.
Patches which had areas >90% protected were classified as such. Patches were classified as partially
protected if they had between 10% and 90% of their area protected, while patches with less than 10% of
their area protected were classified as unprotected.
The relatively conservative threshold of 90% for the protected classification was chosen in order to
accurately capture greenspace patches that were more or less contiguously protected, as well as to
minimize the inclusion of patches with unprotected edges. Greenspace patches with unprotected edges
might have a disproportionate effect on patch connectivity if development produced barriers to animal
dispersal. Key nodes, the top 20 protected, partially protected and unprotected patches, ranked by dPC,
were selected for visualization.
Objective 3: Identify patches throughout the region critical to greenspace connectivity including
components, key nodes, hubs and overlap patches
Using the NC and node importance metrics, we highlight critical components in each landscape, and we
also visualize important hubs (patches that connect many other patches together) and stepping stone
patches and their protected status. Hubs are. We determined hub patches to be those with a dNC less
than zero – indicating their removal would adversely affect (increase) the number of components on the
landscape – as well as the top 10 ranked patches for both degree (number of links) and dPCconnector.
While some key nodes are also hubs, of particular note are the numerous small patches for all species
identified as unprotected hubs. Finally, we assess the role that overlap patches play in connecting the
subset landscapes together, and which are critical regional hubs.
To identify critical overlap patches, the membership of a patch in components in more than one subset
landscape was used, along with patch degree, to identify patches that might be important for
connecting the subset landscapes together. If patch degree increased for any patch that existed in
multiple subset landscapes, the magnitude of the increase in degree was noted, as was that patch’s
potential to connect components across subset landscapes. Patches that connected components across
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subset landscapes, especially those components with large cumulative node importance metrics, were
identified as critical for regional connectivity.
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O bj ective 1
P acif ic w ren landscapes m ost connected, ex cept in th e south

The landscapes with the greatest connectivity (PC) and available habitat resources (EC(PC)) were those
of the Pacific wren (Figure 3). The Douglas squirrel networks had PC values lower than those of the
wren, but still considerably higher than the Townsend’ s vole. An exception is in the SW subset landscape
where the Townsend’ s vole has the highest PC and EC(PC) values. This is in contrast to the number of
components in each landscape (NC) which are highest for the vole across the board.

Figure 14 Overall connectivity metrics for each species and subset landscape. P acif ic w ren landscapes are th e m ost
connected, w h ile vole patch es are m ore isolated f rom each oth er. A shows nominal PC values while B shows PC on a
log scale. For B, the shorter the bar, the higher the value of PC and the higher the connectivity. A and B show that the
Pacific wren had the highest PC values in each subset landscape except in the SW. Plot C supports this with slightly
more available landscape resources (EC(PC)) for the Townsend s vole than the Pacific wren in the SW subset
landscape. The Douglas s uirrel tends to have values closer to that of the Pacific wren than the Townsend’ s vole in
the C, N, and NE subset landscapes. However, even when comparing the southern subset landscape as a whole PC
values are still lower for the s uirrel then either the wren or vole, with the squirrel seeing only slightly higher EC(PC)
in the S subset than the vole s SE subset. The number of components, meanwhile is highest for the vole and lowest
for the wren, indicating, along with the PC metric, that vole patches tend to be more isolated from each other than
either the squirrel or wren patches.
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A large number of components relative to the number of patches would generally indicate lower
connectivity, however, this can be offset by high intrapatch connectivity, which the Townsend’s vole
networks have in abundance (Figure 4). The values of sum dPCintra are lower for the wren and squirrel,
despite the large amounts of habitat for these species in the north and northeast subset landscapes.
This is because sum dPCflux (i.e. patch interconnectedness), and sum dPCconnector – stepping stone
importance – are considerably higher for these two species compared to the Townsend’s vole. It is
important to reiterate here that each of these metrics – dPCintra, dPCflux and dPCconnector – are all
components of dPC for each patch. The dPCflux metric also incorporates the area-weighted quality of a
patch, as well as its maximum product probabilities to other patches. From a connectivity perspective,
therefore, higher dPCflux values relative to dPCintra values are desirable because dPCflux considers both
patch quality and connectedness, while dPCintra focuses solely on the habitat resources within
individual patches. Comparing the metrics side-by-side shows how the relative importance of each
measure changes with species and landscape.
Figure 4 also shows that stepping stones are of greater importance in the more connected wren and
squirrel landscapes. This has implications for conservation management, as stepping stones in
greenspace networks for the Pacific wren and Douglas squirrel need to be better identified and
protected to maintain overall network connectivity than for the Townsend’s vole networks.
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Figure 15 Node importances plots showing the cumulative importance for each species and subset landscape of (A) intrapatch
connectivity, (B) individual patch connectedness, and (C) stepping stone importance. Intrapatch connectivity is the largest
component of connectivity for the Townsend’ s vole across all subset landscapes (A). Wren patches are the most connected to
each other (B), closely followed by the Douglas s uirrel in the C, N, and NE subsets. Stepping stone importance (C) is highest for
the wren everywhere except the NE subset landscape where it is slightly less than that of Douglas squirrel.

Large, h igh q uality patch es tend to h ave h igh est dP C

Figures 5-7 provide a visualization of dPC values for each species for the entire study region. Though all
subset regions are presented simultaneously, the reader is cautioned that dPC values are most relevant
for each subset landscape only. Despite this, however, the patches with the highest dPC rankings still
likely have high region-wide importance to connectivity. Also, the range of values for dPC is considerable
in all subset regions and for all species, with significant variation existing in the lowest two classes
shown, especially. For example, though Stanley and Pacific Spirit parks have relatively low dPC values in
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Figure 16 Douglas squirrel patch importances. Each patch s relative contribution to connectivity of each subset area
(dPC) is displayed. Subset areas are surrounded by different border colours.

Figure 17 Pacific wren patch importances. Each patch s relative contribution to connectivity of each subset area (dPC)
is displayed. Subset areas are surrounded by different border colours.
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Figure 18 Townsend s vole patch importances. Each patch s relative contribution to connectivity of each subset area (dPC) is
displayed. Subset areas are surrounded by different border colours.

the wren and squirrel central subset landscapes, their dPC values are much higher than many
neighbouring patches in the city of Vancouver.
For the Pacific wren (Figure 6), large patches tend to be more important than smaller ones, with larger
patches in the northern sections of the study region generally the most important. Exceptions are
patches in Burn’ s Bog, larger patches in Surrey, including Surrey Bend Regional Park and Tynehead Park,
and the extensive forest around Sumas Peak in northeast Abbotsford. There are a large number of
smaller patches in the southwest and southeast subset landscapes, many of which correspond to
riparian areas. The overall pattern indicates that intrapatch connectivity is important, as is areaweighted quality – indicated by the importance of the smaller patches in protected areas. A more
detailed treatment of the most important patches in and outside of protected areas is conducted below.
Douglas squirrel landscapes see a similar dPC pattern to the Pacific wren landscapes – with large
northern patches the most important. There is, again, a notable exception in the south of the region for
coniferous patches around Sumas Peak in northeast Abbotsford. The squirrel landscapes differ from the
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wren, however, in that there are far
fewer patches outside of the larger
coniferous patches, showing the
dominance of broad-leaved (or
mixed tree) vegetation in more
built-up areas of the study region.
The Townsend’ s vole landscapes
show a different patch distribution
across the region, with wetland and
agricultural areas best represented.
Patch size also drives dPC values
here, but so does quality alone,
with a number of smaller wetland
patches ranked among the most
important. For example, Burn’ s Bog
and the Pitt and Coquitlam River
wetlands stand out as important
connectivity regions. However,
agricultural lands are also
important, with southeast
Abbotsford seeing some of the
highest dPC values.

N ode im portances: big patch es
aren’ t alw ays th e best stepping
stones
In the wren landscapes (Figure 8) a
number of large patches in the
Figure 19 Pacific wren patches mapped by node importance metrics. dPCintra
measures within-patch connectivity, dPCflux combines area-weighted quality
with patch interconnectedness, which dPCconnector measures stepping stone
importance.

north have relatively higher dPCflux
than dPCintra values, indicating
that high dPC values for some large
patches is due to the combination
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of their area-weighted quality and
connectivity to other patches, not merely
their within-patch connectivity alone.
At the same time, some patches with high
dPCflux values, such as those bordering
Indian Arm, are relatively less important as
stepping stones as indicated by
dPCconnector. A number of smaller
patches in the southeast subset region,
meanwhile do have high dPCconnector
values, indicating that they play an
important role in connecting other patches
together, despite their smaller size and/or
lower quality.
A similar pattern can be seen in Douglas
squirrel landscapes (Figure 9), where
among the large northern patches, some
are important for both dPCintra and
dPCflux, and others’ importance varies
with node importance metric. Patches
nestled among other patches tend to have
higher dPCflux and dPCconnector values
than those on the periphery of a cluster.
The lack of large coniferous patches in the
more developed areas of the central and
south of the region makes individual patch
visualization difficult at this scale,
however, a similar pattern to that seen in

Figure 20 Douglas squirrel patches mapped by node importance metrics.

the north of the region is also realized:
large, well-connected patches have the
highest dPCflux and dPCintra values, while
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smaller patches may take on surprisingly large dPCconnector values if they are important stepping
stones.
Node importances for Townsend’ s vole
landscapes (Figure 10) show some of the
same characteristics as for the other
species, however, due to the vole s short
dispersal distance there is less variability
across the three node importance
metrics. Those patches that rank as most
important for the dPCflux and
dPCconnector metrics also have high
intrapatch connectivity. At the same
time, however, a number of patches that
rank highly for dPCintra show lower
importance for the other metrics, again
indicating that connectivity among
patches is generally low.

O bj ectives 2 and 3
Key nodes and h ubs outside of
protected areas are conservation
priorities

We address Objective 2 by classifying
patches for each species and subset
landscape as either protected, partially
protected or unprotected using the
methodology detailed above (p.69). We
then incorporate Objective 3 by mapping
key nodes, hubs and components for

Figure 21 Townsend s vole patches mapped by node importance
metrics.

each species along with their protected
status to visualize which patches may be
most in need of further conservation.
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Key nodes in the north of the

Key Nodes

region (in the north, central and
northeast subset landscapes) used
by both the Pacific wren and
Douglas squirrel are wellprotected overall (Figure 11).
However, for both species many
of these key nodes have
unprotected edges which
themselves border less protected
key nodes (e.g. Maple Ridge).
There are a number of
unprotected key nodes for the
Wren in the south of the region as
well, potentially indicating that
important forest patches in
agricultural areas are not well
protected. Forest patches near
Sumas Peak in Abbotsford are also
important for both the wren and
squirrel, yet these patches are
largely unprotected.

ith few

large forest patches in this part of
the region, and a high proportion
of coniferous patches, those
around Sumas Peak may be
especially important for
conservation.

Figure 22 The 20-most important protected, partially protected and
unprotected nodes by dPC, shown here for each species and subset landscape.

With exception of some wetland
areas, such as Burn’ s Bog, and
near the Pitt and Coquitlam rivers,
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few vole key nodes are

Hubs

protected. However, for this
analysis we did not use
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
data to define our 3 protection
classes, therefore it is possible
that some vole patches are de
facto protected as agricultural
lands due to being in the ALR.
A similar pattern in the north of
the region is seen with respect to
patches identified as important
h ubs of connectivity (Figure 12),
especially in Maple Ridge, but
also North and West Vancouver.
The upshot is that the
connectivity of the large
northern reserve patches to
more urbanized areas is not
assured. These reserve patches
are likely a net source of
emigrants for both the wren and
squirrel, but it is possible that
development near the edges of
these reserves could remove
patches that act as important
stepping stones to more

Figure 23 The most important protected, partially protected and unprotected
“ hub patches, shown here for each species and subset landscape.

developed parts of the region.
Many of the unprotected hubs
occur in the south of the study
region, however, there are small
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unprotected hubs for all species in
the more densely populated sections
of the central landscape
corresponding to Vancouver,
Burnaby and Richmond. These
unprotected hubs are potential
conservation priorities as they may
be important stepping stones
benefitting regional connectivity.

Large groups of connected
patch es sh ow ex tent of
landscape connectivity: T h ey can
also ex pand dram atically w ith
overlap patch es
Objective 3 is also concerned with
com ponents and overlap patch es
that are critical for regional
connectivity. The extent of
connectivity of the Pacific wren
landscapes when considering
components is shown well in Figure
13. Most subset landscapes are
dominated by just one or two
components. Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 14, once overlap
patches are considered, the largest
components in the central,
northeast, southwest and southeast
subset landscapes are actually a

Figure 24 The most important components for each species and subset
regions, differentiated by colour. A maximum of the top 5 most important
components in each subset landscape are shown, chosen by the sum of their
patches dPC values.

single component.
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The Douglas squirrel also has large components in the north of the study region, but component
coverage is much lower throughout most of the central and southern subset landscapes. Meanwhile,
the Townsend’ s vole has very little component coverage in the north or central subset landscapes,
though the agricultural and wetlands in the northeast subset near the Pitt River are extensive. The
majority of the vole components occurs in the agricultural lands in the southwest and southeast subset
landscapes.

Figure 25 Pacific wren overlap patches and major components that would result from inclusion of overlap patches into their
networks. Overlap patches are shown in yellow if they are a member of only 1 patch across subset landscapes, orange if
they are a member in 2 patches, and red if they are a member of three patches across subset landscapes. Components,
connected by overlap patches or otherwise, are identified by colour, and are the same components shown in the top of
Figure 13. The pale pink lines show the links among patches for the wren.

The extent of Townsend’ s vole components would likely change, however, when considering overlap
patches along the border of the SE and SW subset landscapes. Though it was not possible at the time of
writing to visualize new components that would be created as a result of the overlap patches bridging
the subset landscapes, it is likely that further analysis would should a number of new, large vole
components in the south of the subset region.
No Squirrel subset landscapes contained overlap patches that were important for connecting subset
landscapes together. This is due to Squirrel dispersal being restricted by water, as well as a single
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southern subset landscape used for modelling squirrel connectivity.

Figure 26 Townsend s vole overlap patches and major components. Overlap patches are shown in yellow if they are a
member of only 1 component across subset landscapes and orange if they are a member in 2 components.
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Summary of priority conservation areas

Unprotected key nodes and hubs, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 are likely to be high conservation
priorities. Specific attention should be given to unprotected wren (all forest) and squirrel (coniferous)
key nodes and hubs, especially in built-up areas and in the south of study region.
Overlap patches with more than one component membership – especially those on Barnston Island, and
nearby riverside patches in Pitt Meadows and Port Coquitlam), are also high conservation priorities.
Similarly, riverside patches in Maple Ridge, Surrey and Langley should be assessed for protected status
and conservation possibility. Finally, unprotected overlap patches at the Surrey Langley border, should
be identified and targeted for conservation if possible.

Caveats and limitations of the study

Caution should be used when deriving species-specific conclusions from these connectivity results.
Assumptions about landcover type usage were taken from a literature review but may not be reflective
of actual species behaviour. For example, Surrey’s Biodiversity Conservation Strategy notes that both
the Douglas squirrel and Pacific wren use all forest types present in the landcover, which may be more
realistic than the assumptions used here (City of Surrey, 2014). Also, the patches used in this
connectivity analysis are not informed by presence or absence data for any species. Patches included as
potentially useable by a species may, in fact, not be suitable and vice versa, and a species may not
actually exist there even if a patch is suitable. For example, though Pacific wrens can move through a
variety of forest types, they prefer larger coniferous forest patches and tend to avoid even moderately
built-up areas (Farwell & Marzluff, 2013). Interspecific interactions also affect how each species uses the
landscape – something especially true for territorial and development-sensitive species such as the
Douglas squirrel and Pacific wren, with Farwell and Marzluff (2013) showing that declining Pacific wren
populations in developing areas were exacerbated by aggressive interactions with Bewick’s wrens.
As noted above, carnivorous mammals have been shown to be imperfect umbrella species for
connectivity studies precisely because of their generalist life histories and long dispersal distances. In
our study, we had initially planned to use the coyote as one of our focal species. This generalist species
has been shown to be quite commensal with human settlement, adeptly traversing the urban matrix.
However, because coyotes are so adaptable it made modelling functional connectivity for this species
unfeasible given our methodology. Based on a literature review and the expert opinion of urban coyote
scholars, we found that coyotes could make use of all vegetation types present in the 2014 landcover
layer at highly variable sizes down to less than 1ha. At the same time, maximum dispersal distances
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were very long, as supported by telemetry and minimum home range size analyses. The combination of
coyotes’ ability to use quite small patches of variable type and quality, as well as their ability to travel
large distances led to computational challenges – there were too many patches with too many links to
other patches for Conefor to evaluate efficiently. Indeed, we could only generate links for the smallest
subset area, the NE subset, and we found the area fully connected – i.e. all patches were connected to
all other patches via tens of thousands of links. A landscape that is so hyper-connected for a species
does give us some information, however, it makes prioritizing conservation efforts difficult and obscures
the role of greenspace patches for other species.
The patch size chosen for the vole was a compromise between ecological representativeness and
processing efficiency. Through a literature review we approximated an individual vole’s average home
range to be 0.05ha. Selecting non-forested vegetation patches of this size, however, yielded far too
many patches to process given the methods and computing power at our disposal. Voles do not tend to
live in isolation, either, but in quite large colonies covering extensive agricultural and wetland areas. We
therefore chose a minimum patch size for the vole of 0.5ha. This significantly reduced the number of
potential habitat patches, allowing us to run a connectivity model. The result is, however, that by
removing some of the smallest vole patches, we have likely removed potential stepping stones between
larger patches. The result of this is to build a model of connectivity for the vole that is less connected
than is otherwise conceivable. However, with the bulk of likely vole habitat captured at a finer scale
than previously possible for the region, we believe that our model is still representative of vole habitat
and its connectivity. Furthermore, the smaller the patch size included in the model, the more
uncertainty surrounding its correct classification in the landcover from which it is derived. Therefore, we
feel that our conservative approach here is the best one given the circumstances.
Artificial boundaries are almost always placed around landscapes in connectivity analyses, and this study
was no exception. This issue was exacerbated here, however, because of our need to create subset
landscapes of Metro Vancouver in order to create our connectivity models. One important fallout of this
was our inability to assign accurate PC metric values to overlap patches. Though we still identified
patches in 500m overlap areas that may be critical for regional connectivity, we could not fully quantify
their contribution to connectivity for the region. A less important, but related, issue was that our
calculation of AL did not include patches that are part of the 500m overlap into the next subset area.
This means that resultant PC values for each landscape were slightly larger than if the area of overlap
patches was included. However, we feel that this doesn’t prevent comparison among the subset areas
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for two reasons: (1) the area of overlap patches was generally small compared to total landscape area,
and (2) where more substantial overlap did exist between the SW and SE subset, the area of overlap was
of a similar magnitude, allowing for comparison among subset landscapes.
Another limitation of our analysis is that links are represented using Euclidean (straight line) distances
between patches. More complex analyses have used software such as Linkage Mapper (McRae &
Kavanagh, 2011) to generate least cost path distances between patches before using graph theory
methods. Least cost paths are generated through a ‘cost’ raster, with pixels given values according to
their degree of resistance to an animal’s movement. The least cost path between two patches minimizes
the cumulative resistance of a path through the cost raster. The result would be links among patches
that take a more ‘realistic’ route, often avoiding areas of high resistance, though it should be noted that
cost rasters are often quite subjective approximations.
Conefor can also calculate more sophisticated link metrics, however, they are computationally intensive,
and were not feasible for use in this analysis. Combined with a least cost patch approach to links among
patches, link metrics may further enhance a future study by moving beyond patch prioritization to an
assessment of the most important routes among patches in a landscape.

Recommendations for further study

Despite these limitations, the results do provide insight into regional connectivity for the three species
investigated. We have highlighted important patches inside and outside of protected areas for each
species, as well as greenspace in the region that might be important for all three species. We
recommend further study using a larger suite of species that also addresses some of the limitations laid
out above. Namely,
•

Connectivity modelling for a wider range of species

•

The incorporation of species presence/absence data

•

The use of least cost paths as links among patches

•

Incorporation of link importance metrics

•

Finer-scale analysis of the role of small patches in landscape connectivity

•

The inclusion of overlap patches into the total landscape area (AL) for each subset landscape

•

And the use of computing resources that would enable the entire region to be modelled as a
single landscape.
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Section E
To:

Climate Action Committee

From:

Josephine Clark, Regional Planner
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 7, 2018

Subject:

Update of the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)

1.4

Meeting Date: June 6, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Update of the Metro Vancouver
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)” dated May 7, 2018.

PURPOSE
This report provides the Climate Action Committee and MVRD Board with the results from the first
5-year update of the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory.
BACKGROUND
This report provides the results of the ‘Update of the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory
(SEI)’, which is identified on the Climate Action Committee’s 2018 work plan in the second quarter.
The Metro Vancouver SEI was originally completed in 2013 and was the first GIS inventory of
ecologically significant lands for the region. This 5-year update documents changes to mapped
ecosystems and quantifies the amount, rate and type of ecosystem loss. Results are summarized for
the entire region and regional core (primarily developed area).
METRO VANCOUVER’S SENSITIVE ECOSYSTEM INVENTORY
The Metro Vancouver SEI was initiated in response to the need for up-to-date, standardized
ecological information for the region to facilitate conservation of important ecological areas through
informed land use and conservation planning, and increased awareness of ecosystem presence and
declines. The ecologically important areas mapped in the SEI provide key ecosystem services to the
region including carbon storage, local climate control, and flood absorption, and contribute to our
resilience to climate change. They also provide vital habitat and connectivity for biodiversity,
including species at risk.
The SEI was conducted according to Provincial standards for mapping ecologically significant
‘Sensitive Ecosystems’, including wetlands, older forests and woodlands. In addition, ‘Modified
Ecosystems’ such as old fields and young forest were also mapped. Modified Ecosystems are younger
and more human modified but still have ecological value and importance to biodiversity. The majority
of mapped ecosystems, particularly in the more urbanized areas of the region, show evidence of
disturbance which is also documented in the inventory. The SEI classification system is provided as
Attachment 1.
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Use of the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory Data
Multiple Metro Vancouver plans and projects have used the SEI data to incorporate ecological
considerations into their work, including the regional growth strategy, the Ecological Health Action
Plan, environmental assessments of utilities projects, and most recently, the Regional Parks Land
Acquisition Strategy. The SEI has been extensively requested by other levels of government, industry,
non-profits and academia, and over 80 data sharing agreements have been established over the last
5 years to provide access. In 2019, the SEI will be made available via Metro Vancouver’s open data
portal to reduce barriers to its use and maximize accessibility.
UPDATING THE SENSITIVE ECOSYSTEM INVENTORY
To ensure the Metro Vancouver SEI continues to be an effective and relevant land use and
conservation planning tool, it must be kept up to date. Updates document changes to Sensitive and
Modified Ecosystems after 5 years and quantifies the amount, rate and type of ecosystem loss.
Using 2014 regional orthophotos, ecosystem polygons were reviewed, and any loss or disturbance
was documented. Improvements to the original mapping were also made through error correction
and additional field work to confirm and inform mapping decisions.
RESULTS
Region and Regional Core
Tables 1 and 2 below depict ecosystem losses
summarized for the region and the regional
core (see Map 1). The regional core is the more
urbanized southern part of the region and
excludes the large parks and estuaries under
Provincial management, watersheds and other
higher elevation areas. The regional core is
most relevant to policy and planning and is
where municipal decisions and actions will
have the most impact.
Overall, total loss of sensitive and modified
ecosystems over 5 years was 1,640 hectares
(ha) (0.9%) for the region, and 1,190 ha (3.4%)
within the regional core.

Region
Regional
Core

Map 1 – Region and Regional Core Extents for the SEI

Sensitive Ecosystems (SE)

Modified Ecosystems (ME)

Original
SEI (Ha)

% Loss

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

Totals – SE and ME

% Loss

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

% Loss

150,435

661

0.4%

28,237

979

3.5%

178,672

1,640

0.9%

24,958

426

1.7%

10,038

764

7.6%

34,996

1,190

3.4%

Table 1 – Sensitive and Modified Ecosystem Loss for the Region and Regional Core
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As shown in Table 2 below, at both the region and regional core scale, losses for the 5-year period
were highest for mature forest, young forest, old field, wetlands and riparian ecosystems.
Region
Ecosystem Type
Sensitive Ecosystems
Alpine
Estuarine
Freshwater (SE) 1
Herbaceous
Intertidal
Mature Forest (SE) 2
Old Forest
Riparian
Sparsely Vegetated
Wetland
Woodland
Total - Sensitive
Ecosystems (SE)
Modified Ecosystems
Freshwater (ME)1
Mature Forest (ME)2
Young Forest
Old Field
Total – Modified
Ecosystems (ME)
Total – SE and ME

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

Regional Core
% Loss

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

% Loss

14,536
8,636
7,119
114
8,129
22,030
34,343
30,705
9,187
9,973
5,663

0
1
1
0
1
424
10
97
1
122
4

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
1.9%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
1.2%
0.1%

0
1,245
425
89
153
7,646
118
7,971
96
6,899
316

0
1
1
0
0
223
0
74
0
122
4

0%
0.1%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
2.9%
0.1%
0.9%
0.0%
1.8%
1.1%

150,435

661

0.4%

24,958

426

1.7%

142
4,576
21,385
2,134

0
93
459
426

0.0%
2.0%
2.1%
20.0%

139
2,266
5,495
2,134

0
80
258
426

0.0%
3.5%
4.7%
20.0%

28,237

979

3.5%

10,038

764

7.6%

178,672

1,640

0.9%

34,996

1,190

3.4%

Table 2 – Loss by Ecosystem Type for the Region and Regional Core

CHARACTERIZING ECOSYSTEM LOSS
The nature of ecosystem loss observed over the last five years ranges widely, from clearing of large,
high quality ecosystems, to small, disturbed remnant patches. This loss often involved the removal of
relatively small pieces from the edges of a larger area of vegetation, best described as ‘nibbling’.
Further analysis into the loss of high versus lower quality sites, as well as the size of lost areas will
help to better understand the nature of ecosystem loss. This will enable policymakers to make better
informed conservation and land use planning decisions. Preliminary analysis is provided below for
ecosystem classes that experienced the most loss.
Freshwater ponds and lakes are considered Sensitive Ecosystems. Freshwater reservoirs are Modified
Ecosystems.
2 Mature Forests are considered a Sensitive Ecosystem class if they are coniferous or mixed and over 5 ha in size.
Coniferous or mixed Mature Forests of less than 5 ha, and broadleaf of any size, are considered Modified
Ecosystems.
1
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Mature and Young Forests
The large Provincial parks and protected watersheds in the northern part of the region are home to
large amounts of old forest (>250 years old), but outside of these areas, remaining forests are mature
(80-250 years old) or young (30-80 years old). Between 2009 and 2014, mature and young forests
saw the greatest declines of all ecosystem classes. Only patches of young forest greater than 5 ha are
considered to be ‘Modified Ecosystems’ within the SEI; therefore, actual loss of young forest is larger
than reported in Table 2. However, because smaller patches of young forest are still important,
particularly given the rate and extent of forest loss across the region, smaller patches of young forest
were mapped as part of the SEI process and are included in Table 3 below to provide a more complete
picture of regional forest loss.
As summarized in Table 3, 1,162 ha (2.2%), of the region’s mature and young forests were converted
to other land uses over the 5-year period. For the regional core, these losses were 730 ha (3.9%).
Region

Mature Forest (SE
and ME)
Young Forest (ME)
Small Young Forest
(non SE or ME)
Total

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

Regional Core
% Loss

Original
SEI (Ha)

Loss
(Ha)

% Loss

26,606
21,385

518
459

1.9%
2.1%

9,912
5,495

303
258

3.1%
4.7%

5,410

185

2.2%

3,186

169

5.3%

53,401

1,162

2.2%

18,593

730

3.9%

Table 3 – Loss of Mature and Young Forests

Old Field
Old field sites were often formerly cultivated or grazed but later abandoned. As an intermediate stage
in succession, without management they will eventually become forest. The figures in Table 2 show
that 426 ha of old field were lost due to mowing or development. However, those that were mowed
rather than developed may be allowed to return to an old field state over time.
Wetland
All losses to freshwater wetland ecosystems occurred in the regional core and totaled 122 ha (1.8%).
Loss was largely for wetland swamp (82 ha) and bog (35 ha) that was drained or cleared.
Riparian
A total of 97 ha of riparian ecosystems were lost and of this, 75 ha was riparian fringe (i.e. vegetation
along water bodies where there is no floodplain). The majority of riparian fringe ecosystems lost was
forested.
Ecosystem Loss and Metro 2040
Preliminary analysis looked at how much loss took place within each of the Metro 2040 land use
designations. The results show that 37% of the losses occurred on lands designated as Agricultural,
and 29% on Conservation and Recreation lands. Most old field loss was found within the Agricultural
designation and further analysis will be completed to ascertain how much loss was due to mowing,
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which may not be a permanent loss. Loss within the Conservation and Recreation designation was
surprisingly high, but over half was accounted for by harvesting within academic research forests and
woodlots. Further analysis will be undertaken to understand other reasons for observed losses.
Mixed
Employment
1%
Industrial
5%

Rural
10%

Agriculture
37%
General Urban
18%

Conservation
Recreation
29%

Chart 1 – Percentage loss of Sensitive and Modified Ecosystems within Metro 2040 Land Use Designations

Understanding Loss Implications and Future Analysis
This update is the first time loss has been quantified at the regional level. It establishes a baseline
understanding against which future rates of change can be compared, while recognizing that
considerable loss and degradation of ecosystems occurred in the preceding approximately 150 years
as the region’s urban and agricultural areas grew.
Metro 2040 contains policies intended to ‘Protect Conservation and Recreation Lands’ (Strategy 3.1)
and ‘Protect and enhance natural features and their connectivity’ (Strategy 3.2). Given these policies
were adopted in 2011, the speed and scale of loss observed in the SEI update are concerning and
suggest a need to assess and strengthen protection efforts.
To inform this assessment and better understand the loss observed, further analysis of the SEI dataset
will be undertaken, including:
• an assessment of the proportion of high quality and relatively undisturbed areas lost versus
more disturbed areas, and the proportion of larger versus smaller areas lost;
• which sensitive ecosystems are protected and which are not;
• 5-year changes in ecosystem quality (e.g. condition, size, etc.) at the regional and regional
core levels;
• Sub-regional breakdowns of ecosystem loss and changes in ecosystem quality;
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•
•

Loss quantified by disturbance type (e.g. agricultural, residential, industrial, etc.); and,
Ecosystem loss in each Metro 2040 land use designation.

The data and information produced from the SEI update will be disseminated to staff from member
jurisdictions, among others.
ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Costs associated with the Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory update were included in
approved program budgets and work plans.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) update provides key insights into the state
of the region’s most important ecological areas and changes over a 5-year period. The amount, rate
and type of ecosystem loss was quantified at both the regional and regional core (i.e. primarily
developed parts of the region) scales. Total loss of sensitive and modified ecosystems over 5 years
was 1,640 ha (0.9%) for the region, and 1,190 ha (3.4%) for the regional core. Losses were highest for
mature forest, young forest, old field, wetland, and riparian ecosystems. Over 1,162 ha (2.2%) of the
region’s mature and young forests were converted to other land uses over the 5-year period. For the
regional core, these losses were 730 ha (3.9%).
Given the policies in place in Metro 2040 to preserve natural areas and connectivity, the speed and
scale of loss observed in the SEI update are concerning and suggest a need to assess and strengthen
protection efforts. Further analysis of the SEI dataset will be completed, including to characterize loss
in more detail, assess the protection status of sensitive ecosystems, and quantify loss by disturbance
type. This analysis will help Metro Vancouver and its member jurisdictions understand the state of
the region’s environment and inform future policies and actions. Updating the SEI will ensure it
continues to be an effective and relevant land use and conservation planning tool for the many users
across the region.
Attachment
1. Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory Classification System
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ATTACHMENT
Metro Vancouver Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory Classification System
SENSITIVE ECOSYSTEMS
CLASS
Old Forest
Mature Forest

Woodland
Riparian

Sparsely Vegetated

Alpine

SUBCLASS
Coniferous
Mixed
Very old
Coniferous (>5 ha)
Mixed (>5 ha)

CLASS
Intertidal

Coniferous
Mixed
Fringe
High bench
Medium bench
Low bench
Gully
Canyon
River
Mudflat
Cliff
Rock outcrop
Talus
Sand dune
Spit
Herbaceous
Krummholz
Parkland forest
Dwarf shrub
Tall shrub
Avalanche tracks

Freshwater

Estuarine

Wetland

Herbaceous

SUBCLASS
Mudflats
Beaches
Eelgrass
Swamp
Meadow
Marsh
Tidal flat
Lake
Pond
Bog
Fen
Marsh
Swamp
Shallow water
Wet meadow
Herbaceous
Coastal herbaceous
Vegetated shoreline
Shrub

MODIFIED ECOSYSTEMS
CLASS
Mature Forest
Old Field (>2.5 ha)

SUBCLASS
Broadleaf
Coniferous (<5 ha)
Mixed (<5 ha)

CLASS
Young Forest (>5 ha)
Freshwater

Metro Vancouver Regional District

SUBCLASS
Broadleaf
Coniferous
Mixed
Reservoir

Section E

To:

MVRD Board of Directors

From:

Regional Planning Committee

Date:

June 8, 2018

Subject:

Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement

2.1

Meeting Date: June 22, 2018

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) accept the District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement as submitted to Metro
Vancouver on May 28, 2018; and
b) request written confirmation from the District of West Vancouver of their intention to resolve
the land use issues in the Upper Lands by seeking to: remove the Metro 2040 Special Study Area
and redesignate lands above the 1,200 foot contour and lands west of Eagle Creek to a regional
Conservation and Recreation land use designation.
At its June 8, 2018 meeting, the Regional Planning Committee considered the attached report titled
“Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement”, dated May 30, 2018.
The Committee subsequently amended the recommendation as presented above in underline style.
There was concern expressed about Cypress Village / Cypress West in terms of the lack of transit
service and access for that new community, the planned growth out of Centre in relation to
Ambleside planned growth, and the lack of resolution of the Upper Lands land use issues from a
regional growth strategy perspective.
Attachment
“Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement”, dated May 30, 2018
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ATTACHMENT

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Erin Rennie, Senior Regional Planner, Parks, Planning, and Environment Department

Date:

May 30, 2018

Subject:

Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement

Meeting Date: June 8, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board accept the District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement as
submitted to Metro Vancouver on May 29, 2018.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to recommend that the MVRD Board accept the District of West
Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement in accordance with Section 448 of the Local Government
Act.
BACKGROUND
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (Metro 2040), the regional growth strategy, represents
the collective vision for how the region will accommodate the 1 million people and over 500,000 new
jobs expected to come to the region by the year 2040. Metro 2040 was adopted unanimously in 2011
by 21 municipalities, TransLink, and adjacent regional districts.
Pursuant to Section 446 of the Local Government Act, each local government must submit a Regional
Context Statement (RCS) that specifically identifies the relationship between its Official Community
Plan (OCP) and the matters referred to in section 429 of the Local Government Act and, if applicable,
how the OCP is to be made consistent with the regional growth strategy over time.
In early 2017, the District of West Vancouver (West Vancouver) began a review of its 2004 OCP. Over
the course of 2017, District staff worked with the community to collect and refine ideas for the future
of West Vancouver. These ideas are articulated as a series of goals and policy directions in the West
Vancouver’s draft OCP (see Reference). District Council gave first reading to its Official Community
Plan bylaw, which includes an updated RCS, on May 28, 2018. Metro Vancouver received West
Vancouver’s RCS for consideration on May 29, 2018 (Attachments 1 and 2). The Local Government
Act states that Metro Vancouver must respond within 120 days of receipt of the RCS as to whether it
has been accepted.
UPDATING THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER’S OCP
The new proposed OCP provides broad policy directions for West Vancouver and is supported by the
Area Specific Policies and Guidelines from the earlier 2004 OCP. These Area Specific Policies and
Guidelines will be updated through the course of the West Vancouver’s Local Area Planning process
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scheduled over the next several years. As those plans are approved, corresponding updates to the
RCS will be submitted to the MVRD Board for consideration and approval.
West Vancouver asked that Metro Vancouver Regional Planning Committee consider acceptance of
its RCS prior to its proposed Public Hearing date of June 18, 2018. If the MVRD Board accepts the RCS
at its June 22, 2018 meeting West Vancouver would proceed with final readings and adoption of its
OCP bylaw in July 2018. As West Vancouver proceeds with its Local Area Planning processes, any OCP
updates that trigger an RCS amendment will result in a revised RCS coming before the MVRD Board
for consideration.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WEST VANCOUVER’S OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AND METRO 2040
Metro 2040 outlines the necessary policies that must be included in an RCS. Metro Vancouver’s role
is to accept RCSs that support the goals and strategies of Metro 2040.
Goal 1 – Create a Compact Urban Area
Strategy 1.1
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 1.1 is to reinforce the establishment of the Urban Containment
Boundary (UCB) and encourage municipalities to reflect the UCB within its boundaries on a map and
to provide population, employment, and dwelling unit projections indicating the municipality’s share
of projected regional growth. The District of West Vancouver has provided a parcel-based boundary
of the UCB on its RCS Map.
The RCS provides projections for population, employment and dwelling unit growth to the year 2041.
West Vancouver’s projections are somewhat lower than those projections contained in Metro 2040,
however, are generally consistent and will be updated / refined through Local Area Planning
processes. As refinements through planning are made, West Vancouver will seek acceptance of an
updated RCS, as required. Another reason for the difference in projections is that West Vancouver’s
projections do not include projections for Squamish Nation lands, while Metro Vancouver’s do. West
Vancouver projects the population to increase by approximately 10,000 people by the year 2041 and
the number of new housing units to be added by that year is projected to be about 5,000.
Strategy 1.2
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 1.2 is to direct municipal plans to focus and encourage growth in
defined Urban Centres and Frequent Transit Development Areas (FTDAs). West Vancouver has one
Metro 2040 Urban Centre, Ambleside Municipal Town Centre. Its boundaries are identified on a map
in the RCS and its location is consistent with Metro 2040. West Vancouver has not identified any
FTDAs.
West Vancouver estimates that approximately 1,000-1,200 new housing units will be accommodated
within Ambleside Municipal Town Centre by the year 2041. This means that 20-24% of the total new
units projected for the District will be accommodated within the Urban Centre, contributing to the
regional target of accommodating 40% of new regional dwelling unit growth within Urban Centres by
2041. The District has not provided employment projections for Ambleside Municipal Town Centre
at this time; detailed dwelling unit and employment projections, as well as the municipal shares of
regional growth targeted for Urban Centres for the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre will be
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prepared in conjunction with the future Local Area Plan processes to be undertaken by West
Vancouver. The RCS includes policies for directing West Vancouver’s highest residential densities to
the Ambleside Town Centre and emphasizes Ambleside as the civic, cultural, and commercial heart
of West Vancouver.
West Vancouver has identified General Urban areas on a map in the RCS in a way that is consistent
with Metro 2040. Local Centres are identified at Horseshoe Bay, Dundarave, Caulfeild, and Park Royal.
Examples of new major trip-generating uses (primary office and major civic institutional use) have
been provided, and the RCS indicates that they are not contemplated outside of the Ambleside
Municipal Town Centre. This policy could be strengthened by further specifying the definition of
major non-residential trip-generating uses.
Cypress Village, Cypress West, and the Upper Lands Special Study Area
The District of West Vancouver has a Special Study Area (SSA) overlay in Metro 2040 in an area
referred to as the Upper Lands. The Upper Lands Study has concluded and the West Vancouver OCP
includes policy direction to seek to transfer development rights from ecologically sensitive areas
below 1,200 feet of elevation west of Eagle Creek to the Cypress Village and Cypress West Planning
Areas. Cypress Village and Cypress West are envisioned as new multi-family neighbourhoods with a
range of residential, commercial, institutional, and outdoor recreation uses. West Vancouver has
indicated in its RCS the intention to request the removal of the Upper Lands SSA from Metro 2040
once, “Council has sufficient policy in place to guide future development in the Upper Lands with
adopted Area Development Plan(s) for Cypress Village/Cypress West” (RCS p2). At that time, the
District anticipates working with Metro Vancouver to re-designate any newly protected lands west of
Eagle Creek below the 1,200 foot elevation contour as well as SSA lands above 1,200 feet with a
regional Conservation & Recreation land use designation.
One of the key growth management strategies of Metro 2040 is focusing growth in Urban Centres
and Frequent Transit Development Areas. The Cypress Village and Cypress West Planning Areas are
outside the region’s designated Urban Centres and FTDAs, outside TransLink’s Frequent Transit
Network (FTN), and would be challenging to serve efficiently with public transit. TransLink has
communicated those challenges (Attachment 3). For these reasons Metro Vancouver does not
consider the Cypress Village and Cypress West planning areas to be good locations for focusing tripgenerating multi-family growth and development.
However, it is recognized that there are trade-offs at play and significant regional benefits to
protecting the ecological value and re-designating the lands above the 1,200 foot elevation contour
and lands below the 1,200 foot contour west of Eagle Creek. Furthermore, West Vancouver’s vision
of a compact, compact community at Cypress Village and Cypress West with a mix of housing
types/tenures, shops, service, and job opportunities does provide some growth management
benefits, provided those shops and services are primarily local-serving, including serving Cypress
Mountain Resort (Metro 2040 policy does not support non-residential major trip generating uses
outside of Urban Centres and FTDAs). Finally, there is a benefit to removing the designated SSA on
the Upper Lands as it would provide certainty to the community and region about future planning for
these areas, and strengthen the long-term protection of the lands above the 1,200 foot contour.
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It is Metro Vancouver’s expectation that once the Cypress Village and Cypress West Area
Development Plans are complete West Vancouver will seek:
1. The removal of the SSA from the Upper Lands in Metro 2040.
2. The re-designation of lands above the 1,200 foot contour to Conservation and Recreation in
Metro 2040, and
3. The re-designation of lands below the 1,200 foot contour and west of Eagle Creek to
Conservation & Recreation in Metro 2040.
Strategy 1.3
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 1.3 is intended to protect the region’s rural lands. The District of
West Vancouver has no lands designated Rural.
Goal 2 – Support a Sustainable Economy
Strategy 2.1
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 2.1 is to promote land development patterns that support a
diverse regional economy and employment close to where people live. The West Vancouver OCP
includes policies to support economic development, promote tourism and innovation, and
strengthen commercial centres – especially Ambleside Municipal Town Centre, the Local Centres, and
the proposed future Cypress Village.
Strategy 2.2
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 2.2 is to protect the supply of industrial land in the region. The
District of West Vancouver does not have any lands designated Industrial or Mixed Employment.
Strategy 2.3
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 2.3 is to protect the supply of agricultural land and promote
agricultural viability with an emphasis on food production. Although West Vancouver does not have
any lands designated Agricultural, the new OCP has policies to support urban agriculture, community
gardens, farmers’ markets, and related local food initiatives.
Goal 3 – Protect the Environment and Respond to Climate Change Impacts
Strategy 3.1
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 3.1 is to protect Conservation and Recreation lands in the region.
The District of West Vancouver identified Conservation and Recreation areas on a map in the RCS
that is consistent with Metro 2040. A significant proportion of West Vancouver’s land base is
designated Conservation and Recreation in Metro 2040, a portion of which, within the UCB, has an
SSA overlay. The RCS contains several policies for identifying, protecting and enhancing ecologically
sensitive lands including policies to manage Limited Use and Recreation lands above the 1,200 foot
contour by dedicating West Vancouver-owned land as parkland, assessing specific recreational
opportunities on private land, and seeking to acquire land with high environmental value or
recreational potential. There are also policies to protect environmental values below 1,200 feet in
the Upper Lands by prioritizing areas of significant ecological values and transferring development
density to future neighbourhoods in and around Cypress Village and Cypress West. West Vancouver
has indicated its intention to re-designated newly protected lands in the Upper Lands area as Metro
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2040 Conservation and Recreation once there is policy in place to guide the development of Cypress
Village and Cypress West.
Strategy 3.2
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 3.2 is to protect and enhance natural features and the
connectivity between them. The RCS references several OCP policies to identify, protect, and enhance
riparian areas, watercourse corridors, sensitive habitat, natural features, parks, and other significant
environmental areas.
Strategy 3.3
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 3.3 is to encourage land use and transportation infrastructure
that reduces energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and improves air quality. The
District has included a target to reduce community GHGs by 40% below 2010 levels by 2040 through
the land use, housing, transportation, and infrastructure policies in the OCP and to reduce corporate
GHGs by 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 and 80% by 2050 through corporate energy and emissions
reduction initiatives. There are also policies to concentrate infrastructure and amenities in Urban
Centres and along the Frequent Transit Network and to implement integrated stormwater
management and other water conservation practices.
Strategy 3.4
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 3.4 is to encourage land use and transportation infrastructure
that improve the ability to withstand climate change impacts and natural hazard risks. The RCS
includes policies to reduce potential impacts of climate change and natural hazards.
Goal 4 – Develop Complete Communities
Strategy 4.1
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 4.1 is to provide diverse and affordable housing choices. The RCS
contains policies and strategies to increase the diversity of housing choices and provide some more
affordable options. West Vancouver intends to work towards meeting the estimated demand for
1,500 new ownership and 500 new rental units to be provided between 2016 and 2026 (Table A.2,
Metro 2040) through: neighbourhood infill; new development in the Town Centre, Village Centres,
and along the Marine Drive corridor; and, through the creation of new neighbourhoods at Cypress
Village and Cypress West. West Vancouver adopted a Housing Action Plan in 2013.
Strategy 4.2
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 4.2 is to develop healthy and complete communities with access
to a range of services and amenities. West Vancouver’s OCP contains policies and strategies to
provide a wide range of community services, improve access to parks and trails, enhance public
spaces, support accessibility, and promote diversity and inclusion.
Goal 5 – Support Sustainable Transportation Choices
Strategy 5.1
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 5.1 is to coordinate land use and transportation to encourage
transit, multiple-occupancy vehicles, cycling and walking. The West Vancouver OCP sets a mode share
target of 25% more people choosing walking, cycling, or transit by the year 2041. The RCS references
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OCP policies which will support transportation mode shift through the improvement of the active
transportation network, transit-priority measures especially along Marine Drive, and parking
management strategies in Town and Village Centres.
Strategy 5.2
The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 5.2 is to coordinate land use and transportation to support safe
and efficient movement of vehicles for passengers, goods, and services. Access routes for heavy
vehicles have been provided on a map in the RCS. West Vancouver has provided acceptable policies
that address the objective of this strategy such as partnering with other levels of government to
improve connectivity and working to implement transit-priority measures on Marine Drive.
General Comments
Metro Vancouver staff wish to convey their appreciation for the collaborative efforts by District of
West Vancouver staff in the preparation of this Regional Context Statement. By starting early and
working closely together in the spirit of collaboration, the process of reviewing the RCS has resulted
in both a high-quality RCS and a strengthened relationship between organizations.
The new West Vancouver OCP is a significant undertaking that will contribute to the livability,
sustainability, and prosperity of both West Vancouver and the region for years to come. It represents
months of effort, study, revision, and most importantly, community participation. The West
Vancouver RCS is comprehensive and generally demonstrates the District’s commitment to the
objectives set out in Metro 2040. In particular are the inclusion of strong environmental protection
policies; policies to emphasize transit-supportive land use along the FTN, especially Marine Drive; and
policies supporting complete communities, health, and social inclusion support the building of a
healthy, sustainable region.
While the vision for Cypress Village and Cypress West are not in alignment with Metro Vancouver’s
strategies of focusing growth in transit-oriented Urban Centres and FTDAs, there is a regional benefit
of better protecting ecologically-sensitive areas in the Upper Lands and east of Eagle Creek below the
1,200 foot elevation contour, and West Vancouver has worked to define and limit the types of uses
that will be permitted in these locations. We look forward to continuing to work with West Vancouver
to remove the Special Study Area and to re-designate newly protected areas to Conservation and
Recreation in Metro 2040, once West Vancouver Council has approved the appropriate local area
plans and policies.
Metro 2040 emphasizes the importance of focusing growth in Urban Centres throughout the region.
Ambleside Municipal Town Centre plays an important role both as a local centre as well as being a
key location to accommodate West Vancouver’s share of regional growth targeted to Urban Centres.
The West Vancouver OCP and RCS highlight Ambleside Town Centre as the civic heart of the District,
and the plan’s policies to direct growth and investment to this area will support the regional vision of
a network of compact, complete communities connected by frequent transit corridors.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board accept the District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement as
submitted to Metro Vancouver on May 29, 2018.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Consideration of District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement
Regional Planning Committee Regular Meeting Date: June 8, 2018
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2. That the MVRD Board decline to accept the District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context
Statement and request that the District of West Vancouver amend its Regional Context Statement
to include specific OCP policy references, and re-submit the revised Regional Context Statement
to the MVRD Board for consideration.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
This report has no financial implications. If the MVRD Board chooses Alternative 1 and accepts the
RCS at its June 22, 2018 meeting, staff will notify the District of West Vancouver by letter. West
Vancouver would then proceed with final readings and adoption of its OCP bylaw in July 2018. If the
MVRD Board chooses Alternative 2, staff will prepare a letter to the District of West Vancouver
notifying them and specifying required changes that must be included in a revised Regional Context
Statement. Once those changes are made, West Vancouver would be required to commence again
at first reading, hold another Public Hearing, and resubmit the RCS to Metro Vancouver for
consideration.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The District’s Regional Context Statement and its Official Community Plan are a strong example of
how a municipal plan can establish a land use planning framework that reflects local aspirations and
work towards meeting the goals and strategies set out in Metro 2040. West Vancouver’s Regional
Context Statement provides the required content as required by Metro 2040 and is seen as being
generally consistent with the regional growth strategy’s vision, strategies, and policies. Therefore,
Alternative 1, acceptance of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement, is recommended.
Attachments (Orbit # 25461073)
1. Letter from the District of West Vancouver dated May 29, 2018 re Request for Metro Vancouver
Board Consideration of Proposed District of West Vancouver Official Community Plan Bylaw No.
4985, 2018 – Regional Context Statement
2. District of West Vancouver’s Regional Context Statement
3. Letter from TransLink dated March 21, 2018 re The District of West Vancouver’s Official
Community Plan: Part One Higher-Level Objectives and Policies
Reference: District of West Vancouver Official Community Plan (May 2018)
https://westvancouver.ca/sites/default/files/dwv/assets/home-buildingproperty/docs/major-projects/ocp/OCP%20%20FULL%20%28with%20Schedules%29%20-%20Reduced%20-%2020180509.pdf

25417430
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ATTACHMENT 1

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
750 17th Street West Vancouver BC V7V 3T3
t: 604-925-7055 f: 604-925-6083

File: 13.2517.06/01.2017

May 29, 2018

Heather McNeil, Director of Regional Planning and Electoral Area Services
Parks, Planning and Environment
Metro Vancouver Regional District
4730 Kingsway
Burnaby, BC V5H OC6

Dear Heather:

Re:

Request for Metro Vancouver Board Consideration of Proposed District of
West Vancouver Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 4985, 2018 - Regional
Context Statement

At its meeting on May 28, 2018, Council approved the following resolution:
THAT the Regional Context Statement forming part of proposed "Official
Community Plan Bylaw No. 4985, 2018" be submitted for acceptance by the
Metro Vancouver Regional District Board in accordance with section 448(1) of
the Local Government Act.
The "Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 4985, 2018" has been given First Reading on
May 28, 2018. At this time the District is seeking formal review and approval of its
Regional Context Statement (RCS). The timing of this submission is intended to
facilitate inclusion of this item on the June agendas of the Regional Planning and
Agriculture Committee and the Metro Vancouver Board for approval. A Public Hearing
has been scheduled for the Bylaw on June 18, 2018, in the Municipal Hall Council
Chamber at 6:00 p.m.
Please find the RCS enclosed with this correspondence. The entirety of the proposed
Official Community Plan and the associated staff report can be found online at
www.westvancouver.ca/ocp.

westvancouver

Municipal Hall

750 17th Street West Vancouver British Columbia V7V 3T3
westvancouver.ca

main reception
e; info@westvancouver.ca
Metro
Vancouverl: 604-925-7000
Regional District

Page2

Please contact Winnie Yip, Community Planner at 604-925-7238 if you have any
questions or wish to discuss the submission further.
Yours truly,

I

Jim Bailey
Director, Planning & Development Services
N/Y
Encl.

cc:

James Stiver, Manager, Growth Management and Transportation, Metro Vancouver
Edn Rennie, Senior Regional Planner, Metro Vancouver
David Hawkins, Manager, Community Planning & Sustainability, DWV
Winnie Yip, Community Planner, DWV
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SCHEDULE i
REGIONAL CONTEXT STATEMENT
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SCHEDULE i
REGIONAL CONTEXT STATEMENT

The District of West Vancouver is required, under section 446(1) of the Local Government Act,
to include a Regional Context Statement in its Official Community Plan. The Regional Context
Statement is the component of the Official Community Plan that links the District’s land use plans
and policies to the Regional Growth Strategy. It must identify the relationship between the Official
Community Plan and the approved Regional Growth Strategy. If applicable, it must also identify how
the Official Community Plan will be made consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy over time.
Metro Vancouver 2040—Shaping our Future (Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw 1136, 2010) (hereafter,
Metro 2040) was endorsed by the District of West Vancouver in March of 2011, and was adopted by
the Metro Vancouver Regional Board as the Regional Growth Strategy for Metro Vancouver in July of
2011. The District’s Regional Context Statement was updated in March of 2015 to reflect its Official
Community Plan’s compliance with Metro 2040.
Metro 2040 sets out five goals to guide the Region’s own actions, and those of its member
jurisdictions, in achieving a vibrant, diverse, prosperous and sustainable region. These goals are to:
1. create a compact urban area
2. support a sustainable economy
3. protect the environment and respond to climate change impacts
4. develop complete communities, and
5. support sustainable transportation choices.
The Regional Context Statement describes how the Official Community plan addresses the five major
goals and the strategies of Metro 2040; how the District of West Vancouver will fulfill its required
municipal roles; and how the District will address the population and employment projections set by
Metro Vancouver.
Due to its history as a community of residential neighbourhoods, and its natural setting and
topography, the District of West Vancouver does not contain agricultural lands, and has no industrial
land base. It cannot, therefore, address all of the strategies set out in Metro 2040. However the goals
set out in the District’s Official Community Plan, where they do apply, are consistent with the vision
and policies of Metro 2040.
To assist in long range planning, Metro 2040 has provided projections for population and
employment for all municipalities within Metro Vancouver. These projections include a population of
60,000, a total of 24,500 dwelling units and an employment level of 29,000 jobs within the District
and Squamish Nation lands located within our municipal boundary by the year 2041. This Regional
Context Statement describes how the District will work towards aligning with a portion of these
projections for lands within the District’s jurisdiction over time.
Metro 2040 sets out broad land use designations for all of Metro Vancouver. The “Regional Land
Use Designations” map (Map 16) illustrates how the Regional designations apply to the District of
West Vancouver. It also illustrates the Urban Containment Boundary, the boundary of the Ambleside
Municipal Town Centre and the boundary of Squamish Nation lands (Capilano Indian Reserve No. 5),
which are located within West Vancouver’s municipal boundaries.
i) 1
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The District of West Vancouver may amend this Official Community Plan to adjust the boundaries
of the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre on completion of the local area planning process for
Ambleside, provided such adjustments satisfy the requirements set out in section 6.2.8 of Metro
2040, and meet the guidelines set out in Table 3 (Guidelines for Urban Centres and Frequent Transit
Development Areas). The District will also notify Metro Vancouver of such adjustments, as per the
requirements set out in section 6.2.9 of Metro 2040.
Metro 2040 includes a number of “Special Study Areas” where municipalities are undertaking work
that could result in changes to regional designations or in a change to the location of the Urban
Containment Boundary. West Vancouver’s Upper Lands are identified as one of the “Special Study
Areas”, as shown in the “Regional Land Use Designations” map (Map 16). This “Special Study
Area” currently includes undeveloped lands that span east to west above 1,200 feet in elevation.
As indicated in this OCP, the District has policy to concentrate future Upper Lands development
into compact and complete neighbourhood(s) in and around the Cypress Village and adjacent
Cypress West areas, through the preparation of Area Development Plan(s). This would significantly
reduce the area of land developed, and permanently protect areas with greater environmental
and recreational values above the 1,200-foot contour and west of Eagle Creek below 1,200-foot
contour from future residential development. The current “Special Study Area” will remain until
Council has sufficient policy in place to guide future development in the Upper Lands with adopted
Area Development Plan(s) for Cypress Village/Cypress West. At that time, the District anticipates
working with Metro Vancouver to remove Metro 2040’s “Special Study Area” as appropriate to
reflect and implement Council’s direction and seek to re-designate those newly protected lands west
of Eagle Creek below 1,200 feet as well as Special Study Area lands above the 1,200 foot contour as
Conservation & Recreation Land Use in Metro 2040.

SCHEDULES

The “Statement of Alignment between the Policies of the OCP and Metro 2040” identifies how the
policies of the Official Community Plan comply with Metro 2040, and where applicable, describes
how the plan will be brought into “alignment” over time.
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REGIONAL
LAND USE
DESIGNATION
MAP
16. REGIONAL
LAND
USE DESIGNATIONS
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Statement of Alignment between the Policies of the OCP and Metro 2040
Goal 1: Create a Compact Urban Area
The District of West Vancouver is a community of residential neighbourhoods defined by historic patterns of
development and natural landscape features. The coastline and rugged mountain terrain create natural limits to
development. New development will consist of infill or redevelopment within existing neighbourhood areas and
strengthening existing centres and corridors, with the exception of the Upper Lands. There, lands within the Urban
Containment Boundary will be subject to comprehensively planned future neighbourhoods in and around the future
Cypress Village, subject to detailed Area Development Plans which direct development to lands most suitable for
development and protect environmental and recreational assets.
Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

1.1.3 a

The Urban Containment Boundary is shown on the ‘Regional Land Use Designations’ map
(Map 16).

Depict the Urban
Containment Boundary
on a map.
1.1.3 b

In Table A.1 of Metro 2040, projections for the District of West Vancouver, including the
Provide dwelling unit and Squamish Nation land, are:
employment projections
2011
2021
2031
2041
with reference to
Population
46,300
51,000
56,000
60,000
Guidelines in Table A.1.
Dwellings
18,400
20,600
23,100
24,500
Demonstrate how the
Employment
18,700
24,000
27,000
29,000
Plan will work toward
Analysis conducted by the District of West Vancouver in 2016, specific to the area within
accommodating
projected growth within the municipality’s jurisdiction, produced the following growth projections:
the Urban Containment
2011
2021
2031
2041
Boundary.
Population
43,500
45,000
49,000
54,000
Dwellings

17,000

18,000

20,000

22,000

Employment

14,500

16,500

18,500

21,000

These projections are generally consistent with Metro 2040. West Vancouver is expected
to increase by ~10,000 people by 2041. This represents an annual growth rate of 0.74%.

SCHEDULES

Since the analysis, new Census data have been published and indicate that the population
of West Vancouver was approximately 42,500 and the occupied dwelling units was
approximately 17,000 in 2016.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

1.1.3 b

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” describes where new dwelling units will
Provide dwelling unit and be developed to achieve the estimated increase in population. New housing units are
employment projections expected to increase by 5,000 by 2041. Population growth will be accommodated entirely
within the Urban Containment Boundary in areas shown on Map 16 ‘Regional Land Use
with reference to
Designations’:
Guidelines in Table A.1.
Within these areas:
Demonstrate how the
• Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” 2.1 “Existing Neighbourhoods” contains
Plan will work toward
policies to develop 300 to 400 sensitive infill units consisting of smaller houses on
accommodating
smaller lots, rental and strata coach houses, duplexes and basement suites, and to
projected growth within
support 300 to 350 ground oriented multi-family and mixed-use units along the
the Urban Containment
Marine Drive Transit Corridor, adjacent to “neighbourhood hubs” and through limited
Boundary.
site-specific zoning changes in keeping with the policies of the Plan;
continued...

• Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policies 2.1.12 and 13 provide 500 to 750
units in the Marine Drive Local area Plan, 1,000 to 1,200 units in the Ambleside
Town Centre, 500 to 600 units in the Taylor Way Corridor and 200 to 300 units in
Horseshoe Bay; and
• Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” 2.2 “Future Neighbourhoods” provides for
an overall residential density of 2.5 residential units per gross acre of undeveloped
public and private land identified below the 1,200 foot contour, which, through the
transfer of development rights, and the approval of Area Development Plans for
Cypress Village and Cypress West, will provide for a range of housing types, tenures
and unit sizes in these new neighbourhoods.
Section 2 B “Local Economy” 2.3 “Local Economy and Employment” contains policies
to strengthen commercial centres and nodes at Ambleside, Park Royal and Horseshoe
Bay, to regenerate Dundarave and Caulfeild Village Centres and to plan for a range of
commercial uses in the new Cypress Village. Policies call for expansion of commercial
and mixed use zones to broaden economic opportunities and the expansion of retail
and services in local commercial nodes, to support home based businesses, support
visitor accommodations and tourism, encourage versatile spaces such as live-work
and production retail that support arts and culture sector development and encourage
entertainment and cultural and special events. Policies 2.3.16 to 2.3.21 speak to enhancing
employment through promoting opportunities and innovation in sectors such as health
care, technology, research, film, and through partnerships, collaborations and support for
small business.
All land outside of the Urban Containment Boundary is designated for Conservation and
Recreation uses. All Residential Neighbourhoods as shown on Map 1 and Local Planning
Areas as shown on Maps 3 through 9 are within the Urban Containment Boundary.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

1.2.6 a

The Ambleside Municipal Town Centre is designated as a Municipal Town Centre in
Metro 2040. Its boundaries are identified on Map 16 ‘Regional Land Use Designations’.

Provide dwelling unit
and employment
projections that indicate
the municipal share of
planned growth and that
contribute to achieving
the regional share
of growth for Urban
Centres and Frequent
Transit Development
Areas (FTDAs) as set
out in Table 2.

A Local Area Plan for the Ambleside area is estimated to accommodate 1,000 to 1,200
new units as set out in Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.13. This
represents a 20-24% municipal share of planned dwelling unit growth that will contribute
to achieving the regional target for growth in Urban Centres. Detailed dwelling unit and
employment projections, as well as the municipal shares of regional growth targeted for
Urban Centres for the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre will be prepared in conjunction
with the Local Area Plan Review.
The District has not designated Frequent Transit Development Areas (FTDAs)

1.2.6 b
Include policies for
Urban Centres which:
(i) Identify Urban
Centre locations and
boundaries;

The Ambleside Municipal Town Centre is identified as a Municipal Town Centre on Map
16 ‘Regional Land Use Designations’. Adjustments may be made to the boundaries of the
Ambleside Municipal Town Centre upon the completion of the Local Area Plan Review, as
provided for by Policy 6.2.8 of Metro 2040.

(ii) Focus growth and
development in Urban
Centres generally
consistent with Table 3
- Guidelines for Urban
Centres;

The District’s highest residential densities are centred in the Ambleside Town Centre,
followed by the commercial areas of Park Royal, Dundarave, and Horseshoe Bay.
Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.13 calls for an estimated increase of
1,000 to 1,200 new units in the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre area.
Section 2 B “Local Economy” 2.3 “Local Economy and Employment” emphasizes the
Ambleside Municipal Town Centre as the heart of West Vancouver with commercial, arts
and culture, office, civic, visitor accommodation and waterfront recreation uses.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.17 calls for the development of
parking management strategies in town and village centres, which includes the Ambleside
Municipal Town Centre, to meet the community’s needs and support more sustainable
modes of travel.

(iii) Encourage office
development in Urban
Centres through
policies and/or
incentives;

Section 2 B 2.3 “Local Economy” Policy 2.3.1 emphasises the Ambleside Municipal Town
Centre as a location for offices. Specific policies on office development will be addressed
in conjunction with the Local Area Plan Review.

DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER PROPOSED OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
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SCHEDULES

Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines BF-C3 “Ambleside Village
Centre”, Policy BF-C 4.2 call for a more intense, interesting commercial area, and a more
vibrant core encouraging a concentration of commercial, retail and restaurant uses. Policy
BF-C 4.4 is to increase the proportion of residential use, particularly in the periphery of
the current commercial area, emphasizing its role as a “living” centre for civic and cultural
activities.

Metro 2040 Strategies
(iv) With the provision
of transit, reduce
residential and
commercial parking
where appropriate.

Official Community Plan
Section 2 A “Existing Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.16 and 2.1.17 provide for the reduction
of off-street parking requirements to support existing rental housing and promote new
market and non-market rental, seniors and supportive housing close to transit and
amenities.
Policy 2.1.23 calls for advancing community energy efficiency by supporting alternative
transportation through housing location and parking requirements.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guideline BF-C 3 for Ambleside
Municipal Town Centre strongly encourages shared parking, especially surface parking
areas off lane, with adequate signage to inform the public of share arrangements.

1.2.6.c

Not applicable (FTDAs have not been identified at this time).

Include policies for
Frequent Transit
Development Areas
(FTDAs) to identify
and focus growth and
development in these
areas
1.2.6 d
Include policies for
General Urban areas
which:
(i) Identify General
Urban areas;

General Urban areas are identified on the “Regional Land Use Designations” Map (Map
16).

(ii) Ensure
development in the
General Urban areas
outside of the Urban
Centre is lower density;

Policy 2 A “Housing and Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.13 provides estimates for new units
in Ambleside Town Centre and other local area plans.
Policy 2.1.14 states that mixed-use and apartment forms are prioritized in core areas
and ground-oriented multi-family forms such as townhouses and duplexes are forms to
transition to adjacent single-family neighbourhoods.
Policy 2 A “Housing and Neighbourhoods” 2.1 “Existing Neighbourhoods” limits
development to sensitive infill units, such as smaller units, coach houses and duplexes.

(iii) Identify small
scale Local Centres
where appropriate;

i) 7

Map 16 ‘Regional Land Use Designations’ identifies Horseshoe Bay, Dundarave, Caulfeild,
and Park Royal as Local Centres.
Section 2 B 2.3 “Local Economy and Employment” Policies 2.3.2 to 2.3.4 describe the role
of each: Park Royal as a regional shopping centre; Horseshoe Bay Village Centre with a
visitor accommodation and tourism element; Dundarave and Caulfeild Village Centres
with small-scale retail and service, mixed residential and commercial uses.

SCHEDULE i - REGIONAL CONTEXT STATEMENT
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Metro 2040 Strategies
(iv) Exclude nonresidential, major trip
generating uses from
areas outside Urban
Centres and FTDAs;

Official Community Plan
Commercial uses are identified in Section 2 B “Local Economy”. Map 10 ‘Commercial
and Tourist Areas’ identifies all existing and future areas of commercial use, including
marine commercial, Cypress Mountain and the future Cypress Village. The existing
non-residential major trip generating uses of municipal and cultural facilities are already
established inside the Municipal Town Centre. Other established non-residential major
trip generating uses outside of the Municipal Town Centre include existing marine
commercial, the Cypress Mountain ski and recreation area and the BC Ferries Horseshoe
Bay terminal, as well as Park Royal Shopping Centre located on the transit network.
The District’s OCP policies to guide future land use change do not support new nonresidential major trip-generating uses of an industrial nature, business parks, or shopping
malls which would be likely to generate a significant number of new trips. New nonmajor residential major trip-generating uses, such as primary office use or major civic
institutions, are not contemplated outside of the Municipal Town Centre.
The District does not have FTDAs.

(v) Encourage infill
development by
directing growth to
established areas;

Map 1 ‘Neighbourhood Infill Opportunities’ identifies existing neighbourhoods where infill
development is to be directed.
Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.1 calls for amending subdivision
standards to allow smaller houses on smaller lots, and Policy 2.1.2 calls for updating
zoning provisions to increase the supply of coach houses in existing detached residential
areas.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines BF-B 11 identifies locations in
established areas for duplex development. Guidelines BF-B 12 identifies the Evelyn Drive
Planning area, immediately adjacent to Park Royal, as a neighbourhood redevelopment
area providing for a variety of housing types, built forms and densities. Guidelines BF-B
13 identifies the block bounded by Esquimalt Avenue, 20th Street, Fulton Avenue and
21st Street as an “Infill” area suitable for a combination of smaller single-family dwellings,
coach houses, duplexes, and triplexes.

1.2.6 e

FTDAs have not been identified at this time.

SCHEDULES

Ensure Regional
Industrial, Mixed
Employment and
Recreation and
Conservation
designations prevail
in Urban Centre and
FTDAs.

The Ambleside Municipal Town Centre is completely within the General Urban
designation.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

1.2.6.f
For Urban Centres,
FTDAs and General
Urban areas, include
policies which:
(i) Minimize impacts
of urban uses on
industrial activities;

Not applicable (there are no areas designated for Industrial use).

(ii) Encourage safe and Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.4.1 to 2.4.6 speak the completion
efficient transit, cycling of a safe, accessible and connected pedestrian and cycling network integrated to town
and walking;
and village centres.
Policy 2.4.4 calls for the development of minimum pedestrian and cyclist design and
infrastructure guidelines for new private and public development projects.
(iii) Implement transit
priority measures
where appropriate;

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.8 contains policies to expand bus
priority measures and transit-supportive road treatments along Marine Drive to increase
efficiency of transit service.

(iv) Support district
energy systems and
renewable energy
generation;

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.23 encourages the development of
renewable energy generation to advance community energy efficiency and reduce GHG
emissions.

1.3.3 a

Section 2 D “Natural Environment” Policy 2.6.23 supports the incorporation of renewable
energy in public and private buildings, and the development of renewable energy systems
as opportunities arise.
Not applicable (there are no Rural designated areas).

Identify Rural Areas.
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Goal 2: Support a Sustainable Economy
Section 2 B “Local Economy” of the West Vancouver Official Community Plan contains policies to strengthen
commercial centres and nodes, to support tourism, to promote opportunities and innovation, and to support a vibrant
and diverse local economy.
Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

2.1.4 a

Section 2 B “Local Economy” “Local Economy” Policy 2.3.1 emphasises the Ambleside
Municipal town Centre as the heart of the District, supporting commercial land uses
including retail, service, office, arts and culture, civic services and facilities, visitor
accommodation and recreation.

Include policies that
support appropriate
economic development
in Urban Centres, FTDAs, Policy 2.3.6 calls for the expansion of commercial and mixed-use zones to broaden
Industrial and Mixed
economic opportunities and stimulate employment growth.
Employment areas.
Policy 2.3.10 supports the development of visitor accommodation including boutique
hotel(s) in the Ambleside Town Centre.

Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines BF-C 3 for Ambleside Town
Centre contain directions to create a more intense and vibrant commercial, civic and
service area, to increase its growing role as a home for civic and cultural activities, to
strengthen connections to the waterfront increase cultural and recreational activity,
encourage mixed-use projects and create a sense of place that will reinforce the role of
Ambleside as West Vancouver’s Town Centre.
The District does not have FTDAs, Industrial or Mixed Employment areas.
2.1.4 b

Section 2 B “Local Economy” Policy 2.3.1 emphasises the Ambleside Municipal Town
Support the development Centre as a location for offices.
of office space in Urban
Centres through policies
and incentives.
2.1.4.c
Include policies
that discourage
major commercial
and institutional
development outside
of Urban Centres and
FTDAs.

Section 2 B “Local Economy” specifies that commercial areas consist of Ambleside as the
Municipal Town Centre, as well as Park Royal regional shopping centre, the existing local
commercial centres of Dundarave, Caulfeild and Horseshoe Bay, and dispersed smaller
commercial sites. Map 10 ‘Commercial and Tourism Areas’ identifies all major existing
and future commercial areas, including the proposed future Cypress Village commercial
area, and Map 15 ‘Major Community Social Assets’ identifies all major institutional uses.
Major commercial and institutional developments will be limited outside of the abovenoted areas.
Section 2 B “Local Economy” Policy 2.3.1 identifies Ambleside Municipal Town Centre as
the civic heart of West Vancouver. While commercial and institutional development may
be appropriate in General Urban Areas outside of the Urban Centres, major commercial
and institutional development will be discouraged outside of the Ambleside Municipal
Town Centre.
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The District has not identified FTDAs.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

2.1.4 d

This section is not applicable, as the District of West Vancouver does not contain
hospitals, or post-secondary institutions.

Show how Special
Employment Areas are
supported through land
use and transportation
policies.
2.2.4 a to 2.3.6.a
Identify Industrial,
Mixed Employment and
Agriculture areas.
2.3.6 b
Include policies to
support agricultural
viability.

These sections are not applicable as there are no Industrial, Mixed Employment or
Agricultural designated areas within West Vancouver.

Although there are no areas in West Vancouver within the Agriculture designation, Policy
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policy 2.9.12 supports urban agriculture, community
gardens, farmers’ markets and related initiatives.

Goal 3: Protect the Environment and Respond to Climate Change Impacts
The Official Community Plan describes the context of the District as a collection of distinct neighbourhoods set within
nature, defined by the terrain of the North Shore Mountains, numerous watersheds and a rugged coastline. Over 60%
of the land base in West Vancouver is designated for major parks and for watershed protection. Section 2 D “Parks
& Environment” promotes the protection and management the District’s natural resources and preservation of its
sensitive ecosystems. The Plan contains policies, development permit area designations and guidelines to protect and
enhance natural areas, to ensure the safety of people and property from natural hazards and to respond to the impacts
of climate change.
Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

3.1.4 a

Conservation and Recreation areas and their boundaries are shown on the Map 16
‘Regional Land Use Designations’.

Identify Conservation
and Recreation areas
and their boundaries on
a map.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

3.1.4 b (i) to (vi):

Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” 2.6 “Natural Environment” “Sensitive habitats and
natural assets” contains policies to identify ecological important assets and develop
strategies to protect and manage these features through a variety of conservation tools,
and to protect the ecological value of Telegraph Hill and Tyee Point.

Include policies to
protect Conservation
and Recreation areas
generally consistent
with public service
infrastructure,
environmental
conservation, recreation,
education and research,
commercial, tourism and
cultural uses and limited
agriculture.

Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policies 2.7.1 to 2.7.6 contain policies to acquire,
maintain and care for the District’s parks and open spaces, and to support compatible
activities in parks and open spaces to advance environmental stewardship.
Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” 2.7 “Parks and Trails” “Protecting the Upper Lands
natural assets” contains policies to manage Limited Use and Recreation lands above
1,200 feet by dedicating district owned land as parkland, assessing specific recreational
opportunities on private land, and seeking to acquire land with high environmental value
or recreation potential. The policies also protect environmental values below 1,200 feet
in the Upper Lands by prioritizing areas of significant ecological values and transferring
development density to future neighbourhoods in and around Cypress Village. Policies
seek to balance recreation uses with environmental and cultural values, and allow
recreational access on authorized trails.
Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” contains policies to protect watercourse corridor and
riparian areas (Policy 2.6.7) and to protect the foreshore (Policy 2.6.10).

3.1.4 c
Buffer Conservation and
Recreation areas from
activities in adjacent
areas.
3.2.4

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.7.9 calls for a ‘soft edge’ of development and
appropriate urban-forest interface and buffer to sensitive features.
Map 13 ‘Natural Environmental Resources’ identifies creek corridors, major parks and land
above the 1,200 foot contour.
Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.7 contains policies to protect the ecological
value of watercourse corridors and riparian areas and Policy 2.6.13 to identify and protect
sensitive habitats and natural features.
Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” “Managing our valuable parks system” and “Protecting
the Upper Lands natural assets” contain policies to acquire and protect significant
environmental areas.

SCHEDULES

Include policies and/
or maps to illustrate
management of
ecologically important
areas and natural
features.

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.7.5 contains policies to use greenbelts and
boulevards to support neighbourhood definition and character and provide forest buffers
along major roads.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

3.2.5

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” “Promoting trails and access to nature” contains
policies to manage and improve the trails network on public lands, improve connectivity
to regional networks, and advance the multi-use trail linkages between municipalities on
the North Shore.

In collaboration
with other agencies,
develop and manage
municipal components
of the Metro Vancouver
Regional Recreation
Greenway Network and
connect community
trails, bikeways and
greenways to the
Regional Recreation
Greenway Network
where appropriate.
3.2.6

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.11 calls for partnerships with
stakeholders, including TransLink, neighbouring municipalities, and Metro Vancouver to
advance connectivity for all travel modes.

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” 2.6 “Natural Environment” identifies policies to
protect, enhance and restore the environment, including sensitive ecosystems, including
watercourse, riparian corridors, foreshore areas, and sensitive habitats. Policy 2.6.14 calls
for using conservation tools including covenants, eco-gifting, amenity contributions, land
trusts and tax incentives to conserve significant lands supporting ecologically important
assets.

Identify where
appropriate measures
to protect, enhance and
restore ecologically
important systems,
features, corridors and
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines NE 13 establishes
establish buffers along
watercourse protection and enhancement areas to protect and enhance watercourses and
watercourses, coastlines, wetlands in West Vancouver’s existing neighbourhoods.
agricultural lands,
and other ecologically
important features
(e.g., conservation
covenants, land trusts,
tax exemptions and ecogifting).
3.2.7

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.9 calls for implementing recommendations
Consider watershed and of integrated stormwater management plans for District watersheds and updating plans
ecosystem planning and/ to meet evolving needs and incorporate best practices overtime.
or Integrated Stormwater Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.5.13 to 2.5.17 identifies policies
Management Plans in
to enable and support protection of watershed health when pursuing bylaw and policies
the development of
changes on municipal sewage and drainage system management.
municipal plans.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

3.3.4 a

Section 1.1.3 “Key Trends” “Climate Change” advises that the District adopted GHG
reduction targets and climate change strategies in 2016 and the land use, transportation
and infrastructure policies of the Official Community Plan are aligned with this path.
Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.19 seeks to implement the community
reduction target of 40% below 2010 levels by 2040 through the land use, housing,
transportation and infrastructure policies of this plan.

Identify land
development and
transportation strategies
to meet GHG reduction
targets.

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.5.19 is to implement corporate
energy and emissions reduction initiatives to advance toward the Districts corporate GHG
reduction target of 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 and 80% by 2050.
Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” focuses on infill, regenerating neighbourhoods,
increasing multi-family housing options and strengthening centres and corridors. Policy
2.1.23 calls for supporting transportation alternatives through housing location.
Policy section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” 2.4 “Mobility and circulation” focuses
on the completion of the active transportation network and improvements to provide
attractive alternatives to driving.
3.3.4 b
Identify land use and
infrastructure policies,
programs to reduce
energy consumption
and GHG emissions and
improve air quality.
3.3.4.c
Focus infrastructure
and amenities in Urban
Centres and FTDAs, and
at appropriate locations
along TransLink’s
Frequent Transit
Network.

Section 2 A 2.1 “Existing Neighbourhoods” Policies 2.1.23 and 2.1.24 advance community
energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions by supporting transportation alternatives
through housing location, parking requirements, efficient building forms, standards and
designs, and supporting building retrofit, and call for the review of regulations to promote
climate adaptation measures in new housing and site design. Initiatives to support GHG
emissions will also contribute to improved air quality for the community.
Section 2 C “Municipal Operations and Infrastructure” Policy 2.5.2 contains policies to
optimize existing infrastructure systems prior to new system development. Policies 2.4.2,
2.4.8 and 2.4.9 calls for improved transit infrastructure in town and village centres, which
includes the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre and the Marine Drive Local Area, where
the FTN is located.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policies 2.8.10 and 2.8.14 focuses on locating community
amenities and public spaces in central, transit-accessible areas and town and village centres.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines BF-C 3 for Ambleside Town
Centre contains policies to provide street design improvements to enhance the pedestrian
environment and to provide connections to the Argyle waterfront to enhance the town
centre.

SCHEDULES

Area-specific public benefit strategies, which addresses amenity needs, will be prepared
for the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre through a detailed local area planning
processes.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

3.3.4 d

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.9 contains policies to implement integrated
stormwater management plans for District watersheds.

Identify policies,
strategies to support
integrated storm water
management and water
conservation.

3.4.4
Minimize risk associated
with climate change and
natural hazards.

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.5.6 to 2.5.8 seek to monitor water
usage, encourage practices and designs and systems to reduce water consumption and
encourage conservation through leak detection metering and community-wide education.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, Guidelines NE 13 “Watercourse
Protection and Enhancement Areas” apply development permit guidelines to
neighbourhoods that contain watercourses and wetlands to ensure that they are not
negatively impacted by development.
Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.19 to 2.6.23 contain policies to employ
regulations and structure and non-structural measures to reduce potential impacts
on public safety and property from sea level rise and storm surge, to enhance creek
corridors to accommodate for and reduce impacts from flood and slope hazards and
extreme weather events, to expand the use of green infrastructure through public and
private development, and to support the development of renewable energy system as
opportunities arise.
Policy 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policy 2.6.18 calls for the review of development
requirements to address risks of natural hazards.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policies 2.9.13 supports measures to increase community
resiliency during emergencies, disasters and extreme weather events.

3.4.5
Consider incorporating
climate change and
natural hazard risk
assessments into the
planning and location
of municipal utilities,
assets, and operations.
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Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.24 calls for regulatory reviews to
advance climate adaptation measures in new housing and site design.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.5.4, 2.5.5, 2.5.17, and 2.5.19 calls
for planning and managing municipal infrastructure and operations with consideration for
climate change and its associated impacts.
Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” Policies 2.6.11, 2.6.17, 2.6.18, 2.6.20, 2.6.21, and 2.6.22
identifies policy actions to address and adapt to climate change and natural hazards
during planning and development.

SCHEDULE i - REGIONAL CONTEXT STATEMENT

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Goal 4: Develop Complete Communities
The District of West Vancouver is a residential community served and supported by the Ambleside Municipal Town
Centre, by convenient local commercial centres at Dundarave, Caulfeild and Horseshoe Bay, and by the major regional
shopping centre at Park Royal. These commercial areas and a broad array of recreational, social and cultural services
and amenities provide a complete range of services and facilities for West Vancouver residents.
Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

4.1.7 a

Table A.2 of Metro 2040 identifies demand for 1,500 ownership and 500 new rental
units to be provided between 2016 and 2026. Of this, over 300 units will be required for
households with low or very low income.

Work toward meeting
estimated housing
demand (Table A.2 of
RGS):

As set out in Section 1.1.3b above, the estimated housing demand will be met through infill
in existing neighbourhoods, increased opportunities for triplex, townhouse and mixed use
developments, and new development in the Marine Drive Local Area Plan, Ambleside
Town Centre, Taylor Way and Horseshoe Bay area plans. As well, new development will
be taking place in the new Cypress Village and Cypress West areas upon completion of
those plans, with policies specifically to include non-market and rental housing.
Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.16 calls for support of purpose-built
rental housing stock and renter households by encouraging additional rental units through
bonus density, retaining purpose-built rental housing stock, and securing market and
non-market rental housing through Housing Agreements. Policy 2.1.17 promotes new
market and non-market rental, seniors and supportive housing units through a variety of
techniques. Policy 2.1.18 calls for the update and regular review of the District’s housing
action plan to monitor local market conditions and respond to housing priorities and
needs as required over time.

(i) Ensure the need
for diverse housing
options is articulated
in municipal plans and
policies;

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” 1.2 “Existing Neighbourhoods” encourages a
diverse range of housing options from respecting neighbourhood character by controlling
the scale of new single-family dwellings (Policy 2.1.8), protecting heritage buildings,
promoting sensitive infill units (Policy 2.1.9), supporting triplexes, townhouse and mixed
use options (Policy 2.1.4), new housing in centres and corridors (Policy 2.1.12 and 2.1.13),
and prioritizing mixed-use and apartment forms in core areas and ground oriented multifamily forms transitional to single-family neighbourhoods (Policy 2.1.14).

(ii) Increase supply
through infill, compact
forms and increased
density;

As set out in Metro 2040 Section 1.1.3b above, housing supply will be increased
through infill in existing neighbourhoods, increased opportunities for smaller houses on
smaller lots, coach houses, triplex, townhouse and mixed-use developments, and new
development in the Marine Drive Local Area Plan, Ambleside Town Centre, Taylor Way
and Horseshoe Bay area plans. As well, new development will be taking place in the new
Cypress Village and Cypress West areas upon completion of those plans.

(iii) Work with senior
governments to
provide affordable
rental housing;

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.19 contains policies to work with nonprofit groups and senior levels of government to maintain and create non-market rental,
senior and supportive housing, particularly in areas close to transit service.
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SCHEDULES

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.2.14 states that the future Cypress
Village and Cypress West Neighbourhoods are to include a range of housing types,
tenures and unit sizes to meet the needs of residents of different ages and incomes.

Metro 2040 Strategies
(iv) Encourage
affordable housing
through municipal
measures.

Official Community Plan
Section 2 A 2.1 “Existing Neighbourhoods” Policies 2.1.16 to 2.1.17 advance affordability by
prohibiting stratification of rental buildings exceeding four units, encouraging rental units
through bonus density and securing non-market housing through housing agreements,
and using other incentives to promote new market and non-market rental, seniors and
supportive housing.
Policy 2.1.21 calls for the use of surplus district-owned lands to increase availability of
more diverse and affordable housing.

4.1.8 a - f

The District adopted a Housing Action Plan in February 2013 and implementation policies
Prepare and implement a are contained in Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods”. Policy 2.1.18 calls for a periodic
review and update of the Housing Action Plan as required to closely monitor and address
Housing Action Plan.
community housing priorities and needs over time.
4.2.4 a

The OCP focuses new development in the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre and
Support compact, mixed- the Marine Drive Corridor, in increased mixed-use developments, infill in established
neighbourhoods, and the new Cypress Village and Cypress West Neighbourhoods that
use, transit, cycling
are clustered around a mixed-use village centre.
and walking oriented
communities.
Policy 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” 2.4 “Mobility and Circulation” promotes
the completion of a pedestrian and cycling network with integration to transit, town
and village centres, community facilities, and parks, and calls for working with TransLink
to improve transit infrastructure, service area, frequency and efficiency and support
the expansion of frequent transit service, prioritizing connections between Park Royal,
Ambleside and Dundarave centres.
Schedule ii ”Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines” contains detailed guidelines BF-C 3
to create a compact, pedestrian-friendly Ambleside Municipal Town Centre, BF-C 5 to
support pedestrian scale and pedestrian access in the Dundarave Village Neighbourhood
Centre, and BF-C 6 in the Horseshoe Bay Neighbourhood Centre.
4.2.4 b
Locate cultural,
recreational, institutional
facilities in Urban
Centres or with good
transit access.

Section 2 B “Local Economy” Policy 2.3.1 emphasises Ambleside Municipal Town Centre
as the heart of the District, including arts and cultural spaces, civic services and facilities.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policy 2.8.14 calls for maintaining public spaces in town
and village centres and establishing centre-specific public realm guidelines for art, culture
and diversity.
Map 15 ‘Major community Social Assets’ identifies cultural, institutional and recreational
facility uses immediately in and adjacent to the Ambleside Municipal Town Centre.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, BF-C 3 for Ambleside Municipal Town
Centre calls for strategies to integrate arts and encourage the provision of culture and
to integrate the Centre with the Argyle Waterfront to increase cultural and recreational
activity.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

4.2.4 c

Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” 2.8 “Access and Inclusion” contains policies to provide
Provide public spaces for services, programs and facilities inclusive of all ages and abilities. Policy 2.8.9 speaks
to maintaining and optimizing civic facilities including community centres and libraries,
social interaction.
managing space to meet changing needs. Policy 2.8.13 seeks to use placemaking
strategies to promote public space animation, enhancement and management. Policy
2.8.14 seeks to maintain public spaces in town and village centres with public realm
guidelines considering art, culture and diversity.
Key public facilities are shown on the Map 15 ‘Major Community Social Assets’.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines” contain specific development permit
guidelines related to placemaking and ensuring opportunities for social interaction.
4.2.4 d
Support active living.

Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” “Managing our valuable park system” calls for the
maintenance and care of parks and open spaces to promote and support active living.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” 2.8 “Access and Inclusion” contains policies to provide
barrier-free access to services and resources inclusive of all ages and abilities. “Enabling
an active community” Policies 2.9.1 to 2.9.5 support maintaining and optimizing the use
of recreation facilities to facilitate participation in sport, leisure and active recreation, and
encourage physical and mental wellness.

4.2.4 e
Support food production
and distribution.

While there are no agricultural lands in West Vancouver, the District supports urban
agriculture and food security initiatives through Policy Section 2 E “Social Well-Being”
Policy 2.9.12 which supports development of an integrated food system with programs
that provide access to safe and nutritious food choices, including urban agriculture,
community gardens, farmers’ markets and related initiatives.

4.2.4 f

The OCP is focused on infrastructure that protects significant environmental features and
promotes an active transportation system of bike and pedestrian routes (Map 11) and a
Assess health
implications of plans and system of parks, trails and facilities. Section 2 D “Parks & Environment” 2.7 “Parks and
Trails” “Managing our valuable parks system” promotes the maintenance of parks and
infrastructure.
opens spaces with the intent to and support active living, health and social and spiritual
well-being.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.4.25 and 2.5.5 contains policies
to consider potential community health, climate change and natural hazard risks when
planning for transportation and municipal infrastructure.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policy 2.9.14 calls for incorporating design principles in
private and public spaces to support community health and public safety.
Support universally
accessible community
design.

Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.20 calls for increasing the minimum
provision of accessible and adaptive units.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.14 contains policies to incorporate
universal access design principles in sidewalks, pathways, transit and road improvement
projects for pedestrians and cyclists of all ages.
Section 2 E “Social Well-Being” Policy 2.8.2 to incorporate universal accessibility design in
public space and programs to allow barrier-free access.
Schedule ii “Area-Specific Policies & Guidelines”, BF-C 3 for Ambleside Town Centre
Policy BF-C 4.9 encourages accessible units.
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SCHEDULES

4.2.4 g

Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

4.2.4 h

Map 16 ‘Regional Land Use Designations’ identifies Dundarave, Horseshoe Bay, Park
Identify small-scale local Royal and Caulfeild as ‘Local Centres’.
centres.
4.2.4 i
Recognize Special
Employment Areas.

This section is not applicable as there are no Special Employment Areas within West
Vancouver.

Goal 5: Support Sustainable Transportation Choices
Section 2 C of the Official Community Plan seeks to provide attractive alternatives to driving by completing a
pedestrian and cycling network integrated to transit, providing new connections, working for improved transit
infrastructure and making improvements to pedestrian environments. The objective is to prioritize sustainable
transportation options and seek to reduce auto dependency.
Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

5.1.6 a

Map 11 ‘Active Transportation’ identifies the road and trail network, including major bike
routes, the Spirit Trail and future pedestrian and cycling connections.

Encourage a greater
share of trips by transit,
HOVs, cycling, walking
and support the Frequent
Transit Network.

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policies 2.4.1 call for the completion of
the pedestrian and cycling network shown on Map 11, with integration to transit, town
and village centres, community facilities, parks and trail systems, enhancing safety,
accessibility and connectivity for pedestrian and cyclists, expanding urban connector
trails, developing minimum pedestrian and cyclist design and infrastructure guidelines for
private and public development.
Map 2 ‘Marine Drive Transit Corridor’ identifies the main transit spine through the
District.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.7 to work with TransLink to
improve transit infrastructure, frequency and efficiency and support expansion of bus
priority measures, and Policy 2.4.21 and 2.4.22 to prioritize sustainable transportation
options and seek to reduce auto dependency in private and public development projects.

5.1.6 b
Support transportation
system and demand
management strategies.

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.17 contains policies to develop
parking management strategies in town and village centres to meet community needs
and support more sustainable modes of travel. Policy 2.4.8 calls for expanded bus priority
measures. Policies 2.4.21 to 2.4.23 prioritize alternatives to single-occupant vehicles.
Section 2 A “Housing & Neighbourhoods” Policy 2.1.23 supports alternative
transportation through housing location and parking requirements.
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Metro 2040 Strategies

Official Community Plan

5.1.6 c

Map 2 ‘Marine Drive Transit Corridor’ shows this corridor from Horseshoe Bay to Taylor
Way.

Manage and enhance
municipal infrastructure
to support transit,
multiple occupancy
vehicles, cycling and
walking.

Map 11 ‘Active Transportation” shows existing and future pedestrian and bike routes.
Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.21 and 2.4.22 prioritizes
sustainable transportation options to reduce auto dependency; Policy 2.4.23 supports
bike sharing, car and ride sharing; and Policy 2.4.24 contains policies to provide
infrastructure for electric and low emission vehicles.
Section C “Transportation & Infrastructure” 2.4 “Mobility and Circulation” also contains
policies to improve transit supportive road treatments along Marine Drive, and improve
streetscape design to support transit and active transportation in town and village centres
and neighbourhood hubs.

5.2.3 a

The goods movement routes are identified in Map 16 ‘Regional Land Use Designations’.

Map goods movement
routes.
5.2.3 b

Policy 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.11 contains policies to partner with
TransLink, BC Ferries, First Nations, neighbouring municipalities and senior governments
Support the efficient
movement of vehicles for to advance connectivity for all travel modes.
passengers and goods
Policy 2.4.12 contains policies for road safety and reliability, and seeks to include
and services.
connections including the Low Level Road to bypass the Lions Gate Bridge.
5.2.3 c

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.18 facilitates effective and
Support the development efficient goods movement on the transportation network.
of transportation system Policy 2.4.20 calls for collaboration with neighbouring jurisdictions and senior
management strategies. governments to improve transportation safety and facilitate the movement of people and
goods.
Policy 2.4.8 contains policies to expand bus priority measures and transit supportive
road treatments along Marine Drive to support increased efficiency of transit service,
and Policy 2.4.9 is to develop and refine streetscapes to support transit and active
transportation prioritization in town and village centres and neighbourhood hubs.
5.2.3 d

Section 2 C “Transportation & Infrastructure” Policy 2.4.10 supports rail and ferry
transport services.

SCHEDULES

Support the protection
of rail rights-of-way
and access to navigable
waterways.

Map 12 ‘Transportation Network’ identifies the BC Rail right-of-way, the BC Ferry Terminal
and a potential Ferry Terminal/Water Taxi location.
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ATTACHMENT 3

March 21, 2018
Jim Bailey
Director of Planning & Development Services
District of West Vancouver
750 17th St
West Vancouver, BC V7V 3T3
Dear Mr. Bailey:
RE:

The District of West Vancouver’s Official Community Plan: Part One Higher-Level
Objectives and Policies

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the draft District of West Vancouver Official
Community Plan (OCP). We have reviewed the plan materials dated February 18, 2018, and our
comments are based on:
 Our legislated mandate in the South Coast British Columbia Transportation Act to review
Official Community Plan updates for implications to the regional transportation network,
 Our legislated mandate to support Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy (RGS).
 Our Regional Transportation Strategy (RTS) direction to work with partner agencies to
align transportation and land use.
The District’s draft OCP is a strong and clear document that supports overall the alignment of land
use and transportation in a way that will help to advance the goals of the Regional Transportation
Strategy. We believe the positive outcomes for the regional transportation system can be further
strengthened in the key ways discussed below, both in terms of land use and transportation
alignment and regional goods movement.
Land Use and Transport Integration
TransLink supports the policy direction in the draft OCP to focus growth in the Ambleside Town
Centre (the RGS designated Municipal Town Centre) and the Marine Drive Local Area, given
existing Frequent Transit Network level of service along Marine Drive as well as the Marine-Main
B-Line that will be implemented in 2019. The intensification of growth in these areas will help to
advance the goals of the RTS and RGS, and aligns with the recently completely Marine-Main
Frequent Transit Corridor Study.
In terms of housing diversity within these growth areas, we suggest including specific policy within
the local area plans to secure affordable housing options close to transit, given confirmation from
Metro Vancouver’s recently completed Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Study that people
living in renter households are more likely to use transit.
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Jim Bailey
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RE: The District of West Vancouver’s Official Community Plan: Part One Higher-Level Objectives
and Policies
We also suggest these housing policies respond to Metro Vancouver’s Regional Affordable
Housing Strategy which lays out specific municipal actions for housing affordability.
TransLink acknowledges the draft OCP’s objective to concentrate development around Cypress
Village and Cypress West. From a transit perspective however, we reiterate our previous
comments (see attached May 12, 2016 correspondence) regarding the focusing of growth at
Cypress Village, and expectations around future transit service. The Cypress Village and Cypress
West neighbourhoods are not located along a reasonably direct corridor connecting other transit
destinations, one of the key principles of the Transit-Oriented Communities Design Guidelines.
They are also not located in or near a designated Urban Centre or along the Frequent Transit
Network (FTN). Given their location, it would be difficult to serve these proposed neighbourhoods
cost effectively, particularly with more than a basic level of service.
Goods Movement and the Major Road Network
TransLink supports the OCP’s direction to facilitate effective and efficient goods movement within
the transportation network, and to support walking and cycling. Noting several policies that
provide road space reallocation and infrastructure improvement to support the pedestrian and
cycling network, we suggest the addition of wording in the OCP to clarify that TransLink has a
statutory role to approve actions that:
i.
Reduce the people moving capacity of the Major Road Network (MRN); and/or
ii.
Prohibit the movement of trucks on any road (except for provincial highways); regardless
of whether or not that road is part of the MRN.
For any changes that might affect the MRN and/or truck movements, TransLink staff are able to
work with District staff to review any such proposals (including, but not limited to, lane reductions,
traffic and pedestrian signalization, traffic calming etc.) and to work towards achieving a mutually
supported outcome.
We have attached to this letter further details on the above items, as well as additional comments
on the draft OCP. Thank you again for this opportunity to provide input into the District’s draft
OCP update, and we look forward to remaining involved as the plan evolves. If you wish to discuss
the comments further, please contact Joanna Brownell, Manager, Partner Planning, at 778 375
7863 or joanna.brownell@translink.ca.
Sincerely,

Sarah Ross
Director, System Planning
cc

James Stiver, Manager, Growth Management and Transportation, Metro Vancouver
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and Policies

Additional Detailed Comments on the Draft Official Community Plan
As noted above, TransLink sees the overall direction of the draft OCP as advancing the goals of the
Regional Transportation Strategy. We acknowledge the efforts to encourage housing diversity and
locate multifamily housing close to transit as outlined in Section 2.1. We have highlighted below a
few key areas for further comment and suggested changes.
2.1 Existing Neighbourhoods
1. Consider including language about strengthening last mile connections (cycling and
pedestrian improvements) to existing transit service for those neighbourhoods located at
a distance from the Frequent Transit Network.
2. Map 2 on page 18: Please clarify what is meant by Marine Drive “Transit Corridor”, noting
that none of TransLink’s plans identify frequent transit on Marine west of Dundarave.
3. TransLink acknowledges the linkages made between proposed growth, the Frequent
Transit Network and Municipal Town Centres. To further strengthen this connection, we
suggest considering the additional focus of development within 400-800 metres of future
B-Line stops.
4. Consider including specific policy in the local area plans to secure affordable housing and
diversity of housing tenure close to transit, in particular future B-Line stops, and to
respond to suggested actions outlined in Metro Vancouver’s Regional Affordable Housing
Strategy (RAHS). Municipal actions outlined in the RAHS include:
 Goal 2j: establishing bedroom mix objectives in new condominiums and purpose built
rental housing.
 Goal 3q: allocating housing reserve fund to affordable housing projects based on
clearly articulated and communicated policies.
 Goal 4g: establishing transit-oriented inclusionary housing targets for purpose built
rental and affordable housing within 800 metres of new or existing rapid transit
stations and 400 metres of frequent bus corridors that are anticipated to
accommodate enhanced residential growth (paraphrased).
2.4 Mobility and Circulation
Encouraging walking and cycling
1. Consider strengthening cycling related language to identify that cycling facilities should be
comfortable for all or most people. Such facilities may be eligible for various TransLink costshare funding programs.
2. As previously noted, TransLink has a statutory role to approve actions that:
 Reduce the people moving capacity of the Major Road Network (MRN); and/or
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Prohibit the movement of trucks on any road (except for provincial highways); regardless
of whether or not that road is part of the MRN.

Supporting transit mobility and regional connections
1. Consider including language that emphasizes the critical role of transit along Marine Drive,
and reallocating road space for transit priority, particularly in reference to the future MarineMain B-Line service.
2. Consider including language about investment in pedestrian connections to and from future BLine stops, and supportive TDM and parking policies around B-Line stops to encourage transit
ridership.
3. We look forward to continued work together on upcoming transit improvements. Phase One
of the 10-Year Vision (2017-2019) includes the following transit improvements for the District
of West Vancouver and surrounding North Shore:
a) Bus improvements:
 In 2018 service is planned to be increased on the 229.
 In 2019 a B-Line is planned to be implemented along Marine Drive/Main corridor.
b) SeaBus improvements:
 In 2019, with a new SeaBus vessel, service is planned to be increased to every 10
minutes during the peak.
c) Facilities improvements:
 In 2019, upgrades to Phibbs Exchange and Lonsdale Quay Bus Exchange will complete.
The upgrades will result in improved customer experience, transit efficiency and
safety, and better integration with the surrounding neighbourhood.
4. Note that walking and cycling initiatives could potentially be proposed as candidates for
TransLink various cost-share funding programs.
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2.2

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Raymond Kan, Senior Regional Planner, Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 18, 2018

Subject:

Progress Update on the 2018 Regional Parking Study

Meeting Date: June 8, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 18, 2018, titled “Progress Update
on the 2018 Regional Parking Study”.

PURPOSE
This report provides a progress update, including preliminary observations from the data analysis, to
the Regional Planning Committee and Metro Vancouver Board, on the 2018 Regional Parking Study.
BACKGROUND
The Regional Parking Study is a joint project, co-led by TransLink and Metro Vancouver. The Study is
an update to the 2012 Apartment Parking Study, which was the first regional study of apartment
parking supply and demand in Metro Vancouver and, at the time, the largest study ever undertaken
in Canada and the United States. The updated study provides updated information to local municipal
planning and engineering staff and the development community, as a consideration during municipal
parking bylaw updates and development reviews. Parking is a cross-cutting policy issue in Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future (Metro 2040), the regional growth strategy, and TransLink’s
Regional Transportation Strategy. Metro 2040 encourages municipalities to establish or maintain
reduced residential and commercial parking provision in Urban Centres and Frequent Transit
Development Areas. The Regional Transportation Strategy recognizes parking management as one
form of transportation demand management.
REGIONAL PARKING STUDY
The objectives of the Regional Parking Study are to:
a) Expand the knowledge base about parking supply and demand for a representative sample
of apartment sites throughout the region;
b) Document and report out in a user-friendly way that clearly communicates the key findings,
potential trends and patterns, and opportunities to inform local practices, in particular for
new developments in transit-oriented locations; and
c) Use the study dataset and analytics to set the stage for potential additional phases of applied
policy research or to pilot other initiatives in the region.
With respect to Objectives a) and b) above, the Study is first and foremost intended to provide the
latest apartment parking analytics in an appropriate and accessible format to inform municipal
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practice and decision-making. Local jurisdiction staff often request updated apartment parking data
from TransLink and Metro Vancouver to support municipal parking regulation updates and
development reviews. In particular, parking data associated with parking use and demand at rental
apartment locations has been a common request in recent years. With respect to Objective c) above,
the Study sets a foundation for TransLink and Metro Vancouver to support local jurisdictions with
other regionally-important, parking-related research and decision support in the future. An initial
discussion on future research with the Project Advisory Group took place in April of this year.
As noted above, the Study is an update to the 2012 Apartment Parking Study. The first study collected
data on 80 apartment sites across the region in Fall of 2011. Metro Vancouver was awarded the
Parking Council Best Practices Award by the Institute of Transportation Engineers for the study in
2013. In the Fall of 2012, Metro Vancouver completed supplemental parking counts for about two
dozen apartment sites, including nearby streets. The historical data, where appropriate, will be
integrated into the new study.
Project Advisory Group
In early 2017, project staff consulted with the members of the Regional Planning Advisory Committee
(RPAC) and the Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC) on the Study’s scope. Staff also
established the Project Advisory Group as a means for local jurisdiction representatives to provide
detailed input on the scope of the Study and to review the data analysis and findings. The Project
Advisory Group comprises a self-selected group of planners and engineers representing nine local
jurisdictions (see Attachment 1 for the current roster). The multidisciplinary composition of the
Project Advisory Group is aligned with parking being a cross-cutting issue affecting many aspects of
community planning and engineering. The Project Advisory Group convened in May 2017 and April
2018. It is anticipated that at least two more meetings will be scheduled in 2018.
The Project Advisory Group expressed particular interest in evidence to support municipal parking
policy/regulation reviews and recommendations, and appropriate parking requirements for
residential developments near transit facilities. Further, the Project Advisory Group is supportive of
a phased approach to providing updates on the data analysis to local jurisdiction staff and to the
Regional Planning Committee and Metro Vancouver Board. TransLink staff will look for opportunities
to integrate the study findings in other policy initiatives, such as the update to the Regional
Transportation Strategy.
Study Components
The Regional Parking Study comprises three components:
1. Parking Facility Survey
The purpose of the parking facility survey portion of the Study was to capture parking utilization
at peak times in a selection of apartment sites throughout the region. Access to 73 apartment
sites was granted by the respective strata councils and/or property management companies
(Attachments 2 and 3). More apartments in the South of Fraser area agreed to participate than
in the 2012 study. The Study’s surveyors entered parking facilities to complete their counts
generally after 11:00pm on weeknights (i.e. Monday – Thursday) to ensure that the highest
parking utilization was being captured. The surveyors also collected information on the number
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of residential and visitor parking stalls, the number of parked vehicles, the presence of secured
bicycle parking, and the presence of dedicated electric vehicle chargers.
2. Street Parking Survey
The purpose of the street parking survey portion of the Study was to capture parking utilization
on streets within 100-200 metres of the surveyed apartment sites; the lack of information about
street parking was a limitation of the original parking study. The surveys were undertaken on
weekdays (i.e. Monday – Thursday) between 6:30pm-8:30pm and 10:00pm-12:00am, and on
Saturdays between 6:30pm-8:30pm. The data that was collected can be used to understand the
neighbourhood context for parking supply and utilization, and potentially draw out relationships
between on-site and street parking utilization, and how utilization changes between time periods.
3. Household Survey
The purpose of the voluntary household survey portion of the Study was to capture additional
contextual information about household car ownership, dwelling unit characteristics, visitor
parking challenges, awareness of bicycle parking facilities, willingness of residents to forgo a
parking stall that may be available, and the likelihood of purchasing an electric vehicle.
Households were provided the options to either complete the survey online or to return a
completed form in a pre-paid envelope (Attachment 4).
Acuere Consulting was retained to undertake the survey design for the two field surveys and data
collection. The data analysis that resulted from the survey was undertaken by Metro Vancouver staff.
Study Timeline
The study timeline is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Definition: Q1 and Q2 2017
Apartment Recruitment: Q3 2017
Data Collection: Q3 2017 to Q1 2018
Data Analysis: Q2 and Q3 2018
Communication: Phased reporting starting Q2 2018 through Q1 2019

DATA ANALYSIS
The following are preliminary observations derived from the data analysis completed to date. Some
of these observations were presented to the Project Advisory Group on April 11, 2018, to RPAC on
May 11, 2018, and to RTAC on May 24, 2018. The preliminary observations are not necessarily key
findings, nor should they be interpreted as key messages at this point. A significant amount of work
remains to interpret, review, and undertake additional analysis. The preliminary observations provide
the basis for a discussion around the issue of apartment parking provision in the transit-oriented
locations. As the data analysis continues, the observations may evolve and expand. Staff intend to
continue to work with the Project Advisory Group to review the data analysis and key findings.
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Preliminary Observations
1. Residential parking supply ratios exceed observed utilization by a measurable amount for all
surveyed building types.
The patterns are consistent with those found in the 2012 Apartment Parking Study. Additional
data analysis will be undertaken to account for dwelling unit size, for example, using data from
the Household Survey. The buildings types are strata, market rental, mixed tenure (strata and
market rental), mixed rental (market and non-market rental), and non-market rental.
2. There is no clear regional trend for strata residential parking supply ratios based on year built.
Among the 50 strata sites surveyed, residential parking supply ratios in the Northeast Sector and
South of Fraser areas of the region appear to have declined between sites built prior to 2014 and
2014 onwards. For the other subregions, the parking supply ratio either increased or stayed
relatively flat. Parking utilization was generally at most 1 vehicle per unit.
3. Residential parking utilization ratios appear to be declining over time in a small selection of strata
and market rental apartment developments.
By integrating parking facility counts from 2011, 2012, and 2017, a potential pattern emerges
whereby parking utilization rates in 9 out of 12 sites appear to have declined.
4. For strata, market rental, and mixed tenure apartment developments, residential parking supply
ratios appear to increase with declining transit service levels, but parking utilization is at most 1
vehicle per unit.
These patterns are consistent with the 2012 study. Higher parking supply ratios continue to
reflect the expectation that access to lower orders of transit service levels translates into higher
parking demand, when the evidence suggests utilization is on average at most 1 vehicle per unit.
Additional analysis will be undertaken to differentiate market rental and mixed tenure sites that
include the cost of parking in the rent or provide tenants with the option to rent a parking stall
for an additional fee.
Forthcoming Analyses
Staff will present additional analyses from the Street Parking Survey and Household Survey in future
reports to the Regional Planning Committee and Metro Vancouver Board. These analyses will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Street parking supply and utilization;
Visitor parking challenges;
Bicycle parking usage;
Electric vehicles; and
The willingness of residents to forgo a parking stall.

In addition, the project team is awaiting apartment-level vehicle count data from ICBC to supplement
the survey data for analytical purposes.
The project team will continue to carry out the data analysis, key messages development, and
documentation in consultation with the Project Advisory Group. The expected deliverables will be in
the form of a technical report, targeting local jurisdiction staff and the development community, and
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a summary booklet to communicate the key findings to a broader audience. Background information
about the regional parking studies can be accessed on the Metro Vancouver website (see Reference).
FUTURE RESEARCH ON PARKING
At the April 2018 Project Advisory Group meeting, members identified suggested future research and
policy support building on the Regional Parking Study including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model parking requirement bylaws;
Apartment parking maximums;
Making use of underutilized parking spaces for other uses;
Parking supply and utilization in commercial sites;
Effects of amenities on parking demand (e.g. safe cycling facilities, car share availability, etc.);
On-site cycling parking and storage design guidelines; and
Trend analysis of apartment-level vehicle counts using ICBC data.

The project team will continue to work with the Project Advisory Group to refine and prioritize the
suggestions and to identify the appropriate opportunities, consistent with Metro 2040 and the
Regional Transportation Strategy, to move forward in a collaborative way.
ALTERNATIVES
As this is an information report, no alternative recommendations are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
In 2017, a memorandum of understanding was signed between TransLink and Metro Vancouver
setting the project scope and roles and responsibilities. TransLink is the majority funder of the
Regional Parking Study at approximately $100,000 and is responsible for the consultant contract.
Metro Vancouver contributed $20,000 out of the 2017 MVRD Board-approved Regional Planning
budget. No additional funding is anticipated to be required to complete the study.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The 2018 Regional Parking Study is a significant research initiative jointly led by TransLink and Metro
Vancouver to expand the knowledge base about apartment parking supply and demand. The data
collection phase has been completed and initial data analysis has commenced. Preliminary observations
include the following:
•
•
•
•

Residential parking supply ratios exceed observed utilization by a measurable amount for all
surveyed building types.
There is no clear regional trend for strata residential parking supply ratios based on year built.
Residential parking utilization ratios appear to be declining over time in a small selection of
strata and market rental apartment developments.
For strata, market rental, and mixed tenure apartment developments, residential parking
supply ratios appear to increase with declining transit service levels, but parking utilization is
at most 1 vehicle per stall.
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It should be cautioned that these observations will evolve as the data analysis progresses. The project
team will continue to work with the Project Advisory Group to review the analysis, key messages, and
communications products. Staff will advance new observations to the Regional Planning Committee
and Metro Vancouver Board as they become available. TransLink staff will look for opportunities to
integrate the study findings in other policy initiatives, such as the update to the Regional
Transportation Strategy. The expected deliverables will be a technical report, targeting local
jurisdiction staff and the development community, and a summary booklet to communicate the key
findings to a broader audience.
Attachments
1. Project Advisory Group Members
2. Preliminary Observations and Supporting Information
3. Maps of Participating Apartment Sites (2011 and 2017)
4. Participating Apartment Characteristics
5. Household Survey Form
Reference: Regional Parking Studies Webpage
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ATTACHMENT 1
Project Advisory Group Members (as of April 11, 2018)
Organization
Metro Vancouver
TransLink
City of Burnaby

Member
Raymond Kan, Senior Regional Planner
James LaPointe, Senior Planner
Deirdre Bostock, Senior Long Range Planner

City of Coquitlam

Kathy Ho, Senior Transportation Engineer

City of Maple Ridge

Amanda Grochowich, Planner

City of North
Vancouver
District of North
Vancouver
City of Richmond

Liliana Vargas, Transportation Engineer

Alternate
Dan Mooney, Manager,
Transportation
Brent Elliott, Manager,
Community Planning
-

Ingrid Weisenbach, Transportation Planner

-

City of Surrey

Sonali Hingorani, Transportation Engineer
Jeanette Elmore, Planner 2
Ryan Gilmore, Transportation Planner

City of Vancouver

Jennifer Draper, Manager, Parking Management

Fred Lin, Senior
Transportation Engineer
Dave Harkness, Manager,
Parking Services
-

University of British
Columbia

Krista Falkner, Transportation Engineer
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-

ATTACHMENT 2
Preliminary Observations and Supporting Information
Preliminary Observations
The following are preliminary observations derived from data analysis completed to date. Some of
these observations were presented to the Project Advisory Group on April 11, 2018 and to RPAC on
May 11, 2018 1. Preliminary observations are not necessarily key findings, nor should they be
interpreted as key messages at this point. A significant amount of work remains to interpret, review,
and undertake additional analysis. The preliminary observations provide a starting basis for
discussion around the issue of apartment parking provision. As the data analysis continues, the
observations will evolve and expand. Staff will continue to work with the Project Advisory Group to
review the data analysis and key findings. 2,3,4
1. Residential parking supply ratios exceed observed utilization by a measurable amount for all
surveyed building types. 5
The patterns are consistent with those found in the 2012 Apartment Parking Study, where the
parking supply and utilization ratios were 1.32 and 1.14 for strata, and 0.99 and 0.58 for market
rental (Figure 1). Additional data analysis will be undertaken to account for dwelling unit size and
other data collected in the Household Survey.

Figure 1. Apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by building tenure
In response to several requests from local jurisdiction staff to access preliminary apartment-level data to support near-term
reports to Councils, staff have made the data available via RPAC at its meeting on May 11, 2018. Staff have advised local
jurisdiction staff, should they wish to use the data, to refrain from referring to specific apartment sites and numbers in any
public documents.
2 BC Hydro provided data on unoccupied units based on average monthly electricity consumption. The data have been
incorporated into the parking facility survey data analysis to ensure parking utilization rates are not underestimated.
3 The reliability of survey data is inversely related to the sample size. Care needs to be taken when conducting cross-tabulation
analysis. Initially observed patterns can sometimes be spurious and not actually representative of a real relationship.
4 Abbreviations in charts: BNW = Burnaby, New Westminster; NS = North Shore; NES+ = Port Moody, Coquitlam, Port
Coquitlam, Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge; SoF = Surrey, Langley City, Langley Township, Delta; R = Richmond; V = Vancouver, UBC
5 Mixed Tenure = strata and market rental housing; Mixed Rental = market and non-market rental housing (in the study, all
three mixed rental sites are Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation sites)
1
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2. There is no clear regional trend for strata residential parking supply ratios based on year built.
Among the 50 strata sites surveyed, residential parking supply ratios in the Northeast Sector and
South of Fraser areas appear to have declined between sites built prior to 2014 and 2014onwards. For the other subregions, the parking supply ratio either increased or stayed relatively
flat. Parking utilization was generally at most 1 vehicle per unit (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by year built

3. Residential parking utilization ratios appear to be declining over time in a small selection of
strata and market rental apartment developments.
By integrating parking facility counts from 2011, 2012, and 2017, a potential pattern emerges
whereby parking utilization rates in 9 out of 12 sites appear to have declined (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by year of survey
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4. For strata, market rental, and mixed tenure apartment developments, residential parking
supply ratios appear to increase with declining transit service levels, but parking utilization is
at most 1 vehicle per stall.
These patterns are consistent with the 2012 study. Higher parking supply ratios continue to
reflect the expectation that access to lower orders of transit service levels translates into higher
parking demand, when the evidence suggests utilization is on average at most 1 vehicle per unit
(Figures 4-6). Additional analysis will be undertaken to differentiate market rental and mixed
tenure sites that include parking in the rent or provide tenants with the option to rent a parking
stall for an additional fee.

Figure 4. Strata apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by transit proximity

Figure 5. Market rental apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by transit proximity
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Figure 6. Mixed tenure apartment residential parking supply and utilization, by transit proximity
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ATTACHMENT 3
Maps of Participating Apartment Sites (2011 and 2017)

Legend
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Legend
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Frequent Transit Network 2016
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ATTACHMENT 4
Participating Apartment Characteristics
Apartment sites by subregion, local jurisdiction, and tenure
Subregion
Local Jurisdiction
Sites Strata
South of Fraser
(19)

Vancouver/
UBC (15)
NES+ (14)

Burnaby/ NW
(10)
North Shore
(8)
Richmond (7)
Total

Delta
Langley City
Langley Township
Surrey
White Rock
UBC Point Grey Campus
Vancouver
Coquitlam
Maple Ridge
Pitt Meadows
Port Coquitlam
Port Moody
Burnaby
New Westminster
North Vancouver City
North Vancouver District
Richmond

Apartment sites by year built
Year Built
Sites
1976-1993
2005-2009
2010-2013
2014-2017
Total

4
22
19
28
73

1
1
4
11
2
1
14
6
1
1
3
3
7
3
4
4
7
73

Market
Rental

Mixed
Tenure6

Mixed
Rental 7

1
3
4
2
2
12

-

-

1
1
10
2
1
1
6
1
1
2
3
7
3
4
2
5
50

-

1

-

7

1

1

1

-

3

1

-

7

Market
Rental

Mixed
Tenure

Mixed
Rental

19
14
17
50

1
3
3
5
12

1
6
7

3
3

NonMarket
Rental
1
1

Mixed Tenure = strata and market rental
Mixed Rental = market and non-market rental; all three sites are owned and managed by the Metro Vancouver Housing
Corporation

6
7
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-

-

Strata

NonMarket
Rental

-

Apartment sites by Frequent Transit Network proximity
FTN Proximity
Within 800
metres of a rapid
transit station
Within 400
metres of a
frequent bus
corridor only
Away from FTN
Total

Sites

Strata

Market
Rental

Mixed
Tenure

Mixed
Rental

30

22

3

4

1

NonMarket
Rental
-

28

20

3

3

1

1

15
73

8
50

6
12

7

1
3

1
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ATTACHMENT 5
Household Survey Form
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Section E
To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Neil Spicer, Senior Policy and Planning Analyst
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 23, 2018

Subject:

Municipal Measures for Affordable Housing Matrix - 2018 Update

2.3

Meeting Date: June 8, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report titled “Municipal Measures for Affordable
Housing Matrix - 2018 Update”, dated May 23, 2018.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide an updated version of the Municipal Measures for Affordable
Housing Matrix.
BACKGROUND
The matrix provides an inventory of policies, programs and municipal actions to support the
development of affordable housing across the region. The first inventory of municipal actions was
undertaken in 2012, and has subsequently been revised in 2014, 2016 and now in 2018. The matrix
is available as a resource reference for municipalities and is also a performance measure for Metro
2040 and the Regional Affordable Housing Strategy. The matrix provides insight into the range of
actions, policies and programs used by municipalities across the region.
MUNICIPAL MEASURES FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND DIVERSITY
The Matrix tracks fiscal, policy, regulatory, and education/advocacy measures. The last time the matrix
of affordable housing actions was updated was January 2016. An update is undertaken every two
years, and in advance of this update, interest in the information was expressed both by the Regional
Administrators Advisory Committee and the Regional Planning Committee.
Since early 2016, the total number of tools and measures being utilized by member municipalities
has increased from 400 to 449, with an additional 66 actions pending or being explored, and another
28 used conditionally. The full list of tools/measures/actions is provided as Attachment 1. Overall, 13
municipalities have adopted Housing Action Plans, with 4 more pending; and 449 tools, actions
and/or measures are actively promoting the development of affordable housing across the region.
Specific to the type of tools or measures, the number of fiscal measures has increased by 15 actions
region wide, with more municipalities considering ways to reduce the costs of providing affordable
housing (e.g. construction or land) such as the provision of grants, property tax exemptions, waiver
of development fees and cost charges, Community Amenity Contribution allocation to affordable
housing and other means (See Table 1).
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The number of municipal actions looking at zoning and regulatory actions has increased by 16 with
more focus on pre-zoning lands for affordable housing, the provision of micro units (or temporary
modular housing), and inclusionary zoning policy.
There is also more focus on improving the development approval process, with 29 new measures
coming in to place including the fast-tracking of the approval process for affordable housing projects,
concurrent rezoning and building permit applications and more focused assistance / capacity building
for applicants.
There has also been a noticeable increase in the number of municipal actions pending or exploring
around incentives for purpose built market rental, increasing from 6 to 11 actions region wide.
Table 1. Summary of Municipal Measures for Affordable Housing
Type of Measure
Fiscal Measures
Planning Process or Policies
Zoning / Regulatory Actions
Approval Process Measures
Purpose-Built Market Rental Incentives
Rental Housing Loss Prevention
Education and Advocacy Measures

Measures Pending or
Adopted Exploring
98
14
76
13
166
22
29
1
15
11
39
5
26
0

Conditional Use
of Measures *
10
3
13
0
2
0
0

* case-by-case consideration by
municipal Council

Methodology
In March 2018, staff sought assistance from the RPAC Housing Subcommittee to update the matrix.
The categories / measures remain the same as the 2016 version. The matrix reflects staff responses
from member municipalities, and will be posted on the Metro Vancouver website. If any errors or
omissions are found, please let Metro Vancouver staff know and the matrix can be updated. It
represents a snapshot in time and reflects municipal input.
NEXT STEPS
Municipalities across the region are working hard to expand and enhance their affordable housing
policies and programs to address the urgent need for more affordable housing options and in the
context of newly available funds from other levels of government. Learning from the experiences and
successes of other municipalities helps to expedite solutions, avoid duplication of effort, and avoid
common pitfalls. The updated Municipal Measures for Affordable Housing Matrix facilitates
collaboration among municipalities regarding particular housing policy measures that they may be
studying for potential implementation in the areas of research, sample bylaws/regulations, general
best practices, and other materials to support housing policy development.
One of the advantages of BC’s regional federation governance model is the opportunity it provides
to experiment, test, and innovate new policy solutions to common problems. Once applied in one
location, innovative policy solutions can then be adapted to other municipalities. The matrix is one
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example of how the collaborative model can stimulate local innovation, benchmarking, and the
sharing of knowledge and best practices through a regional forum.
ALTERNATIVES
As this is an information report, no alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications to this report.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Regional Affordable Housing Strategy sets out goals and actions for Metro Vancouver and partner
agencies to support housing development across the housing continuum. The research role for Metro
Vancouver includes gathering the range of policies and programs for municipalities to consider in
their local approaches to support affordable housing development in their communities.
Attachment:

2018 Municipal Measures for Housing Affordability and Diversity (Orbit doc #25455216)
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2018 Municipal Measures for Housing Affordability and Diversity
Category

Burnaby

Coquitlam

City owned sites appropriate for affordable housing for
lease to non-profits
Donate City-owned land to facilitate affordable housing

Yes

Yes

Grants to facilitate affordable housing

Yes

Delta

City of
Langley

Township of
Langley

ATTACHMENT

Maple Ridge

New Westminster

North Van City North Van District Pitt Meadows

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Port Coquitlam

Port Moody

Richmond

Surrey

Vancouver

West Vancouver

White Rock

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (OCP)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Fiscal Measures

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Property tax exemption or forgiveness for supportive
affordable housing
Property tax exemption for non-supportive affordable
housing
Heritage grants address housing affordability

Waiving development fees for affordable housing
Waive/reduce municipal development cost charges for
affordable housing
Waiving other fees for affordable housing (ie. Building
permit fees)
Land trust for affordable housing

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes (OCP)

Yes
Possible Grants
(Housing
Affordabilty
Fund)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Case-By-Case

Yes

Pending

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Grants

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Grants

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Exploring

Case-By-Case
Yes

Affordable housing reserve/trust fund

Payment-in-lieu accepted for density bonus
Community Amenity Contributions (CAC) allocated to
affordable housing
Energy effeciency programs for affordable housing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Yes
Yes

Exploring
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other fiscal actions (unique to local municipality)

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (OCP Policy)
Supportive OCP
policy, requires
Council approval

Supportive OCP
policy, requires
Council approval
Yes
Supportive OCP
policy, requires
Council approval

Yes
Exploring

Yes

Planning Process or Policies

Affordable Housing Strategy or Housing Action Plan
Official Community Plan policies showing commitment to
providing a range of housing choices
Neighbourhood plans / Area plans showing commitment to
providing a range of housing choices
Identifying suitable affordable housing sites in
neighbourhood and area planning processes
Heritage Program includes provisions to consider/address
housing affordability
Family friendly policy (bdrm diversity requirement) **
Adaptable housing policy ** (include definition/details)
Tenant Relocation policy **

Pending

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes
Yes

Exploring

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes (OCP)

Pending

Pending

Yes

Pending

2018 Municipal Measures for Housing Affordability and Diversity
Category

Burnaby

Coquitlam

Delta

City of
Langley

Township of
Langley

Maple Ridge

New Westminster

North Van City North Van District Pitt Meadows

Port Coquitlam

Port Moody

Richmond

Surrey

Vancouver

West Vancouver

Other planning actions

Yes
Ownership affordability program/policy ** (provide
specifics)

Pending
Yes

Supporting accessory
rental housing on
institutional
(assembly/church)
sites

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

White Rock

Pending

Zoning / Regulatory Actions

Increased density in areas appropriate for affordable
housing
Pre-zone lands for affordable housing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Micro housing units (municipal policy exists) **

Case-By-Case

Yes

Case-By-Case

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Case by Case

Yes

Yes
Exploring

Exploring

Coach Houses

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Micro housing units (approved on a case-by-case review) **
Smaller Lots

Yes

Pending
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Exploring

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Pending

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Exploring
Yes

Yes
Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Yes
Yes (OCP policy to
consider this)

Zoning / Regulatory Actions

Secondary suites in single family zones

Yes

Secondary suites in other zones
Lock-off units in apartment and/or row housing
Infill Housing
Broadening row house/ townhouse & duplex zoning
Density bonus provisions for affordable housing

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Case by
Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Pending

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Yes (OCP policy)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; in OCP

Exploring

Supportive policy in
OCP; still at Council
discrection.

Case by Case

Supportive policy in
OCP; still at Council
discrection.

Yes

Yes

Yes (16 market rental
units within 126 unit
project

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Future Consideration

Reduced parking requirements for all housing located in
areas with good access to transit
Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Reduced parking requirements for affordable housing
Yes
Comprehensive development zone guidelines favour
affordable housing
Inclusionary zoning policy for affordable housing

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Case-By-Case

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Inclusionary zoning has occurred within rezoning process
Yes
Modified building standards (ie. Code related)

Yes

Housing Agreements

Yes
Yes

Other zoning actions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes (at RZ 3rd
reading)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yes
Yes

Approval Process Measures

Fast track approval of affordable housing projects
Concurrent rezoning and building permit applications

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Yes

Yes

2018 Municipal Measures for Housing Affordability and Diversity
Category
Provide assistance

Burnaby

Coquitlam

Delta

Yes

Yes

yes

City of
Langley

Township of
Langley

Maple Ridge

New Westminster

Yes

Yes

North Van City North Van District Pitt Meadows

Yes

Yes

Port Coquitlam

Port Moody

Richmond

Yes

Yes

Surrey

Vancouver

West Vancouver

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

waived

Exploring

White Rock

Purpose Built Market Rental Incentives
Fees waived or reduced, new market rental housing
development
Parking requirements relaxed for new market rental
housing development
Density bonus for new market rental housing development

Yes

Exploring

Pending

Yes

Case-By-Case

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Pending

Yes

Exploring

Yes; OCP policy

Yes

Case-By-Case

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

exploring

Pending

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Exploring

"encourage"

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pending

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rental Housing Loss Prevention Measures

Replacement policies for loss of rental housing stock
Demolition policies
Condo/Strata conversion policies

Yes

Yes

Standards of Maintenance by-law

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Retention policy - Other

Yes

Exploring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; allow additional
units/floor area to
support building
renovation

Yes

Education and Advocacy Measures

Guide to development process for affordable housing
options such as secondary suites.
Monitor rental housing stock

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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To:

Regional Parks Committee

From:

Jamie Vala, Division Manager, Planning and Engineering Services, Regional Parks
Mike Redpath, Director, Regional Parks, Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 10, 2018

Subject:

Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board adopt the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy, as presented in the
report dated May 10, 2018, titled “Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050”.

PURPOSE
To seek MVRD Board adoption of the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy.
BACKGROUND
As part of the Regional Parks Service Review Report (2014), the MVRD Board directed staff to develop
a formal park land acquisition strategy. The Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy fulfills that
requirement. The Regional Parks Committee has provided guidance as the Strategy developed
through participation in four workshops and reviewing six staff reports.
At the September 22, 2017 meeting, the MVRD Board passed the following resolution:
That the MVRD Board endorse the Land Acquisition Strategy Key Directions as presented
in the report dated August 9, 2017, titled "Land Acquisition Strategy Development and
Regional Parks Committee Special Meeting Follow Up" and as revised by the MVRD Board
at its September 22, 2017 meeting by replacing the phrase "other jurisdictions" with the
phrase "within Metro Vancouver" in Land Acquisition Strategy Key Directions No. 6 as
presented in Attachment 1 of the report.

GROWTH OF REGIONAL PARKS AND GREENWAYS
In 2017, Metro Vancouver celebrated 50 years of its regional parks system, and welcomed almost 12
million visitors to its parks and greenways. Regional Parks’ system has grown significantly since it was
envisioned in 1966, when A Regional Parks Plan for the Lower Mainland Region was approved by the
Vancouver-Fraser Park District. The system currently protects over 13,604.7 hectares of the region’s
natural areas, representing approximately 5% of the regional land base. Municipal parks and
greenways have also grown significantly, and when combined with the region’s other parks and
protected areas, approximately 40% of the region is currently protected.
Unprotected Natural Areas
Ten percent of the region consists of sensitive ecosystems that are still ‘unprotected’. These areas
provide important ecosystem services, such as carbon sequestration, water filtration, and
25285503
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biodiversity, but they are disappearing. Between 2009 and 2014, over 1,600 hectares of sensitive and
modified ecosystems were lost across the region.
Challenges
The region faces a number of challenges with respect to maintaining livability and the ability to
protect additional park land, including:
•

A Growing Population – Metro Vancouver’s population increased from 1.9 million in 2001 to 2.5
million today, and is expected to grow at a rate of 1.9% per year, to 3.7 million by 2050.

•

Increasing Regional Park Visits – Visits to Metro Vancouver’s regional parks are growing twice the
rate as population (3.9% per year) and existing park facilities are often at capacity during peak
times. These trends are expected to continue.

•

A Competitive and Expensive Land Market – Metro Vancouver’s real estate market has become
extremely competitive and expensive in recent years. New park uses are increasingly competing
with residential, commercial and industrial uses for the remaining undeveloped natural lands that
have traditionally been targets for new regional parkland.

•

Climate Change – Metro Vancouver continues to prepare for the impacts of a changing climate,
such as increased flooding and drought, decreased snowpack, proliferation of invasive species
and at least a metre sea level rise by 2100. Regional Parks can help mitigate and adapt to these
growing concerns.

A bold and visionary Regional Park Land Acquisition 2050 strategy has the potential to help overcome
these challenges, maintain livability for the next generation of Metro Vancouver citizens and visitors,
and grow the regional parks system before all the remaining unprotected natural areas are gone.
REGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISTION 2050
As discussed by the Regional Parks Committee, the draft vision for the Regional Park Land Acquisition
Strategy is to grow the regional parks system into a connected network of resilient regional parks and
greenways that protects regionally important natural areas and connects people to them.
Guided by key Metro Vancouver policy documents (Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future and
the 2016 Regional Park Plan), and previous direction provided by the Regional Parks Committee and
MVRD Board (2015 Land Acquisition Strategy Principles and 2017 Land Acquisition Strategy Key
Directions) the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 is built on a vision and five core strategies:
Strategy 1 - Build a system of regional parks that are resilient to the impacts of climate change, land
use change, and growing visitation:
Metro Vancouver will protect important natural areas to ensure a healthy and resilient regional parks
system to promote regional livability and protect ecosystem services.
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Strategy 2 - Facilitate a regional greenway system that connects natural areas and allows users to
access them:
Metro Vancouver will collaborate with others to update the regional vision for a system of greenways
that physically connect important natural areas and communities across the region, promote its
completion and determine which of those greenways will be provided directly by Metro Vancouver
through the Regional Parks service.
Strategy 3 - Ensure a sustainable funding model for land acquisition:
Metro Vancouver will protect its buying power over time, explore new funding sources and ensure
management resources keep pace with the growth of the regional park land base.
Strategy 4 – Collaborate and partner with others:
Metro Vancouver will collaborate with others who share similar goals in order to magnify the impact
of the land acquisition program. We will partner with local governments, First Nations, nongovernmental organizations, provincial and federal governments, and other agencies via approaches
such as collaborative planning and management, joint land acquisition, innovative land tenures and
operating agreements.
Strategy 5 - Enable clear, efficient and flexible decision-making:
Metro Vancouver will promote a clear, efficient and flexible acquisition process that facilitates timely
decision-making on previously identified or unforeseen acquisition opportunities.
Identifying Potential Future Regional Parkland
Regional P arks L and Acq uisition 2050 took a systematic, evidence-based approach to examining what
land could be suitable for protection as a regional park, using conservation biology principles and the
best available information on regional ecosystems. Metro Vancouver’s Sensitive E cosystem I nventory
formed the foundation.
Two sets of criteria were used to determine key priority lands for consideration as future regional
park land. ‘Conservation criteria’ were first used to identify areas with the highest regional
conservation potential, examining a variety of ecological factors such as relative conservation value,
size, shape and connectivity. ‘Planning criteria’ were then used to refine the list, based on current
and future zoning and land use policy, tenure and potential availability. The result identifies the most
regionally important unprotected natural areas that could be acquired for future new and expanded
parks. If target lands become available, they will be further evaluated using ‘Acquisition Criteria’ when
presented to the MVRD Board for consideration.

Unprotected
Sensitive
Ecosystems

Conservation
Criteria

High Value
Conservation
Lands

Planning
Criteria

Potential
Regional
Parks and
Greenways

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Acquisition
Criteria
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Implementation of the Land Acquisition Strategy
Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 includes a variety of implementation actions to ensure
sustainable and robust funding for purchasing future parkland, a continued approach of collaboration
with local governments and key stakeholders, and a new process for parkland purchases that will
allow quick action on already vetted targets, when they come available. The Strategy identifies a
variety of tools that can be used to acquire tenure over identified lands, although fee simple purchase
will still be the main method of acquisition. It also identifies a variety of funding sources that can be
explored during implementation of the Strategy. The Strategy will be reviewed periodically and
monitored via a set of key performance indicators.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board adopt the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy, as presented in
the report dated May 10, 2018, titled “Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050”.
2. That the Regional Parks Committee receive for information the report dated May 10, 2018, titled
“Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050” and direct staff to incorporate changes to the Regional
Parks Land Acquisition 2050 strategy before forwarding the report to the MVRD Board
June 22, 2018 for adoption.
3. That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 10, 2018, titled “Regional
Parks Land Acquisition 2050” and provide alternate direction to staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If the MVRD Board approves Alternative 1, there are no immediate financial implications. Currently,
the Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund is set at $7.57 million annually. In addition, current reserves
of approximately $13 million are available for regional parks land acquisition. Through
implementation of the Strategy, funding options will be evaluated and brought forward to the MVRD
Board consideration.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The regional parks system provides a variety of important ecosystem services to the region, and has
grown significantly since it was envisioned in 1966. Visitation to regional parks continues to grow
twice as fast as population growth, but growth of the system is challenging in an increasingly
competitive and expensive land market.
Ten percent of the region consists of sensitive ecosystems that are still ‘unprotected’, some of which
could be acquired for regional parks; however, that land is disappearing. This report outlines a bold
and visionary Regional Park Land Acquisition 2050 strategy that can help maintain livability for the
next generation of Metro Vancouver citizens and visitors, and grow the regional parks system before
all the remaining unprotected natural areas are gone.
Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 contains five key strategies for where and how to grow the
regional parks and greenways system over the long-term. Using a systematic, evidence-based
approach, it identifies the most regionally important unprotected natural areas that could be
acquired for future new and expanded parks. The use of a variety of implementation tools will be
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important to its success, and the Strategy outlines potential new approaches to ensuring sustainable
funding, pursuing collaboration and following a quick and efficient purchase process.
Attachment
Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 (Orbit # 25467232)
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1 0 EXECUTWE SUMMARY

1 .0 Executive Summary

Metro Vancouver is one of the most livable regions in the world.
Regional parks play a crucial role in making this region a desirable
place to live and visit.

4

I

Ensuring regional ecosystems are protected,
healthy and resilient for the long term is central

to nature wi ll only increase as the reg.ion grows
and evolves. Regiona l Parks Land Acquisition 2050

to the Metro Vancouver region retain ing its un ique
sense of place . Over time, the importance of
protecting regional parks and connecting people

is Metro Vancouver's strategy to protect important
natural areas so the region continues to be a great
place to live for current and future generations .
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The vision for Metro Va ncouver is "Metro Vancouver

Vision
The vision for the regional parks
land acquisition strategy is to
grow the regional parks system
into a connected network of
resilient regiona l parks and

seeks to achieve what humanity aspires to on a
global basis- the highest quality of life embracing
cultural vitality, economic prosperity, social justice
and compassion, all nurtured in and by a beautiful
and healthy natura l environment."
The vision for the Regional Parks Service is to
protect important natural areas and connect people
to nature.

greenways that protect regionally
important natural areas and
connects people to them.

Strategies
The regional parks land acquisition strategy includes five strategies outlining the plan and how it is to
be delivered.

STRATEGY 1 - Build a system of regional parks that are resilient to the impacts of climate change,
land use change, and growing visitation.

ACTIONS
1. COMPLETE
AND EXPAND

a) Identify land to complete and expand reg ional parks, based on a set of criteria that aim to improve

resiliency of the regional parks system.

EXISTING
REGIONAL PARKS.

b) Undertake p lanning work to confirm boundaries for expanded regional parks.
c) Confirm regional park vision, program and boundaries during the management planning process.
d) Acquire land identified for regional parks.

2. CREATE NEW
REGIONAL PARKS.

a) Identify land for new regional parks, based on a set of criteria that aims to improve resiliency of the
regional parks system.
b) Undertake planning work for each new regional park to establish vision, program, and confirm interim
park boundaries.
c) Acquire and dedicate land identified for new regional parks.

Metro Vancouver Regional District REG IONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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STRATEGY 2 - Facilitate a regional greenway system that connects natural areas and
promotes access to t lhem.
ACTIONS
1. UPDATE AND MAINTAIN
THE REGIONAL GREENWAY

a) Work with member jurisdictions and other key stakeholders to develop and adopt an
updated greenway vision for the region. Review it periodically.

SYSTEM VISION.
b) Promote development of the regiona l greenway system with member jurisdictions and
other stakeholders .
c) Identify regional greenway system routes and segments Metro Vancouver will provide as
part of Regional Parks Greer1way Program , including the Experience the Fraser routes.

2. COMPLETE AND EXPAND
EXISTING REGIONAL PARKS

a) Identify land parcels and rights of way needed to complete acquisition of existing
regional parks greenway routes,

GREENWAYS.
b) Acquire land identified for reg ional parks greenways.

3. CREATE NEW REGIONAL

PARK GREENWAYS.

a) Identify land parcels and rights of way needed to complete acquisition of existing and new
regional parks greenway routes.
b) Acquire land identified for new regional parks greenways.

STRATEGY 3 - Ensure a sustainable funding model for land acquisition .

ACTIONS
1. IMPLEMENT APPROPRIATE

a) Investigate feasibility of current and potential funding options available under provincial

FUNDING MODELS TO

legislation and bring recommendations for future funding sources to MVRD Board for

ACHIEVE VISION .

consideration.
b) Evaluate the costs and benefits of funding options to address rapidly diminishing
opportunities and bring a recommendation to MVRD Board for consideration.
c) Evaluate linking the Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund to regional land price trends.
d) Review the Regional Parks land Acquisit ion Fund at least every five years to ensure buying
power is maintained over time.

2. ALIGN THE REGIONAL PARKS

a) Explore establishment of a program as part of the annual capital budget to ensure all

SERVICE'S OPERATING AND

costs associated with acquisition of properties (e.g., demolition, trespass issues, and land

CAPITAL BUDGETS TO

restoration) will be available for immediate site management needs.

ENSUIRE APPROPRIATE
FUNDING FOR NEWLY
ACQlJIRED LAND.

6
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b) Ensure that operating budget requirements based on approved levels of service are
reflected in the five year financial plan .
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STRATEGY 4 - Collaborate and Partner with Others.
ACTIONS
1. CHAMPION THE
PROT ECTION O F THE

a) Promote the regional parks land acquisition strategy with others who have interest in
or responsibility for land protection.

REG ION 'S IMPORTANT
NATURAL AREAS.

b) Review potential acquisitions with pertinent member jurisdictions and otner stakeholders
during the annual rev iew.

2. LEVERAGE RESOURCES

WHERE PARTNER

a} Align land acquisition with the plans of other departments within Metro Vancouver to build
upon common interests.

INTERESTS ALIGN WITH
REGIONAL PARKS.

b) Consider joint acquisition of property or joint land assembly where similar goals are shared
and management objectives are aligned.

3. INVESTI GATE
OPPORTUNITIES TO WORK

a) Explore innovative and cooperative arrangements, including opportunities to expand
regional parks in collaboration with First Nations.

WITH FIRST NATIONS
4. MAXIMIZE APPLICATION

a) Work with member jurisdictions to protect existing, expanded and new regional parks

OF LAND USE PLANNING

and greenways, through land use planning tools such as development setbacks,

DESIGNATIONS TO

integrated storm water management plans and landscape buffers and identify these

PROTECT REGIONAL PARKS

lands in their Official Community Plans.

LAND.

STRATEGY 5 - Enable clear, efficient and flexible decision-making.
ACTIONS
1. ESTABLISH AN EFFICIENT

a) Implement standardized land acquisition MVRD Board policies and corporate procedures.

STANDARDIZED PROCESS.
b) Regularly review and assess the land acquisition process for efficiency and effectiveness,
and modify as required to address changing circumstances in the region .
2. UPDATE THE STRATEGY

a) Annua lly review land acquisition candidate properties.

IN RESPONSE TO NEW
INFORMATION.
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2.0 Introduction
Metro Vancouver is one of the most livable
regio s in the world . Regional parks play a
crucial role in making this region a desirable
place to live and visit. Ensuring regional
ecosystems remain protected, healthy and
resilient for the long term is central to the
Metro Vancouver region retaining its unique
sense of place. Over time, the importance
of protecting regional parks and connecting
people to nature will only increase as the
region grows and evolves. Regional Parks
Land Acquisition 2050 is Metro Vancouver's
visionary strategy to protect important
natural areas so the region continues to be
a great place to live for current and future
generations.

important natural areas and connecting residents
and visitors to them are two goals of the Plan.
A core too l in the delivery of the strategic goa ls
of the Regional Parks Plan, the reg ional parks la nd
acquisition strategy describes a long range vision
for Regional Parks' role in protection of the critical
remaining unprotected natural areas of the region.
In September 2017, the MVRD Board adopted
16 key directions that guided the development of
this strategy. They are located in Appendix 11. 1.
The MVRD Board identified the need to provide
more protected natural areas within the constraints
of high land prices, competition with other land
uses, and t he geographical limitation of the region.
Implementation requ ires immediate and bold actio 11.

This regional parks land acquisition strategy is
guided by the Regional Parks Plan (the 2016
strategic plan for the Regional Parks Service),

Metro Vancouver 2040 - Shaping Our Future
(the 2011 Regional Growth Strategy referred to
as 'Metro 2040'), and a set of Board approved
key directions for land acquisition .

Metro 2040 offers a road map to maintain regional
livability while accommodating an addit ional one
million residents in Metro Vancouver over the next
22 years. The needs of this growing population wil l
increase competition over a fini te land base for
a spectrum of land uses to support the growing
region. Protecting the environment and responding
to climate change are key goals of Metro 2040.
Achieving these goals will help ensure that the
region's important natural areas continue to provide
vital ecological services.
The Regional Parks Plan sets out the mission, vision,
goals and strategies that guide the delivery of the
Regional Park Service. Protecting Metro Vancouver's

8
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

In 2017, Metro Vancouver was proud to celebrate

2 .1 Over 50 Years
of Regional Parks in
Metro Vancouver

50 years of regional parks with almost 12 million
visits to regional parks.

16,000

In 1967, in response to significant popu lation
growth, increasing demand from residents for
outdoor recreation, threatened and diminishing
natural areas, and rising land costs, regional parks
pioneers had the foresight to start acquiring and
setting aside parkland. The first six regiona l parks
opened to the public in 1969, when the regional
population was just one million. Since t hen the
system has grown to a network of 22 regional
parks, five greenways, two ecological conservancy
areas and three regional park reserves. For a
map of Metro Vancouver's Regional Park System
see Figure 1. The regional parks system current ly
protects approximately 13,614 hectares of land
or approximately five percent (5%) of the region's
land base. Annual growth of the regional parks
system over time can be seen in Figure 2.
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2.2.3 Sensitive Ecosystems in

2.2 Challenges

Metro Vancouver are Disappearing
THERE ARE FOUR KEY CHALLENGES
THAT SHAPE THE REGIONAL PARKS LAND
ACQUISITION STRATEGY.

Since the late 1800s, approximately half of the
Metro Vancouver region hc1s been disturbed from
its natural state. This has resulted in significant

2.2.1 Growing and Active Population

alteration to terrestrial ecosystems (e.g., forest and
wetland loss, fish stream channelization and loss,

The Metro Vancouver region has seen significant
population growth over the past two decades.

habitat fragmentation , etc.) and the ecosystem
services they provide.

The regional population grew from 1.9 million in
2001 to 2.5 million in 2016 with another 1.2 million
Not only is the population growing, but people
are also visiting regional parks more often . Visits

The conversion of natural areas for residential,
industrial, agricultural and commercial uses has
accelerated in the past two decades. From 2009
to 2014, over 1600 hectares of sensitive and

to regional parks are growing at a rate of 3.9%

modified ecosystems were lost, which equates

per year, twice as fast as population.

to losing four Stanley Parks every five years.

Existing regional parks facilities are often at capacity

Ten percent of the region, approximately
30,000 hectares, is unprotected sensitive terrestrial

people expected to reside in the region

by 2050.

during peak times. As people's understanding of
the physical and mental health benefits of spending
time in nature increases, this trend is expected to

ecosystem. Much of this land is in small, dispersed
parcels and is distributed north and east of the

conti nue. Changing demographics, both in the
makeup of the regional population and the way
that people are housed, will impact both the

region's urban core. To maintain regional livability
and ensure the continued provision of ecosystem

demand for natural areas close to urban areas
and how these areas are used.

ofthis land should be protected in its natural state.

services for regional residents into the future, much

2.2.4 Climate Change
2 .2.2 Market Trends
The Metro Vancouver region has a rich and
Metro Vancouver's hous ing price index has

diverse natural environment that provides essential

increased almost three fold over the past 15 years .
The intense demand for housing and development
has pushed out from the core areas and exerted
upward pressure on land costs throughout the

ecosystem services such as stormwater management,
pollination, flood management, and cooling that
addresses urban heat island effects . Forests,
wetlands, and other ecosystems help regulate

region. The larger undeve loped and relatively
pristine tracts of land typically targeted for regional

the global climate by removing and storing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere .

park expansion are now competing for space with
residential, commercial, agricultural and industrial
uses. Faced with a diminishing pool of new parkland
prospects, Metro Vancouver has to ensure that it
has the resources and flexibi lity to be successful in
an increasingly competitive land market.
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However, the health of these ecosystems is

parks. Rising sea level, spread of invasive species,

deteriorating and is vulnerable to further degradation,
especially with a changing climate. Many species and
ecosystems in the regio11 are at risk of being impacted
or displaced entirely due to climate change, because

changes to precipitation patterns, and increased
drought conditions may also threaten biodiversity
and the resilience of the regional parks system.

they cannot adapt fast enough.

Regiona l parks and greenways help ecosystems
withstand and adapt to changes brought on by

Temperatures around the world are warming with
global climate change models projecting an increase
of 3° Celsius in the Metro Vancouver region by the

climate change by offering an interconnected and
protected network of park land. Enlarging protected
natural areas, improving their connectivity, and

2050s. This change is projected to lead to a doubling
of days over 25° Celsius, a 20% decrease in the
amount of rain in summer (with associated increased

conserving areas with complex natural systems are
three ways to enhance the resilience of the species
and ecosystems within regional parks.

risk of drought conditions), an increase in extreme
weather events, a decreased snow pack, and a sea

Regional parks also help mitigate climate change

level rise of at least one metre by 2100.

impacts by protecting stored carbon in forests, bogs

Although the specific nature and sca le of the impacts
to regional parks is uncertain, it is expected that

and wetlands. When considering the acquisition and
protection of land, Metro Vancouver will examine both
its potential to contribute to the ecological resilience

climate change will impact ecosystems throughout the
region, at the site scale as well as region wide. For
example, changing climatic conditions may reduce the
viability of some species or ecosystems within regional

of the regional parks system to climate change, as well
as the potential to protect stored carbon.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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2.3 Protected Areas in the Region
In Metro Vancouver about 40% of the region is
currently protected by various levels of government
and other organizations. Figure 3 outlin€s proportion
of regional lands protected to some degree.

PROTECTED AREAS IN METRO VANCOUVER
MUNICIPAL

4%

NGO.

0.1%

Metro Vancouver's regional parks system
currently protects approximately 5% of the total
regiona l land base (295,277 hectares). While
significant progress has been made towards the
protection of Metro Vancouver's important natural
areas, the region's ecosystem types are not equally
represented. Mountainous ecosystems are we ll
represented in provincial and regiona l parks and
the watersheds. It is the ecosystems of the
lowlands near population centres that are
underrepresented and most threatened.
A ll levels of government and other land protection
agencies have worked together to achieve the
protection of 40% of the· region . The federal,
provincial, regional, and municipal governments
together with First Nations, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and others need t o continue

FIGURE 3 PARKS AND PROTECTED AREAS IN
METRO VANCOUVER BY JURISDICTION

to work together to secure as much of the remaining
unprotected sensitive ecosystems as possible.

Nature Needs Half is an
international movement based
on sc ientific data and principles
that states in order for nature to
provide the ecosystem services
we all depend on, there is a
necessity to protect at last half
of the planet through large
connected ecoregions.

A further 10% of the
region would need
to be protected for
Metro Vancouver to
reach the Nature
Needs Half vision of

50% protected land .
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2.4 Taking Action

The most effective way to maintain the benefits

Protection of the lands identified in th is strategy
ensures the most reg ionally important ecosystems
are protected into the future. The strategy also
identifies iconic landscapes, vital buffers, and access

of our regional ecosystems is to protect the
remain ing unprotected land before it is developed.
This regional parks land acquisition strategy outlines
Metro Vancouver's contribution to protection of
important natural areas from now until 2050.

lands to provide a resilient network of regiona l parks
and greenways across the region.

Land protection in the region requires a collaborative
effort and Metro Vancouver will work with others
to protect the remaining important natural areas
in the region.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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3.0 Metro Vancouver Context
Metro Vancouver's vision, goals, strategies
and values for its Regional Park Service
guided the development of Regional
Park Land Acquisition 2050. This section
elaborates on the policies upon which
the strategy is based.

3.2 Values
Metro Vancouver Regional Parks has identified the
following values that guide its work:
• The Necessity of Nature -We understand the

critical role the natural world plays in the survival
of the planet and our role in protecting and

3.1 Regional Parks Plan

enhancing it.
Metro Vancouver's Regional Parks Plan (2016) is
the strategic plan for the Regional Parks Service.
It sets out the mission, vision, goals and strategies
that guide the delivery of regional parks services
to regional citizens and visitors. The vision for
the Regional Parks Service is:

" Regional Parks protect natural areas

and con nect people to nature. "

• Wellness - We continue to witness the positive
impact our service has on the mind, body and
spir"it of the members of our community.
• The Sharing of Expertise - We believe environmental

sciences have the power to not only find solutions
to new challenges, but also amaze, inspire and
educate in the process.
• Stewardship - Through our relationships with

The two goals of the Regional Parks Service are:

our regional parks' partners, we strive to educate
and empower people to help them become

• Goal 1: Protect important natural areas to
contribute to regional livability and enhance
connections; and

ambassadors of nature .

• Goal 2: Within the context of natural area
protection, provide opportunities for people
to connect with, enjoy, be active and learn
about the environment.

I

Metro Vancouver utilizes a system to classify park
land. It helps identify the role and purpose of lands
within the system.

Strategy 1 in the Regional Park Plan is the primary
polic::y statement guiding this land acquisition

3.3.1 Regional Parks

strategy. It states that Metro Vancouver will "secure
land for regional park use centered on protection

A regional park is a large natural park, usually greater

of the region's important natural areas."
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than 100 hectares in size that protects important
natural areas and provide opportunities for people to
connect with, enjoy, be active within and learn about
the environment (Regional Parks Plan, 2016).
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To ensure their long-term resi liency to impacts from
climate change, competing land uses and growing
visitation, each regional park should be composed
of the following components:
a) core natural areas - lands that possess high

habitat values, protect key ecosystem functions,
scenic landscapes, unique geological features
and provide limited opportunities to connect
park visitors with nature;
b) ecological buffer areas - lands with moderate
habitat values that help protect core natural
areas and provide opportunities to connect
park visitors with nature; and
c) access areas - lands with low to no habitat
values which facilitate the development of

regional park gateways (e.g., day use and
staging areas) to connect people with nature .

3 .3.2 Regional Greenways
A Regional Greenway is a linear corridor that contains
trails which are, for the most part, physically separated
from road traffic. They connect multiple regional parks.
utility corridors, communities and other important
natura l areas and protect ecologica l services.
Parks that are not yet fully assembled may be
designated as:

3 .3.3 Regional Reserves
A Regional Park Reserve is an area of land which
has been acquired for regional parks purposes, but
is not yet formally open to the public. These areas
may be managed for informal recreation and ad hoc
conservation purposes. Regional parks land can be
held in 'reserve' status until enough land has been
assembled and it can be opened to the public.

3 .3.4 Regional Ecological Conservancy Areas
A Regional Ecological Conservancy Area is an area
of regional parks land that is managed wholly for
conservation purposes. Access to the pub lic wil l be
limited except for research or conservation purposes.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREG IONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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4.0 Regional Parks Land Acquisition
Strategy
The Regional Parks Land Acquisition Strategy
articulates the following vision and outlines
five strategies to shape the plan .

4.2 .3 Strategy 3 - Ensure a sustainable
funding model for land acquisition

4 .1 Vision

Metro Vancouver will protect its buying power over
time, explore new fu nding sources and ensure
management resources keep pace with the growth

The vision for the Regional Park Land Acquisition

of the regional park land base.

Strategy is to grow the regional parks system into a
connected network of resilient regional parks and
greenways that protects regionally important natural
areas and connects people to them .

4.2 Strategies
Five strategies have been developed to guide the
strategy and its implementation .

4.2.1 Strategy 1 - Build a system of regional
parks that are resilient to the impacts
of climate change, land use change, and
growing visitation
Metro Vancouver will protect important natural
areas as part of a healthy and resilient regional parks
system to promote regional livability and protect
ecosystem services .

4.2 .4 Strategy 4 - Collaborate and Partner
with Others
Metro Vancouver will collaborate with others who
share similar goals in order to magnify the impact of
the Land Acquisition Program. We will partner with
member jurisdictions, First Nations, NGOs, provincial
and federal governments, and other agencies via
approaches such as collaborative planning and
management, joint land acquisition, innovative land
tenures and operating agreements.

4.2 .5 Strategy 5 - Enable clear, efficient and
flexible decision-making
Metro Vancouver will promote a clear. efficient and
flexible acquisition process that facilitates timely
decision-making on previously identified or
unforeseen acquisition opportunities.

4.2.2 Strategy 2 - Facilitate a regional
greenway system that connects natural areas
and allows users to access them
Metro Vancouver will collaborate with others to
update the regional visio n for a system of greenways
that physically connect important natural areas
and communities across the region, promote its
completion and determine which of those greenways
wi ll be provided d irectly by Metro Vancouver throug h
the Regional Parks Service.
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5.0 Strategy 1
Build a system of regional pa rks that are res ilient to the impacts
of cl imate change, land use change, and g rowing visitation .
Regional parks contribute to a healthy and
sustainable region by protecting natural areas,
which help maintain ecological health and
biodiversity while providing opportunities for
people to experience the natural world. Within
the spectrum of parks (see Figure 4), regiona l
parks lie between municipal parks and large

Those lands were further refined using a set of
'Planning Criteria' (Table 2), which resulted in areas
of interest for expanded and new regional parks.
This process is visualized in Figure 5 and is detailed
furthe:r in this section.

national parks. Compared to municipal parks,
regional parks are general ly larger containing

Sensitive
Ecosystem

more complex landscapes that protect regionally
important natural areas. While municipal parks

Inventory

are used by nearby residents for active sport and
recreation, regional parks attract residents from
across Metro Vancouver and visitors seeking
connection with nature.

Protected
lands

5 .1 Identifying Potentia l Futu re
Regional Parks Land
.... _"";-·
The following section outlines the process for how

High Regional

lands were identified for inclusion within the strategy.

Conservation

The unprotected sensitive and modified ecosystem
lands were filtered through a set of 'Conservation
Criteria' (Table 1), which resulted in a set of lands
with High Regional Conservation Potential.

Potential

FIGURE 5: DIAGRAM OF PROCESS
TO DETERMINE FUTURE REGIONAL
PARKS LAND.

FIGURE 4: SPECTRUM OF PARKS

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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Table 1 - Conservation Criteria
A set of p lanning criteria were developed to
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

HIGH RELATIVE

The relative ecological value of a

CONSERVATION

natural area. The higher the relative

VALUE

conservation value, the more
valuable the ecosystem. This
criteria identified the region's

determine feasibility and prioritize lands as potentia l
regiona l parks land. While the first of the two filters
was based on conservation principles, these criteria
take into account a variety of human factors and
municipal p lans.

Table 2 - Pla nning Criteria

outstanding natural areas.
CRITERIA

COMPLEX SIZE

DESCRIPTION

The relative size of a contiguous
natural area. The larger the natura I

IDENTIFICATION

Land previously examined and

area the more important.

IN PREVIOUS LAND

prioritized in past land acquisition

ACQUISITION

planning.

ECOLOGICAL

The. relative proximity of a natural

CONNECTIVITY

area to already protected areas.
This criteria leverages ecological

STRATEGIES
MUNICIPAL POLICY

The relative compatibility of
regional park designation with

size and quality.

municipal plans.

HABITAT DIVERSITY

The relative diversity of sensitive
ecosystem classes found within
a large natural area. The higher

RELATIVE

The relative availability of lands

AVAILABILITY

Identified with potential for
protection.

the variety of sensitive ecosystem
classes contained in a large
natural areas, the higher its
comparative va lue.

OTHER

Vulnerability and threat from

CONSTRAINTS

urban development and other
park-incompatible uses affecting

LARGE

The relative value of lands

WATERCOURSES /

comainfng wet areas (e.g.,

WET AREAS

headwaters, ground' water
recharge areas, and floodp lains
beyond typical riparian setbacks).
These lands are va lued due to
their ro le in maintaining park
hydrology.

BUFFER LANDS

These lands protect core natural
areas.
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2.5% of the reg ion has
unprotected high-value
sensitive ecosystems,
buffer lands and access
lands that will be
considered as future
regional park land .

5.2 Strategy and Actions
The regional parks land acquisition strategy
describes the following strategies and actions with

respect to the regional parks system.
STRATEGY 1 - Build a system of regional parks
that are resilient to the impacts of climate change,
land use change, and growing visitation.
ACTIONS

1. COMPLETE
AND EXPAND

TIMING
a) Identify land to complete and expand regional parks, based on a set of

Ongoing

criteria that aim to improve resiliency of the regional parks system.

EXISTING
REGIONAL
PARKS

b) Undertake planning work to confirm boundaries for expanded

Short term

regional parks.
c) Confirm regional park vision, program and boundaries during the

Short to Medium

management planning process.

2. CREATE NEW

REGIONAL PARKS

d) Acquire land identified for regional parks.

Ongoing

a) Identify land for new regional parks. based on .a set of criteria that aims to

Ongoing

improve resiliency of the regional parks system.
b) Undertake planning work for each new park to establish vision, program,

Short to Medium

and confirm interim park boundaries.
c) Acquire and dedicate land identified for new regional parks.

Ongoing

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREG IONAL PARKS LAND ACQU ISITION 2050 I
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6.0 Strategy 2
Facilitate a regional greenway system that connects natural areas
and promotes access to them .
6.1 Defining Regional Greenway
Regional greenways are linear corridors that contain
trails, often multi-use, which are for the most part
physically separated from road traffic. They connect
multiple regional parks, utility corridors, communities
and other important natural areas and protect
ecological services.

6 .2 Metro Vancouver's Role

2. Provider: In addition to its role as vision holder,
Metro Vancouver directly provides greenway
services to the region . As a provider Metro
Vancouver acquires, designs, constructs and
operates five regional greenways in partnership
with other jurisdictions.
Metro Vancouver will continue to perform its role as
greenway vision holder and provider.

6.3 Challenges

The mandate for Metro Vancouver Regional Park's
Regional Greenway Program is nested in the goals
of the Regional Parks Plan (i.e., protect and connect) .
As greenways are linear in nature, often contain
multi use trails and are less likely to protect large
natural aireas, they tend to be more strongly aligned
with the connect part of the Regional Parks Service's
strategic goals. Figure 6 graphically shows the
relative alignment of regional greenways and parks
with the Regional Parks Service's strategic goals. For
this reaso n, Metro Vancouver's Regional Greenway

Occasionally, sections of greenways can be
established quickly through the conversion of
abandoned rai l corridors or obtaining public access
rights on dikes, but this is not the norm. Acquiring
tenure to corridors is generally challenging due
to their narrow linear form and the fact that they
traverse multiple communities and numerous la nd
parcels - many of which have well established
and high ly valued uses.

PROTECT

Program focuses on greenway routes which connect
people to nature and protect important natural areas.
Historically Metro Vancouver has played two roles
with respect to the planning and implementation
of the regional greenway network. They are:
1. Vision Holder: As vision holder, Metro Vancouver
works collaboratively with municipal j urisd ictions
and other key regional stakeholders to develop a
common regional greenway vision and promotes
its implementation.
FIGUfl[
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6.4 The Regional Greenway System

Metro Vancouver currently provides five
regional greenways: Brunette Fraser Regiona l

The MVRD Board adopted the Greater Vancouver
Regional Greenway Vision in 1999. Over the following
six years, the vision was refined through a series of
collaborative sector plann ing p rocesses. for much
of the region. The results of which were greenway
sector p lans for the Burrard Peninsu la/Richmond,
Northeast, Pitt Meadows/Maple Ridge, Northshore,
Fraser Valley, and South Shore planning sectors.

Greenway, Delta South Surrey Regiona l Greenway,
North A louette Regional Greenway, Pitt River
Greenway and the Seymour River Regional Greenway,
Metro Vanco uver and its partners have made
significant progress in t he implementation of the
current vis ion.
Wit h the passage of time and changes to the region,
a forma l collaborative review of the system vision is
overdue. A regional greenway system vision update
should be done in collabo ration with Metro
Vancouver's mu nicipa l jurisdictions, Translink, the
M inist ry of Tra nsportation and Infrastructure and
other key regional stakeholders.

6.5 Strategy and Actions
The reg io nal pa rks land acquisition strategy describes the following strategy and actions with respect to the
regional greenway system.
STRATEGY 2 - Facilitate a regional greenway system that connects natural areas and
promotes access to them .
ACTIONS
1. UPDATE AND

MAINTAIN THE

TIMING
a) Work with member jurisdictions and key stakeholders to develop and adopt

Short term

an updated greenway vision for the region. Review it periodically.

REGIONAL
GREENWAY
SYSTEM VISION.

b) Promote development of the regional greenway system with member

Ongoing

jurisdictions and other stakeholders.
c) Identify regional greenway system routes and segments Metro Vancouver

Short term

will provide as part of Regional Parks Greenway Program induding the
Experience the Fraser routes.
2. COMPLETE

AND EXPAND

a) Identify land parcels and rights of way needed to complete acquisition of

Short term

existing regiona l parks greenway routes.

EXISTING
REGIONAL PARKS

b) Acquire land identified for existing greenways.

Ongoing

aJ Identify land parcels and rights of way needed to complete acquisition of

Short term

GREENWAYS.
3. CREATE NEW
REGIONAL PARKS

new regional parks greenway routes.

GREENWAYS.
b) Acquire land identified for new regional parks greenways.

Ongoing

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQU ISITION 2050
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7 .0 Strategy 3
Ensure a Sustainable Funding Model
This newly created fund, called the Heritage Parkland

This section outlines the funding mechanism
that has supported the assembly of the
existing regional parks land base, options
to support future acquisition , and the
implementation tools available for
contempo rary park land acquisition.

Acquisition Fund (HPAF), allowed Metro Vancouver
to grow the regional park system significantly.
It was complemented by programs like the 1995
Lower Mainland Nature Legacy Program, which was
financed by several levels of government and added
some 1,900 ha to the regional park system. Annual

7 .1 History of Regional

contributions to the HPAF were increased

Parks Acquisition Funding in

to $3.77 million in 2003.

Metro Vancouver

In 2017, the HPAF was reviewed, which resulted

Between 1969 (establishment of the Regiona l Parks

in a name change to the Regional Parks Land

Service) and 1993, regional park land was acquired

Acquisition Fund (RPLAF). In fall 2017, the MVRD

through tax levy funded departmental budgets,

Board approved an increase in the annual tax

borrowing and Pmvincial government contributions.

requisition for the RPLAF by $3.8 million for a total

In November 1993, in response to strong public support

contribution of $7.57 million annually. At this rate, the

for acquiring and protecting regional lands while still

cost to tax payers is approximately $3.15 per capita

affordable and available, the MVRD Board approved

for regional parks land acquisition (Figure 7).

establishing a $3.5 million annual allocation for park land
acquisition to be funded via the MVRD tax requisition.
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7 .2 Ensuring a Sustainable Funding
Model for Land Acquisition
Regional parks land acquisition funding has not
historically been linked to a park land acquisition target
or regional population trends. Due to sustained and
often rapid increases in land prices in the face of steady
regional population growth, being able to compete for
land under current market conditions is critical.

7. 3 Strategy and Action s
STRATEGY 3 - Ensure a sustainable funding model for land acquisition.
ACTIONS
1. IMPLEMENT

TIM ING
a) Investigate feasibility of current and potential funding options available

APPROPRIATE

under provincial legislation and bring recommendations for future funding

FUNDING

sources to MVRD Board for consideration.

Short term

MODELS TO

ACHIEVE VISION.

b) Evaluate the costs and benefits of funding options to address rapidly

Short term

diminishing opportuni ties and bring a recommendation to MVRD Board
for consideration.
c) Evaluate linking the Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund to regional land

Short term

price trends.
d) Review the Regional Parks Land Acquisition Fund at least every 5 years to

Ongoing

ensure buying power is maintained over time.
2. ENSURE THAT

a) Explore establishment of a program as part of the annual capital budget to

OPERATING

ensure all costs associated with acqu isition of properties (e.g., demolition,

BUDGET

trespass issues, and land restoration) will be available for immediate site

REQUIREMENTS

management needs.

Short term

BASED ON
APPROVED
LEVELS OF

b) Ensure that operating budget requirements based on approved levels of

Short term

service are reflected in the 5 year financial plan

SERVRCEARE
REFLECTED IN
THE 5 YEAR

FINANCIAL PLAN.
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7.4 Acquisition Tools
There are a number of options for acqu1
i ring lands
as part of a park land acquisition strategy. In
choosing the most suitable land acquisition option,
the principal factor is how best to achieve Metro
Vancouver's goals. Corporate policy, bylaws, and
enabling legislation may require a certain security
of tenure in order to allow the expenditures of funds
and provide adequate protection of natural values.
Furthermore, practical considerations such as budget
constraints, community development and
collaborative governance may require a partner be
granted the appropriate tenure.
· Fee Simple (ownership) - Currently, 59% of
regional parks land is owned fee simple by
Metro Vancouver which provides the largest
interest in ownership and higehest level of rights.
Such ownership can be obtained in a variety
of ways. (See Table 3).
· Co-ownership (purchase partnerships) A partnership between Metro Vancouver and
one or more other organizations, all of which
are on title as tenants- in-common.

· Conservation Covenant - restricts a landowner's
activities on the land or a portion of the land .
Certain types can also require the landowner to
undertake specific actions or activities. Covenants
are registered on the title of a parcel of land and
run with the land regardless of ownership un less
discharged.
· "Placeholder" Agreements: Option to Purchase ,

• Easement - an interest in land that provides rights
to use the land or a portion of it for a designated
purpose, such as access or accommodating
utilities . The easement must benefit another
adjacent or nearby parcel of land and the interest
cannot be personal in nature.
· Statutory Rights of Way - A Statutory Right of
Way (SRW} can be obtained by specified entities
including many public agencies to access or utilize
a private property for a specified purpose, such as
installing and maintaining infrastructure needed for
the delivery of a specific service. It does not need
to benefit an adjacent or nearby property. A SRW
runs with the land title and is binding on al l existing
and future owners of the affected property.

Right of First Refusal - If a landowner indicates a
desire to sell land sometime in the future, a legally
binding agreement ca n be written to provide the
opportunity to purchase under certain terms or
match a future purchase offer on the property
before it's sold.
· Leasehold - Metro Vancouver can hold a
registered interest in a parcel of land that often
provides exclusive use.
• License or Permit - typically a shorter term
contractual agreement between two parties that
generally ceases when the land is sold .
• Partnerships/ Co-management - Lands
owned by a pub lic agency or non-government
organization that are co-managed by two or more
parties under a formal agreement.
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Table 3 - Methods of Obtaining Fee Simple Ownersh ip

METHOD
PURCHASE

DESCRIPTION
Transactions with a willing buyer and a willing seller typically at current market value.

CROWN! GRANTS

Land passing from the Federal or Provincial governments either at market value or nominal cost.

MUNICIPAL

Whether obtained via dedication or other means, municipal natural land can potentially be transferred to

TRANSFER

a regional district often at nominal cost.

DONATIONS

Donations of land or property rights to a regional parks service to protect the land for conservation
purposes and/or public access.

ECOLOGICAL GIFTS

A specific class of donation under the Federal Ecological Gifts Program to preserve Canada's natural
heritage. This program allows Canadians who own certified ecologically sensitive land to donate those
lands, or an eligib le interest or right in land to a qualified recipient (e.g., Metro Vancouver) in exchange
f.or a tax receipt and capital gains exemption.

EXTENDED

An owner donates or sells land, but retains entitlement to use the land for a period of time following sale,

TENANCY

sometimes for li fe.

(LI FE ESTATE)
EXPRO PRIATION

Although not Metro Vancouver's current practice with respect to regional parks land, the government
(the Crown or one of its agencies, including municipalities) can through a legal process take private
property (typically at fair market value} that has been deemed to have a greater public use or benefit.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREG IONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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done through the Provincial Municipal Finance

7 .5 Funding Sources

Authority (MFA). Long-term borrowing by local
There are several tools available for Metro Vancouver
to raise funds for regional parks land acquisition.
Revenue sources currently used include:

governments cannot be undertaken without the
approval of the Inspector of Municipalities and the
assent of the electorate. While this is not a revenue
source, it is a tool t hat could be used to accelerate

• Property Tax - Based on a property's assessed

the purchase of land.

value, property tax is collected and used by
municipalities to fund important services like police,
fire and ambulance, recreation and commun ity
centres, libraries, and parks. Metro Vancouver
assesses a tax levy to fund MVRD services,
including regional parks.

· Charitable Foundation Endowment - donations

and public/corporate fund-raising designated
specifically for park land acquisition. The Regional
Parks Service has its own charitable foundation the Pacific Parklands Foundation - which is one way
to raise non-tax requisition funding for regional

• Partnerships - Generally not an ongoing revenue

parks land acquisition.

source and restricted to a particular project of
mutual importance. Some NGOs also access
government conservation land securement or
wildlife conservation funding that may be available

7 .6 Management of Regional

Parks Land

for the life of specific programs. Typically partners
provide their interest to Metro Vancouver for
management thro ugh a leaseback and partnership
operating funds are generally not provided .
Potential future funding sources that can be
explored include:

An increase in regional parks land will come with a
responsibility to maintain it, therefore operational
budget implications should be anticipated . Effective
operational and resource management plans wil l be
needed for each site to determine the magnitude
of the impacts to operations budget. However, as

• Parcel Tax -Applied to each parcel at a flat rate,

a parcel tax can be used to raise money for
regional parks land acquisition. Currently used

sensitive ecosystems are being lost, one strategy
is to protect land now while it is still available and
conserve it for future use. The incremental costs of
land management are scalable depending in part on
how much public access is provided. Those capital
development requests will be brought forward in the
future through the regular budget process and the
MVRD Board will be able to direct the rate of growth

in other regional districts in BC, including
Regional District of Nanaimo and Comox
Valley Regional District.
• Development Cost Charges (DCCs) - currently

of the Regional Parks Service.

used by BC municipalities to partially fund
services directly related to growth, including the
development of parks. Metro Vancouver could
create a DCC to be applied to new development

The long term funding strategy will consider

in the region to fund new regional park land

associated with acquisition of properties will be
available for immediate site management needs.

acquisition or development.
, Borrowing - In BC, local governments can engage

establishing a stewardship program as part of
the annual capital budget to guarantee all costs

This will ensure the land is adequately protected
before it is turned over to ongoing operations.

in long-term borrowing for items and projects that
are considered "capital" in nature, and it must be
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8.0 Strategy 4
Collaborate and Partner with Others

8.1 Metro Vancouver's Role

8.2 First Nations

Metro Vancouver's past success in developing
its system of regional parks and greenways has
been, in part, thanks to joint efforts and

Significant areas of the reg ion have been protected
for conservation purposes through designation as
regional parks in collaboration with the Province of

partnerships between federal, provincial and
municipal jurisdictions to achieve common aims.

BC. A lthough large unprotected important natural
areas of the region are found within Crown land

These collaborations have significantly leveraged
the tools and funding available to Metro Vancouver

holdings, there is uncertainty around protection,
conservation and public access given that there

to achieve its vision for the regional parks system particularly with respect to acquiring tenure to Crown

are unresolved Aboriginal rights and title claims
over these Crown lands, at a time when Crown-First

lands. To magnify the impact of its land acquisition
program, Metro Vancouver will continue to
collaborate with others who share similar goals. We
will partner with member jurisdictions, First Nations,
NGOs, provincial and federal governments, and

N ation relationships are making efforts to move
moving towa rds reconciliation. If Crown lands are to
play a significant part in Metro Vancouver achieving
its "protect and connect" goals in the region,
innovative First Nations engagement, collaboration,

other agencies via approaches such as collaborative
planning and management, joint land acquisition,

and negotiation approaches along with new land
tenure models, will be required.

innovative land tenures and operating agreements.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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8.3 Strategy and Actions
The regional parks land acquisition strategy describes the fo llowing strategy and actions with respect to
collaboration.
STRATEGY 4 - Collaborate and Partner with Others
ACTIONS
1. CHAMPION THE
PROT ECTION OF

TIMING
a) Promote the Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 with others who have

Ongoing

interest in or responsibility for land protection.

THE REGION'S

IMPORTANT
NATURAL AREAS.
2. LEVERAGE
RESOURCES

b) Review potential acquisitions with pertinent member jurisdictions and

Ongoing

other stakeholders during the annual review.
a) Align land acquisition with the plans of other departments within Metro

Ongoing

Van couver to build upon common Interests .

WHERE PARTNER
INTERESTS ALIGN
WITH REG IONAL

PARKS.
3. INVESTIGATE
OPPORTUNITIES

b) Consider joint acquisition of property or j oint land assembly where similar

Ongoing

goals are shared and management objectives are aligned.

a) Explore innovative and cooperative arrangements, including opportunities

Ongoing

to expand reg ional parks in collaboration with First Nations.

TO WORK WITH
FIRST NATIONS.

4. MAXIMIZE

a) Work with member jurisdictions to protect existing, expanded and

APPLICATION

new parks and greenways, through land use pl.anning tools such as

OFlAND USE

development setbacks, integrated storm wate r management plans and

PLANNING

landscape buffers and identify these lands in their respective Official

DESIGNATIONS

Community Plans and zoning bylaws.

TO PROTECT

REGIONAL PARKS
LAND.
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Short to Medium

9.0 STRATEGY 5

9.0 Strategy 5
Enable clear, efficient and flexible decision making
Metro Vancouver's Regional Parks Land Acquisition
Program is currently conducted on a willing buyer,
willing seller basis. The majority of acquisition
prospects are generated through direct contact with
landowners or as a result of properties being listed
on the open market. It is common for properties to
have been held in long-term ownership for decades,
often in an undeveloped state. Due to the ir location
and ecological attributes, these properties are often
unique opportunities that cannot be substituted for
in the market. Capitalizing on these opportunities
requires an efficient and timely process especially
when competing with other buyers in Metro
Vancouver's generally active real estate market.
The aim of the land acquisition process is to
maximize opportunities to acquire important natural
areas subject to available financia l resources,
legislative requirements and corporate financial
policy and processes. Land acquisition opportunities
will generally be those in the strategy endorsed
by the Metro Vancouver Regional Distr ict Board.
Occasionally unanticipated but compelling
opportunities not in the strategy will arise and be
vetted by the MVRD Board prior to staff taking
action to investigate and possibly acquire them .

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREGIONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050 I
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9.1 Land Acquisition Process
Th e following table desc ribes the land acquisition process.
STEP

1.

ACTION

APPROVAL

Land Acquisition Strategy - The regional parks land acquisition strategy is the MVRD Board's long

tenn vision for acquiring land for regiona l parks.

MVRD Board
approval of
strategy.

2.

3.

Land Acquisition Review - The strategy will be updated regularly to respond to changes in the

MVRD Board

region . Proposed changes will be approved by the MVRD Board.

Approval

Annual update of Land Acquisition Activity - Staff will submit an annual information report to

MVRD Board

the MVRD Board outlining the progress of current land acquisition initiatives and prospects that

Information

may come forward in the coming year. This will include fee simple purchase or Interests in lands

Report

being obtained through transfers from other levels of government or agencies.

4.

5.

Pre-acquisition Approval to Offer -A memo outlining the property's background and rationale

Chief

for pu rchase , appraisal information and anticipated negotiation issues, is provided to senior

Administrative

management for approval with a recommendation for an offer price or offer price range .

Officer Approva I

Acquisition Approval - Seek authority to purchase from the MVIRD Board. This will be done

MVRD Board

through a board report that includes appropriate mapping, background documents and the

Approval

acquisition criteria summary.

6.

Execution of Purchase and Sale Agreement following removal of conditions

Staff

7.

Announce Acquisition - MVRD and funding partners announce the acquisition after the transfer

Staff

of title is complete.

8.

Unforeseen Opportunities - Compell ing properties not included in the Strategy will be brought

MVRD Board

to the Board for consideration at the earliest opportunity, and if approved, included In the

Approval

Strategy and pursed in accordance with the process described above.

9 .2 Acquisition Criteria
This land acquisition strategy employs land
evaluation and prioritization systems at two points of
the process. A fi rst set of conservation and planning
criteria was used to filter the region's unprotected
sensitive ecosystems. A second set of criteria is used
to eva luate individual land acquisition opportunities
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prior to purchase, as part of Metro Vancouver's
due di ligence process. These acquisition criteria
are described here. The market availability of lands
identified for potential regional parks or greenway
acquisition is general ly low at any particular time.
Staff init iatives to proactively cultivate purchases
and donations of target lands can enhance land
availab il ity to some extent.

Vancouver Regional District
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ACQUISffiON

DESCRIPTION

SCORING

MAX
POINT
VALUE

CRITERIA

Contribution to a Regional

Estimates the relative contribution to a regional

Park or Greenway

park or greenway. It encompasses the facets of a
'resilient' and connected regional parks system.

ECOLOGICAL

Estimates the relative conservation value(s) of the

Points are assigned only to the

IMPORTANCE

parcels being considered for purchase.

primary and secondary

REGIONAL

Estimates the relative quality, rarity and importance

up to 20 points allocated to

LANDSCAPE

of the landscape feature(s) contained in the land

the primary contribution and

parcels being considered for purchase.

up to 10 points to the

contributions to the park with

FEATURE

secondary.

OPPORTUNITY

Estimates the relative va lue of the opportunities

TO EXPERIENCE

for visitors to experience and learn about nature

NATURE

contained in the land parcels being considered

30

for purchase.

OPERATIONAL

Estimates the relative va lue to Improve the opera-

UTILITY

tional function of a regional park or greenway

GREENWAY

Estimates the relative va lue to the physical connec-

CONNECTIVITY

tivity, safety, or security of tenure of a regional
greenway. This sub-criterion will be used to evaluate
lands that support greenway trail extensions only.

LEVEL OF THREAT

Estimates the relative level of threat to the n<1tural

Maximum points given where

values present on the subject lands if not acquired

risk is highest.

10

for regional park or the potential for the loss of
connectivity if permanent tenure is not acquired for
a Greenway.

STEWARDSHIP

Estimates the relative level of stewardship effort

Maximum points are given

IMPLICATIONS

Metro Vancouver will be required to invest in the

where restoration and

land to optimize its contribution to the Regional

stewardship costs are lowest.

5

Parks Service's goals.
OTHER

Estimates the value of other specific and timely

Maximum points are given

CONSIDERATIONS

factors not addressed above; such as balancing

when the purchase contributes

supply/demand in a portion of the region or

highly to addressing a pressing

responding to an issue with high municipal or

concern or issue.

5

public profile.

PARTNERSHIPS

Estimates the relative benefits of the presence of

Maximum points given for

(BONUS)

a collaborative effort supporting the acquisition

large scale donations/

of a subject property. This criterion is employed

partnerships.

5

as a bonus due to the relative infrequency of land
acquisition partnerships over the past decade.

The above table is a general summary of the
acquisition criteria. A long form score sheet will be
comp leted by a staff committee and their input

consolidated into a summary sheet attached to land
acquisition reports when a property is brought forward.
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9.3 Transfer of Land from Other
Jurisdictions to Metro Vancouver
As per MVRD Board direction through adoption of the

impacts to operating budget, it may be within the
regional interest for Metro Vancouver to operate them.

9.4 Land Disposition Process

2014 Regional Parks Service Review Report, Metro
Vancouver will decline any requests to transfer

On occasion, portions of land acquired by Metro

responsibility for local parks to Metro Vancouver as

Vancouver in support of Regional Parks Service

well as requests for financial contributions to assist in

delivery is determined to be surplus to its needs.

the development or ongoing operation of local parks.

When this occurs, Metro Vancouver will dispose
of the land according to the requirements of the
local Government Act, the Community Charter

Notwithstanding the above, MVRD Board will
cautiously consider the transfer of responsibility for
natural areas from municipal or other jurisdictions to
Metro Vaincouver where regional manag,ement is in
the public interest. Transfers will be considered on a
case-by-case basis only after a thorough system level
review has been conducted .
The following criteria will be used in review:

• Contains region ally important nat ura l areas:
If the natural areas present on the land in question
are found to be regionally important, it may be
within the regional interest for Metro Vancouver
to manage them.
. Supports an identified regional connection:
If the land in question provides Metro Vancouver
an opportunity to advance an identified regional
connection consistent with the regional district's
greenway service provision role, it may be within
the regional interest for Metro Va ncouver to
manage them .

• Enhances stewardship: If the natural area in
question is adjacent to existing Metro Vancouver
park land or planned park expansions, improves

and corporate best practices.

9.5.1 Transfer of Parks or Park Land from
Metro Vancouver to Other Jurisdictions
Metro Vancouver will consider transfer of responsibil ity
for regional parks or regional parks land to municipal
or other jurisdictions with caution. Transfers will be
considered on a case-by-case basis only after a
thorough system level review has been conducted.
The following criteria will be used in the review:

• Role - the role of the park land in the regional parks
system. Removal of park land does not compromise
Metro Vancouver's ability to achieve its strategic
goals or the resiliency of the parks system.

. Purpose - the original purpose for which the park
land was acquired is no longer valid.
• Visitation - if visitation is overwhelmingly local
rather than regional, it may make sense for a
municipality to manage these lands.
. Adjacency - if pieces of park land are adjacent
to another jurisdiction's park land, and the regional

the size or configuration of a regiona l park from
a conservation perspective and/or enhances

pieces are not sufficient to create a complete park,
it may make sense for another jurisdiction

stewardship, it may be within the regional interest

to manage these lands.

for Metro Vancouver to manage it.

Justifiable financial implications: If the operating
budget impacts are minor or the benefits to the
regiona l parks system offered by a proposed land
transfer are deemed to outweigh the consequential
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When regional park land is transferred to another
jurisdiction for continued use as public open space,
Metro Vancouver will endeavor to ensure that the la nd
remains protected as parkland.
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9.5 Performance Indicators

1. Number of hectares acquired annually

Performance indicators help citizens, elected
officia ls, managers and employees gauge the
effectiveness of the Regional Parks Service in
ach ieving organizational goals . Performance

2. Number of hectares of sensitive and modified

indicators are intrinsically linked to an organization's
strategic goals and are used to help managers
assess whether they are on target as they work
towards those goals. The following indicators have
been developed to track the effectiveness of the
implementation of Metro Vancouver's regiona l
parks land acquisition strategy.

ecosystems acquired annually
3. Number of opportunities completed relative to
number of opportunities pursued annually

9 .6 Strategy and Actions
The regional parks land acquisition strategy
incorporates the following strategy and actions to
enable clear, efficient and flexible decision making .

STRATEGY 5 - Enable clear, efficient and flexible decision-making.
TIMING

ACTIONS
1. ESTABLI SH
AN EIFFICIENT

a) Implement standardized land acquisition MVRD Board policies and

Short term

corporate procedures.

STANDARDIZED
PROCESS.

b) Regul arly review and assess the land acquisition process for efficiency and

Ongoing

effectiveness and modify as required to address changing circumstances
in the region.
2. UPDATE THE

a) Annually review land acquisition properties.

Ongoing

STRATEGY IN
RESPONSE
TO N EW
INFORMATIO N.
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10 .0 CONCLUSION

10.0 Conclusion
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Can you imagine ..
It's 2050 and the Metro Vancouver region continues
to be consistently ranked as one of the best places
in the world to live, work and play.
Regional parks continue to provide
essential ecosystems services for
the region, and have helped maintain
a healthy region in the face of an
uncertain future.
Due to the regional parks land acquisition strategy,
there is:
• A system of regional parks that is resi lient to
the impacts of climate change, land use change,
and growing visitation, and
• A greenway system that connects natural areas
and allows users to access them.

This was achieved by:
• Ensuring there was a sustainable funding model

tor land acquisition.
• Col laborating and partnering with others to
achieve the vision, and

• Having a clear and efficient decision making
process that allowed for flexibility and the ability
to cap ita lize on unforeseen opportunities.
Thirty two years ago, Metro Vancouver adopted a
vision of a connected network of resi lient regional
parks and greenways to protect regionally important
natural areas, and connect people to them. Three
decad es later, it is regarded by citizens as one of the
region's greatest achievements.

Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictREG IONAL PARKS LAND ACQUISITION 2050
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11.0 Appendices
11 .1 Regional Parks Land Acquisition
Strategy - Key Directions
These key directions were endorsed by the MVRD
Board in September 2017 and provided guidance
to the development of Regional Parks Land

6. The land acquisition strategy should contemplate
the acquisition of lands within Metro Vancouver
if the land is consistent with Metro Vancouver's
mandate in providing regional parks services to
its members.
7. Metro Vancouver needs to work with its municipa I

Acquisition 2050.

partners as it develops and implements the

1. Metro Vancouver must be aggressive and create

land acquisition strategy for regional parks.
Opportunities to align the regional parks land

a very ambitious land acquisition strategy vision
due to the high development pressu:res on the
limited and decreasing supply of natural lands

acquis it ion strategy with local planning and
opportunities to leverage local funding to achieve
joint goals shou ld be explored.

available for protection as regional parks.
8. To set targets consider a blend of approaches
2. The new land acquisition strategy needs to take
into consideration that funding for regional
parkland acquisition has not kept up with rising
costs of lands. Mechanisms for ensuring that a
revised funding model remains reflective of the
real ity of land costs should be evaluated and

including establishing quantitative targets,
but focus on gap analysis while integrating
opportunism.
9. The flexibility to readily take advantage of
unforeseen opportunities must be built into the
land acquisition strategy.

incorporated if warranted .
3. Regional greenspace defines Metro Vancouver's
livability.
4. The land acquisition strategy must take into
consideration the regional growth strategy
(Metro 2040) and anticipated outcomes.

10. The land acquisition strategy should carefully
explore the potential role of the acquisition
of modified and marginalized lands, incl ud ing
farmland, in protecting regionally important
natural areas and establishing regional parks.
11. In general, the Regional Parks Committee

5. The land acquisition strategy should seek
and include a diversity of land acquisition
opportunities (i.e., not 100% Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)). These non-SEI

greenway presented by staff "Greenways are
linear parks that contain multi-use trails wh ich
are for the most part physically separated from

(or complementary) lands can be important
in supporting public access to nature and/or

road traffic. They connect regional parks, other

protecting other regionally important natural
values/ecological services such as hydrology.
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important natural areas and communities.
Regional greenways may also function as
ecological corridors that protect and connect
important natural areas ."
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12. Regional greenways and trails are part of the
regional infrastructure, critical for our
communities and important to residents .
13. Metro Vancouver has a role in supporting both
wildlife and human connectivity through regional
greenways and trails. This can be supported by
Metro Vancouver in a number of ways. Options
include roles such as resource provider, direct
provided or vision holder and policy leader.
Notwithstanding Metro Vancouver's role, an
expanded greenways program needs a regional
vision and additional resources to be made
avai lable.

11.2 Engagement Summary
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the completion of the Regional Parks
Land Acquisition 2050 project, Metro Vancouver
engaged with other stakeholders thait had
compatible values and goals.

INITIAL ENGAGEMENT
In the initial phases of the regional parks land
acquisition strategy, Metro Vancouver engaged with
targeted internal, municipal and non-governmental
stakeholders that had compatible values and goals.

14. Consideration should be given to the integration
of the Coast to Canyon Trail concept from the
Experience the Fraser plan as a foundational
element into the regional greenway network
vision developed through the land acquisition
strategy project.

This included internal (i.e., Metro Vancouver) business
units along with a series of external meetings with:
(a) GVRD Member Municipalities,
Electoral Area 'A', and Tsawwassen First Nation
(b) External Agencies (Regional, Provincia l and

15. Overall equity in funding a regional greenway
network is an important consideration in the
ultimate implementation of the land acquisition
strategy.
16. Land acquisition strategies should enhance
communities and preserve natural habitat whi le
minimizing impact on economic development

Federa l) and
(c) Non -Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
including land trusts.
The purpose of these meetings was to share
information on this project and gather feedback
on regional parks land acquisition .

and industry.
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KEY MESSAGES

RECOMMENDED LAND ACQUISrTION CRITERIA

The primary outcome of these meetings was an
expression of widespread support for the role of
Metro Vancouver's Regional Parks Service, the
goals set down in the Regional Parks Plan (2016)

The following land acquisition criteria were
recommended to Metro Vancouver during the
engagement process:

and the assumptions behind the Reglonal Parks
Land Acquisition Strategy project. Some of the

• Protect important natural areas guided by Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory, ecological health, habitatfor
migratory species, and regional bio-diversity.

key messages include:
• Multi-lateral communication and col laboration
is needed between Metro Vancouver, other
jurisdictions and stakeholders to protect important
natural areas.
• External government agencies, land trusts and
other NGOs have limited mandate and/or funds.
When they do have a mandate and funding, the
Metro Vancouver region is not a focus of their work
because of the high cost of land and the limited
opportunities to protect nature due Lo urban

• Assess watershed issues and consider upstream
conditions that may impact a parcel.
• Provide connectivity between natural areas for
people and wildlife.
• Protect freshwater wetlands and mature forests especially mixed deciduous and Coastal Douglas
Fir - as important natural assets.
• Consider the size-connectivity continuum for
ecological systems, with large-connected parcels

development.
• Few municipalities have a formal park land
acquisition strategy or evaluation criteria and
their park land acquisition is commonly guided by
targets and distribution standards set out in OCPs,
park master plans or neighbourhood plans.

being better than small-disconnected. A large
node is better than a corridor, but quality may
trump size in some cases, especially in densely
developed areas.
• Acknowledge that sites requiring restoration will
increasingly need to be considered in the future,

• A strong consensus, particu larly among municipal
jurisdictions, that Metro Vancouver has a key
planning and leadership role in establishing,
maintaining and communicating a regional vision
for regional parks and greenways.

and potential impacts of climate change will need
to be taken into account.
• Balance the spatial distribution of regional parks
relative to large population centres and across the
region with the protection of important natural
areas where they are located.

• Confirmation that municipal jurisdictions
emphasize connectivity and active transportation
over experiential character, passive recreation, or
biodiversity corridor protection in their greenway
and trail development activities .

• Protect and provide views and viewpoints, and
access to waterfronts, mountains and forests.
• Acquire enough land to accommodate access,
staging and parking, and take public safety
and security into account. Maintain flexibility to
respond to unanticipated strategic opportunities.
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FINAL ENGAGEMENT

• Port Coqultlam, City of

In the final phases of the Regional Parks Land
Acquisition 2050 project, Metro Vancouver
engaged in a focused manner with key internal
and external stakeholders. This included an internal
review by the Regional Parks Service and other
Metro Vancouver departments. The p lanning t eam

, Port Moody, City of

also sought the input of Metro Vancouver's Regiona l
Parks Municipal Advisory Group a number of times
through the course of the project and followed up
with key individual municipal jurisdictions to review
strategy details.

, Richmond, City of
• Surrey, City of
• Tsawwassen First Nation
• Vancouver, City of
• West Vancouver, District of
• White Rock, City of
PROVINCTAL ANO FEDERAL AGENCIES

• BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations

ENGAGEMENT CONTACTS
The following is a list of the local governments and
agencies included in the engagement phase of the
regional parks land acquisition strategy project.
Members of the planning team met with st aff
representatives over the course of the project
to obtain the,r feedback.

• BC Parks, Ministry of Environment & Crown Lands
• Environment Canada and Canadian Wildlife
Service
• BC Hydro (Reservoir Recreation Division)

• Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
• Parks Canada

LOCAL GOVERNMENT JURISDICTIONS

• Port Metro Vancouver

• Anmore, Village of

• Translink

• Belcarra, Village of

NGO'S AND LAND TRUSTS

• Bowen Island Municipality

Coastal Douglas Fir Conservation Partnership

• Burnaby, City of

Ducks Un limited

, Coquitlam, City of

Fraser Va lley Conservancy Land Trust

, Delta, City of

Nature Conservancy of Canada

• Electoral Area A"

Nature Trust of BC

• Langley, City of

Pacific Parklands Foundation

II

• Langley, Township of
• Lions Bay, Village of
• Maple Ridge, City of
• New Westminster, City of
, North Vancouver, City of
, North Vancouver, District of
, Pitt Meadows, City of
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Section E

3.2

To:

Regional Parks Committee

From:

Jeffrey Fitzpatrick, Division Manager, West Area, Regional Parks

Date:

May 15, 2018

Subject:

Grouse Mountain Regional Park – Management Plan Framework and Public
Engagement Process

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board approve the scope of the proposed Grouse Mountain Regional Park
Management Plan Framework and authorize staff to proceed with the engagement process as
presented in the report dated May 15, 2018, titled “Grouse Mountain Regional Park – Management
Plan Framework and Public Engagement Process – Public Engagement Process”.

PURPOSE
To seek MVRD Board endorsement of the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan
Framework (Attachment 1) and authorization to proceed with public engagement.
BACKGROUND
Grouse Mountain Regional Park was established on May 1, 2017, by way of a license agreement on
Water Services off-drainage land. The 74-hectare park consists largely of second growth forest with
areas of old growth forest and riparian corridors. The park includes the Grouse Grind Trail, the British
Columbia Mountain Club Trail, and a portion of the Baden-Powell Trail (Attachment 2 & 3).
When Grouse Mountain Regional Park was established, staff committed to completing public
engagement, and meeting with local First Nations, stakeholders and partners throughout 2017 to
understand priorities for resource management, park improvements, operations, and programming.
At the November 8, 2017 meeting, the Regional Parks Committee received an update on the
engagement and directed staff to develop a preliminary management plan for Grouse Mountain
Regional Park (Attachment 4).
Through spring 2018, staff developed a Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan
Framework informed by engagement, research and information gathering. This report brings forward
the management plan framework for MVRD Board approval. If approved by the Board, staff will
engage First Nations and the public on the management plan framework, then report back to the
Board for approval of the final management plan in the fall of 2018.
PARK MANAGEMENT PLAN
The Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework includes the core components of
a park management plan: a vision, goals and objectives, concept, key directions and priorities. The
Framework is the basis for developing the final park management plan that will guide resource
management, park improvements, operations and programming at Grouse Mountain Regional Park
over the next twenty years.
25391213
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Planning Process
The management planning process has included research, environmental assessment, analysis, and
engagement with local First Nations, the District of North Vancouver, partners, non-profit
organizations, and the public.
Key issues identified by the public and stakeholders included trail user safety and etiquette, trail
standards, opportunities for loop trails, seasonal Grouse Grind closure approaches, wayfinding and
information signage, habitat protection, and an interest in volunteer opportunities in the Park.
Staff have discussed the management plan with representatives of the Musqueam, Squamish, and
Tsleil-Waututh Nations. An archaeological overview assessment, currently underway, will provide
additional information on traditional use and archaeological significance of the Park.
Management Plan Framework Highlights
The Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework (Attachment 1) presents a longrange vision for the Park that includes new opportunities to connect with nature and protect the
sensitive forest ecosystem. The plan maintains and enhances popular trail routes, identifies modest
park improvements, and improves accessibility of the Park to visitors of all fitness and experience
levels. Highlights of the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A vision for the Park is a model of forest stewardship and mountain trail management with
resilient forest ecosystems, and hiking trails that link urban communities to high elevation
woodlands and sub-alpine areas beyond the Park.
A research plan to better understand the Park’s ecosystem through targeted habitat and forest
health assessments, forest health improvements and stewardship.
Habitat conservation by limiting future trail development to concept plan trails, by reducing trail
braiding, and by decommissioning unsanctioned trails.
Opportunities to work with First Nations to protect cultural resources and collaborate on park
projects.
Strategies to improve hiker etiquette and preparedness, seasonal trail closures, habitat
protection and enhancement, public programing and interpretation.
A concept plan that improves circulation, safety, and park visitor experience, and provides a wider
range of trail opportunities.
An enhanced trail network that maintains the current character of the Grouse Grind Trail,
improves trail conditions of the British Columbia Mountain Club route and creates new lower and
upper loop options for improved access.
A realigned trailhead area to improve circulation, park branding, access and visitor experience.
Improved trail wayfinding and interpretive signage.
New opportunities for programming and interpretation, as well as future partnerships, and
community engagement.

ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
Engagement in 2017 included a public open house, a stakeholder workshop, an online survey as well
as meetings with First Nations, local municipalities, partners and stakeholders. Input provided to date
has informed the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework.
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Pending MVRD Board approval, in summer 2018 Metro Vancouver will provide forums, listed below,
to seek input on the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework. This input will
inform the development of the final Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan. Staff will
report back to the Regional Parks Committee and MVRD Board on the input provided.
Scope, Methods and Timing
First Nations, local municipalities, partners, stakeholders and the public will be engaged to review
and provide input the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework. The following
methods are proposed as part of the engagement strategy:
Method
Metro Vancouver
Website

Purpose

Timing

Provide up to date information about the
engagement process.

Ongoing; began in
Summer 2017

Provide an update on the Grouse Mountain
Regional Park management plan and an
opportunity to review and provide comments
on the draft management plan framework.

Summer 2018

Targeted Meetings

Provide opportunities for in-person meetings
with First Nations, municipalities, partners,
and stakeholders as requested.

Summer 2018

Internal Meeting

Meeting with Water Services staff, the land
owner, to review the draft management plan
framework.

Summer 2018

Online questionnaire

An online option to provide input.

Summer 2018

On-site public
engagement event

An opportunity for in-person engagement and
input on the draft management plan
framework; event will be held in the Park.

Summer 2018

Letter/Email notification
to First Nations

ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board approve the scope of the proposed Grouse Mountain Regional Park
Management Plan Framework and authorize staff to proceed with the engagement process as
presented in the report dated May 15, 2018, titled “Grouse Mountain Regional Park –
Management Plan Framework and Public Engagement Process – Public Engagement Process”.
2. That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated May 15, 2018, titled " Grouse
Mountain Regional Park – Management Plan Framework and Public Engagement Process” and
provide alternate direction to staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Pending MVRD Board approval, existing staff resources will be used to complete public engagement
and development of the final Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan.
The Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework includes modest park
improvements that will be phased in over the life of the management plan, through the regular work
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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planning and budget process. Staff will prepare a complete order of magnitude costs estimate and
operating budget impact overview with the final Grouse Mountain Regional Park management plan
for Board approval.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Staff recommends Alternative 1. Public input, research and information gathering, informed the
development of the Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework, which will form
the basis for the final management plan. The management plan is required to guide resource
management, park improvements, operations and programming at Grouse Mountain Regional Park
over the next twenty years.
The proposed First Nation and public engagement on the Grouse Mountain Regional Park
Management Plan Framework will ensure the final management plan is broadly supported and
reflective of regional park users input. The final management plan will improve public service,
enabling modest improvements to park facilities, improved accessibility and resource management
in the Park over the long term.
Attachments
1. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework
2. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Context Map (Orbit # 25399860)
3. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Trail Map (Orbit # 25399860)
4. Regional Parks Committee Report dated October 12, 2017 re Grouse Mountain Regional Park
Engagement Summary (Orbit # 25399860)
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ATTACHMENT 1
Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework
VISION
Grouse Mountain Regional Park is a model of forest stewardship and mountain trail management
with resilient forest ecosystems. The park supports ecological and human health, preserving
wildlife corridors, connecting urban communities to high elevation woodlands and sub-alpine areas
beyond the Park, and providing opportunities to learn about, explore, and connect with nature.
GOALS
Protect and enhance
the ecological values
of forestlands and
riparian corridors

OBJECTIVES
1. Compile a baseline of information on the parks ecological values to
guide planning processes and management decisions.
2. Maintain or improve biological diversity and structural complexity
within both terrestrial and aquatic habitats to strengthen
ecosystem function and increase resiliency to human use and
climate change.
3. Undertake a forest management plan.
4. Manage invasive species throughout park.
5. Protect adjacent sensitive ecosystems and enhance habitat
connectivity.

Provide passive
recreation
opportunities,
facilitating health and
wellness, and
connection to nature

1. Where possible given the terrain, provide a range of trail lengths,
with loops and turn around points, to suit different fitness and
experience levels.
2. Improve and maintain trails to ensure public safety and enjoyment.
Consider innovative trail improvement materials and methods.
3. Provide technical trails that are maintained and improved to
minimize hazard while maintaining rustic character.
4. Work with the District of North Vancouver and Grouse Mountain
Resort to improve connections from Grouse Mountain Regional
Park to Capilano River and Lynn Headwaters Regional Parks, and
the municipal trail network.
5. Enhance main trailhead area to better orient visitors to the regional
park, and enhance the visitor experience.
6. Provide enhanced trail safety education through online and social
media messaging, signage, and outreach
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES
7. Explore opportunities to partner on a park ambassador program to
support park orientation and user safety and etiquette
8. Develop and implement a trail wayfinding plan for the park

Connect park visitors
to the landscape
history of Grouse
Mountain Regional
Park through
interpretative
programming,
features, and signage

1. Work with local First Nations to protect and present their culture
and history in the park as they see fit. Explore opportunities to
collaborate on in park projects including interpretive and traditional
language signage
2. Develop an interpretive sign plan for the regional park.
3. Provide public programs and guided nature hikes focused on the
park’s natural values.
4. Partner with the community on stewardship activities, research and
monitoring, to increase awareness and understanding of the park’s
ecosystems

Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework
KEY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
1. Grouse Grind User Etiquette + Preparedness
The park receives over 400,000 users annually with the majority of park visitors hiking the Grouse
Grind Trail. The Trail is popular with park visitors of all experience levels and is a destination for locals
as well as tourists.
In public survey results, user etiquette and preparedness were identified as the highest priority area
for improvements to the Grouse Grind Trail. User etiquette concerns include downhill use, passing,
managing groups, smoking, loud music, and littering. Hiker preparedness is a challenge. Park rangers
and emergency services are regularly involved in hiker evacuation or support for exhaustion or injury.
ACTIONS:
- Continue working with partner organisations on trail safety education and outreach.
-

Develop and implement safety and hiker preparedness signage and online communication
campaigns.

-

Explore opportunities to work with partners on an ambassador program for Grouse
Mountain Regional Park.

-

Explore opportunities to work with the tourism sector, local school districts, youth sports
team and non-profit organisations, to incorporate skill level, preparedness, and seasonal
closure information into promotional and event materials related to the Grouse Grind Trail.
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-

Explore opportunities to pilot a user priority program that encourages speed-oriented hiking
during specific daily hours and days, while encouraging family, tourist and general hiking
during the remaining hours.

2. Grouse Grind Trail Closure System 1
The upper portion of the Grouse Grind Trail is subject to snowfall, icy conditions, avalanche risk and
rapidly changing conditions in the winter. The trail is typically closed seasonally for safety from
November until it is snow free in the spring, and again for approximately three weeks in the early
summer for annual maintenance.
The Grouse Grind Trail entrance is currently enclosed by a chain-link fence with a gate which is
opened and closed daily, as per park hours. During closures, the chain-link fence and gate have not
been effective, with users hiking around the fence via informal trails from the parking lot to reach
the Grouse Grind Trail.
ACTIONS:
- Take an education, engineering and enforcement approach to Grouse Grind Trail closure
-

Develop and implement a Grouse Grind Trail closure communication strategy.

-

Work collaboratively with Grouse Mountain Resort on communications

-

Continue evening trail safety sweeps.

-

Enhance trailhead for improved user experience and trail closure procedures, including
removal of existing chain link fence, installation of a purpose built grouse grind gate, new
safety and trail condition signage

-

Maintain and operate the BC Mountaineering Route as an all season route, safety permitting.

-

Install a gate closure system for the Grouse Grind Trail. Options 1 and 2 will be tested through
engagement with local First Nations, partners, stakeholders and the public.

Insight and background information for this Management Strategy provided as part of the Grouse Mountain Trail
Closure Systems Strategy, completed by Ian Stewart and Bench Site Design for Metro Vancouver Regional Parks.

1
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Option 1: Proposed Grouse Grind Trail Closure System

Option 2: Proposed Grouse Grind Trail Closure System
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3. Habitat Protection and Enhancement
Grouse Mountain Regional Parks is a steep forest ecosystem with a large riparian corridor. These
areas provide important habitat for a range of species including some species at risk. Most of the
forest floor is under dense canopy resulting in a limited understory. The poorly developed understory
and history of human recreational use in the area has resulted in areas of soil compaction and erosion.
The small amounts of invasive species within the park are shade tolerant and persistent.
ACTIONS:
- Inventory and assess the parks’ habitat value for wildlife and species at risk to inform
resource management, park planning and development
-

Complete a forest health plan that considers climate change

-

Maintain significant geological features, the rare and specialized plants and animals they
support, and conserve geological processes.

-

Inventory and manage invasive species.

-

Refine park management zones and guidelines based on forest health and habitat
assessments.

-

Create a restoration plan to decommission and restore unsanctioned trails, using tested
and/or innovative techniques.

-

Mitigate environmental impacts of park management activities including rock scaling, trail
maintenance, and hazard tree removal. Allow natural process to proceed where possible.

-

Limit trail development to trails identified in concept plan to avoid fragmentation and habitat
impact.

-

Monitor and manage human-wildlife conflicts; develop a visitor and dog owner education and
communications program.

-

Collaborate with First Nations, District of North Vancouver, provincial and federal
governments, academic institutions, other agencies and community partners to increase
understanding of parks species and ecosystems, and to undertake stewardship and natural
areas restoration.
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4. Public Programming and Interpretation
Grouse Mountain Regional Park presents a unique opportunity for public programming given its high
level of use and mountain terrain. The steepness of the park and the four biogeoclimatic subzones
that it crosses provide opportunities to explain natural processes from hydrology to habitat and forest
health.
Public programming includes opportunities to collaborate with others for interpretative programmes
and elements, and to increase visitor understanding and appreciation of the park. Public programing
thematic opportunities include:
-

First Nations Culture and Heritage: opportunity for Metro Vancouver to partner with local Coast
Salish Peoples to protect and present their culture and heritage within the Park as they see fit.

-

Elevation: opportunity to highlight how forest habitat changes at different elevations and
through different seasons, including fauna that inhabit and migrate through different elevations.

-

Forest Health: opportunity to explain different stages in forest development from young forest
to mature forest, forest floor regeneration, and active management techniques.

-

Geology: opportunity to highlight the geological timeline and history of the Metro Vancouver,
including mountain formation and composition, and ongoing geological and erosion processes.

-

Hydrology: opportunity to explain water movement and natural processes, from erosion and the
dynamic character of streams to water purification and drink water protection.

-

Protected Areas: opportunity to tell the story of the mountaineering and conservation, including
the designation of provincial, regional and municipal protected areas within Metro Vancouver.

-

Safety: opportunity for trail safety education, including user preparedness, as well as safety in
cougar and bear habitat.

ACTIONS:
- Limit interpretive signage and elements to areas that won’t impede trail use.
-

Design the trail network to support interpretative programs, including a trail loop that provides
access to all three major park trails, and trail pull-off locations for groups.

-

Complete a cultural heritage study and an environmental assessment of the park to inform park
interpretation and programming.

-

Develop a public and interpretive programming plan for the park.

-

Explore opportunities to provide guided hikes and connect with young adults

-

Explore opportunities to partner on program delivery with First Nations and community groups
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Option 1: Decommission
trail section with realigned
entry
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Grouse Mountain Regional Park Management Plan Framework
PARK PROGRAM AND TRAIL STANDARDS
PARK PROGRAM
Park Area

Site Objectives

Facilities & Elements

Trailhead

 Provide park gateway and
orientation
 Improve staging area and
enhanced Regional Park branding
 Enhance functionality
 Provide minor orientation and
parks branding at secondary
trailheads







Grouse
Grind Trail
Rest Areas

 Provide a trail rest area and turn
around point for the Grouse
Grind Trail near quarter mark
 At halfway point, enhance rest
area

 Seating
 Interpretive and safety signage
 Explore opportunities for a viewpoint at
halfway rest area

Summit

 Provide park gateway and
orientation

 Interpretive elements
 Wayfinding signage for those entering
the park, and travelling down
 Viewpoint with seating
 Interpretive and safety signage
 Rest area with minor seating

Water fountain
Natural seating (large rocks or logs)
Additional stretching features
Operations storage area
Pedestrian bridge connection to parking
lot
 Expanded open space for events
 Park kiosk, safety and trail condition
signage
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STANDARDS FOR EXISTING TRAILS
Trail
Standards
Baden-Powell
Route

 Rustic Standard:
- hand built
- native materials
- 1m wide
- trail surface and
edges to reduce trail
braiding
- Upgrade trail
standard / width
over time if
necessary to
accommodate
increased use
 Dogs permitted, onleash only

Grouse Grind
Trail

 Grouse Grind Trail
standard:
- hand built
- 1.5m wide
- stone and wood
steps
- native materials
 No dogs permitted

BC
 BCMC Rustic standard:
Mountaineering
- hand built
Club Route
- native materials
- 0.5 to 1m wide
- stair structures only
where necessary
- trail surface and
edges to reduce trail
braiding
- Consider additional
width and upgrades
over time if
necessary to
accommodate
increased use
 No dogs permitted

Proposed Features /
Improvements
 Widen section from
trailhead to BCMC
Route for access to
trails

Closure and
Maintenance Approach
 Year-round access
 Collaborate with
Baden Powell Trail
jurisdictions on trail
work

 Grouse Grind
 Closed seasonally for
Closure System (see
safety, as well as for
Key Management
annual maintenance
Strategies)
and inspections

 Detailed trail
assessment
 Realign trail within
park boundaries
 Hazard mitigation;
where necessary,
realign trail to
reduce hazards and
erosion
 Three new rest
areas along trail
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 Year-round access
 Continue indicating
snowpack warnings
at trailhead

STANDARDS FOR EXISTING TRAILS
Trail
Standards
Flint’n’Feather
Route

 Flint’n’Feather
standard:
- No trailhead signage
to limit use by
inexperienced hikers
- Remainder of route
marked
- Maintenance as
needed for safety,
and environmental
protection
 No dogs permitted

Proposed Features /
Improvements

Closure and
Maintenance Approach

 Detailed trail
assessment
 Hazard mitigation
 Increase trail clarity
to reduce trail
braiding
 Realignment to
reduce hazards and
erosion where
necessary
 Warning signs near
beginning of trail,
but not visible from
the Grouse Grind
Trail

 Continue monitoring
trail for risks and
hazards
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STANDARDS FOR PROPOSED TRAILS
Proposed Features /
Improvements

Closure and
Maintenance Approach

Trail

Standards

A

 Length: 260 m
 Grouse Grind Standard

 Connection from parking  Year-round access
lot to park trails
 Viewpoint
 Opportunities to interpret
ecosystems and drainage
works
 Creates short trail loop
options

B

 Length: 365 m
 Grouse Grind standard

 Safe return for Grouse
Grind Trail hikers
 Provides trail loop option
 Creates a lower elevation
connection to the Grouse
Grind Trail and the BCMC
and the Baden Powell
Routes
 Moderate trail slope

 Year-round access

C

 Length: 125 m
 BCMC Rustic Standard

 Connects the Grouse
Grind Trail and BCMC
Route, providing roundtrip within the park

 Year-round access

D

 Length: 360 m
 Grouse Grind Standard

 Provides Regional Park
experience for those who
enter the park from the
top
 Viewpoint

 Seasonal Closures
when Grouse Grind
Trail is closed
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PRIORITY PHASING
Park phasing prioritizes improvements and studies needed for ecological health and to enhance
visitor safety and key areas, followed by improvements to realize the park vision, framework, and
concept:
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Habitat
Conservation
and
Enhancement

 Assess park wildlife
habitat values
 Review climate
change impact
analysis
 Invasive species
mapping

 Forest Health
plan
 Decommission
unsanctioned
trails
 Invasive species
management

 Decommission
unsanctioned
trails
 Ongoing
Invasive species
management

 Decommissio
n
unsanctioned
trails
 Ongoing
Invasive
species
management

Main Trailhead
Node

 Detailed design for
trailhead, and
Grouse Grind
Closure System
 Communications
and signage
enhancements

 Trailhead
implementation

Grouse Grind
Trail

 Implement Grouse
Grind Trail Closure
System

 Grouse Grind
Rest Point
(8/40)
 Ongoing
maintenance

 Grouse Grind
Halfway rest
area
improvements
 Interpretive
Signage /
Features
 Ongoing
maintenance

 Ongoing
maintenance

BC
Mountaineerin
g Club Route

 Trail assessment
 Trail realignment
within park
boundaries

 Ongoing
maintenance

 Develop Rest
Areas
 Ongoing
maintenance

 Ongoing
maintenance

Baden-Powell
Trail

 Trail Assessment

 Trail
enhancements

 Ongoing
maintenance

 Ongoing
maintenance
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

 Interpretive
Signage /
Features
New Trails

 Detailed planning
for Trails A, B, C

 Construct Trails
A, B, C

 Trail D and view
point

Flint’n’Feather
Route

 Trail Assessment

 Hazard
reduction
measures
 Trail
improvements

 Monitoring and
adaptive
management

Programming /
community
development

 Develop an
 Pilot public
interpretive signage
programs
 Develop an
plan
 Explore
interpretive
opportunities for a
programming
volunteer
plan for the
ambassador
park
program
 Complete cultural
heritage study
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 Monitoring
and adaptive
management

Grouse Mountain Regional Park Context Map

ATTACHMENT 2
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Belcarra
Regional Park

Grouse Mountain Regional Park

Grouse Grind Trail
Although relatively short, this challenging
trail is very steep and has many stairs.

BCMC Route
This rugged route is not as developed
as the other trails.

Distance: 2.5 km
Elevation Gain: 800 metres
Hiking Time: average 1.5 to 2 hours one way

Distance: 2.9 km
Elevation Gain: 750 metres
Metro
Regional
District
Hiking
Time:Vancouver
average 1.5 to
2 hours one
way

ATTACHMENT 3

Baden-Powell Trail
This 50-km trail stretches across the North Shore
from Horseshoe Bay to Deep Cove, and passes
through the park for a short distance.
Distance through park: 1.1 kilometres
Elevation Gain: 150 metres

ATTACHMENT 4
To:

Regional Parks Committee

From:

Jeffrey Fitzpatrick, Division Manager, West Area, Regional Parks

Date:

October 12, 2017

Subject:

Grouse Mountain Regional Park – Public Engagement Summary

Meeting Date: November 8, 2017

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the report dated October 12, 2017, title “Grouse Mountain Regional Parks
– Public Engagement Summary”; and
b) direct staff to report back to the MVRD Board with a preliminary management plan for Grouse
Mountain Regional Park.

PURPOSE
To provide the Regional Parks Committee and MVRD Board with an update on Grouse Mountain
Regional Park public engagement, and to seek approval to develop a preliminary management plan
for Grouse Mountain Regional Park.
BACKGROUND
Grouse Mountain Regional Park became the 24th Metro Vancouver regional park on May 1, 2017.
The regional park is 75 hectares and includes the Grouse Grind Trail, the British Columbia Mountain
Club route, and a portion of the Baden-Powell Trail (Attachment 1). Prior to the creation of the
regional park, Metro Vancouver Water District staff managed and maintained the Grouse Grind Trail,
which receives an estimated 400,000 visits annually.
When Grouse Mountain Regional Park was created, staff committed to completing public
engagement in 2017, to understand priorities for resource management, park improvements,
operations, and programming (Attachment 2). Staff have completed public engagement. Meetings
with local First Nations, stakeholders, and partners will continue through fall 2017.
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Staff initiated public engagement for Grouse Mountain Regional Park in summer 2017. Opportunities
for public input included a stakeholder workshop, a public engagement event and an online survey
(Attachment 3).
Seventeen people, representing a 12 stakeholder and community groups attended the stakeholder
workshop, held September 14, 2017, in the District of North Vancouver. Participants shared ideas,
values, and concerns in a world café setting.
Approximately 50 people attended the public engagement event was held at the Grouse Mountain
Regional Park trailhead on September 23, 2017. Staff were on hand with information displays and
surveys. Discussion focused largely on trail standards and hiker etiquette.
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Five hundred and twenty-seven online surveys were completed (Attachments 4 and 5). Participants
identified habitat protection, hiker safety education, and trail directional signs as the top three
priorities for the regional park. Improving trail conditions on the British Columbia Mountain Club
Route and Baden Powell Trail while maintaining a rugged quality, and improving hiker etiquette on
the Grouse Grind Trail were common themes. One quarter of respondents expressed an interest in
volunteering at Grouse Mountain Regional Park.
Public Engagement Themes
Staff have reviewed and collated public input from the stakeholder workshop, engagement event and
online survey. The following themes emerged:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park visitors value the natural and rugged experience of the BCMC Route and Baden Powell Trail,
but also identified the need for drainage, surfacing and wayfinding improvements;
A general satisfaction with the trail standard and condition of the Grouse Grind Trail;
The need for improved hiker safety education and signage;
Opportunities for low elevation trail connections between the Grouse Grind and British Columbia
Mountain Club;
Opportunities to improve hiker etiquette on the Grouse Grind Trail;
The need for improved and updated trail wayfinding and distance signage;
The need for an updated winter closure strategy and messaging;
Interest in volunteer contributions to the regional park.

Preliminary Management Plan
Staff recommends completing a preliminary management plan to guide park improvements,
maintenance, and management over the next 5 years. The preliminary management plan will identify
key issues and opportunities, and create a prioritized work plan for the regional park in a timely
manner. The plan will provide the direction required to guide resource management and service
improvement in the short term, while also establishing a framework for the development of a full
management plan at a later date.
Through winter – spring 2018, staff will continue to engage First Nations and stakeholders, complete
targeted biophysical, cultural and technical studies, and consider the public input outlined in this
report. The preliminary management plan will be brought back to the MVRD Board for approval in
2018.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the report dated October 12, 2017, title ‘ Grouse Mountain Regional
Parks – Public Engagement Summary”; and
b) direct staff to report back to the MVRD Board with a preliminary management plan for Grouse
Mountain Regional Park.
2. That the Regional Parks Committee receive for information the reported dated October 12, 2017,
titled “Grouse Mountain Regional Park – Public Engagement Summary” and provide staff with
alternative direction.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Existing staff resources will be used to develop the preliminary management plan within existing
budgets. The preliminary management plan will include order of magnitude cost estimates and
phasing. The MVRD Board, through the annual budgeting process, decides capital budget allocations
and priority projects.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
Metro Vancouver staff have completed public engagement work to inform planning for Grouse
Mountain Regional Park. The public engagement process included a stakeholder workshop, an onsite public engagement event, and an online survey. Staff are meeting with First Nations and
stakeholders through the fall.
Staff recommends Alternative 1.
Attachments (Orbit # 23534207)
1. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Map
2. Grouse Mountain Regional Parks – Project Timeline
3. 2017 Summary of Public Engagement Activities
4. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Planning Survey
5. Grouse Mountain Regional Park Survey Summary: Trail Improvements and Priorities
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Attachment 1

Grouse Mountain Regional Park

Grouse Grind Trail
Although relatively short, this challenging
trail is very steep and has many stairs.

BCMC Route
This rugged route is not as developed
as the other trails.

Distance: 2.5 km
Elevation Gain: 800 metres
Hiking Time: average 1.5 to 2 hours one way

Distance: 2.9 km
Elevation Gain: 750 metres
Metro
Regional
District
Hiking
Time:Vancouver
average 1.5 to
2 hours one
way

23534207

Baden-Powell Trail
This 50-km trail stretches across the North Shore
from Horseshoe Bay to Deep Cove, and passes
through the park for a short distance.
Distance through park: 1.1 kilometres
Elevation Gain: 150 metres

Grouse Mountain Regional Park - Project Timeline
ENGAGE
Fall 2017
•

•
•

Mee�ngs with First Na�ons &
key partners
On-site engagement
Online ques�onnaire

PLAN
Winter 2017 - Summer 2018
•

•
•

Iden�fy key issues and
opportuni�es
Set goals & objec�ves
Priori�ze ac�ons

IMPLEMENT
star�ng Summer 2018
•

•

•

Stakeholder Workshop, September 14th, 2017

Public Engagement Event, September 23rd, 2017

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Detailed assessment and
design work
Priori�zed implementa�on
of trail, facility and
program improvements
Ongoing dialogue and
engagement

Attachment 3
2017 Summary of Public Engagement Activities
July 12 and
October 13
September 14

September 18
to October 9
September 23
November 7
Fall 2017

Grouse Mountain Regional Park October
12, 2017

Meetings with District of North Vancouver staff
Stakeholder workshop*
organizations represented:
1. Alpine Club of Canada, Vancouver Section
2. BC Mountaineering Club
3. District of North Vancouver
4. Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC
5. Hike BC
6. Edgemont & Upper Capilano Community Association
7. Norgate Park Residents Association
8. North Shore Dawn Patrol
9. North Shore Mountain Biking Association
10. North Shore Trail Runners Alliance
11. Northshore Ultra Trailrunning Society (Knee Knacker Race)
12. Run Wild Vancouver
Online and paper survey (527 responses)*
On‐site public engagement event*
Meeting with North Shore Rescue and District of North Vancouver Fire
and Rescue
Ongoing engagement with local First Nations and stakeholders

*Staff advertised the public engagement event and on‐line survey through newspaper
advertisements, facebook posts, tweets, flyers posted at kiosks in Grouse Mountain, Capilano and
Lynn Headwaters Regional Parks, and email invitations to the Grouse Grind Trail mailing list and all
regional park associations.
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Grouse Mountain Regional Park Planning Survey
Metro Vancouver is developing a plan for Grouse Mountain Regional Park to guide the way that we operate,
improve and manage the various resources (trails, wildlife habitat, etc.) within the park boundaries for the next 10
years and into the future.
We want to know what you – as park users – think, and what your ideas are for the park’s future.
Survey deadline: October 8, 2017
Please send to: Metro Vancouver Regional Parks, 130-1200 West 73rd Avenue, Vancouver, V6P 6G5
Or scan and email to GrousePlanning@metrovancouver.org

First, let us know a bit about you:
1. How often do you hike at Grouse Mountain Regional Park (includes Grouse Grind, BCMC and BadenPowell trails)?
⃝ once a day or more
⃝ 3 times a week or more
⃝ 1 to 2 times a week
⃝ about once a month
⃝ about once a year
⃝ first time (today)
2. How did you get here today?
⃝ public transit
⃝ shuttle bus
⃝ bicycle
⃝ walk
⃝ car
⃝ other ___________________
3. Where are you from? If the Lower Mainland, which city? ________________________________________
4. Which age group do you belong to?
⃝ 19 and under
⃝ 20 to 34
⃝ 35 to 49
⃝ 50 to 64
⃝ 65+

Metro Vancouver Regional District

5. Why do you hike at Grouse Mountain Regional Park? Please choose the answer that fits best.
⃝ general fitness/health
⃝ I’m in training
⃝ to spend time in nature
⃝ I was curious to see what was there
⃝ to get to the views up top
⃝ I’m from out of town and heard about it
⃝ the Grouse Grind was on my bucket list
⃝ other ________________________________________________________________________________
Now, on to the trails in the park:
6. Because of the geography of the slope, additional trail improvements on the Grouse Grind Trail are
challenging, but we’re always open to suggestions. Do you have any ideas on how to improve the safety,
trail conditions or hiking experience on the Grouse Grind Trail?
________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
7. The Grouse Grind Trail is closed in winter for public safety reasons, and for three weeks of trail
maintenance in the spring. What is the best way of ensuring people respect the seasonal closure of the
Grouse Grind Trail?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
8. The BCMC Route is a rugged path that doesn’t have the stairs, culverts or other features seen on trails
like the Grouse Grind and Baden-Powell. What maintenance or upgrades would you like to see on the
BCMC?
⃝ upgrade it to the same look and feel as the Grouse Grind Trail
⃝ make it safe, but keep it more rustic than the Grouse Grind Trail
⃝ no changes
Do you have any specific suggestions for maintenance or upgrades on the BCMC?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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9. The Baden-Powell Trail stretches for 50 km across the North Shore from Horseshoe Bay to Deep Cove. A
short 1.1 km section of the Baden-Powell is within Grouse Mountain Regional Park. What maintenance or
upgrades would you like to see on this section of the Baden-Powell?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
10. What should the priorities be for Grouse Mountain Regional Park?
High priority

Medium priority

Low priority

Neutral

Maintaining & developing Grouse Grind Trail

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Maintaining & developing BCMC Route

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Hiker safety signage & education

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Trail directional signage

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Water fountain

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Washrooms

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Seating area/benches

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Habitat protection & restoration

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Interpretive & educational signage & displays

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Interpretive nature programs e.g. guided walks & events

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Trail entrance amenities:

Other priorities: _____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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11. If you could imagine an ideal Grouse Mountain Regional Park 10 years from now, what would it look
like? In a sentence or two, please describe your vision.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
12. What else should be considered when creating a 10-year plan for managing Grouse Mountain Regional
Park?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
13. Are you interested in future volunteer opportunities at Grouse Mountain Regional Park? (e.g.
environmental stewardship, events, park partner groups)
⃝ yes
⃝ no
If yes, how would you like to be involved _________________________________________________________
Email address for notification of future opportunities (optional) _______________________________________
Thank you for taking the time to let us know your comments and ideas!
One final question: How did you hear about this?
⃝ email invitation
⃝ Facebook
⃝ friend
⃝ newspaper story/ad

⃝ Twitter
⃝ Metro Vancouver website

⃝ poster
⃝ volunteer organization
⃝ other ____________________________
Please submit this survey in person, by mail or email by October 8, 2017.
Mailing address: Metro Vancouver Regional Parks, Suite 130-1200 West 73rd Ave. Vancouver V6P 6G5
Email: GrousePlanning@metrovancouver.org
You can also take the survey online. Go to www.metrovancouver.org and search ‘grouse planning’
Regional Parks West Area Office 604-224-5739
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Survey Summary: Respondent’ s Usage and Demographics

Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q1: Responses by frequency of regional park use
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Survey Summary: Respondent’ s Usage and Demographics

Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q2: Responses by Transporta. on Mode to the regional park
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West Vancouver

Burnaby

North Vancouver City

North Vancouver District
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Survey Summary: Respondent’s Usage and Demographics
Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q3: Responses by Municipality
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Q4: Responses by Age
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Survey Summary: Respondent’s Usage and Demographics

Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q5: Reasons for Hiking at Grouse Mountain Regional Park
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Survey Summary: Trail Improvements and Priorities

Q6 Suggestions for Improvements to the Grouse Grind Trail
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Survey Summary: Trail Improvements and Priorities

Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q7 Suggestions t increase winter closure compliance on the Grouse Grind Trail
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Survey Summary: Trail Improvements and Priorities

Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q8: BCMC Trail Desired Maintenance Level
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Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q9 Suggested Improvements to the Baden-Powell Trail
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Grouse Mountain Regional Park
October 12, 2017

Q10 Regional Park Poten al Improvements - Priority Rankings
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Q13 Interest in Volunteering

131 of 527 Respondents
(1 in 4)
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Section E
To:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

From:

Phil Trotzuk, Chief Financial Officer

Date:

June 7, 2018

Subject:

2018 Budget - Status of Reserves

4.1

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD/MVHC/GVWD/GVS&DD Board approve the application and transfer of reserves
related to the expenditures and provisions as set out in Schedule 1 of the report dated June 7, 2018,
titled “2018 Budget - Status of Reserves”.

PURPOSE
To present, for approval, additional reserve applications and transfers to those previously approved
by the Board in October 2017 and to project the reserve balances of operating, discretionary and
statutory reserves for 2018.
BACKGROUND
The 2018 Greater Vancouver Districts’ Final Budget approved in October contained estimates of
reserves and their proposed uses. Some of these proposed uses were based on forecasts of year-end
results. With the year-end accounting process now complete this information can now be updated
to reflect the actual year-end results and additional Board directives regarding establishment and use
of reserves. Detailed information on the actual operating results is included in the report “2018
Financial Results Year-End” presented to the Performance and Audit Committee on April 11, 2018.
On April 27, 2018 the MVRD Board approved the Operating, Statutory, and Discretionary Reserves
Policy. This policy sets out the principles and requirements that guide the establishment, use and
management of Metro Vancouver reserves. This report is being brought forward for approval of
reserve applications required based on year-end results or other initiatives in accordance with the
new policy.
METRO VANCOUVER RESERVES
The four Metro Vancouver legal entities maintain operating, discretionary and statutory reserves as
described below in accordance with the recently adopted Metro Vancouver Board policy on reserves.
Operating Reserves. Operating reserves are maintained as a safeguard to cover any unforeseen
operating shortfalls within a statutory function. A minimum level for an operating reserve are
maintained to provide a reasonable level of financial security based on the operating volatility of a
particular function. The minimum operating reserve levels for the services that fall within the four
Metro Vancouver legal entities are established as follows:
•
•
•
24931907

Regional District Services
Liquid Waste Services
Solid Waste Services

5% of net operating budget
10% of net operating budget
15% of net operating budget
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•
•

Water Services
Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation

15% of net operating budget
10% of net operating budget

As part of the year-end process, operating reserve balances are calculated based on the opening
balance and the addition of any operating surpluses and interest earned throughout the year. Any
surplus funding that is in excess of the required minimum operating reserve level at the end of the
year is to be applied either directly against next year expenditures, or to a discretionary or statutory
reserve for future use.
Discretionary Reserves. Discretionary reserves are those that are established by Board resolution
and are maintained to meet future capital or program funding requirements or set up for specific
contingency purposes.
Statutory Reserves. Statutory reserves are those reserves that are established based on a legal
framework such as a bylaw and are set aside for a legal entity or statutory function for a specific
purpose in accordance with the applicable terms and conditions within that legal framework.
Schedule 2 contains the projected reserve balances for all Metro Vancouver reserves.
ADDITIONAL PROPOSED RESERVE APPLICATIONS AND TRANSFERS
Additional proposed reserve applications and transfers are outlined in Schedule 1. Applications are
draws from reserves to fund planned expenditures for budget year 2018. Transfers are movements
between reserve categories as guided by the reserve policy.
Reserve Applications
Proposed applications from Operating Reserves to fund 2018 expenditures are as follows:
•

Water

$16.3 million to fund 2018 capital requirements, avoiding debt.
$1.4 million to finalize the purchase of several easements/rights
of way land acquisitions nearing completion.

•

Liquid Waste

$8.3 million to fund 2018 capital requirements, avoiding debt.

•

Solid Waste

$6.9 million to fund 2018 capital requirements, avoiding debt.

Consistent with Board policy, the above applications represent Operating Reserve amounts that are
in excess of the minimum required balances and are being applied to 2018 capital expenditures
thereby avoiding the need for long-term debt.
Proposed applications from Discretionary Reserves to fund 2018 expenditures are as follows:
•

Water

$7.8 million to fund 2018 capital requirements, avoiding debt.

•

Liquid Waste

$55.4 million to fund 2018 capital requirements, avoiding debt.

The two above reserve applications represent the use of two long standing discretionary reserves to
be applied as pay-as-you-go funding for 2018 capital expenditures. These reserves were established
some time ago as a fiscal security measure. As Water and Liquid Waste are in a net borrowing
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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position, rather than continue to hold the funds in reserves, it is more financially beneficial to Metro
Vancouver to use these funds now to further avoid the need for long-term debt.
Reserve Transfers
These are primarily movements from Operating Reserves to Discretionary Reserves resulting from
the 2017 operating surplus exceeding Operating Reserve minimum levels as established by the
reserve policy.
New Operating Reserves, in accordance with the Board reserve policy, are to be established with
transfers from Discretionary Reserves for the Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation and for the
Metro Vancouver Regional Districts’ functions defined as Affordable Housing, Electoral Area, Regional
Emergency Management and the Sasamat Fire Protection Service.
Additional Discretionary Reserves, in accordance with the Board reserve policy, are to be established
with transfers from excess Operating Reserves for GVS&DD’s Drainage Areas and for Metro
Vancouver Regional Districts’ functions of E911 Emergency Telephone Service and Labour Relations.
A new Statutory Reserve will be set up for Metro Vancouver Regional Districts’ function of Global
Positioning System with a transfer of excess funds from its Operating Reserve.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD/MVHC/GVWD/GVS&DD Board approve the application and transfer of reserves
related to the expenditures and provisions as set out in Schedule 1 of the report dated
June 7, 2018, titled “2018 Budget - Status of Reserves”.
2. That the MVRD/MVHC/GVWD/GVS&DD Board make changes to the proposed application of
reserves as appropriate and approve the reserve applications as amended.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Should the Board(s) approve Alternative 1, there is no financial impact on the 2018 requisitions or
levies to member municipalities. These applications enable Metro Vancouver to use 2017 operating
surpluses or excess operating reserve funds to avoid future capital debt requirements, to fund future
equipment purchases, or fund other expenditures as per the Operating, Statutory, and Discretionary
Reserves Policy. As a result of the reduction in the need for long-term borrowing, these reserve
applications will result in savings in future requisitions and levies due to lower debt service costs.
The applications as set out in Schedule 1, if not approved, would remain in their current allocation
but would be offside of the reserve policy. While these amounts would be available for use in the
future, the short term impact would be higher debt borrowing requirements which would create
future upward pressure on the member levies and other rates.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
With the year-end process complete, operating, discretionary and statutory reserves projected for
2018 have been updated after including 2017 operating surpluses. Reserve applications have also
been updated and are presented in Schedule 1 with a recommendation for approval. These
applications are consistent with Board direction on the use of reserves through the adopted reserve
policy.
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Attachments
1. Schedule 1 – Proposed Application and Transfer of Reserves
2. Schedule 2 – 2018 Projected Reserve Balances
24931907
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SCHEDULE 1

Note – Brackets indicate a draw from a reserve.
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SCHEDULE 2
2018 PROJECTED RESERVE BALANCES
2017
2018 PROPOSED TRANSFERS PREVIOUSlY APPROVED BUDGETED CONTRI.BUTIOH ESTIMATED 2018 PROJECTED
RESERVE BALANCE APP UCATk>NS
APPLICATIONS
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To:

MVRD Board of Directors

From:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

Date:

June 13, 2018

Subject:

Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100
Program

Meeting Date: June 22, 2018

FINANCE AND INTERGOVERNMENT COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period of three years at an annual cost of
$25,000 U.S. dollars.
At its June 13, 2018 meeting, the Finance and Intergovernment Committee considered the attached
report titled “Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100
Program”, dated June 4, 2018.
The Committee subsequently passed the recommendation as presented, as shown above, and
directed staff to report directly to the June 22, 2018 Board meeting with information regarding the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s financial operations and a summary of potential staff costs associated
with Metro Vancouver contemplating a membership with the Foundation.
A report on the financial statements for the Ellen MacArthur Foundation for the year ended August
31, 2017 is attached (Attachment 2). With respect to potential staff costs associated with a
membership with the Foundation, there are currently 3 staff that provide support to the National
Zero Waste Council and the annual Zero Waste Conference as part of the Zero Waste Program –
engagement with the Foundation would be absorbed through these same existing staff - no
additional costs are anticipated.
This matter is now before the Board for its consideration.
Attachments
1. “Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program”,
dated June 4, 2018
2. Ellen MacArthur Foundation Report and Financial Statements for the Year Ended, dated
August 31, 2017
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ATTACHMENT
To:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

From:

Heather Schoemaker, General Manager, External Relations
Ann Rowan, Program Manager, Collaboration Initiatives, External Relations

Date:

June 4, 2018

Subject:

Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100
Program

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period of three years at an annual cost of
$25,000 U.S. dollars.

PURPOSE
To present for consideration of the Committee and Metro Vancouver Board the opportunity for
Metro Vancouver to become a member of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) Circular Economy
100 (CE 100) Program.
BACKGROUND
Through the work of the National Zero Waste Council and the annual Zero Waste Conference, Metro
Vancouver has become actively engaged with the leading voices on the economic opportunities and
the environmental imperative of transitioning to the circular economy. An important advisor has
been the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF). As a result, Metro Vancouver has been invited to join
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and its CE 100 program.
ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION / CIRCULAR ECONOMY 100 (CE 100)
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, founded in 2010, has the aim of accelerating the transition to a
circular economy - to inspire a generation to re-think, re-design and build a restorative circular
economy. The Foundation’s work is built by catalyzing circular innovation and creating the conditions
for bringing these solutions to scale. This involves creating the venues and opportunities for engaged
businesses, governments and academic institutions to spark change – identifying challenges and
coming up with new circular solutions. The Foundation uses its channels and creditability to advance
how a transition to a circular economy provides economic opportunities and environmental
sustainability.
The Foundation has a clearly defined program of activity in five key areas:
• Education - inspiring a generation to re-think, re-design and build a positive future;
• Business & Government - catalyzing circular innovation across the economy;
• Insight & Analysis - providing thought leadership, and robust evidence about the benefits of
the transition;
• Systemic Initiatives – transforming key material flows to scale the circular economy globally;
and
24925388
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•

Communications - sharing informative content and stimulating dialogue around the circular
economy framework.

The Circular Economy 100 (CE 100), launched in 2013, is an EMF initiative that recognizes that crosssectoral synergies will drive circular economy solutions, bringing together corporations, emerging
innovators, government and cities, and universities to accelerate the transition.
As of 31 August 2017, the CE100 membership included 48 Corporate members in Europe, 11 in Brazil
and 10 in the US, in addition to Emerging Innovators, Affiliates and Government & City members
across the different geographies. Additionally, 12 cities joined the Circular Cities Network,
launched in October 2016.
EMF is a registered charity with a fund balance of £5,738,295 as of August 31, 2017. The Foundation’s
funding is from two main sectors: corporate partnership/membership, and philanthropy. Funds do
not come from the general public. Its two main business programs - Global Partnerships and CE100
memberships – are both three-year programs of activity. As of 31 August 2017, there were nine
Global Partners and 58 paid members of the Circular Economy 100 program globally.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
Through its research and created networks, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation has emerged as a global
thought leader. It has successfully put the circular economy on the agenda of decision-makers in the
private, public and academic sectors across the globe; the “circular economy imperative” is now an
important component of the World Economic Forum agenda in Davos.
A CE100 membership would position Metro Vancouver as a leader and innovator in the adoption of
circular economy and zero waste concepts with important access to leading edge research - such as
the New Plastics Economy, sharing of best practices and the opportunity to learn from and engage
with pioneering and like-minded governments (such as the Danish and Slovenian governments, and
cities such as London and Phoenix), corporations, academic institutions and business innovators in
accelerating the transition to a circular economy.
Within the CE100, there are five categories of members: corporates, emerging innovators,
governments and cities, pioneer universities and affiliates. By bringing leaders together from these
sectors, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation offers a pre-competitive environment for collaboration that
is crucial for creating the conditions for members to identify synergies and innovative solutions. To
support that potential, the Foundation provides specially developed programs for members to learn
and build capacity as well as the venues to meet, network and develop cross sectoral collaborations.
Specific benefits of membership include the following:
•

A kick off workshop that will allow Metro Vancouver to engage all its relevant parties
(employees, businesses and other regional stakeholders) in the process of outlining the
regional priorities for circular economy activities, establish grounds for dialogue and provide
a common language and learning tools on the subject.

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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•
•

CE100 members have access to an online user platform where they connect with all other
members and EMF staff, to allow them to share resources, ask questions, exchange
experiences and develop collaborations.
CE100 members are provided with online learning tools to enable cross organizational
learning on circular economy, specifically 50 seats per year to an e-learning program.

•

The Foundation’s Insight & Analysis team is producing research in the field of circular
economy in the context of local, regional and national policymaking. Two pieces of work were
released to expand the understanding of the circular economy model in an urban context:
‘Cities in the Circular Economy: An Initial Exploration’ and ‘Cities in the Circular Economy: The
Role of Digital Technology’ – the latter was co-authored by Global Partner, Google. Currently
the team is working on a year-long research in the field of circular economy in cities,
articulating and quantifying the social, economic and environmental opportunities in the
transition towards a circular economy in the urban context. CE100 members have priority
access to the insights of the research, and are encouraged to showcase their pioneering
examples as part of the case studies produced in the research.

•

Access to alliances with other networks able to catalyze the acceleration to a circular
economy, including C40, 100 Resilient Cities, ICLEI and EUROCITIES.

•

Access to leading research and innovation on global waste prevention issues. An example is
the recently launched New Plastics Economy Initiative – Rethinking the Future of Plastics
where the Foundation is taking a leadership role on the issue of plastics and the burgeoning
imperative to address plastics and the marine environment – including an action plan to move
from 14% to 70% reuse and recycling of plastic packaging globally, which was endorsed by
40+ CEOs and other senior executives. In May 2017, it launched a $2m Innovation Prize, with
HRH Prince Of Wales, which aims to inspire designers and innovators globally to come up with
solutions to deliver products to people without generating plastics waste.
The Foundation is working closely with governments, cities, and corporate organizations
around the world, including the Government of Canada who has recently made plastics the
key platform of its G7 presidency. Metro Vancouver and the National Zero Waste Council are
actively engaged in working with the Foundation and the Government of Canada on this
important waste prevention issue, including engagement in key roundtable discussions and
the formation of a circular economy coalition engaging the National Zero Waste Council and
key stakeholders. (The Foundation will also play a prominent role in Metro Vancouver’s 2018
Zero Waste Conference – A Future Without Waste – The Journey to a Circular Economy.)

•

Invitation to the EMF Annual Summit – the Summit is the world’s leading forum for exploring
the idea of a circular economy, bringing together internationally renowned thinkers,
innovators and pioneers who are refining and implementing the vision of an economic system
that is restorative and regenerative, by design. The event presents a unique opportunity for
participants to immerse themselves into the latest thinking, learn from leading case
examples, and connect with others taking small steps – or giant leaps – towards a circular
economy.
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•

Peer to peer exchanges - members are able to share experiences and challenges as well as
learnings. Through this exchange, members shape and share best practices in advancing a
circular economy. This work is then embedded in case studies that are shared beyond the CE
100 group through the Foundation’s communication channels, showcasing the innovative
work of members.

•

Matchmaking between CE100 members in formal collaborations known as “co.projects.”
Co.Projects are driven by members, for members, with a focus either on research initiatives
or pilots. It is an opportunity for members to leverage the CE100 network to overcome
challenges and explore opportunities. For Metro Vancouver this would mean access to
leading researchers and entrepreneurs across the globe who could bring new insights as well
as identify potential new markets for recovered materials. Two relevant co.projects in
progress are “closing the loop on hand towel fibres” and “water and the circular economy.”

•

Acceleration Workshops - twice a year the Foundation hosts a two-day Acceleration
Workshop for members with the objectives of knowledge sharing and stimulating crosssectoral synergies and collaboration projects. Members take turns hosting these acceleration
workshops and represent the opportunity to showcase their region’s contribution to the
circular economy.

The annual fee for membership in CE 100 is $25,000 (US dollars) or about $32,500 (Canadian dollars).
This fee will allow Metro Vancouver access to the education and communication opportunities
associated with CE 100. In joining the CE 100, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation will organize a half
day kick-off workshop, on the margins of the 2018 Zero Waste Conference, to orient Directors and
staff from Metro Vancouver and municipalities as well as the National Zero Waste Council to the
concept of the circular economy as well as how others have used their membership in CE 100 to
realize their broader sustainability and zero waste objectives.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period of three years at an
annual cost of $25,000 U.S. dollars.
2. That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated June 4, 2018, titled “Proposed
Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program” and take no
further action.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Circular Economy 100 Program is an annual fee of
$25,000 U.S. dollars (approximately $32,500 Canadian dollars.) If alternative one is approved,
membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s CE 100 Program will be included in the 2019 budget
process under General Government as part of the Zero Waste Communication Program.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, founded in 2010, has the aim of accelerating the transition to a
circular economy. The Foundation’s work focuses on education, business and government, insight
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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and analysis, systemic initiatives and communications. Through its work and networks, the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation has emerged as the global thought leader that has successfully put the circular
economy on the agenda of decision-makers in the private, public and academic sectors across the
globe. The Circular Economy 100 (CE 100) brings together organizations across the economy together
to kick start the identification, development and realization of their circular economy ambitions.
The National Zero Waste Council, an organization founded by Metro Vancouver, in collaboration with
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, and tasked with advancing a waste prevention agenda in
Canada, has embraced the concept of a circular economy as a means to achieving zero waste
objectives. The invitation to become a member of the CE 100 has evolved from that relationship.
A membership in EMF would position Metro Vancouver as a leader and innovator in the adoption of
circular economy and zero waste concepts within Canada and globally, with important access to
leading edge global research and networks, sharing of knowledge and best practices and the
opportunity to learn from and engage with like-minded governments, corporations, academic
institutions and business innovators and entrepreneurs to accelerate the realization of a circular
economy in the Metro Vancouver region.
Attachments (Doc #25257020)
1. World Economic Forum White Paper titled “Circular Economy in Cities: Evolving the Model for a
Sustainable Urban Future”
2. Ellen MacArthur Foundation Urban Biocycles, dated March 2017
References
CE100 Website: https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/ce100
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White Paper

Circular Economy in Cities
Evolving the model for a
sustainable urban future
In Collaboration with PwC
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Foreword

The linear methods of production and consumption are unsustainable for the planet. As urbanization
continues, hunger for greater resources will accelerate if the current consumption trajectory continues.
For cities, this means increased waste. The linear model of “produce, use, dispose” is wasteful by
design, while the circular economy is conceptualized as a continuous cycle of value preservation and
resource optimization, presenting sustainable alternatives for eliminating waste.

Gregory
Hodkinson
Chairman, Arup
Group

Today, more than one-half of the world’s population lives in cities, a ﬁgure that is forecast to rise to
70% by 2050. The quality and resource rationality of cities will become an increasingly critical issue.
Cities are engines of economic growth, generating approximately 85% of global GDP. They are places
where people live, work, innovate, meet and consume considerable amounts of resources. Therefore
cities play a pivotal part in the transition to a circular economy.
Making cities sustainable means rethinking every element of urban living. This includes moving away
from practices such as landﬁll dumping and degenerating resources (e.g. the incineration of waste).
It is, therefore, imperative that solutions are harnessed to ensure products are kept in circulation to
minimize the loss of resources during the production and consumption processes.
This White Paper attempts to highlight innovative solutions applying circular principles to up-cycle
waste from existing buildings, infrastructure and construction, harvest rainwater for reuse, generate
clean and resource-efﬁcient energy, treat medicinal waste, as well as procurement of goods and
services.
The transition to a circular economy can only be achieved when all stakeholders – individuals,
the private sector, government and civil society – collaborate. The Forum hopes that these
recommendations will pave the way towards a more sustainable, liveable and healthier urban future, as
well as spur additional circular initiatives in cities.
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Foreword

The rapidly urbanizing world is increasingly putting strains on the ﬁnite resources available. Current
methods of production and consumption are unsustainable, and cities have a signiﬁcant role to play
in rethinking how they deal with waste and reinventing their supply chains. Cities are characterized
by population density and the proximity of all actors – individuals, business and civil society. This
provides an ideal environment in which to test and implement innovative circular economy models,
which change how citizens and cities’ leaders think about using and producing urban services and
consuming resources.

Hazem Galal
Global Leader,
Cities and Local
Government,
PwC, United Arab
Emirates

Cities can play a pivotal role in creating an enabling environment through regulations and incentives,
but the private sector needs to collaborate and explore the cross-sectoral synergies required to
achieve a circular model. There are immense opportunities for public-private collaboration in achieving
goals that might not otherwise be possible for cities to accomplish alone. Cities are embedding
circular thinking in their procurement processes, placing the onus on the private sector to come
up with new business models that are both economically viable and ecologically sustainable. This
could potentially result in a situation whereby circular products and services become the new market
standard. Similarly, urban-industrial symbiosis programmes can deliver greater impact in creating a
resource efﬁcient vision for a city.
This paper emphasizes the need for a multisector and multistakeholder approach for this mindset
transition towards a circular economy, and the need for integrated action over the long-term in
different areas of local administration. The key is to persevere with all actors in overcoming barriers
that prevent society from attaining a sustainable circular future.
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Foreword

Rapid urbanization and increased consumption have led to economic growth in many parts of the
world, but have also created unprecedented amounts of waste. The traditional pattern of buy-usedispose, particularly common in cities, has packed landﬁlls and incinerators to their capacity and
compounded the need for natural resources as the demand for goods rises along with income levels.
This trend is far from sustainable.

Cheryl Martin
Managing
Director, Head of
Industries, World
Economic Forum

The circular economy attempts to address the dual issue of increasing waste and decreasing
resources by incentivizing actors throughout the value chain to extract maximum use from both
existing products and the elements within them. The ﬂow of building materials, water, electronic
waste, and even food, can be reconﬁgured to avoid resource waste, and urban areas offer the ideal
environment to both reap the beneﬁts and iterate on the challenges of such models. Cities around the
world are already experimenting with interventions that leverage synergies across different sectors to
foster symbiotic relationships in the consumption process, and as a commitment to circular economy
concepts in urban planning, some have gone as far as pledging “zero waste to landﬁll” as a strategic
goal for their city.
“Ensuring sustainable consumption and growth patterns” as speciﬁed by Goal 12 of the Sustainable
Development Goals is aimed at signiﬁcant waste prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse by 2030.
This paper highlights solutions that are helping cities make progress in this transition, and emphasizes
the importance of coordinated action from key actors – individuals, the private sector, government
and civil society. Cities will have to prepare for a long-term transformation through the systematic
decoupling of economic growth from resource consumption, where taking action by embracing
circular concepts could lead to a more sustainable and liveable future for the next generation of urban
dwellers.
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The circular economy and cities
“Waste does not exist in nature, because each organism contributes to the health of the
whole. A fruit tree’s blossoms fall to the ground and decompose into food for other living
things. Bacteria and fungi feed on the organic waste of both the tree and the animals that eat
its fruit, depositing nutrients in the soil that the tree can take up and convert into growth. One
organism’s waste becomes food for another. Nutrients ﬂow perpetually in regenerative, cradle
to cradle1 cycles of birth, decay and rebirth. Waste equals food.”
– William McDonough, Architect, Co-Author of Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things (2002) and Author of Something Lived, Something
Dreamed (2003) and Positive Cities (Scientiﬁc American, July 2017)

Industrialized growth spurs urban density and increased
consumption. The combined effects of urbanization,
industrialization and globalization have deeply inﬂuenced
the development of cities around the world. Where
industrialization has driven economic growth, it has
also attracted businesses and fed consumer appetites.
The industrial world thrives where natural resources are
available and can be extracted easily for manufacturing and
production. Resource extraction increased 12-fold between
1900 and 2015. In the past 40 years alone, the global use of
materials has almost tripled, from 26.7 billion tonnes in 1970
to 84.4 billion tonnes in 2015, and is expected to double
again to between 170 and 184 billion tonnes by 2050 (Circle
Economy, 2018b). With accelerated levels of material use,
rising urbanization and afﬂuence levels, the demand for
housing, food and consumer goods is only going to surge
further. According to UN estimates, between 1900 and
2015, the urbanized population increased from 14% to
54% and is forecasted to rise to 66% by 2050. This cycle of
industrialized growth leading to urbanization, consumption
and greater resource extraction has put tremendous
pressure on the natural environment.
Cities need new ways to address waste. A quantitative
analysis of global resource requirements carried out by the
International Resource Panel (IRP) estimates that under
business-as-usual circumstances material consumption

by the world’s cities will grow from 40 billion tonnes in
2010 to about 90 billion tonnes by 2050.2 Current levels
of consumption are generating unprecedented amounts
of waste, which exacerbate the negative environmental
effects of increased extraction. The upstream phases of
resource extraction and manufacturing processes consume
high volumes of water and energy (i.e. embodied water
and carbon). It is estimated that more than two-thirds of
the world’s energy is consumed in cities, which account for
over 70% of global CO2 emissions. Cities are also where
the highest amount of waste is generated. According to
the World Bank, cities generated 1.3 billion tonnes of solid
waste per year, which translated into a footprint of 1.2
kilograms per person per day in 2012. This is expected
to rise to 2.2 billion tonnes by 2025. Traditional waste
management and disposal practices result in landﬁll sites or
pollution of the environment if not well-regulated. There is a
need to embrace a more viable method of production and
consumption in the overall value chain to ease the burden of
waste on urban areas.
The circular economy approach aims to reshape resource
use by decoupling growth from material extraction. The
intention is to create a more sustainable future that allows
the natural environment to restore resources and protects it
from the negative effects of industrialized waste.

Between 1900 and 2015, the
urbanized population increased
from 14% to 54% and is forecasted
to rise to 66% by 2050.

More than two-thirds of the world’s
energy is consumed in cities,
accounting for over 70% of global
CO2 emissions

Cities generated 1.3 billion tonnes of
solid waste per year in 2012 and is
expected to rise to 2.2 billion tonnes
by 2025.

Material consumption by the
world’s cities will grow from
40 billion tonnes in 2010 to
about 90 billion tonnes by
2050

Resource extraction
increased 12-fold between
1900 and 2015 and is
expected to double by
2050
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What is the ‘circular economy’?
The concept of a circular economy was conceived in the
1970s with the intention of promoting a world where nothing
goes to waste. Some 40 years later, this vision has become
a priority for progressive leaders and campaigners. A recent
review of 114 descriptions of the circular economy analysed
across 17 dimensions by Kirchherr, Reike and Hekkert has
resulted in the following deﬁnition of the circular economy,
reﬂecting a more holistic understanding:

“A circular economy describes an
economic system that is based on
business models which replace the ‘endof-life’ concept with reducing, alternatively
reusing, recycling and recovering
materials in production/distribution and
consumption processes, thus operating

Circular economy

The circular economy challenges the traditional, linear, “takemake-dispose” model of production and consumption, in
which resources are extracted/mined/grown, manufactured,
transported and then used before being disposed of at the
end of the value chain. The linear model was made possible
by a system where input commodities are cheap and widely
available, but it is no longer sustainable, making it necessary
to “close the loop” to achieve a sustainable growth model.

Strategies

Smarter
product
use and
manufacture

Increasing circularity

at the micro level (products, companies,
consumers), meso level (eco-industrial
parks) and macro level (city, region, nation
and beyond), with the aim to accomplish
sustainable development, which implies
creating environmental quality, economic
prosperity and social equity, to the beneﬁt
of current and future generations.”

Extend lifespan
of product and
its parts

Useful
application of
materials

R0 Refuse

Make product rebundant by abandoning its function or by offering the
same function with a radically different product

R1 Rethink

Make product use more intensive (e.g. by sharing product)

R2 Reduce

Increase efﬁciency in product manufacture or use by consuming fewer
natural resources and materials

R3 Reuse

Reuse by another consumer of discarded product, which is still in good
condition and fullﬁls its original function

R4 Repair

Repair and maintenance of defective product so it can be used with its
original function

R5 Refurbish

Restore an old product and bring it up to date

R6 Remanufacture

Use parts of discarded product in a new product with the same function

R7 Repurpose

Use discarded product or its parts in a new product with a different
function

R8 Recycle

Process materials to obtain the same (high grade) or lower (low grade)
quality

R9 Recover

Incineration of material with energy recovery

Linear economy

Source: (Kirchherr, et al., 2017)
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The foundations of a circular economy have been derived from several theoretical concepts over time, and are not directly
attributed to a single work or author. The concept gained momentum in the 1970s when it could be applied to modern
economic systems and industrial processes, but it has evolved signiﬁcantly over the past 50 years. Some of the related and
connected concepts include (from more to less encompassing):
Concept

Description

Association with circular economy

Sustainable
development

Sustainable development is a comprehensive
concept that attempts to reconcile and combine
three dimensions of development: economic,
environmental and social.

Sustainable development connects with the
circular economy through the economic and
environmental dimensions, as well as through
corporate social responsibility, business’s
entryway into sustainable development.

Green economy

The green economy is a concept that proposes
economic solutions to mostly environmental
issues through large, multipartite policy
proposals emanating from the United Nations
and trickling down through national governments
and NGOs.

The green economy overlaps with the
circular economy in that both concepts
leverage economic activities in order to attain
sustainability.

Performance
economy

The performance economy (also known as
the functional economy) is one of the main
DNA strands (along with cradle-to-cradle and
industrial ecology) of the circular economy.
Its thesis dictates that in order for business to
decouple growth from resources consumption,
new business models based on selling service
(or performance) rather than goods in quantity,
and with retained ownership, must be adopted.
This general idea can spur innovation and create
incentives to close production and consumption
loops.

The performance economy is one of the main
pillars of the circular economy, demonstrated
through the focus on longevity and intelligent
waste-asinput management, powered by
innovation and new business models.

Life cycle thinking (LCT) is closely tied with
life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle
management (LCM). Its main goal is to
reduce environmental impacts through an ISO
Life cycle thinking
landmarked, eco-efﬁciency-based methodology,
which looks at each step of the product,
process or service’s life cycle, in order to design
or redesign these for lower systemic impact.
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Life cycle thinking (including LCA and LCM) is
based on systems thinking mostly applicable
at the value chain concept level. It is steeped
in relative sustainability assessment (i.e. impact
assessment based on hotspot identiﬁcation),
while circular economy is based on absolute
sustainability assessment (ASA).3

Cradle-to-cradle
thinking

Cradle-to-cradle thinking champions ecoeffectiveness (and dismisses eco-efﬁciency)4
through an approach based on cycling technical
nutrients (such as durable goods made of
plastics or metals) and biological nutrients (such
as consumption products like food) in order to
achieve healthy material metabolisms (such as
industrial symbiosis programmes).

Cradle-to-Cradle thinking was developed by
William McDonough and Michael Braungart
and is a design framework that includes the
Circular Economy. It entails a circular paradigm
to achieve total recycling through product design
(or redesign). The products are designed for
recycling with safe and healthy materials in "use
cycles" to enable and optimize the Circular
Economy. In the early 1990s McDonough and
Braungart introduced their approach to the
concept of biological and technical “products as
a service".

Shared value

Shared value is a management approach that
was developed by strategy authorities Michael
Porter and Mark Kramer in order to reconcile
capitalism with societal needs. The framework
calls for businesses to create value by identifying
and addressing social needs through new
products and markets, redeﬁned value chains
and the creation of community development
clusters.

Shared value endeavours to map out the
intersection between evaluative approaches and
business strategy for proﬁt making. Both shared
value theory and circular economy concepts
rest on the idea that the economy needs to be
overhauled and decoupling mechanisms need
to be introduced for business and consumers
to continue to thrive; however, circular economy
theory calls for greater disruption.

Circular Economy in Cities
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Industrial ecology is a research and application
ﬁeld focused on the creation and maintenance
of a closed-loop industrial ecosystem. Industrial
ecology aims at optimizing energy and materials,
Industrial ecology pollution and waste reduction through an
economically viable transformation of industrial
byproducts or waste into inputs, with the
ultimate goal of enabling industrial systems that
mimic natural ecosystems.

Extended
producer
responsibility

Extended producer responsibility (EPR) is a
condition of the “polluter pays” principle and
aims at shifting a product’s environmental
responsibility over the full life cycle back towards
the producer (and away from municipalities).
Even though EPR has the potential to
drive change over the full life cycle, it has
mostly enabled post-consumer end-of-life
management.

Ecodesign

The concept of ecodesign is based on
integrating environmental aspects into product
development. Ecodesign can be used as a
tool to implement LCA results or it can be a
guideline, a checklist or an analytical tool that
supports an eco-efﬁciency-based product
development process.

The application scope of industrial ecology is
based on the association of multiple companies
within an industrial ecosystem. It coincides with
circular economy thinking on taking a systems
approach to resource efﬁciency in terms of
circularity.

Extended product responsibility is a strictly
deﬁned business concept whose applicability
is focused within a single company. It consists
of the ﬁrst attempt at a systematic closed-loop
system with a private actor focus, primarily
based on systems thinking to “design out waste”
by an individual producer.

Ecodesign is a tool that aims to implement
environmental considerations into product design
and is often used in conjunction with LCA.

Source: (CIRAIG, 2015)
The circular economy principles

–

Originally, environmental design philosophies focused on
selecting recyclable materials for product development.
Today, this has evolved to include the radical redesign of
products and services around ecological, economic and
social considerations for a sustainable future. Sustainable
use of raw materials, closed-loop manufacturing and
production processes, adoption of sustainable methods
of consumption, and the development of more extensive
commodity markets for keeping products in use have all
become essential parts of being circular.
With regard to material and process ﬂows, the circular
economy concept can be visualized through two
dimensions. Upstream circularity (before use) concerns
managing resources efﬁciently, improving productivity in
production and consumption processes, minimizing waste,
and keeping product costs as low as possible. On the other
hand, downstream circularity (after use) concerns preserving
the value remaining in otherwise “waste” materials, and
maximizing the extraction of that value within the system.
For example, keeping used products out of landﬁlls by
recovering and reintroducing their useful components back
into the economic ﬂow as an input. The Ellen McArthur
Foundation, which leads the thinking on circular economy
concepts, has underpinned three principles characterizing
the circular economy:
–

Value preservation – implies maintaining the highest
possible value from input materials in production
processes and ﬁnal products. This involves repurposing,
remanufacturing, refurbishing, repairing and reusing
components, product life extension, and product value
extension.

–

Resource optimization – implies limited, efﬁcient and
lessened use of primary resources combined with
improved waste collection, resource recycling, energy
recovery from material incineration and use of renewable
energy sources.
System effectiveness – implies minimizing systematic
leakage of that which is useful to humans (e.g. food,
shelter, health, education) during the production/
consumption cycle and addressing externalities (e.g.
land use, air, water and noise pollution, climate change).

Cities are key to going circular
More than 80% of global GDP is generated in cities, which
therefore makes them ideal testing grounds for circular
economy models. The conﬂuence of business, resident
and government actors creates live innovation labs for
addressing the complex challenges of linear economic
models. The rich ecosystem of producers, consumers
and intermediaries, as well as the goods themselves and
the constant ﬂow of information, create an opportunity to
introduce new practices, including facilitation of the reverse
logistics sector, material collection, waste processing,
energy and natural resource conservation and new business
models and product design that incorporate circular
thinking.
Densely populated cities operate in a resource-constrained
environment where implementing circular practices
can result in immediately visible beneﬁts, such as cost
savings in the private sector. Further, the pragmatism and
physical proximity in cities makes it easier to implement
policy changes than at a state or national level, where
bureaucratic structures and legislative timelines can hamper
institutionalizing novel circular concepts. Therefore, cities
can be more agile and adaptive when implementing pilot
initiatives, allowing them to stimulate change faster.

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Source: (Preston & Lehne, 2017)

Transitioning to a circular city: Deﬁning
a vision
According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, a circular city
embeds the principles of a circular economy across all of its
functions, establishing an urban system that is regenerative
and restorative by design. In such a city, the idea of waste
is eliminated, with assets kept at their highest levels of
utility at all times and the use of digital technologies a vital
process enabler. A circular city aims to generate prosperity
and economic resilience for itself and its citizens, while
decoupling value creation from the consumption of ﬁnite
resources.
Amsterdam, one of the leaders in the application of circular
economy concepts to city governance, follows seven
principles in its transition towards a circular economy,
as elaborated in a report commissioned by the city
government. These principles can be extended to deﬁne a
vision and an action roadmap on circularity in cities:
–
–
–

10

–

–

–

–

Modular design – modular and ﬂexible design of
products and production chains increases adaptability
of systems.
Innovative business models – new business models
for production, distribution and consumption enable the
shift from possession of goods to (use of) services.
Region-oriented reverse logistics – logistics systems
shift to a more region-oriented service with reverselogistics capabilities.
Natural systems upgradation – human activities
positively contribute to ecosystems, ecosystem services
and the reconstruction of “natural capital”.
Source: (Circle Economy, TNO and Fabric, 2016)

A circular city encourages the use of systems thinking to
provide economic, social and environmental beneﬁts for its
citizens, while also looking to improve the quality of life.

Closed loop – all materials enter into an inﬁnite cycle
(technical or biological).
Reduced emissions – all energy comes from
renewable sources.
Value generation – resources are used to generate
(ﬁnancial or other) value.

Circular Economy in Cities
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Drivers of circular economy trials in cities

The circular economy could enable:

Growing awareness that the linear model has resulted in the
over-exploitation of materials and increased pollution levels
is fuelling demand for responsible products. The Sustainable
Development Goals for 2030 encourage nations to consider
circularity and leading cities to experiment with innovative
circular ideas and methods, driven by their unique social,
cultural, economic, technological or regulatory contexts.
Drivers of cities’ interest in circular solutions include:

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Urbanization – as urban areas expand, infrastructure
and services put growing strain on the environment as
limited resources must by stretched to accommodate
greater activity and population.
Supply and price risks – urban economies can be
vulnerable to disruptions in the supply of virgin raw
materials, and to high and volatile prices. Circular
practices can mitigate this risk by developing trade for
input components.
Ecosystem degradation – most waste (solid, liquid,
organic and hazardous, including construction and
demolition waste) ends up in landﬁlls, an excess of
which has further burdened ecosystems already
degraded by climate change, loss of biodiversity, land
degradation and pollution.
Environmental accountability – businesses and
governments are increasingly aware of intensiﬁed
demands for accountability, and the reputational threat
to brands from an adverse ecological footprint.
Consumer behaviour – hyper-consumerism results
in products being disposed of before their full value
is extracted, increasing pressure on waste-removal
processes, which can be mitigated by new business
models (e.g. product as a service, collaborative
consumption). Experimentation with such models in
transportation and hospitality is increasing interest in
their applicability to other sectors.5
Advances in technology – digital platforms are
enabling circular economy principles to be applied
on a larger scale by improving access to information,
management of materials, tracking and logistics,
transparency and accountability, facilitating deployment
of innovative circular solutions.

–
–
–

creating a circular supply chain, in which residual
outputs from one process feed into another process
recovering the resource value of materials in a manner
that creates new value from these same materials
extending the work life of a product and encouraging
access and retaining ownership
improving the usage rates of products through shared
use.

All stakeholders stand to beneﬁt from products being
conceived with sustainability in mind – making them more
capable of being repaired or reused, and with better
traceability to determine whether raw materials have been
sourced sustainably:
–

–

–

Citizens – apart from reducing their ecological
footprint, citizens can beneﬁt economically from the
extended lifespan of products. If they buy assets,
they can generate revenue from unused or underused
capacity. Alternatively, product-as-a-service models,
in which customers pay for function or performance
instead of taking on product ownership, spare the user
maintenance, storage, repair and end-of-life costs.
Businesses – the circular economy brings opportunities
to expand into new areas such as collection and reverse
logistics, remarketing, component remanufacturing and
refurbishment. Reducing use of virgin material reduces
exposure to price volatility and supply shocks due to
natural disasters or political imbalances. Implementing
circular economy concepts promotes wider reevaluation of supply chains, which can lead to improved
resilience. Product-as-a-service models entail long-term
relationships between customer and supplier, giving
more opportunity to build customer satisfaction and
loyalty as well as improving brand reputation through
sustainable practices (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2015).
Governments – the circular economy decouples
economic growth from resource consumption, enabling
cities to achieve prosperity while minimizing negative
environmental impacts from landﬁlls or incinerating
waste. This can create jobs in areas such as highquality recycling and repair practices and logistics.

The circular economy advantage
The transition to a circular economy requires rethinking
market strategies and models that encourage
competitiveness in different sectors and the responsible
consumption of natural resources. This would entail
changing consumer behaviour, regulating production
processes, generating new avenues for employment and
reducing demand for new raw materials.

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Opportunities for the circular economy
in cities
Cities are taking opportunities to improve efﬁciency and
environmental impact by embedding circular economy
principles in urban infrastructure and services, from mobility
to energy to healthcare. This section explores opportunities
in key sectors.
Channelling used building materials to new
building sites
With growing urban populations comes the need for cities
to build more infrastructure: 75% of infrastructure required
by 2050 is not yet in place today (Global Infrastructure
Basel) and $41 trillion is the estimated cost of refurbishing
old and building new urban infrastructure only through
to 2030 (International Resource Panel, 2013). Building
materials account for around 40–50% of an ofﬁce building’s
carbon footprint (producing cement and steel accounts for

nearly 80% of energy used during construction), with the
remainder going towards transporting materials, removing
waste and using energy on-site (Circle Economy and
Ecofys, 2016). If the construction sector continues to use
traditional methods, it could devastate the environment,
atmosphere, natural resources, health and the economy.
Therefore, cities need to provide incentives to builders
to take a more holistic systems approach to the design,
construction, maintenance, operation and after-life use of
buildings.
The ﬁgure below visualizes material ﬂows in the construction
sector. Multistakeholder collaboration between city
municipalities, the construction and waste industries,
building owners, innovation agencies and universities
can effectively begin to map such ﬂows of construction
resources throughout a city, improving the ability to
anticipate future availability of resources and move towards
being more self-sufﬁcient and circular.

Source: (Circle Economy, TNO and Fabric, 2016)
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Buildings can and should be designed to reuse or repurpose
materials up to their maximum lifespan. Using “material
passports” whenever a building is constructed – listing the
quantity and quality characteristics of all materials used –
can stimulate recovery, recycling or reuse when the building
is ultimately demolished. With more integrated planning of
construction and demolition projects, used material can
feed into new buildings. Online marketplaces and databases
can link buyers to used materials from demolition sites,
as well as creating new jobs in cataloguing the materials;
mechanisms of supply chain cooperation6 and ﬁnancing
can also contribute. Meanwhile, new production techniques
such as 3D printing and pre-fabrication can facilitate
modular design that makes buildings more multifunctional,
optimizing the use of space and increasing the chance that
a building can later be repurposed rather than demolished
and replaced.
Material passports are being used by Buildings As Material
Banks (BAMB), a Horizon2020 project funded by the
European Commission, along with reversible building
design – as the name suggests, a design approach that
enables buildings to be easily deconstructed, or where
parts can be removed and added without damage. Six
BAMB pilots are testing and reﬁning new business models,
policy propositions, and management and decision-making
tools, enabled by technologies such as building information
modelling (BIM) to optimize structure and radio frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID) to identify materials used. BIM creates
a detailed 3D model of a building with information attributes
such as location, size and composition of materials used,
which passes from architect to contractor to owner and
improves the efﬁciency and economic viability of later
decommissioning or retroﬁtting. Together with the use of
RFID tags on building materials, to help track and trace
items at different stages of the building life cycle, BIM opens
up new avenues to develop material banks (Barrie, 2017a).

Case study: City town hall as a raw material depot –
Brummen, the Netherlands
The city of Brummen was not certain whether it would still
need a town hall in 20 years, as current national policy
was moving towards aggregating Dutch municipalities
into larger administrative units. Rau Architects proposed a
design for an extension to the town hall that could easily be
disassembled, using high-quality construction materials to
guarantee circularity at the end of the contract period. With
limited use of concrete, the facade and ﬂoors are made
from timber in prefab components which can easily be
dismantled and reused. The building is, in effect, not only a
town hall but also a raw materials depot.
Source: (Guldager Jensen & Sommer, 2016)

designing a 49-storey (200m) superstructure that instead
of demolishing the existing building on the site, will reuse
98% of the bearing structure and upcycle two-thirds of
the materials – saving the CO2 equivalent to 10,000 ﬂights
between Sydney and Melbourne. The project aims to be a
proof of concept for circular building in high-rises (Mousa,
2017) and (Danish, 2017).

Case study: Using materials from abandoned buildings
– Lolland and Copenhagen, Denmark
The existing building mass holds an untapped potential
for extracting materials for use in new buildings. Across
Denmark, abandoned homes and commercial buildings
lie ready for demolition. In the rural area of Lolland the
population is decreasing, leaving old buildings uninhabited.
These buildings are now being seen as resources rather
than waste. In a project with the municipality of Lolland,
Lendager Group has mapped materials and potential
opportunities (providing jobs and resources to the local
community) by demolishing the abandoned buildings and
recycling their materials. In the Danish capital, Copenhagen,
where demand for housing is high, Lendager Group is also
working to improve the sustainability of new buildings. By
using recycled materials for new buildings the CO2 footprint
can be reduced by up to 70% compared to traditional
building methods. Lendager Group has invented a new
technique of upcycling brick walls of old buildings ready for
demolition. The strength of the mortar makes it impossible
to recycle individual bricks so instead the walls are cut out
in modules for new building façades. The Resource Rows
in Ørestad, Copenhagen, will be the ﬁrst residential housing
area build with upcycled brick modules from abandoned
buildings.
Source – Lendager Group contribution to World Economic
Forum Study

Water harvesting and reuse

From Mexico City to Sao Paulo, Los Angeles, Lima, Cape
Town and Sana’a (Yemen), many cities have already
experienced severe water shortages primarily driven by
rapid urbanization and/or climate change. According to the
United Nations, nearly half of the world’s population could
suffer water stress by 2030. While municipal withdrawals
account for only about 12% of total water withdrawals7
(UNEP, 2015), cost and quality concerns limit the reuse of
water used for domestic needs such as washing, bathing,
cleaning, drinking, toilet ﬂushes and landscaping. The
challenge is to harvest and reuse water as much as possible
before releasing it back into the natural systems, using clean
energy.

Rainwater harvesting is a traditional form of storing water
for reuse, deployed in cities across the world. In Tokyo,
each building must have an underground rainwater tank
that feeds into the water system. In Copenhagen, another
Resource Rows initiative reuses rainwater collected from
solar cells and other unused “clean” roof surfaces for toilet
ﬂushing and irrigation, promising considerable economic
savings on utility costs for the residents (Lendager Group,
Metro Vancouver Regional
2017). District
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Although construction and demolition waste cannot
be completely avoided, they can be looped back into
production. For example, the South African company Use-It
makes environmentally friendly bricks for affordable housing
from waste soils and rubble that would otherwise go to
into landﬁll, and a consortium of architects in Australia are
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Case study: The sponge cities initiative – China
China’s “sponge city” initiative is a joint effort by three
ministries – housing and rural-urban development, ﬁnance,
and water resources – to tackle rainwater runoff, which is
exacerbating pressure on groundwater. Projects in 30 cities
– including Shanghai, Wuhan and Xiamen – total $12 billion
in funding, with the central government covering 15–20%
of costs and the remainder covered by local governments
and private developers. These incorporate features such
as wetlands and bioswales8 – which naturally help absorb
water – plant-covered rooftops and permeable pavements.
While the initiative has had to resolve some challenges such
as pollution of groundwater and the sourcing of necessary
materials, it aims to have 80% of China’s urban areas
absorbing and reusing at least 70% of rainwater by 2020.
Source: (Biswas & Hartley, 2017) and (Garﬁeld, 2017)
Cities can also explore circular practices to improve
efﬁciency by reducing water leakage from supply systems:
every day, the US loses 7 billion gallons of water through
leaky pipes, and in developing countries, lost water is
valued at more than $3 billion per year (The World Bank,
2016). Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) networks
can improve efﬁciency by detecting these leaks early and
sending real-time alerts, but these require centralized
implementation and investment. Encouraging citizens
to consume wisely is another approach – for example,
by charging directly for the amount of water consumed,
banning certain activities, such as washing cars, under
extreme circumstances, and mandating installation of
super-efﬁcient water systems; as well as subsidizing or
giving away replacement ﬁxtures and other water-saving
products (Barrie, 2017c). Furthermore, the water system
itself can be made circular by generating hydroelectric
power in hilly areas and using wastewater treatment to
generate electricity: using technologies such as hydrolysis or
gasiﬁcation, sewage treatment plants can cover up to 60%
of their own energy demands (Barrie, 2017c). One cuttingedge technology is Ecovolt, developed by Boston-based
Cambrian Innovation – a novel bioelectric process that
simultaneously treats water and generates biogas energy.

Circularity through reduced energy use

From wastewater to construction to street lights, energy
systems are vital to urban infrastructure – and the demand
for energy will only increase as urbanization grows. In
the EU, buildings use more energy than any other sector,
accounting for roughly 40% of primary energy consumption
and 36% of CO2 emissions (Europa, s.d.); the situation
is similar in the United States, where commercial and
residential buildings consume about 40% of all the energy
the country produces. According to carbon data from C40
cities, 29% of city buildings’ emissions are associated with
the supply of electricity (C40 and Arup, s.d.).
Circularity in energy systems – which encompasses
the entire supply chain, from generation to storage,
14
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transmission, distribution and consumption – is vital
to meeting the Paris Climate Agreement (COP21) goal
of reducing emissions to a level that would limit global
temperature rise to 1.5oC. Current climate policies still leave
a gap, and it is estimated that circular economy strategies
can mitigate this by about half (Circle Economy and Ecofys,
2016).
By 2015, renewables constituted 23% of global energy
consumption – and cities across the world have pledged
to move towards cleaner sources of energy as part of the
COP21 agreement. In the US, Las Vegas municipal buildings
run entirely on clean energy (solar and hydroelectric). In
Germany, Munich is aiming for 100% supply from renewable
sources by 2025 and is compelling utility companies to
source only from renewable sources. By 2050, Barcelona
is looking to become energy sufﬁcient and Frankfurt is
implementing a masterplan to go 100% renewable.
Smart energy grids are enabling more efﬁcient energy
distribution through real-time communication between
energy generators, utility companies and consumers. New
models are emerging that aim to improve efﬁciency by
decentralizing energy exchange between buyers and sellers:
Transactive Grid, a start-up based in New York, is using
blockchain to record the energy generated by rooftop solar
panels; Grid Singularity, based in Vienna, Austria, is working
to decentralize energy markets in developing countries; MIT
start-up SolarCoin pays people with an alternative digital
currency for generating solar energy (Rutkin, 2016).
Some studies suggest electric vehicles will play a critical role
in how cities implement smart grids through vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) technology, which allows electric vehicles to charge
and discharge electricity to and from the grid, improving
the power system’s resiliency and reliability by providing
a buffer to the intermittency of supply from renewable
sources(Barrie, 2017b). The car manufacturer Nissan is
among those involved in testing V2G systems.

Electronic waste in cities

Rapid innovation in information and communication
technology has led to rapid obsolescence – particularly
of end-user devices. Replacement cycles are shorter.
Owning more than one device is common. With increased
disposable incomes in developing countries, more people
are able to spend on electrical and electronic equipment.
This all generates more e-waste, especially in cities (Baldé,
et al., 2017). According to the Global E-waste Monitor
report, the world generated 44.7 million metric tonnes of
e-waste in 2016 – the equivalent of 4,500 Eiffel towers –
including around 435,000 metric tonnes of mobile phones.
In some cases, there can be commercial value in collecting
assets at the end of their ﬁrst life to sell the devices
themselves or recover viable parts and discrete materials
through disassembly. The UK’s Mazuma Mobile (now part of
EcoRenew) pays cash for old phones and refurbishes them
for resale in the UK and emerging markets such as China
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and Africa, recycling materials from phones that cannot
be reused. However, the value of precious metals and
plastics in each phone – around €2 worth – is not sufﬁcient
to encourage robust recycling schemes on a large scale;
circularity depends on a secondary market and devices
being designed for longer lifespans (Baldé, et al., 2017).
Fairphone, an Amsterdam-based smartphone producer,
increases the lifespan of its products by designing them to
consist of seven modules, each of which can be repaired
or replaced without the need to return the entire device. In
its smartphone-as-a-service model, users pay Fairphone
a ﬁxed monthly fee rather than buying or leasing a speciﬁc
phone (Circle Economy, 2018a). In another example, as
part of its circular economy programme, Cisco is piloting
an improved, fast and easy collection process called Send
IT Back. Cisco has been offering product trade-in and free
takeback of used gear for more than a decade, but return
rates have been relatively modest. With increased, usedCisco-product return rates, subscription-based business
models, as well as closed loop return of material back to
manufacturing, become more scalable and self-sustaining.9
As market incentives are often insufﬁcient to guarantee
recycling, cities need to also consider a regulatory
approach. The Japanese Home Appliance Recycling Law
resulted in the Panasonic Eco Technology Center (PETEC)
developing technology to sort three major types of resin
– polypropylene, polystyrene, and acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene – and remove hazardous substances during sorting.
It has so far recycled over 11 million products (techUK,
2015).

Case study: Recovering used IT assets – cities closing
loops by working with the private sector
When a product is more complex, it is likely that the original
manufacturer (OEM) is able to harvest the most value at
the end of the product’s initial use cycle. The OEM is likely
to be best placed to service the product during its initial
use cycle as well as remanufacture and resell with any
necessary product updates with a full warranty. The OEM is
also better able to harvest components or commodities for
reuse in service operations or in new product manufacture.
Return logistics and processing are an important cost
consideration, but typically have not been an impediment to
the collection of used gear. What is challenging is reaching
and educating the hundreds of thousands of customers
around the world and changing behaviour to promote return
to the OEM.
Cities could provide a boost to product return by centralizing
the collection of many used products. Reﬂecting urban
density and scale, it is more cost-effective to collect and
segregate equipment by vendor, transferring the collected
products to OEMs, who would pay for such city services.
This type of model would be relatively cheap to pilot and
could be used in many sectors (e.g. IT, household goods,
clothing). A challenge is to not think of this collection as
another form of municipal waste collection. Used goods
and material must be handled like new product (rather

than rubbish) to avoid losing value through damage or
contamination. This new perspective is an outcome of the
change to a circular economy.
Another challenge to product return is that regulatory and/
or tax hurdles, generally created at the national or regional
level, often impede the cross-border movement of used
goods. The current regulatory regime needs to be updated
to classify used product moving from a customer back to
the OEM the same as new components or products being
shipped in the forward supply chain. There should also be
a rebate or adjustment to country producer product waste
and packaging levies based on the amount of gear each
OEM receives from its customers and removes from the
country or regulatory jurisdiction.
Source – Based on input from Darrel Stickler, Global
Environment Lead, Cisco

Circular solutions to urban healthcare

Circular economy principles can make healthcare more
affordable and accessible. Sharing platforms such as Warp
It in the UK and Cohealo in the US are making optimal
use of surplus medical equipment, including MRI and CT
scanners. The product-as-a service business model – in
which hospitals pay for the use of medical equipment, rather
than buying it – could incentivize manufacturers to optimize
design for reusuability. However, it would currently be
challenging to apply this model to the developing world due
to inadequate infrastructure for repair, maintenance and safe
disposal of expensive machine components.

Case study: Reprocessing medical waste –
Intermountain Healthcare
The Performance Certiﬁed HARMONIC® Program sterilely
reprocesses medical devices to the original equipment
manufacturer standards, so they can be reused. Working
with partners such as 3M and Philips Healthcare,
Intermountain Healthcare has identiﬁed 800 items from
areas like cardiovascular, orthopaedics, general surgery and
nursing care that can be reprocessed – with an additional
350 being evaluated. Items are marked each time they
are used, and some can be reused as many as 20 times
before being sent for recycling, both for plastic and metal
parts. The programme diverted 186,476 items, weighing
37 tonnes, from landﬁlls in 2017. The biggest challenge is
getting FDA approval, which also requires other healthcare
providers to be on board.
Source: Intermountain Healthcare contribution to World
Economic Forum study
Circular solutions could also apply to medicinal waste,
deﬁned by the World Health Organization as “expired,
unused, spilt and contaminated pharmaceutical products,
drugs, vaccines and sera”. Most unused medicines are
disposed of in household bins, and could contaminate
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the water supply by seeping out of landﬁlls. Bringing
them back into distribution could help reduce costs to
public health systems and reduce the carbon footprint of
manufacturing, when the logistical costs of reuse processes
(collecting, dispatching, quality checking, repackaging and
redistributing) are substantially lower than the value of the
medicines. However, this would depend on meeting safety
concerns around inadvertent contamination, deliberate
tampering, use of counterfeit drugs or improper storage
conditions. In Coimbatore, India, members of the Inner
Wheel Club – a women’s voluntary organization – have a
collection box where people can drop their leftover unused,
unopened and unexpired medicines. Members collect the
drugs, sort them with the help of a pharmacologist and
hand them to people in need at homes for the elderly (The
Hindu, 2018).

Organic waste, including food

Signiﬁcant amounts of land, water and energy are
consumed in growing and processing food that goes to
waste –ending up in landﬁlls and releasing methane, which
exacerbates greenhouse emissions – while 815 million
people were undernourished in 2016 (Food and Agricultural
Organization, 2017). Circular approaches to food waste are
logistically complex because food is perishable. However,
food that is unwanted but still edible can be donated:
in 2016, France became the ﬁrst country to require
supermarkets to donate unused food instead of throwing
it away. France also requires companies to report statistics
on food waste and restaurants to make takeaway bags
available (Hinckley, 2018).
Organic waste can be collected and treated with solutions
ranging from community composting to large-scale
anaerobic digestion. Adelaide composts 70% of its organic
waste. San Francisco distributes 600 tonnes of composted
organic waste per day to local farmers and gardeners
who grow produce to sell in the city (Barrie, 2017d). New
York has distributed educational materials to encourage
household composting and has set up drop-off sites for
community composting (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2017b).

Case study: Recycling the ‘unrecyclable’ – TerraCycle
TerraCycle collects hard-to-recycle post-consumer waste for
repurposing, from cigarette butts in Tokyo to chewed gum
in Mexico City and dirty nappies in Amsterdam, via various
models funded by brands, consumers or government. It
has made playgrounds in Philadelphia from oral care waste,
community gardens in New York City from beauty care
products waste, and exercise pavilions in London from
deodorant waste. In 2017, it partnered with Rubicon Global
to combine waste solutions for both sets of customers in
a wide range of services that move towards zero waste. It
is providing its customers, including cities, with non-landﬁll
solutions for waste ranging from common recyclables such
as mixed recycling and cardboard to harder-to-recycle
16
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streams such as confectionery wrappers and cigarette
butts. It is now working with partners to redesign disposable
packaging to become ultra-durable and industrially reﬁllable,
in a program called “Loop” scheduled to launch in January
2019.
Source: TerraCycle contribution to World Economic Forum
Study and (Rubicon Global, 2017)

In another innovative approach to circularity, Local Loop
Farms in Kalamazoo, Michigan, are closing the loop in
food production using aquaponics – a combination of
aquaculture and hydroponics, in which food waste is used
to cultivate ﬂies, which become food for ﬁsh for human
consumption, while waste from the ﬁsh is used as a fertilizer
to grow produce. Technologies such as aquaponics and
hydroponics can reduce water usage by 90% and are
ten times more productive per square metre compared to
traditional growing methods (Barrie, 2017d).

Plastic waste

More than 40 years after the launch of the ﬁrst universal
recycling symbol, only 14% of plastic packaging is
collected for recycling (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017a).
Low rates of collection, reuse and recycling cost the
economy $80–120 billion annually. Coupled with inefﬁcient
disposal methods, they are also leading to far-reaching
environmental, health and social impacts as plastics leak
into natural systems. Improvement efforts have so far been
fragmented. Scalable impact will require an after-use plastics
economy that decouples plastics from fossil feedstocks,
increases the quality and quantity of plastic for upcycling,
and encourages adoption of reusable packaging including
industrially compostable plastics.
Recycled plastic is now being used in roads: Scotlandbased start-up MacRebur makes road asphalt out of plastic
waste, which it claims is 60% stronger than standard
asphalt. VolkerWessels, a construction services ﬁrm
from Holland, is working on recycling plastic waste into
lightweight, prefabricated modules with hollow interiors that
can be ﬁtted with cables and plastic pipes and allow excess
water to drain, minimizing the risk of subsidence and making
roads last three times longer (Gulf News, 2017). Methods
of converting plastic waste into fuel or chemicals (waste
valorization) can also aid in diverting waste from landﬁlls;
however, the efﬁciency levels and environmental impact of
such initiatives would be critical in determining where these
solutions are closing consumption loops without the toxicity
introduced by plastic waste.
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Case study: Waste recycling in India
Indian cities face tremendous challenges in segregating
waste. In Mysuru, India, citizen awareness programmes
have helped cities segregate compostable from noncompostable waste, with reusable items such as bottles,
metal, footwear and plastic cups being sold to scrap
dealers, and the remainder being composted and sold to
farmers. A quarter of the 402 tonnes of waste produced by
the city each day is processed this way, with about 70%
of the costs covered by the sale of fertilizer, and the rest
covered by central government subsidies, property tax and
a fee on residents.
India also has a thriving informal recycling sector – but it is
inefﬁcient, with a fragmented value chain and unscientiﬁc
processes. About 10 million tonnes of discarded plastic
make it into recycling streams each year, but over 80%
is downcycled into potentially contaminated low-value
products, losing $1.8 billion in value. Banyan Nation, a
waste recycling start-up (and winner of the World Economic
Forum’s The Circulars 2018 Award), is trying to integrate
and formalize this value chain, while devising technology
innovations to decontaminate discarded plastics. Banyan’s
recycled plastic known as “Better Plastic” has been tested
and certiﬁed by brands such as Tata Motors and L’Oréal for
use in mainstream products such as bumpers, shampoo
bottles etc. In addition to developing an India ﬁrst cleaning
technology to remove paints, inks and other contaminates
from plastic, the company developed a data intelligence
platform to integrate a highly fragmented and informal
supply chain. The platform has been extended to help cities
manage their waste more effectively and today the state of
Telangana has signed memorandums of understanding with

the company to adopt the platform across the state. The
platform allows city authorities to get a bird’s-eye view of
the waste management operations and leverage from data
analytics in converting an ofﬂine, adhoc and reactive system
to being online, predictive and real time system. In the long
run the platform can help policy-makers and cities establish
and develop innovative models for integrating informal
recyclers through micro-entrepreneurship opportunities. In
the city of Warangal, city ofﬁcials created a model where
small, informal recyclers who primarily depend on recycling
for their livelihoods were incentivized to collect and trade
waste. This was achieved through formalized collection
centres, where recyclable materials like paper, plastic and
cardboard were traded on a daily basis. Banyan Nation’s
data intelligence platform reported the recycling statistics
giving city ofﬁcials a measure of metrics such as landﬁll
diversion and revenue generated for the integrated informal
recyclers through formal linkages.
Furthermore, there is an increasing trend of building plastic
roads in Indian cities – ﬁnely shredded plastic waste is
added to heated bitumen, reducing the quantity of bitumen
required by 10%. In 2015 the Indian government made
the use of plastic waste mandatory in most highways.
Innovations in plastic waste valorization are not far off. The
start-up Ventana and waste management company Ramky
Group are setting up a plant in Hyderabad using patented
contiﬂow cracker technology to extract blendstock – used
for making industrial diesel – from waste plastic at low costs:
one tonne of waste can yield up to 850 litres of petroleum
fuel.
Source: Banyan Nation contribution to World Economic
Forum Study, (Pradhan, 2018), (Patelkhana, 2018),
(Chandran, 2017)

Circular procurement

Through their decisions on purchasing works, goods or services, city authorities can contribute to the circular economy –
closing energy and material loops within supply chains, and minimizing negative environmental impacts and waste creation
across the life cycle (ICLEI, 2017). Sustainable Development Goal 12, “Responsible Consumption and Production”, sets a
target on sustainable public procurement practices.
Circular procurement models
System level

Supplier level

–# Product service system
–# Public-private partnership
–# Cooperation with other organizations on
sharing and reuse
–# Rent/lease
–# Supplier take-back systems, including
reuse, recycling, refurbishment and
remanufacturing

–# Supplier take-back system
–# Design to disassembly
–# Reparability of standard
products
–# External reuse/sale of
products
–# Internal reuse of products

Product level
–# Materials in the product can
be identiﬁed
–# Products can be
disassembled after use
–# Recyclable materials
–# Resource efﬁciency and total
cost of ownership
–# Recycled materials

Source: (Jones, et al., 2017)
Circular procurement can be implemented at three levels. The system level addresses contractual methods that the
purchasing organization can use to ensure circularity. At the supplier level, suppliers can build circularity into their systems
and processes to ensure the products and services they offer meet circular procurement criteria; ﬁnally, the product level
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focuses on the products that suppliers to public authorities
may themselves procure further down the supply chain.
Both supplier systems and product technical speciﬁcations
need to be considered when opting for circular
procurement.
Circular procurement contracts fall into three general
categories:
1. Product service agreements – where users pay-peruse or pay for certain levels of performance without
owning the product.
2. Buy-back agreements – where users purchase the
product and the supplier buys it back later, ensuring
optimum value retention via reuse.
3. Resale agreements – where users purchase the
product and sell it to a third party who recovers the
item after use, normally for lower-value material reuse or
recycling (ICLEI, 2017).
Cities’ circular procurement policies usually include:
–
–
–
–
–

Identifying priority sectors, services and products and
potential actions (reduce, reuse, recycle, recover, etc.)
Methods for integrating a circular approach into existing
practices
Criteria for carrying out life-cycle impact assessment of
environmental impact
Deﬁning targets and time frames for the sectors and
those responsible for implementation
Supporting activities such as training, communication
outreach and monitoring mechanisms that are required
to ensure efﬁcacy

Cities can design tender speciﬁcations using a “technical”
or a “functional” approach, based on the circular outcome
expected. A technical approach addresses measurable
requirements against which proposals are evaluated.
A functional approach, which could be output- or
performance-based, attends to desired results and outputs
such as quality, quantity and reliability. Tenders can also
have suppliers establish the projected service life of a
product and the maintenance and repair services that would
be provided with it, and encourage them to keep products
and materials in the supply chain after use (ICLEI, 2017).
One example or prioritizing circular concepts in procurement
comes from the municipality of Apeldoorn in the
Netherlands, which for its €8 million renewal of infrastructure
and public spaces asked contractors to demonstrate their
skills and knowledge to innovate using circular principles.
The partner was then selected based on creativity, instead
of their ability to perform at the lowest cost, under an
agreement that contains a signiﬁcant degree of ﬂexibility on
speciﬁcations.10

Industrial symbiosis is another type of circular procurement,
focused on a model where one organization or sector uses
byproducts from another, including energy, water, logistics
and materials. Examples include using food waste to feed
farm animals or non-toxic industrial waste to produce
energy through incineration. Industrial processes often
generate diverse sets of byproducts that can be of use
to a variety of sectors. A structured industrial symbiosis
programme brokers companies to collaborate on ﬁnding
ways to use resources, and minimize waste, increase
revenue and reduce associated costs (Europa, 2014).
Case study: Industrial symbiosis in Kalundborg, the UK,
Western Cape and Wuhan
Kalundborg, Denmark, has been a pioneer in industrial
symbiosis since 1961 and now has more than 30
exchanges of water, energy and other byproducts with
eight private-sector partners. The UK’s National Industrial
Symbiosis Program (NISP) engaged more than 15,000
mostly small or medium-sized companies between 2003
and 2013, achieving cost reductions of £1.1 billion and
diverting 45 million tonnes of material from landﬁll. The NISP
model created a blueprint for replication around the world,
and in 2013 the Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis Program
(WISP) was established by the sub-national Western Cape
Government, The programme is delivered by GreenCape,
a non-proﬁt organization that works to develop the green
economy in South Africa. WISP is currently funded by the
city of Cape Townand has over 500 member partners, of
which one in three has engaged in resource exchange. As
city governments are focused primarily on household waste,
GreenCape complements the city’s efforts in minimizing
commercial and industrial waste to landﬁlls.
To help prepare businesses, opportunity workshops are
organized to facilitate thinking about tapping unused
resources on site, educating them on industrial symbiosis,
resource efﬁciency, and creating matches for resource
exchange. GreenCape also introduces businesses to
service and technology providers, regulators, environmental
consultants, and waste transporters to enable these
changes. By making waste diversion a priority for business,
the programme has generated ZAR 25.3 million (South
African rand) in additional revenue, cost savings of ZAR 18.7
million and private investments of almost a million rand to
date. WISP has been able to divert 27,800 tonnes of waste
from landﬁlls (about 82,300 tonnes of CO2 equivalent in
greenhouse gas emissions). The city is working on changing
the attitudes of business, scaling technological innovation on
circular solutions, increasing awareness of real opportunities
in the circular economy and getting companies to invest in
processing and packaging materials for reuse. The concept
is now also being explored in the city of Wuhan, the largest
city in central China, where applications include reusing
25,000 tonnes of asphalt road planings for road resurfacing.
Source: (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, n.d.(b)), Inputs from
GreenCape and (Humphreys, et al., 2017)
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Barriers to embracing the circular
economy in cities
Awareness and cooperation among key actors –
businesses, consumers, NGOs and government – are
needed for cities to make the circular future a reality through
systematic distribution, communication and the promotion
of circular practices. There are four main types of barriers:
ﬁnancial, institutional, social and technical.
Financial barriers
1. High transition costs: Transitioning to a circular
economy incurs costs to businesses in terms of
management, planning, research and development,
physical and digital infrastructure. While government can
provide incentives or subsidies, these costs nonetheless
bring uncertainty and risk.
2. Upfront investment: Circular business models require
upfront investments that yield returns only over a longer
time frame, which can make it difﬁcult to ﬁnd investors.
3. Product pricing and measurement of growth: When
indices such as GDP and proﬁt and loss statements do
not account for the social and environmental costs of
production processes, the beneﬁts of moving towards
circularity are understated.
4. Economic viability of recycling: Europe, the US and
Australia have been exporting recyclable waste to China
on ships that brought consumer goods and would
otherwise return empty. Now that China has banned
some waste imports, it is a challenge to ﬁnd other
economically viable solutions (The Japan Times, 2018).

Financial
• High Transition Costs
• Upfront Investment
• Product Pricing and
wth
Measurement of Growth
• Economic Viability of
Recycling

Institutional
• Deep rooted linear
mindset
• Complicated or inflexible
regulatory structures
• Limited integrated action
and/or leadership

Institutional barriers
1. The linear mindset has deep roots: It will require
considerable effort from all actors to move away
from established business models and production
processes that are designed for a linear value chain and
dependence on fossil fuels.
2. Complicated or inﬂexible regulatory structures:
Policies, rules and regulations were likewise designed
with linear processes in mind and may restrict
innovation in circularity. In the Netherlands, for example,
competition policy, high taxation on labour and the nonclassiﬁcation of waste as a resource can all hold back
the potential for innovative models and partnerships.
3. Limited integrated action and/or leadership: Even
if cities have dedicated teams working on circular
economy initiatives, there is usually no clear distribution
of responsibility to city departments. Strong, bold and
focused leadership is required.
Social barriers
1. Lack of awareness and sense of urgency: For
consumers, buying new products can be seen as
demonstrating higher status than renting, repairing or
buying second-hand. For businesses, limited knowledge
about the circular economy leads to inertia and aversion
to taking risks that disrupt current processes. And while
nearly all city governments recycle municipal waste,
it can be challenging to focus more on upcycling and
reuse.
2. Resistance to change: Powerful stakeholders have
vested interests in keeping production processes
linear, such as waste incineration businesses. Systemic
change needs to be gradual to allow such businesses
to recoup their investments.

Social
• Lack of awareness
and sense of
urgency
• Resistance to
change

Technical
• Designed to dispose
• Planned obsolescence
nd
• Separating technical and
biological nutrients
change
• Lack of information exchange
sure
• Lack of metrics to measure
circularity
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Technical barriers

Case study: ReTuna – Eskilstuna, Sweden

1. Designed to dispose: Producers have little incentive
to overhaul their design processes for easier end-oflife material recovery when their products are sold to
consumers. Product-as-a-service models, in which the
producer retains ownership, provide greater incentives
for developing high-quality products that are robust and
maintainable.
2. Planned obsolescence: Many products are designed
to degrade, and limited availability of spare parts
effectively forces consumers to dispose of them. In
2015, France deﬁned a law requiring manufacturers to
design products that are easier to ﬁx, to label them with
information on the availability of spare parts and to offer
free repair or replacement for the ﬁrst two years after
purchase.
3. Separating technical and biological nutrients: Waste
segregation practices and infrastructure at the city level
have limited the focus on separating biological nutrients
(e.g. food, wood) from technical nutrients (e.g. plastics,
metals), though handling them differently is necessary to
eliminate toxicity before materials are brought back into
the value chain.
4. Lack of information exchange: Without platforms
to facilitate the exchange of information on material
streams, it is difﬁcult for different actors to collaborate.
Country-level initiatives such as the UK’s Environmental
Sustainability Knowledge Transfer Network, the Green
Suppliers Network in the US, and Japan’s Green
Purchasing Network are examples of informationexchange platforms.
5. Lack of metrics to measure circularity: It is easier to
make progress when progress can be measured, and
cities lack standardized methodologies and metrics by
which independent institutions can evaluate levels of
circularity.

Making the circular economy a reality
for cities
Each city stakeholder has a role to play in creating
an enabling environment to mainstream the circular
economy: governments provide legislative incentives;
companies implement new business models; civil society
conducts advocacy and research; and individuals change
consumption behaviour. This section identiﬁes potential
barriers and solutions.
Role of individuals
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Source: (Lindner, et al., 2017)
Role of the private sector
Investors can accelerate circular thinking through avenues
in municipal bond markets and fairly new structures such as
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) investing and
impact investing11, which not only minimize emissions and
improve resource efﬁciencies but also overhaul the design
process to promote extended life cycles, sharing, reuse and
high rates of material recovery. Prominent players include
Circularity Capital (a UK-based private equity ﬁrm with
London Waste and Recycling Board as one of its investors),
PGGM (a private pension fund service provider in the
Netherlands), Closed Loop Fund (a New York-based private
impact investing fund), ING (a Dutch multinational banking
and ﬁnancial services corporation) and European Investment
Bank (the European Union’s nonproﬁt long-term lending
institution).

Case study: Circular Design Guide – IDEO
Consulting ﬁrm IDEO and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
have created a “Circular Design Guide” that helps
businesses move from ideas to action in designing for the
circular economy. Aimed at “innovators, entrepreneurs and
corporate change-makers” who want to better understand
and implement circular innovations within everyday
operations and identify areas in which they can make their
products and services more regenerative, it features 24
steps in four categories – understand, deﬁne, make and
release – including video interviews, worksheets, case
studies and links to technical tools.
Source: (Morris, 2018)

As citizens, individuals need to engage with city
governments on policies and regulations. As consumers,
individuals are slowly aligning towards models of access
over ownership and must focus more on the functionality
and performance of a product, while being more aware
about the repair and maintenance costs associated with
purchasing. Many are already conscious of the need to
reduce (e.g. avoid plastic bags), reuse (e.g. second-hand
goods) and recycle (e.g. take-back programmes). The other
Rs – recover, repurpose, remanufacture, refurbish, repair,
rethink, refuse – are less well known. Before a product
is recycled, avenues for reuse, refurbishing, repair or
remanufacturing should be explored.
20

The municipality of Eskiltuna has developed a shopping mall,
ReTuna, for reused and repaired products. The mall, created
as part of the local municipal recycling centre, allows
residents to drop off various used items, which are then
sorted and upcycled through being repaired or refurbished,
and ultimately resold. Different shops for different items
(furniture, kitchen equipment, toys, sports equipment,
textiles, etc.) are each owned and run by an independent
entrepreneur, with support from the municipality. The mall
employed 47 people in 2016, and provides opportunities
particularly for those with employment barriers.

Producers need to make their customers aware of
information that enables them to repair products or the
options for recycling them. By working with other actors
such as city authorities, they can develop programmes
to recover their products, which provide more incentives
to design products that can be reused or easily recycled.
Models include deposit-refund systems (DRSs), in which
a fee on the purchase of selected products is reimbursed
when the container (e.g. plastic/glass bottles, aluminium
cans) is returned.
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The private sector can also collaborate with city government
to facilitate waste segregation. Indeed, collaboration is
crucial to optimizing the system: within an organization
(through integrated sustainable product development);
between organizations (to achieve industrial symbiosis);
between organizations and governments at all levels (for
public-private collaboration on recovering waste); and
between organizations and end users (bringing used goods
back into the value chain).

Case study: ReCirc Singapore and Centre of Excellence
on Resource Recovery for Circular Economy

City governments looking to decouple economic growth
from natural resource use and environmental impacts can
pursue absolute or relative strategies. Absolute decoupling,
more suited to developed countries, focuses on waste
prevention, high-value resource recovery, circular resource
ﬂows and adjusting social norms. Relative decoupling,
more suited to developing countries, focuses on improving
resource efﬁciencies while net consumption continues
to rise until a socially acceptable quality of life has been
attained. Each strategy requires a combination of resource
productivity improvements, increased use of clean energy
and waste reuse (IRP, 2017).
Enabling the environment for the circular economy

Singapore and the Netherlands are collaborating to
exchange knowledge and explore new solutions in areas
such as using bottom ash and ﬂy ash in building materials
and recovering resources from sludge, food waste and
e-waste. ReCirc Singapore, a coalition of business,
government, civil society and knowledge institutions, will
create a Centre of Excellence on Resource Recovery
for Circular Economy to facilitate collaboration, engage
citizens and conduct R&D policy. Selected concepts will be
researched and tested in “living labs” in both countries, with
the companies involved taking proven concepts to market.

Cities can facilitate circular initiatives by piloting and scaling
novel models in their own operations. To ﬁnance these, they
can explore ﬁnancial instruments such as the municipal
bond market and the emerging ﬁeld of green bonds. In
2014, Goldman Sachs ran a $350 million green bond
offering for the Washington DC Water and Sewer Authority
to help fund new infrastructure: the bond’s 100-year maturity
matches the life of the asset (Burckart & Butterworth, 2017).
While there are currently no green bonds dedicated to the
circular economy, city governments could work to establish
such a market.

Source: (Seegers, 2017) and (Van Boxtel & Nijstad, 2017)
Role of local government
While the number of governments interested in the circular
economy is growing, most still lack a sense of urgency.
Cities should set up mechanisms to monitor resource usage
and performance efﬁciencies, and use them to set targets
and deﬁne an evidence-based city roadmap that accounts
for local context. For example, Amsterdam identiﬁed
construction and organic waste as having the greatest
potential for added value and job creation: by identifying
opportunities to reuse materials, it is reducing CO2
production by 500,000 tonnes per year (Choho, 2017).

Case study: Circular economy route map – London
The London Waste and Recycling Board (LWARB) in 2017
published a route map to accelerate the circular economy
in London. In each of ﬁve focus areas – built environment,
food, textiles, electricals and plastics – it details
opportunities, challenges, current initiatives and practical
actions. It estimates that moving to a circular economy in
these areas could bring London net beneﬁts of at least £7
billion every year by 2036 and 12,000 new jobs by 2030.
LWARB is currently developing circular economy metrics
and indicators for the city to gather baseline information
that will enable target-setting for the future. LWARB is also
running a three-year Advance London, circular economy
business support scheme. The project offers bespoke
support for existing circular economy SMEs to scale-up, and
more traditional SMEs to transition, allowing them to explore
a more circular model.
Source: Contribution of London for the World Economic
Forum study

Cities can provide incentives to businesses, through
subsidies or tax breaks, to adopt circular practices.
They should also remove subsidies that encourage the
use of resources or consumption of non-renewable
energy, and consider tariffs to incorporate externalities
in pricing mechanisms. Cremona, Italy, is testing the
introduction of a tariff on waste that cannot be recycled:
residents are given orange 60-litre rubbish bags; with
each additional bag they use, their rubbish collection fee
increases (D’Antonio, 2017). Cremona is also coordinating
UrbanWINS – a large European project on wastemanagement strategies. Launched in 2016, the three-year
project is analysing strategies in 24 European cities with
the objective of highlighting the most innovative. Together
with partners including universities, companies and NGOs,
it is studying how materials ﬂow through cities to get a
better understanding of what is produced, consumed and
discarded and help cities to deﬁne more holistic strategic
plans to prevent and manage waste.

Case study: Improving mass transit use by sorting
refuse – Curitiba, Brazil
As the city of Curitiba grew, refuse piled up in narrow
alleyways where trucks could not retrieve it. The city
developed a programme instructing children on how to
separate it out; the children, in turn, taught their families. In
return for sorted through the rubbish, people were paid in
fresh food or bus tokens, which increased use of the mass
transit system. Today, 85% of Curitiba citizens use the bus,
and 90% participate in recycling. The city recycles 70% of
its refuse – one of the highest rates in the world.
Source: (McDonough, 2017)
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Cities should consider the circular economy in their urban
planning. In a simulated model of energy use across the
residential, commercial and industrial sectors of 637 cities in
China, resource-efﬁcient urban planning – including urbanindustrial symbiosis strategies, such as reusing industrial
heat waste in urban district energy systems – was shown
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 15% to 36% (IRP,
2017).
Regulate to scale circularity
Cities have an important role as regulators. They need to
engage citizens and the private sector to ensure their voices
are heard when framing policies and regulations: they should
not burden the private sector, but should instead encourage
the easy movement of materials and ensure mechanisms
are in place for testing, repairing and maintaining goods
throughout the product life cycle. In Vancouver, the Green
Demolition Bylaw requires homes created before 1940 to be
deconstructed instead of being demolished, with a minimum
of 75% of materials reused or recycled. Cities can leverage
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) to encourage
producers to innovate: measures include deﬁning criteria
for the type and amount of materials used to manufacture
or package products, benchmarks for reducing waste and
pollution, or information disclosure systems.
As already noted, procurement can strategically promote
circular economy practices. In the Netherlands, Utrecht has
committed to increasing its share of circular procurement
from 4% of annual expenditure to 10% by 2020. For
example, the city challenged contractors to provide circular
solutions for developing a cycle route: the winning solution
used 100% recycled asphalt on the lower layer of its road
(Choho, 2017).

Case study: Scaling the circular economy in China
China’s 2009 Circular Economy Promotion Law required
central government and local authorities to include circular
economy practices in their socioeconomic development
plans. In 2017, an evaluation showed that resource
productivity increased by more than 20% between 2011
and 2015, and ten major pilot projects were completed
successfully. In May 2017, the Chinese government issued
“The Guiding Action Plan for Circular Economy for 2016–
2020”, which includes new actions to promote circular
development.
Source: (IRP, 2017)
Leading the transition through collaboration
Material ﬂows in the circular economy can be complex,
requiring collaboration across different sectors to take
advantage of possible synergies. Cities can play a pivotal
role in leading collaboration and stimulating action. For
example, the Circular Peterborough Commitment (UK)
brings organizations together to develop pilot initiatives that
encourage a more sustainable approach to business in the
city (Environment Capital, 2017).
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Case study: Innovation platform for circular economy –
Paris
The economic development and innovation agency
Paris&Co boosts the city’s innovation ecosystem by
incubating new companies, beta-testing innovative
solutions, and organizing events to help start-ups network
with corporate partners. In 2017, it developed a dedicated
innovation platform on the circular economy, aimed at
stimulating collaborations in the areas of sustainable
supply, ecodesign, territorial ecology, functional economy,
responsible consumption, extending the life of goods and
waste management.
Source: Paris&Co website

Case study: Resource Innovation Solutions Network
(RISN) – City of Phoenix
Launched in 2014 by the City of Phoenix and Arizona State
University, the Resource Innovation and Solutions Network
(RISN) facilitates collaboration by providing knowledge
and tools and building the capacity of stakeholders to use
best practices. It has, for example, worked to evaluate the
viability of a region-wide organics management system
and cross-departmental collaboration on circular economy
initiatives in municipal operations. In 2017, the RISN
Incubator began providing business development and
acceleration services to early-stage technology solutions
ventures focusing on waste diversion and improvements in
processing or the use of waste as a raw material for new
products or energy.12
Source: City of Phoenix contribution to World Economic
Forum Study
Cross-city collaboration to develop value chain-based
partnerships and share innovative solutions is also
important. For example, FORCE, a project sponsored by the
European Commission, involves four cities (Copenhagen,
Hamburg, Lisbon and Genoa) in partnerships on four
materials: plastic waste, strategic metals from electronic and
electric equipment, surplus food and biowaste, and wood
waste (FORCE, 2017).
Role of civil society
Several civil society institutions educate and advocate
on transitioning towards a circular economy, working
with individuals, communities, the private sector and
governments to facilitate collaboration, support and
innovative solutions, and provide recommendations on
policies and regulations. NGOs, international organizations,
think tanks, not-for-proﬁts, social enterprises and academia
all have a role in making the transition possible.
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Case study: The Ellen MacArthur Foundation
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation was established in 2010
with the aim of accelerating the transition to a circular
economy. Since its creation the charity has emerged as a
global thought leader, establishing circular economy on the
agenda of decision-makers across business, government
and academia. The Foundation’s work focuses on ﬁve
interlinking areas: Education (inspiring students to rethink
the future through the circular economy framework),
business and government (catalysing circular innovation
and creating the conditions for it to reach scale), insight
and analysis (providing robust evidence about the beneﬁts
and implications of the transition), systemic initiatives
(transforming key material ﬂows to scale the circular
economy globally), and communications (engaging a global
audience around the circular economy). It is currently
conducting in-depth research on the circular economy in
cities.
Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation to World Economic
Forum Study

Case study: Circle Economy
Circle Economy, a not for proﬁt organisation started in
2011, has developed the City Circle Scan approach to
assess opportunities for circular projects in a city. It starts by
assessing the economic strength and political will in different
sectors, and analysing the city’s current ﬂows of resources,
materials, energy, and labour. It then outlines strategies and
proposes an action agenda for the short and long term. The
approach has so far been applied in Glasgow, Amsterdam,
Brussels and Bilbao.

Conclusion
Cities need to prioritize a systematic transition from the
linear paradigm of production and consumption to a circular
model, keeping materials in use for as long as possible and
maximizing their economic value. As this report has shown,
innovations have already begun in cities across the world in
sectors including the built environment, energy, healthcare
and waste management.
The transition cannot be achieved by any single actor. It will
require collaborative efforts across the value chain, involving
individuals, the private sector, different levels of government
and civil society. Companies need to design products with
circularity in mind, and build components that can close
loops in production. Individuals have a key role in creating
demand. The public sector needs to play its part in making
available the necessary infrastructure, and formulating
policies and regulations that incentivize innovation without
imposing burdens that dampen growth.
City governments are especially well placed to take
the lead. Given that they are primarily responsible for
waste management at the local level, they have a unique
opportunity to map resources and collaborate with
businesses and residents in closing nutrient loops (both
technical and biological) through urban-industrial symbiosis
or knowledge exchange programs. By working to accelerate
the transition to the circular economy, cities will enhance
sustainability and minimize the economic, social and
environmental impacts of the current ways in which we
extract, consume and dispose of resources.

Source: Based on inputs provided by the Circle Economy
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Endnotes
1

Cradle to Cradle introduced the concept of biological and technical nutrients and provides a coherent framework for restorative and
regenerative systems. Within Cradle to Cradle is the concept of what has now become known as the Circular Economy as well as
the introduction of many of many other qualities – healthy and safe materials, material reutilization, clean energy, clean water and
social fairness. The 2002 book was titled Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things and when published in China in
2005, was translated by Tsinghua University and published by Tongi University under the title Cradle to Cradle: The Design of the
Circular Economy. For more information on Cradle to Cradle please visit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle-to-cradle_design

2

International Resource Panel (IRP), 2018

3

An assessment that accounts for planetary limits (biophysical, economic and societal). Absolute sustainability assessment (ASA)
gives a glance at a company’s level of circularity stewardship, so investors can relate it to ﬁscal risk (CIRAIG, 2015).

4

Eco-efﬁciency aims to minimize the “volume, velocity and toxicity” of the linear “take-make-dispose” materials ﬂow and is not
focused on making ﬂows completely “circular”. Recycling usually results in downgrading (downcycling) of the material. Eco
effectiveness is a mechanism that recouples environmental and economic systems through “metabolisms” that enable materials to
maintain and even augment their inherent characteristics through upcycling (CIRAIG, 2015).

5

For more information on how cities are using collaborative practices and exploiting the potential of the sharing economy, the World
Economic Forum recently published a whitepaper “Collaboration in Cities: From Sharing to ‘Sharing Economy’”, which can be
accessed here.

6

Activity alignment of at least two organizations in the supply chain process in coordinating the supply of goods and services, creating
competitive advantage through improved service or efﬁciency improvements (IGI Global, s.d.).

7

Water withdrawals are deﬁned as freshwater taken from ground or surface water sources, either permanently or temporarily, and
conveyed to a place of use (OECD, 2015).

8

Bioswales are landscape elements designed to concentrate or remove silt and pollution out of surface runoff water. For more
information, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioswale.

9

Source: interviews with Cisco for the World Economic Forum study.

10 (Lindner, et al., 2017) and (Mineralz, 2017).
11 ESG investing incorporates all ﬁnancially relevant (i.e. material) environmental, social and governance considerations into investment
decisions. It aims to be thoughtful about how sustainability-related risks and opportunities are factored in by investors. Impact
investing has a double bottom line where the desire for attractive ﬁnancial return coexists with an intention to produce a positive
impact on the environment or society. Although these two concepts have some overlap, they are fundamentally distinct (Burckart &
Butterworth, 2017).
12 For more information on the partnership between the City of Phoenix and Arizona State University, contact Brandie I. Barrett at
brandie.barrett@phoenix.gov and/or Bill Campbell at williamfcampbell@asu.edu.
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GLOSSARY
Anaerobic digestion: A series
of biological processes in which
microorganisms break down
biodegradable material in the absence
of oxygen. One of the end products
is biogas, which is combusted to
generate electricity and heat, or can be
processed into renewable natural gas
and transportation fuels.
Bioeconomy: Encompasses the
production of renewable biological
resources and their conversion
into food, feed, bio-based products
and bioenergy via industrial
biotechnology.
Bioenergy: Energy derived from
biomass, either as a solid fuel, or
processed into liquids and gases.
Technologies to generate heat and
power include solid wood heating
installations for buildings, biogas
digesters for power generation, and
large-scale biomass gasification plants
for heat and power. Includes biofuels.

Biofuel: Any liquid or gaseous
hydrocarbon fuel produced from
biomass in a short time, i.e. not over
geological time as with fossil fuels, and
used as a transportation fuel.
Biomass: The biodegradable fraction
of products, waste and residues of
biological origin from agriculture
(including vegetal and animal
substances), forestry, fisheries
and aquaculture, as well as the
biodegradable fraction of industrial
and municipal waste. Includes
bioliquids and biofuels.
Biorefinery: A facility (or network
of facilities) that integrates biomass
conversion processes and equipment
to produce biofuels, power, and
chemicals. The concept is analogous
to an oil refinery, which produces
multiple fuels and other products from
crude oil.
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Negative externality: A cost
borne by a third party as a result
of an economic transaction. This
includes any individual, organisation,
or resource that is indirectly affected
by an activity. Pollution is an obvious
example of a negative externality.
Nutrient: A substance that provides
nourishment essential for the
maintenance of life and for growth.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This scoping paper focuses on the potential of
the significant volume of organic waste flowing
through the urban environment. The aim is to
highlight the opportunities to capture value, in
the form of the energy, nutrients and materials
embedded in these flows, through the application
of circular economy principles. Organic waste
- from the organic fraction of municipal solid
waste streams and wastewater that flows through
sewage systems - is traditionally seen as a costly
problem in economic and environmental terms.
This scoping paper will explore the idea that
the equation can be reversed by designing more
effective recovery and processing systems to
turn organic waste into a source of value and
contribute to restoring natural capital.
7
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Every year, people harvest roughly
13 billion tonnes of biomass globally
to use as food, energy and materials.
This biomass flows through the
‘biocycle economy’, as it is referred
to in this scoping paper. This part
of the economy includes industries
that deal with biological materials at
different stages of the value chain:
for example, agriculture, forestry and
fishing at the primary stage; food
processing, textile manufacturing and
biotechnology in the processing stage;
and retail and resource management
in the consumption stage. Together,
they generate a global value of
approximately USD 12.5 trillion,
equivalent (in 2013) to 17% of global
gross domestic product (GDP).
The biocycle economy’s share of the
overall economy is much larger in
emerging markets, where the majority
of growth in per capita consumption is
expected. In this context, the volume
of biomass flowing through the global
economy is set to grow: notably,
by 2050, global demand for food is
expected to rise by approximately 55%.
While such parameters offer
considerable commercial and trade
opportunities, they also involve
numerous challenges. These include
significant structural waste in the
biocycle economy (about a third of
1
2
3

all food produced globally is lost or
wasted), as well as natural capital
losses and negative environmental
externalities. The volume of
greenhouse gas emissions produced
by global food waste is ranked third
behind China and the US.1 Land
degradation affects roughly one
quarter of land globally and costs USD
40 billion per year.2 Eutrophication, or
the accumulation of nutrients caused
by surface run-off and the resulting
overgrowth of plant life, has created
aquatic dead zones all around the
world.
At the same time, the economic
opportunities are significant. The
World Economic Forum estimates
that potential global revenues from
the biomass value chain – comprising
the production of agricultural inputs,
biomass trading and biorefinery
outputs – could be as high as USD 295
billion by 2020.
Cities, the new powerhouses already
generating over 80% of global GDP,
will play a major role in addressing
challenges and realising opportunities
in the biocycle economy. As major
concentrators of materials and
nutrients, cities aggregate inputs
such as food from rural areas into a
concentrated urban space. Today,
almost none of these materials are

FAO, Global Food Losses and Food Waste–Extent, Causes and Prevention
United Nations (2012)
Circle Economy, TNO and FABRIC
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looped back into the biosphere,
meaning that rural soils are becoming
degraded and rely increasingly on
synthetic fertilisers, which also creates
nutrient imbalances. In theory,
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
(NPK) nutrients recovered from food,
animal and human waste streams on a
global scale could contribute nearly 2.7
times the nutrients contained within
the volumes of chemical fertiliser
currently used. Cities produce about
1.3 billion tonnes of solid waste per
year, roughly half of which is organic.
This figure is expected to almost
double by 2025, with 70% of the total
likely to be generated in emerging
markets.
According to a recent study on residual
organic waste in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, high value processing
could lead to added value of EUR 150
million, as well as 900,000 tonnes
of material savings and a reduction
of 600,000 tonnes in CO2 emissions
annually for the city.3 These benefits
can be generated using biorefineries,
waste separation and return logistics,
cascading organic flows and nutrient
recovery.
Some cities have implemented
programmes to recover and valorise
organic materials, such as those found
in food waste and wastewater streams.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The volumes of recovered material
vary greatly. Milan, Italy now has high
rates of recovery, which it uses to
generate revenue by producing energy
and compost, the decayed organic
material used as a fertiliser. Many
cities, however, are achieving only
low levels of recovery, representing
a notable lost opportunity as well as
impacting human and environmental
health.
Producing concentrated NPK
fertilisers is one way of recovering
nutrients from organic waste streams,
as is using biosolids as compost.
Nutrient recovery is attractive as a
source of revenue and, importantly,
as a contributor to ecosystem
regeneration.
Energy recovery from organic
waste can offset operational costs,
generate revenue, increase the share
of renewables in the energy mix and
reduce GHG emissions. Anaerobic
digestion is the most widely adopted
technology in this area and can be
applied to a wide range of organic
materials to generate biogas, leaving
a nutrient-rich substance called
digestate. The biogas can either be
fed to the gas grid or converted to
electricity using conventional thermal
power processes.
Recovering energy in the wastewater
sector is attractive, as it can offset
the energy required for treatment.
In the best example of this, a plant in

Denmark has managed to produce
more electricity than it needs for its
operations, making it a net exporter of
power.
Significant opportunity exists to use
organic waste material to manufacture
a range of products and materials
traditionally derived from fossil fuel
sources. Biorefineries could be a
central technology in this endeavour.
Operating in a similar way to
petrochemical refineries, they employ
a range of techniques – such as thermal
treatment, biological processes and
enzymatic conversions – to transform
organic feedstock into valuable
chemicals and products. Biorefineries
have many feedstock options available,
spanning solid organic waste and waste
water. The options are categorised
as first generation (food-based) and
second generation (non-food-based),
with the latter being particularly
attractive as they complement food
production rather than compete
with it.
The technology is rapidly evolving
and as it matures, biorefineries will
produce more and more complex
chemicals and materials. Succinic
acid and polylactic acid (both useful
precursors for fuels and lubricants)
are already being produced. It is
increasingly evident that organic waste
can be used to produce competitive
alternatives to resources derived from
fossil fuels.

Several barriers need to be overcome
to shift the system towards one aligned
with circular economy principles.
These include regulatory barriers –
such as inconsistent and ill-fitting
definitions of waste, and economic
hurdles, including the absence of
accurate externality pricing – which tilt
the field towards incumbent systems,
rather than levelling it for biologically
derived materials and energy.
Overcoming such barriers will further
enable the technological advances
required to realise the economic
opportunities.
Clearly, there is a high-level
opportunity to capture value and
increase the contribution of urban
biocycles to building natural capital.
However, this paper demonstrates
the need for further analysis. What is
required is no less than the following:
to develop the baseline understanding
of the urban organic landscape as well
as quantify the opportunity; to quantify
the private-sector opportunities; to
identify the systemic solutions that
enable the economic use of recovered
nutrients; and finally, to highlight the
regulatory levers needed to develop
new markets in organic materials.
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THE BIOCYCLE ECONOMY
The bioeconomy, or the biocycle
economy as it is referred to in this
scoping paper, includes industries
that deal with biological materials at
different stages of the value chain.
Such industries include agriculture,
forestry and fishing at the primary
stage; food processing, textile
manufacturing and biotechnology
in the processing stage; and retail
and resource management at the
consumption and end-of-use stages.
The focus of this paper is on flows
of organic matter through cities and
the opportunities to increase their
recovery and enhance their use by
applying circular economy principles.

4
5

6

The significance of
the biocycle economy
Seen as a whole, the biocycle
economy plays a critical role in global
economic, human and environmental
systems. According to the Natural
Capital Coalition, “farmers, traders,
wholesalers, food manufacturing
companies, and retailers together
make up the world’s largest sector,
generating an approximate global value
of around USD 12.5 trillion based
on revenue, or 17% of world gross
domestic product (GDP) in 2013”.4
In emerging countries, the biocycle
economy’s proportion of the overall
economy is even more significant; for
example, the agricultural industry,
including crops and livestock, accounts
for 22% of Brazil’s GDP.5

Natural Capital Coalition
Center for Advanced Studies on Applied Economics, University of São Paulo, and Brazilian
Confederation of Agriculture and Livestock, Ellen MacArthur Foundation, A Circular Economy In Brazil:
An Initial Exploration (2017)
European Commission (2012)
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According to the European
Commission, the bioeconomy’s
estimated worth in Europe is
approximately EUR 2 trillion in
turnover per year, and accounts
for more than 22 million jobs. This
figure encompasses the production
of renewable biological resources and
the conversion of these resources
and waste streams into value added
products, such as food, feed, bio-based
products and bioenergy.6 In Finland
for example, the government forecasts
its national bioeconomy to grow 4%
annually to 2025, increasing economic
output from EUR 60 billion to EUR
100 billion and adding 100,000 jobs.
The greatest opportunities for growth
are expected to be in creating new
products and materials, with organic
waste streams playing a significant role
as raw materials.

THE BIOCYCLE
ECONOMY

Pressures on the
biocycle economy
Largely because of the linear model of
development that has dominated the
global economy since the Industrial
Revolution, the biocycle economy is
now facing major challenges.
Global demand for food is expected
to grow by about 70% between 2005
and 2050, increasing the pressure
on the availability of land.7 The
growing demand for new biological
feedstocks to supply a variety of uses,
including biofuels, biomaterials and
pharmaceuticals, will further stiffen
competition for land. Moreover, the
effects of climate change on soil quality
and land productivity will exacerbate
such challenges.
Signi cant structural waste, natural
capital losses and environmental
externalities in the current biocycle
economy need to be addressed:
• About a third of all food
produced globally, worth roughly
USD 680 billion in high-income
countries and USD 310 billion
in emerging countries, is lost or
wasted each year.8 The volume
of greenhouse gas emissions
produced by global food waste is
ranked third behind China and
the US9
• Agricultural activities account
for almost 70% of global water
withdrawals,10 yet only 40% of
this water reaches plants11
• Land degradation affects roughly
one-quarter of the global land
surface; about 75 billion tonnes
of fertile topsoil are lost each
year, with an estimated annual
loss of USD 490 billion12
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

• Industrialised farming practices
cost the environment some USD
3 trillion per year (more than
UK annual GDP) in negative
environmental externalities
across the value chain.13 Many
agricultural industries would be
unprofitable if such externalities
were priced in, as they exceed
industry revenue, sometimes
many times over14
• Fertiliser run-off from the
agricultural system leads to
nutrients accumulating in rivers,
lakes and oceans and eventually
to eutrophication, algal blooms
and hypoxic dead zones (ocean
dead zones now affect 240,000
km2, an area approximately the
size of the UK).15

Disrupted
nutrient flows
Modern agricultural practices, such as
excessive tillage and the use of heavy
machinery, accelerate erosion and
water runoff, carrying nutrients out
of the soil and into water systems.
As crops are harvested, nutrients
and organic matter are removed; if
they are not replaced, soil fertility
decreases. Excessive use of pesticides
and synthetic fertilisers, which may
not contain all the necessary nutrients
and organic matter, can also lead to
increasing toxicity levels, reducing the
soil’s capacity to support growth.
As more and more nutrients are lost
and soil quality decreases, farmers
increasingly turn to the use of
synthetic fertilisers. Global demand
for fertilisers was estimated at 185
million tonnes in 2014, and is forecast
to grow 1.6% a year 2015-2019.16

Producing synthetic fertilisers typically
involves mining finite resources such
as phosphate rock, requires significant
energy, and generates GHG emissions.
Producing synthetic nitrogen
fertilisers, for example, consumes 2%
of the world’s energy and, in 2007,
generated 465 million tonnes of CO2
emissions.
THE DISRUPTED
NUTRIENT CYCLE
The cycling of nutrients is critical
for the growth of all plant and
animal life on the planet. At its
most basic level, the natural cycle
sees nutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium
absorbed from the soil by plants,
which are then consumed by
animals (including humans). These
nutrients are subsequently excreted
and returned to the soil, where
plants can take them in again.
This cycle, however, has been
disrupted by human activity. Each
year, societies harvest roughly
13 billion tonnes of biomass
globally for food, energy and
material purposes. Food, including
biomass produced for animal feed,
dominates this material, accounting
for about 82%, or 11 billion tonnes,
of total extracted biomass. This is
followed by bioenergy (11%) and
materials (7%).17 Marine ﬁsheries
contribute a further 110 million
tonnes to the food supply every
year.

In addition to farming practices,
megatrends such as globalisation,
increasing population and urbanisation
contribute to disrupt the nutrient
cycle. The global food system and trade
networks, for instance, can require
extracted nutrients to be transported

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), How to Feed the World in 2050
FAO (2011)
FAO, Global Food Losses and Food Waste – Extent, Causes and Prevention
OECD, Water use in agriculture
European Environment Agency (2012)
United Nations (2014)
FAO (2015)
Trucost (2013)
Diaz, R.J. and Rosenberg, R.
FAO (2016)
Wirsenius, S.
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vast distances from their source.
Urbanisation leads to nutrients being
concentrated and discharged as food
waste into solid waste streams, and
into wastewater systems as sewage
sludge. In Europe, the sludge contains
approximately three times more
phosphorus than is found in solid
waste. Concentration and discharge of
nutrients in wastewater systems can
also contribute to the eutrophication
problem mentioned above.

biosphere. Similarly, a
relatively small proportion of
phosphorus fertilisers applied
to food production systems
is taken up by plants; much
of the phosphorus mobilised
by humans also ends up in
aquatic systems. These can
become oxygen-starved
as bacteria consume the
blooms of algae that grow in
response to the high nutrient
supply. A signiﬁcant fraction
of the applied nitrogen and
phosphorus makes its way to
the sea, and can push marine
and aquatic systems across
ecological thresholds of their
own. One regional-scale
example of this effect is the
decline in the shrimp catch
in the Gulf of Mexico’s ‘dead
zone’ caused by fertiliser,
transported in rivers from the
US Midwest.

The crux of the issue is that nutrients
are extracted from the biosphere
as harvested food, and become
concentrated in cities, subsequently
causing damage where they are
discharged, rather than being
beneficially looped back into the soil.
PLANETARY
BOUNDARIES18
Of the nine planetary boundaries
developed by the Stockholm
Resilience Institute, ﬁve have a
direct link to the biocycle economy:

•

18

Nitrogen and phosphorus
ﬂows to the biosphere and
oceans
The biogeochemical
cycles of nitrogen and
phosphorus have been
radically changed by
humans as a result of many
industrial and agricultural
processes. Nitrogen and
phosphorus are both
essential elements for
plant growth, so fertiliser
production and application
is the main concern. Human
activities now convert more
atmospheric nitrogen into
reactive forms than all of the
Earth’s terrestrial processes
combined. Much of this
new reactive nitrogen is
emitted to the atmosphere
in various forms rather than
taken up by crops. When
it is rained out, it pollutes
waterways and coastal
zones or accumulates
in the terrestrial

•

•

Land system change
Land is converted for human
use all over the planet.
Forests, grasslands, wetlands
and other vegetation
types have primarily
been converted to
agricultural land. This landuse change is one driving
force behind the serious
reductions in biodiversity,
and it has impacts on
water ﬂows and on the
biogeochemical cycling
of carbon, nitrogen and
phosphorus and other
important elements. Forests
play a particularly important
role in controlling the linked
dynamics of land use and
climate.
Freshwater consumption
and the global hydrological
cycle
The freshwater cycle is
strongly affected by
climate change yet human
pressure is now the dominant
driving force determining the
functioning and distribution
of global freshwater systems.
The consequences of human

Stockholm Resilience Centre
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modiﬁcation of water bodies
include both global-scale
river ﬂow changes and shifts
in vapour ﬂows arising from
land use change. These
shifts in the hydrological
system can be abrupt and
irreversible. By 2050 about
half a billion people are likely
to be subject to water-stress,
increasing the pressure to
intervene in water systems.
•

Loss of biosphere integrity
(biodiversity loss and
extinctions)
The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment of 2005
concluded that changes to
ecosystems due to human
activities were more rapid
in the past 50 years than at
any time in human history,
increasing the risks of abrupt
and irreversible changes.
The main drivers of change
are the demand for food,
water, and natural resources,
causing severe biodiversity
loss and leading to changes
in ecosystem services.

•

Climate Change
Recent evidence suggests
that the Earth, now passing
390 ppm CO2 in the
atmosphere, has already
transgressed the planetary
boundary and is approaching
several Earth system
thresholds. The weakening or
reversal of terrestrial carbon
sinks, for example through
the ongoing destruction of
the world’s rainforests, is
a potential tipping point,
where climate-carbon cycle
feedbacks accelerate Earth’s
warming and intensify
the climate impacts. A
major question is how long
we can remain over this
boundary before large,
irreversible changes become
unavoidable.

THE BIOCYCLE
ECONOMY

Cities aggregate
biological materials and
nutrients from rural areas,
but return few of them to
the agricultural system
Cities as
concentrators of
organic resources
Cities aggregate biological materials
and nutrients from rural areas, but
return few of them to the agricultural
system. In 2050, it is estimated that
over 70% of people will be living in
cities, equivalent to 2.5 billion new
urban dwellers. Cities consume 75% of
the world’s natural resources and 80%
of global energy supplies, and produce
approximately 75% of global carbon
emissions.19As of 2012, cities produced
about 1.3 billion tonnes of Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) globally per year,
a figure expected to grow nearly 70%
to 2.2 billion tonnes per year by 2025,
with 70% of that waste likely to be
generated in emerging markets.20

19
20
21
22

FOOD WASTE AROUND
THE WORLD
Food waste is a signiﬁcant issue in
both high-income and emerging
economies. While the two
groups make up relatively similar
proportions of global food waste
– 56% from high-income and 44%
from emerging economies – the
stages in the value chain where
waste occurs vary signiﬁcantly.
More than half of the food waste
in North America, Europe and
Oceania occurs at the consumption
stage, whereas most of the waste
in South Asia, South East Asia and
Sub-Saharan Africa occurs at the
production and storage stages (the
two stages closest to the farm).21
This contrast indicates the need for
tailored approaches to recovering
and valorising organic waste in
different regions of the world.
However, almost all urban areas,
no matter where they are located,
experience signiﬁcant levels of food
waste and loss. This is particularly
true in emerging economies,
which often lack the necessary
infrastructure to deal with the
problem.22

Unrecovered
organic streams
Organic material makes up the largest
proportion (46% by mass) of MSW.
This percentage varies around the
globe, and is generally higher in lowincome countries (64%) than highincome countries (28%). However,
although the fraction of organic
waste may be lower in high-income
countries, the absolute volumes can
be larger. For example, in countries
of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
the organic fraction of MSW is
estimated to be 27%, but because these
countries generate 44% of the world’s
total MSW, their absolute quantity of
organic waste is larger than that of any
other group.
The rapid population growth and
urbanisation expected in low-income
countries in the near future will lead to
a huge increase in the volume of MSW
generated. A large proportion of it will
be organic waste, which will drive a
significant increase in GHG emissions

United Nations Environment Programme – Division of Technology, Industry and Economics (UNEP-DTIE)
World Bank
Lipinski et al.
Ibid.
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if landfilled or left to decompose. The
decay of post-consumer waste accounts
for 5% of total global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. Organic waste
decomposing in landfills is a major
contributor, responsible for 12% of
the global emissions of methane, a
gas with a greenhouse effect 28 times
greater than that of carbon dioxide
(CO2).23 In emerging countries, 80%
of the collected waste is disposed of in
open dumps or sub-standard landfill
sites.
Rather than returning to the soil, the
nutrients in these waste streams go
largely unrecovered. For example,
among the EU-27, 70% of the
phosphorus in sewage sludge and
biodegradable solid waste is not
recovered.24 Indeed, between 1900
and 2000 the recycling rate of foodderived nitrogen in Paris dropped
from 40% to 5%.25 In Bangkok, an
estimated 90% of the 26,000 tonnes
of nitrogen that enters the city each
year is lost, primarily through the
city’s waterways.26 In Kumasi, a city
of 1.2 million people in Ghana, 80%
of the phosphorus and nitrogen in the
950,000 tonnes of food biomass that
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

enters the city annually is lost because
of the lack of collection infrastructure.
Those nutrients end up on the streets
and in drains.27A 2007 analysis
showed that about half the nitrogen
accumulates in ground and surface
water, and about 15% of both nutrients
were sent to landfill, with less than 5%
ending up in treatment plants. The
nutrient value of the uncollected solid
and liquid waste would have been
sufficient to pay for the city’s entire
solid waste management costs of USD
180,000 a month.28
UNTAPPED RESOURCES IN
WASTEWATER
If a value could be attached to the
resources in sewage flows, the idea
of wastewater treatment would shift
from an expensive cost centre to a
profit-generating ‘resource factory’,
one that creates a variety of useful end
products. “Wastewater is the largest
untapped waste category – as big as all
solid waste categories taken together.
It is a natural starting point for the
circular revolution”, states Martin
Stuchtey in Rethinking the Water

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment
Guilbert, S., SupAgro Montpellier - INRA
Faerge, J., Magid, J. and Penning de Vries, F.W.T.
Drechsel, P., Graefe, S. and Fink, M.
Ibid.
Stuchtey, M.
Struker, A.
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Cycle.29 In the circular economy, the
flow of biological nutrients can be
seen as a series of cascading, valueextracting stages. In a similar way,
wastewater could be viewed as a rich
soup of energy, carbon, nitrogen,
phosphorus and other ingredients that
yield different products at different
stages. The final and often most
valuable product would be clean
water, which can be reused or safely
returned to the biosphere. A material
analysis conducted by the Green
Ribbon Commission30 of Amsterdam’s
annual wastewater production (the
city’s population is about 800,000)
demonstrates the potential value of
urban wastewater.
• Water – 72 million cubic metres
(2 billion cubic metres in the
Netherlands)
• Organic matter – 40,041 tonnes
• Phosphorus – 577 tonnes
• Nitrogen – 4,140 tonnes
• Heavy metals – 28.8 tonnes
• Pharmaceuticals – 3.1 tonnes

THE BIOCYCLE
ECONOMY

Globally, cities have a huge water
‘footprint’ – collectively they move
about 430 billion litres per day through
pipes and aqueducts totalling over
17,000 miles. While cities occupy only
1% of land on earth, the catchment
areas that provide them with water
cover about 41%. As an example, the
watershed supplying New York City is
2,000 square miles, with some drops
of water travelling over 100 miles
through vast aqueducts before entering
the city’s water supply. The water
supplying Los Angeles, California,
travels 230 miles from source to city.
Although the demand of cities on
their watersheds can affect large areas
of land, it goes both ways. Pursuing
better farming practices on just 0.2% of
farmlands in urban watersheds could
improve water quality for 600 million
people. Ensuring safe and resilient
water supplies in the future for cities
is a great and complex challenge; no
wonder many experts are calling it a
looming crisis.

31
32
33

WASTEWATER IN
INDIAN CITIES
Nowhere are the challenges of
wastewater more evident than
in India’s cities. In the next two
decades, the country’s urban
population is projected to grow
from 400 million to 600 million.
Urbanisation, accompanied by an
expanding middle class, will push
up per capita consumption. In
fact, a 50% increase in the urban
population may increase associated
annual demand for water by 100%,
from 740 billion cubic metres
to 1.5 trillion cubic metres.31 This
represents both a challenge and
an opportunity for the future.
Currently, only 30% of household
wastewater is treated; the rest
discharges into open drains or the
ground, eventually ﬁnding its way
into aquifers and waterways, both
sources of drinking water. A report
by the Central Pollution Control
Board in March 2015 estimated that
Indian cities produce 62 billion litres
of wastewater per day, whereas
the total treatment capacity is only
23 billion litres.32 Of this installed
capacity, 70% is estimated to be
non-functioning because, according
to a government spokesman,

the cost of energy to run the
plants is prohibitively high. All
of this puts a huge strain on the
national economy, as well as on
environmental and public health
(one estimate puts this impact at
USD 54 billion, or 6.4% of GDP).33
The huge future demand from
Indian cities, combined with
the current non-functioning
wastewater systems, suggest that
new approaches to wastewater
treatment are needed. As Executive
Director of the International
Water Association, Ger Bergkamp
emphasises: “The wastewater
treatment plant, as we know it
today, is no longer ﬁt for purpose.
Major beneﬁts can come from truly
rethinking the entire urban water,
carbon and energy systems. This
approach would be a crucial part of
establishing a circular economy in
which water and material loops are
closed.”

Subramaniam, B.
The Economic Times
Alba, D
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THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
VISION – HOW TO CLOSE
THE NUTRIENT LOOPS
The biocycle in a
circular economy
Cities are concentrators of organic
materials, with imbalances between
inflows and outflows leading to
aggregation. While this makes
cities the source of large amounts of
waste and negative externalities in
the current economic model, these
resource streams would be captured
and valorised in the circular economy
model. Ultimately, a city should
function like an ecosystem, providing
services that are indistinguishable
from the surrounding environment.
Cities present a major opportunity
to implement circular principles in
the biocycle economy due to their
characteristics, which include large
scale of supply, high proximity
between stakeholders, and a tech-savvy
workforce.

In a circular system, all nutrients
would be returned to the biosphere in
an appropriate manner. In the urban
context, this means nutrients are
captured within the organic fraction
of MSW and wastewater streams, and
processed to be returned to the soil, in
forms such as organic fertiliser. The
recovery of post-consumer nutrients,
coupled with regenerative agricultural
practices, would reduce the need to
bring in nutrients from non-renewable
sources, for example synthetic
fertilisers. This would all contribute
to developing a regenerative nutrient
cycle.
A circular city would run entirely
on renewable energy. The power
generated by the by-products of
treating recovered urban organic
waste could be combined with other
renewable technologies, such as solar
PV and wind. A circular economy’s
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overarching framework distinguishes
between two cycles of materials:
biological and technical.
Biological cycles contain those
materials that can safely cycle in and
out of the biosphere. The materials
include food, fibres and bio-based
construction materials, such as wood.
Technical cycles contain flows of
materials that cannot be appropriately
returned to the biosphere, such as
plastics and metals found in myriad
products, from engines to washing
machines to mobile phones.
Compared with the technical cycle,
the opportunities for shifting towards
a circular model, and the mechanisms
for doing so, have so far been largely
unexplored in the biocycle economy.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY VISION

CIRCULAR ECONOMY DIAGRAM
PRINCIPLE

1
Renewables

Preserve and enhance
natural capital by controlling
ﬁnite stocks and balancing
renewable resource ﬂows
ReSOLVE levers: regenerate,
virtualise, exchange

Regenerate

Finite materials

Substitute materials

Virtualise

Restore

Renewables ﬂow management

Stock management

Farming/collection1
Parts manufacturer

Biochemical
feedstock

PRINCIPLE

2

Regeneration

Optimise resource yields
by circulating products,
components and materials
in use at the highest utility
at all times in both technical
and biological cycles
ReSOLVE levers: regenerate,
share, optimise, loop

Product manufacturer
Recycle

Biosphere
Service provider

Refurbish/
remanufacture

Share

Reuse/redistribute
Biogas

Maintain/prolong

Cascades
6 2803 0006 9

Anaerobic
digestion

Consumer

User

Collection

Collection

Extraction of
biochemical
feedstock2
PRINCIPLE

3
Foster system effectiveness
by revealing and designing
out negative externalities
All ReSOLVE levers

Minimise systematic
leakage and negative
externalities

1. Hunting and ﬁshing
2. Can take both post-harvest and post-consumer waste as an input
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN, and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment; Drawing from Braungart & McDonough, Cradle to Cradle (C2C).

Recovering organic
waste in cities
Cities around the world have been
implementing programmes to recover
and valorise organic materials, such
as those found in food waste and
wastewater streams. However, the
approaches to recovery and the
volumes of recovered material vary
greatly.
Clearly, a significant opportunity exists
to increase the recovery of organic
material across the board. Welldesigned and well-operated integrated
waste collection and recovery schemes
have been shown to capture upwards
of 85% of the organic waste produced.
However, average rates are actually far
below this. In OECD countries, only
34

66 million tonnes of organic waste, or
37% of the approximate 180 million
tonnes generated in 2013, was either
composted or anaerobically digested.
Although municipalities currently
view organic waste management as a
cost, it could be an attractive source
of revenue. A 2013 study by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, with analysis
by McKinsey & Co., highlighted from
two perspectives the potential value
that could be derived from processing
food waste with anaerobic digestion:
mitigating the problem of steeply
rising landfill costs; and receiving
revenues from sales of the derived
products, and subsidies for renewable
energy. In the United Kingdom, an
estimated operating profit of up to
USD 172 per tonne could be achieved,
including USD 26 from electricity,

USD 18 from heat and USD 6 from
fertiliser. The feed-in tariff was taken
at USD 64, avoided landfill costs were
USD 105, and an allowance of USD 45
was made for sorting and processing.
Since 1995, Milan, Italy has worked
with large producers – such as
restaurants, canteens and grocery
stores – to institute in 2012, separate
collection of organic solid waste from
households. The collection programme
now covers the city’s entire population
and recovers more than 130,000
tonnes of organic solid waste per year,
more than any other city in the world
with a population of over 1 million.34
The collected material is used as input
for anaerobic digestion and to generate
biogas and compost (for more about
this initiative, see the ‘Milan’ box). In
the United States, San Francisco and

Milano Recycle City
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Seattle have implemented separate
household collection of organic solid
waste, with San Francisco collecting
and recycling or composting 80% of
the waste generated by its citizens.
In other cities, separate collection
of organic waste is still in the early
stages of development. New York City
established an organics collection pilot
programme in 2013, which now serves
approximately 270,000 households.
Two years after initiation, 15,850
tonnes of organic material had been
collected, nearly 7% of the 2.2 million
tonnes generated in the same period.
This programme continues to scale
up, with the goal of achieving zero
waste to landfill by 2030.35 Overall,
however, the recovery rate for organic
materials in the United States is low,
with the rate for food waste as low as
4.8%. Many cities lack programmes
for recovering organic waste at all.
Similarly, in the United Kingdom 40%
of local authorities do not have a food
waste collection scheme.36

Returning nutrients
to the soil
Urban waste streams represent a
significant opportunity to recover
nutrients and return them to the soil.
In theory, the recovery of 100% of the
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
in global food, animal and human
waste streams could contribute nearly
2.7 times the nutrients contained in
volume of chemical fertiliser currently
used.37
Solutions and technologies already
exist, and are being implemented
in various locations and at different
scales around the world. Such
solutions include composting, or the
predominantly aerobic, biological
decomposition of organic materials.
In this process, organisms such as
snails, worms, fungi and bacteria help
35
36
37
38

to transform the material over time
into humus, a critical component of
healthy, fertile soil. Another solution is
anaerobic digestion, in which microorganisms break down biodegradable
material in the absence of oxygen.
MILAN: FOOD WASTE
RECOVERY IN A DENSELY
POPULATED EUROPEAN
CITY
In 2011, Milan had an overall
collection rate of separated
waste of 35%, with food waste
only collected from commercial
sources such as restaurants
and hotels. Considering this
level unsatisfactory, the newly
elected city government started
a programme to produce biogas
and compost from residential food
waste separated at source and
sent to an anaerobic digestion and
composting facility.
By January 2015, the total
separated collection rate had risen
to 54%, with food waste the main
contributor. Milan’s scheme is
distinctive: it now covers the whole
population of 1.4 million, making it
the largest formal kerbside organics
collection scheme in the world.
An information campaign was
rolled out before starting the
initiative and every household
received a kitchen caddy along with
a roll of compostable bags made
from bioplastic. Collected twice a
week, the food waste is delivered
to four transfer stations, from
where it is transported on the same
day to the anaerobic digestion
and composting plant to produce
biogas and compost.
Every tonne of diverted food waste
represents a ﬁnancial beneﬁt:
treating food waste costs about
EUR 70 per tonne, while the
average disposal cost for residual
waste is EUR 100 per tonne. The
scheme also prevents food waste
from emitting GHGs in landﬁll sites.

City of New York
Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP)
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Towards the Circular Economy, Vol. 2.
ISWA, op. cit.
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It is effective in producing organic
fertilisers rich in nutrients and organic
matter, in addition to renewable
energy.
Compost and digestate differ in their
nutrient content and the availability
of those nutrients for uptake by
crops. The benefits of applying highquality compost to soil have been
widely documented; they include
increasing the organic matter in
soil, improving water retention
and increasing biological activity.
Comparatively less well characterised
are the long-term effects of applying
digestate, a nutrient-rich substance
that remains after anaerobic digestion,
on soil organic matter and structure.
Generally, compost is viewed as having
superior soil-improving qualities,
while digestate is better suited as a
biofertiliser.38
Several cities around the globe employ
these processes to treat collected
organic waste, with solutions ranging
from backyard and community
composting schemes to large-scale
anaerobic digestion facilities. Examples
include the city of Adelaide, Australia,
which composts about 70% of its
organic waste, and New York City’s
Compost Project, which provides
educational materials to encourage
household composting and has set
up drop-off sites for community
composting.
A person produces an average of 500
litres of urine and faeces every year.
As the human body cannot absorb all
the nutrients from consumed food,
the excreted waste is full of valuable
material. In a 2001 study, Swiss
analysts estimated that if 100% of
these nutrients could be captured in
household sewage, nearly 30 million
tonnes of nitrogen, 5 million tonnes
of phosphorus and 12 million tonnes
of potassium could be recovered
globally, representing about a third
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of the annual total global demand
for fertiliser.39 The Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation in Australia found in a
more recent study that “for a city of
four million people, the total value of
the carbon, ammonia, and phosphorus
recovered would be USD 300 million
per annum.”40
Phosphate fertilisers are needed to
replace the phosphate that plants
remove from the soil. As the global
population increases, demand is
steadily rising, meaning more crops are
cultivated and more meat is consumed
(which has a higher ‘phosphorus
footprint’ than vegetables). In the
past, the phosphorus cycle was closed;
people and animals consumed food and
excreted faeces, which were returned
to the soil, nurturing it and helping
to grow new crops. With shifting
demographics, growing cities and
‘modern wastewater treatment’, this
cycle has been broken. Nutrients are
not returned to the soil, but instead
often end up in natural water bodies
causing damage to aquatic ecosystems.
While experts differ on the amount
of natural phosphate reserves, most
agree that they are dwindling (the US
Geological Survey estimates that 80
years of phosphorus reserves remain).41
The price of phosphorus has been very
volatile over the past several years; in
2008, it increased by a factor of ten in a
matter of months.
A more holistic approach to
phosphorus is required to close the
loop between food, people and soils,
and prevent leakage into bodies of
water. Recovering phosphorus from
wastewater could be part of this
solution.

39
40
41

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS
FOR INTEGRATED WASTE
MANAGEMENT
Suez, the industrial services
company, has developed a
dedicated integrated solid waste
management offer for emerging
countries, demonstrating that
simple and affordable solutions
exist for managing urban organic
waste.
These solutions use simple
technical modules to convert
waste into valuable materials and
energy, capturing the full potential
of this resource stream. Modules
include the following: sorting and
separating to recover high-value
materials; diverting from landﬁll
and transforming organic waste
into new resources, such as fuel,
compost and fertilisers; producing
energy through the generation
of biogas on the landﬁll site; and
optimising intelligent systems to
increase energy performance and
save empty landﬁll space.
These services are implemented
locally and adapted to suit the
local context. In Meknés, Morocco,
for example, the rehabilitation and
construction of sanitary landﬁll sites
and a new composting plant also
included establishing a cooperative
to help involve local waste-pickers
in the solution.
This integrated approach
provides an answer to local
waste management needs,
protects human health, cleans
the urban environment, reduces
atmospheric pollution and supports
local economic development.
Additionally, initial analyses
estimate that implementing such
solutions would help cut GHG
emissions at a cost of less than USD
15 per tonne of CO2e.

Smil, V.
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Towards the Circular Economy, Vol. 2, p. 45
MIT, Mission 2016: The Future of Strategic Natural Resources
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In parallel, the regulatory context can
play a critical role. Too much nitrogen
in effluent can create dead zones, as
algal blooms form and lead to hypoxic
conditions which suffocate aquatic life.
This is the context for many treatment
plants in New York City that discharge
into the ecologically sensitive Long
Island Sound. More stringent effluent
quality requirements have led to
billions of dollars of investment to
upgrade the denitrification capacity of
the adjacent treatment plants.

New York City, the nitrogen and
phosphorus resulting from the process,
which is normally a cost to recover, is
then discharged into the ocean.

In comparison, San Francisco’s
East Bay Municipal Utility District
discharges effluent into the Pacific
Ocean with much less stringent
nitrogen permitting. Add to this the
unit cost of electricity in California,
which is among the highest in the
country, and the combination of
factors led the utility to modify its
plant to process both food waste and
sewage. Extra carbon-rich biomass
allows it to increase production of
biogas, which it converts to electricity
to sell to the local grid. Unlike in

While this is not a ‘circular’ model
to be emulated, it does illustrate that
constraints in a local context can
determine how wastewater treatment
plants are designed and operated. The
table below summarises the products
that potentially can be recovered from
sewage flows, along with the associated
technology’s maturity level and any
related case studies.

POTENTIAL PRODUCTS FROM WASTEWATER TREATMENTS PLANTS
GROUP

PRODUCTS

USES

LEVEL OF
TECHNOLOGY

Water

Potable and nonpotable water

Industrial, cooling water,
landscaping, agriculture,
aquaculture

High

Energy

Biogas

Heat or electricity generation

High

CASE STUDY

NEWater (Singapore)
Gorengeab plant,
Windhoek (Namibia)

Odense plant (Denmark)
Thames Water (UK)

Treated sludge

Biosolids, biogrout,
biochar

Soil conditioning, land
reclamation, building
materials, nutrients

High

Widespread use

Nitrogen and
phosphorus

Phosphates, detergents,
phosphoric acid

Fertilisers

High

Ostara – Crystal Green
(see the “Ostara” case
study)

Cellulose

Recycled cellulose
(RecylloseTM)

Plastics, insulation,
cardboard, construction

Medium to high
(a number of
installations around
the world)

Applied CleanTech*

Algae

Biodiesel, alginates

Fuels, animal feed, paper
industry, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics

Low to medium
(rotating algae
bioreactor
prototypes in the
US)

WesTech Engineering**

Commercial
chemicals

Succinic acid, ethyl
acetate, methyl acetate,
butyric acid

Platform chemical for many
sectors

Low

Integrated BioChem***

Data

Public health data sets

Predicting disease outbreaks,
neighbourhood health

Theoretical

MIT Underworlds project****

*Applied CleanTech, Leading the Sewage Mining Revolution
**Griffiths, F
***Integrated BioChem, “Products” [website];
****Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “Underworlds” [website]
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An additional approach is through
extracting phosphorus and
nitrogen from wastewater systems
through solutions such as Veolia
Water Organics Recycling, Suez’s
Phosphogreen technology and Ostara
Nutrient Recovery Technology’s
Pearl Process (see Ostara case study).
Recovering nutrients from wastewater
not only reduces costs for wastewater
treatment plants, which face
increasingly stringent limits to prevent
the harmful discharge of polluting
nutrients into adjacent waterways, but
also helps such plants eliminate the
build-up of struvite scale in pipes. This
reduces operating costs and creates a
revenue stream for the municipality
through sales of high-value fertiliser.
While estimating the potential impact
of these solutions is difficult, several
indicators point to the scale of the
opportunity. In the municipality of
Amsterdam, for example, nutrient
recovery has been estimated to have
a potential value of about EUR 30
million per year. This would reduce
the city’s CO2 emissions by 300,000
tonnes and save 75,000 of material.42
In the EU, the phosphorus recovered
from sewage sludge, meat, bonemeal
and biodegradable solid waste amounts
to almost 30% of the synthetic
phosphorus fertiliser used (92% of
which is imported).43, 44 Considering
the low average levels of organic waste
recovery across the continent (on
average, 40% of organic waste collected
in the EU goes to landfill),45 an increase
in organic waste collection could
significantly augment the recovery of
nutrients and further offset the use of
synthetic fertilisers.
In Australia, an additional 13 million
tonnes of organic material per year
could be diverted from the country’s
landfills. In fact, diverting just an
additional 2 million tonnes would
replace 10,000 tonnes of urea, 1,000
tonnes of phosphate and 5,000
42
43
44
45
46

tonnes of potassium sulphate, with
the resulting yield improvements
delivering another USD 30 million in
farm revenue. Additionally, it would
increase turnover in the organics
recovery industry by up to USD 400
million, avoid approximately 2 million
tonnes of CO2e missions and sequester
approximately 1 million tonnes of
CO2e in soils.46
BARRIERS TO RETURNING
NUTRIENTS TO THE SOIL
•

It can be difficult to import
and export fertilisers and soil
amendments derived from
organic waste due to trade
regulations surrounding the
classiﬁcation of waste products

•

Farmers may not recognise
the full beneﬁts of using
compost and digestate derived
from organic waste (such as
increased soil carbon and
organic matter, improved soil
structure and water retention)
compared to using synthetic
fertilisers

•

While decentralising
wastewater treatment could
dramatically reduce power use
and sewer maintenance costs,
the economics of nutrient
recovery at this small scale are
challenging

•

It can be difficult to assess the
beneﬁts of different wastewater
treatment options on a level
playing ﬁeld, for example in
the UK ﬁscal incentives have
skewed choices (credits for
renewable energy generation
value CO2 emission reduction
over nutrient recovery)

•

Wastewater treatment
technology to recover cellulose
and products from algae,
for example, is still at the
demonstrator stage

CASE STUDY:
OSTARA NUTRIENT
RECOVERY TECHNOLOGIES
The Pearl technology developed
by Ostara is a closed loop nutrient
recovery solution. It can recover
85% of the phosphorus and up to
15% of the nitrogen from municipal
and industrial wastewater streams,
and transform them into a highvalue fertiliser. According to Ostara,
nutrients crystallise into highly
pure fertiliser granules and grow
in diameter after the addition of
magnesium in a controlled pH
setting. Once they reach the size
required for standard fertiliser
blends, they are harvested, dried
and bagged, ready for immediate
distribution and sale. The fertiliser
recovered by the Ostara process
has a distinctive crystalline
composition that releases nutrients
when acids are given off by
growing plant roots. This maximises
the efficiency of phosphorus
uptake and therefore minimises
phosphorus leaching and run-off.
The process helps to ensure that
the plant absorbs the nutrition,
thus contributing positively to
the growing cycle as opposed to
nutrients being lost in waterways.
Capital costs are recouped in 5-10
years through annual savings in
chemicals, sludge disposal and
maintenance, as well as revenue
from Crystal Green fertiliser sales. In
addition, the solution helps protect
local waterways from nutrient
pollution (through lower application
and release rates, and lower water
solubility) at a time when clean
water, food security, fertiliser runoff and growing populations are
issues for communities around
the globe. The use of one tonne
of Crystal Green eliminates
approximately 10 tonnes of CO2e
emissions.

Circle Economy, TNO and FABRIC
Faerge, J., Magid, J. and Penning de Vries, F.W.T.
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment
European Commission (2010)
Australian Organics Recycling Association
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Generating
bioenergy
Fossil fuels currently provide more
than 60% of the energy consumed
by OECD countries, while energy
generated from waste contributes
only 1%.47 Approximately 10%
(50 exajoules) of the total global
primary energy supply is provided
by bioenergy. Most of that energy is
consumed in emerging countries for
cooking and heating, using highly
inefficient methods such as open fires
or simple cook stoves, which have
a considerable negative impact on
human health (smoke pollution) and
the environment (deforestation).48 A
total of 370 terawatt hours (TWh)
of bioenergy-derived electricity was
produced globally in 2012, which
corresponds to only 1.5% of total
electricity generated.49
Not only are fossil fuels a finite
resource, but the significant negative
impacts of generating energy from
them are also well understood and
documented. For instance, coal
represents roughly 40% of global
energy production50 and, in 2014, was
responsible for 46% of global CO2
emissions.51
One of the core objectives of a circular
economy is to ultimately rely on
renewable energy sources, be that
solar, wind, hydroelectric or bioenergy.
The shift away from fossil fuel derived
energy towards renewables is already
well underway. In 2015, renewables
accounted for more than half the total
annual additions to global power
capacity, surpassing coal in cumulative
installed capacity.52
Generating bioenergy brings with
it the opportunity for decentralised,
off-grid energy production at a
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

variety of scales (see the Sainsbury’s
example below). Emerging markets
that have inadequate central
energy infrastructure view this as
a particularly appealing prospect.
Demonstrations of bioenergy
generation can be found in rural areas;
for example, SNV’s Vietnam Biogas
Programme constructed over 158,000
domestic digesters, providing energy
for about 790,000 rural dwellers.53
BIOGAS FROM ANAEROBIC
DIGESTION
Anaerobic digestion can be applied
to a wide range of organic material
(e.g. food waste), generating biogas
and digestate as outputs. As well
as offsetting fossil-based energy
production, the digestate returns
nutrients to the soil, reducing the use
of synthetic fertilisers. Research has
also suggested that digestate increases
soil’s biological activity, contributing
to rebuilding soil quality.54
Numerous examples demonstrate how
anaerobic digestion is used to treat
organic waste and generate electricity:
The United Kingdom has over
200 anaerobic digestion plants,
83 of which use municipal or
commercial feedstocks. Planning
permission has been granted or sought
for an additional 400 plants, indicating
the strength of the pipeline that can
be delivered with the right support.
As of 2016, the United Kingdom has
the anaerobic digestion capacity of 617
megawatts of electricity equivalent,
enough to power 800,000 homes,
and to produce 9 TWh of biogas,
which is only 25% of the 35 TWh
that could be generated if all suitable
feedstocks were used with existing
technology. Looking ahead to 20252030, the Anaerobic Digestion and

ISWA, Circular Economy: Energy and Fuels (2015)
IEA, About bioenergy, (2016)
Ibid.
IEA, Energy, Climate Change & Environment: 2016 Insights
IEA, Key CO2 Emissions Trends (2016)
IEA, Renewable Energy: Medium-Term Market Report (2016)
SNV Netherlands Development Organisation
ISWA, Circular Economy: Carbon, Nutrients and Soil
Anaerobic Digestion and Bioresources Association
Ibid.
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Bioresources Association estimates
that the generation capacity in the
United Kingdom, with new feedstocks
and process improvements, could have
the potential to generate about 78
TWh.55 Anaerobic digesters will treat
approximately 2.1 million tonnes of
food waste and 21 million tonnes of
sewage sludge in the country in the 12
months from July 2016.56
In Montpelier, France, Suez’s
Ametyst plant is the largest
anaerobic digestion facility in
the country, able to treat 173,000
tonnes of municipal solid waste
per year, 56,000 tonnes of which is
anaerobically digested. The plant
generates 19 gigawatt hours (GWh) of
electricity and 7 GWh of heat, which is
used for 1,500 households in the local
neighbourhood of Griselles, as well as
the clinical centre of Saint-Roch. In
addition, 25,800 tonnes of compost is
produced, and applied to public green
spaces and local agricultural fields.
At the heart of an agricultural
region in northern France, Veolia
constructed the Artois anaerobic
digestion site in 2012. This unit can
reuse organic waste from agriculture
(agricultural biomass, chicory roots),
the food industry (biological muds,
flotation fats, manufacturing off-cuts,
meat waste, catering fats, among
others), local authorities (grass,
canteen waste) and supermarkets
(unsellable packaged products). The
site is equipped with a complete loop
of solutions, from deconditioning to
re-use. Packaging, such as cardboard
and plastic, is separated from organic
material before being sorted and
directed to the appropriate recycling
units. The annual treatment of 25,000
tonnes of organic waste generates
3.5 million cubic metres of biogas
each year and 8 GWh of electricity,
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A US study found that
wastewater treatment
plants could meet
10% of the nation’s
electricity demand
or the amount consumed by 2,700
households. This energy is sold on
and injected into the power grid, thus
avoiding 2,000 equivalent tonnes of
CO2 emissions each year.
Sainsbury’s superstore in Cannock,
United Kingdom, is run entirely
on power produced from food
waste generated by the store. At
the end of each day, any unsold food
from all Sainsbury’s stores across the
United Kingdom that is suitable for
consumption is given to charities.
Some is also turned into animal feed,
but any surplus after that is sent to
the nearest Biffa anaerobic digestion
facility. In the case of the Cannock
store, the nearest facility is a mere 1.5
km away. Taking advantage of this
proximity, a cable was installed linking
the store directly to the anaerobic
digestion plant, providing a direct
supply of renewable energy produced
from the store’s own waste and ending
its reliance on the grid for day-to-day
57
58
59
60

power supplies. Although the project
involved an investment of about
£280,000, the retailer estimates annual
savings of roughly £140,000 thanks to
reduced energy costs.
ENERGY RECOVERY FROM
WASTEWATER
Treatment of wastewater follows the
same basic steps: removal of solid
waste, biological digestion, disinfection
and discharge. The process requires
significant energy, estimated to be 21
billion kilowatts (kWh) per year in the
United States (at a cost of more than
USD 1.3 billion) and equivalent to
0.5% of overall demand.57 About 70%
of this is used in the bioreactor stage to
produce air and oxygen.
New York City produces 1.4 billion
gallons of wastewater each day,
which must be treated before being
discharged back into local bodies
of water. The energy required for

treatment is estimated at 500 – 2,500
kWh per million gallons, which equals
a daily energy bill of between USD
50,000 – 250,000.58 Such high power
demand requires a reliable power
supply, which helps explain why this
approach to wastewater treatment
has not always achieved success
in emerging markets, (see ‘Indian
cities’ box). However, an analysis
of the chemical and heat energy in
wastewater reveals that it contains up
to 14 times more embedded energy
than that required for treating it.
Approximately 80% of this energy
is low-grade heat that is difficult to
recover. Yet, if the remaining 20%
were converted to biogas and then to
electricity at a conversion efficiency
of 40%, it would still be theoretically
possible to achieve a power-positive
treatment plant.59 One US study found
that wastewater treatment plants,
taken collectively, could meet 10% of
the nation’s demand for electricity.60

Central Intelligence Agency
Electricity Local (at USD 0.06 per kWh)
Parry, D.
Scott, L.
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At an individual plant level, the
technological front runner in turning
theory into practice is in Odense,
Denmark. Covering a population of
350,000, the Ejby Mølle treatment
plant has achieved 110% selfsufficiency in electricity, meaning the
plant produces more electricity than it
consumes.61 Opportunities to optimise
this performance have been identified
that could lead to even better results.
At the utility scale, Thames Water in
the UK saved about £15 million on its
2013 power bills by generating 14%
of its energy demand from sewage
sludge.62 For the future, the utility is
investing in new thermal hydrolysis
equipment that conditions the sludge
in a pressure cooker at 160° Celsius,
breaking bonds and allowing more
biogas to be extracted per tonne of
sludge. By using anaerobic digestion
along with solar and wind, Thames
Water aims to satisfy 20% of its power
demand with renewable sources.
As well as reducing energy bills, the
more efficient conversion means less
biosolids at the end of the treatment
process. Moreover, it reduces the
transport costs required to return the
fertiliser-rich organic material back to
farmland by GBP 2 million.
This selection of examples in treating
wastewater demonstrates current
approaches to using organic matter
for generating energy. At a macro
level, the European Commission has
estimated that around 2% of the EU’s
overall renewable energy target could
be met if all organic waste was turned
into energy.63
LANDFILL GAS TO ENERGY
Capturing landfill gas in sanitary
landfills is a transitional solution
for energy generation that could be
applied when anaerobic digestion is
not a viable alternative. Such cases
could include cities that have already
committed to creating landfills or
61
62
63
64

simply do not have the capital to
invest in more complex organic waste
processing facilities.

BARRIERS TO BIOENERGY
GENERATION
•

Novel bio-based products
cannot be integrated easily
into existing supply chains. For
example, bioethanol can only
be mixed into conventional
fuel up to a volume share of
about 15%. Bio-based polymers
are difficult to integrate into
existing polymer value chains,
as they may have different
properties

•

Fossil fuel subsidies reduce the
cost competitiveness of bioenergy sources

•

The economics of biogas plants
are challenged by electricity
grids only buying their power
at times of peak demand rather
than consistently, and by the
costs of sorting contaminated
organic waste streams

A 2013 report from the Methane
Finance Study Group indicated that
reductions of 1.6 billion tonnes of
CO2e at landfills would be possible
between 2013 and 2020 if a USD 10 or
lower incentive were added per tonne
of CO2e.64
CASE STUDY:
TRANSFORMING LANDFILL
GAS TO ENERGY
In the commune of Plessis-Gassot
near Paris, Veolia operates the
Electr’od site, a successful example
of transforming landﬁll gas to
energy that produces the most
renewable energy from biogas in
France. The plant, designed by
Veolia in partnership with Dalkia
and Clark Energy, generates 130
GWh of electricity per year, equal
to the consumption of 41,200
households (excluding heating) and
corresponding to the electricity
produced by 40 wind turbines
annually. The electricity is sold to
the French grid operator and used
by households and businesses
across the country.
In addition, Electr’od operates as a
cogeneration plant, simultaneously
producing 30 GWh of thermal
energy a year, or the energy
consumed by 2,850 households.
This thermal energy supplies a
new district heating and domestic
hot water network, marking the
ﬁrst time a French town has been
heated using recovered biogas. The
cost of heating that is supplied by
Electr’od for those Plessis-Gassot
residents connected to the network
will be 92% lower than the cost of
heating with electricity, and 91%
lower than to heating with oil.

State of Green
Thames Water
European Commission (2010)
Methane Finance Study Group Report (2013)
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A comprehensive
approach:
Biorefineries
Biorefineries could become an
integral component of urban waste
management infrastructure, receiving
the organic fraction of MSW as well
as wastewater streams, and converting
them into valuable materials and
products. A diverse set of solutions
at multiple scales within the urban
environment could be developed
to fit local contexts. They could be
tailored to suit local needs and the
local collection infrastructure, and
the content of the incoming organic
feedstock would determine which
outputs to produce.
Fossil feedstocks are used in oil and
petrochemical refineries to produce
fuels, chemical feedstocks, plastics
and synthetic materials. Significant
opportunity exists, however, to use
organic waste materials instead to
manufacture a range of these products.

THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY VISION

This is particularly of interest as fossil
feedstocks decrease and their prices
remain volatile.
AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION
Small- and large-scale biorefineries,
located in urban areas close to the
source of input material, have both
the opportunity and the technologies
to make this vision a reality (see the
Biopolus and Ecala case studies).
Research conducted in the Netherlands
estimated that the potential net value
created from implementing a network
of biorefinery hubs in Amsterdam
could total EUR 30 million per
year. Furthermore, such a system is
estimated to reduce CO2 emissions
by 100,000 tonnes and yield material
savings of 25,000 tonnes.65
Co-locating these biorefineries with
existing facilities, such as wastewater
treatment plants, could result in
significant benefits from the synergies
and cost savings of collection, preprocessing and refining. Research has
suggested that such co-locating could
result in new capital savings of 20-80%,
depending on the level of synergy.66
Numerous studies have tried to
quantify the potential value of using
biorefining processes, usually focusing
on specific geographies or product
categories. For instance, the World
Economic Forum estimates that,
by 2050, potential global revenues
from the biomass value chain (the
combination of produced agricultural
inputs, biomass trading and
biorefinery outputs) could be as high as
USD 295 billion.67 The United States is
capable of producing 90 billion gallons
of biofuels to replace oil, meaning that,
with improvements in vehicle mileage,
the country’s vehicle fleet could run
solely on biofuel by 2050. The limiting
factor is not the supply of biomass,
but rather the commitment to oilfocused infrastructure, low oil prices
65
66
67
68
69

and lack of political
commitment.68
The market for
lignin-derived
chemicals (benzene,
toluene, carbon
fibre), which are
in products such as
motor fuel, activated
carbon and plastics, is
estimated to be over
USD 130 billion and
projected to reach USD
208 billion by 2020.69
Biorefineries can employ a
range of techniques, such as
thermal treatment, biological
processes and enzymatic
conversions, to transform organic
material into valuable chemicals and
products. These products are broadly
classified into three categories.
Biorefineries have many available
options for feedstock. A useful
categorisation distinguishes between
first- and second-generation
feedstocks. First-generation refers to
feedstocks drawn from edible biomass,
such as corn and sugar cane, while
second-generation feedstocks are
derived from residual non-food parts
of crops, organic waste streams or
other non-food sources, such as algae.
Second-generation feedstocks have
garnered significant interest (see DSM
case study) as they not only extract
the maximum value from available
biomass and turn waste into resources,
but also reduce competition for
agricultural land.
Biorefineries will start to produce
increasingly complex chemicals
and materials as the technology
matures. Succinic acid and polylactic
acid are already examples of this, as
plant ‘waste’ is increasingly seen as
offering competitive alternatives to
fossil resources. As a consequence,
these facilities will become true

biorefineries,
producing
a whole range of
valuable products beyond
advanced biofuels from feedstocks that
were previously viewed, and treated,
as waste.
CASE STUDY:
DSM – THE CELLULOSIC
ETHANOL REVOLUTION
Cellulose is the world’s most
abundant organic compound and
provides the cellular structure for
trees, grass and, in fact, all plant life.
Producing cellulosic ethanol from
biomass has enormous potential
as it includes agricultural residues,
like corn cobs, leaves, stalks, straw,
grasses and waste wood, and even
municipal waste.
Project Liberty, the ﬁrst initiative
of POET-DSM Advanced Biofuels,
is a 50:50 joint venture between
POET, a US-based ethanol
producer, and Royal DSM, a

Circle Economy, TNO and FABRIC
ISWA, op. cit.
World Economic Forum
Ibid.
Smolarski, N.
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global science-based company.
The project offers substantive
proof of the technological and
commercial viability of advanced
biofuel production using secondgeneration feedstocks. The Project
Liberty plant began shipping
cellulosic ethanol at the end of
2015. At full capacity, it will convert
770 tonnes of biomass per day to
produce ethanol at a rate of 20
million gallons annually, and later
ramp up yearly production to 25
million gallons.
To make cellulosic bioethanol,
agricultural residue from corn needs
to be pre-treated with acid or heat.
Enzymes are added to extract all
sugars, proteins and lignin from
the plant material. Finally, yeasts
‘eat’ these sugars and turn them
into bioethanol. While the theory
is straightforward, the process is
exceptionally difficult in practice.
The sugar molecules contained in
lignocellulose are well protected by
tightly packed cellulose chains (part
of a plant’s natural defence system).
Sophisticated biotechnology is
required to break down these
chains and get to the sugars.
DSM made a major scientiﬁc
breakthrough in 2008 by identifying
enzymes in its strain collection
with the desired performance
characteristics. Real progress was
also made in developing an enzyme
system particularly effective at
breaking down lignocellulose into
component sugars.

CASE STUDY:
BIOPOLUS
Metabolic hubs redesigning urban
metabolism could support cities
in investing directly in effective
organic treatment solutions that
close water, food and nutrient
loops, and generate energy, all
while bringing about social beneﬁts.
Biopolus is looking to create an
interconnected network of water
recycling associated with energy
production and organic products
growing in its metabolic hubs.
These aesthetic hubs are suited to
all types of settlements, ranging
from industrial parks to luxury
residential communities and slums.
Thanks to high modularity in size,
layout and function, they can ﬁt
into any environment, as part of a
new construction or as a retroﬁt.
Modules provide functions suited
to the local community’s context,
such as generating energy, treating
water, recovering nutrients, and
even providing bathroom blocks
and laundry facilities. The Aero.
Green aeroponics module,
for instance, adopts a special
lightweight and mobile method of
urban farming, allowing the hub to
produce healthy, nutritious food for
a large population and where water
is scarce and space is limited.
Each individual hub can be set up
to serve any city from 5,000 to
50,000 people. Using metabolic
network reactor technology, a
microecosystem with more than
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2,000 species, including bacteria
protozoa, invertebrates and plants,
turns the hubs into a living factory.
The modular hubs require up to
60% less land and save up to 35%
in operational costs compared to
traditional solutions.

CASE STUDY:
THE ECALA GROUP
Integrated Utility Hub Ecala, a
restorative infrastructure design,
development and advisory ﬁrm,
employs a whole-systems approach
to guide public, private and social
sectors to circular and net positive
outcomes. Its Integrated Utility
Hubs (IUH) incorporate industry
leading technologies for resource
recovery, water puriﬁcation,
energy generation and food
production within a single, closedloop facility. The IUH creates no
adverse smells, noise or pollution,
and can be placed in locations
ranging from dense, high-income
urban areas to remote villages,
delivering services directly to local
communities. Additionally, modular
and scalable hubs can be designed
to ﬁt within International Standard
Organisation shipping containers,
allowing them to be deployed
rapidly to assist with disaster relief
in remote regions or communities.
The core functions and production
capabilities of a city-scaled IUH are:
• Waste: Processes 600 tonnes
of unsorted MSW per day,
with an 80-95% recovery rate

THE CIRCULAR
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• Water: Puriﬁes 5 million
gallons of wastewater per
day to potable levels, without
using chemicals
• Energy: Generates emissionsfree baseload electricity for
20,000 households, or pure
hydrogen for 14,000 vehicles,
from a combined heat,
hydrogen and power system
• Food: Produces 1 million
pounds of fresh ﬁsh and 4
million heads of lettuce per
year, using 98% less space
and 95% less water than
conventional farming
• Public asset: Incorporates
public amenities, including
food markets, cafes, offices,
laboratories and exhibition
spaces

The biogas generated is
transformed into electricity and
heat, and the nutrients are utilised
in a very effective and odourfree organic fertiliser. The plant
produces more than enough
energy from biogas to run its own
treatment process. Furthermore,
the process opens up possibilities
of using interesting by-products,
such as phosphorus (for fertiliser)
and bioplastics.

BARRIERS TO
DEVELOPING
BIOREFINERIES
•

Beneﬁts:

Stringent controls and
administrative costs on
owners, transporters and
processors of organic waste

• Producing biogas from the
biowaste and treatment
sludge that provides heat and
electricity for the site

Restrictions on moving and
using waste streams that
impede their integration
into established non-waste
processes

• Producing organic fertiliser
for agriculture, and bioplastics
for industry
• Discharging treated water
into the neighbouring stream

CASE STUDY:
BILLUND BIOREFINERY

• Creating a city-countryindustry loop

The Billund Bioreﬁnery, an awardwinning project in Denmark
that combines environmental
technologies in water treatment
and biogas in one full-scale
demonstration project. Using
Exelys, Veolia’s proprietary
thermal hydrolysis and anaerobic
digestion technology, the
plant simultaneously treats the
wastewater from Billund’s 70,000
residents, as well as 4,200 metric
tonnes of organic waste from
agriculture, industry and local
households.

• Reducing the environmental
footprint

Across OECD countries, waste
streams are regulated to
ensure they do not harm the
environment or human health.
While serving their intended
purpose, these regulations can
prevent by-products being
used as resources. They take
the form of:

•

Fossil fuel subsidies reduce the
cost competitiveness of biobased products

•

Venture capital interest in
bioreﬁneries has been declining
as funders come to understand
the large capital requirements,
and uncertainty on long-term
proﬁtability in the face of shortterm government incentives

•

In contrast to oil reﬁneries, it is
difficult to guarantee a supply
to a bioreﬁnery of feedstock of
consistent quantity and quality,
since the type and quantity of
organic waste changes over a
year
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CONCLUSION
Vast potential exists in shifting towards a circular
economy in the biocycle, ranging from scaling
up regenerative farming practices to producing
algae for making biobased materials. This paper
has focused specifically on opportunities for
valorising post-use urban nutrients and biomass
by applying currently available technologies.
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• By 2025, cities are expected to
produce 2.2 billion tonnes of
solid waste globally per year,
almost double the 2012 levels.
About 1 billion tonnes of this
will be organic waste, based on
current non-organic/organic
ratios
• The decomposition of postconsumer waste creates 5%
of total global greenhouse
emissions. A major contributor
to this is organic waste
decomposing in landfills, which
generates 12% of global methane
emissions. (Methane gas has
a greenhouse effect 28 times
greater than that of CO2)
• Growing populations and
increasing urbanisation could
lead to a significant rise in
organic waste generation (and
its associated negative impacts).
This is particularly acute in
emerging economies, which
are expected to generate 70% of
global waste by 2025. In these
markets, organics, the primary
generators of methane, are
estimated to make up 60% of the
waste, and 80% of collected waste
70

is currently disposed of in open
dumps or sub-standard landfill
sites
• Significant opportunities exist
to valorise post-use urban
organic waste, including the
development of high-value
products and materials in
biorefineries, the creation of
energy from biological sources
and the capture of nutrients to be
returned to soils. The capabilities
already available to perform
these tasks now need to be scaled
up to fully realise the potential
• While some cities have shown
it is possible to collect up to
85% of organic waste, average
collection rates are low around
the globe. This highlights the
big opportunity to increase
collection rates and valorise
recovered material
• The decision of whether to
collect organics separately has
important implications: for
integrating them in residual
waste collection systems, for the
quality of the collected waste and,
therefore, for the opportunities
to recover value from organic

material through additional
processes, such as biorefining.
Data collected during the
development of the European
end-of-waste proposals for
compost and digestate indicated
that only separately collected
organic wastes could be used
as feedstocks to manufacture
quality products; contamination
levels and poor quality of
mixed-waste-derived outputs
were too high for use as an
unrestricted product.70 However,
technological innovations have
increased the quality of mixedwaste derived outputs, which
remain options when sourceseparate collection cannot be
implemented
Cities around the globe are beginning
to recognise the value embedded in
organic material flows, and many have
put systems in place to capture that
value. Implementation, however, is
sporadic; approaches vary significantly,
and levels of success are wide-ranging.
A systemic shift in how to deal with
urban organic waste is required to
realise the full value.

European Commission, (2014)
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ABOUT THE ELLEN
MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation
was established in 2010 with the aim
of accelerating the transition to the
circular economy. Since its creation the
charity has emerged as a global thought
leader, establishing the circular
economy on the agenda of decision
makers across business, government
and academia. With the support of
its Core Philanthropic Funder, SUN,
and Knowledge Partners (Arup,
IDEO, McKinsey & Company, and
SYSTEMIQ), the Foundation’s work
focuses on five interlinking areas:
EDUCATION
Inspiring learners to re-think the future
through the circular economy framework
The Foundation has created global
teaching, learning and training
platforms built around the circular
economy framework, encompassing
both formal and informal education.
With an emphasis on online learning,
the Foundation provides cutting
edge insights and content to support
circular economy education, and the
systems thinking required to accelerate
a transition.
Our formal education work includes
Higher Education programmes
with partners in Europe, the US,
India, China and South America,
international curriculum development
with schools and colleges, and
corporate capacity building. Our
informal education work includes the
global, online Disruptive Innovation
Festival.

BUSINESS AND
GOVERNMENT
Catalysing circular innovation and
FUHDWLQJWKHFRQGLWLRQVIRULWWRƛORXULVK
Since its launch, the Foundation has
emphasised the real-world relevance
of the circular economy framework,
recognising that business innovation
sits at the heart of economic
transitions. The Foundation works
with its Global Partners (Cisco,
Danone, Google, H&M, Intesa
Sanpaolo, NIKE Inc., Philips, Renault,
and Unilever) to develop scalable
circular business initiatives and to
address challenges to implementing
them.
The Circular Economy 100
programme brings together industry
leading corporations, emerging
innovators, affiliate networks,
government authorities, regions
and cities, to build circular capacity,
address common barriers to progress,
understand the necessary enabling
conditions, and pilot circular practices,
in a collaborative, pre-competitive
environment.
COMMUNICATIONS
Engaging a global audience around the
circular economy
The Foundation communicates
cutting-edge ideas and insight through
its circular economy research reports,
case studies and book series, using
multiple channels, web and social
media platforms. It uses relevant digital
media to reach audiences who can
accelerate the transition, globally. The
Foundation aggregates, curates, and
makes knowledge accessible through
Circulate, an online information
source dedicated to providing the
latest news and unique insight on the
circular economy and related subjects.
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INSIGHT AND ANALYSIS
Providing robust evidence about the
EHQHƛLWVRIWKHWUDQVLWLRQ
The Foundation works to quantify
the economic opportunity of a
more circular model and to develop
approaches for capturing its value.
Our insight and analysis feeds into a
growing body of economic reports
highlighting the rationale for an
accelerated transition towards the
circular economy, and exploring the
potential benefits across stakeholders
and sectors.
The circular economy is an evolving
framework, and the Foundation
continues to widen its understanding
by working with international experts,
key thinkers and leading academics.
SYSTEMIC INITIATIVES
7UDQVIRUPLQJNH\PDWHULDOƛORZVWRVFDOH
the circular economy globally
Taking a global, cross-sectoral
approach to material flows, the
Foundation is bringing together
organisations from across value
chains to tackle systemic stalemates
that cannot be overcome in isolation.
Plastics was identified through
initial work by the Foundation with
the World Economic Forum and
McKinsey & Company as one of the
value chains most representative of the
current linear model and is, therefore,
the focus of the Foundation’s first
Systemic Initiative. Applying the
principles of the circular economy,
the New Plastics Economy initiative,
launched in May 2016, brings together
key stakeholders to rethink and
redesign the future of plastics, starting
with packaging.
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TRUSTEES REPORT INCLUDING DIRECTORS AND STRATEGIC REPORT
EXTRACTED FROM THE FULL ACCOUNTS
Report of the trustees for the year ended 31 August 2017
The trustees present their annual report and audited financial statements of the charity, for the year ended 31 August
2017. The Trustees have adopted the provisions of the Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP) "Accounting
and Reporting by Charities" (FRS102) in preparing their annual report and financial statements of the Charity. The
report has been taken from the consolidated accounts for the group for the year ended 31 August 2017.
STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
The Charity is formed as a Company Limited by Guarantee, registered in England under number 06897785, and
governed by it’s Articles of Association. The Company has no share capital although the subscribers of the
Memorandum are obliged to pay the sum not exceeding £1 in the event of a winding up of the Charitable Company.
The charity is registered with the Charity Commission with the registered charity number 1130306, and with the Office
of the Scottish Charity Regulator under number SC043120. The charity is controlled by its Board of Trustees, with the
day to day management delegated to the CEO and his senior management team.
The directors of the charitable company are its trustees for the purposes of charity law. All trustees give of their time
freely for duties as a trustee and no trustee remuneration was paid in the period. Details of trustee expenses and
related party transactions are disclosed in notes 10 and 19 to the accounts. A process of induction and training is
provided to Trustees, including awareness and guidance produced by the Charity Commission.
The Charity works closely with the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Inc., a sister charity based in the US and has operated
a project in Brazil through a branch of the main charity.
Appointment of Trustees:
Trustees are appointed by agreement of the existing Board of Trustees.
Trustees appointed must have specific skills or knowledge in a sector, beneficial to the Foundation and its
charitable objectives.
The current Trustees include experts in sustainability, media and communications.
The Trustees as listed on page 2 served throughout the period.
Public Benefit
In considering the work for the Charity, and in their governance of the Charity, the trustees have had due regard to
the guidance produced by the Charity Commission in respect of public benefit.
Management Structure
The trustees delegate responsibility for the day-to-day operational management of the charity to a Chief Executive
Officer and a Chief Operating Officer. The CEO and COO (as listed on page 2) work with a wider management team
with representation from across the organization.
This wider management team reports directly to either the CEO or COO and focuses its attention on important working
groups which reflect the priorities of the organization.
Salary reviews are conducted annually via this team and following the performance review process, which takes place
in October each year. The management team recommend performance reviews to the CEO and COO and these are
considered in the context of internal considerations (the organization structure, nature of the role, team and individual
performance and affordability), as well as externalities (market benchmarks, cost of living assessments). CEO salary
adjustments are discussed and agreed between the Foundation’s Trustees.
OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Vision:
Our aim is to inspire a generation to re-think, re-design and build a restorative circular economy.
Objects of the Charity:
1. To promote sustainable development (means “development which meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own generation needs”) for the benefit of the public
by:
(a) the promotion, preservation, conservation, protection of the environment and the prudent use of resources; and
(b) the promotion of means of achieving sustainable economic growth and regeneration.
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TRUSTEES REPORT (continued…)
Report of the trustees for the year ended 31 August 2017
2.

To advance the education of the public in subjects relating to sustainable development and the protection,
enhancement and rehabilitation of the environment and to promote study and research in such subjects provided
that the useful results of such study are disseminated to the public at large.

Strategy:
To provide a vision and framework for the transition towards a restorative economy – the circular economy and to
focus our activities in four areas:
-

Education - inspiring a generation to re-think, re-design and build a positive future;
Business - catalysing circular economic innovation across the economy;
Insight & Analysis - providing thought leadership and robust evidence about the benefits of the transition;
Systemic Initiatives – transforming key material flows to scale adoption of the circular economy globally
Communications - sharing informative content, influencing key actors in the economy and stimulating dialogue
around the circular economy framework.

The Charity has a wholly owned trading subsidiary company - The Ellen MacArthur Foundation Trading Limited, which
operates the Circular Economy 100 programme, and provides business services around the Circular Economy. All
profits are donated to the Charity to further its work.
STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievements and performance - Introduction
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation was publicly launched on the 2nd September 2010 with the aim of inspiring a
generation to re-think, re-design and build a positive future through the vision of a circular economy. The circular
economy is a different global economic system.
Our current economic model, shaped by the Industrial Revolution, is dominated by a one-way or linear model of
production and consumption, in which goods are manufactured from raw materials, sold, used, and then discarded
as waste. Yet recent price volatility, growing pressure on resources due to rising demand and growing awareness of
industrial externality issues have alerted business leaders and policy makers to the necessity of rethinking materials
and energy use. The Foundation argues that the time is right to initiate a system-level change and take advantage of
the potential benefits of the circular economy.
The circular economy model, which draws from a variety of schools of thought and relies on contemporary science,
offers positive perspectives by providing a framework that enables the decoupling of economic development from the
consumption of finite resources, through innovation, value preservation strategies and natural capital regeneration.
By helping further the understanding of the economic rationale for a circular economy, providing quantitative analysis
and engaging with business entrepreneurs and policy makers to accelerate its adoption at scale, the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation aims to play a key role in the transition towards a regenerative and resilient global economy.
The Foundation has a clearly defined programme of activity in the key areas in which it works:
Education - inspiring a generation to re-think, re-design and build a positive future;
Business & Government - catalysing circular innovation across the economy;
Insight & Analysis - providing thought leadership, and robust evidence about the benefits of the transition;
Systemic Initiatives – transforming key material flows to scale the circular economy globally Communications sharing informative content and stimulating dialogue around the circular economy framework.
Education
The evolution of teaching and learning will play a key role in the successful transition to a circular economy.
The Foundation is an advocate of systems thinking and cross-curricular learning, as core perspectives with which to
begin to re-think the future economy. The Foundation’s Education Programme currently focuses in the following areas.
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Higher Education – June 2017 saw the fifth and final immersive Summer School of the Schmidt MacArthur
Fellowship, which will come to an end in August 2018. Over the past five years, the programme has established
credibility for the idea of circular economy across academia, creating a network of world leading universities,
stimulating new approaches to teaching and learning, and building substantial capacity and capability within both the
Foundation and its academic networks. Over the five years of the programme, 168 students and academics from 12
countries have attended the summer school. Funding for the next phase of work of this programme has been
confirmed and the planning is underway.
Alongside this, the Foundation works with a network of 55 leading universities including 8 ‘Pioneer Universities’.
Examples of outcomes from this network is the University of Cranfield offering the world’s first MSc in Technology
Innovation and Management for a Circular Economy, and Systems Change - Towards a Circular Economy, a £5m
Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) research funding stream. This wider work aims to
catalase relevant research and build and scale a network of young people who are empowered with the systems level
thinking necessary to lead and shape the future economic landscape.
Schools and colleges - A focus to develop curricula in secondary education across science, geography, economics,
design engineering has delivered formal partnerships with United World Colleges (UWC) and International
Baccalaureate (IB). Circular economy is now embedded in three IB subjects – geography, design and technology,
and environmental systems and technology reaching 18000 students across the world each year. Supporting this
integration the Foundation has worked with the professional development team at the IB to establish a course for
educators globally to improve their professional capabilities and skills in delivering and sharing circular economy
learning and stimulus to their students. This year we have also completed a cycle of curriculum action research with
two UWC schools in Singapore and India, this test phase sets us up for more widespread sharing of circular economy
and complexity resources with the IB and UWC network.
Informal learning - In Autumn 2016, the Foundation delivered its third Disruptive Innovation Festival and has invested
in substantial development for the 2017 Festival which takes place in November. The annual global online Festival
uses new and unique learning models to connect with a growing network of learners and innovators who have the
capability and drive to disrupt the existing economy, and take new ideas to scale. This platform also helps the
Foundation refine its knowledge of cutting-edge digital broadcasting techniques. 308 online and in-person sessions
were curated, with over 500 contributors, over 130,000 website visitors and over 2.5 million reached via social media.
Corporate learning – This programme enables individuals from across the world to develop their professional
capabilities in applying circular economy to their business, industry or sector through online and face to face learning.
Over 1000 professionals have taken the 6 week Circular Economy Executive Education course and the team are now
working with our Pioneer Universities to review user feedback to redesign and rebuild a new landscape of offerings.
Additionally, the Circular Economy e-Learning Programme offers a scalable, capacity building online learning tool
composed of an introduction to the circular economy and functional modules focusing on R&D, Supply Chain &
Procurement, Marketing, and Strategy & Finance. Since launch over 9000 active learners from across the
Foundation’s CE100 and GP networks have participated in this e-Learning programme.
Design
The Foundation’ Circular Design Guide (an open-access, modular learning platform), was launched at the World
Economic Forum in January 2017 to reach a large global audience of designers, and inspire and enable them to
create products, services, and systems for the circular economy. The guide was co-created by IDEO and has already
been used by 200,000 designers from over 150 countries.

BUSINESS & GOVERNMENT
Global Partners - the Foundation continues to work with a small number of influential businesses in key sectors of
the economy to demonstrate circularity at scale – its Global Partners. The Foundation works with each partner to
develop and define their circular economy missions, to enable them to demonstrate their industry leadership in CE
innovation. During the financial year to end August 2017, the charity was able to add Danone to this group, as well
as agree a third three-year partnership with Renault (one of the original founding Global Partners of the Foundation),
taking the total to nine Global Partners across many different sectors.
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Report of the trustees for the year ended 31 August 2017
Circular Economy 100 - The Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s programme for up to 100 corporations, emerging
innovators, governments and cities, and universities to accelerate the circular economy was launched in January
2013. The programme continues to recruit and grow.
Members of this programme are invited to attend regular workshops and the CE100 Summit in June, as well as invite
their employees to participate in online learning programmes. The CE100 enables organisations to work in an alliance
to more easily capture commercial opportunities than those working in isolation. It also provides an important
additional revenue stream for the Foundation.
As of 31 August 2017, the CE100 membership included 48 Corporate members in Europe, 11 in Brazil and 10 in the
US, in addition to Emerging Innovators, Affiliates and Government & City members across the different geographies.
Additionally, 12 cities joined the Circular Cities Network, launched in October 2016. This network offers an online
knowledge exchange platform to support decision-makers from city authorities to take action for a circular economy.
During the year, workshops for these members took place in Berlin and Oxford in Europe, Sao Paolo and Floripa in
Brazil, and New York and Seattle in the US.
Two pieces of work were released to expand understanding of the circular economy model in an urban context: ‘Cities
in the Circular Economy: An Initial Exploration’ and ‘Cities in the Circular Economy: The Role of Digital Technology’
– the latter was co-authored by Global Partner, Google. During the year, there was continued visibility of the
Foundation’s work in Government through participation in events and conferences such as the Smart Cities Expo
World Congress in Barcelona, Smart Cities NYC, National Zero Waste in Canada, Verge 2017 and Greenbiz 2017 in
the USA. The Foundation also formed alliances with other networks able to catalyse the acceleration to a circular
economy, including C40, 100 Resilient Cities, ICLEI and EUROCITIES.
INSIGHT & ANALYSIS & SYSTEMIC INTIATIVES
China
During 2017, a Foundation team have worked on a project – in conjunction with Knowledge Partner, McKinsey & Co,
to understand the impact the circular economy could have on one of the world’s largest economies. This report will
be launched at the end of 2017 in China and Europe.
Project MainStream
Project MainStream (a cross-industry, CEO-led global initiative to help scale the circular economy by addressing
systemic stalemates) delivered a scoping paper – Urban Biocycles – at the World Economic Forum in Davos in
January 2017. The report confirmed that, if, through circular economy principles, all relevant nutrients in the human
waste stream were recovered, it could amount to 2.7 times the volume of synthetic fertilisers used today. The report
was subsequently launched at the Forum for the Future of Agriculture in Brussels at the end of March 2017.
Project MainStream continues and the strong relationship with the World Economic Forum continues to develop, via
an ongoing official collaboration, three senior members of the Foundation sitting on the WEF’s Global Future Councils,
bringing a circular economy perspective to the global debate. Furthermore, the Foundation acts as knowledge partner
for the Forum’s Platform for Accelerating the Circular Economy (PACE).
New Plastics Economy
The New Plastics Economy Initiative was launched as the first Systemic Initiative of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
in May 2016. During the year, it continued to build significant momentum. In January, at the World Economic Forum
in Davos, it launched an action plan to move from 14% to 70% reuse and recycling of plastic packaging globally, which
was endorsed by 40+ CEOs and other senior executives. This was mentioned by the World Economic Forum as one
of the top 10 achievements of the Davos event in 2017. In May 2017, it launched a $2m Innovation, with HRH Prince
Of Wales, which aimed to inspire designers and innovators globally to come up with solutions to deliver products to
people without generating plastics waste. The winners of the first $1m prize were announced at the high-level Ocean
Conference in October 2017, where six of the NPEC participant companies (Unilever, PepsiCo, Coke, MARS, M&S,
Werner & Mertz) also pledged to use 100% reusable, recyclable, or compostable plastic packaging by 2025.
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Circular Fibres
During 2017, a team working on Circular Fibres have produced a piece of research in partnership with McKinsey &
Co, to be published in November 2017, that outlines the case for change in the textile system, with particular emphasis
on the fashion and apparel sectors. As part of the initiative, the Foundation has engaged with a group of Core Partners,
as well as Affiliate Partners representing key NGOs and other relevant key actors and gained input from more than
40 participant companies, governments, and NGOs.
Policy
In 2017 the European Union’s Circular Economy Package was focused on the delivery of a Plastics Strategy, and the
Foundation concentrated its EU Commission engagement on that topic. Several touch points have been organised
throughout the year with relevant policymakers and the chiefs of cabinets of Vice-Presidents Timmermans and
Katainen and Commissioner Vella. Leaked versions of the upcoming strategy show very strong affiliation with the
recommendations put forward by the New Plastics Economy initiative, which is a direct result of our targeted
information and engagement strategy. It is worth noting that Vice-President Timmermans himself requested a meeting
with the Foundation in June, and explicitly asked for our feedback and input in the shaping of the Commission’s
strategy. Furthermore, Environment Commissioner Karmenu Vella stated, during Our Ocean conference in October
“The Commission works closely with the EMF and draws from its content to inform its circular economy action plan.”
Internationally, the EMF has developed collaborations with several national governments and inter-governmental
bodies. We have this year been an organiser of the first World Circular Economy Forum alongside the Finnish
Innovation Fund and the Nordic Council of Ministers (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland). This event
gathered 1500+ participants and was widely acclaimed worldwide.
At inter-governmental level, the Foundation is involved in a variety of projects with United Nations agencies. It signed
a working partnership with the UN Conference on Trade and Development, looking at the potential of circular economy
in India (published in December 2016), and in China (to be published December 2017). The Foundation also works
with UN Environment, specifically at the level of its Economy Division and will be taking part in the circular economy
session
at
the
UN’s
third
Environmental
Assembly
in
Nairobi
in
December
2017.
The Foundation’s network of national governments interactions allows us to start bringing the circular economy
narrative in both the G7 and the G20 groups – the Foundation notably co-signed the official report to the G20 on
plastics marine litter during the German Presidency
COMMUNICATIONS
An internal and out sourced capacity with focus to mainstream the idea of circular economy has delivered a substantial
communications effort through the period targeting the four primary audiences, reaching over 16.5 million people
through social media, a six-times increase on the previous year. EMF reports were downloaded 34,436 times and
Circulate (EMF’s online news feed) published 240 feature articles, reaching 1.7 million people. EMF featured in
international broadcast media including BBC, Al Jazeera, Sky news, National Geographic, Huffington Post, Fast
Company, among others. The Disruptive Innovation Festival reached 10.5 million people from 170 countries. Of
particular note, the New Plastics Economy report accelerated the Foundation’s global reach with a substantial ongoing
media campaign.
Other activity included:
EMF Annual Summit – The Ellen MacArthur Foundation Summit is the world’s leading forum for exploring the idea of
a circular economy. In its 5th edition, the Summit 2017 brought together internationally renowned thinkers, innovators
and pioneers who are refining and implementing the vision of an economic system that is restorative and regenerative,
by design. The event presents a unique opportunity for participants to immerse themselves into the latest thinking,
learn from leading case examples, and connect with others taking small steps – or giant leaps – towards a circular
economy.
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Digital Investment - The Foundation grew its in-house digital team and was able to design and deliver a new main
website (ellenmacarthurfoundation.org) a news site (circulatenews.org) and its Disruptive Innovation Festival site
(thinkdif.co). Microsites and dedicated online platforms have also been developed for key projects – such as for the
New Plastics Economy Initiative and the Circular Design Guide.
A focus on brand and visual identity and media relationships with formal partnerships with Greenbiz and Huffington
Post.
LOOKING AHEAD
The Foundation will continue to focus on the areas of Business & Government, Education and Insight & Analysis,
Systemic Initiatives and Communications.
Business & Government - the Foundation is currently working to align and unify its CE100 programme across the
different geographies into ‘One Programme’ and, at the same time, will continue to focus on increasing its membership
basis across the audience groups and geographies.
In November 2017, a year-long research project, focused on the role of circular cities in the acceleration to a circular
economy, begins.
Education – the focus of the Education programme of the Foundation is to build its scale its impact across its
workstreams. Planning for the next three-year phase of the Schmidt MacArthur Higher Education Programme is now
underway, with a new online platform aiming to reach 50,000 students per year.
Insight & Analysis & Strategic Initiatives - It is believed that work on the China and Fibres initiatives will continue
through 2018. Both reports are due to be launched with work already underway to understand and scope next steps
and to secure funding to enable this work to continue at pace.
In the New Plastics Economy initiative, the focus for the next 12 months will be on obtaining more commitments from
leading companies, countries, and cities, as well as looking at the planning (and funding) of what this initiative should
become after its initial three-year timeframe.
With the learnings from these initiatives, the Foundation will also seek to develop a broader perspective and
framework for creating real systems change across different industries and sectors.
A research project to identify how the built environment can implement circular economy practices has begun, in
conjunction with Knowledge Partner, Arup and will continue through 2018.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation has recently been appointed to the European Commission’s Circular Economy
Stakeholder Platform, as member of the coordination committee. It will remain close to the Action Plan’s
implementation, through this role, and by focusing on selected topics that fit its strategic priorities. It has also
developed a close relationship with the EU delegation in China and will be joining forces in engaging policymakers
on the ground around the acceleration of the circular economy.
At national level, Foundation is exploring a partnership with WRAP and the ISU to progress implementation of the key
NPEC initiatives in the UK and will be giving input to the French government’s circular economy national roadmap,
having been officially asked to sit on the advisory panel and is also in the process of defining a knowledge partnership
with the United Nation’s International Resources Panel, the undisputed authority on the topic of resources stocks and
use.
The next edition of the World Circular Economy Forum (October 2018) will be run in conjunction with the Japanese
Ministry of the Environment, and the Foundation will remain a committed member of the Organisers’ group, alongside
the Finnish government and the Nordic Council of Ministers.
Funding Model
The Foundation’s funding continues to come from two main sectors: corporate partnership / membership, and
philanthropy. Funds do not come from the general public. The Trustees monitor the activities of the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Trading Limited in relation to fundraising.
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TRUSTEES REPORT (continued…)
Report of the trustees for the year ended 31 August 2017
Its two main business programmes - Global Partnerships and CE100 memberships – are both three-year programmes
of activity. As of 31 August 2017, there were nine Global Partners and 58 paid members of the Circular Economy
100 programme globally.
From the philanthropic community, the Foundation has received core charity funding from the Eric & Wendy Schmidt
Fund for Strategic Innovation, MAVA, Fondation pour la Nature and SUN (Foundation for Environmental Economics
and Sustainability). The Foundation continues to seek opportunities to increase its core funding and specific project
funding from trusts and grant awarding bodies as appropriate. Current project funders include the Schmidt Family
Foundation, the Eric & Wendy Schmidt Fund for Strategic Innovation, MAVA, Fondation pour la Nature, Climate Works,
the EU FP7 framework, People’s Postcode Lottery, the OAK Foundation and the C&A Foundation.
Funding is also received from the EU FP7 framework to fund its participation in the Rescom project, which identifies
closed loop manufacturing solutions. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation is one of 12 consortium partners in this four
year project which comes to an end in October 2017, having developed a methodology and the first practical
tools (which are available via the ResCoM website (www.rescoms.eu), to support manufacturers in designing
products for circular economy, and assessing the potential of circular business models. The Ellen MacArthur
Foundation leads the dissemination activities for this project and the results will be shared with the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation’s wide network, the consortium network and relevant media, and will be of benefit to all manufacturers
exploring circular economy for their products.
FINANCIAL REVIEW AND RESERVES POLICY
The charity only result for the year was a surplus of £64,439, (2016: £4,043,334); taking unrestricted reserves at the
year end to £1,524,396 and restricted funds were stated at £4,213,899. These balances were in respect of part
completed projects and work programmes. The trading subsidiary generated a surplus of £302,676 which has been
donated to the charity subsequent to the year-end.
As mentioned above regarding the funding model, the Foundation continues to seek new funding streams, Global
Partners and Philanthropic Funders. The Foundation builds its work programme from the available resources. The
increasing volume and size of projects is driven by the Foundation's increased profile, but which has resulted in a
higher need for unrestricted reserves.
The Reserves Policy is to build reserves to allow for six months central operating costs, together with the run off –
commitments of the projects in place. Group free reserves at the year end were £1,528,343 (2016 - £1,696,460) and
based on the projection for 2018, six months core costs would amount to £2,900,000.
RISK MANAGEMENT
In a challenging economy, ongoing funding for a growing organisation, with a payroll of around £4 million per annum,
is the most obvious risk for the Foundation.
However, in general, the Foundation has a conservative approach to taking on new initiatives, requiring that they are
funded before they begin. Funds are rarely committed in advance. In addition, the funding model, as already stated,
is increasingly diversified and not dependent on any core industry or partnership structure.
Legal risks also emerge as the Foundation grows – as our external relationships become more involved, significant
and international in nature, the potential for legal dispute increases. A robust legal support network in the territories
in which the Foundation operates has become a priority for the current year.
The Foundation team is both the biggest asset, and cost to the charity, with key individuals in all project areas. The
Charity places a huge amount of management focus on recruitment, individual and team development and having the
right policies and process in place to ensure the Foundation retains its high-performing team.
A risk register is held, updated at regular management meetings, and then presented for discussion at Trustee
Meetings.
This Trustees Report was extracted from the full consolidated accounts, which were approved and signed on the
Trustees’ behalves by:
Peter Morgan

19/03/2018
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
(INCLUDING INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT)
For the year ended 31 August 2017

Notes

Unrestricted
Funds
£

Restricted
Funds
£

Total
2017
£

Total
2016
£

Donations and legacies

3

1,874,175

3,503,354

5,377,529

7,331,812

Charitable activities

4

21,256

-

21,256

10,744

Gift Aid donation from subsidiary company

7

Investments

5

INCOME AND ENDOWMENTS FROM:

TOTAL INCOME

620,163
13,478

-

13,478

5,510

1,908,909
========

3,503,354
========

5,412,263
========

7,968,229
========

EXPENDITURE ON:
Fund raising costs

8

181,945

-

181,945

184,444

Charitable activities

8

1,837,586

3,238,340

5,075,926

3,709,374

Other

8

89,953

-

89,953

31,077

2,109,484
========

3,238,340
========

5,347,824
========

3,924,895
========

(200,575)

265,014

64,439

4,043,334

363,917

-

-

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)
Transfers between funds

(363,917)

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS

(564,492)

628,931

64,439

4,043,334

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Fund balances as at 1 September 2016

2,088,888

3,584,968

5,673,856

1,630,522

1,524,396
========

4,213,899
========

5,738,295
========

5,673,856
========

Fund balances as at 31 August 2017

The Statement of Financial Activities includes all gains and losses in the period.
All incoming resources and resources expended derive from continuing activities.
The attached notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
A full comparative statement of financial activities is shown in note 2.
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BALANCE SHEET
At 31 August 2017

2017
£

Notes

2016
£

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets
Fixed asset investment

11
12

227,769
1
227,770

265,316
1
265,317

13

1,020,121

1,747,143

4,948,691

4,138,029

5,968,812

5,885,172

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year

14

(458,287)

(476,633)

NET CURRENT ASSETS

5,510,525

5,408,539

TOTAL NET ASSETS

5,738,295
========

5,673,856
========

FUNDS
Unrestricted funds

14

1,524,396

2,088,888

Restricted funds

13

4,213,899

3,584,968

5,738,295
========

5,673,856
========

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees and signed on its behalf by:
Dame Ellen MacArthur and Mr Philip Sellwood on 19/03/2018
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies are summarised below. The accounting policies have been applied consistently throughout the
period.
General information and basis of preparation
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation is a charitable company limited by guarantee incorporated in England and Wales. In the event of
the charity being wound up, the liability in respect of the guarantee is limited to £1 per member of the charity. The address of the
registered office is given in the charity information on page 2 of these financial statements. The nature of the charity's operations
and principal activities are as an Educational and Research Charity with the aim to inspire a generation to re-think, redesign and
build a restorative circular economy.
The charity constitutes a public benefit entity as defined by FRS 102. The financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing
their accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102)
issued on 16 July 2014, the Charities Act 2011, the Companies Act 2006 and UK Generally Accepted Practice as it applies from
1 January 2015.
The financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis under the historical cost convention, modified to include certain
items at fair value. The financial statements are prepared in sterling which is the functional currency of the charity, and rounded
to the nearest £1.
The significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below. These policies
have been consistently applied to all years presented unless otherwise stated.
Fund accounting
Unrestricted funds are available for use at the discretion of the trustees in furtherance of the general objectives of the
charity and which have not been designated for other purposes.
Designated funds comprise unrestricted funds that have been set aside by the trustees for particular purposes. The aim
and use of each designated fund is set out in the notes to the financial statements.
Restricted funds are funds which are to be used in accordance with specific restrictions imposed by donors or which have
been raised by the charity for particular purposes. The cost of raising and administering such funds are charged against
the specific fund. The aim and use of each restricted fund is set out in the notes to the financial statements.
Income recognition
All incoming resources are included in the Statement of Financial Activities (SoFA) when the charity is legally entitled to the
income after any performance conditions have been met, the amount can be measured reliably and it is probable that the
income will be received. The following specific policies are applied to particular categories of income:
-

-

-

-

Voluntary income is received by way of grants, donations, legacies and gifts and is included in full in the Statement of
Financial Activities when receivable. Grants, where entitlement is not conditional on the delivery of a specific performance
by the charity, are recognised when the charity becomes unconditionally entitled to the grant. Where donations relate to a
work programme based on academic years, then receipt in advance is deferred to the appropriate year;
For donations to be recognised, the charity will have been notified of the amounts and the settlement date in writing. If
there are conditions attached to the donation and this requires a level of performance before entitlement can be obtained,
then income is deferred until those conditions are fully met or the fulfillment of those conditions is within the control of the
charity and it is probable that they will be fulfilled;
Donated facilities and donated professional services are recognised in income at their fair value when their economic
benefit is probable, it can be measured reliably and the charity has control over the item. Fair value is determined on the
basis of the value of the gift to the charity. For example: the amount the charity would be willing to pay in the open market
for such facilities and services. A corresponding amount is recognised in expenditure;
Value in Kind commitments on projects is often used as a method to obtain engagement with funding partners on projects,
although these are not within the Charity’s control, and cannot be verified, and as a result there is no attempt to measure
and include these third party commitments within the financial statements.
No amount is included in the financial statements for volunteer time in line with the SORP (FRS 102). Further detail is given
in the Trustees’ Annual Report;
Income from trading activities includes income earned from fundraising events and trading activities to raise funds for the
charity. Income is received in exchange for supplying goods and services in order to raise funds and is recognised when
entitlement has occurred.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued...)
Income recognition (continued)
Incoming resources from grants, where related to performance and specific deliverables, are accounted for as the charity
earns the right to consideration by its performance.
Investment income is earned through holding assets for investment purposes such as funds on deposit, shares and
property. It includes interest. It is included when the amount can be measured reliably.
Debtors
Trade and other debtors are recognised at the settlement amount due. Prepayments are valued at the amount prepaid.
Resources expended
All expenditure is accounted for on an accruals basis and has been classified under headings that aggregate all costs related to the
category. Expenditure is recognised where there is a legal or constructive obligation to make payments to third parties, it is probable
that the settlement will be required, and the amount of the obligation can be measured reliably. It is categorised under the following
headings:
-

Costs of raising funds includes activities to seek out and agree terms with major donors, together with the costs of the
trading subsidiary;
Expenditure on charitable activities includes project costs on the charity's various projects as identified in the notes to
these accounts; and
Other expenditure represents those items not falling into the categories above.

Irrecoverable VAT is charged as an expense against the activity for which expenditure arose.
Creditors
Creditors and provisions are recognised where the charity has a present obligation resulting from a past event that will probably result
in the transfer of funds to a third party and the amount due to settle the obligation can be measured or estimated reliably. Creditors
and provisions are normally recognised at their settlement amount after allowing for any trade discounts due.
Grants payable to third parties are within the charitable objectives. Where unconditional grants are offered, this is accrued as soon
as the recipient is notified of the grant, as this gives rise to a reasonable expectation that the recipient will receive the grants. Where
grants are conditional relating to performance then the grant is only accrued when any unfulfilled conditions are outside of the control
of the charity.
Pension
The charity has a defined contribution pension scheme for all eligible employees. The assets of the scheme are held separately to the
Charity. Pension costs charged in the Statement of Financial Activities represent the contributions payable for the year.
Support costs allocation
Support costs are those that assist the work of the charity but do not directly represent charitable activities and include office costs,
governance costs, administrative payroll costs. They are incurred directly in support of expenditure on the objects of the charity and
include project management. Where support costs cannot be directly attributed to particular headings they have been allocated to
cost of raising funds and expenditure on charitable activities on a basis consistent with use of the resources.
Financial assets and liabilities
The Trust only has financial assets and financial liabilities of a kind that qualify as basic financial instruments. Basic financial
instruments are initially recognised at transaction value and subsequently measured at their settlement value.
Fixed Assets and Depreciation
Assets costing more than £500 are capitalised. Depreciation is provided at the following annual rates in order to write off each
asset over its estimated useful life:
Computer equipment
Furniture and equipment
Improvements to leasehold property

25% and 33%
20% and 25%
10% to 33%

Straight line
Reducing balance
Straight line, over the duration of the lease

Taxation
No corporation tax has been provided in these accounts because the income of the charity is within the exemption granted by HM
Revenue & Customs to the extent that these funds are applied to Charitable objects.
Foreign Currency Transactions
Foreign currency transactions are initially recognised by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot exchange rate between
the functional currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign currency at the balance sheet date are translated using the closing rate.
The results of the US sister charity are translated at average rate (income and expenses) and closing rate for the purposes of
Consolidation.
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Judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In the application of the charitable company’s accounting policies, the Trustees are required to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions about the carrying amount of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and
associated assumptions are based on historical experience and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may
differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in
the period which the estimate is revised where the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods
where the revision affects both current and future periods.
Going concern
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis as the Trustees believe that no material uncertainties exist.
The Trustees have considered the level of funds held and the expected level of income and expenditure for 12 months from
authorising these financial statements. The budgeted income and expenditure is sufficient with the level of reserves for the charity
to be able to continue as a going concern.

2.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

INCOME AND ENDOWMENTS FROM:
Donations and legacies
Charitable activities
Gift Aid donation from trading subsidiary
Investments
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE ON:
Fund raising costs
Charitable activities
Other
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)
Transfers between funds
NET SURPLUS FOR THE PERIOD
RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Fund balances as at 1 September 2015
Fund balances as at 31 August 2016

Unrestricted
Funds
£

Restricted
Funds
£

Total
2016
£

1,944,290
9,829
620,163
5,510

5,387,522
915
-

7,331,812
10,744
620,163
5,510

2,579,792
========

5,388,437
========

7,968,229
=======

182,657
1,469,405
31,077

1,787
2,239,969
-

184,444
3,709,374
31,077

1,683,139
========

2,241,756
========

3,924,895
========

896,653
(150,828)

3,146,681
150,828

4,043,334
-

745,825

3,297,509

4,043,334

1,343,063

287,459

1,630,522

2,088,888
========

3,584,968
========

5,673,856
========
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3.

DONATIONS, LEGACIES AND
GRANT INCOME

Unrestricted
Funds
£

Global Partner Donations

Restricted
Funds
£

Total
2017
£

Total
2016
£

1,267,854

-

1,267,854

1,176,306

Core Philanthropic Funding

606,321

-

606,321

767,984

Plastics and NPEC Projects

-

1,432,535

1,432,535

4,366,469

Specific Research Projects

-

526,966

526,966

582,018

1,099,751

1,099,751

240,444

International Outreach
The Schmidt - MacArthur Foundation

-

247,463

247,463

198,591

Fibres Programme

-

196,639

196,639

-

1,874,175
========

3,503,354
========

5,377,529
========

7,331,812
========

Total grants and donations

For details of the grant income and restricted funds, please refer to note 15. As part of funding agreements, for
many projects, the Foundation seeks value in kind commitments to research projects, which although pledged,
cannot be verified and are therefore not included within these statements.
4.

5.

INCOMING RESOURCES FROM
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

Unrestricted
Funds
£

Restricted
Funds
£

Total
2017
£

Total
2016
£

Rechargeable items

21,256

-

21,256

10,744

Total other incoming resources

21,256
=====

==

21,256
=====

10,744
=====

13,478
=====

===

13,478
=====

5,766
====

INTEREST AND INVESTMENT INCOME
Bank interest – monies held in interest
bearing deposit accounts (all unrestricted).
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6.

EXPENDITURE BY ACTIVITY
Charitable
£

Support
£

Other Fundraising

(Governance)

£

£

Total
2017

Total
2016

£

£

Schmidt - MacArthur Foundation

297,701

35,000

-

-

332,701

369,576

Education Projects

671,728

122,613

-

-

794,341

866,795

Communications

455,001

83,053

-

-

538,054

298,654

1,600,755

161,237

-

-

1,761,992

1,406,920

Fibres

106,837

19,501

-

-

126,338

-

Specific Research Projects

460,896

84,129

-

-

545,025

462,231

International Outreach

882,721

94,754

-

-

977,475

305,198

-

28,085

-

153,860

181,945

184,444

-

13,885

39,385
36,683
-

-

39,385
36,683
13,885

18,240
10,771
2,066

642,257
======

76,068
=====

153,860
======

5,347,824
========

3,924,895
========

Plastics and NPEC Project

Global Partners and Funding
Governance
Audit and accountancy
Legal and professional
Support allocation

4,475,639
========

Support costs are made up as follows:
Communications and IT
Design, print and office costs
Rent, and property costs
Insurances
Depreciation
Professional services and consultancy
Currency translation and finance costs
Staff costs
Travel training and recruitment

2017
£
98,852
12,362
87,945
16,970
65,535
46,746
9,191
229,467
75,189

2016
£
115,938
12,659
61,214
18,314
66,407
101,816
(27,609)
131,308
86,579

642,257
566,626
======
======
Support costs are allocated to direct projects, firstly on the basis of any agreed project contribution to support costs, and
then on the basis of the total resources incurred in each area.
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7.

RESOURCES EXPENDED
2017
£

2016
£

Audit fee
Non-audit services
Payroll services
Taxation services

14,258
16,949
8,988
318

13,356
13,120
350

Depreciation of owned fixed assets

65,535
=====

66,407
=====

2017
£

2016
£

Included in administrative expenses are
the following amounts:

8.

STAFF COSTS
Staff costs in the Charitable Company were
Wages and salaries
Social Security costs
Pension costs

1,634,979
359,045
78,417
2,072,441
========

1,359,984
229,069
46,229
1,635,282
========

The Charity and Trading Company have auto-enrolled to meet the requirements of employer pensions. The
Charity and Company operates a defined contribution scheme, the assets of which are held separately from those
of the Charity in an independently administered fund. The pension cost charge represents contributions payable
by the Charity to the fund. Amounts owing at the year end amounted to £18,431 (2016: £8,241) and are included
in other creditors.
2017
The average weekly number of employees during the period was as follows:

85
==

2016
60
==

Eleven employees (2016 – Eight) received remuneration in excess of £60,000, and they fell in the bands as follows:
2017
£60,000 to £70,000
£70,000 to £80,000
£80,000 to £90,000
£110,000 to £120,000
£120,000 to £130,000

5
4
1
1

2016
4
2
1
1
-

No remuneration was paid to Trustees for services as Trustees during the period. Payments to Trustees and
expenses reimbursed can be seen in note 19 to these accounts. The payment of gross remuneration to Senior
Management Personnel during the year was £713,005 (2016 - £660,911).
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Improvements
to Leasehold
Property
£

Total
£

Cost at 1 September 2016
Additions

279,396
26,730

117,363
1,258

396,759
27,988

At 31 August 2017

306,126
======

118,621
======

424,747
======

Depreciation at 1 September 2016
Charge for the year

55,690
42,007

75,753
23,528

131,443
65,535

At 31 August 2017

97,697
=====

99,281
=====

196,978
======

208,429
======
223,706
======

19,340
=====
41,610
=====

227,769
======
265,316
======

Net Book Value at 31 August 2017
Net Book Value at 31 August 2016
9.

Plant and
Equipment
£

FIXED ASSET INVESTMENTS

Shares in group Undertakings and
Participating Interests
£

Cost
At 31 August 2017

1
==

Net book value
At 31 August 2017

1
==
1
==

At 31 August 2016

The charitable company holds more than 20% of the share capital of the following company:
Ellen MacArthur Foundation Trading Limited

100%

This Company is registered in England and Wales (company number 07110767), and provides consultancy
services based on the circular economy, organises the CE100 programme and books and publications.
10. DEBTORS

Trade debtors
Other debtors
Prepayments
Amounts due from Trading Subsidiary
EMF Trading Limited
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2017
£
83,018
18
17,992

2016
£
320,893
51,402
24,431

919,093

1,350,417

1,020,121
========

1,747,143
========

Ellen MacArthur Foundation
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued...)
11. CREDITORS

Amounts falling due within one year:
Trade creditors – project costs
Accruals
Other creditors
Taxation and Social Security
Deferred income
(2017/18 income received in advance)

2017
£

2016
£

115,822
71,753
34,562
86,150

117,796
80,511
34,009
74,672

150,000

169,645

458,287
======

476,633
======

Deferred income arises on donations received in advance of the various work programmes relating to the 2017/18
financial year which commenced on 1 September 2017. All of the income deferred at 31 August 2017 was taken to
the income and expenditure account in the 2017 accounts.

Deferred income represented:
At 1 September 2016
Amounts released to income in the year
Global partner donations in advance of 1 Sept.
Consultancy fees in advance
Restricted fund - India Global outreach
Circular Economy 100 fees received
At 31 August 2017
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2017
£

2016
£

169,645
(169,645)

276,305
(276,305)

150,000
-

67,854
101,791
-

150,000
======

169,645
======
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12. RESTRICTED FUNDS
At 1 September
2016
£
Schmidt - MacArthur Foundation

Income
received
£

Fund
Expenditure
£

Transferred from
un-restricted At 31 August
fund
2017
£
£

16,015

247,463

(332,701)

170,686

101,463

2,959,550

1,432,535

(1,760,903)

80,000

2,711,182

196,639

(106,837)

-

89,802

Specific Research Projects:
ResCoM Funded Project
34,394
Policy Makers Toolkit (MVA)
31,618
Growth Within (Sun Foundation)
50,334
Eric & Wendy Schmidt Fund
370,750
MAVA G&C and Circular Materials
H&M
-

300,410
226,556

(18,092)
(11,613)
(16,276)
(360,743)
(12,111)
-

-

16,302
20,005
34,058
10,007
288,299
226,556

Global Outreach:
India
China

122,307
-

101,791
997,960

(195,170)
(423,894)

113,231

28,928
687,297

3,584,968
========

3,503,354
========

(3,238,340)
========

363,917
======

4,213,899
========

Plastics and NPEC
Fibres

Total

-

The Schmidt MacArthur Foundation project relates to an ongoing joint education project with the Schmidt Foundation, a US
based Trust to run a programme for Masters and PhD Graduate students and their mentors, including a summer school, and
then to include a thesis.
The Plastics and NPEC project relates to funding to carry out research into the Plastics Economy, and this forms the first
systemic Initiative. The funding includes a grant to provide a prize fund.
The Fibres project aims to address endemic issues of the current linear fibres economy and provide an action plan towards an
economically and environmentally attractive alternative: a new circular fibres economy.
The ResCoM Funded project is a four year working project, working with global manufacturing businesses to identify
opportunities to move towards circular economy models.
Policy Makers Toolkit - in 2015, the MAVA Foundation funded a Foundation-led project to create a toolkit for policymakers
inspired by the vision of what a circular economy could look like in a city or region.
Growth Within, in 2015, the SUN Foundation funded a research project to look at a circular economy vision for a competitive
Europe, which the Foundation delivered in conjunction with McKinsey & Co.
Eric and Wendy Schmidt Fund for Strategic Innovation – Design for Circular Economy Course. In 2016 funding was received
for a web-based toolkit, aimed to build capability amongst designers, who are designing for the circular economy.
MAVA G&C and Circular Materials – The Government and Cities project relates to funding to advance the engagement of
government and cities with circular economy. The Circular Materials project relates to a project to carry out initial research to
advance the understanding of the circular materials landscape.
H&M – A collaborative project between EMF, The Stockholm Resilience Centre (SRC) and H&M, working towards creating a
vision for a circular textile fibre industry. EMF are acting as a commercial intermediary contracting SRC on H&M Foundation’s
behalf in regard to this collaboration.
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12. RESTRICTED FUNDS (continued…)
India (Climateworks) – Climateworks funded a study on the potential for the Circular Economy to reduce energy use and carbon
emissions in India.
China (MAVA) – MAVA funded project – “The circular economy opportunity for China and its cities – preparing the ground for
an accelerated transition”.

13. UNRESTRICTED FUNDS

At 1 September
2016
£

Income
£

Transferred to At 31 August
Expenditure restricted fund
2017
£
£
£

General fund

2,088,888
1,908,909
(2,109,484)
(363,917)
1,524,396
=======
========
========
=======
========
Transfers to restricted funds projects occur where the Charity commits core funding to these projects.
14. ANALYSIS OF GROUP NET ASSETS
BY FUNDS

Fixed assets
Current assets
Cash at bank
Creditors

Unrestricted Restricted
Funds
Funds
£
£

2017
£

2016
£

227,770
1,020,121
646,753
(370,248)

4,301,938
(88,039)

227,770
1,020,121
4,948,691
(458,287)

392,428
1,452,222
5,476,980
(1,647,774)

1,524,396
========

4,213,899
========

5,738,295
========

5,673,856
========

15. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS - LEASES
At 31 August 2017 the Charity had the following minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating
leases,
as follows:

Due within 1 year
Due between 2-5 years
Due after more than 5 years

35,000
140,000
140,000

2,399
2,924
-

35,000
140,000
175,000

2,399
5,323
-

315,000
======

5,323
====

350,000
======

7,722
====
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16. RELATED PARTIES
During the year the Charity and Trading Company have occupied offices at an agreed rent, owned by EM (IOW)
Ltd, a Company 50% owned by Dame Ellen MacArthur. A charge was made by EM (IOW) Limited for £35,000
(2016 £40,000) in respect of the office rental, and at the year end £35,000 (2016 - £nil) was outstanding, with
£17,500 (2016 - £nil) included in prepayments.
Charges were made by EM (IOW) Ltd to Ellen MacArthur Foundation Trading Ltd for £32,000 (2016 - £24,000) in
respect of services provided by Dame Ellen MacArthur, who is a Trustee of the Charity and also a director of the
trading subsidiary. At the year end £1,479, (2016 - £18,279) was outstanding. These services were in respect of
Ellen’s time as a speaker, and for appearances in helping the Company carry out its activities. The payments were
not in respect of Ellen’s duties as a Trustee of the Charity, and permission was granted in 2014 by the Charity
Commission in respect of these payments.
Expenses were paid in respect of two Trustees totaling £822 (2016 – one Trustee £606) in respect of travelling
expenses.
17. CONTROLLING PARTY
The charity is controlled by the Trustees.

18. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Carrying amount of financial assets
Debt instruments measured at amortised cost
Carrying amount of financial liabilities
Liabilities measured at amortised cost

2016
£
5,950,820
(289,856)
5,660,964
========
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2017
£
5,860,741
(285,355)
5,575,386
========

ATTACHMENT
To:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

From:

Heather Schoemaker, General Manager, External Relations
Ann Rowan, Program Manager, Collaboration Initiatives, External Relations

Date:

June 4, 2018

Subject:

Proposed Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100
Program

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period of three years at an annual cost of
$25,000 U.S. dollars.

PURPOSE
To present for consideration of the Committee and Metro Vancouver Board the opportunity for
Metro Vancouver to become a member of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) Circular Economy
100 (CE 100) Program.
BACKGROUND
Through the work of the National Zero Waste Council and the annual Zero Waste Conference, Metro
Vancouver has become actively engaged with the leading voices on the economic opportunities and
the environmental imperative of transitioning to the circular economy. An important advisor has
been the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF). As a result, Metro Vancouver has been invited to join
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and its CE 100 program.
ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION / CIRCULAR ECONOMY 100 (CE 100)
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, founded in 2010, has the aim of accelerating the transition to a
circular economy - to inspire a generation to re-think, re-design and build a restorative circular
economy. The Foundation’s work is built by catalyzing circular innovation and creating the conditions
for bringing these solutions to scale. This involves creating the venues and opportunities for engaged
businesses, governments and academic institutions to spark change – identifying challenges and
coming up with new circular solutions. The Foundation uses its channels and creditability to advance
how a transition to a circular economy provides economic opportunities and environmental
sustainability.
The Foundation has a clearly defined program of activity in five key areas:
• Education - inspiring a generation to re-think, re-design and build a positive future;
• Business & Government - catalyzing circular innovation across the economy;
• Insight & Analysis - providing thought leadership, and robust evidence about the benefits of
the transition;
• Systemic Initiatives – transforming key material flows to scale the circular economy globally;
and
24925388
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•

Communications - sharing informative content and stimulating dialogue around the circular
economy framework.

The Circular Economy 100 (CE 100), launched in 2013, is an EMF initiative that recognizes that crosssectoral synergies will drive circular economy solutions, bringing together corporations, emerging
innovators, government and cities, and universities to accelerate the transition.
As of 31 August 2017, the CE100 membership included 48 Corporate members in Europe, 11 in Brazil
and 10 in the US, in addition to Emerging Innovators, Affiliates and Government & City members
across the different geographies. Additionally, 12 cities joined the Circular Cities Network,
launched in October 2016.
EMF is a registered charity with a fund balance of £5,738,295 as of August 31, 2017. The Foundation’s
funding is from two main sectors: corporate partnership/membership, and philanthropy. Funds do
not come from the general public. Its two main business programs - Global Partnerships and CE100
memberships – are both three-year programs of activity. As of 31 August 2017, there were nine
Global Partners and 58 paid members of the Circular Economy 100 program globally.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
Through its research and created networks, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation has emerged as a global
thought leader. It has successfully put the circular economy on the agenda of decision-makers in the
private, public and academic sectors across the globe; the “circular economy imperative” is now an
important component of the World Economic Forum agenda in Davos.
A CE100 membership would position Metro Vancouver as a leader and innovator in the adoption of
circular economy and zero waste concepts with important access to leading edge research - such as
the New Plastics Economy, sharing of best practices and the opportunity to learn from and engage
with pioneering and like-minded governments (such as the Danish and Slovenian governments, and
cities such as London and Phoenix), corporations, academic institutions and business innovators in
accelerating the transition to a circular economy.
Within the CE100, there are five categories of members: corporates, emerging innovators,
governments and cities, pioneer universities and affiliates. By bringing leaders together from these
sectors, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation offers a pre-competitive environment for collaboration that
is crucial for creating the conditions for members to identify synergies and innovative solutions. To
support that potential, the Foundation provides specially developed programs for members to learn
and build capacity as well as the venues to meet, network and develop cross sectoral collaborations.
Specific benefits of membership include the following:
•

A kick off workshop that will allow Metro Vancouver to engage all its relevant parties
(employees, businesses and other regional stakeholders) in the process of outlining the
regional priorities for circular economy activities, establish grounds for dialogue and provide
a common language and learning tools on the subject.
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•
•

CE100 members have access to an online user platform where they connect with all other
members and EMF staff, to allow them to share resources, ask questions, exchange
experiences and develop collaborations.
CE100 members are provided with online learning tools to enable cross organizational
learning on circular economy, specifically 50 seats per year to an e-learning program.

•

The Foundation’s Insight & Analysis team is producing research in the field of circular
economy in the context of local, regional and national policymaking. Two pieces of work were
released to expand the understanding of the circular economy model in an urban context:
‘Cities in the Circular Economy: An Initial Exploration’ and ‘Cities in the Circular Economy: The
Role of Digital Technology’ – the latter was co-authored by Global Partner, Google. Currently
the team is working on a year-long research in the field of circular economy in cities,
articulating and quantifying the social, economic and environmental opportunities in the
transition towards a circular economy in the urban context. CE100 members have priority
access to the insights of the research, and are encouraged to showcase their pioneering
examples as part of the case studies produced in the research.

•

Access to alliances with other networks able to catalyze the acceleration to a circular
economy, including C40, 100 Resilient Cities, ICLEI and EUROCITIES.

•

Access to leading research and innovation on global waste prevention issues. An example is
the recently launched New Plastics Economy Initiative – Rethinking the Future of Plastics
where the Foundation is taking a leadership role on the issue of plastics and the burgeoning
imperative to address plastics and the marine environment – including an action plan to move
from 14% to 70% reuse and recycling of plastic packaging globally, which was endorsed by
40+ CEOs and other senior executives. In May 2017, it launched a $2m Innovation Prize, with
HRH Prince Of Wales, which aims to inspire designers and innovators globally to come up with
solutions to deliver products to people without generating plastics waste.
The Foundation is working closely with governments, cities, and corporate organizations
around the world, including the Government of Canada who has recently made plastics the
key platform of its G7 presidency. Metro Vancouver and the National Zero Waste Council are
actively engaged in working with the Foundation and the Government of Canada on this
important waste prevention issue, including engagement in key roundtable discussions and
the formation of a circular economy coalition engaging the National Zero Waste Council and
key stakeholders. (The Foundation will also play a prominent role in Metro Vancouver’s 2018
Zero Waste Conference – A Future Without Waste – The Journey to a Circular Economy.)

•

Invitation to the EMF Annual Summit – the Summit is the world’s leading forum for exploring
the idea of a circular economy, bringing together internationally renowned thinkers,
innovators and pioneers who are refining and implementing the vision of an economic system
that is restorative and regenerative, by design. The event presents a unique opportunity for
participants to immerse themselves into the latest thinking, learn from leading case
examples, and connect with others taking small steps – or giant leaps – towards a circular
economy.
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•

Peer to peer exchanges - members are able to share experiences and challenges as well as
learnings. Through this exchange, members shape and share best practices in advancing a
circular economy. This work is then embedded in case studies that are shared beyond the CE
100 group through the Foundation’s communication channels, showcasing the innovative
work of members.

•

Matchmaking between CE100 members in formal collaborations known as “co.projects.”
Co.Projects are driven by members, for members, with a focus either on research initiatives
or pilots. It is an opportunity for members to leverage the CE100 network to overcome
challenges and explore opportunities. For Metro Vancouver this would mean access to
leading researchers and entrepreneurs across the globe who could bring new insights as well
as identify potential new markets for recovered materials. Two relevant co.projects in
progress are “closing the loop on hand towel fibres” and “water and the circular economy.”

•

Acceleration Workshops - twice a year the Foundation hosts a two-day Acceleration
Workshop for members with the objectives of knowledge sharing and stimulating crosssectoral synergies and collaboration projects. Members take turns hosting these acceleration
workshops and represent the opportunity to showcase their region’s contribution to the
circular economy.

The annual fee for membership in CE 100 is $25,000 (US dollars) or about $32,500 (Canadian dollars).
This fee will allow Metro Vancouver access to the education and communication opportunities
associated with CE 100. In joining the CE 100, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation will organize a half
day kick-off workshop, on the margins of the 2018 Zero Waste Conference, to orient Directors and
staff from Metro Vancouver and municipalities as well as the National Zero Waste Council to the
concept of the circular economy as well as how others have used their membership in CE 100 to
realize their broader sustainability and zero waste objectives.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board approve a Metro Vancouver membership in the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program effective in 2019 for a period of three years at an
annual cost of $25,000 U.S. dollars.
2. That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated June 4, 2018, titled “Proposed
Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation Circular Economy 100 Program” and take no
further action.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Circular Economy 100 Program is an annual fee of
$25,000 U.S. dollars (approximately $32,500 Canadian dollars.) If alternative one is approved,
membership in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s CE 100 Program will be included in the 2019 budget
process under General Government as part of the Zero Waste Communication Program.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, founded in 2010, has the aim of accelerating the transition to a
circular economy. The Foundation’s work focuses on education, business and government, insight
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and analysis, systemic initiatives and communications. Through its work and networks, the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation has emerged as the global thought leader that has successfully put the circular
economy on the agenda of decision-makers in the private, public and academic sectors across the
globe. The Circular Economy 100 (CE 100) brings together organizations across the economy together
to kick start the identification, development and realization of their circular economy ambitions.
The National Zero Waste Council, an organization founded by Metro Vancouver, in collaboration with
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, and tasked with advancing a waste prevention agenda in
Canada, has embraced the concept of a circular economy as a means to achieving zero waste
objectives. The invitation to become a member of the CE 100 has evolved from that relationship.
A membership in EMF would position Metro Vancouver as a leader and innovator in the adoption of
circular economy and zero waste concepts within Canada and globally, with important access to
leading edge global research and networks, sharing of knowledge and best practices and the
opportunity to learn from and engage with like-minded governments, corporations, academic
institutions and business innovators and entrepreneurs to accelerate the realization of a circular
economy in the Metro Vancouver region.
Attachments (Doc #25257020)
1. World Economic Forum White Paper titled “Circular Economy in Cities: Evolving the Model for a
Sustainable Urban Future”
2. Ellen MacArthur Foundation Urban Biocycles, dated March 2017
References
CE100 Website: https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/ce100
24925388
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To:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

From:

Greg Moore, Chair, Metro Vancouver Board
Raymond Louie, Vice Chair, Metro Vancouver Board
Jonathan Cote, Director, Metro Vancouver Board
Tom Gill, Director, Metro Vancouver Board
Heather Schoemaker, General Manager, External Relations

Date:

June 4, 2018

Subject:

Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration Study Tour - South East Queensland Council
of Mayors – March 26-29, 2018, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the reported dated June 4, 2018, titled “Knowledge
Sharing and Collaboration Study Tour – South East Queensland Council of Mayors –
March 26-29, 2018, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia”.

PURPOSE
To provide the Committee and Metro Vancouver Board with a report on the recent Knowledge
Sharing and Collaboration Study Tour with the South East Queensland (SEQ) Council of Mayors.
BACKGROUND
The international component of Metro Vancouver’s Leadership and Engagement Program includes
study tours as an important opportunity for Metro Vancouver to obtain specific knowledge on best
practices and technologies in other parts of the world on a broad range of topics and to collaborate
with like-minded organizations on knowledge sharing and collaboration opportunities in response to
Metro Vancouver priorities.
The program enables Metro Vancouver to provide a strong advocacy role on its policy initiatives at
both a national and at an international level and also creates opportunities for Metro Vancouver to
enhance cultural and economic exchange. The Leadership and Engagement program builds upon the
strategic priorities identified in the Board Strategic Plan and encompasses all aspects of the
organization.
This study tour was framed around fostering a relationship with the SEQ Council of Mayors, in
Australia. The SEQ Council of Mayors is an independent political advocacy organization working in
the areas of economic development, infrastructure and planning, waterways and environment
(regional waste management), transit, housing and others. The study tour built on the participation
by a Metro Vancouver delegation in 2017 to the Asia Pacific Cities Summit in South Korea (a longstanding initiative of Brisbane City Council and strongly supported by the SEQ Council of Mayors) and
an invitation received from the Lord Mayor, Brisbane to pursue a relationship of knowledge sharing
and collaboration between the SEQ Council of Mayors and Metro Vancouver. Both organizations are
similar in size – the SEQ Council of Mayors represents a population of 2.4 million. Specific areas of
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interest for Metro Vancouver included the opportunity to establish a collaborative, learning
relationship around the Council’s success in bringing together 11 councils around 'One Region, One
Voice', their role as an advocate for the region, efforts around economic development and FDI,
infrastructure planning and environmental issues – in particular around zero waste, transit, and
housing amongst others.
KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND COLLABORATION STUDY TOUR - SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND COUNCIL
OF MAYORS
The SEQ Council of Mayors was established in September 2005 as an independent political advocacy
organization to represent the interests of one of the Australia’s fastest growing regions – South East
Queensland. The Council is Australia’s largest regional local government advocacy organization with
a membership that includes 11 Mayors: Brisbane, Gold Coast, Ipswich, Lockyer Valley, Logan,
Moreton Bay, Redland, Scenic Rim, Somerset, Sunshine Coast and Toowoomba Councils. The
Council’s mission is to consistently deliver better regional funding, policy and collaborative outcomes
for the mayors, councils and communities of South East Queensland by:
• Advocating for a better resourced SEQ region with world standard infrastructure to support
economic development;
• Influencing other levels of government to ensure that their policy and legislative positions
support SEQ regional growth; and
• Collaborating in effective and innovative cooperative programs across the SEQ region.
The Council is an organization very similar in form and function to Metro Vancouver with similar
issues and priorities – in particular around affordable housing, transit, waste management, economic
development and long term funding (local governments receive 3 cents on every dollar) - providing
strong opportunities for collaboration, learning and knowledge sharing. A distinct difference from
Metro Vancouver is the city of Brisbane itself - Brisbane is the largest council in all of Australia and
the only council to deliver and receive funding for major infrastructure projects and other initiatives.
As such, it is uniquely positioned within the SEQ Council of Mayors and tends to have a strong voice.
Work is being done around a New City Deal, resulting in a more holistic and innovative approach to
funding whereby the Council and the City of Brisbane in particular are moving away from the one-off
grants system and moving toward more long term funding agreements between the three levels of
government on a broad range of regional infrastructure issues and needs. The approach has proven
to be successful in achieving long term, multi-year funding on a number of key initiatives. Key to this
approach has been the development of long term strategies (20 years or more) and the SEQ Council
of Mayors coming together to establish common priorities that they will advocate for. There may be
value in researching this model further with respect to Metro Vancouver’s Intergovernment
engagement strategy.
Overall the study tour was successful in its goal to foster a knowledge sharing and collaboration
relationship with the South East Queensland (SEQ) Council of Mayors.
The attached agenda (Attachment 1) provides an overview of the study tour program. Outlined
below are highlights and proposed next steps.
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URBAN PLANNING AND SMART CITIES
Sunshine Coast - Smart Centre and Living Lab, Sunshine Coast University Hospital, SunCentral
Presentation)
A tour of the Sunshine Coast presented an opportunity to learn first-hand about the complete
redevelopment/creation of a new urban environment – a ‘Smart City’ – on what used to be a golf
course taking advantage of an infill/greenfield opportunity. The result of the amalgamation of four
cities (and the later the de-amalgamation of one city), the development is arms-length from Council
but the Council is the banker.
A major investment with a 20 year time frame – an identifiable city heart for the region – public
transit driven (designated rail corridor and proposed light rail) – it required significant political
commitment and funding. Both federal and state support was achieved based on a 20 year economic
development strategy focusing on key sectors such as clean tech, aerospace, and agriculture. The
project was seen as a significant economic development opportunity and has already generated an
increase in employment. The project has also introduced significant densification – residential,
commercial, retail and mixed use - and is in turn driving land use planning. Health has been a key
factor with the introduction of a major teaching hospital as part of the community.
Smart city digital technology was introduced – for example an automated vacuum system for waste
– major infrastructure underground ($10M as opposed to $3M for a non-smart city) for key aspects
of the project.
Key in moving forward has been the establishment of common priorities supported by and advocated
for by all three mayors. There are similarities with Metro 2040 and there would be benefit to learning
more for Metro Vancouver and its members both from a long-term planning perspective and the
incorporation of economic development opportunities.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING (‘AFFORDABLE LIVING’)
Meeting with Industry and Brisbane Housing Corporation
The SEQ Council of Mayors and Metro Vancouver face very similar challenges with respect to housing
affordability. The Brisbane Housing Corporation is similar to MVHC, however, it’s governance model
is different in that it is governed by a private board. The Brisbane Housing Corporation has been very
active in building new stock for a number of years now with housing stock that would appear to be
much newer than that of MVHC. The Metro Vancouver delegation saw a definite opportunity to learn
from Brisbane Housing Corporation.
The Queensland Regional Plan - statutory, state level plan - similar to Metro 2040, provides the
foundation for housing decisions and objectives. Councils are given housing targets to meet the
number of dwellings (30,000/year). The Plan concentrates on 'affordable living' – a set of policies re
cost of housing, cost to access services, cost of transport (similar to Metro Vancouver’s transportation
cost burden study). They are now advocating for a planning system reform. Land use planning
regulations can cause havoc and negatively impact prices – in Brisbane for example, the cost of land
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adds roughly $150,000 per home – in Sydney it's $400,000. However, the regulations may not
necessarily dictate final pricing – that can depend on the right market conditions.
Traditionally, there has been a very high ratio of home ownership to rental, however, that is rapidly
changing. Minimum wage is $18.00/hour - roughly $65,000, but cost of living is high - to afford to
rent you need to be a party of two both making at a minimum, minimum wage - a single person
making minimum wage cannot afford to rent. Migrants and aboriginals are over represented and
often homeless - transition programs are in place but not specific housing solutions and very little
purpose built rentals are being built.
Challenges included implementation of the Queensland Regional Plan itself which has been an issue
due to lack of leadership from the State resulting in a movement to a more regional approach.
Infrastructure delivery and planning is very complex and confusing (state and federal) - local
governments are now pushing forward with even larger asks. And there is a disconnect between
federal immigration policies and the impact on local government and cities - similar to Canada,
immigrants are moving to urban centres as opposed to more rural environments and SEQ is
experiencing a similar international real estate investment environment.
Brisbane Housing Corporation
The Brisbane Housing Corporation is a non-profit with charitable status. It has a mixed tenure model
providing housing for persons with disabilities, seniors, students and the open market, including a
retirement village. They have a Standard and Poor rating. Rents are set at less than 74.9% of market
rate with more than 300 apartments sold to market - sometimes for rental and other times owner
occupied. Forty percent of tenants suffer from mental health.
Design is a key element of their housing developments – they do want their developments to stand
out as 'affordable' or 'public' housing and have won international awards for their integrated designs.
Much like MVHC, tenant engagement is a priority with issues of maintenance and management
undertaken similar to MVHC.
An analysis of all housing policies was recently undertaken - key finding is housing affordability - the
right to housing as opposed to housing investment. Other issues identified included the following:
• subsidized housing needs a subsidy
• need for inclusionary zoning
• servicing the 'key workers' - shared equity, rental no more than 30% of income
• longer term resident leases
• council rates relief (property taxes, utility relief, etc.) - sometimes property taxes are
increased once the property is occupied
• How do you house persons coming out of prison? Brisbane prison population growing and
they are now competing for social housing - exploring other options. Transitional housing is
helping but the pie is being cut into too many pieces.
• How do you manage AirBnb?
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TRANSIT
Brisbane Metro
The city of Brisbane is a very bus focused community – one of the busiest business bus systems in the
world - when it comes to transit and their rapid bus system with dedicated lanes and higher quality
stops bring their system close to the condition of rapid transit. It was interesting that they did not
appear to be looking at converting their system to rail, but were focusing their attention instead on
upgrading the quality of the rapid bus system. This has a lot of relevance to Metro Vancouver as
Translink investigates their B-Line or better work. Brisbane would be an excellent community to
examine to better understand how to create high quality bus routes that can attract similar ridership
as rail options.
During Metro Vancouver’s visit, the SEQ Council of Mayors learned that Brisbane Metro had made
the priority list for federal funding – 1/3 $300M – Council is responsible for the other two thirds.
Brisbane Metro is seen as key in connecting Brisbane and shaping SEQ key planning documents. Bus
stations are being developed from the perspective of a cultural centre moving to a more favourable
urban outcome that is friendly to the passenger experience. Interesting to note, the separate bus
transit lane is completely independent and not open to any other traffic including taxis, busses,
bicycles, etc.
Gold Coast - Light Rail
The Gold Coast Light Rail system is Queensland’s first light rail system. A high density, linear city with
more waterways than Venice, the Gold Coast in 2009 had a public transport mode-share of just 4% –
the lowest in Australia. Half of all car trips are less than 5 kilometres, yet 1/3 of residents have a
drivers licence. The light rail is funded mainly by State Government, however, local government is
also a funding partner (a transport levy of $117 per year was introduced on all homeowners tax bills)
and embedded in the project – which has allowed for significant enlarging of public utility pipes, etc.
and future proofing re growth. Construction commenced early 2012 with a franchise to 2029.
The Metro Vancouver delegation had the opportunity to ride the system and a presentation by senior
staff. The presentation was very frank with some significant learnings for Metro Vancouver. Despite
a public consultation process engaging over 300,000 people and with light rail the clear winner, the
project encountered a tremendous amount of public backlash over the project – the public were not
prepared to give up parking, etc.
But it has been very successful since implementation and has driven transit ridership significantly in
one of the lower transit areas. A major learning was their strong recommendation to undertake
shorter more extensive road closure, as opposed to longer partial road closure – rip the bandaid off
and do it as quick as possible. (In the first phase, businesses lived with two years of construction right
on their doorstep - in the next phase they instead closed down entire blocks to complete construction
more quickly). Another key learning was to communicate, engage and work directly with businesses
and stakeholders to ensure the community clearly understands the process and the long term
benefits. A Love Your City campaign instilled pride in the development of the light rail and an
education campaign around how to use light rail was critical to ensure not only ridership but safety
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on the roads by drivers unfamiliar with the new system and the traffic changes – Get Ready
(Energization), Get Set (. ), Go (safely)
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The management of solid waste and in particular zero waste objectives were determined in advance
of the study tour to be an area of leadership on the part of Metro Vancouver (Metro Vancouver’s
diversion rates are significantly higher than the SEQ region) and one in which the SEQ Council of
Mayors were looking to learn from Metro Vancouver. As a result, Metro Vancouver hosted a waste
management workshop with representatives from the eleven SEQ Councils. Specific conversations
have continued in this area since returning to Metro Vancouver in particular around food waste and
behaviour change campaigns – key areas of interest include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behaviour change campaigns
Extended Producer Responsibility (the China ban on recyclables is having a significant impact
with much plastics being stockpiled).
Best practices around green waste and organics
Love Food Hate Waste (LFHW) (for the past year, Brisbane has been running a running LFHW
campaign may be opportunity for collaboration, in particular at a state level - generally, very
similar issues and familiar with the circular economy
Waste to Energy - an area to share expertise and experiences
Monitoring and sharing of waste data

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Based on Metro Vancouver’s participation in 2017 to the Asia Pacific Cities Summit in South Korea,
there was an expectation that the SEQ would have learnings to share in the area of regional economic
development, however, instead, the visit identified that they have some of the same challenges as
the Metro Vancouver region and given the scale of the City of Brisbane those challenges are probably
even more pronounced. That being said, there is an interest in continuing to share information in
particular around the Regional Prosperity Initiative and the establishment of a public/private
organization focussed on advancing the prosperity of the Metro Vancouver region.
Key points of discussion from the perspective of the SEQ included the following:
• Brisbane as the largest city by far has the bulk of economic development including Brisbane
Marketing (very similar to the Vancouver Economic Commission) – three different parties
engaged – regional planning, international, economic development.
• The other ten Councils also have their own economic development activities.
• The overall goal of the SEQ is to diversify and get better connectivity with SEQ being
positioned to be the central face for investment.
• There is no regional economic development strategy, however, all 11 mayors are on board
and supportive of a Regional approach to economic development, including the
establishment of SEQ Invest – a one-stop shop website that includes listings for investment
opportunities – SEQ Invest takes the lead and reaches out to the appropriate council. Leads
are generated from the individual councils, however, individual economic development
managers are reluctant to share upcoming projects and it is a constant struggle to get the
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•
•

right projects listed. And Brisbane Marketing still tends to market on a more regional basis
with the Lord Mayor is investing a substantial amount of financial support.
A leaver moving forward will be City Deals which will bring both federal and state funding - at
the moment there is no state or federal funding available for economic development.
Governance - SEQ Board has a working group structure (as opposed to committees) – mayors,
councillors and senior staff sit on the working groups (eg. council economic development
managers). Decisions are made through recommendations to the SEQ Board – financial
support is through annual contributions from the councils – they are trying to move this in a
multi-year direction and are now looking to bring additional dollars through strategic
partnerships.

WORKING WITH THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
The City of Redland signed the first ever indigenous agreement - native title entitlements - July 1st
2011 – Quandamooka Band - 3 tribes, 24 families. The agreement recognizes – before the courts did
- the continuous relationship with lands, native title and cultural heritage. Negotiation to reach the
agreement occurred over a number of years and includes an obligation to provide jobs and
opportunities with a number of separate agreements negotiated as part of the main agreement –
procurement, economic growth, etc. The agreement also involved compensation for lands, etc.
Within the agreement, the use of lands would be subject to land use planning already in place –
services would also need to be provide by Redland. Redlands and the Band meet on a regular basis
– every 6 months – to discuss infrastructure and other needs.
In negotiating the agreement, it was important to understand early on the frame for the agreement
– what's a right, what's a responsibility, what's an area to work together on. Points of friction
included:
• within the band itself first – not all were in agreement
• legal advice
• procurement – notified of opportunity on the lands, but the regular procurement process was
then used creating a very political environment
• General public has no real idea of what is happening – financial impact is currently a council
issue – not a public one
NEXT STEPS
A number of areas for continued collaboration were identified during the study tour, in particular in
the areas of long term funding, advocacy, urban planning, affordable housing, transit, waste
management and economic development. Since returning to Metro Vancouver, there has been
continued dialogue and collaboration with the SEQ and a desire on the part of the SEQ Council of
Mayors to formalize the relationship with Metro Vancouver. A reciprocal study tour bringing the SEQ
Council of Mayors to Metro Vancouver is contemplated in the fall of 2018.
ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The study tour forms part of the international component of the Leadership and Engagement
Program. Funds are included in the 2018 General Government budget to cover the remuneration and
expenses associated with the attendance at the study tour.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The international component of Metro Vancouver’s Leadership and Engagement Program includes
study tours as an important opportunity for Metro Vancouver to obtain specific knowledge on best
practices and technologies in other parts of the world on a broad range of topics and to collaborate
with like-minded organizations on knowledge sharing and collaboration opportunities in response to
Metro Vancouver priorities.
Building on an invitation received from the Lord Mayor, Brisbane and the South East Queensland
Council of Mayors and similarities with Metro Vancouver - both organizations are similar in size (the
SEQ Council of Mayors represents a population of 2.4 million), with similar issues and priorities, a
study tour was undertaken with the SEQ. Areas of focus for the study tour included affordable
housing, transit, waste management, economic development and long term funding (local
governments receive 3 cents on every dollar) and the SEQ’s success in bringing together 11 councils
around 'One Region, One Voice', their role as an advocate for the region, efforts around economic
development, urban planning, zero waste, transit, and affordable housing amongst others.
Overall the study tour was successful in it’s goal to foster a knowledge sharing and collaboration
relationship with the South East Queensland (SEQ) Council of Mayors with a number of areas for
continued collaboration identified during the study tour. Since returning to Metro Vancouver, there
has been continued dialogue and collaboration with the SEQ and a desire on the part of the SEQ
Council of Mayors to formalize the relationship with Metro Vancouver. A reciprocal study tour
bringing the SEQ Council of Mayors to Metro Vancouver is contemplated in the fall of 2018.
Attachment (Doc #25585041)
Council of Mayors (SEQ) Study Tour Program – March 26-29, 2018
25566990
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METRO VANCOUVER DELEGATION
26 – 29 March 2018
Schedule of Events
Council of Mayors (SE ) office: Level 12, 143 Turbot Street
(entry via Albert Street, between Ann and Turbot Streets, behind Uniting Church)
Time

Details

here

Sunday, 25 March
7:00pm – 9:00pm

DINNER
Metro Vancouver Delegation

Lennons Restaurant,
NEXT Hotel

DAY 1 Monday, 26 March
8:00am – 8:30am

INTRODUCTION

Council of Mayors (SEQ)

By Scott Smith, CEO

8:30am – 10:00am

Travel to Caloundra

10:00am – 11:45am

SUNSHINE COAST TOUR
 Smart Centre and Living Lab
 Sunshine Coast University Hospital (drive around only)
 SunCentral Presentation
Tour by Mr Alex Lever-Shaw, Sunshine Coast Council
Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Scott Smith, Melissa Fitzgerald and Derek Ephrem

12:00pm – 1:30pm

LUNCH
Hosted by Mayor Mark Jamieson, Sunshine Coast Council

1:30pm – 3:00pm

Travel to Brisbane

3:30pm – 4:15pm

AFTERNOON RECEPTION
Hosted by Lord Mayor Graham Quirk, Brisbane City Council
with Mayor Luke Smith, Logan City Council

Char Mooloolaba

Lord Mayor’s office
Level 1, City Hall

Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Scott Smith, Melissa Fitzgerald and Derek Ephrem
Metro Vancouver Overview – verbal if no technology available
6:30pm – 9:00pm

DINNER AT MADAME

U S (families welcome)

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Upper Level, Riparian
Plaza, 71 Eagle St

METRO VANCOUVER DELEGATION
26 – 29 March 2018
Schedule of Events
Council of Mayors (SE ) office: Level 12, 143 Turbot Street
(entry via Albert Street, between Ann and Turbot Streets, behind Uniting Church)
Time

Details

here

DAY 2 Tuesday, 27 March
9:00am – 10:30am

HOUSING MEETING

ITH INDUSTRY

Housing affordability discussion with the following attendees:
 Rodney Holmes, Senior Policy Advisor, Queensland
Council of Social Service (QCOSS)
 Laura Barnes, Senior Manager, QCOSS
 Jeremy Hill, Manager, Policy Formation, Portfolio
Planning, Housing Partnerships office, Department of
Housing and Public Works
 Mark Nicol, Director, Planning, Design and Policy,
Housing Partnerships office, Department of Housing and
Public Works,
 Stuart Lummis, CEO, Brisbane Housing Company
 Warwick Temby, Regional Executive Director (QLD),
Housing Industry Association (HIA)
 Nathan Percy, Policy Advisor, Property Council of
Australia

Council of Mayors (SEQ)

Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Derek Ephrem and Scott Hutchison
11:00am – 12:00pm

BRISBANE METRO MEETING
A high-frequency public transport system that will cut travel
times, reduce CBD bus congestion and improve services to
the suburbs.

Conference Rooms 15a
and b, Level 15 Brisbane
Square.

Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Derek Ephrem
12:30pm – 1:30pm
2:00pm – 4:00pm

LUNCH
Catered lunch in Council of Mayors (SEQ) boardroom
ASTE

ORKSHOP

Council of Mayors (SEQ)
Council of Mayors (SEQ)

Presentation by Metro Vancouver
Attendees include Deputy Mayor Wayne Wendt, Ipswich City
Council, Councillor Jenny McKay, Sunshine Coast Council
and Council Waste Managers from South East Queensland
Council of Mayors (SEQ) Derek Ephrem and Diana Dawson
7:00pm - 9:00pm

DINNER (Brisbane delegates to be confirmed)
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Location TBD

METRO VANCOUVER DELEGATION
26 – 29 March 2018
Schedule of Events
Council of Mayors (SE ) office: Level 12, 143 Turbot Street
(entry via Albert Street, between Ann and Turbot Streets, behind Uniting Church)
Time
DAY 3

Details

here

ednesday, 28 March

8:00am – 9:15am

Travel to Southport

9:30am – 12:30pm

GOLD COAST LIGHT RAIL MEETING
Mr Chris Brown, Department of Transport and Main Roads
(State Government) and Mr Steve Cadzow, GoldlinQ
 From concept to delivery (project overview)

Department of Transport
and Main Roads
Floor 5 | Tower 3 | 9
Lawson Street | Southport

 Sourcing funding
 Benefits of light rail for SEQ
 Collaboration between the three tiers of government
Concludes with ride on Glink
Pick up from Helensvale (Glink) Station
Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Derek Ephrem and Leah Slater
12:30pm – 1:00pm

Travel to Yatala Pies

1:00pm – 1:30pm

LUNCH AT YATALA PIES
A landmark in the Yatala area of Queensland Australia for
more than 130 years

1:30pm – 2:15pm

Travel to Lone Pine

2:00pm – 4:00pm

LONE PINE KOALA SANCTUARY
The world’s first and largest koala sanctuary with 130 koalas.
Hold a Koala, hand feed kangaroos and see a large variety of
Australian wildlife in beautiful, natural settings

48 Old Pacific Hwy,
Yatala

708 Jesmond Road, Fig
Tree Pocket

Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Derek Ephrem and Leah Slater
Spouses & children welcome to attend, however will need to make their own way there to
join the delegation
4:00pm – 4:30pm

Travel to Brisbane

7:00pm - 9:00pm

DINNER (Brisbane delegates to be confirmed)
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Location TBD

METRO VANCOUVER DELEGATION
26 – 29 March 2018
Schedule of Events
Council of Mayors (SE ) office: Level 12, 143 Turbot Street
(entry via Albert Street, between Ann and Turbot Streets, behind Uniting Church)
Time

Details

here

DAY 4 Thursday, 29 March
8:30am – 11:00am

COUNCIL OF MAYORS (SE ) STRATEGY AND
GOVERNANCE

Council of Mayors (SEQ)

 Advocacy
 Foreign Direct Investment
 Portfolios Overview
Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Scott Smith and Melissa Fitzgerald
Metro Vancouver presentation – RPI & Economic Development
11:00am – 11:45am
12:00pm – 1:00pm

Travel to Redland City Council
ORKING LUNCH

Redland City Council

Hosted by Mayor Karen Williams, Andrew Chesterman, CEO
and Andrew Ross, Legal Counsel
 Native Title and working with the Indigenous Community
Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Scott Smith and Melissa Fitzgerald
1:00pm – 2:15pm

Travel to Scenic Rim Regional Council

2:30pm – 4:30pm

AFTERNOON TEA
Hosted by Mayor Greg Christensen

Scenic Rim Regional
Council

 Scenic Rim region and structure of economy/dominant
sectors
 Role in Council of Mayors (SEQ) as a smaller Council
 Overview of emerging changes in core industries
 Inland Rail and impacts on region/connection to Port of
Brisbane
 Opportunities in Bromelton
 Connectivity - not just digital but transport/infrastructure
 Importance of emerging opportunities eg waste to
energy/zero waste
Council of Mayors (SEQ) staff: Scott Smith and Melissa Fitzgerald
4:30pm – 6:00pm

Travel to Brisbane

7:00pm - 9:00pm

DINNER (Brisbane delegates to be confirmed)

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Location TBD
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To:

MVRD Board of Directors

From:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

Date:

June 13, 2018

Subject:

2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region – Summary of Key Findings

Meeting Date: June 22, 2018

FINANCE AND INTERGOVERNMENT COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated June 13, 2018, titled “2018/2019 BC
Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region”.
At its June 13, 2018 meeting, the Finance and Intergovernment Committee considered the attached
report titled “2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region”, dated June 6, 2018.
The Committee discussed consideration of the matter in its closed meeting and suggested that the
report be presented in open meeting to the Board on June 22, 2018 for consideration. The Committee
subsequently passed the recommendation as presented above, and directed staff to present the
report in an open meeting accompanied by a cover report that identifies the key findings from the
report.
The key findings on the 2018/2019 BC Budget initiatives are summarized as follows:
Investment in Affordable Housing – The Province has committed over $1.6 billion over three
years to build and maintain affordable housing focused on rentals, student housing, supportive
housing and housing for indigenous people.
It is expected that $860 million of this funding will be invested within Metro Vancouver resulting
in approximately 10,000 new rental units and 3,000 units of supportive and transitional housing
over the next 10 years.
Investment in Child Care and Early Education – The budget includes the provision of more than
$1.0 billion in new child care funding over three years, shifting from a market based child care
model to one that in the long term will provide universal access to mixed-market services.
Childcare costs in Metro Vancouver are amongst the most expensive in Canada. The affordable
child care benefit is expected to provide more funding in areas where costs are higher. Metro
Vancouver should expect approximately $540 million of this funding to be invested in the region.
Investment in Transit and Transportation – The province has committed to funding 40% of the
total capital costs associated with the 10-year Vision for Regional Transportation Investments
including “Phase Three” which is currently under development. This investment is estimated at
$2.7 billion for “Phase Two”.
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Key regional projects impacted by this funding include the construction of the Surrey-NewtonGuildford Line, the Millenium Line Broadway Extension and upgrades to the existing Expo and
Millenium lines and bus service.
New Speculation Tax – The Province will introduce legislation in 2018 to impose a speculation
tax which is an additional property tax targeting foreign and domestic speculators, “satellite
families” who live in B.C. but do not pay their share of income taxes and homeowners who hold
vacant property in designated urban areas. In 2018 the tax will start at 0.5% of property value.
Metro Vancouver house prices are approximately 11 times household income, compared to a
national average of 5. While the intent of this tax is to suppress investment related demand and
increase long term rental supply, the amount paid per impacted property is expected to be higher
in the regions where properties are more valuable, further increasing the proportionate regional
contribution to the Province.
New Employer Heath Tax – As a replacement for the current MSP Program, Effective January
1, 2019 all employers in the Province with a payroll greater than $500,000 will be required to pay
a 1.95% payroll tax to fund Provincial health benefits. The current MSP premiums will be phased
out evenly over 2018 and 2019.
Metro Vancouver is home to 57% of businesses in BC with more than 49 employees and 55% with
more than 19 employees. This tax is expected to generate additional annual revenue of $500
million thereby resulting in higher payroll related costs to businesses in the region. As an example,
through the transition period to 2020, the direct cost to the MVRD is estimated at $2.75 million.
Increase in School Tax – The budget includes an increase to school tax for higher value residences.
Those residences between $3.0 and $4.0 million will be taxed at $2 per each $1,000 in value and
those residences in excess of $4.0 million will be taxes at $4 per $1,000 in value.
The region currently generates 71% of net school tax revenue. This tax does not address the 2017
Metro Vancouver position paper which supported the alignment of school tax by district with
expenses by district and non-residential classes.
Increase in Property Transfer Tax - The budget includes an increase to property transfer tax.
Property Transfer Tax on a transaction exceeding $3.0 million will increase from 3% to 5%. In
addition, the Foreign Buyers Tax will increase from 15% to 20%.
Metro Vancouver generated approximately 75% of total provincial property transfer tax revenue
in 2017. While the 2017 position paper recommended investing unbudgeted property transfer
tax revenues in housing and homelessness/working poverty initiatives, this change may increase
the regional contribution to property transfer tax, an additional burden of regional residents.
Attachment (Doc #25230589)
“2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region”, dated June 13, 2018
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ATTACHMENT
To:

Finance and Intergovernment Committee

From:

Dean Rear, Director, Financial Planning & Operations, Financial Services

Date:

June 13, 2018

Subject:

2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region

Meeting Date: June 13, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the Finance and Intergovernment Committee receive for information the report dated
June 13, 2018, titled “2018/2019 BC Budget Review – Metro Vancouver Region”.

PURPOSE
To update the Finance and Intergovernment Committee and the Board on the anticipated impacts of
the 2018/2019 Provincial Budget on the Metro Vancouver region.
BACKGROUND
On February 24, 2017 the Metro Vancouver Board received for information the report “Provincial
Property-Based Taxes in the Metro Vancouver Regional District” and endorsed Position Papers titled
"Position Paper on the Home Owner Grant", "Position Paper on the School Tax", and "Position Paper
on the Property Transfer Tax'' and approved the following recommendations:
i.

That the Province of British Columbia set the home owner grant threshold at a higher
level in the Metro Vancouver Regional District than in other regions of the Province,
such that 91% of residential properties fall below the threshold, to reflect increased
values within the region and protect homeowners facing tax increases without
corresponding income growth; and

iii.

That the Province of British Columbia invest the MVRD's share of unbudgeted
Property Transfer Tax revenue, its share of new funds from the 3% bracket, and the
additional foreign home buyers tax, within the Metro Vancouver region and that this
funding be invested in local government infrastructure, transit and affordable
housing at the direction of Metro Vancouver local governments;

c)

Forward the Position Papers to the provincial parties as part of the Local Government
Matters Pre-Election Engagement Strategy to be provided to the provincial parties
for comment and response;

The Mayors Committee was subsequently delegated authority to determine the Metro Vancouver
Regional District position on School Tax rate adjustments and put the following position forward to
the provincial parties as part of the Local Government Matters Pre-Election Engagement Strategy in
April 2017:
b)

25230589

Endorse the Position Paper dated February 15, 2017, titled "Position Paper on the
School Tax", that shows that in 2016 the Province of British Columbia set the Gross
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School Property Tax threshold at 46% of school district expenditures across all school
districts while properties within the Metro Vancouver region contributed 61.2%, with
the following recommendation:
i. That school property tax be calculated annually on a regional basis to reflect the
provincial average threshold of school district expenditures which was 46% in
2016;

In February, 2018, the Provincial Government passed an annual budget that saw significant changes
in both taxation and investments from prior years’ governments. This report provides an analysis of
the most significant measures in the budget with both direct and indirect impacts on Metro
Vancouver. Cascadia Partners has been engaged to analyze the budget in further detail with respect
to indirect impacts on the Metro Vancouver region. The consultant report titled “Summary of
Investment and Revenue Measures and Implications for Metro Vancouver” is included as Attachment
1.
2018/2019 BC BUDGET – DIRECT FISCAL IMPACT
The Provincial budget contained provisions that will have a direct fiscal impact on the operations of
the four Metro Vancouver entities. Anticipated financial impacts are summarized below.
Additional Payroll Costs for Employee Health Benefits
In the 2018 Provincial budget MSP premiums were reduced by 50% as of January 1, 2018 with their
full elimination effective January 1, 2020. In its place, a new Employer Health Tax (EHT) was
introduced for employers with a payroll greater than $500,000. This EHT takes effect on January 1,
2019.
The expected budgetary impact to the Metro Vancouver entities of replacing MSP premiums, which
are currently covered by the organization, with a 1.95% payroll tax is summarized in the table below.
For the period of 2018-2020, the expected cumulative impact of direct application of the EHT on the
Metro Vancouver budget is approximately $2.75 million.
Year
2017
2018
2019
2020

Employer
MSP
Premiums
$1,811,000
$924,000
$942,000
-

Employer
Health Tax

$3,120,000
$3,182,000

Total MSP and Net Impact Over
EHT
2017
$1,811,000
$924,000
($887,000)
$4,062,000
$2,251,000
$3,182,000
$1,371,000
$2,753,000

The indirect impact of the EHT passed on to Metro Vancouver from vendors of supplies and services
has not been determined.
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2018/2019 BC BUDGET – INDIRECT FISCAL IMPACT
There are a number of initiatives in the Provincial budget that have an indirect impact on MVRD but
will potentially have a significant impact on the Metro Vancouver region. These include the following
initiatives as reviewed in the attached report and summarized below.
Affordable Housing
Over $1.6 billion over three years was committed to build and maintain affordable housing. The focus
is on rentals, student housing, supportive housing, and housing for indigenous people, of which at
least $860 million should be expected to be invested within Metro Vancouver.
The budget also contains the creations of a speculation tax targeting foreign and domestic housing
investors, “satellite families” who live in B.C. but do not pay their share of income taxes, and owners
of vacant homes in urban centres. The proposed tax is expected to help curb investment-related
demand and increase long-term rental supply (as rental units are exempt from the tax).
Provincial investments in housing align with the Metro Vancouver position paper from February 2017
calling for new supply of low-income and supported rental housing units, and measures to prevent
and decrease homelessness and working poverty.
Child Care and Early Education
The budget reflects a significant change in approach to child care compared to previous years, and a
further shift from market-based child care models to a long-term goal of providing universal access
to mixed-market services. Budget 2018 provides more than $1.0 billion over three years in new child
care funding – of which at least $540 million is expected to be invested in Metro Vancouver.
Child care affordability and availability has been identified as a challenge for businesses in the Metro
Vancouver region, and has been cited by some families as a reason for moving away from the region.
Transportation
The Province is committed to funding 40% of the total capital costs of the 10-Year Vision for Regional
Transportation Investments, including an estimated $2.7 billion investment in “Phase Two” (which
includes rapid transit investments in Vancouver and Surrey) and a future commitment to “Phase
Three” which TransLink is currently developing.
Property Taxation
The budget increased school tax and property transfer tax rates for homes valued at over $3.0 million,
which are more prevalent in Metro Vancouver than elsewhere in BC. Metro Vancouver already
contributes disproportionately high provincial property-related taxes relative to its population, and
these changes are expected to further increase the regional tax burden.
This initiative compounds the impact of the school tax burden on Metro Vancouver properties as has
been previously identified in Metro Vancouver position papers from February 2017. Metro Vancouver
position papers called for aligning school tax revenue and required school expenditures by School
District, and establishing higher home owner grant thresholds in regions with higher home values –
both positions which would have decreased the regional property-related tax burden. Changes to the
school tax and property transfer tax will place even greater pressure on residents and businesses
within the Metro Vancouver region.
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ALTERNATIVES
This is an information report. No alternatives are presented.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The most direct impact of the 2018/2019 Provincial Budget is the expected increase in payroll costs
due to the implementation of the Employer Health Tax, which will have a direct cost of approximately
$2.75 million over 2018-2020.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
In February 2017 the Metro Vancouver Board endorsed Position Papers titled "Position Paper on the
Home Owner Grant", "Position Paper on the School Tax", and "Position Paper on the Property
Transfer Tax'' with recommendations to the three provincial parties on proposed taxation changes to
provide more equity in the property based tax system in British Columbia.
This report provides an update to the February 2017 report in the context of the 2018/2019 Provincial
Budget with an analysis of the most significant measures in the budget with both direct and indirect
impacts on Metro Vancouver. Cascadia Partners has been engaged to review the budget with respect
to indirect impacts on the Metro Vancouver region and has prepared the attached report titled
“Summary of Investment and Revenue Measures and Implications for Metro Vancouver”.
The analysis shows that while significant measures are being implemented by the current
government that will have tangible benefits within the Metro Vancouver region with respect to
affordable housing, child care and transportation, changes to the property based tax structure will
continue to compound inequities between the Metro Vancouver region and the rest of the Province.
Attachment
Cascadia report dated May, 2018, titled “BC Budget 2018 Review: Summary of Investment and
Revenue Measures and Implications for Metro Vancouver” (Doc #25551595)
25230589
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BC Budget 2018 Review:

Summary of Investment and Revenue
Measures and Implications for
Metro Vancouver
Report to the Metro Vancouver Finance and
Intergovernmental Committee
Prepared by:
Cascadia Strategy Consulting Partners Ltd

May 20
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Positive Outcomes.
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Executive Summary
Metro Vancouver is facing growing socioeconomic challenges. Despite record housing
construction, the rental vacancy rate has remained under 1%, and housing prices have
increased much faster than inflation. Child care costs are amongst the highest in Canada, with
average fees in the City of Vancouver at approximately $1,300 per month, with 95% of service
providers reporting a wait list. Deferred investments in regional transportation over several years
have resulted in severe congestion and long, costly commutes.
At the same time, the region’s relative share of the provincial tax burden has continued to rise.
Metro Vancouver’s share of provincial school tax, property transfer tax, income tax, and sales
tax are higher than its share of the population, and often have not aligned with its share of
provincial investments. There has been a growing perception that tax revenue generated within
Metro Vancouver is being unfairly used to support provincial investments elsewhere in BC, while
the region faces significant local challenges.
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan 2018/19 - 2020/21 (“Budget 2018”) takes steps to address several of
the region’s most pressing needs through significant new funding and policies for housing, child
care, transportation, and other areas. However, it does not fully address concerns related to
excessive tax burden within Metro Vancouver, and in some cases further increases the region’s
share of provincial tax revenue, such as with increased property transfer tax and school tax
rates for homes valued at over $3 million, and the introduction of the employer health tax.
The following Budget 2018 measures are expected to benefit the Metro Vancouver region:
 Investments in Housing: Budget 2018 invests over $1.6 billion over three years in
operating and capital funding to build and maintain affordable housing – focusing on
rentals, student housing, supportive housing, and housing for indigenous peoples – of
which at least $860 million is expected to be invested within Metro Vancouver (based on
population). Provincial investments align with a Metro Vancouver position paper from
February 2017 calling for new supply of low-income and supported rental housing units,
and measures to prevent and decrease homelessness and working poverty.
 Investments in Child Care: Budget 2018 provides more than $1 billion over three years in
new child care funding – of which at least $540 million is expected to be invested in
Metro Vancouver. The Budget also charts a path towards the implementation of Child
Care BC, a new agency with a long-term objective of providing universal child care, in
some cases providing increased funding in regions with increased child care costs.
 Investments in the Mayors’ Council 10-Year Vision: The Province committed to funding
40% of the total capital costs of the 10-Year Vision for Regional Transportation
Investments, including an estimated $2.7 billion investment in “Phase Two” (which
includes rapid transit investments in Vancouver and Surrey) and a future commitment to
“Phase Three” which TransLink is currently developing.
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 Introduction of the Speculation Tax: Budget 2018 announced a speculation tax targeting
foreign and domestic housing investors, “satellite families” who live in B.C. but do not
pay their share of income taxes, and owners of vacant homes in urban centres. The
proposed tax is expected to help curb investment-related demand and increase longterm rental supply (as rental units are exempt from the tax). Owners of principle
residences in Metro Vancouver will not be impacted.
The following Budget 2018 measures may raise concerns amongst regional municipalities, and
require ongoing review and analysis to assess regional implications:
 Replacement of MSP with Employer Health Tax: To offset lost revenue from eliminating
MSP fees (and to generate approximately $500 million new annual revenue), Budget
2018 committed to an employer health tax on payroll starting in 2019. The employer
health tax applies higher rates for larger organizations, which are more prevalent in
Metro Vancouver than elsewhere in BC. The tax also results in substantial new payroll
costs for the Metro Vancouver Regional District and most regional municipalities.
 Increased Property Tax Burden: Budget 2018 also announced increased school tax and
property transfer tax rates for homes valued at over $3 million, which are more prevalent
in Metro Vancouver than elsewhere in BC. Metro Vancouver already contributes
disproportionately high provincial property-related taxes relative to its population, and
these changes are expected to further increase regional tax burden. Budget 2018 fails to
address the recommendations of Metro Vancouver positions papers from February 2017
which called for aligning school tax revenue and school expenditures by School District,
and establishing higher home owner grant thresholds in regions with higher home values
– both positions which would have decreased regional property tax burden.
In addition to the items above, the Budget announced several other new measures explained
herein, including increased funding for low-income families and individuals, operating costs for
healthcare and education, and reconciliation with Indigenous communities. It also takes steps to
reduce tax evasion, increase tobacco and cannabis-related revenue, address structural deficits
at ICBC, and regulate sales tax for online accommodation platforms.
This report is intended to provide information to support discussions on provincial Budget
measures and advocacy for regional objectives. It provides an overview of Budget 2018 and
assesses the regional implications of new investment and revenue measures, integrating
information from existing research and local government positions. Where applicable, the report
assesses the Budget’s impact on the Metro Vancouver Regional District, including how housing
investments may impact development cost charge (DCC) revenue and how the employer health
tax will affect organizational payroll expenses.
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Budget Summary
BC Budget 2018 significantly increases both investments and taxation revenue compared to
previous years. Average annual taxpayer-supported capital spending is forecast to increase by
over 25% this fiscal year to $5.3 billion per year over the three-year fiscal plan. 1,2 New operating
investments over three years total $5.4 billion; and new revenue measures total an estimated
$4.4 billion annually. 3
The Budget states upfront that it focuses on two key priorities: affordable housing and child
care. It contains several investment and revenue measures designed to curb housing demand
within targeted groups, limit speculation, support renters, and expand housing supply. It also
invests over $1 billion in Child Care BC, a new agency for British Columbia with a long-term
objective of providing universal child care. 4
In addition to housing and child care, Budget 2018 contains measures aimed at improving
affordability for low-income families and individuals, improving transit and transportation, adding
capacity within healthcare and education, amongst several other investments. Budget 2018 also
introduces significant changes in tax policies, focusing on real estate and payroll taxes,
explained herein.
Budget 2018 is a “balanced budget”, adding an estimated $177 million to the accumulated
surplus in the current fiscal year, despite making substantial new operating and capital
investments. 5,6 This is made possible due to robust growth of existing funding sources,
significant budget surpluses in recent years 7, and the introduction of several new revenue
measures.
Operating Investments vs. Incremental Revenue
The graph on the following page summarizes new operating investments (in blue) and
incremental revenue (in green) planned between 2018/19 and 2020/21. The dotted orange line
overlaid on the graph shows net new operating investments after subtracting new revenue. Over
the fiscal plan, incremental operating investments (excluding capital expenses) exceed revenue
by approximately $1 billion, with remaining revenue coming from existing funding sources and
additional provincial debt. 8

1

BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Note: Self-supported capital spending is expected to total $10.4 billion over three years, relating primarily to power generation and transmission projects.
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
4
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
5
Note: The underlying economic drivers of tax revenue in BC have grown very quickly in recent years, including household and corporate income, sales,
housing starts and property transactions, and fuel consumption, amongst others. Due to this growth, this Province has benefitted from repeated annual
surpluses, adding a $3 billion surplus in 2016 and $907 million in 2017 for a current total accumulated surplus of approximately $6.6 billion (compared to
the 5-year average accumulated surplus of $3.2 billion).
6
Note: Budget 2018 assumptions may be perceived as conservative – in that they generally reflect slowing growth for existing taxes (which have been
growing unusually quickly). However, the Budget also assumes that most of the recent gains in revenue are maintained. In other words, growth rates for
key economic drivers are generally assumed to decrease, but not become negative. Key budget assumptions are summarized in Appendix A.
7
Note: Year-to-date annual additions to accumulated surplus was $3 billion as of December 31, 2016 and $907 million as of December 31, 2017.
8
Note: Provincial debt to GDP is projected to increase from 15.6% in 2017/18 to 15.9% in 2020/21.
2
3
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Figure 1: New Operating Investments vs. Incremental Revenue 2018/19 – 2020/21 9,10
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Capital Investments
Budget 2018 also increases capital expenses, particularly for transportation and housing.
Average capital cost for the BC Transportation Financing Authority between 2013/14 to 2017/18
was $904 million annually, whereas planned average capital expenses are over $1.6 billion
annually in the coming three years (+77%). Average capital expenses attributed to housing
between 2013/14 to 2017/18 was an estimated $131 million annually, whereas average capital
expenses in the coming three years total $401 annually (+206%).
The figure on the following page compares average annual capital expenses between 2013/14
to 2017/18 for education 11, health, transportation, housing, and ministries (the dotted orange
line), to planned average annual capital expenses in the coming three years (the solid blue line).
The figure illustrates significant expansion of capital investments for transportation and housing
(compared to previous years) as well as increased capital investment related to education.

9

Sources: Table 1.2 Budget 2018 New Priority Operating Investments; Table 1.3 Budget 2018 Revenue Measures.
Note: Net Employer Health Tax revenue shown
Note: Includes K-12 and post-secondary related capital expenses.

10
11
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Figure 2: Comparing Average Annual Capital Spending 12
($ millions)
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Summary of Report Contents
Investments Reviewed in this Report:
1. Housing (page 5). Investing $1.6 billion over three years in affordable rental housing,
new student housing, rental assistance, and providing supportive housing.
2. Child care (page 9). Investing $1 billion over three years to reduce child care costs,
create an estimated 22,000 new child care spaces, and expand early childhood learning.
3. Transit and Transportation (page 12). Funding 40% of the capital costs of the Mayors’
Council 10-Year Vision for Regional Transportation Investments.
4. Other Key Investments (page 13). A brief overview of other new investments including
in healthcare, education, mental health and addictions, and reconciliation with
indigenous communities.
Revenue Measures Reviewed in this Report:
5. Employer Health Tax (page 16). Implementing an employer health tax on payroll
starting in the 2019 calendar year to offset lost revenue from eliminating MSP and to
generate approximately $500 million of net new annual tax revenue.

12

Note: Annual capital spending from previous years escalated at 2% per year; planned annual capital spending from future years discounted at 2% per
year in order to compare planned and historical investments in real terms.
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6. Speculation Tax (page 18). Implementing a new annual property tax targeting foreign and
domestic speculators, “satellite families” who live in B.C. but do not pay their share of income
taxes, and owners of vacant homes in designated urban centres.
7. Property Transfer Tax (page 20). Increasing the property transfer tax rate on transaction value
exceeding $3 million from 3% to 5% and increasing the additional property transfer tax (i.e. the
“foreign buyers tax”) rate from 15% to 20%.
8. Provincial School Tax (page 21). Taxing assessed residential value between $3 million and $4
million at $2 per $1,000, and value exceeding $4 million at $4 per $1,000.
9. Other Key Revenue Measures (page 23). A brief overview of integration of tax data, ICBC
product reform, tobacco tax increases, and federal cannabis duty revenue.
Potential Gaps (page 25): A brief overview of perceived “gaps” in Budget 2018, related to
modernizing municipal funding tools, aligning regional property-related tax burden,
implementing a renters grant, and accelerating efforts to meet emissions targets.

1. Investment: Housing13
Budget 2018 invests approximately $1.6 billion over three years to build and maintain rental
housing, finance new student housing at post-secondary institutions, increase rental assistance
for low-income families and individuals, and provide supportive housing. Over the coming ten
years, the Province plans to invest over $6 billion to deliver commitments in the Budget 2017
Update and Budget 2018, enabling the development of an incremental 33,700 units of rental,
supportive, and student housing.
Figure 3: Budget 2017 Update and Budget 2018 Investments in Housing 14
($ millions) 15
Modular and Affordable Rental Housing (Budget 2017 Update)
Affordable Rental Housing
Permanent Supportive Housing
Housing Options for Women and Children Fleeing Abuse
Housing for Indigenous Peoples
Student Housing Beds
Total

17/18 to
20/21
$724
$453
$178

10-Year
Total
$1,249
$1,962
$1,239

Housing
Units
3,700
19,250
2,500

$141
$158
$259
$1,913

$734
$550
$450
$6,184

1,500
1,750
5,000 16
33,700

13

The Province has produced a 30-point plan for a fairer housing market, focusing on stabilizing the market, cracking down on tax fraud and closing tax
loopholes, increasing housing supply, improving security for renters, and partnerships to improve affordability.
Table 1, BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
15
Note: Investments include operating and capital funding for direct contributions to construction or increasing the affordability of existing housing projects
as well as funding for other supports (i.e. ongoing operating costs and support services).
16
Note: Does not include an estimated 3,000 student housing beds to be funded through other sources.
14
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Housing Supply
Budget 2018 invests $445 million between 2018/19 and 2020/21 to support 10-year
commitment for over 19,000 affordable rental housing units for families, individuals, and
seniors. 17 Commitments in the Budget 2017 Update and Budget 2018 combined set the Province
on a path to building an estimated 22,950 affordable rental units over ten years. 18
Between 18/19 and 20/21, Budget 2018 provides:




$170 million in capital funding towards the construction of 2,500 new units of supportive
housing for individuals who are homeless or at risk of homelessness over ten years;
$136 million in capital funding for 1,500 new units for women and children fleeing
abusive relationships and violence over then years; and
$155 million for 1,750 new units of housing for Indigenous peoples over ten years. 19

Budget 2018 also introduces a new $450 million student housing program that will allow public
post-secondary institutions to borrow from government to finance student housing projects,
which previously was not permitted. This program is estimated to provide 5,000 new student
housing beds, requiring $450 million in provincial borrowing and/or grants, in addition to cofunding from public post-secondary institutions. 20
Renter Support
Budget 2018 invests $116 million over three years to expand benefits and eligibility for the
Rental Assistance Program (RAP) and Shelter Aid For Elderly Renters (SAFER). 21 The average
SAFER payment for low-income seniors will increase by an estimated $930 per year and the
average payment for RAP recipients will increase by $800 per year. The household annual
income threshold for the RAP will also increase from $35,000 to $40,000, 22 which the Province
estimates will make an additional 3,200 new households eligible for rental assistance. 23
Rental Only Zoning
Following the Budget, the Provincial government introduced legislation April 24, 2018 which
would give municipalities optional power to zone undeveloped land for rental-only housing (or
for a certain percentage of rental units), or force existing rental properties to remain rental-only
housing after redevelopment. 24 The objective of this change is to allow municipalities to

17

BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Note: On April 18, 2018 the Provincial government announced it’s building “14,000 new affordable homes for renters”, although did not provide an
estimated timeframe. BC Housing is currently preparing and/or issuing requests for proposals to identify prospective partners, including non-profit
societies, housing co-operatives and municipalities, which want to develop and operate mixed-income rental housing projects.
19
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
20
Note: In addition, there will be an estimated 3,000 additional student beds built through grants, institutional self-financing and other partnerships for a
total of approximately 8,000 new student beds in public postsecondary institutions.
21
Note: These program enhancements will begin September 1, 2018.
22
Note: Assumes gross household annual income.
23
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
24
CBC News, B.C. government to give cities power to create rental-only zoning, cracks down on presale flipping (April 24, 2018).
18
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increase the supply of rental housing units in targeted areas relative to owned units, which are
generally perceived to provide higher and/or more timely financial returns for developers.
Implications for Metro Vancouver
Related to Housing Supply
Lack of housing supply continues to be a serious challenge in Metro Vancouver, particularly for
renters, low-to-medium income families and individuals, students, and people in need of
supportive housing. Over 60,000 households in Metro Vancouver spent more than half their
income on housing in 2016. 25
While the commitments for housing investment in Budget 2018 strongly align with regional
objectives to support at-risk groups, the Budget provides limited details on future housing
investments specific to the Metro Vancouver region. To understand the potential allocation of
new funding, Figure 4 provides an overview of existing BC Housing investments in Metro
Vancouver, including for rent assistance, social housing, supported and assisted living, and
homeless shelters relative to the provincial total.
Figure 4: BC Housing Investments in Metro Vancouver 26,27,28
(for the 2016/17 fiscal year; latest available)
Total
Investment

Total
Subsidized
Units

Metro
Vancouver

$605 million
(53%)

60,760
(58%)

Provincial
Total

$1.14 billion
(100%)

105,140
(100%)

Rent
Independent Transitional Emergency
Units in
Assistance
Social
Supported
Shelter & Development
in Private
Housing
& Assisted Housing for
or Under
Market
Living
Homeless Construction
16,416
25,864
9,551
8,847
3,715
(52%)
(63%)
(53%)
(62%)
(55%)
31,629
(100%)

41,050
(100%)

17,979
(100%)

14,278
(100%)

6,720
(100%)

As shown, Metro Vancouver benefitted in 2016/17 from an estimated $605 million of BC
Housing investments 29, approximately 53% of the provincial total, aligned with the region’s
share of the provincial population. 30 In the same year, 55% of BC Housing units in development
or under construction were in Metro Vancouver. 31
Funding for some BC housing investments, such as rent assistance in private markets,
generally aligns with population. Other investments – such as for social housing, supported
housing, and shelter for the homeless – are directed to areas with higher perceived needs.

25

Working Poverty in Metro Vancouver, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (June 2016).
BC Housing, Community Profiles for 2016/17 (latest available) (accessed 2018).
Excludes data, if they exist, for Electoral District A, Belcarra, Anmore, Tsawwassen First Nation, Bowen Island, Lions Bay, and other areas of Metro
Vancouver not listed.
28
Note: Percentages in brackets are relative to Provincial total.
29
Assumed to include existing capital.
30
BC Housing, Community Profiles for 2016/17 (latest available) (accessed 2018).
31
BC Housing, Community Profiles for 2016/17 (latest available) (accessed 2018).
26
27
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Related to Rental Market
Rental housing remains a critical problem in Metro Vancouver, where 59% of net new
households between 2011 and 2016 were renters (compared with 32% in the preceding fiveyear period). 32 For the third consecutive year, average rents within the region have increased
faster (averaging 5.9% per year) than the provincially allowable increase (3.7% in 2017). 33
In addition to investments in housing supply, many residents are expected to benefit from
Budget 2018 measures aimed at supporting renters, including increased benefits and eligibility
for the RAP and SAFER rental assistance programs, strengthened tenant protections, and the
option for municipalities to implement rental-only zoning.
Potential Impact on Metro Vancouver DCC Revenue
Metro Vancouver has recently amended its Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage
District Development Cost Charges (DCC) 34 Bylaw to waive DCCs that are otherwise payable
for the following eligible types of developments:
a. All dwelling units within a not‐for profit rental housing development, if at least 30% of the
dwelling units are to be occupied by households with incomes at or below housing
income limits (HILs) for the corresponding size of housing unit, 35 or
b. Only those dwelling units within a not‐for‐profit rental housing development that are to be
occupied by households with incomes at or below HILs if less than 30% of dwelling units
are to be occupied by such households.
It is expected that many of the 33,700 housing units supported by the Province over the next ten
years would meet Metro Vancouver’s definition of affordable housing, including the 22,950
planned rental units. To the extent that the development of these affordable rental units may
suppress other types of development not eligible for the DCC waiver, provincial investments
may suppress net DCC revenue. Conversely, provincial investments also have the potential to
increase net DCC revenue by spurring development of units not eligible for the waiver.
Metro Vancouver is aware of the uncertainty regarding the impact of provincial housing
investments on DCC revenue and is monitoring planned developments to refine DCC revenue
projections on an ongoing basis and adopt mitigating strategies where needed. 36

32

Statistics Canada, Census 2016 (2016).
Vancouver CMA Rental Market Report, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (2017).
Note: Metro Vancouver applies Development Cost Charges (DCC) on new development units to pay for sewer works, pumping stations, and wastewater
treatment.
35
Note: As set out in the current “Housing Income Limits” (HILs) table published by BC Housing.
36
Metro Vancouver (2018).
33
34
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2. Investment: Child Care and Early Education
Budget 2018 provides more than $1 billion over three years in new child care funding and sets
the government on a path towards the implementation of Child Care BC, a new agency for
British Columbia with a long-term objective of providing universal child care.
Child Care BC has been funded with $630 million over three years for the introduction of a new
affordable child care benefit. Under the new program, a family earning less than $45,000 per
year could benefit by up to $1,250 per month for every infant or $1,060 per month for every
toddler, 37 paid directly to service providers. A family earning less than $80,000 per year could
benefit by up to $910 per month for every infant or $772 per month for every toddler. 38
In addition, beginning April 1, 2018, the program is providing increased funding to licensed
service providers to reduce child care fees for:
 Licensed Group Infant/Toddler care by $350/month per space;
 Licensed Family 39 Infant/Toddler care by $200/month per space;
 Licensed Group care for ages 3 to 5 by $100/month per space; and
 Licensed Family care for ages 3 to 5 by $60/month per space.
The Province estimates that 27,000 families in BC with annual incomes under $45,000 will pay
little or nothing for licensed child care. 40
$237 million over three years has been budgeted to develop 22,000 new child care spaces; 41
maintain existing spaces; and incent service providers to offer more flexible hours. Budget 2018
also provides additional funding to health authorities to increase the number of licensing officers
to help meet the projected demand for licensing and monitoring activities. 42
Federal Funding
The Province and the Federal government have established a new child care funding
agreement in which the Federal government will provide BC with an additional $153 million over
three years, beginning in 2017/18 to support a three-year action plan. Additional funding is
included for children with special needs; Indigenous child care; recruitment and retention of
early childhood educators; additional support to create infant and toddler child care; and grants
to fund start-up “prototype sites” offering innovative child care across the province. 43 This
funding is provided in addition to the $1 billion child care investment funded by the Province.

37

BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Family care, as opposed to Group care, is capped at one care provider for a maximum of two children.
40
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
41
Note: The time period for completing construction of these units is assumed to fall after the three-year period.
42
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
43
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
38
39
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Figure 5: Budget 2018 and Federal Funding for Universal Early Care and Learning44
($ millions)
Total Provincial Funding
Federal Agreement Funding
Total

2017/18
$20
$21
$41

2018/19
$182
$81
$263

2019/20
$357
$51
$408

2020/21
$464
$51
$515

Total
$1,023
$204
$1,227

Implications for Metro Vancouver
Child care is more expensive in urban centres, with fees driven by property costs and an
increased cost of living for employees. 45 Families with both parents working are becoming
increasingly common, in particular in cities, creating additional demand and upward pressure on
prices. 46
Average child care fees in the City of Vancouver are approximately $1,300 per month, with 95%
of service providers reporting a wait list. 47,48
The difference between child care costs and government benefits in BC has been growing over
the past decade, as benefits provided through Child Care Operating Fund (CCOF) programs
have not changed in 10 years despite the cost of child care increasing by 35% since 2007. 49
The affordable child care benefit (i.e. low-income assistance of up to $1,250 per month for
families with incomes under $45,000) may provide more funding in cases where costs are
higher – such as in urban centres like Metro Vancouver – given that funds are remitted directly
to service providers up to the monthly cost of care. However, general fee reductions target flat
rate savings province-wide based on type of care and child age, resulting in more relative
benefit in areas with lower costs for medium to high-income families.
The figure on the following page shows the monthly benefit for families with an infant in licensed
group care after the Affordable Child Care Benefit and general fee reductions have been
implemented.

44

Source: Table 1.15 Funding for Universal Early Care and Learning, BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Note: Toddler care fees are highest in Toronto, costing $1,354 a month. Vancouver’s are second highest, at $1,292 a month. Mississauga, Burnaby
and Richmond tied for third most expensive at $1,200 a month. Least expensive is Montreal, with a toddler space costing $168 a month, followed by
Gatineau, Laval, Longueuil, and Quebec City, all with median fees of $183 a month.
46
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, Time Out: Child care fees in Canada (2017).
47
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, Time Out: Child care fees in Canada (2017).
48
Note: In 2015 Metro Vancouver has on average 18.5 childcare spaces per 100 children aged 12 and under, which is below the 2012 national average
of 20.5 spaces per 100 children.
49
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
45
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Figure 6: Savings on Infant Care After Affordable Child Care Benefit and Fee Reductions

(once fully implemented in 2020 2 )
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3. Investment: Transit and Transportation
The Mayors’ Council of Regional Transportation and the Province of British Columbia have agreed on a
plan to fund the regional share for “Phase Two” of the 10-Year Vision for regional transportation
investments 50, with the Province contributing an estimated $2.7 billion towards capital costs. 51 Key
elements of Phase Two include:







Construction of Surrey-Newton-Guildford Light Rail;
Construction of Millennium Line Broadway Extension;
Significant upgrade of existing Expo-Millennium Lines;
An 8% increase in bus service;
Improvements to sidewalks, bikeways, multi-use pathways, and roadways; and
Additional transit system investments. 52

In Budget 2018, the Province committed to funding 40% of the total capital costs of the 10-Year
Vision, which also includes a “Phase Three” which TransLink is currently developing. The
Province also recently committed to enabling the region to use new tools to fund its share of
transportation investments though legislative changes, including increasing the parking tax from
21% to 24% (15 cents per hour increase on average) and introducing a $300 to $600 per unit
50
Note: “Phase One” of the 10-Year Vision for Metro Vancouver Transportation was approved in November 2016 by the TransLink Board and the Mayors’
Council and includes increases to SeaBus, SkyTrain, Canada Line, HandyDART and bus services beginning in January 2017, pre-construction and
consultation on the Millennium Line Broadway Extension and Surrey-Newton-Guildford LRT, funding for improvements to the Major Road Network, and
expansion and improvements to the cycling and walking network.
51
TransLink (2018).
52
TransLink, Mayors approve largest transit and transportation investment in Metro Vancouver history (March 2018).
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DCC on new residential developments. 53 In addition, the Province also committed in Budget
2018 to replacing the 80-year-old Pattullo Bridge with a new four-lane bridge costing nearly $1.3
billion. The new Pattullo Bridge had previously been estimated to generate between $60 and
$80 million per year in tolling revenue prior to the Provincial commitment to eliminate tolling. 54
Implications for Metro Vancouver
Metro Vancouver is expected to welcome over 750,000 new residents and 450,000 new jobs by
2040, adding over two million automobile trips per day. 55 The region is facing growing
population and employment density, increased transit mode share, land supply limitations, high
property costs, and complex inter-municipal planning challenges. 56
In many parts of Metro Vancouver, population and employment growth has been concentrated
into small geographical areas, resulting in severe congestion on specific corridors. For example,
the Broadway Corridor in Vancouver has the highest levels of population and employment
density in the Metro Vancouver region without access to rapid transit. 57 Similarly, in Surrey,
rapid transit is needed to support its rapid growth in population and employment density, and to
enable sustainable transit-oriented development.
For these reasons, it is anticipated that Metro Vancouver residents will benefit substantially from
the Provincial and Federal governments’ investments in transit and transportation infrastructure,
which have enabled TransLink and the Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation to advance
the 10-Year Vision, including the Millennium Line Broadway Extension and Surrey-NewtonGuildford Light Rail (the first planned phase of light rail in Surrey).

4. Other Key Investments
Expanding PharmaCare
Budget 2018 commits $105 million over three years to assist those with lower incomes to pay
for prescription drugs via the Fair PharmaCare Program. Key changes beginning 2019 include:



Increasing the family net income threshold at which deductibles for prescription drugs
are first introduced from $15,000 to $30,000; and
Eliminating family maximums for out-of-pocket expenses for families with incomes below
$13,750 (which was previously set at $250 for this income level.) 58

53

TransLink, Mayors approve largest transit and transportation investment in Metro Vancouver history (March 2018).
TransLink (2017).
Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation, 10-Year Vision (2014).
56
CUTA, Canadian Transit Fact Book (2015) (2014 operating data).
57
TransLink (2016).
58
Fair PharmaCare Assistance Levels (2018).
54
55
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Disability Assistance
Monthly disability assistance rates were increased by $150 in 2017/18, including a $100
increase provided for in Budget 2017 Update from $1,133 per month 59 to an estimated $1,283
per month for an individual.
Budget 2018 provides $214 million over three years to fund a $52 per month transportation
supplement for people receiving disability assistance to fund a bus pass for provincial transit
systems or to assist with other transportation needs. Beginning January 1, 2018, people
receiving disability assistance have a choice to take either a bus pass or $52 per month.
Studying the Feasibility of Basic Income
Budget 2018 provides $4 million over two years to study the feasibility of a “basic income” in
BC. Basic income is typically described as a program in which all citizens and/or residents of a
receive a regular, liveable, and unconditional sum of money from the government. 60 Basic
income doesn’t involve a work requirement and is generally provided in addition to other earned
income. Proponents of basic income argue that it simplifies administration of benefits and
improves access to basic income for those who need it. An initial pilot of a basic income
program, if approved following the study, is not expected until at least 2020. 61
Healthcare
Budget 2018 announces new operating investments in seniors’ health care across primary care,
home and community care, residential care, and team-based primary care to expand services
from physicians and other health care professionals. Capital spending on infrastructure in the
health sector will total $3.1 billion over the next three years to support construction projects and
upgrade health facilities, medical and diagnostic equipment, and information systems. 62, 63
As with other areas of BC, Metro Vancouver residents are continuing to face challenges
accessing a family physician. 16% of B.C. residents don’t have a regular primary care doctor. 64
BC added 13% more primary care doctors between 2005 and 2012, however patient visits
decreased by 14% and the number of patients in each practice declined by 10%. 65 To address
this issue, Budget 2018 commits $150 million over three years to expand coverage of primary
care providers and expand “team-based care”, or an additional $195 for each of the estimated
771,000 people in British Columbia without access to a primary care doctor.

59

BC Government, Disability Assistance Webpage (2018).
Wikipedia page on “Basic Income” (2018).
CBC News, Basic income pilot not coming to B.C. until at least 2020, despite Green-NDP pledge (March 2018).
62
Note: These investments are supported by funding from the Province as well as other sources, such as regional hospital districts and foundations.
63
Note: The combined Canada Health Transfer (CHT) and Canada Social Transfer (CST) disbursements from the Federal government are forecast to
average 3.7% annual growth over the fiscal plan period and represent about 79% of total federal government contributions.
64
Canadian Community Health Survey (2017).
65
Canadian Community Health Survey (2017).
60
61
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Education
Including the amounts added in the Budget 2017 Update, a total of $376 million annually was
allocated to the Ministry of Education’s budget to meet the obligations of the November 2016
Supreme Court of Canada decision on class size and composition. 66
Budget 2018 also announced the hiring of additional teachers as part of the Classroom
Enhancement Fund. While the original estimate was that 3,500 new teachers would be needed,
that has now increased to over 3,700. Therefore, an additional $24 million per year has been
added for Classroom Enhancement Fund costs ($72 million over three years), bringing the total
fund to $400 million per year. 67
Mental Health and Addictions
The Budget 2017 Update provided $322 million over three years, including $290 million for the
health sector and $32 million for the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General, to improving
the mental health and addictions system and responding to the opioid crisis.
Budget 2018 re-affirms the Province’s commitment to the replacement of the Burnaby Centre for
Mental Health and Addictions (CMHA) with a new 105-bed facility to be constructed on the
Riverview Lands in Coquitlam. The CMHA provides specialized tertiary care assessments,
diagnostic and treatment services to people with a complex mix of substance use, mental
illness, physical health, and behavioural and social problems.
In addition, the Government of Canada and the Province have agreed to new targeted federal
funding for investments in home and community care, and mental health and addictions
services totalling $171 million over the next three years. 68
Reconciliation with Indigenous Communities
Budget 2018 announces new measures targeted at indigenous community including $50 million
in funding from the 2017/18 fiscal year to the First Peoples’ Cultural Council supporting the
revitalization of Indigenous languages across the province. 69 Funding is also provided to
support Indigenous skills training and to assist the University of Victoria in establishing an
Indigenous law program. A total of $6 million over the fiscal plan period is provided to the
Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation to increase funding to Aboriginal Friendship
Centres. 70

66

BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
69
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
70
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
67
68
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5. Revenue: Employer Health Tax
Elimination of MSP Premiums
MSP premiums were reduced by 50% on January 1, 2018 providing annual savings of up to
$450 for individuals and up to $900 for families. 71 In Budget 2018, it was announced that
effective January 1, 2020, the remaining MSP premiums will be eliminated, resulting in an
estimated $435 million of lost revenue in 2019/20 and $1.4 billion in 2020/21. 72
Employer Health Tax
Budget 2018 committed to introducing legislation to implement an employer health tax on
payroll starting in 2019 to offset lost revenue from eliminating MSP fees – and in fact generate
new incremental revenue compared to the previous MSP policy. Employers with payroll over
$1.5 million would pay 1.95% of their total payroll. For employers with payroll between $500,000
and $1.5 million, the tax rate would phase in gradually from 0% up to 1.95%. The tax would not
apply to businesses with payroll under $500,000.
Large and mid-size BC employers face escalating payroll costs once the employer health tax is
in place, even if they currently cover MSP fees on behalf of their employees. 73 For comparison,
the cost for a business covering employees’ MSP fees is generally between 0.75% and 1.5% of
total payroll, depending on employee salaries. Employers offering higher average salaries
currently pay lower MSP fees as a percentage of payroll (provided MSP is covered).
Employer health tax revenue is forecast at $463 million in 2018/19, increasing to $1.9 billion in
2020/21 and is expected to grow in line with payroll across the Province. On an ongoing basis,
the change results in approximately $500 million more annual revenue than MSP fees do
currently. It also results in a one-time revenue increase in 2019/20 because the new tax comes
into effect on January 1, 2019, whereas MSP fees aren’t eliminated until the following year. 74
This overlap generates an additional $1 billion in 2019-20 compared to a normal year. 75
Figure 7: Difference between MSP and EHT Revenue 76
($ millions)
Eliminate Medical Service Plan premiums
Introduce Employer Health Tax
Difference between MSP and EHT revenue

2018/19
$463
+$463

2019/20
($345)
$1,850
+$1,505

2020/21
($1,394)
$1,922
+$528

71

BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Table 1.3 Budget 2018 Revenue Measures, Source: BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
Business Council of British Columbia, BC Budget 2018 Analysis.
74
Business Council of British Columbia, BC Budget 2018 Analysis.
75
Table 1.3 Budget 2018 Revenue Measures, Source: BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
76
Source: Table 1.3 Budget 2018 Revenue Measures
72
73
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Implications for Metro Vancouver
Assuming the government applies a fixed 1.95% maximum employer health tax rate across the
Province, the new tax would generate disproportionately high revenue from areas where
incomes are higher. Average income in Metro Vancouver is $46,800 compared to the Provincial
average of 45,600, 77 meaning that revenue generated would be slightly higher per employee
(+3%) within the region compared to the rest of the Province.
In addition, Metro Vancouver is home to 57% of businesses in BC with 50 or more employees
and 55% of businesses in BC with 20 or more employees, 78 whom would be most impacted by
having to pay full 1.95% tax rate on their total payroll.
Most businesses will pay more due the introduction of the employer health tax, however many
types of businesses will realize savings. For example, “small businesses” employing a single
employee – even with an income as high as $500,000 per year – will be exempt from the
employer health tax whereas that individual was previously responsible for MSP.
While the introduction of the employer health tax reflects a shift from individual fees to employer
costs, the actual net savings for individuals is still unknown, as some employers are expected to
at least partially pass-on any new costs to employees in the form of lower wages, depending on
many other interrelated factors affecting labour markets. 79
In addition, the new tax increases the cost of labour, and in doing so impacts the demand for
labour, as well as revenue for other types of labour-related taxes (e.g. income taxes) and
programs (e.g. CPP). There is a potential risk that additional payroll taxes may suppress overall
revenue via decreased demand for labour, especially when viewed though a system-wide
perspective considering all levels of government and sources of taxation.
Budgetary Impact for Metro Vancouver Regional District
The expected budgetary impact to the Metro Vancouver Regional District (the organization) of
replacing MSP fees, which are currently covered by the organization, with a 1.95% payroll tax is
summarized in Figure 8. Assuming annual payroll of $157 million in 2018 growing at 2%
annually, the transition to the employer health tax is expected to result in net savings of
$887,000 in 2018, net new costs of $2.3 million in 2019 (the year in which both MSP and EHT
apply), and net new costs of $1.4 million in 2020 increasing at 2% on an ongoing basis. Total
net new costs over the coming three years is estimated at $2.8 million.

77
78
79

Statistics Canada, Census 2016 (using 2015 data).
BC Stats (based on data from 2016).
Professor Lindsay Tedds, based on comments and analysis featured in the Politicoast podcast (2018).
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Figure 8: Comparison of MSP and EHT Cost for the Metro Vancouver Organization 80
Year

Employer MSP
Fees

Employer
Health Tax

Total MSP and
EHT

Net Impact Over
2017

2017
2018
2019
2020

$1,811,000
$924,000
$942,000
-

$3,120,000
$3,182,000

$1,811,000
$924,000
$4,062,000
$3,182,000

($887,000)
$2,251,000
$1,371,000
$2,753,000

6. Revenue: Speculation Tax
Budget 2018 announced that the Province will introduce legislation this year to impose a
“speculation tax” on residential property in BC. On March 26, 2018, the Province released
additional detail and revised terms from the Budget announcement, which have been
incorporated into this section. 81
The speculation tax is an additional property tax targeting foreign and domestic speculators,
“satellite families” who live in B.C. but do not pay their share of income taxes, as well as
homeowners who hold vacant property in designated urban centres. 82
In 2018, the tax rate for all properties subject to the tax is 0.5% on the property value. In 2019 and
subsequent years, the tax rates will be as follows:




2% for foreign investors and “satellite families”;
1% for citizens and permanent residents who do not live in British Columbia; and
0.5% for British Columbians who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents.

Primary residences of British Columbians are exempt from the tax. Properties that are used as
qualifying long-term rentals are also exempt from the tax. Homes will need to be rented out for
at least three months to qualify for an exemption in 2018. Starting in 2019, homes will need to
be rented out for at least six months, in increments of 30 days or more to qualify. 83
British Columbians who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents, and not part of a satellite
family, will be eligible for an income tax credit of up to $2,000.

80

Metro Vancouver Regional District Analysis (2018).
Ministry of Finance Tax Information Sheet (March 2018).
Note: The tax applies in the Metro Vancouver Regional District (excluding Bowen Island and Electoral Area A, except the part of the electoral area that
is the UBC and University Endowment Lands), the Capital Regional District (excluding the Gulf Islands and Juan de Fuca), Kelowna-West Kelowna,
Nanaimo-Lantzville (excluding Protection Island), Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and Mission. Most islands are excluded.
83
Ministry of Finance Tax Information Sheet (March 2018).
81
82
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Figure 9: Incremental Revenue from Speculation Tax
($ millions)
Speculation tax with income tax credit

2018/19
$87

2019/20
$200

2020/21
$200

Implications for Metro Vancouver
In Metro Vancouver house prices are about 11x household income, compared to the national
average of 5x household income. 84 In the City of Vancouver, this ratio is 17x, outpacing all
North American areas including Toronto, Manhattan, and San Francisco. 85
Given the growing difference between incomes and housing prices, there is a perceived need to
limit investment-related home ownership which does not result in someone living and working in
Metro Vancouver. Speculative investments, non-local ownership, and international capital flight
are contributing to housing prices, and the proposed speculation tax is generally expected to
help curb demand relating to these factors.
The new speculation tax is also anticipated to increase long-term rental supply, as all units used
for long-term rentals would be exempt – providing a financial incentive for owners to add their
units to the long-term rental market rather than pay the tax.
However, it is important to remember that there are several factors affecting the housing market
– including supply, zoning, interest rates, international and interprovincial migration, job market
growth, etc. – and the exact “cause-and-effect” relationship between these factors and housing
prices is difficult to accurately predict. The proposed speculation tax should therefore not be
considered a “silver bullet”, rather part of a broader strategy aimed at improving affordability.
Relative Impact for Metro Vancouver
The new speculation tax is assumed to apply a fixed tax rate province-wide, and therefore the
average speculation tax paid per affected property would be considerably higher in Metro
Vancouver, where properties are more valuable, compared to other regions. However, it could
also be argued (despite the limited availability of data and appropriate controls) that the
incremental increase in property value related to investment-related or speculative purchases –
the target of the new tax – is also higher in Metro Vancouver than elsewhere in BC.

84
85

Andy Yan, SFU Data Program (2017).
Point2Homes, Housing Affordability in North America (2017).
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7. Revenue: Property Transfer Tax
Budget 2018 announces plans to:
1. Increase the property transfer tax rate on transaction value exceeding $3 million from
3% to 5%; 86 and
2. Increase the Additional Property Transfer Tax (i.e. the “foreign buyers tax”) rate from
15% to 20% 87 and expand the tax to the Capital Regional District, the Regional District
of
Central Okanagan, the Fraser Valley Regional District, and the Regional District of
Nanaimo. 88
The table below summarizes estimated incremental revenue from these changes.
Figure 10: Increase in Property Transfer Tax and Additional Property Transfer Tax
($ millions)
1. Increase property transfer tax on
residential properties over $3 million
2. Increase and expand Additional Property
Transfer Tax

2018/19
$81

2019/20
$81

2020/21
$81

$35

$40

$40

Despite these changes, total property transfer tax revenue growth is expected to average only
2.6% annually over the 3-year fiscal plan period 89 – reflecting a slowing in revenue growth
compared to recent years when annual growth has exceeded 30%. 90 Budget 2018 assumes
that housing starts decline -37% in 2018/19 (from 43,664 to 31,995) and -7% in 2019/20 (from
31,965 to 30,008). 91 The Budget also projects that residential sales values decline 5.1% in
2017/18 and 3.1% in 2018/19. 92 Therefore, even with the additional revenue in Figure 10, total
property transfer tax revenue is expected to remain relatively flat.
Implications for Metro Vancouver
Property transfer tax revenue generated in Metro Vancouver has increased significantly in
recent years due to unusually high transaction values and volumes, the introduction of the 3%
tax bracket on value exceeding $2 million announced in February 2016, and the foreign buyers
tax on residential property transfers announced August 2016. Property transfer tax owed on the

86
Note: Property transfer tax rates are currently: 1% on the portion of value under $200,000, 2% on the portion of value between $200,000 and $2 million,
and 3% on the portion of value over $2 million. Full or partial exceptions apply for transfers related to first time home buyers, buyers of newly built homes,
family situations, charities, and other scenarios.
87
Note: In August 2016, an additional 15% tax on residential property transfers to foreign entities (foreign nationals, foreign corporations, taxable trustees)
was implemented in Metro Vancouver. For example, for a home valued at $2 million, the tax amounts to $300,000 paid in addition the existing $38,000
for basic property transfer tax.
88
Note: For these newly added areas, there are transitional exception rules for eligible property transactions entered into before February 21, 2018.
There are no transitional rules for transactions in Metro Vancouver.88
89
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
90
Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
91
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
92
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
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purchase of a representative Metro Vancouver home has increased by over $5,000 since 2014,
(excluding the additional property transfer tax). 93
Data from the 2017 calendar year suggests that Metro Vancouver generates approximately 75%
of total provincial property transfer tax revenue, including revenue from the additional property
transfer tax (i.e. foreign buyers tax). 94
It is unclear whether the proposed changes will increase or decrease Metro Vancouver’s relative
share of property transfer tax revenue. While the increased tax rate for homes exceeding $3
million will disproportionately impact properties in Metro Vancouver, where more homes exceed
this threshold, the expansion of the additional property transfer tax to other regions would have
the effect of decreasing Metro Vancouver’s relative share of total revenue. 95
Metro Vancouver Positions
In February 2017 Metro Vancouver released a position paper following the 2017 study
Provincial Property-Based Taxes 96 recommending that Metro Vancouver’s share of unbudgeted
property transfer tax revenue, new funds from the 3% bracket, and the additional foreign home
buyers tax be invested in regional housing initiatives including new supply of low-income and
supported rental housing units, and measures to prevent and decrease homelessness and
working poverty.
While the provincial government has not fully adopted Metro Vancouver recommendations – by
tying the Metro Vancouver’s share of unbudgeted and new property transfer tax revenue to
investments in the region – Budget 2018 has made historic investments funded by general
revenue in housing initiatives including new supply of low-income and supported rental housing
units, and measures to prevent and decrease homelessness and working poverty. These
investments strongly align with regional recommendations.

8. Revenue – Provincial School Tax
Budget 2018 announced school tax increases to the portion of a residence’s taxable assessed
value exceeding $3 million. Assessed residential value between $3 million and $4 million would
be taxed at $2 per $1,000, and value exceeding $4 million would be taxed at $4 per $1,000. In
the case of a mixed-use property, only the residential portion of the property’s taxable assessed
value above $3 million is subject to the new tax structure. 97 The proposed changes to tax
brackets are forecast to generate approximately $200 million annually ongoing.

93

Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
BC Data, Property Transfer Tax by Regional District (2018).
Note: For these newly added areas, there are transitional exception rules for eligible property transactions entered into before February 21, 2018.
There are no transitional rules for transactions in Metro Vancouver.95
96
Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
97
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
94
95
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Figure 11: Increase to School Tax on Residential Properties 98
($ millions)
2018/19
2019/20
Increase school tax on residential properties
$50
$200
over $3 million

2020/21
$200

It is assumed that existing school tax policy will be maintained for properties unaffected by the
new tax brackets. School tax rates on residential properties under the $3 million threshold will
continue vary by school district, and there will continue to be a single school tax rate for all nonresidential properties province-wide, including business and light/heavy industry property
classes (despite significant differences in business property value by region). 99,100,101
As announced on January 3, 2018, the home owner grant property value threshold for the full
home owner grant was increased to $1.65 million for the 2018 tax year, up from $1.6 million in
2017. 102,103 A single home owner grant threshold is expected to apply across the Province
(despite significant difference in average residential values by region).
Implications for Metro Vancouver
Metro Vancouver pays disproportionately high school tax relative to other areas of the province.
Metro Vancouver’s share of net school tax after the home owner grant was an estimated 71% in
2016 due to differences in relative assessed value and home owner grant eligibility. 104 In Metro
Vancouver, gross school tax comprises on average 61% of the region’s school expenditures,
compared to the provincial average of 46%. 105
The proposed changes to the school tax rate structure are expected to further increase Metro
Vancouver’s relative share of total provincial school tax revenue. Given that tax rates on the
portion of residential properties valued over $3 million will now be the same province-wide,
Metro Vancouver – where homes are more likely to exceed this threshold – would generate
disproportionately high incremental revenue compared to other regions.
Not only is Metro Vancouver more impacted by the changes to school tax rates, but also less
homes within the Metro Vancouver region are eligible for the home owner grant (which primarily
offsets the school tax). With the new home owner grant threshold of $1.65 million for the 2018
tax year, approximately 82% of eligible homeowners would qualify for the full grant value,
compared to an estimated 97% in other areas of the province. 106

98

Table 1.3 Budget 2018 Revenue Measures
BC Provincial Government, BC Budget and Fiscal Plan September Update (2017).
Note: The provincial industrial property tax credit reduces school tax by 60% for major industry (Class 4).
101
Note: The same School Tax rate is applied on business and industrial properties (Classes 4, 5, 6).
102
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
103
Note: For properties valued above the threshold, the grant is reduced by $5 for every $1,000 of assessed value in excess of the threshold.
104
Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
105
Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
106
Cascadia Partners (2018).
99
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Metro Vancouver Positions
In February 2017 Metro Vancouver released a position paper following the 2017 study
Provincial Property-Based Taxes 107 proposing that the Province adjust school tax rates annually
based the School District’s share of expenditures rather than based on its relative share of
assessed property value. In Metro Vancouver, where gross school tax is currently 61% of the
region’s school expenditures, adjusted school tax rates would decrease gross school tax as a
share of school expenditures closer to the Provincial average of 46%. Metro Vancouver
recommended that School Tax rate adjustments apply for both residential and non-residential
properties based on the relative share of school expenditures in each District. 108
In addition, Metro Vancouver recommended that the Province set the home owner grant
threshold at a higher level in Metro Vancouver than in other regions of the Province, such that
91% of residential properties fall below the threshold (targeting the provincial average eligibility),
to reflect increased values within the region and protect homeowners facing tax increases
without corresponding income growth.
The Province did not address these recommendations in Budget 2018. The existing school tax
rate setting methodology has been maintained from previous years (except for taxes on the
portion of a residence’s taxable value exceeding $3 million), and school tax revenue and
education expenditures are still expected to vary significantly by School District. In addition,
while the home owner grant threshold has increased, there is still a single threshold applied
province-wide, meaning that relatively less home owner grant funding is provided in Metro
Vancouver than other regions.

9. Other Key Revenue Measures
Tax Record Integration and Expansion
Budget 2018 announced several new measures aimed at integrating tax information and
preventing tax evasion, including to:
 Allow information to be shared with the federal government related to the Income Tax
Act and Home Owner Grant Act and to allow additional access to assessment data;
 Enable additional information to be collected on property transfer tax forms and
introduce new administrative penalties for non-compliance;
 Enable tax administrators to access additional information on property transactions,
including information in a Multiple Listing Service (MLS) database;
 Require developers to report pre-sale condo assignments and beneficial ownership; and
 Allow information sharing between the Income Tax Act and Land Tax Deferment Act.

107
108

Cascadia Partners, Provincial Property-Based Taxes in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (2017).
Metro Vancouver, Position Paper on the School Tax (February 2017).
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ICBC Product Reform
ICBC reported a 15-month loss of $913 million in 2016/17, followed by a record $1.3 billion loss
forecast for 2017/18. Several factors are contributing to these losses including a rising crash
rate and injury claim rate, which have significantly exceeded forecasts. The government had
also established a rate setting framework in 2013 which limited the annual increases to the
basic rate below the level required, 109 resulting in the accumulation of successive deficits. 110
To address this issue, ICBC is preparing to reform its insurance products with the goal of
improving care for injured drivers and passengers, while reducing claims and legal costs.
Product reform includes a limit on pain and suffering payments (effective April 2019); increased
accident benefits (effective January 2018); and more minor claims being reviewed through the
BC Civil Resolution Tribunal instead of the courts. 111
Tobacco Tax Increase
Budget 2018 announced that effective April 1, 2018, the tax rate on cigarettes would increase to
27.5 cents per cigarette from 24.7 cents (to $55 from $49.40 per carton of 200 cigarettes). The
tax rate on loose tobacco (tobacco in a form other than cigarettes or cigars) increased to 37.5
cents from 24.7 cents per gram. These changes are expected to generate an additional $95
million annually ongoing.
BC Share of Federal Cannabis Duty
The Province is expecting an agreement with the federal government under which BC would
receive revenue from a federally imposed cannabis duty. Under the terms of the agreement,
British Columbia expects to receive 75% of the federal cannabis duty revenue, generating an
estimated $50 million in 2018/19 and $75 million annually ongoing.
Online Accommodation Platforms and MRDT
Budget 2018 announced regulatory changes to enable online accommodation platforms (e.g.
AirBnB, VRBO) to collect and remit provincial sales tax (PST) and the municipal and regional
district tax (MRDT) on behalf of platform users. 112 In addition, the Province enabled MRDT
revenue to fund affordable housing initiatives, whereas it currently only funds tourism marketing
programs and projects. It is unclear whether these funds will be remitted to municipalities or
directed to fund provincial housing investments.

109

Note: By +/-1.5% of the previous year’s growth rate.
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
BC Budget and Fiscal Plan (2018).
112
Note: By registering as a collector, an online platform will relieve its hosts (owners and lessors of the accommodation units) from the obligation to
register.
110
111
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Potential Gaps
Municipal Funding Tools
Demand for local government services is evolving and expanding, yet municipal funding tools
remain limited to property taxes and user fees. While general municipal property tax provides
consistent annual funding levels, it can be volatile for individual tax payers and sometimes
results in a mis-alignment of taxation and benefits. General property tax is also not a strategic
funding tool and does little to encourage desired behaviours.
Adjustments to municipal property taxes – such as protections for rental tenants and small
businesses, variable rate taxes, land value capture and benefitting area taxes, etc. – may
provide helpful tools to pursue policy objectives, however they would require provincial
legislative changes. Budget 2018 did not discuss new property tax options for municipalities,
only changes in provincial property taxes.
In addition to property taxes, there is a need to explore alternative funding tools to keep pace
with cost inflation for local government services (which historically has exceeded the general
inflation rate). 113 Alternative tools may include revenue-sharing agreements with senior
government, private sector partnerships, targeted excise taxes, additional development charges
or levies, amongst several other options. Budget 2018 does not discuss expanding alternative
funding tools for municipalities, beyond reform to the MRDT related to online accommodation
platforms (see page 24).
Provincial Property-Related Taxes
Provincial property-related taxes impact Metro Vancouver more than other regions of the
Province, due to its higher relative share of assessed value and transaction volumes. Metro
Vancouver generated approximately 75% of provincial property transfer tax revenue in 2017,
including the additional property transfer tax. Metro Vancouver’s share of net school tax after
the home owner grant was an estimated 71% in 2016, and school tax comprised on average
61% of the region’s school expenditures compared to the provincial average of 46%.
In February 2017 Metro Vancouver released position papers recommending that:
1. Metro Vancouver’s share of unbudgeted property transfer tax revenue, new funds from
the 3% bracket, and the additional foreign buyers tax be tied to regional investments in
housing initiatives and measures to decrease homelessness and poverty.
2. The Province adjust school tax rates for both residential and non-residential properties
based the School District’s relative share of school expenditures rather than based on its
relative share of assessed property value.

113

Cascadia Strategy Consulting Partners Ltd. (2018).
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3. The Province set the home owner grant threshold at a higher level in Metro Vancouver
than in other regions of the Province, such that 91% of residential properties fall below
the threshold (the same as the provincial average eligibility).
Budget 2018 did not directly address these recommendations, although it has made significant
investments from general revenue in housing initiatives and measures to prevent and decrease
homelessness and working poverty (per recommendation #1 above).
Renter Grant
The incoming provincial government had promised a $400 annual grant for renters, however
Budget 2018 does not address this commitment. In February 2017, Premier John Horgan stated
that the government will seek to implement this grant “before the end of his 4-year term”, and
cited unexpected costs related to ICBC and disaster recovery as part of the reason for delaying
the implementation of the renters’ grant, 114 which could potentially cost over $200 million
annually for the government. 115
For context, rental properties are currently not eligible for the $570 provincial home owner
grant 116 and therefore net property taxes paid for an owned home are lower than if that home
were rented. However, property taxes are income tax deductible for landlords as a business
expense, and therefore “net net” property taxes (after income tax savings) for a rented home
may be lower than if that home were occupied by its owner. 117
Climate Change and Adaptation
While the provincial government announced a 9% increase to environmental funding in the
Budget 2017 Update 118 – Budget 2018 announced few new measures to address climate
change and adaptation, and maintains annual environmental funds at 2017/18 levels, in real
terms, over the coming 3-year period. In addition, while the provincial government is increasing
the carbon tax rate (as announced in the Budget 2017 Update), it did not increase the tax rate
above the federal guideline of $50 per tonne of CO2e by 2022. 119
At the current pace, it is unlikely Metro Vancouver will meet its 2020 greenhouse gas emissions
reductions targets of 33% by 2020 and 80% by 2050. 120, Metro Vancouver greenhouse gas
emissions were projected to be 14.9 million tonnes in 2015, only a 9% reduction from 2007.

114

Richard Zussman, BC NDP’s $400 yearly renters’ grant will come in next four years, premier pledges (February 2018).
Assuming in excess of 500,000 eligible rental units within the province.
Note: $845 for seniors, veterans, people with disabilities, or those living with people with disabilities.
117
Note: Depending on the total property tax bill relative to the home owner grant and marginal income tax rates.
118
Note: Budget 2017 Update reported that funding for Environment and Climate Change Strategy increased from $159 million in 2016/17 to an estimated
$173 million in 2017/18. Budget 2018 states that this annual funding level will be maintained at roughly the same level, in real term, in the coming threeyear period.
119
Government of Canada, Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change (2018).
120
Metro Vancouver’s 2040 Dashboard.
115
116
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Appendix A: Summary of Key Budget Assumptions
Declining:

 Housing starts are expected to decline by -37% in 2018/19 and -7% in 2019/20.
 Residential sales values are projected to decline 5.1% in 2017/18 and 3.1% in
2018/19 (although projected property transfer tax revenue still increases by
2.6% annually due to changes in the tax brackets and expansion of foreign

Slowing
Growth:

buyers tax). 121
 Provincial sales tax growth is expected to decline from 7.0% in 2017/18 to 4.8%
in the coming year and 4.3% in 2019/20.
 Growth in real GDP is projected to decline from 3.4% in 2017/18 to 2.3% in the
coming year and 2.0% annually ongoing.
 Gasoline and diesel consumption growth is projected to decrease from 2.8% and
2.2% respectively to 0% and 2% respectively.
 Household income growth is projected to decline from 5.1% in 2017/18 to 4.1%
in 2018/19 and 3.8-3.9% annually ongoing.

Holding
Steady:

 Population growth is projected to hold steady at approximately 1.2% annually
between 2018/19 and 2020/21.
 Consumer price index growth expected to hold steady at approximately 2.0%
annually between 2018/19 and 2020/21.
 Growth in business investment is projected to hold relatively steady between
4.8% and 6.0% annually between 2018/19 and 2020/21.

Faster
Growth:

 Short-term interest rates are projected to increase from 0.94% to 1.58%, 2.31%,
and 2.54% in 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21 respectively.
 Long-term interest rates are projected to increase from 3.11% to 3.62%, 4.10%,
and 4.44% in 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21 respectively.

121

Note: A +/- 5% change to 2017 housing starts equals +/- $40 to $60 million in property transfer revenue, depending on property values.
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Section E

5.1

To:

MVRD Board of Directors

From:

Genevieve Lanz, Legislative Services Coordinator, Board and Information Services,
Legal and Legislative Services

Date:

June 12, 2018

Subject:

Delegations Received at Committee June

Meeting Date: June 22, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board receive for information the report, dated June 12, 2018, titled “Delegations
Received at Committee June” containing submissions received from the following delegates:
a) Jill Dwyer, Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable Coordinator, in partnership with the
Watershed Watch Salmon Society
b) Jason Chu, Manager, Long Range Planning, Township of Langley

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to keep the Board informed of delegation activities at Committee in
accordance with Board direction.
Attached are summaries of the delegates to the following committees:
Climate Action Committee
A) Jill Dwyer, Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable Coordinator, in partnership with the
Watershed Watch Salmon Society
The Climate Action Committee received the delegation executive summary and heard the
delegation. The Committee subsequently passed the following motion:
That the Climate Action Committee direct staff to review the request from the
delegation received at the June 6, 2018 meeting titled “Sponsorship Request for
Watershed Outreach Campaign – Striving to Change Behaviour to Achieve
Watershed Health”, and report back with an analysis and recommendation for
consideration by the Climate Action Committee and MVRD Board.

Regional Planning Committee
B) Jason Chu, Manager, Long Range Planning, Township of Langley
The Regional Planning Committee received the delegation executive summary and heard the
delegation. This delegation related to Item 5.2 on the committee agenda which is now before
the board as Item E5.1 for consideration.
25545730
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Request to present to the Metro Vancouver Regional District - Climate Action Committee- June 6, 2018
Re: Sponsorship Request for Watershed Outreach Campaign – Striving to Change Behaviour to Achieve
Watershed Health
Sponsorship Request Amount: A contribution of $3,950.00 towards an overall project totaling $22,315.
(In-kind: $7,365.00 and Cash: $14,950)
Submitted by: Jill Dwyer, Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable Coordinator, in partnership with the
Watershed Watch Salmon Society
Email:coordinator@coquitlamriverwatershed.ca

Phone: 604-505-8676

Background- The Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable (CRWR) is a unique organization focused on
advancing the health and sustainability of the Coquitlam River watershed. In operation since 2011, the
CRWR is supported by a multi-sector Core Committee that guides its work, and a financial trustee, the
Watershed Watch Salmon Society.
The CRWR Mission Statement says that the CRWR will:




Facilitate collaborative resolution of urban growth and natural resource use pressures consistent with
agreed community objectives and values,
Inform and educate people about these matters and the watershed and,
Promote and support conservation of a sustainable, healthy watershed environment.

The Coquitlam River watershed boasts a vast headwater wilderness including Coquitlam Lake Reservoir
above the dam, and at least thirty watercourses which flow into a developed lower watershed that drains
into the lower Fraser River. The river flows from Metro Vancouver’s Coquitlam Lake Reservoir and BC
Hydro’s Coquitlam Dam, through Coquitlam and Port Coquitlam, the reserve lands of the Kwikwetlem First
Nation, and Metro Vancouver’s Colony Farms, where the river mouth meets the Lower Fraser River. The
Coquitlam Lake Reservoir provides approximately one third of the total system’s supply with drinking water
and power generation for Metro Vancouver area residents.
In 2015, the CRWR launched the Lower Coquitlam River Watershed Plan (LCRWP) that involved more than
60 partners and three years in the making. Metro Vancouver was a significant supporting partner in its
development. The overarching vision of the LCRWP is a healthy watershed that is enjoyed and supported by
the community. Integral to achieving this vision is recognizing the linkages between healthy watersheds and
healthy people. The LCWRP includes the integration of natural and human systems, such as land-based
resources, social development, economic development, and inclusion of cultural and spiritual values. The
LCWRP identifies several pressures that affect watershed health, provides strategies to address them, and
initial action plans for implementation. However, implementation of the LCRWP also requires the
commitment of key partners to help support the strategies for action. The topmost pressures the CRWR has
identified for implementation includes actions that address the pressures from development, water
extraction and invasive species on the health of the lower Coquitlam River watershed. The CRWR seeks the
endorsement of support by the Climate Action Committee for Metro Vancouver to provide sponsor funding
for a year-long initiative aimed to address the impacts of Invasive Species and Water Extraction on the
health of the Coquitlam River watershed.

www.coquitlamriverwatershed.ca
Metro
Vancouver Regional District

Objective - In partnership with Vancity Shaughnessy Station Community Branch, Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
the Real Estate Foundation of BC, the Watershed Watch Salmon Society will provide support to the Coquitlam
River Watershed Roundtable to deliver a series of voluntary event-based and hands-on outreach campaigns that
will result in a measurable change in community behaviour toward the use of invasive plant species, and the
overuse of drinking water. The project location is the lower Coquitlam River watershed, and will be piloted as a
program that will be desgined to be transferable to other municipalities. The the aim of the project is to
generate change in the use and sale of invasive plant species throughout the Metro Vancouver area and
improve flows for fish through greater drinking water conservation. The CRWR is hopeful that Metro Vancovuer
can be a supporting funding partner in this work.
Other Funders - Building on our success in accessing funding support from multiple sources, CRWR submitted an
application to Vancity Shaughnessy Station Community Branch to provide $10,000 for this initiative in March,
2018. Based on a preliminary meeting with Vancity staff, we have reason to hope that our application will be
approved in May. Contribution funding of $1,000 from the Real Estate Foundation of BC and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada has been secured, combined with an estimated $7,365 in-kind CRWR partner support. Metro Vancouver’s
financial contribution will be an important factor in leveraging these funds.
Project Description - Invasive species and water extraction are pressures that affect ecological and human wellbeing components – the things the community said they care about in the Lower Coquitlam River Watershed Plan
(LCRWP, 2015) and highlighted in the LCRWP Implementation Update 2018 Going Forward. Through a targeted
behaviour-based campaign implemented over 10 – 12 months with other community events, as well as standalone
events, Tri-City residents will learn about the impacts from invasive species and the overuse of drinking water on
watershed health, specifically: riparian and natural areas, the Coquitlam River system and salmon, cultural and
spiritual values, human health and safety, recreation and natural resources. These activities align with Metro
Vancouver’s Ecological Health Action Plan to secure critical and sensitive habitats and ecological corridors, restore
and enhance critical habitats in regional parks and greenways, and build community capacity to undertake
stewardship activities, restoration, and species recovery and biodiversity enhancement projects.
The Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable will organize and lead activities that appeal to families, youth and
adults to learn about the impacts of invasive plant species and overuse of our water; hear about the heritage
values of native plant species for Kwikwetlem First Nation; participate in traditional Iranian and Asian nature
events; demonstrate the importance of flow needs for fish, through various technical research studies; which
can lead to the implementation of strategies that will reduce pressure on the things we care about.
Guided by a project team and coordinator, the Outreach Campaign series will include informational outreach
sessions, including training and orientation sessions for volunteers assisting in outdoor events, recruiting
funding partner staff, members and their families to participate in hands-on “pulls" and riparian native planting
opportunities; and a community-based social marketing campaign that includes the cities of Coquitlam and Port
Coquitlam, including Kwikwetlem First Nation territory, to assess success in changing community behaviour
towards protecting watershed health. The Project Team will coordinate with its funding partners to provide
presentations and project updates, a final summary and results-based project report. The two strategies for
action will engage a range of sectors of interest and organizations, drinking water/ water conservation and
invasive species specialists, staff expertise from the cities of Coquitlam and Port Coquitlam, Metro Vancouver
and Kwikwetlem First Nation in the delivery of events and research.
Specific benefits to Metro Vancouver and its member municipalities The project aligns with Metro Vancouver Parks, Policy and Planning and Water staff that support implementation
of the following strategies and plans:
 Metro Vancouver Invasive Species Management Strategy
 Grow Green initiative
 Metro Vancouver Drinking Water Conservation Plan
 Metro Vancouver Ecological Health Plan
 Joint Water Use Plan for Capilano and Seymour watersheds
www.coquitlamriverwatershed.ca
Metro
Vancouver Regional District
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ATTACHMENT B

PRESENTATION SUMMARY
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future
Land Use Designation Amendment Request from the Township of Langley
Williams Neighbourhood Plan
Introduction
The Township of Langley has a series of plans that set out broad objectives and policies to
guide overall growth and change in the municipality. A ‘mid-level’ plan for the community of
Willoughby is one such plan that defines a land use policy framework and a neighbourhood
planning program, which requires the preparation of more detailed plans in the areas of land
use, utility servicing and transportation systems before development can occur. This
neighbourhood planning program for the Willoughby area has been on-going for nearly two
decades and has resulted in the preparation of nine neighbourhood plans, that have and will
continue to guide development over the next 20 years and beyond. The Williams area remains
as the last neighbourhood plan.
On Monday, May 7, 2018, Council gave 3rd Reading to 2 Amendment Bylaws, following a Public
Hearing a few weeks earlier on Monday, April 23, 2018. The first of these bylaws, No. 5334
proposes to amend the Regional Growth Strategy to reflect the proposed ‘reconfigured’
residential and employment land uses to accommodate a ‘transition’ in land uses in the Williams
Neighbourhood Plan area, between established residential neighbourhoods in the Yorkson area
(west) and the proposed employment area. This proposed bylaw also includes a
commensurate amendment to the Township of Langley Official Community Plan and associated
Regional Context Statement maps. Following Council’s granting of 3rd Reading, the Township
of Langley have forwarded the RGS Amendment request, as directed by Council, to Metro
Vancouver for consideration.
The Williams Area
The Williams Neighbourhood Plan is the 10th and final neighbourhood plan for the Willoughby
Community; a neighbourhood planning program that has been going for nearly 2 decades since
the Willoughby Community Plan was first adopted in 1998. The Williams Plan has been
developed based a policy framework, informed by the Official Community Plan, the Willoughby
Community Plan and other municipal strategies and plans, a comprehensive public engagement
process, technical and policy analysis throughout and best planning practices. The Plan is
predicated on a strategy of ‘completeness’, livability and sustainability; a Plan that provides
opportunities for people to live, learn, work and play.
The Williams Plan area is approximately 110 hectares (274 acres) in size and is located in the
northeast portion of Willoughby. The Williams neighbourhood is bound by established
residential neighbourhoods to the west and Highway #1 in the north and adjacent to the new
216 Street Interchange, that is currently under construction. Lands to the south and east of the
Williams area are within the Agricultural Land Reserve.
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Proposed Williams Neighbourhood Plan Overview
The proposed WNP will guide growth and development over the next 20-25 years and
accommodate an estimated 4,600 people in 1,470 dwelling units, provide nearly 180,000 m2
(2,000,000 ft2) of floor area for employment of approximately 3,500 people, and become
Council’s ‘blueprint’ for guiding growth and investment in the neighbourhood. The proposed
WNP provides a new Vision and Goals that will establish a livable mixed-use, pedestrian/cyclistfriendly and transit-supportive neighbourhood. The WNP accommodates housing and
employment areas within this ‘transitional’ setting, preserves and enhances the natural
environment and integrates within existing and future development in adjacent neighbourhoods,
rural/agricultural areas, and the community beyond. An important aim of the Plan is to ensure
that the proposed growth in Williams integrates with existing and planned growth of the other
nine neighbourhood plans in the Willoughby community.
An amendment to the Regional Growth Strategy will be required. The area immediately east of
212 Street (north of 80 Avenue) is proposed to be amended or ‘reconfigured’ to accommodate a
residential form and development ‘transition’ in the Williams area between established lowdensity housing in the Yorkson area and the proposed Business Park. This will result in
approximately two hectares (five acres) of land being redesignated from General Urban to
Mixed Employment and approximately four hectares (10 acres) of land being redesignated from
Mixed Employment to General Urban. In short, this will result in a net reduction of
approximately two hectares (five acres) of land designated for Mixed Employment.
This reconfiguration necessitates a Type 3 Minor Amendment from General Urban to Mixed
Employment and from Mixed Employment to General Urban, requiring a majority weighted vote
of the Regional Board and no regional public hearing. These designation changes will also
require a commensurate amendment to the Township of Langley Official Community Plan,
including Map 1-A of the Township of Langley Regional Context Statement.
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Section G

1.1

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

James Stiver, Division Manager, Growth Management and Transportation
Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

May 29, 2018

Subject:

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment
Request from the Township of Langley – Williams Neighbourhood Plan

Meeting Date: June 8, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) initiate the Metro 2040 minor amendment process and in response to the Township of Langley’s
request to amend the regional land use designations for the Williams Neighbourhood Plan area,
amending 4 hectares of lands designated Mixed Employment to General Urban and 2 hectares of
lands designated General Urban to Mixed Employment;
b) give first and second readings to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018; and
c) direct staff to notify affected local governments as per Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future
section 6.4.2.

PURPOSE
To provide the Regional Planning Committee and MVRD Board with the opportunity to consider the
Township of Langley’s request to amend Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (Metro 2040),
the regional growth strategy, for the Williams Neighbourhood Plan area (Attachment 1).
BACKGROUND
Metro 2040 includes provisions for member jurisdictions to request amendments to regional land use
designations. On April 8, 2018, the Township of Langley Council gave first and second reading to
Langley Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 (Williams Amendment) Bylaw
2018 No. 5334. The amendment bylaw will implement the newly minted Williams Neighbourhood
Plan completed by the Township.
At the April 8, 2018 meeting, Township Council also passed the following resolution:
That Council submit a request to Metro Vancouver for amendments to the Regional Growth
Strategy land use designations from General Urban to Mixed Employment and from Mixed
Employment to General Urban, as set out in Bylaw 2018 No. 5334;

A public hearing for the Williams Amendment was held on April 23, 2018, and Township of Langley
Council read Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 (Williams Amendment) Bylaw
2018 No. 5334 a third time on May 7, 2018. A Council decision on final adoption of the Bylaw will be
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Williams Neighbourhood Plan
Regional Planning Committee Regular Meeting Date: June 8, 2018
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scheduled following a Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board decision on the requested
Metro 2040 amendment.
PROPOSED M E T R O 2 0 4 0 LAND USE DESIGNATION AMENDMENT
The proposed amendment includes lands with a General Urban and Mixed Employment regional land
use designation. On May 8, 2018 Metro Vancouver received a written request from the Township of
Langley to consider a Metro 2040 amendment for the Williams Neighbourhood Plan area
(Attachment 2). This is a Metro 2040 Type 3 minor amendment requiring an amendment bylaw that
receives an affirmative 50%+1 weighted vote of the Board at each reading, and no regional public
hearing.
DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT
The Williams area is one of a number of areas within the Township’s Willoughby Plan area where
semi-rural land uses within the Metro 2040 Urban Containment Boundary are planned for future
urban development (See Figure 1). The current Metro 2040 land use designations in the Williams area
were submitted by the Township of Langley in its regional context statement, which was accepted by
the MVRD Board on November 25, 2016. The Williams area is adjacent to Highway #1, at 216 Street,
where a future interchange is planned.
Figure 1. Context for the Proposed Williams Amendment

216 St

As is generally the process with community land use planning processes, the Willoughby Area Plan
established an initial land use concept for the component Williams area, with detailed land use
planning intended to occur through a subsequent comprehensive neighbourhood planning process.
The proposed Williams Neighbourhood Plan, initiated by the Township in September 2015, is the
result of that subsequent work. The Neighbourhood Plan incorporates a large, 110 hectare area,
encompassing 3 districts for employment uses, residential uses, and a transition area (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Williams Neighbourhood Plan Districts

Residential District
Employment District
Transition District

80 Ave
216 St

As a result, the proposed Metro 2040 land use amendments are intended to fine tune and
appropriately buffer the proposed General Urban residential uses from the proposed light
industrial/commercial uses within the Mixed Employment designated areas of the Williams plan; the
greenway network buffer is proposed to be located within the General Urban area. This
reconfiguration of the Metro 2040 General Urban and Mixed Employment designation boundaries
would result in the conversion of 2 hectares from General Urban to Mixed Employment, and 4
hectares from Mixed Employment to General Urban, resulting in a net decrease of 2 hectares of
Mixed Employment lands (see Figure 3).
The Williams Neighbourhood is within the larger Willoughby area of the Township of Langley. The
associated area plan is significant in the implementation of Metro 2040 as it establishes a land use
concept that will guide the continuing transformation of this emerging urban subregion from its
current semi-rural residential status to urban. The area is within the Metro 2040 Urban Containment
Boundary and is anticipated for future urban development.
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Figure 3. Existing and Proposed Metro 2040 Designations
Existing Metro 2040 Designations
Proposed Metro 2040 Designations

216 St

212 St

216 St

212 St
80 Ave

80 Ave

Application Review
The Township of Langley’s proposed amendment was assessed in relation to the applicable Metro
2040 provisions. Site considerations identify locational factors that may have significant implications
for Metro 2040. The intent of the regional site assessment is not to interfere with municipal planning,
but rather to identify potential regional planning implications or any regional significance of the
proposed land use changes.
The proposed amendment would redesignate 4 hectares of land designated Mixed Employment to
General Urban, and redesignate 2 hectares of land designated General Urban to Mixed Employment.
The Metro 2040 General Urban designation allows all forms of urban development.
Under Metro 2040 Goal 2 - Support a Sustainable Regional E conomy, Metro Vancouver and its
member jurisdictions have committed to P rotecting the Supply of I ndustrial L and. This strategy
contains two regional land use designations, Industrial and Mixed Employment, both intended to
support industrial uses, and the latter to also facilitate commercial and other employment related
uses to help meet the needs of the regional economy. Neither regional designation permits
residential uses.
In implementing the policy actions under this strategy, Metro Vancouver and member jurisdictions
have identified the need to manage the employment – residential interface to protect the integrity
and viability of industrial and employment uses, while addressing and minimizing impacts to adjacent
residential areas.
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In consideration of the above, staff recognize the extensive public engagement and plan evaluation
process undertaken by the Township to prepare the Williams Neighbourhood Plan, the foundational
work of which was established by the Willoughby Community Plan in 1998. Staff also appreciate that
the area is currently not developed as an employment area, but rather planned to accommodate a
range of business activities such as light industrial, manufacturing, warehousing and office uses that
will be a mix of locally and community servicing in nature. The introduction of these types of uses,
proximate to the existing Yorkson neighbourhood to the west of 212 Street, and north of 83 Avenue,
does create a potential for conflict with more sensitive land uses, such as residential. The proposed
Williams Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

creates a transitional area between the established neighbourhood and the future
employment district in the Williams Neighbourhood;
provides for a gradual transition in housing types/density and accommodate a greenway/
conservation lands to act as a buffer between the neighbourhoods;
provides a mix of housing and employment opportunities;
provides a separator between the Fraser Highway and the new proposed residential uses;
and
provides additional lands for commercial and industrial development/jobs in proximity to
housing, and urban amenities.

The intent of Metro 2040’s Strategy 5.1 is to coordinate land use and transportation to encourage
transit, multiple‐occupancy vehicles, cycling and walking. Land use changes can and often significantly
influence travel patterns.
As required under Regional Growth Strategy Procedures Bylaw No. 1148, 2011, Metro Vancouver
staff prepared a report that was presented to the May 11, 2018 meeting of the Regional Planning
Advisory Committee (RPAC) for information and comment. RPAC received the staff report for
information and did not provide comment.
Metro Vancouver staff conclude that the proposed amendments are generally consistent with Metro
2040 goals and strategies, as they provide additional lands for commercial and industrial uses within
the Urban Containment Boundary and in proximity to housing and urban amenities, in a way that
manages the interface with adjacent residential uses.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board:
a) initiate the Metro 2040 minor amendment process and in response to the Township of
Langley’s request to amend the regional land use designations for the Williams
Neighbourhood Plan area, amending 4 hectares of lands designated Mixed Employment to
General Urban and 2 hectares of lands designated General Urban to Mixed Employment;
b) give first and second readings to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018; and
c) direct staff to notify affected local governments as per Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our
Future section 6.4.2.
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2. That the MVRD Board decline the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future land use
designation amendment request from the Township of Langley for the Williams Neighbourhood
Plan area.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications associated with the recommendations of this report. If the MVRD
Board chooses Alternative 1, staff will prepare correspondence notifying affected local governments
of the proposed amendment to provide an opportunity for comment. Once the notification period is
closed, staff will return with a summary of comments and the Board can then consider 3rd and final
reading of the amendment bylaw. The Township of Langley will also be requested to submit a
consequential amendment to its Regional Context Statement. If the MVRD Board chooses Alternative
2, the Metro 2040 amendment will not proceed. The Township of Langley may challenge the decision
and engage a dispute resolution process.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The Township of Langley has requested that MVRD Board consider a Type 3 minor amendment to
Metro 2040 for its Williams Neighbourhood Plan area. The proposed amendment is consistent with
Metro 2040 strategy for development in urban areas in that it contributes to integrating an area
designated for employment uses into an existing urban residential neighbourhood in a growing area
of the region.
Primarily, the amendment creates a detailed plan for this portion of the Willoughby area by
accommodating a range of future business activities such as light industrial, manufacturing,
warehousing and office uses that will be a mix of locally and community serving in nature, proximate
to the established Yorkson residential neighbourhood.
Metro 2040 allocates and anticipates lands within the Urban Containment Boundary for the
development of new urban communities. The Township of Langley’s Willoughby area is one of the
larger developing urban areas in the region. Staff recommend Alternative 1, as the proposed
amendment will serve to shape the form of this emerging urban area in a manner generally consistent
with Metro 2040’s goals and strategies.
Attachments
1. Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
2. Township of Langley correspondence dated May 8, 2018 regarding Official Community Plan
Amendment Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 (Williams Amendment) Bylaw 2018 No. 5334 (Orbit Doc 25406971)
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ATTACHMENT 1
METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT
REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 1266, 2018
A Bylaw to Amend
Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010.
Township of Langley - Williams
WHEREAS the Metro Vancouver Regional District Board (the "Board") adopted the Greater Vancouver
Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 on July 29, 2011;
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of the Metro Vancouver Regional District in open meeting assembled
enacts as follows:
1.

2.

The Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 is
hereby amended as follows:
a)

Re-designating the subject Township of Langley Williams site from Mixed Employment
to General Urban, as shown in Schedule "A" attached to and forming part of this Bylaw;

b)

Re-designating the subject Township of Langley Williams site from General Urban to
Mixed Employment, as shown in Schedule "A" attached to and forming part of this
Bylaw; and

c)

Maps 2, 3, 4, 6, 11, and 12 contained in Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional
Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 are deleted and replaced with Maps 2, 3, 4, 6,
11 and 12 as contained in Schedule "B" attached to and forming part of this Bylaw.

The official citation for this bylaw is Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018. This bylaw may be cited as Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018.

READ A FIRST TIME this

__________ day of _____________________, 2018.

READ A SECOND TIME this

__________ day of _____________________, 2018.

READ A THIRD TIME this

__________ day of _____________________, 2018.

PASSED, AND FINALLY ADOPTED this

__________ day of _____________________, 2018.

_________________________________

_________________________________

Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer

Greg Moore, Chair

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
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SCHEDULE A
The Township of Langley Williams amendment includes lands redesignated from Mixed
Employment to General Urban, and from General Urban to Mixed Employment.

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
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SCHEDULE B
Map 2 Regional Land Use Designations

Map 3 Urban Containment Boundary and General Urban Areas

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
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Map 4 Urban Centres and Frequent Transit Development Areas

Map 6 Industrial and Mixed Employment Areas

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
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Map 11 Local Centres, Hospitals and Post-Secondary Institutions

Map 12 Special Study Areas and Sewerage Extension Areas

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1266, 2018
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ATTACHMENT 2

EsL 1873

May 8, 2018

Bylaw No 5334 and 5335

James Stiver, Manager,
Growth Management and Transportation
Metro Vancouver
Via Email: Jemes.S1ive ·@meJrova11cou11er org
Heather McNeil,
Director of Regional Planning and Electoral Area Services
Metro Vancouver
Via Email: Haalher.Mc:Nell@melrovancouver.org
Terry Holt
Senior Regional Planner
Metro Vancouver
Via Email: Te1ry.Ho1t@matrovam:ouver.om
Dear James Stiver, Heather McNell and Terry Hoff:
Re:

"Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment
(Wllliams Amendment) Bylaw 2018 No. 5334"; and
"Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment
(Willoughby Community Plan) Bylaw 1998 No. 3800 Amendment
(Williams Neighbourhood Plan) Bylaw 2018 No. 5335"

Attached is a copy of Langley Officlal Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment
(Williams Amendment) Bylaw 2018 No. 5334, certified correct at third reading, along with
accompanying Bylaw No. 5335 and the dralt May 7. 2018 Regular Evening Council
meetings, including Council amendments.
Bylaw 2018 No. 5334 amends the Official Community Plan by adjusting the configuration
of the land use designation at the interface be1ween the neighbourhoods of Yorl<son and
Wllllams, resulting in boundary and land use changes from Urban to Mixed Employment
and Mixed Employment to Urban In the Williams Neighbourhood area.
Township Council Is requesting Metro Vancouver make amendments to the Reglonal
Growth Strategy land use designations from General Urban to Mixed Employment and
from Mixed Employment to General Urban, as set out In Bylaw 2018 No. 5334.

20338 -65A~enue

I LangleyMetro
I BritishVancouver
Columbia IRegional
Canada IDistrict
\/2Y 3J1 f 604.534.3211 I Jol-t:a

Williams Neighbourhood Plan
Page2...
The revised Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment
(Willoughby Community Plan) Bylaw 1998 No. 3800 Amendment (Williams
NeTghbourhood Plan) Bylaw 2018 No. 5335 will be forwarded, once all the amendments
have been Incorporated In lhe plan.
II you have any questions, please feel free to call Stephen Richardson of our
Community Development Division at 604.533.6042.
Yours truly,

P~

Wendy Bauer, CMC
TOWNSHIP CLERK
Attachments

copy: S. Richardson, Director. Development Services/Approving Officer
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
LANGLEY OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN EIYLAW 1979 NO. 1842

AMENDMENT (WILLIAMS AMENDMENT) BYLAW 201 8 NO. 5334
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Bylaw 2018 No. 5334 amends the Official Community Plan by adjusting the configuration of
the land use designation at the interface between the neighbourhoods of Yorkson and
WIiiiams, resulting In boundary and land use changes froni Urban to Mixed Employment and
Mixed Employment to Urban in the Williams Neighbourhood area.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
LANGLEY OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 1979 NO. 1842
AMENDMENT (WILLIAMS AM ENDMENn BYLAW 2018 NO. 5334

WHEREAS it is deemed necessary and desjrable to amend the "Langley Official Community
Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842;
NOW THEREFORE, the Municip!!!I Council of the Corporation of the Township of Langley, in
Open Meeting Assembled. ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes !!!S "Langley Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment (WIiiiams Amendment) Bylaw 2018 No. 5334".

2.

The Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 as amended is further
amended by amending 'Map 1 - Land Use' to change the destgnatlon of lands
from Urban to Mbced Employment and from Mixed Employment to Urban for areas
as shown on Schedule 'A' atlaohed to and forming part of this bylaw.

3.

The Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 as amended is further
amended by amending 'Map A-1 - RGS Land Use' rn Schedule 1 Regional
Context Statemenl to change lhe deslgnalion of lands from General Urban to
Mixed Employment and lrom Mixed Employment to General Urban for areas as
shown on Schedule 'B' atlached to and forming partof this bylaw.

READ A FIRST TIME the

09

day of

April

, 2018

READ A SECOND TIME the

09

day of

April

, 2018

PUBLIC HEARING HELD the

23

day of

April

, 2018

READ A THIRD TIME 'the

07

day of

May

, 2018

RECONSIDERED AND ADOPTED the

, 2018

day of

- -- - - - - - - - - Mayor - -- -- - -- - - - Township Clerk

C - ~ T THIRD READING

~-'!t
WENDY BAUER
Township Clerk
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SCHEDULE 'A'

BYLAW NO. 5334
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Bylaw No. 5334
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SCHEDULE 'B'
BYLAW NO. 5334

en
n
se
l=A t='°'r~:Pi,slgnation from
'Mixed Employment'
o 'General Urban'
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TliE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
LANGLEY OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 1979 NO. 1842

AMENDMENT (WILLOUGHBY COMMUNITY PLAN) BYLAW 1998 NO. 3800
AMENDMENT (WILLIAMS NEIGHBOURHOOD P LAN) BYLAW 2018 NO. 5335
EXPLANATORY NOTE

Bylaw 2018 No. 5335 amends the Willoughby Community Plan by Incorporating the Williams
Neighbourhood Plan and related amendments to the land use and road classificatfon
provisions of lhe Willoughby Community Plan. Development permit provisions of the
Willoughby Community Plan are also amended,.including new design guidelines for outdoor
employee amenity spaces, strengthenlng refinements for agricultural edge and escarpment
protection, and the expansion of the Energy Conservation and GHG Emission Reductlon
Development Permit Area to Include the WIiiiams Neighbourhood Plan area.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
LANGLEY OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 1979 NO. 1842
AMENDMENT (WILLOUGHBY COMMUNITY PLAN) BYLAW 1998 NO. 3800
AMENDMENT (WILLIAMS NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN) BYL AW 2018 NO. 5335

WHEREAS it Is deemed necessary and desirable to amend the "Langiey Official Community
Plan Byli;1w 1979 No. 1842 Arrtendment (WIiioughby Community Plan) BY1aw 1998 No. 3800"
as amended:
NOW THEREFORE, the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the Township of Langley, in
Open Meeting Assembled, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Langley Official Communify Plan BYiaw
1979 No. 1842 Amendment (Willoughby Community Plan) Bylaw 1998 No. 3800
Amendment (Williams Neighbourhood Plan) Bylaw 2018 No. 5335".

2.

The "Langley Official Community Plan Bylaw 1979 No. 1842 Amendment (Willoughby
Community Plan) Bylaw 1998 No. 3800" as amended is further amerided by:
a) Replacing bullet point "10.", Of Section 2.1 Design Principles, with the following:
"10. Areas adjacent to extensive agricultural lands can accommodate a
range of land uses, including indushiai, commercial. institutional,
recreational and residential. Resfdential uses should be generally end
relatively lower density compared to more central WIiioughby
neighbourhoods (along 200 and 208 Street corridors) ln order to
contribule to transitions along the urban / rural edge.•
b) Deleting the second sentence far bullet point "A.", of Sub-Section 3.1. i Suburban
Residential;
c) Adding the phrase •and at the 216 Street Interchange In the Williams area" al the
end of the first sentence of the paragraph. the phrase "in Carvolth, and more
modest scale, yet distlnclive buildings in Williams· at the end of the third
sentence of the paragraph, and the phrase ''and the Williams Plan" at the end or
the last sentence of the paragraph, of Sub·Section 3.3.1 Gateway;
d) Replacing bullet point "C.'', of Section 3.4 Plaoes To Work (Business Park), with
the following:
"C.

The Business Park area at 80 Avenue near 216 Street is predicated on
the Highway #1 interchange at 216 Street. This location has close
j:lroximity to provincial highways and provides employment close to
home."

e) Adding the word 'WIiiiams' in the 'Neighbourhood Plan' column and in the
'Development Permit Area' rows of Areas 'B', 'C', 'G', 'I' and ·o· to the summary
matrlX, In Section 4.0 'Development Permit Areas';
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I) Adding the following development permit guidelines to subsection 4.3.3
'Development Permit A1ea "G" - Business/Office Parlf, under the category
heading of 'Site Design':
o

"Outdoor employee amenity space Is required for employees. Design of
the recreation space must provide places to sit and eat appended or
immediately adjacent to the main bufldin_g.

o

Size of amenity space to be scaled to the size of the building(s).

o

•

Minimum required 35m2•

•

Larger buildings may require additional amenity space wilti multitenant buildings providing multiple amenity spaces distributed
throughout the site.

Design ol the recreational space must consider:
•

must be Integrated into the overall fandscape scheme and
coordinated with the overall archhecture

•

may be located on the roof of the main bullding(s)

•

a place(s-) to sit and eat that are durable

•

weather protection (precipitation, shade, etc.)

•

landscaping (soft and hard features)

•

avoiding locations near venting or access/egress points

•

locations with limited nuisance (e.g. noises and smells) . Design
solutions may include, but are not limited to:

•
o

•

noise barriers, where appropriate

•

wind proteclion

•

screening from unsightly uses

lntegration of lighting and servicing (water, gas, electricity, etc.) as
warranted

In addition, recreational activity space(s) may be considered, such as, but
not limited to:
•

basketball hoop(s)

•

horseshoe pit(s)

•

ba{beque plt(s)

•

lawn darts

•

badminton net(s)

•

ping pong table(s)

•

putting green(s)";
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g) Adding the following development permit 'exemptions', following the Jist of
'objectives' to subsection 4.3.5 'Development Permit Area "I" -Agricultural Edge
and Escarpment Protection':
"The following activities do not reqllit-e a development petmit for Development
Permit Area I:
•

the construction of, addition to, or alteration of a residential, agricultural or
accessory building or structure:

•

the construction of, addition to, or alteration of an Industrial, a commercial or
an Institutional building or structure on a lot that Is not located Immediately
adjacent to the ALR boundary or a road that abuts the ALA boundary, provided
a reiitrlclive covenant is registered on property title that states that nearby
lands are located in the ALA, which may expose the urban lands to nuisances
associated with normal farm practices; and

h) Adding the following development permit guidefines lo subsection 4.3.5
'De\/elopment Permit Area "I" - Agricultural Edge and Escarpment Protection':
•

"Best management practices (BMPs) shall be employed to treat stormwater
runoff, attenuate peak flows, and maintain pre-development inflltratlon rates.

•

Building setbacks and buffers shall be established in accordance with the BC
Ministry of Agriculture Guida lo cd.9a Planning: Promoting Compatibility
Along Agricullural - Urban l:dges, as updated from tlme to time. Any
required buffers stiall be installed prior to commencing building construcUon.

•

A restrictive covenant shall be registered on property title that specifies the
required building setback for principal buildings and prohibits the removal or
vegetation jn the adjacent buffer area."i

I) Adding the word "Mlnimum'' to the beginning of the phrases ' 15m Continuous
Vegetative Buffer' and '7.Sm Continuous Vegetative Buffer' on the two
lllustraUons to subsection 4.3.5 'Development Permit Area "I" - Agrtoultural Edge
and Escarpment Protection';
j)

addlng the words 'Williams Neighbourhood Plan Schedule 'W-10• to Section 5.0;

k) amencfing Map 1, "Long Range Land Use Map• to reflect the land use
amendments to the WIiiiams Plan Alea as shown on Schedule 'A' attached lo
and forming part of thls bylaw;
I)

amending Map 2, "Greenway and Residential Bonus Density Areas" to reflect
the greenway, amendments In the Williams Plan Area as shown on Schedule
'8' attached to and forming part of this bylaw;

m) amending Map 4, "Development Permit Areas• to reflect the Development
Permit Area amendments in the Williams Plan Area.as shown on Schedule •c·
attached to and forming part of this bylaw;
n) amending Map 4A, "Energy Conservation and GHG Emission Reduction
Development Permit Area• to reflect the Development Permit Area
amendments in the Williams Plan Alea as shown on Schedule 10 ' attached to
and for(TJing part of this bylaw: and

Metro Vancouver Regional District
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o) addfng Schedule ·w-10• Williams Neighbourhood Plan as shown as Schedule
'E' attached to and forming part of this bylaw.
READ A FIRST TIME 1tie
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day of

April

, 2018

READ A SECOND TIME the

09

day of

April
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PUBLIC HEARING HELD the

23
07

day of

April

, 2018

day of

May

, 2018
, 2018

READ A THIRD TIME the
RECONSIDERED AND ADOPTED the

-

day of

- - - - - - - - - Mayor - - - - - -- - - - Township Clerk
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Introduction

l.l

1.2

CONTEXT

The Williams Neighbourhood Plan, which forms part of
the Willoughby Community Plan, which in turn forms
part of the Township of Langley Official Community Plan
(OCP; see Figure I.I), providesa detailed land use plan to
guide change, growth and development in the area. The
Williams neighbourhood is a distinct part of Willoughby,
and contributes to the building of a sustainable, complete
community.

PURPOSE

The Williams Neighbourhood Plan seeks to establish a high
quality oflife for residents. business owners and employees.
The Plan is based on a strategy of "completeness" and
livability, complementing other neighbourhoods plans
in Willoughby, to establish key employment centre lands
adjacent to the 216 Street Interchange that supports the
community, and to Include a range of housing, commerce,
recreational and public spaces that provide physical :llld
social environments where residents can live, learn, work.
and piny.
An accompanying Engineering Services Plan identifies
the location and capacity of existing and proposed future
Infrastructure, including transportation. water, sewer, and
stormwater management facilities.

1.3

Williams
Neighbourhood
Plan · · ·..

,

Figure 1.1 I Towns/1/p of Langley Pla1111/11g Framework

PLAN AREA

The Williams Neighbourhood Plan area encompasses 11 O
hectares (274 acres) and is located in the northeastern
portion of Willoughby in the Township of Langley. TI,e
Williams neighbourhood is within dose proxlmity
to community parks, trails and other amenities and
services, nnd is immediately adjacent to Highway # l
with a full interchange and overpass (at 216 Street) that
provides convenient access to Walnut Grove, and other
areas in the Township, the Region and points beyond. It
Is generally bounded by 212 Street (west), Highway 11
(north), 216 Street (east) and 76 Ave (south). The Williams
Neighbourhood Plan area is delineated in Figure 1.2.

Metro Vancouver Regional District

Figure 1.2 I Williams Neighbourhood Plan Area
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1.4

PLANNING PROCESS

The planning process for the Williams Neighbourhood
Plan followed the project Terms of Reference, endorsed
by Council. Public participation and engagement, along
with detailed policy, technical, design and planning
analysis, were integrated and informed the neighbourhood
planning process throughout Early In the Neighbourhood
Plan process, a series of Community Dialogue Sessions,
a Neighbourhood Team meeting, a design workshop
(participation from Township of Langley staff, consultants
and the Neighbourhood Team) and members of the public
contributed to the development of initial urban design
options for the Wllliarns neighbourhood.

Through additional Neighbourhood Team meetings
and four public open houses. which corresponded with
key Steps of the planning process, there were various
opportunities for focused and interactive community
consultation, input and feedback. The Technical Team also
met regularly throughout the plan development process
lo review and integrate input and feedback received from
the broader community and property owners within the
Williams area, and refine planning and design concepts, up
until the final version of the plan was complete (see Figure
1.3 on the page opposite for plan process details).
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WILLIAMS NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

STEP I
ASSETS, OPPORTUNlTIES &
CHALLENGES

STEP2
VISION, GOALS & PRINCIPLES
Prepare Design Brief, Technical
Bo<kgrounder and other supporting

Endorsemont by Council and forming
th• Neighbourhood Design Team

documents

Propare
Study

Conduct Technlal T<am Workshop
(#2)

Conduct background technkal review

Identify initial neighbourhood design
ldtas with th• Nolghbourhood Toam
Design Charrclte (#2)

Raise awarenw of th• project and
the engagement process through
Community Dialogue Swions

Pr<Senl ideas from Charr<tle at a Public
Open House (#2)

Gnther input on issues. opportunities
& big ideos with stakeholders and
organizations through a Neighbourhood
Design Team Workshop {II)

STEP4

Watercourse

Classifiation

and Technical T<am Workshop (#I)

Held Public Open House (#I)

PREFERRED LAND USE
CONCEPT

STEP3

Gather technical input and feedback
on the Preferred Land Use Concept
through • Technical Team Workshop
(14)

Pr,sent Preforred Land Use Concopt at
• PubUc Open House (#4)
Engineering Sorvkos Plan

CONCEPT OPTIONS
Gather technial input and feedback on
draft neighbourhood cone<plS through
a Technical Team Workshop (#3)
Review and gather feedback on draft
neighbourhood concepts through a
Neighbourhood Team Workshop (#3)
Present rofined versions of the draft
neighbourhood concepts ot • Public
Open House (#3)

STEP S
COUNCIL CONSIDERATION OF
PROPOSED PLAN
Flnallu Land Use Plan ond preparo
WUliams Neighbourhood Plan
Bylaw Coosidorotion by Council
Finalize Engineering Services Plan

Figure 1.3 I Williams
Neighbourhood Planning
Process
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Background an Planning
Context
2.1

Aqu.aiHc Rcs8~r~:

SITE PLA ,·. ING CONTEXT

part of lh _ plonning ptoce§ for 'tlrie· WiUm111s
neighbourhood. the Town:sihip updated its information

As

' · 1. 1

Within the I l:iams neighbourhood, the p edominaint
existing larid use is rural residential and some est.ab,i hed
single famHy eslates on sroaU acreage pi1rcels. The
ntighbouthood is bord -red by the urban neighbourhoods

perln!lnlns to watercourse locaUoas aind wa;teroo111rse
cfoss lications, in accordance wi'th the· prorisions for the
St[leamside Protedion De 1opment Permit ~ s in
th t'ownsh p of Lim,g!ey Olidal Community Pla:n. This
informa1ion is used o idenUfy and incorporate ·'later ;ourse
.setbacks into the d:evelopmeat or the neighbourhood
plan. There are a number or Class 'B' (ye11ow wded)
wateifCOur-scs and oth•er , euedl reat!lreS in the WilUa.ms
aJrea,. which provide a significant source o rood, m.l'lrlent,
il!Bd ,~ool water ~upp es t,o dow.nstrerun fish populations and
diseharse ilUo two Guy Cr ksj n that drains northward
and tlile other that drain, southward.

to,the we and 11orth (separoted b:y High\,;a I J} and rural!
lands in the Agric:ultur 1L.lind Res:erve to·the eas t and south..
Ex.isling parcels of Land range From O·. t 7 to 7. 73 hectac
1

(0,42 ac:res 10, 19·. l l _cres) in size. with mo.r~ than thr~eq_u:r ters having :i. lot si.7.e between 0.8 and tOi beet r~.s:
(2 3.fld 2.3 :tCfie.s). This evoJVing subdivis :on p u-ern d tes
mn1 over :i cen:mry ogo ( 1913 lo 2008,).

or

CO TE..'

Geotechmail

d H)'d.ro,g,eolo I. ·1CandJuo:ns:

01.1e of tb.e defi rung, fe.itu res of tfte Willifflls a~a is ' In:
terrain, Sf)edfiadly tile Willoughby Escarpment tllillt skirts
i1lo11g the so'l!lt.hern edge, adjacent to lhe Mil111:r V:alley. The
hi.p est elev.atlom ln the WiHi:ams nei hbou·lih.ood is along
the wesiern edge, From there, the elev tion fol' most oflhe
WHHams , [iei.'Ji ,gently a.n.d ge 'C!rally dedincs in an easit.edy
and south easterly direct" on. A ~ey e.xceptioo in the
Williams an:a is souith o'f 78 Av,en:1Jie, where lihe eleVllt' on
cihange is more abrupt and ccmtrilrut.es 1to the most visibl,e
pad -of the W1l oughby .Esc-arpmein:t from the MHner
Va Hey. 1 ith nearly a 70 mel1re vertical ~ ti from 212 Street
in the southwes.t comer ,of P an a.ren to the Cionlluence·

or

76· Avenue ,ilnd 2115 Street i1n the utl:least corner. The
combined orange, yellow nd green colour shades ond 5
m tre contour nnes. as must.me~ on •he Map, in Figu:re, 2. J,
htghlights tbis d1i.lnge bl th tcrrnin.

f igu.re 2..1 I Elevali01J ilil
'Williams

Low : 4..:29

1
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VegetaUon and Forest Co,·er:

These settlers estabUshed a small community cent.er<d

The Williams neighbourhood habitat primarily consists
or forests and grassland areas. Much of the vegetated
habitat is fragmented and interspersed throughout the
neighbourhood due to historic agriculture activities and
more recently. suburban 'estate' development. As outlined
in the Township's Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy
(WHCS), coniferous forests represent the priority habitat
for the Township's ecosystem yet is determined to be
the least common habitat type found in the Township.
Through the Williams neighborhood planning process,
a small coniferous forest was identified as having the
potential for preservation through establishment of a
future Wildlife Habit.t Patch &long an upper portion of
the Willoughby l!scarpment In the southwest comer of
the plan area.

on Alexander Ro.td (208 Street) and Scholes Road (83

2.1 ,3

Hl!RJTAG6CONTCXT

The community of WIiioughby falls within the assorted
traditional territories of the Coast Salish peoples that
encompasses the Township and other neighbouring
municipalities within the region. Although WIiioughby
would have been relatively remote from the earliest known
transportation route; and navigable streams within the
greater vicinity, early Willoughby residents have retlllled
reports of First Nations lithlc. material being found along
the upper ridgesofYorkson Creek. The original woodlands
that characterized Willoughby may also have provided
refuge for cultural actlvltles of the Coast Salish peoples
for a time; however. the forest fires of the early nineteenth
century. and subsequent logging and land clearing
associated with late nineteenth century 1eltlement would
have destroyed any potential evidence of. such activities.
The neighbourhood of Williams defines the eastern edge
of Willoughby, a historically expansive rural area located
to the north-west of the original Hudson's Bay Company
farmlands that were cultivMed in the 1830s.

Avenue), and by 1921 the growing community had its firsl
post office. Several community and commercial buildings
came to define this centre built to serve the primarily rural
population, including a church, community hall, school,
and general store.
The Williams neighbourhood, bounded by the TransCanada Highway to the north, 76 Avenue to the south,
212 Street to the west, and 216 Street to the i,,ast, hOB
three historic roods within Its boundaries that formed
part of Wlllou.ghby5 early transportation infrastructure,
Townllne Road (216 Street) remains the central north,
south spine running along the. divide between Milner'!
agricultural lands and the Willoughby Escarpment to the
west. Williams Road {78 Avenue) was built in L927 and
named after the A.J. {Bert) WIiiiams, a local landowner In
the area. The eastern end of McL.irty Road (80 Avenue)
which ran from what is now 196 Street to 216 Street was
named after Peter McLarty who had large land holding,
in Willoughby. west of the Williams nelghbo11rhood.
from Its inception to well lnto the modern era, the rural
nature of the ,irea came to define Willoughby as a place
characterized by function nod nectssity. Many of the
early buildings located on 208 Street that defined It as a
community have been restored as a tribute to the area·~
early history, and although W'tlloughby remains centred
on the historic corridor of 208 Street, the area Is In a
process of rapid dcnsificatlon and the small mb<ed forms
that historically defined It are largely gone. Willoughby
today is a mixture of residential Infill and undeveloped
rural land, with a new Willoughby Town Centre at its
centre to support the changing needs oflts new residential
populaUons of which Williams forms a part.

During the late 1800s, Willoughby's gently roUlng bills
rising to the west of the flat prairie farmlands of Langley
Prnirie attracted European settlers that gradually moved
farther to the west. Although Willoughby's poor soils,
rtlatlve Isolation and woodland scrub forests provided
for subsistence farming only. the area gained value as a
place where people with modest means could settle. and
by 1890 all the land in the area had been pre-empted.
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2.1.~

MOBILIT\' CONTE..\'.T

Transit Overview:

Network Overview:
The objective of the Township's transportation
network is to support mobility for all modes of travel,
including general purpose traffic, goods movement,
and transit, walking, and cycling. Within the Williams
neighbourhood, the transportation network consists of
one north•south corridor along 216 Street and a partial
along 212 Street, and three east-west corridors along
76 (Morrison Crescent), 78 and 80 Avenues not being
a complete through road. The local road network has
served the rural nature of the area and historlcally has
not had a direct route to the north over or onto Highway
It , Currently main access to Willoughby Town Centre
in Yorkson is on 80 Avenue, and access to Highway
10 (Glover Road) is from 216 Street. The remaining
road network in the Williams orea is characterized by
n disconnected grid street network that serves large
blocks.
Significant improvements are planned to the road network
with the construction of the 216 Street interchange, the
80 Avenue Extension and 212 Street Connector that will
improve north-south and east-west connections.

Transit service in Langley and throughout Metro
Vancouver is planned and funded by TransLink. Half
a dozen transit routes currently provide regional
connections through the Willoughby area, from Langley
Centre and Langley South. The Carvolth Transit
Exchange located at 202 Street and 86 Avenue provides
transit service both east and west, connecting Township
residents to other transit hubs in the r•gion such as the
Lougheed Skytrain Station in Burnaby and points east to
Abbotsford.
Public transit service Is currently not provided within the
Williams neighbourhood. However, it is anticipated as
development occurs service could likely serve the area,
possibly along 80 Avenue and the 212 Connector.

Pedestrian and Cycling Facilities:
Currently. dedicated cycling facilities (i.e. bicycle lanes
or multi-use pathways) are not available in the Williams
neighbourhood. The Township's Cycling Plan, adopted In
2015, defines cycling facilities and identifies on· and offstreet community and recreational cycling facilities along
all a"erials in the Williams neighbourhood (80 Avenue,
212 Street Connector, and 216 Street). In addition to
this key component of the cycling network, there are
numerous opportunities to Incorporate greenwnys and
cycling routes through the neighbourhood plan.
Walking is the most fundamental form of transportation.
Due to the current rural nature of the Williams
neighbourhood, there are partial to no pedestrian facilities
within the area, such as sidewalks. There Is a need, as the
neighbourhood develops, to Improve the cycling and
pedestrian infrastructure.
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2.1.S

I NFRASTRUCTURE CONTEXT

The availablllty and capacity of munlcip'11 infrastructure
will Influence the cost and feasibility lo develop the
Willi3ms neighbourhood. Stonnwater management, sewer,
water, and energy systems have all been assessed.
Stormw•ter Management!
The exJstlng drainage system In lhe Williams
neighbourhood is consistent with a rural environment
and consists primarily of open ditches and driveway
culverls localed along roadways and some property
lines. Trlbul:iries of two Guy Creeks, one In the north
and another In the south of tbe Plan area, eventually
dt:lln to Slllmon River through a culvert under Glover
Road. Rainwater management facilities in many forms
will be required to support the development. The
application of on-site best management practices (BMPs)
ro malntaln contact of rainwater wilh penneable ground,
in combination with centrallied detention ponds and
piped conveyance networks will be employed to protect
both Guy Creek systems and manage nood risk within the
planned neighbourhood and downstream.
Water:

The existing water distribution network Is11dequate in the
rural selling of Williams Neighbourhood Plan area and
currently Includes connection 10 the Greater Vancouver
Water District main with the associated Jericho Reservoir
and WIiioughby Pump StatJon located at 73A Avenue
and 204 Street and mains assoclaled with conveyance to
properties in the Plan area. A few residents retain private
wells as a water sourct. As the neighbourhood transitions
Into an urban area., water services will require extensions
to meet urban standards.

Sanitary Sewer:
Given its rural character, the Williams Neighbourhood
Plan area does not Include ony exist Ing sanitary
sewer infrastructure. Existing lots are serviced by
individual septic systems. Any development wlll requi re
infrastructure improvements, including upslzlng or
other upgrades, in order to accommodat< changes in the
sanitary sewerage loading for the area. Existing sanitarr
sewer system connections are located along 2.12 Street in
the Yorkson neighbourhood; one at 77 A Avenue and the
oth<r ot 83 Avenue. Two pump stations and associated
sanitary force mains, 11.!ong with additional s.initary
sewer conveyance systems wnl need to be installed as
development occurs.
2.1.6

ENERGY CONTEXT

The general topography of the WJJlioms area includes
south-facing slopes that are ideal for implementing
energy conservation and greenhouse gas emission
management measures through neighbourhood, street
and block pattemsand design, and the siting of buildings
and other features that optimlie eneriy performance.
The implementation of policies and guidelines that
promote the conservation and effldent use of energy
in buildings and the reduction of building generated
greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) will contribute to
the development of an energy efficient and sustainable
nelghbourhood and community.
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2.2

POLICY FRAMEWORK

The pIan n ing and poUcy conciepl of c,om p l~te
co•mmu nitles is a the ,ore of th~ OCPs po,]h;y

2,2,1

METitO t, NCOUVER REGIONAL GR \ 'TH
'T GEY

framewor . This rr-am.ework , equ'res n mix of] nd
uses,, that offers and supports a ar. ely of Ii fc:styl

The Metro Vaneouv.er Regional Growth Strategy (RIGS)
establls.h - .lin i1nkgirated land use and •,ransportar on
framework to e.iwoumge a ,coneent1ration, mix and bali:iince
of jobs and hou:s"n:g lo support trnmi use and walkins and
to pr,eserve- ft tu I ,o 11 sp ces nd agricultural lands.
Tue RGS ·d :s gnates th WiHl.3intS area ,as,..General Urban
and 'Milt d £mp oynte1111': The Gei!ter,al Urha11 designaf'on

includes resldetttial :111.d supportive, I I ,cummerc:i.al ttses
.1nd serviices. M~ed e1111ploymen .aoi::-0mmod!ates. mnG
of light. :111d Iii a.vy lndu t:ri I uses, ~s e-ll as st nd-:dorru~
offi~ ,afrldl r. tall us!$,mhn are ran suitable for Urb n ~n re
loc:itlons.

choices. providing opporhiinitle for peopl!e of aU ages

a1nd .abHUi,es to liYe,.work. sho1p le.ei1rn and play ocally.

Lastly. this poHey framework afs,o seeks investment
In and support for a r.i nge of alternaif Ye modes of
ttansporrla.tion such as pedestrian and cydin.g trails
tt.nd ransit roules whk:h connect one plac,e within lhe
<:ommt11nity to anothe·r. TM:s approach to community
b ll!ding wnl er~ e u ban environmen
where

rcso~rces are- used efficiently. prov·de residents lhe
opportunity to , alk or bike to sei"l\lie;es at l!c::.-st some
of die, Umt, ilnd where rhere is enough concentra.tion
of peo·p·le th.ti providing transit is, 0, practi,ca~ and
fl!':is:ib.le _olution.

As
Lhe
fo,r
Lhe

further st'ipufoted n the OCP, centres provide
fo1:mdation for developing the sp.itiui paltc:rn
,communitie,!i o1nd nelg)lbourhoods, ,md ser¥e as
1

poHcy maui(e-st,Uion of a compleh!' community.
Cenit~s ake ,on diffrn:nf forms )rtt offer varying
mix. of commerdal trnploymenl, res'dentfal, heil]th,

d11cat1on:1l, :mid 'i'~reational

menlt es thal support

t , daUy needs of 1residenu nnd workers and &ervc as

2.::!.2

FFIC

L COl\ MU I l' P A

ln 2016, To llltlship or bng1ey Cou11cil .»dopte:d a ne !I
Offki I CommunUy Plan (OCP) th ·t pto ide-s JO-year
vision ror i;rowth and development In she muniC:,pa1 ty as a
wholr. '11hr OCP' in· ludes o. 1:1umbe11'of high -l~vel goals and
po1icy direcUons 1th t follow the Susta'nabJllty Charter. At.
d -lii.NII in the OCP. th · spaU:d .s tn1ctun of th ·. 'Jownship ls
to c:onslst ch s: rie.s of urban communities. that arn shaped
into II sus aiaw1ble urban pa.Hern :tlld built n\rironm nt,
ood b:ased oo the des.tgn principlles of cHtr , walkab.iUty
d vi.ab e Iran it.

lmponant n~ighbourhood ga he.ring p1aces. whcR they
m:e planned nnd designed ns p, o;pl~·Otiente-d spaces.
Cen.t res a1so accommodate :i variety ,o f transportation
systems. publi, paces, and ,green infmsuucture, ead1
of which lhave a dear plac n, :in org~nlz:iUonal, spaUat
hlera11chy within communUle-s llind ni!!°ghboul"hoods.
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T'he. cohcsh1e and integratiVe :spatial arrangemen1: and
paHcrn of the dtffi:11ent ·contponenls n centres help
crea1e .s.yn~rgles among fond uses and environmental
fie:e.h1. res-, acUva:re ~ he pub,lk re:a.lm, create opportu nitle
for ho,!.115] ng and. mobiility ch1olc:e and c:ont ribute to,
reductions m ener.gy use and greenhou e gas 1emissions.

Cenbe5 ,eom irn variow:. shapes 1111d sizes and se:rve
so:mewhat di.ff'erent purposes;. Some ~ent1es can be
residential focused, others can be ·entpfoyment d.edi.ca:ted,
and stil I o1hers ,can be riccreatlon, am and culture focused,
lhe underlying feature for all types o:f cientres Ls ii mix of
Wit's. ~ng uses is no .simply c1 matter of varying land
we un 111 block by.block bas-is and in dose proxi'fflity.
but a'll!iio inteij:rating complem:Umlin-y uses in a range of
appropriate bui.lding types wUhin a common area or within
the sane b12Uding. ·n·s, mbied 111se appmach establishes
nelg,hlboU1rhood foe.al points, which hep to create a sense
c p]a.ce and cionhibute '~o place making.
2.2.3

VILLOUGH IJ Y COMMUNJT'f PlA

The Willaug,hby Commun I y Pl n is part of the OCP. n
contr:ibu e to 'the ovenm;hing land we pol.i.c:y fr:ame,vork
for the 'W1Uiam Neighbou~hood Plan and sunound"ng
1

areas. Adop ·ed 1n 199,8, the Pllln i.den't fie Wil'loughby
a one o · 't he Township's primary growth areas. The Phm

estarblishes. a frame,vork for future residentia I, commercial,,
industrial, and bu.sine-as park developmci:it, prolect"on gf
sensitive t?nV'iron menta1 features, and rile ovual I future
cbaracler of tb:I! a.ire • 'Thi.s policy framework pro\rldes a
guide for the preparaUon c'f mare detailed neigi'lbourhood.
:plans such as th.e Will"am:s; Neighbourhood Plan.
1

The Wil oushby Community Plan outlines a number
key go,11 s that arc r levant to mo,r e deta'Jed
neighbourh.ood plans, that Clomp e:ments the policie.s of
the O CP. for !$ample. the PJa,n promotes.t hf evolut Oi11 of
distinct but ·nt.err.elat~d neighbourhoods. ea b of which
is: marked by a dea.r foca I point a.nd is defined pd mar ly
by currerit or proposed griid road:und supporting gre<ed
space. E~cb nel,ghbourhoo-d within the Willoughby
1uea [s in:teqded ro1 he: of suffident size to support a
va dety of land us e]eme:nts Sllc:h as an elementary
sC'hcol and ndghbourlilood pa.rk neiglhbourhood
of

convenience shopping, a.nd a ml,: of hou1lng with a

r nge of dcmsl le..s. which may also indude supporting
emp .oyme:nt op ·ortun ides. As weU. neishbourhoods
are Inr~inded 10 b~ w,,dUlnlk~d. pr,ovi.diing for pedes1ria rt

nd bl,yc;le mo,vemettt within gre.::n c;orrldors.
Another key policy featur~ of the WOloughbl'
Corrm.10.nhy Pla.11 that informs the planning ilnd guides
the spatial stru,tlU"-e CJf the Willia.ms nelghbQurhood
is. es:carpment ond vlewsca:pe. pr,eservaHon 11.nd
~nhanc;~ment. The policy goal is t.o protect the scenic and
~ologk:J1l rescm r('C:S a:ssod:iut".d with lands ,cha1ra.cterized
by sl«p slop Si, ridg~Un sand Agricultural Land Reserv
l!'dg,e trans~lion 111rt!as also knowp 11.s th w:IHoughby
Escarpment, lR a ma nn r that allows for carefu llr
designed low-imp.l~t and integrated develo:pment Thi
,poses a ,balhmge for the wm ams an!':11 as-the Escarpmc111
broadens QI.If t,opo raphicaHy (less 'Steep t~rra n relative to
other parts of me &c'arpment); th.e most visible portions
, re not in the Agr:lcu lhmd land Rese,rvc (as: witlh othe:r
neighbourhood al'l!a.s to th!! sout1nve:st), and m.\11c:h of the
.l:.scnrpment · s void of trees. partlc,uh.dy hlgh ,due trees
su,h as ,ewrgreen, ,coniferous species.
Thi:

Will.oughby

Community

Phm

de' inea1es

ptedomimmUy t ro di Unct Jand nsl!-s tn \VlUh1ms~ a

business park and employment district in the north
porUon {morth orso

Avenue)i. and a fesidenUal d~nri,t io
the south port on ($out'1, or 80 Avenue). The CoJnmunity
Pfa.n. abo tnctu.des a slgnifi.cant gre~mf<!y network
with':n th Williams area and. ,conliled ions to adJ'ilcernt
neighbourhoods a.ad the Willoughby community mor
broadly.
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Neighbourhood Vision and
Goals
Designing a neighbourhood begins with a Vision Statement
and a set of goals that set a direction for Neighbourhood
Pion policies. The Vision Statement and Goals represent
the aspirations of the neighbourhood and are an outcome
of community input and feedback, policy and technical
analysis. and best planning practlces.

3.1

VISION STATEMENT

1l1e Vision Statement, that was developed in consultation
with property owners and the broader community,
describes the desired future state of the neighbourhood
and serves as an inspiring declaration for the Williams
neighbourhood All of the Goals. policies, and guidelines
set forth in this Neighbourhood Plan contribute to the
realization of this Vision.
"The Williams Neighbourhood is a vibrant, walkabfo
and connected community that maintains its notural
assets and views. As a gateway to the Township and
WiUoughby community, it provides jobs close to
home while maintaining a quiet .ind family friendly
neighbourhood Green spaces blend the neighbourhood
into adjacent agriculture lands and a mix of affordable
and accessible housing for families. individuals, and
those wanting to age in place is offered."

3.2

GOALS

Goals are broad statements th•t provide direction for the
development and lmplemCJttnllon of the detailed policies
and guidelines of the Neighbourhood Plan. 1hey express
a common understonding of how to ultimately realize
the Vision for the neighbourhood and are intended to
influence and guide future growth ,nd development In
the Williams neighbourhood. The goals for the Williams
Neighbourhood Pion area are as follows:

Goal J:
Gntewar into the Townshir
Use the 216 Street Interchange at
Highway I as a gateway to the Township
and the Willoughby community.

Goal 2:
Good Jobs Close to Home
Maximize the amount of employment
lands to generate attractive jobs for the
Willoughby community and beyond

Goal 3:
AfforJuble and A~•iblc HomcSProvide a mix of affordable and
accessible housing to suit people in all
stages oflife.

Goal 4:
Local Shors .ind Services
Support some shops and services
within a 5 to 10 minute walk from
homes. without taking away from the
Willoughby Town Centre.
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Goal 5:

Goal 9:
Sustainable Transportation
Support a walking community that
builds on the network of greenways
and plans for potential future transit
service.

Goal 6:

Natural Areas
Respect the environment by preserving
Important areas, stands of trees, viewsheds (to the valley and from Glover
Road), and wildlife habitat where
feasible.

Goal 10:
Respectfully Transition Between Uses
Use land use pattems, roads, and
community greenways to provide good
quality buffers and transitions between
land uses.

Goal 7:

Remembering Our History
Incorporate historyintoneighbourhood
design elements.

Goal I I :
Energy Efficiency

Connected Streets lh•t Move People
and Goods
Enhance the road capacity on arterials
and provide a fine-grain grid network
th•t encourages walking and cycling
for local trips.

Goal 8:

Incorporate energy efficient design into
the lot and block patterns that facilitate
solar orientation and take advantage of
the south sloping conditions.

Goal

12:

A Learning Community
Create good multi-modal and land
use connections between the Williams
Neighbourhood and local universities.
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An Implementable Plan
Develop a plan that Is re•dily
implementable by ensuring that
employment land uses are supported
by market demand and that future
development is within existing sewer
capacity, unless an opportunity arises
that can fund an upgrade.
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Neighbourhood Urban Design
Concept
4.1 NEIGHBOURHOOD DESIGN
CONCEPT
Williams is the most easttrn neighbourhood in the
Willoughby community and Is strategically locat~d for
businesses. employees and future residents. located on
the eastern terminus of the Willoughby Escarpmtnt and
west of the University District, Williams hillside selling
olfers superb views of the Milner Valley, Mount Baker
ond vistas beyond. The Willinms area benefits from key
transportation linkage$ to Willoughby, Walnut Grove,
Unlve,sity District, and other Township communities,
ond serves as an important gateway to the Township.
Based on the Plan's Vision and Goals, the Williams
neighbourhood urban design concept estoblishes a
mixed-use, pedestrian/cyclist-friendly, nnd transit•
supportive neighbourhood. The urban design concept
accommodates housing ond employment areas within
this 'peripheral' setting. pre5erves ond enhances the
natural environment and integrates with existing and
future development 1n adjacent neighbourhoods. rural/
agricultural nreas and the community beyond.
The Employment District, the Transition District and
the Residenlial District are the key elements that define
the spatial 5tructure of the W11li3JT1s neighbourhood (See
Figure 4.1 • opposite page). The Employment District
is a str.iteglc location which supports commercial and
business employment, that will provide jobs close to
home, will be an '1l1rnctive pince 10 invesl and run a
busines., and will provide commercial services for local
residents, employees, students and the travelling public.
Proximity to the University Districl (lo the east of 2 16
Street) will further complement lhe employment and
business opportunities, and support commercial services
that are accommodated in the Williams neighbourhood.
The Employment District accommodates a range of
business and employment activities that contribute to
the development of a complete community in both the
Willioms and the broader Willoughby area. Glven this
strategic locatlon, these busine55 and employment lands
are key generators for job growth thal will provide
significont contributions to the loca.l economy.

The Employment District Is located adjacent to the
Highway I I Interchange and will also accommodate
commercial establishments that provide service5 to
motorist, and for non-pedestrian-oriented retail and
services. Uses in this District include those that meet
the needs of the !ravelling public such as a gas station,
restaurants, overnight accommodations, vehicle repair
nnd other comparison retail, thal also serve lhe needs
of workers and business ow11er, in adjacent and nearby
employment areas, Including the neighbouring (eastward)
University District. The Employment District will also
provide o modestly-sized shopping area and destination
that will contribute to a distinct 'sense of place' for the
Williams area. Shops and services. including a grocery
oudet, with retail at grade and office space above, provide
local residents and neighbouring employees and students
with access to daily goods and services.
The Transition District provides a linear band of single
fomlly forms of residential development along 212 Street
and 83 Avenue, followed eastward by rowhomes and
townhomes, a greenway and environmental conservation
areas that combine to create a multi-feature transition
between existing residential are.1s in Yorkson and the
Employment District in Williams.
The Residentilll District includes predominantly a
range of lower-density, compatible forms of residential
development including slngfe. fomlly and semi-detached
homes on compact and more traditional lot sizes, as well
as townhouse fonm of housing along the 80 Avenue
and 212 Street corridors. Pork spnces, greenways and
trails, conservation and watercourse compensation areas
that provide fish and wildlife habital as well os protect
and enhance the 'treed' character of the Willoughby
Escarpment. An elementary school and other public
amenities will contribute to establishing a highly-livable
neighbourhood.
Benefiting from these strategic opporrunilies and
context, Williams will ultimately be-come • distinct
nclghbourhood in the Willoughby community, and is
projected to accommodate approximately 4,600 residents
in 1,470 dwelling units at full bui.ld ouL
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Figure 4. 1 J Neiglrbourhood Urban Design Concept

LEGEND
Employment District
Transition District
Residential District
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4.2 RESIDENTlAL NEIGHBOURHOOD
URBAN FORM
'!he urbon environment of• residential neighbourhood
is composed of several "building blocks" that shape the
built character. These building block.s rndude, block
structure ond street pauerns, .street design characteristics,
lot patterns and buUding placement, building forms l!lld
types, vegetation, londscaplng. natural feotures ond open
spoces, and distinctive place elements. Each of these
building blocks contributes to shaping the neighbourhood
environment ond influences how places are txperlenccd.
Block structure and street pancrns provide the urban
framework, or "bones; of the neighbourhood;
Street design chorocteristics and their configuration
w1thl11 the street right of way, such as sidewalks,
medians and curbs, roadway width, pavement and
surface materials, street trees and landscaping, are
among t!,e mony physical elements thol contribute to
the character and se115e of ploce;
l.ot P4llcros and building placement. along wilh sizr
and shope, establish the "groin" of the neighbourhood
fabric and the "rhythm" of the development along
lhe Slreel and other public spaces that contribute to
defining the physical chnracler of a place;
Building forms 11111! typl'S, including tJ,e scale of
structures and architectural characteristics, cnn
provide places with distinct identities;
VegetoUon, landscoplng, natuul reatures and open
6Jl3Ces are neighbourhood features that Integrate and
accommodate nature to enhance neighbourhood
livability; and
Dlstlnctlvr pl.cc cleml'1lls arc neighbourhood
omenitics such as play fields, trnils and grcenway•,
schools and other public spaces that further
complement neighbourhood "assets" and experiences.

The block ond street structure, sometimes called the
DNA or 'genetic makeup' of a neighbourhood, Is the
setting for buildings and forms lhe basic, fundamental
unit or building block of the neighbourhood
arrangement and p3ltern. The neighbourhood block
strucrurc and street patterns innuence the shape and
location of development, define how people move
about. and innucnce which travel modes are most
effective in a given place.
The block is defined by the street and open space network
that surrounds it, and the character of the street network is
a function of rhe form, charocter. and the intensity of the
block that front lt. The lot ls the fundamental component of
the buUding blocks. The configuration of lots, pnrticularly
for residential arc.os, often contributes to how buildings arc
sltuoted on said lots and the sustainable spatial pattern for
the neighbourhood. Policies throughout this Pinn provide
guidane< to address each oft he urbon form building blocks.
However, the following policies ore intended to specifically
guide the design and development of the block and street
patterns In residential areas of the neighbourhood.
Policies:
I,

Design block perimeters and block foce lengths
that result In a street network with hlgh
connectlvily, that balances pedestrian and bicycle
comfort and mobility, emergency response
times. transit accessibility, freight delivery, and
automobile movement.

2.

Layout the block nnd local road pnucrns in
the R.esidcntlal and Tra'ISlllon Districts with a
maximum block size length of 160 metres between
street intersections and on overage between 130
and 150 metres. Blocks lhot front arterial streets
can extend beyond thls maximum block size
length provided they incorporate Pedestrian links
between the arterial street and local and collector
ro.i.ds at 11 spacing similar to the average block
length of between 130 and 150 metres.
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J.

Design and develop an urban spatial pattern
of blocks and lots with a primarily east-west
orientation in order to improve energy efficiency
and to create the optimum conditions for the use
of passive and active solar strategies. CurviUnear
block and local road patterns (see Figure 4.2) are
encouraged in relatively steeper terrain areas, such
as the residential area south of78 Avenue. Flexibility
from this predominantly east-west orientation will
be considered based on individual site constraints
without the requirement for an amendment to this
Plan.

6.

Establish a configuration of blocks and lots that
include rear lanes. particularly in areas designated
as Single Family Mixed Residential and Rowhouse /
Townhouse, In order to access off-street parking. The
"H"-shaped configuration for rear lanes is preferred
and is intended to provide an opportunity for short
end blocks to feature fronting units (see Figure 4.3).
Particular emphasis shall be given to arterial and
collector streets identified in this Plan.

·1
4.

5.

Develop an interconnected local road network that
conforms to the arterial, collector and local street
hierarchy of roads io Williams as delineated in the
Circulation Concept Plan (Map 3).
Design residential areas with a network of wallaible
streets on a modified grid road and block pattern
lo increase route options and connections. Avoid
subdivision layouts that incorporate single-access
block and street patterns (cul-de-sacs and P-loops),
and/or include crescent and T-intersection road
configurations. Limited consideration will be given
to these urban form patterns where the subdivision
layout In question borders an arterial street or the
urban / Agricultural Land Reserve boundary (e.g.,
76 Avenue), or ls adjacent to areas designated
as Rowhouse/Townhouse. Conservation and
Watercourse Compensation Areas.

Figure 4.3 rl/lustrates a •H"-sliaped street, block and slreet

paltern
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Land Use Pia

2.

5.1 OVERVIEW
The neighbourhood V,sion nd Goals for the. W llituns
are ar e:mbodied in the Will ams Larid Use Pl':u,, (see
Map l). The L.lnd Use Plan identifies. the residenUal and

l.'mpfoyment fond t1SC dcsigna.Uon:i in the Ne ghbouthood
Plan :.1.r,ea, as we. as fu ~urc trn.nsponaition corriidor ,
proteded areas, tr1Us parks, and other (ommunity
1

1

men ties and in'frasrr1.mu,ft' Th~ land s polii;ies
des-crib!!' l:n detail tM lo Eion, types, a.nd density ohs .
for th Wi HalllS ;irea. lh,e de.s·cn t 0.11s .'!Ind polic"es,
vh ch repre nl il. ba.lo.ni:itd ourcome of public inp·Ut and
feedb:ic 1 technical an. lys,b, ,eXJstjn poHc.y a!'ld best
pl anni ns prnctices, wi II , used lo guide the development
iipp,r-or.l]s pmcess 1thro111gh o full buHd Ol'.I of the

n lghbourhood.

rile imp.acts of farming ,on urban lands. Var atioas liO

5 2 LAND USE DESIGNATrONS AND
POLICIES
'I hl,s cc t Lon descdhcm; the Ja nd ds e desl gmm iuns in U1:e
Land U Plan ( ee Mop O. lnduded in tilth desii;nanon
i n desc.rlp'llo.n o:f intt!,nl as wel as , n ld nll fie Uon
or ppropri:31 'building lypotogie-s o1nd d velopm nr
dem, t e . Also h:icluded or gem:r:il nd s:peicific pof' c e,s.
for I.and, use·. Gener.\l polh.!"e 1th at i!,pply aeross muttipte
des .gninowis tU"f pro ided in,Se,ction S.3. Polle es unl,q u .
to indtv·dua.l des1gnat.ions are provided n Sec.tlons, 5.4
·o 5.9. Utbcre is a. con ff ct bet vee111 il gen: ta] policy ,md
specm, p.QHcy in a h:md usie designation, th sp,C'dfk
poll~y shall take precede c .

the h1.11ffer- sue will be con~ e,ied when tihe tenfion
of b111.ihllng~ o(histori or heri'ltlge value an: pre nied.
3.

requirenm1ls). M'Mimum

4.

Eosur dtvc opm~o and infriistru,turc pfiOj cts b1fld
wlth l'he s:lop - t:o mi111.imlze ,cu.: ~nd fiill ,ex.cavations
to help prese,rve the ni!itur.d topography of

walls-, when!' er po551bl , Jn ord r to e:t1::ibUsh 11
complementary. pede: t~· an-[riendly stu:etsc pi: and
to rupP'(Jrt site ilnd neigh -umood des:ign effo-rts
to ret:liin mind enht1nc,c lhe tri!m charncLr ,o f he
WilHoughby escarpment.
5.

withi.lil the WHliam,
ghboudtood as oudlned
by the. Oc:ve'lopm .nt P,t!'rtnil Areas on Map 4 aind
Map 4A af the \YiUau.ghby Community Plan in
ordtr 'to achiev high quality :ind en :rgy d6clent

rmittcd density may nol

hiHs:ide M,e.ais. Also, bl!l ·ldlngs :shou d be tepped'
an sloping sites In reduce tin: height and maxsing of
the devclopwien and tcd1llct lhc need for retain"ng

1

Ob ..1·n ~ Dtvclopm,mt Permit 111 ~,cord:1 c.e vith
S ction 41111, (I} (c) (0. th) and {f) of the Local.
Ciovcmm nt Acl (L.GA) for developmeSlt on fonds

a.11

IH! achievable on ciH prnperUes.

'Th.i: following polides i!pply -across mUI Up. - land 1.11Se
deslgn:1tions Jp the WIIUilllls neighbourhood
ULand Use Desigm1Uons:

CoMider lower d£ru.i11.les for d,~v;elopn1ents,

appllcablt in c.ises wlur·e the.y canno be .ichi eved due
to sue ,o:nsttnints (e.g. topogrophy or ripari'1n lbaclt

5.3 GENER.AI. LAND USE POLICIES

L.

Obt~Ln a De elopm"n . !Permit in llt:OOrdmce w"th
S« .lon488{ l) c). { l nnd (f) oft.hi!!! Local Government
Act ·(LGA) for de·velopm1mt on lands within rh ,
ridnity of the ·urbanJAgriculturnl Land R~rve
edge IQ the VUliams eighb urhood as 1oudined
by the Devdop ent Perm iC. Areas on Map 4 of ttie
WI loughby ComrnunHy PL~n for the P'fO,ltctioD or
farm n, (Dev 1opment !.\!rm.it Area ,Yl ). lncorporalc:
· ppropriale subdivis'io111 design, building sc1bac:b and!
landlscape buft"ers rot fands 1111'ong the east lild south
portio11s of the< WUliilfflS neigbbou hond 1th:1t ~ti
adjaee111t Lo the Ag:r rullure Land Reserve 'boundary in
or-der to cleady est.ibllsh U e edg,e. between tile urb.in
and rural areas. ro1enhance the vi bility o!f mrmlng on
ad·ar:ent agrl c:u lt:u ral' I nds, ilBd mi1tJg~te and minimize

Deslcn 11pprop.riate b11ildlng transition , betwe~n

dilfe[ient and uses d distinc:t bu· ding types that
11rt re$pe¢rfill of views, den.sitL troffi , ~nd no·se.
Buildlns mmin.g, placement of glazing, ·tc de ign
and hmdscapltng,hould mitiga.fe overlook and address
prlva,cy imp-lit tions.

a«"hhedural and site des gn.
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Residential Land Use Designations:
6.

9.

Incorporate row(s) and stands of trees, along with
the retention and integration of existing significan!
trees, as pntt of project design, as outlined in tht
Township's Subdivision and Development Servicing
Bylaw Schedule I - Tree Protection. Planting of
evergreen, coniferous trees shall be part of project
design, wherever feasible.

I 0.

Provide a viewscape analysis of the Willoughby
Escarpment, Crom various polo ts in the Milner Valley
(Glover Road). In the preparation of Comprehensive
Development Plans (COPs; Polley I and 2, Sub,
Sectio11 11.4) and for all propoml developments,
south of 80 Avenue.

11.

Require new single fiimily developments to ente,
Into an tttcrior desfgn control agreement Tht
agreement should address the following general
guidelines for new developmenls:

Provide for a variety of housing forms. sizes,
floor foyouts and tenures within the Williams
Neighbourhood Pion mea lo addrts.S • range of
housing needs and stages of life, sub)ect to the form
and density provisions of the applicable land use
designation, Including the foll.owing;
n. Incorporate a diversity of housing choices to

assist In achieving housing affordability through
the provision of smaller-lot single fa,nlly homes,
duplexes, rowhouses. townhouses. secondary
suites and coach homes.
b. Encourage• variety of tenures, such as foe simple,
strata and rental, as wdl as a diverse range of
housing options, such llS co-housing, pocket
neighbourhoods (a small group of cottage style
housing units with shared parking), single-levd
housing and rowhouses and townhouses with
'master' bedrooms on the ground level.
c. Permit seniors housing facillUes, such as
community care facililil!$, a55isted living
residences and supportive hou.sing In townhouse
development forms.
d. foster the development of non,mar.k.:t housing.
e. Encourage devtlopment of secondary suites and
coach homes as rental opportunities to achieve
affordability objectives and provide housing
options f"or college and univers;ty students.
7.

8.

Calculate the land area den.sity on the b:i.sis of
gross developable land area where the minimum or
maximum density is expressed in terms of units per
hectare (unlts per acre). Gross developable land area
includes land dedicated for new roads, land above
the top-of-bank protected for watercourses, and land
s«ured fur transmission Unes and other utilities
provided they are upgraded as a linear park system.
Gross develop2ble land are,, does not include land
dedlcated for stormwater dettntion ponds.

a. retain existing significant trees, especially
evergreen, coniferous trees.
b. incorporate high quality design and cmplo)
an arc.hltrcturol approach that Is harmonlow
with the community context (e.g. low seal~
pedestrian-friendly buildings).
c. require developments lo complement odJacent
developments in terms of siting, form, and
character, but Individual archilectural expression
is encouraged both within :md b"twcen street
blocks.
d. encourage all visible building elevations tc
provide architectural Interest, especially those
that are visible from public streets, lanes,
walkways, parks and trnils.

e. provide a strong street presence through street
focing buildings that Include elements such oi
extended front porches. Single family dwelling1
should not back onto a public road.

Include adaptable housing requirements for a
minimum of 5 percent of Single Family Mixed
Residential and Rowhousc(Townhouse units per
development, in accordance with Section 3.1.9 of
the OCP (see Tobie 5.1 ), as amended from time to
time. Adaptable housing requirements are modest
Improvements to provide and enhance accessibility,
making it easier for residents to remain in place as
they age and/or experience Ulness or Injury.
Metro Vancouver Regional District

5.4 SINGLE FAMILY MIXED
RESIDENTIAL

3.

Design street, block and lot patterns to
accommodate rear-loaded parking off of
lanes. Although this rear-loaded pattern Is the
dominant (defined by land area or units) design
form, front loaded lots will be considered when
fronting along local roads if topographic or other
site constraints make rear lane access difficult to
achieve. In such cases, garages shall be recessed
and comprise less than 50 percent of the front
building face, In order to maintain a strong,
pedestrian-oriented streetscape.

4.

Provide a useable, covered front pon:h ond • main
entrance, that present to the street for all dwelling
units. Porches are permitted to project by up to l
metre into the Front Lot Line Setback, as defined in
the Township of La.ngley Zoning Bylaw, provided
that the porch shall:

The Single Family Mixed ResidenUru designation
nccommodatesa range ofsingle family housing on a variety
of lot sizes (R· l, R·2 and R-CL; defined in lhe Township
of Langley Zoning Bylaw), semi-detached, duplexes, and
rowhomes. as well as accessory forms of housing such as
secondary suites and coach homes.
This variety of housing types are intended to primarily
accommodote street-oriented housing with near lone access
In order to maximize parking opportunities, provide a
high-quality pedestrian environment, and improve energy
efficiency through the siting and ruignment of homes. The
accessory forms are 10 provide opportunities for rental
housing, particularly for students in the neorbyuniversity.

Densities within this deslgnatioo will range from 2.4 units
per hectare (6 units per acre) to 4 units per heclore (10
units per acre). Policies specific for this designation are
as follows:
Policies:

I.

2.

Provide for a variety of single family housing
and compatible housing forms on a variety of lot
sizes (R-1 and R-CL; defined in the Township of
Langley Zoning Bylaw), semi-detached, duplex, and
rowhomes at a minimum density of 2.4 units per
hectare (6 units per acre) to a maximum density of 4
units per hectorc {10 units per acre).
Foster the development of accessory housing
including secondary suites or coach homes (R· 1
and R-CL[CHI; defined in the Township of Langley
Zoning Bylaw) with a single family home, along with
the provision of an additiona.1, non.tandem parking
space on the lot for the secondary suite or coach
home.

a. have a usable area with dimension that are no less
than 1.5 metres by 3.0 metres;
b. be open on at least two sides and protected by
guard rails the height of which sh,11 not exceed
the minimum specified in the BC Building Code;
c. be a single-storey height and be inttgrated and
located at the main entrance, and facing the
public street.
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5.

Minlmize the front yard setbacks in order to create
a pedestrian-oriented street presence and to provide
sufficient rear yard space for detached garages and
use;ible outdoor space.

6.

Protect the privacy and livability of individual
dwelling units and between developments through
an appropriate transition of bullding height and
massing, landscaping and sound attenuation.

7.

8.

b. these areas are situated, where feasible aod
appropriate. and informed by the above-noted
development application re~iew nnalysis:
i. along contour lines to contribute to nnd
enhance the treed character of the Willoughby
Escnrpment; or
II. adjncent to Watercourse Compensntion
Areas, Conservation Areas, the Wildlife
Habitat Patch, Williams View Park, and/or
Greenways, to further enliance and form n
network of treed spaces; and

Provide a minimum four {4) off-street parking
spaces for each dwelling unit fronting an arterial
road. No tandem parklng within a building5haJI be
permitted.
Limit the quantity of single family development in
the form of det,ched Residential Compact Lots,
as defined in the Township of Langley Zoning
Bylaw, to no more than 50 percent of the units for
any development for lands south of 80 Avenue, in
order to ensure that a range and mix of housing In
the Single Family Mlx,d Residential designation
is provided. Accommodate single and two family
development in the form of traditional sized lots, as
defined as R-1 and R-2 In the Township of Langley
Zoning Byla,~, for the remainder of the development
This requirement can be waived for developments
that dedicate at least 25 percent of the gross site area
for tree protection ond tree enhancement areas that
contribute to and enhance the treed character of the
Willoughby Escarpment, provlded that:
a. these areas are Identified. as part of development
application review. through
i. a viewscape analysis from the Mllner Valley

(various key points along Glover Road}; and
ii. a Tree Management Plan as specified by the

Subdivision ,ind Development Servicing
Bylaw. as am•nded.

c. these areas are not part of the 5 percent parkland
dedication or cash-in-lieu, as required as part of
subdivision.
9.

Encourage the development of semi-detached (fee··
simple and/or strata tenures) Residential Compact
Lots, as defined In the Township of Langley Zoning
Bylaw [e.g .. R-CL{SD)l, provided that:
a. Siting of semi-detached and duplex housing
forms on corner lots shall align the main entrance
for each dwelllng unit to foce each of the streets;
b. Design the off-street parking with no tandem
spaces within a building;
c. Accommodate a minimum of one on-street
parking space in the front of each dwdling unit.
d. Reflect or complement the architectural character
of single family developments in the design of
semi-detnched nnd duplex housing; and
e. Comply with the development parametres ns
delineated in Policy 8 above. The semi-detached
and duplex housing forms. on Residential
Compoct Lots, or quivalen1 sized lots, are
considered as part of the 50 percent maximum
provided for any development as outlined in
policy 8 above.
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JO.

Provide forthe development of Residential Compact
Lots. as defined In the Township of Lwgley Zoning
Byl•w, to accommodate rowhomes, provided th•t;
a. Rowhouse developments are designed in a single
row, fronting a road and serviced by a rear lane;
b. Design each building that contains no more than
four units;

c. Provide adequate space b<t;ween the interior
sides of buildings to accommodate tree-planting;
d. Design the off-street parking with no tandem
spaces IVithin a building;
e. Accommodate a minimum of one on-street
parking space in the front of each dwelling unit;
and
f. Comply with the development parometres as

delineated in Policy 8 above. The rowhome
housing forms, on Residential Compact Lots.
or quivalent sized lots, are considered as part
of the SO percent mo.ximum pro,•lded for any
development as outlined in poUcy 8 above.

5.5 ROWHOUSE / TOWNHOUSE
The Williams Neighbourhood Plan Includes !lie Rowhouse
/ Townhous,, designation and the Townhouse Strata
designation. each with different densities. The two
designations together will provide a mix of affordable,
ground-oriented housing for families with children,
seniors, and "empty nesters· and serve as a land use
transition between predominantly low density, residential
neighbourhoods and employment uses. The emphasis
is on ground-oriented neighbourhood character of the
Williams neighbourhood, ensuring a good relationship of
the units to the street and compatibility of form and scale
to other residenlial areas. Access to vehicle parking will be
provided via rear lanes or internal driveways/strata roads.
Owe.Hing units that front a public street will hove direct
pedestrian access to/from said strcect.

5.5. 1 ROW HO US C/ 'fOWNII O USF. (20 37 uph I
8 I S up• )

The Rowhouse / Townhouse designation accommodates
both rowhouse and townhouse developments, where all
units front and have direct pedestrian access from/to the
public street. This designation is located in the northwest
portion of the Plan area, between a predominately single
family neighbourhood in the Yorkson arta and the
employment lands to the immediate east. This lower
density multi-family designation will provide a land use,
form and massing transition between these two land use
conditions as well as a form of affordabl.e, ground-oriented
housing. Densities within this designation will range from
20 units per hectare (8 units pcracre} to 37 units per hectare
( 15 units per acre). Policies specific to this designation are
as follows:

Polides:
I.

Provide for row house or townhouse, as well as semidetached dwellings on .Residential Compact Lots. as
defined in the Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw
and duplexes, al a minimum density of 20 units pe.r
hectare (8 units per acre) to a mo.ximum density Is
37 units per hectare ( 15 units per acre).

2.

Limit the mo.ximum height of buildings to three (3)
storeys.

3.

Establish block and street patterns thot include a
public lane or strata road. and provide continuous
on-street parking along the public street that is not
interrupted by driveway let-downs.
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Design buildings and dwell Ing 1.mits, to include:
11. Street-facing, pedestri:m-ori:ented dwelling llniits

that provide a. weable, cove.red r:ront p.orc,h along
and a maln entrance, d111:t prese:nt t(!l the pub.- c:
street Porches .:ire permitted ·to project by up 1o l
metre into,th- Front Lo Line Setback..as defined
in th _ 1'ownship of Langley Zoning Bylaw,
provided t,bat the porch shall have .a u.sahlt< arieii
with dimension that aire mo ltss than J.5 metr,es
by 3.0 metres; be open on al lea.st two sides and
protected by guard raiI'5 the height of wnh:;h .shalm
not exceed the mi!ilimum specified In th BC
Bui Idling Code: and be ai si ngle-ston::y height and
be integra:f d ,md located 'at the: miliin entrnn e,
mid facing the public ~t.

This 1ownhouse desii;nat:ion provides, affordab e. ground,,
orien ted housilig for ho11Seholw. wt h children, sen Dli
nd 'empty-nesters'. The 1'ownhouse Strata fand use
de-Sjgnatlon is, siUH1.ted and ndjacent 10 sc::hoolls aind par~.
url>an g,ecm,rays, ocall·servingcommen:i.i:I services. ruture
transit and other desUnation.s:, and provides a land use,
form and massing !T-a.nsiUon be·tweein land use condiUo:n,s.
DensiUes wHhln this designaUon wilt mng:e from 20 units
per hedar,e (8 lllnits per ac,re) to 54 units per hectare {22
units per acre). Policies ped fie: 1o 1th1is designar o:n are as
fu1ow~
1

ro

l,

Provide
·rownhomes, h:udl:!Aing those wjth a
master bed room OD lhe gmund ll!oor, al a minimum
density of20 units per hectare ts units per .acre) to a
mi!Xhnum density of 54 ;units per hecwre (2' units
pH' crf!).

2...

lim l the maximum. hel,ght of town homes 1to two (l)
storeys fo buildings, f:ronti,ng '.'7.l2 Str-eet, induding
the mid-block greenway liinks be1tween 8'0 Avenue
and th,e 212, Street cL11l-de-sae ,and 83 .Avenue and
the Highway - {'n he Transition DI.strict) in
11 ighbo11 ring Yorks.on. Thr,ee f3) storeys could be
,c onsidend if the 16.rst st.oirey is en.ti.rely belo,w 1the
finished grad of any sranways. The ma.;I( mwn
height for bu Jdings for the remainder of 1th
development is three. (3) storeys.

b. Off-street parking for the dweH.tn,g, units :sha1 be
accessed rro.rn a rear fane or internal st:rata road

Provide ,ai mini mum of four (4} olf..stre,et parkl ng
spaces for these· dw~Uing un:its.. AU pa:rk.l 11g
spaces wUhin a buUdin.g shillll be non-tandemi
arid
c. r-our {4) or (.ewer dwelHng units contoiln£d w.ithin.
·each bui 'ding,

d Rea._r rc:ntr.ances for .iU dwcllirng uni,ts in the form
of 'swing doo es' that is siepernte ftom vehk:ul~
pa:rlin,g ~l'ld access poirits.
'.).5,2

TO\

,~ousE STRA.TA (20

5 U[dl 18-22 u1,a)

The Townhous~ Strata designanm :accommodates
townho11se developments. This design11Uon Is located along
the south and eas :sides of the 212 Stliet:l Connedor, and
at the northeast comer of 2 l 2 Street and 80 Avenu,e., and
north of ,SJ Avenue, betWl!l!!ll predondnately s~ngle family
neighbourliouds in die Yor~on area and the Business Park
and die Singte Paml•y Mixed Res, d.enUal lands iln WHUam5.
1
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Desig11 buH ings. and dw l ing units front ng
212 Sln:el. 'th~ 212 St ~t cad-d~-Slic, north of ,80
A~oue, Hl Avenue and odd-block Greenway in
between 83 Avenue. and the H gh\ ay # I Gr-ctn.w,ay
in ncfgJtbouring Yorkso111. in ord r to providll! a
high q,Ui!.l:lty pedestrian ,environment. and to cre111t:e a
cpmp cml!ntilfy form ,and scale of hou61ng to those
across ·h su«t from nnd adJa~ent 'ttl nei~hbouriing
Ybrksoni (mimicking existing sing -fiimi&y; duplex
nnd rowhorm: development},,to iadttde:

a. p destri:.tn~orlented dwelHng , nits and building
forms, tlurt are .s reet- or greenway-foc·ng, tha,
provide a useable cov,ered front po,cb iilong with
the primary uniE ,c:ntrnnc od a ent t.o 311,d facing
pub ,ic !ilreel or ped,esttfain route ( nduding tlhe
opposite side ofthe.str«t~ Pori;:he.sare permitted
lo p,rojec.t by up lQ m trc in110 the Fro:nrlot Line
Selbo , s delined in 'the Townshi,p ,o f Langley
Zo11 ing Byfa~,11. prov·ded thnt th - porch sl1,all h:a.W!
11 u:sab e area i'iith dimenskm that He nQ less than
1.5 metr,es by 3.0 me,t res; be open on ,.it leils two
sides and prottcfed by' gu lid rans 1lh11 lleight or
which sh 11 not ex('ieed the miinimumi specified
in. th BC Building Code;, and be single-storey
hEi.&ht and be ntegr, fed and located at the m,;t1n
entrarnce1,, and fad111g th ,public: streeh

b. Q,ff.st,~t parking for the. d.welling ur:iU.s t1lu11
is accessed rrom 11 r,ear lia11e or internal Slr, ta
road, for those units that flloni an arterial streel
Provide a, minimum offau r (4) off-st r t parking
spaceofo,r these dwdli11i1g unll.'i, All p:1rkingspace.s
within a buildi n,g .shal} be noi:Handem; ;1111d
c. No more 1han four (4) dwelliflg Uni.ls an:,
ro11taint!d within endi building tha diil'ic:tly
fronts, a public: streer.

5,.

ncorpot.:1
bklllldl ng

appropr .-le s· te des,ign and townhau e
.. backs to ac.commodiJ:te 11 co1:1.1 lnUD'1H

e\rergrieen, ,coniferous tree <row. lhat in,:egrntes witih
, te design r~uirern nts fbr st ee't fronting dwelUng
units .ind! comprised of retained and/or new t[iee
planting~. along the south side cf fo:wnhaase
deveJopmtn · sites 1lh;)t fron~, 8.0 Av,en"'° nnd ii oag
the ,east sid~ of rownhousc devefopl!lilenl sites that
front 212 StreeL This ciUil be accompliished th romg'li
both tree · tentiofrl dfor ntw u~ plant ngs, .ind
ar~ considered d ff'erenl 1h'1n strec't trees in 1lhe
pubre boulevard..

5.6 COMMERCIAl
The WIJnn.ms Nelghboimrhood Plan lm:orpor tes a,
ccmmt:rci l ;uea, l.cm1tcd a, the northeast c,o rner of 214
Stree ~!ild 811) Av nuc:i .ind indud1t.s: 111 Nei,ghbourhood.
Convi!'ni 111Ce ,c omm rc:ial. des ,gna.Uon ilnd a M:iXii:d
U e Com mercia I designation. The two design.it ons
tog lber vlll provide i;l!ng.e a ~ommerc:fal ervh::es , nd
amen,ities for local re:dde:nts, !!mployees, !i'tudent:s .ind
the trnvelling, pub k. PoHc e:s th.it appl)t to bot'.h the
Neighbou hood Co1.1¥enience iCommerdal and Mlx~d

Use Comme:rclal desi;nat .ons are as foHows::
-o,H,ges:

I,

s·r~ and design bu.ildings to, ~ 5:tre

t-fronting and
pcdeslrl:m-rocused, ,and oriented towards a pub1
road to res1:1lt h1 ge11 r,t.lily oons·i te·nt active stttct
rron.tages, alo.ng, 2 J4 and 216 Sfre-eu,, and so 11nd
,II I Av 111ru
Include design ,elernenu on bulildi.ng
fa,;: des ;s, well .is hnidsc.ip ng r lements aindl d~lgn
~ · tures betwe1m b~lldln,gs 'tha't fmn1 2l4 Slrttr
and 80 Avenue· th:it further support pedi:striain
or·i:nta:tion ,11 ong the public stree:t

cl Rear ~ntrnnces for nH dwelling units in the form
or'sw'n doors lbat is seperate from vehkular
pllrki ng and ao:ess point .

Provide dim::t, publidy-accessible connections ln.
the form of Pedestrian Links (see Section 6.2.5)

through Townhouse developments, - from pubHc
rond 'Opubl t ro d - iP a1rens:designated Townhouse
Strat , 1n the ,illpproxi mate locafnn. ddi ncatcd on
Mnp l to support pedestriain connecCMty along 212
et

Corridor.
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2.

3.

landscape surface parking lots and locale them away
from public street frontages byorientatingandsiting
buildings and appropriate landscaping treatments In
such a way as to create and/or give the appearance
of a continuous. active street frontage, specifically
along 214 and 216 St/eels and 80 and 81 A\'enues.
Require the scale and design cbarncterofthe buildings
and landscapes in these Commercinl designations
to Integrate and be of high quality to complement
the design and scale of the multi-family J'e$ldential
development on the sou1h side of 80 Avenue. Design
cbarJcter should consider siting, setbacks, exlJlrior
finish, landscaping and parking areas, in relation
to adjacent residential and -agricultural/rural
areas. Fa~ade and roofline articulation with dear
building entrances and other projecting clemenu
are required. Blank or unditferenttated fo~ades
sh:ill be ,voided. Where drive,through services
are permitted, drive isles and service windows
shall be interior to the commercial development,
not adjacent to and dlrecdy visible from the public
street, and accommodatM and integrated with the
sllJl design features for pedestrians throughout the
Commercial designatiom and linlc.s to Greenways.

4.

Orient and design buildings to maximize solar
exJ)<)sure ond to limit shadowing on adjacent roads,
sidewalks, other public spaces, -and properties.

5.

Incorporate internal pedestrian linkages within
and across surface veblcle parklng areas that al.so
conveniently connect to public pedestrian areos
such as Greenways. Provide continuous weather
protection for pedestrinns on all buildings with
commercial frontages.

6.

Consider the integration ofchildc.ire floorsp>ee that
could provide services to ernployoes worklng in the
neighbouring business park areas.

7.

Include varied cladding materials of complementary
colours and textures, visual elements, appropriate
ornamental and energy efficient fighting, landscaping
and other features for building fronlllges other than
the front building face.

5.6.1 N lll GABOURHOOD CO NVl:N IENCI.

COMM6RClAL

Neighbourhood Convenience Commercial designation,
is allocated for commercial establisrunenls that are local·
serving. pedestri3n-orlenled, street facing and street
frontingbulrdlngs, some of which are mlxed-use(e.g., retail
and office) that address the arterial roads and have • high
quality building design,landscaping and finishes. Permitted
convenience commercial uses in this designation Include
cafes, medical and professional offices, grocery, and other
goods and services serving ruidents of Williams residential
neighbourhoods. The Neighbourhood Convealence
Commercial designation will also accommodate outdoor
display spaces (e.g., Christmas Trees, Aower, fruit and
vegetable stands) and public gathering/seating areas and
serve as a key destination for the neighbourhood. Policies
specific lo this Neighbourhood Convenience Commercial
deSlgnalion are 3$ follows:

Policies,
8.

Incorporate reh1ll and service commercial uses that
are local-serving, such as financial institutions, retail
stores, convenience ,tores, delicatessens, bakeries,
barber shops, bl?lluty salons. restaurants and cafcs,
and fitness centres (excluding service stations,
vehick servicing and drive-throughs). These types
of retail and service commercial uses (not including
the one ( I I anchor grocery store) shall be located atgrade and shall be included in buildings that have a
maximum floor-plate size of 1,000 m1 (-11,000 ft'}.
Incorporate frequent eutr.inces Into commercial
frontages with a maximum spacing of IS metres.
Where tenants require somewhat larger frontages,
design considerations will be required 10 maintain
the character and appearance of frequent entrances.
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9.

Provide space for business, medico! and professional
offices on the second and third storeys of at least
.in equivalent amount of floor <>rea dedicated for
retail commercial uses thot are provided on the first
storey. 1he office space component must be built
in conjunction with the retail commercial space
component ofo building.

10.

Accommodate one ( I) grocery establishment in
the Neighbourhood Convenience Comm<rclal
designation with a maximum size of 4.000 m'
(-43,100 ft') that serves local residents and
neighbouring employment uses, provided that the
neighbourhood public plaza space (sec Policy 12
below) and purpose•built office floor space, of a
minimum s!u: of 500 m' In a multi -storey, milccd·
use retail/office building, are built in this precinct In
conjunction with or before the development of the
grocery building/space.

11 ,

12.

Design buildings ln the Ne]ghbourhood
Convenience Commercial designation to be o
minimum of two storeys in height. The building
that accommodates the grocery establishment
(Policy 110 above) is excluded from this height
requirement, yet must incorporate architectural
design detlllls that 'mimic' and give the appearance
of a two storey building.
Incorporate o neighbourhood public plaza $pace
in this precinct with a minimum size of 450 m'
(--4,850 ft') that provides an open space for a variety
of activities such os socializing, resting. and eating,
and serves as a focal point for the neighbourhood.
The plaza space should be lntegnited with adjacent
buildings and the brooder precinct, Include a
combination of hard and sof\design nnd landscaping
features, accessibility, direct solar occcss, distant
views. vehicle noise and light attenuation measures,
a variety of seating and other furnishings, lighting,
wea1her prottetron, and spatial variety.

5.6.2 MIXED USE COMMERCIAL
The Mixed Use Commercial designation is allocated
for commercial establishments that provide services to
motorist, and for non·pcdcstrlan-orlentcd retail and
services. Permitted uses in this Mixed Use Commercial
designation include those that meet the needs of the
travelling public such as a vehicle pMts 11nd repair,
restaurants. seasonal and recreational goods and other
comparison retail. that also serva the needs of work.rs and
business owners in adjacent and nearby employment areas,
and the University District. Policies specific to this Mixed
Use Commercial dcslgnatfon are os follows:

Po!icies:
13.

Incorporate retail and service commercial uses that
serve the needs of both the residential areas and
the employment generating, business park lands,
11s well os the travelling public, such os restaurants
and cafes, financial institutions, and personol and
business services (excluding service stations and gos
bars). These types of retail and service commercial
uses (not including an anchor grocery store) shall be
located at-grade and shall have a maximum size of
1,000 m' (- 1t,000 It') per unit.

14.

Accommodotc one (1) large-format retail and
service establishment in the Mil(ed Use Commercial
deslgoollon with a maximum size of 6,000 m'
(- 64,600 It') that is limited to a home h,udware/
improvement type of use that could also include the
servicing of vehicles less than 5,000 kg GVW.
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A,Gcommodate a maximum of one (I) gas bar, as
defined In the Townsltlp of Langley Zoning Bylaw,
Sitlng, design and access of tht gos bar shall be
oriented towards a non-arterial public road and shall
include landscaping and design features along public
frontages that support pedestrian orientation and
give the appearance of an activt use.

5.7 WORK AND BUSINESS
The Willtains Neighbourhood Plan incorporates o work
and business area that supports limited commerciol ond
a broad range of business and employment acliv!tles
that contribute to the development of • sustainable
and complete community in both the Williams and the
broader Willoughby area. This work and business area
will provide job• close to home and will be au attroctive
place to invest and run a business and includes o Gateway
designation, located at the northwest corner of 216 Street
and 80 Avenue, and a Business Park designation, primarily
situoted between 80 Avenue and Highwoy # l.

3.

Incorporate retail and service commercial uses.
thot meet the needs of the travelling public, such al
restaurants, including drlve,throughs, recreotlon,
entertainment and instruction (e.g.• yoga, dance,
martial arls, fitness facilities), and the retail sale of
goods and other services. The maximum size of any
retail commercial use shall be 500 m' (-5,400 ft'}.

4.

Include purpose,bullt buildings that provide spoce
for business, medfcal and professional offices,
provided thot purpose-built office floor space is
built in conjunction whh or before the development
of at least 60-0 m' (6.~00 fl') of commercial retail
floorspace io the Gateway designation and that
the gross office floorspace component cannot be
less than I.S times the gross commercial retail
floorspace. Accommodate limited retail services on
the ground Roor thot complement office uses in the
building (e.g., small pharmacy that supports medical
offices). For purposes ofcalculating gross floor area,
retail commerclol uses permllted as part of o hotel
use defined obove ond built within the hotel building
as well as the gos bar 11se sholl not be considered !IS
retail rommercial floorspace.

5.7. l ClA1'1:.WAY

Toe Goteway designation Is intended lo include buildings
nnd nssoclaled uses that visually 'frame' and 'wrap' the
street comers of SO and 81 Avenues, at and along 216 Srreet.
Permitted uses in this Gateway designation include those
that meet the needs of the travelling public such os o gos/
service station, restaurant$, overnight accommodations,
and multi-storey office buildings. Careful attentcon to
quolity building design. siting. os well as londscoplng to
ensure thot this precinct provides o key entry point to the
WIiiiams neighbourhood, the Willoughby community and
the municipality more broadly. Policies specific to this
Gateway deslgnatlon are as follows:

PoUcies:
l.

Provide one (I) hotel in the Gateway designation
that could include guest rooms, lobby. conference
and meeting rooms, restaurant, pub, guest amenities
(etc.• pool, exercise room). and llmited retail space
located In one building. Site and orient the building
townrd 216 Street and 80 Avenue.

-
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S.

Design distinctive buildings to emphasize the
gateway functionality of the area within the vicinity of
216Street and 80 Avenue that signifies the east entry
Into the Willi.ams Neighbourhood and the broader
Willoughby Community. High quality building
design and landscnping will be required to assist in
the creation of this gateway character. Except for
a gas bar and stand-alone buildings for restaurant
uses, the minimum building height shall be three (3)
storeys for any building sited immedlotely adjacent
to an Arterial street. Distinct roof lines and roof
features should be considered. including active and
planted/landscaped spaces. Stand-alone buildings
for restaurant uses must incorporate architectural
design details that 'mimic' and give the appearance
of a taller building (1.5 storeys or higher).

5.7. 2 BUSIN!lSS PARK

The lands designated as Business Park are immediately
adjacent to the 216 Street tnrerchange with primary access
provided directly off2 l 6 Street at approxlmarely 81 Avenue
and 80 Avenue at 214 Street. Given this strategic location.
these business and employment lands are key generators
for job growth that will provide significant contributions
to the local economy. As such, the business Park
designation emphasizes high quality office and business
uses, including a mix of light manufacturing, distribution
warehousing, office, research and development and simllar
uses. The interface and transition between Business Park
and neighbouring residential areas consist of a variety of
treatments, including a Creek Greenway, a Watercourse
Compensation Area and landscaping requirements
associated with Business Park development. Policies
speci6c to this Business Park designation are as follows:

Policies:
I.

Encourage and provide for a range of employment
and business activities In the Business Park
designation including warehousing, wholesaling
and distribution. technical and educational,
instructional and recreational, research and
development. film studio and post-studio
production, information technology, business and
professional offices, mini-storage, micro-breweries,
and private utilities. Allow for light-impact
m:lllufocturing uses provided that the business
activities have no emissions (e.g., emissions from
furnaces, boilers or process heaters, and automolive
or slmllar refinishing facilities or other activity
regulated by the Air Quality Regulatory Program
of Metro Vancouver). Bulk storage of hazardous or
flammable materials or substance5, salvage, ready·
mix concrete plants, and processing, manufacturing
or repair of heovy machinery, equipment. and
heavy transportation products are not permitted.

2.

Accommodate both multi-tenant complexes
and freestanding. single-tenant buildlngs. High
standards of building and site design, incorporating
quality architectural building expression, superior
landscaping. and appropriate vehicular and
pedestrian circulation are required.
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3.

Contain all business and employment activities
wholly enclosed within buildings with no open
storage.

4.

Provide small outdoor open spaces for employee
5ealing and recreation. with appropriate, all-season
weather protection. that take adv-antage of southfacing exposure, and are part of site planning and
building design.

5.

6.

Provide the business population with side,valks,
pathways and other facilities, as part of site design
of development and road and subdivision patterns.
v•hicular access, parking and circulation design.
that blsecl the Business Park lands 11nd link key
urea destinations, such as the commercial node, the
nrea Greenway net1<ork, neighbouring park spaces
ond other recreational ureas, in order to lmproye
accessibility and provide 11menities for employees.
On·•ile pede$trian facilities and walkways should be
linked to the public sidewalks by well-defined paths
to minimize and manage conflict \Vith vehicular
traffic.
Locate business and professfonal offices, mini-storage
- including multi-storey formats - mlcro-brcw<rics,
technical and educational, and instructional and
recreational (e.g., first aid tralnlng, martial arts and
dance studios, trampoline, climbing, go-k3rts, .skate,
ice rinks) types of uses along 80 Avenue given the
active nature of the business that can provide easeof,access to neighbouring residential areas and also
serve as a transition to the residential uses along tbe
south slMof80 Avenue.

7.

8.

The primary entrance(s), for both employ•es and
visitors, and office uses shall be loc,ned and oriented
to the street, with no surface parking between the face
of building and the greenway for all developments
along 80 Avenue and 216 Street as well as adjacent to
adjoining intersectlons of 214 Street and 81 Avenue.
Allow restaurants as a permitt•d use in the Business

Park designation. provided that itls incorporated Into
• building containing one or more of the principal
uses. Drive-through features are not permitted.
9.

Restrict parking, loading, access and circulation
adjacent to Watercourse Compensation Areas.

10.

Design buildln~ to be street-fronting and
pedestrian-focused.
Avoid generic. 'big box'
building designs that exhibit little fa~de interest
ond trnnsparency to the street. Variations in massing
and changes In height and horizontal planes are
encouraged; long and non-articulated buildings
-should be nvoided. All exterior mechanical units
or equipment, Including roof top units that may be
visible from a public street and adjacent residential
11nms, should be enclosed or sufficient.ly screened.

11 .

landscape surface parking lots and locate them to
the rear of buildings that front 80 Avenue or 216
Street Surface parking at the side of buildings Is
perml!ted elsewhere in the .Business Park lands. If
side parking is provided, design e.lcments shall be
applied to ensure it Is pa.rtially screened from view
from the adjacent public road and sidewnlk to create
a separation between public/private space along
roads and sidewalks.

12.

Include secure, weather-protected bicycle parking
for employees.

13.

Incorporate a 6 metre wide Interface Bulfer, In
addition to landscaping and setback requirements as
stipulated In other municipal by!01~s. that includes
planti11gs, a berm and a sound atteotuation fence
ln between lands designated for Townhouse Strata
(north of 83 Avenue) and Business Park.
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CONSERVATION AREAS

3.

Ind de a fish passable culv,i:rt crolSSi.ng with the:
redesign .md upgrade or 76 Avenue. as part of o,ff.
site o ks and servi,e:s. assoda:ted ifu ndJac:enl
development.

,4,

Manage walercou rses, od .assod:ited rll)3Jit1(1,n.rt.iS I
ru::cordanec wUh thi: re:qu irements: of Sedion 3,.13.19
or ,he To mship ,o f l..lng[ey Offii:cial Cortunltn ty
Plan.

The ,Cons:ervaUon Arcms des,,gn~t·on seeks to, protea
·mportant fish ':I.rid wlldlifo hablu1 ln the Williams area
lhrough the Streamside Protection and Enlumcem nt

Di!velopment P:arm1 Area po icies. tutd gmdelines. :is
,·tlpufattd in the 1bwnsMp of L.ingley Offici.i1 Com mun tty
Pl11n. Such sp.laS include scnsill¥e ienvl:raamm:lal areas

Lh

l pm ect: no only

fish nd vildUfe habit;it. but o he,

e1wi ronntentttl bene-Jhs such ll~ rolnwaL r coftvcyam:e,
open spa~e for ex st'ing and new n live pli!.n . 1'1:1duding
no.UV>I! nergr1ten, conifero,ll.5 ttttfi a Cd pgssh,e recreati.on
opportunmes. Toe numt of the Con!ltlrvation Ar,,e:15
lh:s:ignaUon I s habi,tlU prorcction and enbani;emeut and
resu:1rntion works 'lh:it. ,m,prmi inst.re.a.Ill :a11d riparian
ha.b:ir.its for fish and wildlife sp cli!! • M Wl!H ns r~nwnter
rrurnag melilll and area hydraulics.

5.9 WATERCOURSE COMPENSATIO

AREAS

1

,As sJ own n M11p 1 o tMs Plani one Coru;ervat an Area
bas bean id,fi! ntUiced ttiarl accommod.i:i:es and •ndude.s a Class
8 Wiltercou rse. Howeve , tb' s hocitd only be con ider d
ru .. g.uide. 0 her w..h:rc:ocrrs,cs could be demi lied In the
wtma.nliS .irea 1h~,t·.i,c, detmed to be a Conservation Area by
a quafilicd environm rual profcs~ioiJI J. Therefote. further
enviro11rnenla,I asse.s.sm~nt may be requ[red lo verify tlu:
,a<:curacy of th.: di!l5sific;1Uon the location of w;ih:rca11r e:s
or the pres-encc of wa11era,u:rse.s thnt ma)' .not he shown.
Polide!i !ipcc"fic: to Lhisdesi;gnalion 1ue a fo lows

The i nten'l of the Watercourse ,Colillpensal:ioo Areas
dcsig~;l'tion ·s: lo accommodate the n:loc:ation of Class B
( •ellow-coded) w.i!e:rcourses in the WllUams aw, -and re,estabU!ih h gheM.\'O ue 1abitol il'rea.!i fur fi h. and wHcU fe.
th:il wo11ld b subsieqmm1Uy pr,otecfed under theTmvnships
Str1mmside: Prnlecl on , nd Enhanci!ment Are,:u (SPEAs)1
as deUneafod in th.e langlc!y' Official Community Plan,
"ibls wm invol e thi: r:elor lion or Class B •11,en:ourses
fo · bolll the north ~nd oouth 'ltibu~ u o:f Goy Creek.
thro\l.glt redeve opmenl 'The objectives achieved rrom his:

nppmach inc~~

;;

I~

l.

Protect en:h:i:nce and apply restorn lo:n work·
that im,prove lhe quality of &nsCrcom and rlpa.r an
bah tat for (I h and wlldllfe spedes · n th
Conserv.ilion Ar,ims throuch !lh~ di!valop,men
and subdlr 1i.sion approval p:mce su b. sed on
tbe. Town!ihmp,s Stre,unside E''rotec 'ion and
En h11ncement Are::is (S PE:As), , '" described In t'h
Township or La~G]l!y Offieiid Community Plan
(OCP).

R~dlrect flows-,. mi de ermined from II Qualifi,cd
EnvironmeDta Pm.f1tt>-slo111:il from construct_d
st~m eh:an.nels '1n Wateiroou rse. Gompens11tl om
Area.Ii ro Conse:rr.i ion Areas, or other w len:au.rs.e
or dm-ain119~ clio.nn b w thin and outside the Pl3n
area, to contrilome to the pmvisio!l'il of h.igh hab ,tn

•

Redu~ :rn.d 1!1,f n~re the need ror cul erts and other
ehicular c.rossings of the wa tercourSl!S ossocintetl ·with
die. ripanan •Gomp _ns tlon !treas;.
Contribu 1 0 a buffer between :resid nttal and
eJiltp!loyment uses. ror tllie northern, Guy·Cree'k

•

promote gimu.nd·water rechQrge niid redu - flo _-d .risk;

be elit ;)ir quality nd ,c-0ritribute

1,

values ror lis.11. and wiJdU e.

hnpro\i:ed fish and wi,ldlife habitat that ls c.111rre lly
ompnsed of irly degr ded streilm d1ann.els lh<1t .u:,e
f.mgmmt d rurid C!Onslst ofb~rri4=1$ t'h~l rcstdc: fishflnd
wildlife mo:vemenil i
R,eten 10 , i,d enh.in~ment of ttt'es and r.m ive
egtlnrive
pla:nHngs nlong the Water:co!Jt t
Oompi:nsatlon Areas of the so11them Guy Cr:1:ek
1 ributaries lh t wlD rc.,taln nd ,enhance the 'tr'eioo
elt.i·racter ,o f the Milner EscarpJJ.Cnt,

greenhouse gases~ ClOd

•

pro Ide pilSsi

,o

he a:bsorptlon of

recreation op.porhmitia.

The Class B wamr,oourse.s ld.l!'tiiliHlled ln the WHli.1ms
a iglt;bourhood ~d aooorn:mod!!!:ted through reloa1f1:,n
.tilid compensallon n the Wa~c:11course Compen.~ation
Areas, .shoutd only be usm as a gindl! lbr determlnlo,g
llsherlj$ h-abitat vallues and .!ii"iting a:rcm fnr n,lc C'11/Uon and
,c:omp!!n~tion fo :1. glvtn walercau rse.
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Identified and designed as part of the devdopmenr
oflands between 80 and 83 Avenues. The number of
culverts for the reconstructed stream channels in the
north portion of the Williams area, to accommodate
road crossings, shall be kept to a maximum of three.
4.

Further environmental assessment may be required to
verify the accuracy of the classification, the location of
watercourses or the presence of watercourses that may
nol be shown. Policies specific to this designatlon are' us
follows:

Policies:
I.

Manage all Class B (yellow-coded) watercourses In
accordance with requirements of Section 3.13.19 of
the Township oflangley Official Community Plan.

2.

Relocate and reconstruct Class B watercourses
and establish associated riparian habltalS, to the
Watercourse Compensation Areas as depicted in
Map I and prescribed in policies below, based on
best and required practlces, as part of development
and subject lo municipal, provincial and federal
government regulatory approval processes.

3.

Design the Watercourse Compensation Area in
the Employment District area of Wllliams (refer
10 Figure 4.1), as depicted in Map I, to include a
reconstructed stream channel, a 15 metre wide
planted buffer on either side of the ordinary high
water mark, approximately 500 metres in length, for
a total compensation area of approximatdy 15,871
m' (not including channel areas within culverts).
The reconstructed stream channel within this
Watercourse Compensation Area shall be surfaceconnected to Guy Creek (at 216 Street, immediately
south of the Highway # 1 interchange) through
another reconstructed stream channel and an
additional Watercourse Compensation Area, with a
minimum toral of26,368 m', a minimum length of
I,IO? metres and a 15 metre wide planted buffer on
either side of the ordinary high water mark, shall be

Design the Watercourse Compensation Area in
the Residential District urea of Wlllioms (refer
to Figure 4.1 ), as depicted In Map I, to Include a
reconstructed stream channd, a 15 metre wide
planted buffer on either side of the ordinary high
water mark, approximately 433 metres in length, for
a total area of l2,08 I m' (not including channel areas
within culverts). The reconstructed stream channel
within this Watercourse Compensation Area should
be connected to the water channel retained within
the Conservation Areas designation and other
surfac,e drainoge along 216 Street, os determined by
Qualified Environmental Professionals.
An additional Watercourse Compensation Area,
with • total of 5,849 m2, a minimum length of
195 metres and a 15 metre wide planted buffer on
either side of the stream channel (not including
channel areas within culverts), shall be added to or
located south of this Watercourse Compensation
Area, between 216 Street and lands designated as
Conservation Areos in this Plan, as determined by
Qualified Environmental Professionals, arborlsts
and SC Land Survey professional. Modifications
to the exact location of any or all of the Watercourse
Compensation Areos in the Residenllal District
can be considered an will not ultimately require
• Plan amendment, provided that they remain
in the general area south of 78 Avenue ond that
the combined goals of pmviding fish and wildlife
habitat and contributions toward the retention
and enhancement of the 'treed' character of the
Willoughby Escarpment are to be upheld and not
compromlsed with this addU!on,l Watercourse
Compensation Area. The total number of culverts
for the reconstructed stream channels In thesouth
portion of the Wllli11ms area, to accommodote
road crossings, shall be kept to • maximum of
three.
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s.

6.

Identify and confirm the exact locarion and the extent
of the SPEA through a survey undertaken by a BC
Land Survey professional, per the requirements ofthe
SPEA provisions of the Township of Langley Official
Community Plan. Changes to the Watercourse
Compensation A=s as depicted in Map I and
ddlneated In policy obove may be considered in
accordance with the SPEA requirements, provided
other policy provisions of this Plan, such as the
retention and enhancement of the 'treed' character
of the Willoughby Escarpment, are upheld and not
compromised.

b. lands containing a watercourse being located
off-site will be required to provide funds for the
equivalent land and reconstruction costs of their
portion of the relocated watercourse as well as
temporarily pipe the watercourse(s) if they are
unable to provide the equivalent reconstructed
watercourse 35 depicted in Map l and delineated
In policy above.
c. Where a watercourse is relocated to lands not

currently containing a watercourse or SPEA, the
owner of said lands will not be responsible for the
cost of watercourse construction. Land with lhes,,
relocated watercourses shall be compensated for
the land and construction costs ofthe watercourse
reloc.llion as funds become available.

Complete at the time of development the
watercourse relocations and compensations as
depicted in Mop I and cttline:ittd In policy above.
Additional municipal. provincial and federal
government regulatory approval processes may
apply. The depletion of waten:ourse locations in the
Neighbourhood Pion are• should not be Interpreted
as final approval / endorsement by municipal or
senTor government regulatory agencies. Additional
considerations include
a. A minimum habitat balance applies to each
relocated Watercourse Compensation Area
35 depicted in Map i and dclineated fn policy
above, with an overall minimum habitat balance
threshold (59,298 m1; in addition to the ret•ined
watercourse immediately north of76 Avenue) to
be met for the entire plan area. Any addition.ii
watercourses found on-site will increase the
h•bit•t totals occordingly and if relocated, they
shall be lnlegrated Into the woten:oursc concept
depicted in Map I and delineated in policy above.

d. Where watercourse relocations cannot be
completed at time of development, Interim
solutions may be considered until such time that
watercourse relocations, as depicted in Map I and
delineated in policyabove,can be fully completed.
Interim solutions will be subject to municipal,
provincial and federal government regulatory
npproval processes and, upon completion of
watercourse relocations, interim solutions will be
removed at the developer's expense.
7

Align Creek Greenways adjacent to and within
the outer six (6) metres of the Waten:ourse
Compensation Areas, or SPEA, in consideration
of connectivity to other Greenways, Enhanced
Sidewalks, Wildlift Habitat Patch and public park
spaces. The design of the Creek Greenwuys must
conform lo the requlr<ments of the Streamside
Protection and Enhancement Development Permit
Area. Access from new devclopment to Greenways
or environmental area$ may be restricted if the
access ls deemed detrlmen~I to the overall biologicnl
integrity and viability of the compensation or other
environmental sensitive are35. Tree removal shall be
avoided and addltion:u na!lve plants may be needed
to enhance Creek Gn:enways. The locations of future
Creek Groenways are shown in Map I.
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EIGHB,QURHOOD PLAN

HOUSING AND POPULATION
ESTIMATES

At full buitd~out, it is estimatoo that tht Willi:ims
neighbourhood wiill ,aooomm.od.ai1~ approx! mately 4,600
people in l,470 dwelUng units. Table 5.J provides an
,estimate: of the furore population In th . nelghboudtood :u:
full b1.1Hd-out
1

Table S.•! I D'lstrjb.utlan ofDwelling Units ,md Populatio.n
I

•
-·

Appnn:im.Hc
Arc.1

Single .FamHy Mixed

38.6

I &es~dellitiail

Rowhou~ I Townhouse
ITo,wnhouse

I

J.5

1612

'

Apprw,,;im,,tc
;,..:t1m1u.' r of
Dwdlin~

Apprnx imak

Popul.11ion

l "11il~

Store~ s
from Gr.id.~

9S.4

6 - lO

3.8

763

2.900

8.7

8 .• 15

1.5

00

2SO

3

1.5

1604

1,504

3

h465

4;.f i~

40.l

8 • 22

I

I

TOTAL

i\faxinrnm

~
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Community Facilities

6.1

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES

This Plan establishes a network of parks and open spaces
that contributes to a complete and livable neighbourhood
in the Williams area. These parks and open spaces provide
the neighbourhood with active and passive outdoor
recreational opportunities to meet the needs of residents,
employees and visitors alike.

6.1.1

NfilGllBOURHOOD PARKS

A Neighbourhood Park is to be accommodated in the

initial phase of implementing and developing the Williams
neighbourhood. This neighbourhood park w!II provide a
variety of recreational opportunities, including sports fields,
play grounds and natural areas, along with an Elementary
School. The intent of these policies is provide direction to
ensure that the Neighbourhood Park site, along with the
Elementary School, are appropriately located, sized and
configured, and that necessary access and connectivity to
and from the park.elementary school site is sufficient and
appropriate for the needs of the users. Policies specific to a
neighbourhood park are as follows:

Policies:
I.

Provide a Neighbourhood Park (minimum 2
hectares [S acres) in size), which will form part of
a Joint neighbourhood park-elementary school site
with a minimum size of 4 hectares (10 <>cres). within
the vicinity of214 Street and 78 Avenue, as indicnted
on Map I.

2.

Identify and secure the Neighbourhood Park site
along with the rezoning of all lands designated for
residential development, llS outlined in Policy I,
Subsection 11.2, General Prerequisites.

3.

Ensure that the Neighbourhood Park and the
adjoining Elementary School that comprise the
joint park-elementary school site, are appropriately
located to serve the intended purpose and to the
acceptance of the Township of Langley and the
Langley School District.
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6 .1.2

Policies:

WILi.IAMS VIEW PAftJ,;

The Williams View Park is at least 2 hectares (5 acres) in
size and takes advani,ge of one of the highest points of the
Milner Escarpment in the WiUiams area and one of the
most visible from the Milner Valley. It is located in the
vicinity of Morrison Crescent and 76 Avenue.and provides
publlc open ~pace for the neighbourhood nnd community,
1vithin an urban forest that Is established through retenilon
and enhancement.
The Willlams View Park will be a combined passive
and active open space with recreational activities
carefully woven into the urban forest context. The
View Park will help maintain and enh,nce the forest
chnr•cter of the Milner Escarpment from the MIiner
Valley ,nd v1ew opportunities to the valley below. The
Intent of these policies is to establish an important
place-making feature that contributes to the character
and identity of the Williams neighbourhood. Policies
specific to the Williams view park are as follows:

I.

Provide and develop the Williams View Park that ts
approximately 2 hectares (S acres) in size and is in
the vicinity of Morrison Crescent and 76 Avenue, as
indicated on Map l.

2.

Prepare a Williams View Park design as conceptually
illustrated In Figure 6.1, that has approximate
dimensions of 100 metres by 200 metres, and
includes extensive tree plantings, strategic view
opportunities to the Milner Valley and Mount Baker,
connections to the Arbour Ribbon, integmtlon of
informal adventure play grounds that provide a
space for children to engage in unstructured play
and explomtlon of their surroundlngs, outdoor
exercise circuits and other compatible recreational
actlvitles.

3.

Fund the WiUlams Vlew Park through the Williams
Amenity Zoning Policy.

Figure 6.1 I Williams Vlew Park Illustrative Design
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6.1.3

Policies:

POCKET l'AR"-

The Pocke1 Pork In Williams will be 0.6 hectnre ( 1.5
acres) in size ond provide a gathering and active
play area, with a combinalion of programmed and
informal, and sof1 and hard surface spaces, for
children, youth and odulls of all ages. The Pocket Park
is inlended to be small but inviting areas of public
space Incorporated into urban Heas. In Willlams,
there will be a minimum of one (I) Pocket Park. This
pork space, along with the neighbourhood park and
Williams View Park. will help to serve 1he needs of
the local population by providing a space for people
to have a picnic, for children to play, and for friends
to meet and gather. The Pocket Park can also be
designed so that the space is adaptable and able to
occommodate different programming opportunities.
Policies specific to Pocket Pork are as follows:

I.

Develop a minimum of one Pocket Park located
generally in the area lndicaled on Map l, 1hat is•
minimum of 0.6 hectares (1.5 acres) in size.

2.

Locate the Pocket Park In the vicinity of the
intersection of 214 Street. between 78 and 76
Avenues, adjacenl to a Greenway, and apply a
forested design theme.

3.

Design the Pocket Park as conceptually illustrated
in Figure 6.2 and In accordance with the general
specifications shown in Figure 6.3.

4.

Provide on -street parklng along the Pocket Park
road frontage.

5.

Fund the Pocket Park through the Wllliams Amenity
Zoning Policy.

Figure 6.2 I Pocket Park llluslmtive Design
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The intent of these policies is to facilitate the establishment
of a Wildlife Habitat Patch for the preservation of open
space, the preservation of mature trees, and for the purposes
of ensuring ecological integrity and the strengthening of
connections between natural areas and public connections
and spaces. Policies specific to Wildlife Habitat Potch 11rc
as follows:

Policies:

fl
~

I
I
I
I
I
I

-

••
•

•

•

•

I

•

Figur< 6.3 J Pocket P;irk General Specifications

6. 1.4

I.

Provide a Wildllfe Habitat Patch, along with
associated Off Street Greenway and Enhanced
Sidewalks with connections to neighbouring Creek
Greenway nnd Enhanced Sidewalks, within the
vicinity of the intersection at Morrison Crescent and
77A Avenue, as illustrated on Map 1.

2.

Prioritize the location, configuration and vegetation
enhancement of the Wildlife Habitat Patch based
on the five habitat types - conlferous, broadleof and
mixed tree species, dense understorey shrubs and
ferns, and wedand areas - that are deemed most
capable ofsupporting wildlife in an urban setting.

.3.

Protect intrusion into the WIidiife Habitat Patch lo
preserve ecological integrity, as warranted.

4.

Include interpretive slgnage and additional
amenities, as and when, appropriate, while keeping
the overall protection of the area the priority.

s.

Fund the Wildlife Habitat Patch and the connecting
Off-Stred Greenway and Enhanced Sidewalks
through the WIiliams Amenity Zoning Policy.

WILDLIFE IIADITAT PATCH

In accordance with the Township Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Strategy, an approximate 1,563 m' (0.4 acre)
WIidiife Habitat Patch shall be secured, enhanced and
maintained for education and recreation opportunities
nea.r the vicinity of Morrison Crescent and 77A Avenue.
The. Wlldlife Habitat Patch is intended to provide food and
foraging opportunilies for wildlife and serve as a small
node in a network of greenways and watercourse riporian
nreas within the Williams area, that connect and extend
throughout Willoughby.
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r,.1.5

Nl!IG1180UIHIOOO l'ORESTliD MEWS

The Neighbourhood Forested Mews is a former and
decommissioned municipally-owned street and/
or road right-of-way that is currently not used
for vehlculnr traffic, has had unnecessary utility
infrastructure removed and all asphalt, concrete and
other surface material removed, as relevant. The area
has been reassigned and replaced with pedestrianacccssible, forested open spaces. The Neighbourhood
Forested Mews will contribute unique 'place making'
feature for neighbourhood design in the low-density
residential areas in Williams. This concept provides an
opportunity lo me<I one of the planning principles and
design features in Wllliams that supports integrating
natural features and systems into new neighbourhoods
to create a sense of place and to preserve ond enhance
the 'treed' character of the Willoughby Escarpment,
while at the same time, creating a pedestrian-oriented,
publtc amenity-rich neighbourhood. Policies specific
to the Neighbourhood Forested Mews are as follows:

J.

Retoin and include new trees, with a focus on
coniferous, evergreens, and integrate • 3.0m wide
shared-use, :isphoh trail.

4.

Consider rdocaUon of the Neighbourhood Forested
Mews provided that the area Is the same or greater
and thele is • clear net benefit (e.g., retention of
mature trees).

5.

Consider the orientatlon of adjacent residences
to fron1 the Neighbourhood Forested Mews, if
deemed appropriate and feasible. Provide these
residences with pedestrian acass to the Mews,
yet Include me.isures to differentiate public and
private space, and provide a minimum of four (4)
off-street parking spaces fo r each dwelling unit
that fronts the Mews. No tandem parking within
a building shall be permitted.

6.

Require development to fund the removal and/
or relocation of Infrastructure, and any soil
remediation, •• part of Works and Services
requirements of the Township's Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw.

7.

Fund the reforestation of the Neighbourhood
Forested Mews from existing and appropriate
Township of Langley sources.

8.

Fund the J.O metre wide shared, use, asphalt trail
through the Williams Amenity Zoning Policy.

P..oligg:
Provide and develop the Neighbourhood f-orested
Mews at the locations as indicatt'd on Map I. The
Neighbourhood Forested Me1~s will encomposs 1he
enUre width - approximately 20 metres . of the
cxistlng dedicoted public right of woy.

I.

2.

Incorporate appropriate soils along the Forested
Mews ro support long-term, stable rooting for trus
as well 11S rainwater detention and nutrient holding
capacity.

~
,_
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6.2

GREENWAYS AND PEDESTRIAN

fi .l . I

CONNECTIONS

Stre,et Greem'n}'S \Ir~ wJde landscaped boulevards along
major r,oads which pll'ovide attra,e th,•e and safe pede,strlalil
11.nd cyclist. connections througho111t 'thei community.
Stred Greenways conne,t p destriilll5' and cy,cUsts. with
parks, natural . reas, commerch1] nodes, 111,e:ighbourhood
a.meniiti s :ind services. as well as 'th ifih:gration

111e n.etwork of greenway and ped~.slrli:in c:onn~ction.s
in Wi Iiams js an - mport:J:nt cmnponen! uif the mob&liity
n Mork for both pedestrians :and cycHsts and i'l ke.y
recre:iUona.1 :rmen ty. Al.on_ ' with th~ sidewalk al'ld qc _
l111ne m::t.woik described in Section 8, sue.et greemva.ys, ,creek
gi«nways (lra'ls), e:ntrnnced sldew,alk:s, and pedestr:1m
Hnks pr-ov de cont:1111uous ped~strimt ronnecdo,m, bc,1:\.,. -en
d~stiinadons with In and beyond the plan area, nd a.rang,e of
i!as.i1r .icCiessib!e, reoeaUonal experien€es. ome ,. rttnway.s
al o proVi.de opporwnitits to lnt!grate· uniqu landKilpe'
aad sU>rmwn~r mmagem1ml fe.atuR:s such as r: ing,ard,ms,
in1o th~ pabHc 111!alm: The specific lotafons of planned
peenw.iys ,illld pe estnan com1ec:tton :ire illustrated on

STRE T GREE

\'A '

with gr,eenwaiys ln ~djacent neighbou,rhoods, .ind
con1t11ectioms 1ro destinarions beyond. Policies sp-ecific: to
street gteen :Yaf5 are as follows:

P.rovide c;ontiguous Strtti Gr«nways in the loc:at ioas
identified on Map 1.
2.

Construd Street Greenways in accordance wi lh 1he
1

standa:.rds p11,ovided in T:1bJ!l! 16, I .:md mustrated in
figun: 6.4.

Mup J.

,srREEI GRHNWAY

{W/DJ!I tl " [SJ
ADM&lNf
tslS VARY

l)

ArNACEHI mtEEr
(W#DIN VAltlSJ

Figure 6.:4,I Street Greenway
IHustraf ve D-esign

lDM SJIARFP 11$1
rDIJCREfE'PATIi
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3.

Incorporate tree species, such os cedor and
other evergreen, coniferous varieties, that
complement the usual deciduous street trees.

4.

Discourage the crossings of Street Greenwoys by
driveways. Where no alternative exists. driveways
should be consolidated and Intersections with
greenways shall be designed for the safety of
greenway users.

6.2.2 OFF-STREET RECREATIONAL GREENWAYS
Off-Street Recreational Greenways are trails that provide
pathway connections between other pedestrian ond cycling
facilities. These multi-use pathways accommodote both
pedestrians and cyclists and can be used for both recreation
and commuting purposes. Policies specific to off.street
greenwoys is as follows:

Polictes:

s.

Provide safe street crossings for pedestrians and
cyclfsts at key intersectlons.

I.

Provide Off-Street Greenways in the locations
Identified on Map I.

6.

Fund Streel Greenwoys through the Williams
Amenity Zoning Policy.

2.

Con.<truct Off-Street Greenways in accordance with
the standards provided in Table 6. 1and illustrated In
Figure 6.S.

3.

Fund Off-Street Greenways through the Williams
Amenity Zoning Policy.

Figure 6.5 J Off-Street Recreational Greenway
Illustrative Design

ADJACllfT
//SES VAJIY

ADJAtElfT
USES VAJIY

P1/ESERVl AND
ENHANCE E1/5TIM
Tl/EE$ AND
1/NSMOI/EY

,wm~

\ _ 3.0M SHAl/£0 /IS(
ASPHAJT,Wl
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6,l ,

CRE ·KG

C:teek Greenwll)"S

3.
:;JJ"-e

olJ-str~t rrn,ls that tun adj

c,cn:t

wm

to existing waterc'Ourses, Coru.erv ition and Wa:t,c:rooursc:
Compensation An:as. These multi-use pi.ithw ),'5
~coommodate both pedestrians and cycU:d.s and can be
Llliitd for both .recreation and ,c,ommut'ng putposes. Poli.c ie·
specific: to cr:ei!k greemiays a~ . ,5 follows:
PoHcies:

l.

Provide Creek Greenw:ays in the locaCions dentlfied
011 Mo:p l .

:Z.

Cons ·ruct Greek Gin:en.way: in accordance wi:th 1lhe
stru1dards provided Jn 'fable 6.J a:nd illwtraled in
Figurei.6.

L,ocat . Creek Greenways g~n~rnUy adj.J.Ci nt to th~
rip rian areas and Wateircou rse Compens..ttion
Areas. Consideration
be glven to 'l oati.ng the

Cre:.k G,eenw ys wilh"fl the out-er edses of the
Rip:uian Areas and w«t~r,oourse Compensation
Areas prmrlded thal they d.o not negatlvdy impa , t
the habita: value er blologka, · ntegrity of said ares:s.

4.

Build appmpriate 1co.nnm:tions' where Che Creek
Gr;eenways intersect wi h other ptdl!S'tria.n .md
cyding facmeries and other ;ypes of Gue:nways.

5.

Fund Creek Greenways. through 'the \YilUams
Amenity Zoning Policy.

1

fllEl ,IRElNWA1r WtrN CONSrRV.t11DN'DR'
rwmm VA

MJJAalNl
IJIUWI

mletJIIRSE gPEIISAJ/ON AIMS
~
I

I

,CREEK ,REENMI

,AD,JACE/lf

D1DICA1IIJ

IJSIS VAIY

(ttMO

PRfflllrEANO
lNIWME ,flfmlfl
1RUSANDfJNS'IRITO.Rft
PUNIINfS'

Figure ,fi,6 II1Cn:ek

Greenway IUu
De5,ign

I-
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FIMJNI
WJR$'1/ANHO
,SIIBOJVIS WI I
PWElOPMINT

iERWCIM
REOIJIREMENTS

! ,OM SHAREP US.E
l l PHAll TRAJt.

•.

3,

t

Enhanced sid.ew:dks r S1l. lable· n are.a. vh r 1hort
on-s:tre l p -dtstrtn.n -:ind yc1ist connecnons ·are
rcqu 11ed ildjace,nt ro the riparian arers ·o:r in order to
,onn«l gr,e,enwu.ys. Enhanced Sldewi!I II re de igned to
11cc:ommodnte .i 3-Jrlll u·-e w·di: fDU]ti. U!it! p1J.thwny. Po1ides
sp eitic for En han~ Sidl!Wil1b are a5 fol.lows:

Enh ced Sidewalks ,n th
ide Ufied on Map I.

Prm,lde

.2.

11 ru

Tab'lc 6. l provides a summa:ry of he G:re-ie,nways, Pedes rian

· ·m.

1., '

and Enhanced Si · ewalk Stilndonls.

1,o atlons

Copst.ruct E.nhrura,ed Skl!ew I~ fn 1.1.ccordonc w1th
Eh~ 5l.1ndards prov tied ln T.ible ti.I.
:Fund Enhanad SidewoHcs
Amenity Z-0nh:ig Bolicy.

,. ..

6 :Z.6

1,n

Pq)kjes.

Pede tri n LI nk:s are not f'u nded through th~
William$ Amen·ty Zoning Pol"q:

TAB.l.6 6.l

Gr;eenway Ped rtan
Side1 al.k S andorru

Tr PE

•

Provide, fcro Ui n. L nks., \iilihich an:· ~ mlm I mum
three (3) mdre wide concrete shared use, ha.rd15-Urfuce (~g.. conci:se~t! nsp.h.J 't) p;,.th,way. inr lhe

Recr~.i ional
Grel!llways
·.om sid.esh:1Rd. u ,,
ha t lira.ii lo ted in the

outer 6.0m ohhc: required ,
ripari n area.

3.0m wiid.e !.bar d
cQnctl!te p3 hway

Ptdestrian Un · ,

E11hanced
Std~,.1.Hc.~

ocatio.ns ide nt ficd o Map 1.
l,

Desi,grt

l'IU1ll\C

Sm wid dedication
(5..5 m wlde dedicatlon
atong 2 l 6 si~t. lb t een
76 and 80 Avtmu:es ii lld
~ ong 76 Avenue)

Off•Streeil

as follows:
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WILL IAMS NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

6.3

PoJidcs:

SCHOOLS

At present there are no elementary schools in the Williams
neighbourhood.. At full bulldout it is estimate that the
WIiiiams neighbourhood will contribute approxlmately
530 elemenll\ry school students (I.e. kinderga.rten to grade
5), 220 middle school students (i.e. grades 6 to 8), and 251
senior high school students (i.e. grades 9 to t 2).

I.

Accommodate an Elementary School, which will
form part ofa joint neighoburhood park-elementary
school site with a minimum total size of 4 hectares
(10 acres; 5 acres neighbourhood park and 5 acres
elementary school), within the vicinity of 214 Street
and 78 Avenue. as indicated on Map I.

A future elementary school site in Williams is anticipated
to accommodate this growth in the number of students In
the neighbourhood. It is anticipated that approxlmately
2 hectares (5 acres) of land for a ne.w school site will be
reqlilred.. School District 35 will acquire the new school
5ite, which would be developed at such time that the
population growth warrants the est11blishment of the new
school. Rezoning oflands for development will require that
5chool sites be secured as outlined in Section 11.2.1.

2.

Identify and secure the Elementary School site
along with the rezon.ing of all lands designated for
residential development, as outlined in Policy I,
Subsection t 1.2 General Prerequisites.
Ensure that the Elementary School and the
adjoining Neighbourhood Park that comprise the
joint park-school site are appropriately located to
serve the intended purpose and to the acceptance
of the Township of Langley and the Langley School
District.

Toe number, location and grade configurations of schools
referred to In this plan are projected based on information
available at the time of plan preparation. The future actual
number, location and grade configurations may differ from
those of this plan. The School District has developed a
Long Term Facilities Plan which has a requirement to hold
public consultation on grade configurations in particular
areas of the Township. In addition, as the School District
has limited ability to ralsc funding for capital projects, it
relies heavily on funding from the Ministry of Education
for the acquisition ofland and the construction of schools.
Funding requests are made annually though the submission
of a five-year capital plan. Ministry decisions to support
projects in that plan are dependent on many factors,
including the needs of other school disuicts.

3.

The intent ofth~ policies is to provide guidance, in terms
of the size and approxlmale location for a future Joint use
park-elementary school site,
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Neighbourhood Character and
Identity
7.1

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLACE
MAKING

11,e Williams neighbourhood is envisioned to be an urban,
compact neighbourhood characterized by an active public
renlm. Wilhln the streetscape, a variety of amenity features
will help to furtberonimote public spaces, promote walklng,
encourage community interaction and contribute to a the
identity of the neighbourhood and the making of place.
The neighbourhood is expected to include an elementary
school, employment lands in the form of a business park,
a local-serving commercial node. a variety of park and
open spaces, as well as pedestrian and cycling connections.
Access to all of these should be possible via sidewalks,
greenways and trails with appropriate crosswalks provided
at controlled intersections.
View corridors from the neighbourhood to the south
and southeast to the Milner Valley and vistas beyond
(Mount llaker), are also provided in strategic locations.
Neighbourhood, subdivision aod building designs will
ol&o contribute to the retention ond enhancement of the
treed character of the Willoughby Escarpment, ns seen
and viewed from various points along the Mllner Valley.
specifically •long Glover Rood.

7.2

NEIGHBOURHOOD LANDMARKS

Within the Williams neighbourhood, there are two
Neighbourhood Landmarks that serve as area gatewny
features that announce entrance Into the Willlams area,
create civic focal points, and enhance the network of visual
reference point.s throughout the WIiioughby community.
The locations, as denoted on Map I, lncludc
• Intersection of2 I 2 Street and 80 Avenue (see Figure 7.1)
• 216 Street and Hlghwoy #I Interchange (see Figure 7.2}

The Neighbourhood Landmark at 212 Streel and 80
Avenue Is approximately 3,802 m2 (0.95 acre) In size and
provides a predominanlly bard landscaped urban public
open space ot the physical confluence of Street Greenway
networks in WIiiiams, conn~tions l'lith Smith and Yorkson
neighbourhoods and areas beyond, and is located within
former dedicated roads and will be maintained by the
Township, The space for the Neighbourhood Lnndmnrk
Is on both the north and south corners at the west side
of the re-aligned intersection at 80 Avenue and the 212
Connector. These spacts are highly visible to pcdcstrlons,
cycliSls, transit riders and motorist along both directions of
80 Avenue and those heading north on the 212 Connector,
as well os residents and workers within ils vicinity.

Figure 7.1 J Neighbourhood Landmark at 212
Street and 80 Avenue IUustrative Design
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The second Neighbourhood Landmark al 2 l6 Street and
Highway l' I Interchange, on the west side, ls an open
space area that includes neighbourhood infrnstructure rainwater detention pond - al the confluence of a variety
of Grcenways and a gateway design and complementary
features that thematically tie these elements together. The
intent of these policies is to establish key place- maldog
features in these gateway areas and contribute to the
identity of the Williams neighbourhood. Policies specific
for Neighbourhood Landmarks are as follows:

2.

Establish a coordinated Neighbourhood Landmark
and community gateway feature at 216 Street and
the Highway I 1 interchange. on the west side,
as indicated on Map I. as part of the rainwater
detention pond destgn. Additional land area may
be required for the sizing of the rainwater detention
pond to incorporate a viewing platform, a perimeter
trail and public ar~

3.

Design the Neighbourhood landmarks in
accordance with the general concepts as shown
in Ffgure 7.1 and Figure 7,2, fncluding the
Incorporation of public art.

Policies:
I.

Provide and develop a Neighbourhood Landmark
feature at the intersection at 80 Avenue and 212
Street, as indicated on Map I.

Fund the Neighbourhood Lrutdmark at 80 Avenue
and 2 I2 Street through the Williams Amenfty
Zoning Policy.
$.

Fund the Neighbourhood Landmark nt 216 Street
and Highway '1 through the Williams Amenity
Zoning Polley (not including the stormwater
detention pond and associated plantings and
landscaping).

Figure 7,21 Neighbourhood Landmark at 216
Street and Highway # l Illustrative Design
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i.2. t

l'lllJl.l C ART

7.3

In Willl,ms, Public Art will form part of the two
Neighbourhood Landmark locntions. Public art is intended
to improve the character and vibrancy of the public
reahn and lo encourage community interaction runongst
residents and visitors. The Intent of these policies is to
establish Public Art tho! will serve to create local identlly
and attracUve neighbourhood spaces, and wlll enrich the
everyday experlenc, in the Williams area. Policies specific
for Public Ari are as follows:

Policies:
I.

Include Publrc Art as part of Neighbourhood
Landmarks at the locations Identified on Map I.

2. Require the Township of Longley 10 manage, maintain

STORMWATER FACILITIES AS
AMENITIES

Stormwater facilities (Including detention ponds) are
inlcnded to serve a dual purpose. The primary use is
functional witll recreation and aesthetics serving BS a
secondary function. In their role BS an amenity efforts shaU
be made lo design ponds with these goals in mind. Two
(2) detention ponds shali be located In the vicinity of 216
Street in the Willlams Neighbourhood Plan area: one at
the northeast corne_r of the Plan area and another at the
southeBSI corner. Policies specific for s1ormw..tu fuclllties
as amenities are as follows:

Policies:
I.

Incorporate pedestrian access around all or part of
the edge/perimeter of stormwater facilities and Unk
this pedestrian feature with nearby Greenways.

3. Ensure th,t an appropriate colleClion management
system is tn place and those documentation standards
and Inventory practices are Implemented.

2.

Pro,ide safe access and seating along the inner slope
of detention ponds. It Is understood that pedestrians
do not have access to all areas of the fociIllies.

4. Encourage the Incorporation of odditional on •site
Public Art In the design of buildings or landscape as
pan of development. Public Art should be located in
publically accessible spaces or commercial spaces that
members of the public olten frequent.

3.

Include aesthetic considerations as part ofthe design
of stormwater detention pond, including but not
limltro lo e;xposed walls and slopes visible by the
public. This shall include hard and SOit landscape
design solutions, where appropriate. Incorporate
evergreen, coniferous tree planting• around the
perimter of of the detention pond to contribute to
the treed chnraclerofthe Willoughby Escarpment

4.

Design fencing to be aesthetically pleasing and
thematically aligned with the design features of
the Neighbourhood Landmark spaces. Acoustic
barriers should be considered and Included where
1rallic noise or~d/oining uses negatively impacts the
enjoyment of the amenity space and views to and
from the facility.

and insure all Public Ari in accordance with Council's
Public Art Policy (No. 06-024).

5. Fund PubUc Art for the public locations identified on
Map I through the Williams Amenity Zoning Polley.
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7.4

GREEN ROOFS

7.5

Green roofs (also known as "living roofs") can also
promote effective stormwater manogement, reduce energy
use. as well as provide communities with additional spaces
for amenity and recreation uses. They consist of various
roofing layers topped with a soil-like growing medium
and specific plant species that have the ability to withstand
drnmalic swings in climatic conditions. The intent of these
policies is to encourage the application of green roofs as
part of devdopment in the Employment District.
Policies:
I.

Encourage new commercial and industrial buildings
to incorporate green roofs 10 mitigate stormwater
impaas and Improve energy efficiency.

2.

Consider the provision of employee accessible
outdoor space on the green roof to accommodate
both recreational and ecological needs.

3.

Encourage the use of plant species that are native
and non-invasive and appropriate to the climatic
conditions of the Williams Neighbourhood Plan
area.

4.

Design green roofs in accordance with the BC Green
Building Code.

5.

Adhere 10 Township policy regarding, among other
items, the management, maintenance and insurance/
liabillty related to green roofs. Green roofs are to be
~pt in perpetuity. lrrigation and maintenance of the
green roof are the responsibility of the building and/
or property owner.

LANDSCAPE BUFFERS

A Landscope Bulfer is a Unear feature with plantings,
earthen berms and hardscaping (e.g., fencing) that provides
visual and noise attenuation between different land uses
-and transportation lnfr35tructure. In the Williams area, a
'freeway' version of the Landscape Bulfer will be applied
between the Townhouse land use designation north of
83 Avenue and High.,•ay 11. An 'lnterfact' version of the
Landscape Buffer will be applied between the Townhouse
land use designation north of83 Avenue and the areas east
and south, designated 35 Business Park. Policies specific to
Landscape Buffers is as follows:

foJicjcs:
1.

Provide a 'freeway' LandSC11pe Bulfer that is 15
metres wide, that includes retained and additional
tree plantings. understorey plontlngs and ground
cover, an earthen berm, and a 3 metre wide trail, and
ls located adjacent to Highway #I as illustrated in
Figure7.3.

2.

Provide an 'lnterfuce' Landscape Buffer at the location
between the Townhouse land use designation north
of 83 Avenue and the areas east and south, designated
as Business Park. as illustrated in Figure 7.3. that is
6 metres deep and thot extends the full length of the
east property line. This buffer feature is in addition
to landscaping requirementsnnd setbocks treatments
required In the Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw,
Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw (as
amended from time 10 time) and other relevant
Township bylaws.

3.

Fund the provision of Landscape Buffers through
the Williams Amenity Zoning Policy.

Figure 7.3 j landscape Buffer Locations
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LOCA ROAD GATEWAYS

7.7

Local !toad Gateways pro de a f!lrther plaoe-making
to indh:ilte arr.Iva.I to and deparhuc: from
residenU:d :ir~ with.in lhe Williams .ueu. These entrilnces
hefp create an iden,i,fiable plau and provide a sisniticant
.·nlryway. The hm:nt ,or th
policie5 is o _guide tihe
0 1pport1.mity

nch:1

ion

of ~I, Ro~d Gateways id a_p;propr

3te

oc:at ons

in die Mir 111ms area.

PoHcies:
l.

Consrn,ct Local Rood GaiteW3ys wh r,e local roi1ds
meel colledor ro ds consiste, .t witih the srandards
ii llistnted in figure 7.4. lnoorpor.i: e .idd t Qnal
la.ndsoping and sigMg,c: .is appropria e.

, AR.reRJA L 1w

Urb,o.n ,commltnltit?s ·1nc:h1de a, variety o supportim
infrastrudure1 some of which is, visfb e aind others are
not. Si.ting .:1nd fi i · es of these at-grade ,or a ove-grade
Infra truclurec a~ necessary and ,arerul ocoUon and
-tacement is warra n:te:d such that lihey do, nol 1interfere with
mobil ,ty or the aesthetic qua itie.s of he WJHit1iim ;irea.
Th!! lntenit ,o f th ~ polic es Is to gtiide the locaUon ud
appearanceses of a_t -grade utility boxes and vaul'ls.

L

Pllllll. nd ,coordinate the location of ull]Uy boxes
{e.g. telephone hubs and eledrica lm11iSformers)
v.entHatl:on eqllipmen'l or other at-grade mechanic;al
equipment lo mhilm iu their 1.mpac'l on 'th public
rettlm, incliudins pla.cing them underg,oand or
inside bt!Ud"ngs wherever possible.

2'.

P ace existing overhead uUI res u ndeq;round as part
of ne-w d,e11tlopm i!!'nt .ind upg11:id" s to rnfi .JStructutre.

C.OLL6C'TOR, ~AD

1

3.

~I:

UTlLil'Y BOXES AND VAULTS

Apply npp~opdatc 'wrops· on utility boxes aind
other at grade medum.lcal fl!Uipment as par! or
off-site a111d -si.le: wow and 5'!1Vil:c:es ..1ssod11tcd
· tlh dew; o ment · n O!ider to reduce graffiti nd
impro'le die visual aestheti <1f the neighbourhood.
Ap roprhtti: im gery w IW nl!ed to be in estigated
with heritage '(built or natlirml) cultudl events or
topics, and art bc.:"ng po i le aprons.

INM~IAN'

--,. ,..-~ MEnlA PL.A NTii'f;,,
Vv'lnt LDW .SMR:.!A.'&S

~:;...,i.-"T"l

§ G;R:D 1,,1.fl.lt:leOVGR.S

PAINTl61'> ~ SITION
-"t-i-,.,- -

ON STR.l'flrr
PAR.KJNq

Fi.p re 7.4 'I Conceptual Load Ro d Gateway

Desigo
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7.8

RETAINING WALLS

7.9

Developing a pedestrian friendly. visually attr.tctive
neigl1bourhood In a setting cha.r.tcterlzed by slopini;
sites ls a key aim of the Plan. The southern portion of
the Wlllrams Pinn has a sloping terrain that could result
In significant grading and use of retainlng walls to create
suitable development sites. The intent of these policies is
to encourage new development to work with the land lo
create viable high-quality development.I.

Policies!
I.

2.

Ensure development and Infrastructure projects
build with the slope to help preserve the natural
topography of hillside areas and minimize cut and
fill excavntions,
Integrate landscaping, apply texture treatments and
use a 'stepped-approach in the design of r<trunlng
walls where they are located along any public
right-of-way, in a public space or area visible to the
public, fn order lo provide visual interest and help
integration with the surrounding area.

HERITAGE

In 2012, Township Council endorsed a Heri!age Strategy
that outlines the strategic goals and actions for hrrltoge to
2022. The Slr.ttegy recognizes the importance of Langley's
historic and archaeologic.il resour.es, its rural lands, and
115 natural and culturru landscapes, in d,veloping complete
sustainable communities, and identifies nine goals and a
number of actions to be implemented over ten years. The
following actions would apply to resources identified ln the
Williams Neighbourhood:
•

ldentlfy bull~ natural nnd cultural la11dsca~ heritage
sites, and policies for conserving them during the
neighbourhood plan process;
Preserve, protect and celebrate significant historical
resources that illustrate Langley's range of heritage
values:

•

Encourage retention or existing building stock, where
feasible, by demonstrating Hexibility in the assessment
of adaptive re-U5e projects;
Encourage and support salvage efforts in the
deconsuuctlon of existing buJldings;

•

Provide grants for the restoration of heritage buildings
through the Heritage Building Incentive Program; and

•

Investigate extending conservation incentives for
heritage building owners in the form of permissive or
property tllX exemptions.

Archaeological Resources
Although there are no previowly recorded archaeological
sites within the plan boundaries, ther< are reports that
some llthic materials have been found within the Yorkson
Creek area, indicating th.it the posslblllty of archaeological
potential ,vithin the area cannot be ruled out. The
provinclnl Archeology Branch maintnins nnd oversees the
legislative processes for the management of archaeologlcal
sites, and landowners, occupants and service providers are
required to conform to provinci3l process and permittlng
requirements with respect to both kno,vn and unknown
sites.
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Natur:il and Culturlll Landscapes
The Willoughby esc3rpment that runs 3long the eastern
edge of the Willi3ms neighbourhood is a prominent
gl'Ographk3I fe3ture. This n3tural feature, which fonns
n natural division bct,-·cen the Milner Valley and upland
areas, includes some large sl3nds of trees both within
Williams ond its adjacent rural areas to the south and
southeast. The escarpment additionally provides for scenic
views of the location of the historic 1830s Hudson Bay
Comp3ny Farm in Milner, and in some locations longer
views to Mount B<lkcr, thc Golden Ears and other peaks in
the Coast Mountuin Range.
Prole<:lion of the escarpment's visu3l and historical
significance as viewed from the Milner area can be
achieved through a combination of tree protection and tree
rep13cement strategies. lmplement:tllon of these strategies
wm be emphasized for areas along the Agricultural Land
Reserve bound3rics, 3long the east and south bound3rles
of the plan. Given th3t the urbanization process will occu.r
over a number of years and decades, the escarpment's image
and character will evolve and regenerate as new trees srow
and mature along the within the neighbourhood.

The intent of these policies is 10 guide the preservation,
restoration and commemoration ofbuiltnnd archaeological
resources and natural and cultural landscapes that have
heritage va.lucs as they relate to the Williams area.

Policies:
Protect Archaeological Sites and Areas
L

Protect the Character of the Milner Valley as n Cultural
Landscape
2.

Retain the historic views up and down the Milner
Valley as well 3S the natural topographical division
between the valley's current 3gricultural/rurai lands
and the upland oreas by preserving, enhancing and
incorporating trees and stands of trees along, above
and below the Willoughby Escarpment, with a
particul3t focus on the south portion of the Williams
area and the urban/rural edge along the Agricultural
Land Reserve boundary.

3.

Design and locate new development, buildings,
roads, parks nnd pedestrian conn«:tions, within
sightlines from the Milner area toward the
Willoughby Escarpment, with consideration given
to the v,nous view levels, with the objective of
enhancing and preserving a forested escarpment.
Designs should include n view analysis.

4.

Apply compatible exterior materials ,ind colours
that blend with the natural. treed environment that
ch3racterius the escarpment.

s.

PreserYI! specimen trees in the Williams area as p3rt
ofdevelopment n.nd infras1ructure projects (e.g,, row
of'cherry blossom' trees along 76 Avenue).

'lhl· lo\., l}'i11~. fl,H 1,rnd,; :,,urmu11d1ng :\lilm:r
i..:om1'11!i.:. lht· ori~in,11 !~Oil!- HuJ,1m'.; B.1y
4

Comp.my lt.lllln11..·rdal f~u111, J umqu~ ..:ultur.11
l,ind~.1pc th.ll has ri:1.i.irn:d its hi,tork:
.,;nnhgur,ttion, Jgrkultur.11 lJy.;l'. .rnJ \·,1lll')
dL·h·s..:apL·:-. ~ini.:c 1hc ~~1rly l SOOs.

Built Resources
The historic resources in Willoughby that remain tod3y
reflect the community's rural history and community
life near the turn of the twentieth century. As part of the
Willoughby Heritage Study undertaken in 2005, historic
assessments were completed for several buildings within
the plan boundaries, although none of the sites Identified
have been added to the Township's Heritage Inventory to
date.

Discourage µnauthorized damnge to archaeological
sites by <ncouraging landowners and service
providers to fulfill their obligations under the
Heritage Conservation Act through the provincial
Arch3cology Branch.
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Preserve Siles Deemed lo be of Historic Value
S.

Relain buildings, including lhose ldenlified within
the Plan boundaries that were identified in 1he
Willoughby Heritage Study (2005) and others
deemed to be of historic value, through the use of
heritage revitalization agreements and other tools
provided by the Local Government Act, based on a
future independent sile assessment at the time of
redevelopment.

6.

Consider; on a case-by case basis, financial incentlves
such as densily, use, siting and other regulations, as a
means of retaining historic buildings.

7.

Seek adaptive re-use of historic buildings and
the incorporation of such resources Into new
developments. In such situations, the successful
integration of historic buildings within new
developments will be ass~ed based on form ond
choracter considerations.

8.

Encourage the utilization of best practices in
conservation planning by complying with the
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada for historic buildings
earmarked for retention.

Document Buildings Approved for Removal
9.

Provide pho10 documentation for archival purposes
or alternatively prepare an 'As-Found Report' to the
satisf.iction of the Township prior to the removal of
any building that has been deemed to be of heritage
interest based on previous documentotion, such as
the Willoughby Herilage Study or other sources.

Commemorate Wi!Uams History

10.

Commemorate early ond historic places, where
appropriate, with historic place names or interpretive
signage and through complementary public realm
design and signage projects that recognize and
celebrate the tangible and intangible asp<ets of
W!lliorns's history.
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Policies:

7.10 Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design
"Ille safety and security of residenls are an important
component of any llveable community. Safety and security
are considered not only in terms of personal physical S11fcty
(i.e. crime and threats to personal property). but also in
terms of safety for pedestrians, vehicles and cyclists. Traffic
safety Is ~ddressed further in Section 8.
The way in which we design our communilies and
public spaces, allow for new development and encourage
interact.ion amongst the public can impact personal safety
and the ability ofla1s enforcement 10 reduce crime within a
community. This approach to development planning, which
seeks to reduce opportunities for crime, is called "Crime
Prevention through Environmen~I Design· (CPTED), the
principles of which include the following:
Territoriolity
fostering residents' interaction,
vigilnnce, and control over their neighbourhood

I.

New developments should be designed to provide
"eyes on the street" through the placement of
windows, porches, balconies, and street-level uses.
Blank walls should be avoided. Design should allow
for casual surveillance of all streets, parks, chlldrens
play arens and other public spaces.

2.

Adequate lighting should bi! provided for all streets,
Innes, parking areas, parks, trails, as appropriate, and
building entrances to enhance the 5ense of safety
and personal security. In places wilh high pedestrian
traffic, pedc>strian scale lighting should be provided.

3.

Landscaping and fencing should bi! designed to
avoid the creation of blind spots or hiding places.

4.

Site design 5hould allow for clear slghtlines between
parking areas, public sidewalks, and building
entranct.s.

Surveillance - maximizing the ability to spm suspicious
people and activities
Activity support - encouraging the intended use of
public space by residents
Hlemrchy of space - identifying ownership by
delineating private space from public space through
real or symbolic boundaries
Access control/target hardening - using physical
barriers, security devices and tamper- resistant
materials to restrict entrance
Environment - making a design or locolion decision
that takes into account lhe surrounding environment
and minim1zing the use of spoce by conflicting groups
Image/Maintenance - e11surlng that a building or are.
ls clean, well-maintained, and graffiti- free
The intent ofthe policies aligns with the spiril ofthe CPTED
prlnciples. As development within WIiiiams occurs over
time, plonnTng staff should verify that land development
proposals comply wilh CPTED principles prior to approval.
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7 .11 Lighting Design
In Williams, neighbourhood-specific on-street and off.
street lighting for vehicle travel lanes, parking and pedestrian
areas will be provided at the commercial node, located at 80
Avenue and 216 Street. The integration of this lighting will
help to create pedestrian-friendly character, and desirable
and active streetscapes in key areas ofWllliams. The intent
of these policies is to establish neighbourhood-specific
lighting in Williams that will serve to create local identity
and attractive neighbourhood spaces, and 1"111 enrich the
everyday experience In the Williams area.
Policies:
I.
Provide ornamental street lighting fixtures at the
Williams commercial node, located at 80 Avenue
and 216 Street, for both on-street and off-street
areas.
2.

Locate and space on-street and off-street lighting
elements based on the industry standard modeling
and requirements, CPTED principles, BC Building
Code, Township of Langley's Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw specifications and
standards and the Exterior Lighting Impact Policy,
as amended from time to time.

3.

Include pedestrian scale lighting along all streels,
street greenways, creek greenways and other
pedestrian areas and connections.
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Mobility

8.I

STREET NETWORK

As the Wllli,ms or~ dev<lops. the street network will llnk
vurious parts of the neighbourhood together and will be
functionoJ, safe and efficient for all modes of trnvel. The
Willi:,_ms street net.work is predicated on the Township's
street network hierarchy. which chusifies roads based on
function, traffic service, land access, and traffic volumes.
The following road t>'P<S are included within Williams:
, ArteriAI Roads have the primary function of
accommodating longer-distance, regional travel, ,~Ith
limited access to indlviduol parcels. The Wlllloltl$
neighbourhood hos 80 Avenue, 212 Street and 2 I6
Street nurterial roods.
Collector Roods are intended to connect traffic from
loc:al roods lo arterial roads and place equal importance
on traffic movement and access to properties. Toe
collector roads within Williams form an alternative
grid network that will help distribute troffic throughout
the area. The collector roads for Williams are 76, 78.
79A nm.I 81 Ave1we~ am! 212A (indu<lil1~ Mo11isu11
Crescent), and 2 I4 Street.
Local Roads are intend,'<l to provide access to
Individual properties and are not lnl<nded for through
travel.
• L.ines are intended lo provide access to lndivtdual
properties rrom the rear. They are included in the
Circulation Concept Plan at a conceptual level only.

This section outlines the street network within the
Williams area and harmonizes the need for motor vehicle
movement and parking with the needs of pedestrian,
cyclists and transit users. The street network Is designed to
support a modified grid pattern where possible, combined
with a 'line.grained' block and lot structure I.hat reflects
th• topography and grades of the a.r ~ and support$ the
development of enrrgy efficient neighbourhoods. The
street network Is appropriately sized for the anticipated
amount of traffic. It wlll distribute vthicular traffic
through multiple routes provided within the Williams
urea, and is connected with the broader Willoughby areo,
and destinations beyond. The Circulatlon Concept Plan
(Map 3) outlines the planned street network. Substantial
compliance with the street network established In the
Circulation Conoept Plan is required; however, there is
some flexibility.

Policies:
I.

Develop the street network, including arterial,
collector, locnl roads, as iUustrate,J in the
Circulation Concept Pion (Map 3). The alignment
of the collector route of 78 Avenue to 77A Avenue
Is required to ensure connectivity. The local road
olignmcnt ns illustrated In the Circulation Concept
Plan that provides connection between 76 Avenue
and 79A Avenue sholl be incorporated as port of
subdivislorl design. Flexibility will be coMidered
without an,endment to this Land Use Plan where
rhe local road cannot conform entirely to the
concept due to site constraints.

2.

Design the layout of residential areas with a block·
based network of walkable streets on a modified
grid with an east-west orientation (see Section 4.0)
and aligns with the arterial and collector network
as lllustrat<d In the Circulation Concept Plan (Map
3), The "H" ·Sh.aped configuration for rear lanes
is intended to provide an opportunity for short
end blocks to feature fronting units. Single.access
street pauems (culs,de•sac) shall be avoided; where
this is improctical, safe and functional pathway
connections that accommodate pedestrians and
cyclists sh•II be provided to link with the mobility
network in Witllams and points beyond.

3.

Incorponue low impact design features for rainwater
management into stree,t designs within the Williams
area, to foolitate the inliltration ofstormwater,
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4.

5.

Require all resldenllal developmenl fronting on
arterial and collector streets, all Greenways. and
areas 1vi1h Enhanced Sldewalks to provide rear
lnne or Internal strata road access. The "H"-shaped
configuration for rear lanes is intended to provide an
opportunity for short end blocks to fcalure fronllng
units.
Secure stnlutory rfghts-of-wny for all cnltgory
of streets, Including arterial, colledor, local and
lanes. A right-of-way Includes sidewalks, travel and
J>11fking lanes, boulevards and utilily allowances. The
details are included 1vlthin the Engineering Services
Plan for transporli111on.

6.

Locate multi-family amenity spaces awny from
ar1erial slreets.

7.

Apply modest grade-separation features lhat are
npprop,riute and in keeping with the goal of wallc,ble
streets - such as an elevated main entrance of the
dwelling unil from lhe finished grade, retaining
walls along the property line - for all re$identlal
developmen1 along arterial streets 10 provide 50und
attenuation.

8.2

Community rou1es provide circular routes within
different commun1Ues and are designed 10 link
1vith parks, schools. community facilities and toe-al
commercial areas and ate located on quiet residenlinl
$!reels or off-street pathways.
The Williams cycling network will connect wllh cycling
networks of adjacent neighbourhoods (York.son, Smith,
NE Gordon Estates) 35 well as key destinations such witbJn
broader Willoughby such as the Cnrvolth Transit Exchnnge
and Willoughby Town Centre, as well os connections lo the
frequem transit corridor along 200 Stree1. to Walnu1 Grove
and Trinity Western University.
The intent of these policies is lo outline the pedestrian
and cycling network within Williams that contribute
10 the connecllvity of 1he aren and the community. The
Circulation Concept Plan (Map 3) outlines the planned
network for these active transportation modes. Substantial
compliance wilh 1he network established in the Circulalion
Concept Pl311 is requlred; however, there is some flexlbilfty.
Policies:
I.

Sidewalks, and l'tdestrfnn Links 111 the Williams
neighbourhood 1hat conform to Township standards
and In accordance wilh the Circulation Conc~pl
Pinn (Mnp 3) as 11lustrnted.

PEDESTRAIN AND BICYCLE
CIRCULATION

This section outlines the ~dcslrfan and bicycle routes
within the Williams area, which form a critical part of the
multi-modal, mobility network. In nddition lo sidewalks
on the stree1 oenvork and on-stree1 bike lanes along
arterial streets, other f.icilities hove been included in the
network lli,t pedestrians and cycli.sts c;in use to get oround
the nrea and connect with surrounding communities and
destinations.

Incorporate pedestrian fucili1ies and networks such

as S1reet Greenways. Creek Greenway,. Enhanced

2.

Design cycling focililies and networks, including
commuler, recreational and community routes,
in the Williams neighbourhood that conform lo
Township standards and in accordance with the
Circulation Concept Plan (Map 3) as illustrated.

The Township of Langley's Ultlmate Cyclfng Network was
established in 2012 and is iniended to meet the needs of
as many different cyclists as possible. Three networks are
defined as follows:
•

Commuter routes provide direct links between
residential communities and workplaces and are
typically localed on arterial roads with higher volumes
of traffic,

•

Recreational rou1es provide alterna1ive links between
residential are•s nnd other destinations using lower
volume roads, oftert In rural area..
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8.3

TRANSIT ERVICE

84

The 2007 So:u,tlll, of F , ~, Area Trnnsit Plan p,r-ovldes ,1
long-term vb on for tr nslt to 2D3 I. This \rl_ on lnc;;ludes
100 Stroe in the Wiltoughby area as a Frequent Transit
N twork (FTN} mute n ht! short and m dium lc m nd
::ms Stre .t ns a Freq1111mt Transit eilwo:rk (,FTN) route
cand date. Over the long term. 200 Str,ce! Is envisioned
ro be part of TmnsUnk's Rap d Tr.:insi
etwo k-, with
poteiPti I for thuorridor ito nGCommod:at bus or light r:1iJ
apid transU .se c within a dedicated median.
TrnnsLink's outh .Fraser Area 'Trn~sil Pl\o.n does not
currently indicated any specific new lransit mute, through
the Willi.nm~ n ighbolllritood. WiUi::uns ~s loc::i.ted 3km
from the? Cuvolth E11:changt, .1:1 majo,r tr.3.nsit euhang _tllllt
oonnects riders 1,0 LangJey City, Maple Ridge. Abbotsfa,rd.
~nd Mill~nnium nd Expo SkyTrc [n lln _ , Jn ,he: future,
trnns\l ridctsliiip i ,expected to VOW i:u1d it ·,s r;e.nsonnble
lo ass11rne conven«onal lramit seniices wi.H Uke'ly operate
on m.1jor arte:riaJ ron.ds such 11s 2l6 Strttt, 2 2 St~e a1nd
80 Avenue. lt. is reasonable to assum 1Lh,n some lrnn i
5erilke. ,could operate on co'l 'ector :roads- as welt

An objoctivc for the WiUia,m Neighbourhood Pla.n is o
en bl actir e· _i nsporl3tiOP by mple.m nllng ;convenient
pd tri 0in and eye-, netWork The goal i th t. ~mong
o'lhc:r dlings. these pedestri ari and cydi.ng fi climes wm
conn ct reside-rm.- hom~ or jo~5 to iroinsit stops: at le.1st n
the sha 11.nd medium ~ rm unt I :such f me as bus tr3nsH
is pro~'ded n the: Wi Hams area.

The "fown.5h·p has. .i g,1mera.li:ied pprmich 10 tntefi.St'ic:tion
con ml which ii delinealed WI fellow~

In lt•nccluoLI Ty11c

Tm Ilic Control Typi:;

Arterial / ·.r erlal

Trnffic: Si, nal

Ar rl I / CoJI tor

Tr ffic Sign ls

Collec or J Oo'llc:,ctor

,Rcunda o ulS

The inte,~ 1lion ron,rol ryp

cft used us a :n11r1 ng p-l)int
in 'the de e opml!nt of th!! C rcu lution Canc:epl Pliln (M,11

J J for Wi

[ncorporate traffic control and lraffie: Clll ming
lnfrastruclure in the Wiilliams ne ghbourhcod ·n
1m:ord'.1.1i1ce with tlhe C 1r:cula'lion Concept Pl ;1n (M.a.p
3)i as iUu tratrd,.

2.

Require a d tailed lnlt!Hipo rt aHon a..ssess111 _nt 1u part
of deve opment review p.roce55 for indlviduail sites, as
d -med _ppro;pr ate, to co firrn mt rsecticn1. eon :rol
t)"P'es thn:tt:.v,c appted to any _parUcu r Intersection.

3.

Apply oddU onn traffic ,~l1min eltmi!i:i:ts, as
outlin d itn Council PoHcy 05-1 JO Nifghbourhood
lraffic Ctilming, for collector illlid. Eoc,d roads, as
detemtl ed through tfiirnspon lion asse-ssmc!: t as
p rt of the, development renew process. P:irticulru, Uitnt'on for .id ittomd traffic lming: mca5u res wiJI
be gi l.l n ro, no_l lsouth ,oll~c,or il d locnl sue u
on steeper te rrnin and inlersecfioll!i .along 76 Avenue
e.g.. lll 4 S1:Met).

4.

Umit 'r"pt-i n/ rip -out' tumh1:s movements a the
ntersec 'hlR of 76B -,.,nu 1:tl 2m Street As part

'Polidg.

:?.

Accommodate future bus lrnnsil. roul" 11g nd ops
· n 'Lbe Wil1 ims .Jre.1 along atterial str~ 'through
appropriate s[r t des: gn stan danls.

P:mvid, u .'I r, d d sign s-andard along tbe 78 Vf.!nue
tdu.turcoommun ty. hutt?.c trnnsl rvlce.

10 lnteg~

1

l.

Iiams.

I.

1

II,

TRAFFIC CONTROL AND
TRAFFIC CALMIJ G

D lgn tr,i , sit stn . 10 • dud su tably siz.tdJ md ing
pad fo:r passern;gc:rs., ," 5 we [ . s amen ties such .is
-hel ers and benches w,herc: app,op,r;i 1-e.

of de'lelo:pm nt. r iew p·mc s, cansid!r 11.S p n of
the detaHed lramportatlon a55CSSmcnt the need and
technical appwpn,1C ne · of pedestrian ctival d
signa .a.t 788 Avenue at 212 Str~4!l.
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8.5

PARKING AND
TRANSPORTATION DEMAND
MANAGEMENT

Parking management in Williams is intended to ensure
sufficient on- and off-stttet parklng supply. On-street
parking is permitted on both sides of collector roads and
local roads and should be incorporated into the design ofthe
transportation network. Off-street parking requirements
differ by land use and is provided in accordance with
Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw 1987 No. 2500, as
amended

PoHdes:
I.

Accommodate on-street parking on both sides of nil
local and collector streets.

2.

Design front-loaded residential development to
include double-wide driveways and enough space
for one vehicle to park on-street in front of each
dwelling unit in order to provide adequate parking,
except for dwelling units that front arterial streets.

3.

Design residential subdivisions with rear lanes and
rear loaded lots for single fumily, semi-detached and
rowhouse dwelling units, as defined in theTownship
of Langley Zoning Bylaw, in order to support a
high quality pedestrian environment. Rear-loaded
residential development must have space for one
vehicle to park on-street in front of each dwelling
unit, except for dwelling units that front arterial
streets.

4.

Provide a minimum four (4) off-street parking spaces
for each dwelling unit fronting an arterial road No
tandem parking within a building is permitted.
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Infrastructure and Energy

9.1

ENGINEERING SERVICES PLAN

·1 he Engineering Services Plan is not an adopted document
and ls provided to serve as a framework for preparing
servicing plans for Individual developments.
The servicing strategies aim for efficiency, cost effectiveness
and the equitable dlstrlbutlon ofcosts. There may, however,
be alternative servicing str.1iegies to those presented in the
ESP as a result of the ability to secure land or rights-of-way
for infrastructure, the timing of devdopmenl of specific
prorerlies, or simply. a different engineering approach.
Alternative servicing strategies may be considered and
implemented by the Township provided that a new scheme
meets the spirit and intent of the Williams Neighbourhood
Engineering Services Plan and in the opinion of
the Township, does not adversely impact servicing
requirements for property owners.

9.2

WATER

IU. I

l'XIST ING CONTEXT

9.2.2

FUTURE.CONDITIONS

A IVater system analysis has been completed to dttermine
peak demands and fire flow requirements, and identify
waler infras1ructure improvements required to support
projected growth in the neighbourhood. However, analysis
is limited to the larger grid mains and did not include
review or sizing of smaller local mains.
The analysis has identified the need for expanding and
upgrading of the existing system to meet water and fire
suppression flows for peak demands based on projected
growth. Additional information can be found in the
Williams Enginttring Services Plan that accompanies this
neighbourhood plan. All works wUI need 10 be confirmed
through detailed design 115 part of the subdivision process.

The Williams Neighbourhood Plan area is supplied with
1vator from 11 Greater Vancouver Water District (GVWD)
main on 204 Street through a number of connections
and Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV) Stations. Pressure
is maintained through the Willoughby Pump Station.
The plan area is currently serviced internally by a coarse
network of wattrma.lns given the largdy rural nature of
the area. The existing system indicates that the plan area
lies within two (2) separate pressure zones: Pressure Zone
1 !0m and Pressure Zone 131m.
The GVWD supply main and the existing Internal network
are understood 10 have sufficient capacity 10 provide
adequate nows to meet domestic demands and fire no-,s
for the planned neighbourhood The Engineering Services
Pion completed as part of the Williams Neighbourhood
Pinn process provides an updated water distribution
strategy to support the neighbourhood, and outlines
pressure rone boundaries.
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9.3

SANITARY SEWER

9.4

STORMWATER

'J.~ I

EXISTING CONTEXT

9.4.1

EXISTING CONTEXT

There is currently no existing sanitary sewer infrastructure
within lhe Williams_ Neighbourhood Plan area. Given ils
largely rural charncler, exlsling properties are serviced
by individual septic systems. Land use changes \~ill
require san1tary sewer collection nnd conveyance system
for the area. The Engineering Services Plan for the
WIiiiams neighbourhood wlil confirm details or sanitary
requirements, including requirement and location or pump
stations, forccmains and/or downstream infrastructure
upgrades.

The Williams neighbourhood is part of the Salmon River
Walershed, adjacent to the Yorkson Creek and Upper
Nicomekl Watersheds. Given lts largely rural character,
the current drainage system Is dominated by the natural
and augmented watercourses, branches, tributaries and
drainage channels of the 'two' segments of Guy Cr«l\.
located ln the northern and southern areas of Williams, as
well as a coarse network of road-side ditches a.nd culverts,
and partially piped sections. This drainage network
eventually drains into Salmon River.

9.3.l

9.4.2

ruTtJR£ CONDITIONS

Sewer system analysis has beon completed to tletumlnc
peak sewage flows and identify sewer infrastructure
required to support projecled growlh for the Wi.lliams
neighbourhood. Analysis is limited to trunk infrastructure
only and does not include alignments or si2lng or local
sewer mains.

The analysis has 1denti6ed the need for additional
trunk sewer malns throughout the neighbourhood to
accommodate the increase in sewer loading, 11hich are
proposed to generally align with major transportation
corridors. Flows will gravity feed either to the northeast
or southeast corners of the Williams due to topography
v:1.riations across the neighbourhood. Two sanlto.ry pump
stations will be needed In the vlclnlty or the 216 Street
corridor: one in the north and one in the south. Sanil•ry
forcemains will then carry the flows to connect inlets at 83
:tnd n A Avenues respectivdy.

flJ'l'UltE CONDITIONS

As part of 1be Williams Neighbourhood Pion process, the
Williams Engineering Services Plan has been compleled
tn update the stormwater management strategy for
the Williams neighbourhood. All works will need to
be confirmed through detailed design as part of the
subdivision process.

The signiflcont change in land use will affect the
hydrology of the area, requiring compensatory actions
to stave offincreosed risk to erosion ond flooding. These
actions Include three primary components. The first
component is the application ofon-site best management
practices (BMPs) such as infiltration trenches and
absorbent landscaping to the greatest exlent practical lo
retain rainwater on site and rechorge it to ground. BMPs
will be applied both on private sites ns well as off.street
public corridors. partfcularly the pedestrian greenways
to help reduce the impervious area.

The Williams Engineering Services Plan ha.s been completed
lo update the sanitary sewer strategy for the WIiiiams
neighbourhood. Servicing should follow the catchment
areas shown and all works will need 10 bt con6rmed
through detailed design as part of the subdlvision process.
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The second component ls the conveyance systems, largely
piped, to convey generated runoff to communal detention
ponds. Preliminary routing and sizing of trunk storm
sewers has been identified in the Engineering Services
Plan. Detention ponds and associated outlets to the
Salmon River system represent the final componem of
the management system. Within the Williams area, two
(2) new detention ponds are proposed. The location
of these ponds have been identified in general terms
only on Map I, as the specific siting will be subject to
more comprehensive development planning and land
agreements. The exact location and siu of these ponds
are to be verified at the time of a development application.
The number and size of detention ponds may vary
based on the ability to secure land or rights•of-way for
infrastructure, the timing of development of specific
properties, or a different engineering approach.

Integration of stormwater ponds and associated
conveyance systems as an amenity feature incorporated
into the neighbourhood Is important. As an amenity,
stormwater systems shall be considered for multiple
purposes Including, but not limited to ecological,
recreational,
education,
and
aesthetic
value.
Considerations will be given to hard and soft landscaping
in urban and naturalized settings. Apply the policy
guidance as outlined in Section 7.3 of this Plan in the
design of detention ponds.
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9.5

HYDRO, TELEPHONE, ST REET
L1GHTING AND OTHER
UTILITIES

As stipulated in the Township of Langley Subdivision
and Development Servicing Bylaw, new hydro and
telecommunication lines are to be provided underground.
Street lighting shall be provided on all streets and lanes
in accordance with the Subdivision and De,•elopment
Servicing Bylaw. As outlined in Section 7.t I of this
Neighbourhood Plan, unique lighting standards apply 10
the commercial node, located in the vicinity of 80 Avenue
and 216 Street
In support of the objective of fostering distinctive,
attractive communities with a strong sense of place, utility
boxes throughout the neighbourhood shall be wrapped
with appropriate material in order to reduce graffiti and
to improve the visual aesthetic of the neighbourhood.
Appropriate Imagery will need to be investigated with
heritage (built or natural}, cultural events or topics, ond
art being possible options.

9.6

ENERGY

As part of the Neighbourhood Plan process, an Energy
Conservation Development Permit Area (DPA) was
developed. This DPA is designed to promote the
conservation ond efficient use ofenergy in buildings, reduce
building generated greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)
and lead to the development of an energy efficient and
sustainable community. Energy Conservation guidelines
arc provided, In the Willoughby Community Plan.
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Financial Strategy

The Williams Neighbourhood Plan financfal strategy
is intended lo assist in the orderly, cost effective, and
equitable development of the neighbourhood. It is b3Sed
on principles that the Township will not finance, nor
assume a financial risk. In the provision of engineering
services required for development. As such, water, sanitary
sewer, drainage, highway services, and parks are to be
solely funded through the collection of Development
Cost Charges (DCCs) or other appropriate cost recovery
mechanisms. Finally. It is the responsibility of property
owners and/or the proponents of development to frontend
the construction of engineering services and parks. To
assist in this regard, the Township may consent to enter
into cost recovery agreements.
DCCs are levied against new development to assist in the
financing of new servicing infrastructure and amenltles
required by. and benefiting, new development. The
Township's Development Cost Charge Bylaw sets DCC rates
for each engineering service and for parks and describes
when and how they are to be paid. Rates are uniform across
the Township so that similar developments are levied
the same rate regardless of their location. In principle,
DCCs collected must balance with required expenditures.
However, in the Township's context, they may exceed or be
in deficit within an individual neighbourhood.

The Township has Infrastructure financing policies
in place and hos prevlously negotiated specific
agreements to permit property owners lo receive DCC
credits to assist in the cost recovery of DCC works
that they have constructed. Given the high cost of
the sonituy sewer, drainage, highway, and municipal
water facilities requ ired to permit development, the
Township may provide opportunities to the property
owners to achieve cost recovery.
Several cost recovery mechanisms are available for
consideration. including Latecomer Agreements,
Development Works Agreement (DWA), DCC rebates/
credits and Development Cost Charges Frontender
Agreements (DCCFA).
Each of these offers the abtlity for frontending property
owners to potentially recover their infrastructure
investments. However, it is critical that nll agreements
are structured to provide sufficient time for property
owners to potentially fully recover the costs of providing
infrastructure. It is therefore recommended thlll the
Township approve agreements with 10 - 15 year horizons.
The Township gains from these agreements by acquiring
municipal infrastructure which benefits the broader
community without the financial risks typicolly associated
with development,

Infra.structure which is eligible to be funded with DCC
revenue is identified in the Township of Langley's 20 year
DCC program.
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As indicated earlier, the Williams Neighbourhood Plan
also includes several amenities to be funded through the
Williams Amenity Zoning Bylaw. These amenities include:
Wildlife Habitat Patch,
,

Pocket Parks,

,

Williams View Park,

,

Grttnways of various types,

,

Neighbourhood Landmarks, and
Public Art.

To provide funding for the construction of these
amenities, the Township will require that new
developments contribute an amenity cost at time of
rezoning. The Township strives to have relative equality
in amenity costs between neighbourhoods. The funding
approach to Amenity Costs is identified In the Williams
Amenity Zoning Policy.
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Implementation

11.l INTRODUCTION
Dev<lopmentofthe Williams neighbourhood shall proceed
ba><!d on drainage calchment areas, and the need for the
elcmenlnry scbool and ne.lghbourhood park-

11.2 GENERAL PREREQUISITES
Prior lo the adoplion of a ioning bylaw amendment in the
Williams Neighbourhood Plan :tS identified on Map I. the
following general prcrcquisi1es shall be completed 10 1he
satisfaction of lhe Township:
I.

Identify and secure a Joint elementary school and
neighbourhood park sile to the acceptance of the
To,vnship of Langley and the Longley School District,
subject to other provisions of this Plan, before
ony development may occur in 1hat ,rea, with lhe
e~ccplion of non-residcnliol developments

2.

Prior lo each phose opening up for developmenl lhe
required communlty slormwater delentlon sile 10
serve that area must be secured ond must be located
to serve 1hc entire storm catchment area lo the
acceptance of the General Manager of Engineering.
ln1erlm on-sire detention will not be allowed.

3.

Mojor roads and engineering services, including
drolnage, water, and sanitary sewer, s1orm detention
ponds, ond road dcdicalions, wideninss and rightsof-wny must be provided and extended (at no cost
to the Township) to occommodate the proposed
development. Various means of recovering servicing
costs, such as Latecomer Agreements, Developmenl
Works Agreement (DWA), DCC rebates/credils and
Development Cost Charges Frontender Agreements
(DCCFA) moy be considered, where applicable, ro the
accepl•nce or the Township.

11.3 DEVELOPMENT PREREQUISITES
IN THE EMPLOYMENT DISTRICT
Prior to Councils consideration of first and second reading
of a ioning bylaw amendment in the areas dcsignoted for
Commercial (Section 5.6), and Work and Business (Section
5.7) in this Plan, the following shall be completed ro the
satisfaction of the Township:
I.

Prepare a Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP),
at the expense of the proponent, that aligns with the
Vision, Goals and policies of this Neighbourhood
Plan for the entire Employment District (sec Figure
I I.I). The CDP will include, but is not limited to,
an Illustrative pion and associoted sra1ements 1h01
detaU the spatial structure and design features of the
Employment District Including building types and
re nu res, access and movement, building mossing, fonm,
layout and height, streetscape design and landscaping,
parking and loading, watercourse compensalion
areas, stormwa1er detention, inregrnrion of greenways
and other amenltles, energy conservation measures
and development and servicing.

2.

Conduct a Transporrotion Impact As56smenr (TIA)
lo determine the tr.insportalion impact associated
with the CDP and identify necessary inf1115tructure
upgrades and phasing of said Improvements that are
lied to development and servicing of the CDP. The
TIA will be pold for in full by the proponent, and
carried out independently by a qualified Engieering
Consultant lo be selected and manoged by the
Township.
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11.4 DEVELOPMENT PREREQUISITES
IN THE RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

11.5 SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT
PREREQUISITES

Prior to Council's consldtration of first and stcond re.1cUng
of a zoning bylaw amendment In the areas designated for
Single Family Mixed Residential and Townhouse Strnta in
this Pion (see Figure 11.2 below), the following shall be
completed to the satisfoction of the Township:

The following development prerequisites must be resolved
to the satisfaction of the Township prior to adoption of a
zoning bylaw amendment. This list is not deemed to be
exhaustive, as other requirements may be added based on
site specific ronditions and changes to Township bylaws.
policies and procedures.

I. Prepare a Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP)

and at the expense of the proponent, that aligns with the
Vision, Goals and policies of this Neighbourhood Plan,
for either or both of the North or South portions of the
Residential District, as determined opproprlate by the
General Manager of Community Development (see
Figure i 1.2). The CDP will lnclude,but is not limited to,
an illustrative plan and associated statements that detail
the spatial structure and design features of the North
and/or South Residential District, including bullcUng
types, access and movement, building massing. form,
layout and height, streetscape design and landscaping,
Conservation and Watercourst Compensation Artas,
stormWtlter detenllon, Integration of greenways and
other amenities. energy conservation measures and
development a,1d s,,rvking phasing.

t.

Enter Into a servicing agreement with the Township to
secure required road and utility upgrades/extensions,
and a stormwater management plan in accordance
with the servicing provisions of this neighbourhood
plan logether with existing servicing standards as
set out in the Township of Langley Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw, as amended from time
to time.

2.

Compliance with the Erosion and Sediment Control
Bylaw, as amended from lime to time, including
provision of an erosion and sediment control plan, to
the acceptance of the Township.

3.

Secure road dedications and widening, in accordance
with the Subdivision and Development Servicing
Bylaw, and the Master Transportation Plan, os
amended from time to time, to the acceptance of the
Township.

4.

Compliance with Schedule I (Tree Protection) of
the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw
ns amended from time to time, including provision
of a final tree management plan incorporating tree
retention, replacement and protection details, to the
acceptance of the Township.

2. Conduct a viewscape analysis of the Willoughby

Escarpment as part of the preparation of this CDP.
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s.

Transfer on)' designated greenway, trail, or any other
sreenspoce os shown on the land use plan to the
Township, or as determined by the Township.

10.

Secure an age friendly amenity area in accordance
with the Township's Zoning Bylaw a5 amended from
time to time and to the acceptance of the Township.

6.

Where green space or public amenity is designated
on the subject lands. security must be provided
within the Servicing Agreement for all opproved
Greenway,;, Pocket Pork, W~dlife Habitat Patch,
lnterfoce Landscafl" Buffers. Neighbourhood
landmark Amenity features, Urban Forested Mews
and Public Art construction.

11.

Restore/relocate, or use other meons of treatment
of herita&• resources listed within the pion to the
satisfaction of the Township

12.

Secure public access right·of, way through detached
condomlniurn stral3 developments for green links,
road$, and sidewalks only. Public access &haU not
extend to on.street parking. No public access is to be
granted for private entrances onto the green links.

13.

Register a restrictive covenant on title preventing
detached condominium strata developments from
constructing or placing any barriers - physical or
psychologknl (i.e. fences, gates. slgnagc. etc.).

14,

Register of restrictive covenants that may include,
but are not limited to:
a.
Non·disturbance setbacks,
b.
Driveway access/ location,

7,

lmplementotlon of environmental protection as
outlined within the plan and/or by Department of
Fisheries nnd Ocieans (DFO) including transfer
of envlronmenral non,dlsturbance areos lo the
Township for environmenral protection purposes.
Provide a Stage I Preliminary Site Investigation
(Environmental), to the acceptance of the Township,
whore l:ind is proposed to be transferrfd or provided
by right-of.way to the Township for conservation,
park, greenway and/or trail use. If any indicators
of site conlamlnotlon are found during thts Initial
as.,essment, further investigation will be required
to confirm the existence, ~ and extent of
contamination, and provide recommendations
regarding remedfol work. ACertificate ofCompliance
(or equivalent) will be required to be submitted to
ond accept•d by the Township. All remedial work
will be at the sole cost of the proponent.

8.

9.

c.

Building setback restrictions,

d..
e.

Restriction of on•street parking. and
Exterior Design Control Agreement for single
family devdopmenls.

Incorporate secure (through the Servicing
Agreement) and appropriate fencing for all
dt.'Velopmenls that abut the greenways, porks,
ecological buffers, and environmental oreo to
municipal standard nnd to the acceptance of the
Township.

~
•.11,

.
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15.

Register a restrictive covenant on title for the
maintenance of the Pedestrian Links and lnterface
Buffers. The covenant shall address preventing
developments construction or placement of any
barriers - physical or psychological (i.e. fences,
gates, sign age, etc.) that would prevent or discourage
public access through the Pedestrian Links;.

16.

Pay rezoning, development permit and
neighbourhood planning fees and amenity fees in
accordance with the Williams Amenity Zoning
Policy as amended from time to time.
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Map l I Williams Land Use Plan
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Section G

2.1

To:

MVRD Board of Directors

From:

Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer
Heather McNell, Director of Regional Planning and Electoral Area Services, Parks,
Planning and Environment

Date:

June 19, 2018

Subject:

Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263 – Hazelmere Site City of
Surrey – Bylaw Consideration

Meeting Date: June 22, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the minutes of the Public Hearing as presented in the report dated
June 19, 2018, titled “Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263 – Hazelmere Site
City of Surrey – Bylaw Consideration”.
BYLAW FOR CONSIDERATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) give 3rd reading to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw No. 1263, 2018; and
b) pass and finally adopt Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.
PURPOSE
To report on the results of the public hearing held on June 13, 2018 regarding the proposed
amendment to the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future (Metro 2040), the regional growth
strategy, and as a result, to provide the MVRD Board with the opportunity to consider Metro
Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.
BACKGROUND
At its March 23, 2018 meeting, the MVRD Board gave first and second reading to Metro Vancouver
Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018, directed staff to notify
affected local governments and external agencies of the proposed amendment and seek their
feedback, and finally referred the proposed bylaw to public hearing.
This report provides the minutes of the public hearing, summarizes the comments received, and
provides the MVRD Board with the opportunity to consider 3rd reading and adoption of Metro
Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.
PROPOSED BYLAW
The proposed Bylaw No. 1263 would amend the regional land use designation for the Hazelmere site
from “Rural” to “General Urban” for the 23.7 hectare site and extend the Urban Containment
Boundary, and would facilitate the extension of the GVS&DD Fraser Sewerage Area to service the
residential development (Attachment 1).
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Comments from Affected Agencies
A report summarizing comments received as part of the notification process was provided as part of
the Public Hearing materials. Notification was sent by regular mail to affected local governments and
agencies, and was also posted on the publicly accessible Metro Vancouver website. Affected local
governments and agencies were given a comment period of 30 days. Through the notification
process, Metro Vancouver received correspondence on the proposed amendment from six municipal
Councils:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Village of Anmore – Indicated no comment
Village of Belcarra – Indicated support for the proposed amendment
City of Coquitlam – Indicated no objection to the proposed amendment
City of Delta – Indicated receipt only
District of North Vancouver – Indicated opposition to the proposed amendment
City of White Rock – Indicated opposition to the proposed amendment

In addition, comments were received from the following agencies:
•
•

TransLink Board – Expressed concern that the development is not consistent with the type of
development that will advance regional transportation goals to improve accessibility to jobs
and services, reduce the distance people drive and enable walking, cycling and transit trips.
Agricultural Land Commission Staff – Expressed concern that the application is premature as
no applications for the proposed non-farm use (i.e. stormwater drainage ponds), subdivision,
or inclusion of lands into the Agricultural Land Reserve have been received by the Agricultural
Land Commission to date.

No correspondence was received through the posting on the Metro Vancouver website. However,
Metro Vancouver received one letter from the Little Campbell Watershed Society expressing
conditional support for the proposed amendment subject to the fulfillment of commitments made
to mitigate the project’s impacts and ensuring that it does not cause additional land speculation in
the valley.
Public Hearing
Pursuant to the terms of Metro 2040, a public hearing was held on June 13, 2018 in the Metro
Vancouver boardroom. As indicated by the minutes of the public hearing, 303 written submissions
were made prior to conclusion of the public hearing with 268 in favour of the proposed amendments,
33 opposed to it and 2 provided comments. The written submissions are part of the June 13, 2018
Public Hearing agenda. 38 speakers signed up to address the Board during the public hearing, of which
16 opposed, 21 were in favour (of those, 9 speakers were representatives of the landowner), and one
speaker was not in attendance when called upon. A summary of speakers’ presentations is provided
in the public hearing minutes (Attachment 2), and the public hearing agenda includes all the written
submissions.
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ALTERNATIVES
1. That the MVRD Board:
a) receive for information the minutes of the public hearing as presented in the report dated
June 19, 2018, titled “Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263 – Hazelmere
Site City of Surrey – Bylaw Consideration”.
b) give 3rd reading to Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw No. 1263, 2018;
c) pass and finally adopt Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.
2. That the MVRD Board:
a. receive for information the minutes of the public hearing as presented in the report dated
June 19, 2018, titled “Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263 – Hazelmere
Site City of Surrey – Bylaw Consideration”; and
b) decline the City of Surrey’s requested amendment to Metro 2040 for the Hazelmere site.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications for the alternatives presented.
If the Board chooses Alternative 1, and approves the amendment bylaw, the City of Surrey will need
to submit an updated Regional Context Statement showing the Hazelmere site as General Urban
rather than Rural, and extending the Urban Containment Boundary to encompass the site. Surrey
has opted not to submit their updated Regional Context Statement until the completion of the
amendment process. As a result, if the Board chooses Alternative 1 and approves the amendment
bylaw, the City of Surrey cannot adopt its Official Community Plan amendment bylaw currently sitting
at 3rd reading, of which the updated Regional Context Statement is a part, until the Metro Vancouver
Board accepts the updated Regional Context Statement. If the City of Surrey submits the Regional
Context Statement, staff will forward it to the July 2018 Board meeting for consideration. If the Board
chooses Alternative 2, no update to the City of Surrey’s Regional Context Statement is required.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
The City of Surrey has requested that the Metro Vancouver Board consider a Type 2 amendment to
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future for the Hazelmere site.
Attachments
1. Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
2. Minutes of the Public Hearing of the MVRD Board held on June 13, 2018
References
June 13, 2018 Public Hearing Agenda http://www.metrovancouver.org/boards/GVRD/PH_2018-Jun13_AGE.pdf
25528332
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ATTACHMENT 1

METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT
REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 1263, 2018

A Bylaw to Amend
Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010.
WHEREAS the Metro Vancouver Regional District Board (the "Board") adopted the Greater
Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 on July 29, 2011;
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of the Metro Vancouver Regional District in open meeting assembled
enacts as follows:
1. The Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 is
hereby amended as follows:

a) Re-designating the subject City of Surrey Hazelmere site from Rural to General Urban, and
extending the Urban Containment Boundary to encompass the General Urban area, as shown
in Schedule "A" attached to and forming part of this Bylaw;
b) Maps 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, and 12 contained in Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Bylaw No. 1136, 2010 are deleted and replaced with Maps 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 and 12 as
contained in Schedule "B" attached to and forming part of this Bylaw;
2. The official citation for this bylaw is Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018. This bylaw may be cited as Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.

Read a First time this
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day of
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Read a Second time this

23
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Read a Third time this

day of

Passed and Finally Adopted this

day of

Greg Moore, Chair

Chris Plagnol, Corporate Officer

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
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SCHEDULE A
Subject site, City of Surrey, Hazelmere, re-designating from Rural to General Urban, and extending the
Urban Containment Boundary to encompass the General Urban area.

Subject Site – Prior to Amendment

Subject Site – Post Amendment

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Map 2. Regional Land Use Designations

SCHEDULE B

Map 3. Urban Containment Boundary and General Urban Area

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Map 4. Urban Centres and Frequent Transit Development Areas

Map 5. Rural Areas

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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Map 11. Local Centres, Hospitals and Post-Secondary Institutions

Map 12. Special Study Areas and Sewerage Extension Areas

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018
Metro Vancouver Regional District
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ATTACHMENT 2
METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Minutes of the Public Hearing of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
Directors held at 7:02 p.m. on Wednesday, June 13, 2018 in the 28th Floor Boardroom,
4730 Kingsway, Burnaby, British Columbia, to consider Metro Vancouver Regional District
Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Port Coquitlam, Chair, Director Greg Moore
Vancouver, Vice Chair, Director Raymond Louie
Anmore, Director John McEwen
Belcarra, Director Ralph Drew
Burnaby, Director Derek Corrigan
Burnaby, Director Sav Dhaliwal
Coquitlam, Director Craig Hodge
Delta, Director Bruce McDonald
Electoral Area A, Director Maria Harris
Langley City, Director Rudy Storteboom
Langley Township, Director Charlie Fox
Maple Ridge, Director Nicole Read (arrived at
7:04 p.m.)
New Westminster, Director Jonathan Coté
North Vancouver City, Director Darrell Mussatto
Pitt Meadows, Alternate Director Janice Elkerton
for John Becker
MEMBERS ABSENT:
Bowen Island, Director Maureen Nicholson
Burnaby, Director Colleen Jordan
Coquitlam, Director Richard Stewart
Delta, Director Lois Jackson
Langley Township, Director Bob Long
Lions Bay, Director Karl Buhr
North Vancouver District, Director Richard
Walton

Port Moody, Director Mike Clay
Richmond, Alternate Director Bill McNulty
for Malcolm Brodie
Richmond, Director Harold Steves
Surrey, Director Tom Gill
Surrey, Director Bruce Hayne
Surrey, Alternate Director Mike Starchuk
for Linda Hepner
Surrey, Director Barbara Steele
Vancouver, Alternate Director Elizabeth
Ball for Andrea Reimer
Vancouver, Director Adriane Carr
Vancouver, Director Heather Deal
Vancouver, Director Kerry Jang
Vancouver, Director Tim Stevenson (arrived
at 7:02 p.m.)

Surrey, Director Judy Villeneuve
Surrey, Director Dave Woods
Tsawwassen, Director Bryce Williams
Vancouver, Director Gregor Robertson
West Vancouver, Director Michael Smith
White Rock, Director Wayne Baldwin

STAFF PRESENT:
Carol Mason, Chief Administrative Officer
Janis Knaupp, Legislative Services Coordinator, Board and Information Services
Klara Kutakova, Deputy Corporate Officer

Minutes of the Public Hearing of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
Directors held on Wednesday, June 13, 2018
Page 1 of 21
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1.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Moore called the Public Hearing to order and informed those present that the
hearing was to:
• consider Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw Number 1263, 2018; an application to amend the land use designation in the
regional growth strategy for the proposed development in the City of Surrey referred
to as the Hazelmere site, which seeks to change rural designation to general urban
and to extend the Urban Containment Boundary to encompass the new generalurban area to permit a residential development; and
• provide persons who believe their interest in property affected by the proposed
amendments a reasonable opportunity to be heard, or to present written
submissions.

7:02 p.m. Director Stevenson arrived at the meeting.
The Chair established procedural rules for conduct at the Public Hearing as follows:
• speakers must register in numerical order, state their name and city prior to speaking,
limit comments to 5 minutes,
• speakers must focus their comments on the implications of amending the regional
land use designation for the site from Rural to General Urban.
• written submissions must be made prior to the close of the Public Hearing and will
form part of the public record; and
• those present are to respect the rights of others to express opinions and to refrain
from applause and other expressions.
7:04 p.m. Director Read arrived at the meeting.
2.

REFERENCE MATERIALS
2.1

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw No. 1263, 2018

2.2

Notice of Public Hearing

2.3

Context for the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use
Designation Amendment Request from the City of Surrey – Hazelmere Site
The Board was provided with a staff presentation on the Land Use designation
amendment request from the City of Surrey for the Hazelmere site highlighting
site location, proposed amendment, current land uses, proposed residential
development, and Metro 2040 land use provisions and considerations.
Presentation material titled “Proposed Metro 2040 Land Use Amendment” is
retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public Hearing agenda.

Minutes of the Public Hearing of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
Directors held on Wednesday, June 13, 2018
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2.4

3.

Summary of Comments Receiving During the Notification Period: Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Land Use Designation Amendment Request
for the Hazelmere Site

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
3.1

Written Submissions Received from Monday, May 28, 2018 to June 11, 2018 at
1:00 p.m.
1.
Matt Kuhn, Surrey, BC – June 5, 2018 – Support
2.
Gina McMurchy-Barber, Surrey, BC – June 5, 2018 – Oppose
3.
Michael Proskow, Surrey, BC – June 6, 2018 – Oppose
4.
Lucy Karnik, Surrey, BC – June 6, 2018 – Comments
5.
Helen Brown, Coquitlam, BC – June 7, 2018 – Oppose
6.
Bryan and Sandra Boorse, Surrey, BC – June 8, 2018 – Support
7.
Brian Thompson, Surrey, BC – June 9, 2018 – Support
8.
Rita Thompson, Surrey, BC – June 9, 2018 – Support
9.
William Baldwin, Parksville, BC – June 9, 2018 – Support
10.
Robert Baldwin, Parksville, BC – June 9, 2018 – Support
11.
Debbie Breaks, White Rock, BC – June 9, 2018 – Support
12.
Janet Thompson, Surrey, BC – June 10, 2018 - Support
13.
Helga and Charles Busby, Surrey, BC – June 10, 2018 – Support
14.
Helen Kristoff, Surrey, BC – June 10, 2018 – Support
15.
Kathryn Chisholm, Surrey, BC – June 10, 2018 – Oppose
16.
Richard Landale – Surrey, BC – June 10, 2018 – Oppose
17.
Gary Breaks – Quilchena, BC – June 10, 2018 – Support
18.
Donald and Suzanne LaPierre – June 10, 2018 – Support
19.
Julia Christiansen – June 11, 2018 – Support
20.
Kelly and Craig LaPierre – June 11, 2018 – Support

3.2

Submissions Received from Monday, June 11, 2018 at 1:01 p.m. to June 12, 2018
at 4:00 p.m.
21.
Kelly Breaks, White Rock, BC – June 11, 2018 – Support
22.
Maria Borgford, Surrey, BC – June 11, 2018 – Support
23.
Christine LaPierre, Surrey, BC – June 11, 2018 – Support
24.
Jim Stevenson, White Rock, BC – June 11, 2018 – Support
25.
Sylvia Miller, Maple Ridge, BC – June 11, 2018 – Oppose
26.
Ken Breaks, Surrey, BC – June 11, 2018 – Support
27.
Wendy Gale, Vancouver, BC – June 11, 2018 – Oppose
28.
Elizabeth Haan, Vancouver, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
29.
George and Blanche Breaks, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Support
30.
Keryn Denroche, Semiahmoo Animal League Inc., Surrey, BC –
June 12, 2018 – Comments
31.
Beth Ainslie, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
32.
Dr. S. K. Stepney, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
33.
Robert Puls, Aldergrove, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
34.
Michelle and Mike Wright, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Support

Minutes of the Public Hearing of the Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) Board of
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
3.3

Linda LaPierre, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Support
Ingrid and Craig Stevenson – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Jessica Horst, Aldergrove, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Mary McArthur and Ralph Clasby, White Rock, BC – June 12, 2018 –
Oppose
Sue Leyland, Township of Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Sonja Kroecher, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Trudy Handel, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Jen Picker, Orphaned Wildlife Rehabilitation Society (OWL), Delta, BC –
June 12, 2018 – Oppose
David Rush, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Grant Rice, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Barbara Chu, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Catherine Grey, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Keith Hammond, Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Hildegard Richter, Coquitlam, BC – June 8, 2018 – Oppose
Ruth Hoyem, Port Moody, BC – June 9, 2018 – Oppose
Lotte Elias, Fort Langley, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Tracey Povey, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose
Ian Povey, Surrey, BC – June 12, 2018 – Oppose

Submissions Received at Public Hearing on Wednesday, June 13, 2018 from
6:15 p.m. to 9:28 p.m.
53.
Rodger Hundal, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
54.
Debra Probery, Vancouver Humane Society, Vancouver, BC – June 13,
2018 – Oppose
55.
Deb Taylor, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Oppose
56.
Keith Evans and Family, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Oppose
57.
Sarah Rush, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Oppose
58.
Jacqueline O’Brien, Chilliwack, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
59.
Cindy Robinson, Chilliwack, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
60.
Alana White, Chilliwack, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
61.
Ashtyn Martin, Chilliwack, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
62.
Zoran Topisrovic, Abbotsford, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
63.
Tami Collins, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
64.
Shaun Miller, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
65.
Nathan Barner, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
66.
Brooks Savage, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
67.
Spencer Lauriente, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
68.
Michelle Douse, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
69.
Mark Haber, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
70.
Lyle Mykte, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
71.
Nic Johnson, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
72.
Geordie Smyth, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
73.
Karen Brooks, Abbotsford, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
74.
Katee Lyons, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
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75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.

Evan Tsuji, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Steve Chapman, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Deanna Wright, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kuldig Sawhota, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Scott Baker, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Donna Podovinnikoff, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 –
Support
Tiffany Brebner, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chantelle McEwan, Aldergrove, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Katherine Hamilton, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Bill Cook, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Willard Cook, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Lynn Cook, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jordan Matsui, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Adia Dos Santos, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Lalonni Watt, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Gail Vandermey, Abbotsford, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Maureen Wallack, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Shelley Moon, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Cara Harman, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Melanie Wright, Aldergrove, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Elizabeth Bain, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Austin Craft, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tim Craft, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Harry Bydgnes, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Simon Craft, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Graham Rudd, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Carrie Durkin, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Wei Tse Yu, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chloe Dean, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Madisyn Gifford, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jay Sangha, Delta, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Sarah Kilpatrick, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Katherine Rebselj, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Stephen Rodd, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dale Campbell, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Robert Santos, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Sierra Blackwell, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kristen Nestoroff, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Lily Van Nen, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Alyssa Kramer, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kenny Hoogwater, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 Support
Hugh Woolley, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Li Liu, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Eric Petit, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dean McHarry, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
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Owen Poppy, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dan & Wendy Dodman, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
David Jagger, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Judy Wong, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Austin Kao, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brian Hudy, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Peter Lewis, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kristine Gordon, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Mary Ann Hill, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dawn Beaton, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Rene Palsenbarg, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Donald Barnes, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brian Kelly, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Elizabeth Stuart, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Steve Lee, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Richard Stewart, Coquitlam – June 13, 2018 – Support
Scott Jones, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Sonja Jones, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brenden Jones, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Taylore Jones, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
John Colton, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Wayne Coates, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Rich Kowalchuk, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kelly Townemille, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Guy Klassen, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Shane Barnes, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Drew Grainger, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
David Matiash, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
John Anderson, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Michael Braun, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kelly Coulthard, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Geof Glazier, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Alison Abell, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Peter Knispel, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kang Meng Jin, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Steve Stew, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Justin Pedley, North Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chelsey Storrings, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Meredith Merwin, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tom Whittle, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Stuart Fraser Ross, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Joey Herscovitch, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Lori Florence, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Steve Knotts, Pitt Meadows, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tim Fuchihara, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chris Lee, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
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Raymond Eng, Coquitlam, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Alaina Wood, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Danielle Nickel, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Joel Villeneuve, Mission – June 13, 2018 – Support
Troy Peverley, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Deanne Schell, Maple Ridge, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Byron Coulthard, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Grant Gormley, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jason Kenrett, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ryan Watson, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jack He, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Trish Stew, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Vladimir Sviridov, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Parmveer Gill, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Shawn Smith, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Danae Harvalias, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chaise LaPierre, Temecula, California, USA – June 13, 2018 – Support
Larry LaPierre, Temecula, California, USA – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tracy LaPierre, Temecula, California, USA – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tate LaPierre, Temecula, California, USA – June 13, 2018 – Support
Alee LaPierre, Municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Bob Markwert, Abbotsford, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Michael Hoal, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Wile Robinson, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jason Burnham, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jon Burnham, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dan Honeybourne, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Raymond LaPierre, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kevin Cook, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Betty Cook, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Mike Klotz, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Carol Dunn, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Yuhan Zhu, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Cheng Xian Peng, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jianhua Zhao, White Rock, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ying Lu, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Xueyuan Hu, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ge Wang, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Diana Zhang, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Canming Xiao, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ying Zhang, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Christine Du, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Li, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Guangyu Shang, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Qi Sun, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jun He, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
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Zhirlei Ken, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Danny Wu, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Junwei Zhu, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tim Zhou, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Sergey Avramerko, Delta, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Boon Yian Koh, Delta, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Yi Li, West Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Changshan Li, West Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Xiaopeng Sun, West Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jie Wang, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Shengjiang Mao, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Qi Chen, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Xing Shen, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jinghui Xu, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Helen Cheng, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ni Hu, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Wansheng Geng, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Zhi Geng, Vancouver, BC– June 13, 2018 – Support
Guo Hui Liu, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Gang Zhou, Delta, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Suping Zhou, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Sylvia Wong, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jia Cheng He, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Paul Doornberg, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dylan Niebergal, Cultus Lake, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Stephen Worobets, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jason Yonk, Abbotsford, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tristan Brett, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Am Lail, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brad Hughes, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Katy Chiu, North Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Nga Man Wong, North Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tom Miyazaki, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Bob de Wit, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Darryl Langlois, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Lisa Liu, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Rahel Staeheli, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Nathan Hildebrand, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Patrick Grzelak, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ivan Staeheli, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Todd Antifaev, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tim Grant, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jim Law, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Adrien Herberts, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tawny Verigin, North Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ryan Shaw, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
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John McIlvaney, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Joshua Konct, Burnaby, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Tristan Bocchtotti, Mission, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Nigel Young, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Julie Beauregard, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Paul Nahal, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jacob Salway, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ryan O'Shea, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Ron Enns, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Cameron Mitchell, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Andrew Sidhu, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Cheryl Koke, North Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jeremy McNulty, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brian Oteyza, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
David Renwick, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Brian Chien, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Andrew Orihard, New Westminster, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Prabh Lail, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Dalbir Hundal, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jim Law, Richmond, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
George Richmond, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Kyle Drupman, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Todd Bohn, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Mike Harrison, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Megan Johal, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Justin Mitchell, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Jeevan Khunkhun, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Marc Shapiro, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Paul Johnson, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Anastasia Radchenko, Vancouver, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Pat Bickrton, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Border Village Development Ltd., Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Border Garden Development Ltd., Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
New Great Land Developing Ltd., Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Yee Investerment Ltd., Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Amrish, Langley, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Liam F., municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Chris Richards, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Scott Johnson, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
P Selbee, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
M Custodio, Surrey, BC – June 13, 2018 – Support
Maggie Koka, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Municipality of Residence Petition from residents from various Metro
Vancouver municipalities – June 13, 2018 – Support
David Tiplady, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support
Mike Proskow, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Oppose
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303.
4.

Nathan Hildebrand, municipality not provided – June 13, 2018 – Support

SPEAKERS
4.1

Maggie Koka, 58th Street, Delta, BC
Maggie Koka, Aplin Martin, the agent for the landowner, spoke in favour of the
proposal and commented about services available to nearby residents, challenges
with septic systems, poor soil conditions, high fecal coliform, and the difference
between this proposal and the nearby Douglas neighbourhood development.
Ms. Koka informed the Board about proposed activities on lands to be designated
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), environmental protection, and lot details. She
referred to benefits of the proposal including an environmental-agricultural plan,
farming and conservation partnership opportunities, and creation of park land,
and noted that the Hazelmere Golf & Tennis Club (HGTC) and LaPierre family are
long-standing members of the community.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Public Hearing
Board agenda.

4.2

Stewart Peddemorse, Buena Vista Avenue, White Rock, BC
Stewart Peddemorse spoke in favour of the proposal and commented about the
unique location, lack of similar development in the area, benefits of large lot sizes,
opportunities for community growth, and efforts to address community concerns.
Mr. Peddemorse noted that changing the land use from rural to urban outweigh
any potential impacts the development will have in the area and that the proposal
is worthy of support.

4.3

Helen Brown, Walkin Avenue, Coquitlam, BC
Helen Brown read a letter from Debra Probert, Executive Director, Vancouver
Human Society (VHS), who expressed opposition to the proposal, and commented
on the VHS’ mandate to protect and advocate for animals. She requested that the
Board decline the application and expressed concerns about the proposal being a
departure from the intent of the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB), not aligning
with Metro 2040 goals, encroaching on rural and agricultural land, and having
negative impacts to wildlife and habitat as the area is prime nesting habitat for
raptors.
Ms. Brown expressed her own concerns about similar proposals being considered
at other golf courses owned by the proponent, significant changes to wildlife and
habitat protection, and implications for food security and commented on the
importance of protecting wildlife corridors. Ms. Brown requested that the Board
turn down the application.

4.4

David Rush, P. Eng, 8th Avenue, Surrey, BC
David Rush spoke in opposition to proposal and requested that the Board reject
the application. Mr. Rush commented on the rural character of the area and
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expressed concerns about urban sprawl, traffic issues, a lack of services and
transit to support the development, and the proposal not aligning with Metro
2040 or the City of Surrey’s Sustainability Charter, agricultural policy, and Official
Community Plan (OCP). He noted that the proposal was rejected by the Surrey
Agricultural and Food Security Advisory Committee and Metro Vancouver staff,
that the proposal is a great plan in the wrong location, and expressed the
importance of upholding the UCB, preserving farmland, and discouraging land
speculation. He commented that development applications should only be
considered within the UCB.
Presentation material titled “Hazelmere Housing Sub Division at 184th & Zero,
Hazelmere Valley” is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public Hearing
agenda.
4.5

John McLean, 8th Avenue, Surrey, BC
John McLean, spoke in opposition to the proposal, informed the Board he lives
next to the golf course, and expressed concerns about location and the
importance of balancing environmental needs, affordability, and esthetics in a
smart way that benefits everyone and commented that the proposal does not
meet any of these criteria.

4.6

Sarah Rush, 8th Avenue, Surrey, BC
Sarah Rush, Dietician and Hazelmere resident, spoke in opposition to the proposal
and expressed concerns that it will jeopardize food security and crop diversity in
the Lower Mainland, is not consistent with Metro 2040 goals or Surrey’s
sustainability and agricultural policies, creates an urban island in a ruralagricultural area, and enables land speculators to rezone the area, setting
precedent for future development proposals and placing local agriculture land at
further risk.
Ms. Rush further expressed concerns that consideration has not been given to
wider implications of the proposal, that the lots sizes are inappropriate, that the
land is being considered for farming as a condition of the development being
approved, and incorrect comments being made about septic fields, housing, and
service availability to support the proposal. She emphasized that farm land is for
farming and requested that the Board decline the proposal.

4.7

Grant Rice, 125A Street, Surrey, BC
Grant Rice spoke in opposition to the proposal and commented about Metro
Vancouver’s policy role, that the lands are designated as agricultural in Surrey’s
OCP, and that wetland and agricultural components located in the ALR should not
be included in the proposal. He referred to comments in the Metro Vancouver
staff report, and noted that the Young Agrarians do not support the development
and have not signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the HGTC.
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Mr. Grant expressed concerns that the proposal will result in a net loss of
agricultural land in the ALR, lacks rationale to support the proposed development,
includes a wetland intended to protect the golf course from flooding and not to
serve the ALR, and noted that cattle grazing is a form of agriculture. Mr. Grant
also highlighted concerns expressed by the Agricultural Land Commission in
response to the application.
4.8

David Riley, 15A Avenue, Surrey, BC
David Riley, Little Campbell Watershed Society (LCWS), referred to his written
submission and commented about the LCWS’s mandate to water, fish and
wildlife. Mr. Riley spoke about the importance of water base flows and supply in
Little Campbell River, how the proposal lacks information about potential wildlife
impacts, and about LCWS interest to see the development of a green corridor
from the estuary to the headwaters.
Mr. Riley indicated it was unclear to the LCWS if the proposal would impact the
LCWS 20-year vision, and commented on the unconfined aquifer, development in
the Valley over the past 20 years, and the LCWS having received 22 development
proposals for comment within the last 6 months.

4.9

Andrew Baker, Clearwater Way, Coquitlam, BC
Andrew Baker, Professional Engineer, Aplin Martin, spoke in favour of the
proposal and commented on his involvement in the proposal related to the
sanitary and stormwater management systems, specifically in the Kuhn Creek
Catchment, highlighting watershed enhancement, environmental protection,
agriculture, and residential considerations.
Mr. Baker also spoke about watershed health including results of water quality
monitoring, key features of the proposed storm sewer program, and development
of an Integrated Storm Water Management Plan (ISMP) for the sub-catchment
area to enhance overall watershed health. He referred to support for the proposal
from local groups, and future plans for engage stakeholders through development
of the ISMP.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public
Hearing agenda.

4.10

David Tiplady, Hyannis Drive, North Vancouver, BC
David Tiplady, Aplin Martin, spoke in support of the proposal and informed the
Board about his professional experience and involvement in the proposal related
to surface and groundwater highlighting geological site conditions, efforts to
characterize the land for suitability for irrigation and their effects on surface and
groundwater, offsite sewage disposal and water supply and drainage, and
topography of the Little Campbell River Watershed.
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Mr. Tiplady spoke about the confined nature of the aquifer, infiltration of
stormwater not having effects on groundwater quality of nearby wells, and the
new irrigation well being subject to provincial licencing requirements.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public
Hearing agenda.
4.11

Anita Huberman, 167 Street, Surrey, BC
Anita Huberman, Chief Executive Officer, Surrey Board of Trade (SBOT), spoke in
favour of the proposal, requested that the Board approve the proposal, referred
to the Hazelmere Golf & Tennis Club (HGTC) being a member of the SBOT, and
spoke about how the proposal is key to the continued viability of the HGTC to
counter a declining trend in the golf industry.
Ms. Huberman commented on benefits of the proposed land use changes,
recognizing HGTC’s community contributions, collaboration with Semiahmoo First
Nation, and about the SBOT’s desire to see housing added in Surrey and to
support business and jobs in Surrey. She requested that the Board see benefits of
redeveloping land seen as under-utilized real estate and requested that the Board
approve the proposal.

4.12

Ian Whyte, Lorraine Avenue, Coquitlam, BC
Ian Whyte, Partner, Enviro West Consultants, spoke in favour of the proposal and
informed the Board about his involvement in the proposal as an agriculture
consultant along with Dave Melychuk formerly of the BC Ministry of Agriculture.
He commented about the inclusion of agriculture and habitat enhancement plans,
how agriculture is limited in the area by poor soil and drainage issues, and how
the proposal will increase ALR land, improve drainage, enhance fish and wildlife
habitat, add dedicated wetland, and include development of a raptor
management plan.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public
Hearing agenda.

4.13

Michael Stuart, Columbia Avenue, White Rock, BC
Michael Stuart, President, Hazelmere Golf & Tennis Club (HGTC), spoke in favour
of the proposal, commented on the history of the HGTC in the area, and referred
to efforts to improve their business and land, corporate citizenship in the
community, and about how the viability of the business is important to its
employees for jobs. Mr. Stuart commented on HGTC’s written commitments
related to the proposal, public consultation efforts, stakeholder support, and
built-in safeguards being in place to prevent further urban expansion. He
requested that the Board consider the ability to make changes to Metro 2040 to
meet changing community needs.
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4.14

Willard Cook, 176 Street, Surrey, BC
Willard Cook, Semiahmoo First Nation (SFN), spoke in favour of the proposal and
commented about living in the Little Campbell River Watershed for 64 years, how
SFN understands the importance of river health having lived on the lands for
thousands of years, and about the SFN’s confidence in the developer to maintain
watershed health.
Mr. Cook informed the Board that he is the former Chief for the SFN and is the
current President of the Semiahmoo Development Corporation. He spoke about
the importance of partnerships to assist band members with economic and
employment opportunities, and his support for the SFN Chief and Council’s
decision to support the development proposal.

4.15

Wilfred Jeffries, 184 Street, Surrey, BC
Wilfred Jeffries, spoke in opposition to the proposal and informed the Board that
he owns a farm across street from the site which is located on a Class B road
meant for farming, expressed concern that lands proposed to be put into the ALR
are located below an electrical utility which limit farm use, and commented about
the importance of preserving agricultural land across Canada, and that the
proposal is outside of the Surrey’s OCP and was previously rejected by Surrey staff
on two separate occasions.
Mr. Jeffries also expressed concerns about Surrey approving the proposal despite
opposition by local residents, the proposed retention pond facilitating
development and not supporting the ALR, about traffic implications of the
proposed development, a lack of services, schools, and transit to support the
proposed development, and runoff impacts of activities in the new development
to Little Campbell River.
In response to a question, he informed the Board that as a scientist with farming
experience he believes the land proposed for development is viable for farming
and agricultural use.

4.16

Myles Lamont, 0 Avenue, Surrey, BC
Myles Lamont, professional biologist, spoke in opposition to the proposal and
informed the Board that he lives down the street from the site. He spoke about
soil conditions of the proposed development being ideal for blueberry farming,
that the landowners have never used the land for agricultural purposes, and that
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Hazelmere Golf & Tennis Club
(HGTC), A Rocha, and the Little Campbell Watershed Society relates to
implementation of commitments made by HGTC and not the development as a
whole.
Mr. Lamont spoke about First Nations concerns related to security of the food
fishery, commented that the project will not enhance salmonid in Little Campbell
River nor increase the food fishery, and suggested that proposal was the right
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project in the wrong location. He expressed concerns about the lack of utility
services, destroying viable agricultural land to develop outside of the UCB, and
traffic and safety and impacts for cyclists and pedestrians. Mr. Lamont noted that
it is not within the mandate of Metro Vancouver or vision of Metro 2040 to
support failing business.
4.17

Victoria Blinkhorn, 3rd Avenue, Langley, BC
Victoria Blinkhorn spoke in opposition to the proposal due to the request to
extend the UCB and reiterated concerns expressed by the previous speaker
related to road conditions, traffic, and safety impacts on cyclists. Ms. Blinkhorn
further expressed concerns about the proposal lacking infrastructure to support
the development, agricultural land outside of the ALR being undervalued and
subject to increasing land speculation pressures, will set a precedent to UCBs
expansion across the region, will undermine objectives and principles of the UCB,
and benefit only the land owners.
Ms. Blinkhorn commented on Metro Vancouver’s decision-making role, the intent
of the UCB, and about the need to protect the balance between various land uses
for the future. She expressed concerns that extending the UCB would set
precedent across the region and requested that the Board deny the application.

4.18

Brian Coote, 0 Avenue, Langley, BC
Brian Coote spoke in opposition to the proposal, requested that the Board deny
the proposed development, and commented on his farm located in the ALR near
the site, his involvement with the Little Campbell Watershed Society, and the lack
of support for the proposal by local residents.
Mr. Coote expressed concerns about properties being held by developers in the
area, increasing pressure and land speculation in the ALR, and how the proposal
contributes to urban sprawl, lacks services to support development, lacks any
rationale to expand the UCB, imposes safety and traffic implications for Zero
Avenue, is contrary to the UCB, viability of agricultural land, and protection of
natural land features. He further noted the proposal does not encourage transit,
is detrimental to walking and cycling, and that the viability of the business is
irrelevant to the proposal and he encouraged the Board to send a clear signal to
land speculators by denying the application.

4.19

Sofi Hindmarch, 210 Street, Langley, BC
Sofi Hindmarch spoke in opposition to the proposal and informed the Board that
A Rocha does not support the proposal and will not farm the land as stated by
previous speakers. She expressed concerns about the location of the proposed
development, and how the proposal contradicts goals and objectives of Metro
2040, promotes land speculation instead of farming opportunities, poses traffic
implications, lacks services, impacts neighbouring residents and agricultural land,
and is not supported by TransLink.
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Ms. Hindmarch spoke about challenges with providing residents in nearby recent
development, which is within the UCB, with a livable community, that lands are
designated and available for residential development in the UCB as identified in
the OCP, there being no need to expand the UCB, and requested that the Board
reject the proposal.
4.20

Kim Stepeny, 196A Street, Langley, BC
Kim Stepeny, family physician, spoke in opposition to the proposal and
commented about partially-forested land and productive and active farming
activities in the area. She referred to Semiahmoo Fish and Game Club efforts to
rehabilitate the Little Campbell Watershed and about reliance on well water by
local residents.
Ms. Stepeny expressed concerns that the proposal does not conform with Metro
2040, lacks utility infrastructure and services to support development, poses
traffic implications, is not supported by local employment opportunities,
increases car dependency, and sets precedent for the urbanization of rural lands.
She expressed concerns that the City of Surrey’s support to develop the lands is
contrary to the land designation in the OCP and encouraged the Board to uphold
Metro 2040 goals and decline the proposal.

4.21

Annie Kaps, Grove Crescent, Surrey, BC
Annie Kaps, 80-year Hazelmere Valley resident, spoke in opposition to the
proposal and commented about her experiences living in the Valley and that the
proposal would negatively impact these experiences, and she requested that the
Board deny the proposal. She expressed concerns that the proposal would result
in costs borne to taxpayers to provide services and infrastructure to the site, and
set precedent for further development, and a loss of biomass of current forest
cover.
Ms. Kaps commented that support of declining businesses is not part of Metro
Vancouver’s mandate, outlined inaccuracies being presented about the MOU and
she referred the Board to minimum lot sizes identified in Surrey’s OCP. Ms. Kaps
commented on the City’s ability to guide advancement of onsite sewage
treatment to ensure watershed health, and to establish limits on house size. She
expressed concerns about Surrey’s approval of the proposal despite prior
rejection by Surrey staff and recommended that the Board consider the Metro
Vancouver staff recommendation to reject the proposal.

4.22

Steven Pettigrew, 104th Avenue, Surrey, BC
Steven Pettigrew spoke in opposition to the proposal and commented on
references in the staff report related to residential growth and housing
opportunities being best in the centre of Surrey. He spoke in support of First
Nations consultation and exploring opportunities to provide band members
employment, but that he was opposed to expansion of the UCB.
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Mr. Pettigrew commented that providing potable water to Semiahmoo First
Nation and establishing onsite sewage treatment would better benefit Little
Campbell River versus mitigating development impacts, and he expressed
concerns regarding the lack of schools and transit to support the development,
and how the proposal contributes to the housing shortage, and sets precedent for
land speculation of farmland. He requested that consideration be given to the
elevating community needs, and approving development in urban areas
supported by services, recommended a new approach be taken to protect land
for future generations, and requested that the Board reject the proposal.
4.23

Raymond LaPierre, Southmere Crescent, Surrey, BC
Raymond LaPierre, part owner of the development site, spoke in favour of the
proposal and commented on his involvement, about his family’s farm in the area,
about benefits of providing larger lot sizes, and about his family’s interest is to
provide a development that helps the community.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public
Hearing agenda.

4.24

Michael Proskow, Country Woods Drive, Surrey, BC
The speaker was not present when called upon by the Chair.

4.25

Ian Povey, 2nd Avenue, Surrey, BC
Ian Povey spoke in opposition to the proposal and informed the Board about his
farm across from the site, that he supports housing and growth planned through
a sustainable community plan or growth strategy, and commented on the
purpose of the OCP, regional growth strategy (RGS), and UCB, and that the
proposed amendments set precedent for future developments that will nullify the
goals and objectives set out by these strategies.
He expressed concerns that the proposal lacks infrastructure to support density,
requires road excavation through environmentally-sensitive areas, fish-spawning
habitats, and the ALR, contradicts Surrey and Metro Vancouver planning and
sewer policies, benefits only the developer, increases land speculation in
agricultural areas and promotes development opportunities, lacks a
transportation network, and proposed development on viable farmland.
Mr. Povey requested that the Board reject the proposal.

4.26

Harley Chappell, Skowkale Avenue, Semiahmoo, BC
Chief Harley Chappell, Semiahmoo First Nation (SFN), spoke in favour of the
proposal and commented on how the proposal allows SFN to move forward with
economic development and partnerships, SFN’s oldest elder being in attendance
at the meeting, and the importance of being part of the community discussion
during a time of reconciliation.
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Chief Chappell informed the Board that his people have lived on the lands for over
10,000 years and are interested in being involved in good development. He spoke
about the importance of First Nations, municipalities, and land owners working
together to continue the conversation on raising standards within SFN traditional
territories and on the progress and evolution of SFN traditional territories and he
requested that the Board take his comments into consideration when making a
decision on the proposal.
4.27

Naty King, 184 Street, Surrey, BC
Naty King spoke in opposition to the proposal and informed the Board that she
has successfully farmed in the Hazelmere Valley for 33 years despite soil
conditions being identified as poor. She spoke about grocery stores and
restaurants in Metro Vancouver carrying her farm products, about impacts from
global climate challenges, and about the need for everyone to be part of the
solution.
Ms. King expressed concerns that the proposal will encroach on agricultural land
and informed the Board about increasing wildlife impacts she continues to
experience on her farm as a result of nearby development in the Campbell Heights
area. She requested that the Board reject the proposal and commented that a
livable region requires balance which includes agriculture, that the proposal does
not meet these needs, and that farmers are important to communities every day.

4.28

Nathan Hildebrand, 16A Street, Surrey, BC
Nathan Hildebrand, Development Manager, Hazelmere Golf & Tennis Club
(HGTC), on behalf of the HGTC owner, spoke in support of the proposal, and
referred to the 260 letters of support received from various people. He
summarized key points made by previous speakers, informed the Board that the
LaPierre family has lived in the Hazelmere Valley for over six generations, spoke
about support from the Semiahmoo First Nation, and commented on how the
proposal has been contemplated for many years and about HGTC efforts to
consult with the public.
Mr. Hildebrand commented that the stormwater management system is not
located in the ALR, that the intent of the containment pond is to improve drainage
in the ALR, and that the intent is to develop the sloped farmland and improve land
in the ALR. He noted that HGTC is interested in engaging groups to farm the land
and commented that the proposal will not prompt further development in the
area, that HGTC has no control over how properties are being advertised, and that
the development is a model for future development in Surrey and the region.
Presentation material is retained with the June 13, 2018 MVRD Board Public
Hearing agenda.
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4.29

Gabriel Jeffries, 184 Street, Surrey, BC
Gabriel Jeffries spoke in opposition to the proposal and informed the Board about
his farm being across the street from the site. He spoke about the Hazelmere
Valley being a healthy corridor and one of the last functional farming areas in
Surrey, that farmland located across the street is A1 classified farmland, about
development pressures in the area over the last few years, and he expressed
concerns about Surrey approving the proposal despite staff opposition, and that
the proposal does not confirm with local policy and will set precedent for land use
in rural areas.
Mr. Jeffries commented that the discussion should be focused on land use not
land owners, that lands within the ALR are not interchangeable with land use
which promotes urban sprawl, and that Surrey should prioritize food security and
ensure land is available for farming. He spoke about the proposed development
being on land viable for farming and encouraged the Board to support Metro 2040
goals and farming in Metro Vancouver.

4.30

Wendy Yao, Delson Way, Delta, BC
Wendy Yao, Senior Resource Engineer, Aplin Martin, spoke in favour of the
proposal and informed the Board about her involvement in the project, about a
scoping study with the City of Surrey and Township of Langley on a tributary of
Little Campbell River, and about development of an Integrated Stormwater
Management Plan (ISMP) for Kuhn Creek. Ms. Yao spoke of the purpose and
benefits of the ISMP, other reviews included as part of comprehensive efforts to
improve watershed health, water quality and stream flow monitoring identifying
high fecal coliform and poor water quality, a lack of summer base flows in some
creek branches, and a lack of fish habitat.
Ms. Yao commented on how the proposed development would contribute to
improving water quality and other these issues identified in Little Campbell River,
and that Aplin Martin would engage key stakeholders to seek opinions on how to
establish goals and plans for overall watershed enhancement.

9:18 p.m. Chair Moore stepped out of the meeting and Vice Chair Louie assumed the Chair.
4.31

Joanne Charles, Beach Road, Surrey, BC
Joanne Charles, Semiahmoo First Nation (SFN), spoke in support of the proposed
development, about her mother being in attendance at the meeting, about her
involvement with SFN as a small water system and waste systems operator and
Fisheries Officer, about her efforts working with food fish for many years, and
about the importance of protecting the environment. She informed the Board
about a 10,000-year old artifact found approximately 1 mile from the proposed
development site, about SFN being a transboundary First Nation, and the family
having lived on the site prior to contact and prior to the Canada-United States
border separating their people.
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Ms. Charles spoke about SFN’s engagement in the proposal as part of
reconciliation, their traditional village sites being located in the area,
collaboration with the proponent on how to enhance Little Campbell River, SFN
food security issues, and about sharing of ecological knowledge to ensure there
are fish for future generations.
Ms. Charles commented about Surrey recognizing merits of supporting the
project and that amendments should be made to Metro 2040 for sustainable
projects supported by local First Nations as part of reconciliation and calls to
action put in place by federal and provincial governments.
4.32

John Robbie, Begbie Terrace, Port Coquitlam
John Robbie, Professional Engineer, Aplin Martin, in response to comments made
by other speakers about the sewer line, informed the Board that sanitary and
water services exist in area and that if the proposed development is approved,
the City of Surrey has agreed to work with them to find a sustainable solution that
does not include having to construct 10 kilometres of pipes.

9:24 p.m. Chair Moore reassumed the chair.
4.33

Frank Fourchalk, 68 Avenue, Surrey, BC
Frank Fourchalk informed the Board that he is a 38-year resident of Surrey and
spoke in favour of the proposed development.

4.34

Troy Peverley, Johnstone Road, White Rock, BC
Troy Peverley spoke in favour of the proposed development.

4.35

Kenneth Hoogwater, 212 Street, Langley, BC
Kenneth Hoogwater informed the Board that he lives in the region and spoke in
favour of the proposed development.

4.36

Kristine Gordon, 140 Street, Surrey, BC
Kristine Gordon informed the Board she is a life-long Surrey resident and spoke in
favour of the proposed development.

4.37

Jamie Muter, Sheraton Road, Richmond, BC
Jamie Muter spoke in favour of the proposal and commented that the proposed
development provides an opportunity for affordable farm land for young farmers.

4.38

Patrick Giesbrecht, Farina Road, Abbotsford, BC
Patrick Giesbrecht spoke in favour of the proposed development and informed
the Board about his involvement related to public engagement on behalf of the
landowners. Mr. Giesbrecht quoted David Anderson, Brooksdale Centre Director,
A Rocha Canada, as being exciting to explore the opportunity to farm the
Agricultural Land Reserve portion of the site, should the proposal be approved.
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Chair Moore asked three times if there were further speakers wishing to speak in
connection with Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1263, 2018. There were no speakers wishing to speak to the
Bylaw.
The Chair reminded members that no new information may be received in relation to the
matter.
5.

ADJOURNMENT/CONCLUSION
The Chair declared the Public Hearing concluded at 9:28 p.m.

CERTIFIED CORRECT

Klara Kutakova, Deputy Corporate Officer

Greg Moore, Chair

25560278 FINAL
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